PREFACE TO VOLUME VI.

It was with the help of my brother that this work on the history of Mediaeval Political Theory was begun in 1892; indeed his article on "The Political Theory of St Thomas Aquinas" in the 'Scottish Review,' 1896, was its first published form. He was one of the pupils of Arnold Toynbee at Balliol, and though what he learned from him was mainly in Economics, it was from him, I think, that he learned not only the significance of Economic History and Theory, but also the importance of the history of Political Thought. During the many years of his long service in the Government of India, 1880 to 1916, and in spite of the pressure of his public work, he contributed by his continual sympathy and his careful judgment and criticism to help and correct this work; and happily, in the years after his retirement in 1916 he was able to write a large part of Volume V. I had hoped to finish, as I had begun, with his help, but this was not to be, for he died in 1934, and I can only express something of what he was and did by dedicating this volume to his memory—the memory of an honourable, just, and kindly man, and an indefatigable scholar.

Till the last year of his life he was occupied with the materials for this volume, and happily something of his work I have been able to include in it, but only a little of that which he was preparing. This has unavoidably compelled the omission of one very important subject which we had hoped to treat in this volume, as in former ones—that is, the relations of the Temporal and Spiritual Powers—and I fear that it is too
late to hope to be able to deal with this. I greatly regret this, but at the same time I feel that in the fourteenth century, and still more in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, these relations must be studied under terms in many ways very different from those under which we have dealt with them in these volumes.

With the downfall of Boniface VIII., the long conflict between the Papacy and the Empire had, as it seems to me, really come to an end. No doubt it was renewed in the struggle between the Popes and Henry VII. and Louis of Bavaria, and it may even be said that this ended in the success of the Popes; but the Declaration of the Electors at Rhenae in 1338 seems to indicate that there was little real significance in this.

Again, while there were in the fourteenth century several treatises like those of Augustinus Triumhus which asserted the theory of the temporal supremacy of the Popes in the strongest terms, these do not seem to add anything of importance to the contentions of Innocent IV., or Hostienis, or Egidius Romanus, or James of Viterbo.

The truth is, as it seems to me, that from the fourteenth century the history of the relations of the Temporal and Spiritual authorities, while we must not overlook the great importance of Papal authority, must be studied primarily under the terms of the relations of Church and State within the separate nations. This is true of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and even more of the sixteenth, and that not only in the Reformed but also in the Catholic countries. These questions are so important that their proper treatment would require a detailed examination of the circumstances and the literature of the subject in each of the more important Western countries, and this is a task of a formidable complexity and magnitude.

At almost the same time as our last volume appeared, there was published the most important and valuable work of Professor J. W. Allen, 'A History of Political Thought in the Sixteenth Century,' and I would express both my high admiration for this admirable and illuminating work and also my obligation to it for much information. I trust that our readers will recognize that what we have attempted in this volume on the sixteenth century is not like Professor Allen's work, a detailed study of every important aspect of the rich and varied 'Political Thought' of that century, but a treatment of it, primarily, in its relation to that of the Middle Ages.

Among other important works recently published, I should wish to draw the attention of historical students to the very valuable work of Professor Ercole of Palermo, 'Da Bartolo all' Althusio,' and to the excellent work on the Political Theory of Hooker by Professor A. P. d'Entrèves of Pavia.

I must also express my great obligation to the late Professor G. Fournier of Paris in directing my attention to the sources of information on the French Civilians of the sixteenth century, and I should wish to express something of the regret that every serious student of medieval civilization must feel at the loss which we have suffered in the death of so great, so learned, so judicial a student of Canon Law. We are indeed glad that he was able to complete his work on the Collections of Canon Law from Pseudo Isidore to Gratian; and we look forward to the forthcoming treatment of Gratian himself by Fournier's learned successor in Paris, Professor Le Bras.

By the kindness of Professor Giorgio del Vecchio of Rome, one chapter of this work (Chap. II. Part II.) was translated into Italian and published in the 'Rivista Internazionale di filosofia del diritto.'

I cannot end without once again expressing my profound indebtedness to Dr R. Lane Poole, the most learned of English medieval scholars. Looking back after fifty years I remember not only his continual kindness to an immature student, but also that it was from his 'Illustrations of Mediaval Thought' that I first learned something of the real character of the political principles of the Middle Ages.

A. J. CARLYLE.

March 1936.
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PART I.

FOURTEENTH CENTURY.

INTRODUCTION.

We have seen in earlier volumes that the political principles of the Middle Ages were clear and intelligible, and that, though the forms of the organisations in which they expressed themselves were in many respects different from those of the present day, the principles themselves were really not very far removed from our own. The confusion about this which is still to be found in the minds of some people is simply a confused ignorance. The medieval world was a rational world; indeed, as has sometimes been suggested, its defect was that it was somewhat too rational. The great schoolmen, especially, appear to us sometimes to have too great a confidence in the power of the human reason to analyse the complexity of human life. However this may be, the political thinkers of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries are to us intelligible and rational.

It is very different when we come to some of the political ideas of the seventeenth century; it is difficult to say which seems to us most irrational: the absurdity of the theory of the divine right of the monarch, or the absurdity of the theory of the absolute sovereignty of the State as represented by Hobbes. It is no doubt true that we can recognise behind both these absurdities some historical conditions which serve to explain their appearance, but they do...
not justify them. To us these conceptions seem, and indeed they are, irrational and mischievous. The conception of the divine right of the monarch has happily, even if only in our days, disappeared, and the theory of the absolute sovereignty of the State only lingers on among politically uneducated people or societies.

Our task, then, in this volume, is clear; we have to consider, first, the continuity of political civilisation, and, secondly, the conditions or circumstances under which this continuity was in part interrupted by the reappearance of that confused orientalism of Gregory the Great, the theory of the divine right of the monarch, and by the appearance of the conception of the absolute power of the prince, in the State.

CHAPTER I.

THE SOURCE AND AUTHORITY OF LAW: CONSTITUTIONAL PRACTICE AND GENERAL THEORY.

We have seen that the most important political conception of the Middle Ages was the conception of the supremacy of law, the law which was the expression, not merely of the will of the ruler, but of the life of the community; and this life, which expressed itself in the customs, and therefore the law of the community, was conceived of as itself the expression of moral principles. The law was supreme, because it was the expression of justice; the unjust law was not law at all. This conception can, as we have shown, be traced through all mediæval literature from the ninth century to the thirteenth. It is sometimes expressed in the technical terms of the derivation of Jus from Justitia, or of the subordination of all positive law to the natural law, sometimes in the more popular terms of the distinction between the king and the tyrant.

It is then these profound conceptions of the real nature of political authority which the Middle Ages handed down to the modern world, and our first task is to consider how far these conceptions may have been modified in the period with which we are now dealing. We begin, therefore, with the consideration of the conception of the immediate source of the authority of the positive law of a political community.

As we have, in former volumes, endeavoured to show, there was from the twelfth century at least a divergence between what we have called the normal conceptions and practice of mediæval society, and the theory of some at least of the students and teachers of the Roman law, and we shall have
to consider this divergence carefully in the period with which we are now dealing; and shall have to ask how far the absolutist theory of some of the great civilians may have modified the traditional political principles of mediæval society.

We begin with some observations on the actual methods of legislation in the fourteenth century.

There is a noteworthy phrase in the coronation oath of Edward II. and Edward III. of England, which will serve to express the constitutional procedure and theory of the time. They swear to hold and maintain, not only the laws and customs granted by former kings, but also the laws and lawful customs which the community shall have chosen. The words express both the place of custom in the system of mediæval law, and also the recognition of the principle that laws derive their authority, not only from the consent of the king but from the determination of the community. The words in which the ordinances of 1310 were annulled in 1322 only add to this the statement of the method in which the determination of the king, the barons, and the whole community was to be expressed—all these matters which are to be established for the kingdom and people are to be discussed, agreed upon, and established in Parliament by the king, with the assent of the prelates, counts, barons, and the community of the kingdom, as had heretofore been the custom.

It is interesting to observe the parallel between these conceptions and those of the Cortes of Castile at Burgos in 1379, and at Bribiesca in 1387. At Burgos the Cortes complained that certain persons produced "Cartas" (briefs) annulling ordinances made by the king in the Cortes, and petitioned that certain persons produced "Cartas" (briefs) annulling ordinances made by the king in the Cortes, and petitioned

1 'Cortes of Castile,' vol. ii. 22, 27 (1379): "Otrozy nos pedieron por merced que por algunas cosas de nuestros señoríos pasan cartas para desatar los ordinamientos que nos fezimos en nuestras Cortes y ayuntamientos por servicio de Dios e nuestro; o que mandemos, que tales cartas sean obedecidas e non cumplidas, e lo que es fecho por Cortes o por ayuntamientos que no se puede deshacer por los tales cartas, salvo por Cortes. A esto respondemos que nos somos ordenado que tales cartas que fuesen ganadas contra derecho que sean obedecidas e non cumplidas fasta que nos seamos requerido dello; pero en razón de desatar los ordinamientos o dél se dexar en su estado nos faren en ello lo que entiendamos que es cumpl a nuestro servicio."

2 'Cortes of Castile,' ii. 28, Tercero Tractado, 9 (1387): "Et por que nuestra voluntad es quela justicia floresca, e las cosas que en contra ella polissem usir non ayan poder don contraer, establecemos que si en nuestras cartas mandaremos alguna causa que sea contra ley fuero o derecho, quela tal carta sea obedecida e non cumplida, non embargante que esa dicha carta faga menzon especial o general dela ley fuero o ordenamiento contra quien se d; nin embargante otrozy que faga menzon especial desta ley nuestra nin delas clausulas derogatorias ensiemen contenidas; ca nostra voluntad es quela tales cartas no ayan efecto.

Et otrozy que los fueres salvedores e leyes e ordinamentos que non fueron revocados por otras, non sean perjudicados synon por ordinamientos fechos en Cortes, mayser que enlas cartas quese las mayores firmazas que pudieren ser puestas.

E todo lo que en contrario desta ley se faizie, nos lo damos por ninguno, et mandamos aos de nuestro conveio e aos nuestros oydores e otros oficiales que se responda por los oficios, que no firmen carta alguna o alcuna en que se contengie, 'non embargante ley o derecho o ordenamiento.'

E esa razón para el escrivano quela tal carta o alcuna firman."
cities. There is really no trace of any other system in Castile or England, and it is a curious misconception which has led some serious historical writers to speak as though the legislative authority in Castile belonged to the king alone. This has arisen partly from a hasty interpretation of the phrases which describe the law as the king's law, and such phrases as those used by Alfonso XI. of Castile in issuing a new law-book at the Cortes of Alcalá de Henares in 1348: 'Et por que al Rey pertenesce el poder de fazer fueors e leyes e delas entrepretar e declarar e emendar.'1 We have pointed out in the last volume that the similar phrase used by Alfonso X. in the 'Especulo' cannot be taken to mean that he claimed an absolute or sole right to make or unmak[e law, but only that no law could be made without him, and that it was his part to promulgate or declare the law.2 And it must be observed that in issuing the new law book at Alcalá, Alfonso XI. was acting with the counsel of the prelates and nobles and the good men of the cities,3 and that it was in this same Cortes that the great law book of Alfonso X., the 'Siete Partidas,' was first formally recognised as having legal authority, for it had not hitherto been promulgated by the king or received as law.4

With regard to France it is more difficult to speak precisely; while, as we shall see in a later chapter, there is frequent mention of the States general, and of the Provincial Estates, the former at least did not meet so regularly as Parliament in England, or the Cortes in Castile, and it is more difficult, therefore, to make precise statements about the methods of legislation; but it seems, from examining the collection of Royal Ordinances, that, so far as these can be described as having the nature of law, they were promulgated under the same terms as those of the thirteenth century, by the great council, sometimes with reference to the barons and others, sometimes with the advice of the estates.5

The formulas of legislation in the Empire are more explicit, and seem to imply normally the presence of the members of the Diet.6

We can now turn to the general theory of the legislative authority in the fourteenth century. It seems hardly necessary to cite the opinions of the English writers, for it is obvious that they adhere to, and indeed frequently simply repeat, the opinions of Bracton.

Britton represents the king as issuing a law book, and as commanding that it was to be obeyed in England and Ireland, but reserves the right to repeal or annul these laws with the consent of the barons and counts and the other members of his council.7 Fleta restates almost literally the judgments of Bracton. The king has indeed no equal, but it is the law which has made him king, and it is therefore right that he should recognise the authority of the law.8 The king can do nothing except that which he can do lawfully, and the saying that the prince's pleasure has the force of law must be understood under the terms of the statement that it was from the 'lex regia,' that he derived his authority, and that, therefore, it is to be understood that that only is law which has been made after due deliberation by the advice of the "magnates" and

---

1 'Cortes de Castilia,' i. 52, 64.
3 'Cortes de Castilia,' i. 52: 'Por ende nes Don Alfonso ... con consejo de los perlados e ricos e caualleros, e Roy, nin fuoron auidas, nin conocidas estes leyes que se supieron.'
4 Id. ii. 52, 64: "E los pleitos e contiendas que se non podieren librar por las leyes deste libro e por los dichos fueors, mandamos que se libren por las leyes contenidas en los libros delas Sieste Partidas que el Rey Don Alfonso nuestro vasallado mando ordenar, como quier que fasta aqui non se faiba que fuesen publicadas por mandado del Rey, nin fueron auizas, nin respicadas por leyes; pero nos mandamos las frecuiren e concentraren e emendar en algunas cosas que cumplen. Et ayn concortedas e emendadas porque fueren sacadas e tomadas delos dichos sanets Padres e delos derechos e dichos de muchos sabios antiques, e de fueors e de costumbres antigos, de Espafia, damos las por nuestras leyes.'
5 'Recueil des anciennes Lois Francoises'—s. vol. iii. p. 318—vol. v. pp. 5, 156.
7 Britton, i. Prologue: "Eduard par la gracei Deu Roi de Engleterre.
--- Et volums et commandamts ce par tut Engleterre et tut Hyreunde sovent fait meu et tenus en tous poynte, sauec a nous de repeler les et de esyrer et de amenuer et de amender a toutes les foiz, que nous vous y que bon serra, par les asent de nos Countes et Barouns et autres de nostor consyl.'
8 Fleta, i. 5, 4.
the authority of the king. The king must restrain his authority by the law which is the bridle of power, and must live according to law, for it is the principle of human law that laws bind the legislator. This was evidently the normal opinion of English lawyers, and there is therefore nothing surprising in the terms used by that curious work, the 'Mirror of Justices.' The worst of all abuses is that the king should be against the law, for he ought to be subject to it, as is expressed in his coronation oath. It is a 'crime that ordinances should be made by the king and his clerks and others who would not venture to oppose the king, while laws ought to be made by the common consent of the king and his counts."

It is, then, from this standpoint that we can understand the real significance of the treatment of the source of authority of law by Marsilius of Padua in the 'Defensor Pacis.' He

1 Fleta, j. 17, 7: "Non obstant, quod dictatur, quod principis placent legis habet potentiam, quia sequitur, cum lege regia quae de eos imperio lata est, quod est, non quemadmodum voluntate regna, tantumque praesumptionem est, sed quod magnatum suorum consilio. Regna autore tatem potestae, et habita super legibus deliberatione et trasc主要是 the normal judgment and practice of the Middle Ages is not, as appears to be thought by some writers who are not very well acquainted with medieval political literature, setting out some new and revolutionary democratic doctrine, but is rather expressing, even if in rather drastic and unqualified terms, the normal judgment and practice of the Middle Ages: he represents not the beginning of some modern and revolutionary doctrine, but the assertion of traditional principles. It is, however, true and not unimportant that the author derives his doctrines from various sources, that he combines the principles of the actual practice of the Middle Ages with conceptions derived, on the one side, from Aristotle, and on the other, to some extent from the Civilians. He lays down, for instance, the principle that there is no "politia" when the law is not supreme, and he cites in support of this some words of Aristotle; but this doctrine had been implied in the Assises of Jerusalem, and asserted by Bracton. Again, he sets out with great emphasis the principle that the source of law is the "populus" or "universitas civilium," or its "valencior pars," and not either one man or a few men, for either the one or the few might make bad laws directed to their own advantage rather than to the common good. Marsilius refers to Aristotle as having laid down this occurrence. We must refer the reader to the admirable reproductions to these editions for a full discussion of the most interesting textual questions, as well as for those relating to the authorship of this work.

2 Marsilius, 'Defensor Pacis,' ii. 11 (4)


4 Marsilius of Padua, 'Defensor Pacis,' i. 12, 3: "Nos autem doctrine secundum veritatem actu consilium Aristotelis 3's Politica Cap 6th, legis latores seu causam legis effectuam primum et proponam esse populos suum civium universitatem, et suum valencior patet, per suam elec-

cernem seu voluntatem in generali cununm cununione cernus exarum expressum, propoens est determinante aliquis seni vel omnibus civibus actus humanus, sub poena vel supplecimento temporalis, valencorum in quin partem, considerata quanitatis personarum et qualitatis in communitate alias super quam lex faterit; save ad recentem universitas prædita cununm aut eun us pars valencior per se ipsam immediato, save ad alium vel aliqul aem consilium fundamentum, quia legis elementum non sunt, nec essent possunt, sed adhuc ad aliquem et quandoque secundum prima legislator autore tatem." I. d. 12, 8:

5 "Aut legem hacem autorem ad solam cununm universitatem pertinet, ut dictum, vel ad hominem unicum
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THE LAW: PRACTICE AND THEORY.

"valeturior pars" of the populus. It will be observed that he explains these words when he adds, "Valentiorem inquam partem, considerata quantitate personarum et qualitate in communitate illa super quam lex fertur," for there seems to be no doubt that this is the correct reading. It seems clear that he does not mean simply the greater number. The history, however, of the development of the theory of the majority in the political and ecclesiastical organisations of the Middle Ages is one of great complexity, and we do not feel that we are competent to discuss this subject.

It should also be observed that Marsilius sets out a very important defence of the authority of the whole people in making law. Men, he says, are more ready to maintain a law which they have imposed upon themselves, and it is therefore well that whatever may concern the common convenience should be known and heard by all; and, while he admits that the legislative power should not be entrusted to a base and incompetent authority, he meets the contention that the "universitas civium" is a body of this kind with a flat denial. For, he declares, the great mass of the citizens (civium pluralitas) are not normally or generally base or incompetent, rather they are all, or for the most part, of sound mind and reason, and have a right intention towards the Common.


2 Marsilius, 'Defensor Pacis,' i. 12, 6; "Secundam propositionem probavit, quoniam lex illa meius observat et quaequem civium, quam sibi quilibet imposuisse videtur; tali est lex lata, ex auditu et praecepto universe multitudine civium . . . (i, 12, 7). Convenirent enim homines ad civilis communicacionem proprie commodum et vitae sufficiantiam consequendam, et opposita declinandum. Que igitur omnium possint tangere commodum et incommodum, ab omnibus ediri debunt et audiri, ut commodum assequi et oppositum repellere possint."

10 principle had been suggested by some of the earliest Civilians. We have drawn attention in the second volume to the words of works attributed to Inlerius and Bulgarus, that it is the "populus" or "universitas" which is the ultimate source of law, and it is evident that they had learned this from the Roman law books. It seems reasonable to say that Marsilius is restating the doctrine of the ancient Roman law and of the medieval Civilians.

But further, as we have seen, there is scarcely any trace whatever, either in the constitutional systems or in the writers on political theory of the Middle Ages, except in the medieval Civilians, of the conception that law could be made by any one person, even by the prince, except with the advice and consent of the community as a whole, or those who stood for it, whether they were the great and wise men, or the elected representatives of the community. Egidius Colonna stands practically alone in suggesting that the king should rule according to his own will and the laws which he had made, and not according to the laws which the citizens had made. So far, then, Marsilius was simply expressing in clear terms the normal conception of the Middle Ages, but there are some aspects of his statement which deserve further notice, and especially the emphatic phrase which he uses about the...
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wealth and what is necessary for its maintenance. And, therefore, although every individual, or the greater multitude, is not capable of devising new laws, yet everyone can judge and determine as to that which is devised and proposed to him by others.1

It seems to us, then, to be clear that the constitutional procedure and the general political theory of the fourteenth century represent the same principles as to the source and supremacy of the law which, as we have seen in former volumes, were characteristic of the Middle Ages. The law of the State is the expression of the custom and will of the whole community, and it is supreme over all members of the community, even over the king and prince. We shall, however, have more to say about this in later chapters, when we deal directly with the conception of the nature and limitation of the authority of the prince in the fourteenth century.

1 Id. id., i. 13, 2: 'Cum ergo primo dixerat, 'ad pravum et in pluribus indisceturum, non pertinent legumadonis auctoritas,' conceditur. Et cum additur, universitatem civium esse hujs modi, negandum est. Nam civism pluralitas neque prava neque indiscerea est quantum ad pluralitatem suae suae, et in pluri tempore; omnes enim, aut plurum, sone mentis et raenioris sunt et recti appetitus ad policiam et que necessaria sunt propter eius permanencliam, quemadmodum legis et alia statuta vel consuetudines, scilicet prins ostensum est. Quamvis enim non quibet aut mulai multitudo civium sit legum inventor, potest tamen quilibet de inventio et ab afo sibi propositis indicare, addendum vel minuendum aut mutiam dum discernere.'

CHAPTER II.

THE LAW, ITS SOURCE AND AUTHORITY. CIVILANS.

It remains, then, to consider the treatment of this subject by the Civilians and Canonists, for here if anywhere we may find some development of another kind. We have pointed out in earlier volumes that in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries there are clear traces of two and divergent movements of opinion: that some of the Civilians seem to think that the Roman people had so completely transferred their original legislative authority to the emperor that they no longer possessed it at all, while others thought that though they had given the emperor this authority it still, also, remained with them, and could still be reclaimed and exercised.1 We have now to consider how far the Civilians and Canonists of the fourteenth century can be said to adhere to the one or the other of these opinions.

It is well to observe at the outset that there is no question in the minds of these Civilians that it was the people from whom the prince derived his authority. This is very clearly set out in a passage in the 'Commentary on the Digest' by Cynus. (Cino of Pistoia; one of the most important of the Civilians of the early fourteenth century.) Cynus maintains very dogmatically that the "imperium" is from God, but he holds that this is not inconsistent with the principle that the prince was created by the lex regia, the emperor derives his authority from the people, the "imperium" is from God.2

Having made ourselves clear on this point we can consider


2 Cynus, 'Comm. on Digest,' Rub.
an important discussion of the whole question of the legislative authority of the people, by Cynus in his 'Commentary on the Code,' which indicates very clearly that he was well aware of the contention between the older Civilians about this question. He cites the opinion of 'Joannes' and of 'Hugolinus,' that the Roman people could not now make a law, but also the judgment of Hugolinus to the contrary, and says that some of the "moderni" (his contemporaries) held with Hugolinus. Cynus himself seems to be indifferent as to the question, but the reason he gives seems to imply that he is thinking not of the general authority of the people of the Roman empire, but of the authority of the people of the city of Rome, which would have no reality outside of the city. We must, however, observe also the opinion of Cynus:

quia imperium est a Deo, ut in authentico

cita inopepent: in principi: De Fide instrom: § 1, et ab ipso Deo immediato processit, unde inter Imperatorem et Deum non est ponere medium, ut in authenticis, quae iure signantur: ibid. Nec obstat quod dicatur supers 1. i. quod leges regiae
dictur Principes creatas: quia hoc est permissionis Divinae; sicut divinum, non est malum in civitate quod non recepti

Dominius: nec est absurdum, quod sit alia populo est a Deo, tamquam ab agente universali, sicut aliter dicitur, hominum generis; et sic.

Vel minus dico, quod imperator a populo est; sed imperium cuius praefatur Imperator dictatur divinum, a Deo."


Primae ad 1. normam. Quia praefectus facit de auctoritate principis. Unde ipse facere videatur: et iedem in populo, et alia auctoritas pendet a principe, quod non est verum. Quod ergo dice-

must ? De hoc fuerunt dimensiones apud nostros antiquos patres, quae etiam et hodie vigent apud modernos. Dixit Joannes, quod non potest hodie populus Romanus facere legem, et hoc tenet Hugolinus, extra de consil. C. fn., in summa sua. Hugolinus dixit contrarium, Glossa approbat opinionem Joannis in de:ambiguit (Dig. I. 2, 9). Quidam moderni tenent eum Joannem, et probant inter alia argumenta. Nam certum est quod Ulpianus fiuit tempore quod erat concessa Imperatoribus potestatis contendi leges: ut de origine juris, 1. ultima parte. Et tamen Ulpianus dictit, Senatorum possit facere legem (Dig. I. 3, 9), non dicit, nec potest dici quod igitur loquitur in senatu, qui erat numero centum, quia nos totam remanet in uno . . . unde populus et Senatus qui regit populum potest legem facere. Et quaedam suo jure facit populus, et Senatus populi auctoritate, non Principem, quia Principis auctoritas pendet a principi. Prima ad 1. normam. Quia praefectus facit de auctoritate principis. Unde ipse facere videatur: et iedem in populo, et alia auctoritas pendet a principe, quod non est verum. Quod ergo dice-

mus hic literam 'solii' (Cod. I. 14. 12) uno modo, prout dixit Gloss. Vel secundum Petrum dicendum est, quod litera 'solii' expenatur sic, quod nullus alius existens solus potest facere legem, nisi Imperator. Hoc non placet mihi, quia licet populus sunt plures, tamen pro uno reputatur. Praeterea Senatori potest esse in uno, ut supra dixi. Item praefectus unus est. Expono ergo, quod litera 'solii' ! exclusat solum alios inferiores. Non autem illos, qui possunt legis facere, sicut sunt praecepta ut expoluerint Jacobus et etiam Petrus supra col. I.; et hoc vera secundum opinionem illam, quae se habet ut populus possit facere legem. Sed secundum Joannem populus potest legis facere, quod et quidam nobis doctores moderni tenent, ut populus non possit legem facere sine principi, et tunc potest, quod nullus existens solus potest facere legem nisi Principes; unde solus principes, id est, solus existens principes potest facere legem, sed solus populus non: quia cum imperator est caput imperii . . . populus quantum ad regim imperii nihil sine eo facere potest, quia universitas sine capite suum nihil agit. . . . Ipe autem, solus potest facere, ut hic, et populus, et cum senatus, et cum consilio procurorum . . . quod probat illi littera humanum ut ibi dixi (i.e., his observations on Cod. I. 14, 8, in this work. Fol. 28, v.). Quod ergo dicitur. Ad 1. non ambiguitur (Dig. I. 3, 9), dicendum quod hodie est institutum per legem istam, hoc non est verum, ut patet infra: Tit: II. (Dig. I. 2); vel dicendum est, quod Senatori potest facere legem, non tam tenem contrarium legi principis, sicut et praefectus ut 1. normam. Constat istam opinionem esse manifesta lex de quibus (Dig. I. 3, 22), ubi dicitur, quod populus potest facere consuetudinem, quae legem facere solam, non legem et legem, quia nihil refert, ut veris an fictis, ut ibi. Nisi dicas quod hodie sit restricta potestas populi per hanc legem. De huius opinionibus tene quos magis tibi placet quin ego non eum. Nam si populus Romanus faceret legem vel consuetudinem, de facto seio quod non servaretur extra urbem."

and his successors are bound to observe an agreement (or contract, pactum) which he has made with any "civitas," or baron. The question, as he says, had been propounded by Guido de Suza, and it is not quite clear whether the discussion of the question is that of Cynus, or whether he is stating it in the terms of Guido, but the conclusion, at least of Guido, seems clearly to be that the emperor is bound by such a "pactum," and that the subjects may be entitled to resist any unjust and manifest violence.\(^1\)

It is also important to observe that Cynus is clear that the authority of the prince does not include the right to take away a man's property without adequate cause. He can indeed take it "de facto," and his action must be assumed to be founded upon some just reason, but he cannot do this "de jure" without reason: the laws give him no such power, and if he does it, he commits a sin.\(^2\)

We have given these somewhat detailed quotations from Cynus, because it appears to us that his position represents very fairly that of the fourteenth-century (orals) in general; they were, like Cynus, aware of the divergent judgments of the older Civilians. In one important passage Bartolus comments on the well-known words of the Code VIII. (52, 2) in which Constantine said that while the authority of custom is not insignificant (vilia) it could not override reason or law, and he points out that Azo, John Bassianus, and the Gloss (i.e., the "Glossa Ordinaria") of Accursius maintained that a local custom overrides the "lex communis" in that place, and a general custom overrides it everywhere, while Placitus had contended that this had never been true in ancient (pre-Imperial) times, but not in later. He also cites one of the earlier fourteenth-century Civilians, William of Cunco, as maintaining that the custom of the Roman people retained its legislative authority, for this had never been transferred to the prince; and a jurist of the thirteenth century, Martin Silimani, as maintaining that the Roman people still retained the power of making a general and written law (lex).\(^3\)


2 Cynus, aware of the divergent judgments of the older Civilians, had contended that this had never been true in ancient (pre-Imperial) times, but not in later. He also cites one of the earlier fourteenth-century Civilians, William of Cunco, as maintaining that the custom of the Roman people retained its legislative authority, for this had never been transferred to the prince; and a jurist of the thirteenth century, Martin Silimani, as maintaining that the Roman people still retained the power of making a general and written law (lex).
When we compare these passages with others in his writings we may incline to the judgment that he accepts the distinction of William of Cuneo between the continuing legal authority of the custom of the people, and their power to make law (lex) in the more strictly technical sense. In one place, indeed, he states clearly and dogmatically that the Roman people have not the power of making law (lex); the reason he gives for this is, however, rather curious. So long, he says, as the Roman people retained the right of electing the right of deposition had passed to the Pope. 1

On the other hand, at the end of his discussion of the rescript of Constantine on custom, he says, dogmatically and in his own person, that, if custom is contrary to law, and the law is subsequent to the custom, the law annuls it; if, on the other hand, the custom is “praeter legem,” it is superior to the law. A general custom is superior to law everywhere, and a local custom, to law locally; and it is perhaps worthy of note that here Bartolus refers to the highly important statement of Gregory IX. in the Decretals. 2
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If we turn to his great contemporary Baldus, we find that his position is much the same as that of Bartolus on this question. In commenting on the Code (I. 14, 12) he says dogmatically that the Roman people cannot make law (lex), for its general authority has been transferred to the prince; on the other hand, commenting on Dig. I. 3, 32, he also seems to repudiate the contention of Placentinus, that custom does not now override the written law, and that, therefore, no custom has authority unless it has been formed with the knowledge of the prince; this, he says, is not required, at least with regard to local customs, and he refers to a Decretal of Boniface VIII., and also to Gratian’s well-known doctrine that laws are abrogated by custom. 3

Bartolus and Baldus again agree with Cynus about the binding nature of contracts or agreements between the prince and the people.

Bartolus maintains that while the prince is “legibus solutus,” it is “equum et dignum” that he should live according to law, though he does this of his free will, not of necessity; but if he has made a “pactum” with any city, he is bound to keep this, for “pacta” belong to the “ius gentium.” 2

---

1 Baldus: Comm. on Code I. 14, 12 (fol. 60): “Questur utrum honie Pupulus Romanus possit legem facere, dicitur est quod non; quia deus datus est generali potestate, cum illa transacta fuerit in principem.”

2 Ed., Comm. on Code VIII. 52 (3) 2 (p. 814): “Ego autem sic dico ut s. diaz, in opp. 2 quod aut dicta consuetudo est contra legem, et lex sequens contra illi consuetudinem tollit eam. . . . Aut praeter legem, et tune non, sed lex succumbit illis. . . .

3 Bartolus: Comm. on Code I. 14, 12 (p. 81): “Ego credo quod populus Romanus et senatus non possent facere legem, ratio est, postquam populus Romanus transitum potestatem in principem, adhuc apud eos sumanit potestas eligendi et privandi ut l. 2, § exactius, de origine jus (Dig. I. 3, 2, 16) et illo tempore poterat populus Romanus contra legem, et etiam senatus, sed hos omnes potestas imperii, est abdita ab eis. Jus enim eligendi habitur principes de Germaniae, et jus privandi habet solus popus, ut extra de re judicata c. Ad Apostolicam.”

4 Decretals, I. 4, 11: “Liel etiam longevae consuetudinis non sit vilia autoritas, non tarnen est usque adeo valitura, ut vel iuri positivo debat
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Baldus, commenting on the same passage of the Code, sets out the same opinion, that the prince should obey the law, though he is not bound to do so “ex necessitate”; and he adds a judgment of considerable significance, that there is a supreme authority in the prince, as well as an ordinary authority, and that this supreme authority is not under the law. He also, however, like Bartolus, quotes Cynus as maintaining that a pactum, made by the prince with his subjects, if it has natural justice and equity, and is made for the public good, is binding, not only on the prince but on his successors, and in his comment on ‘Digest’ I. 3, 3 (Princeps legibus solutus), he sets out the principle again and seems to accept it for himself.¹

Deum et leges, unde dicit imperator se submittere principatum suum legibus. Ultimo notae quod nemo potest impone legem successori dignitatis vel officii vel imperii. . . . Modo juxta hoc doctores quærunt de una, qu. lex principis non ligat successorem; quid in contractu. . . . Dominus Cynus dicit quod (si) istud pactum habet in se justitiam naturalem et equitatem, quod istud pactum est servandum; si imperator facit paxem vel capitulum in subjectis proprie generalibus et publicis bonum, quod ists non debent infringi per successores, nisi ex parte subditorum interventi det dolus vel fraud.

Baldus: Comm. on Code I. 14, 4 (fol. 50): “Princeps debebit vivere secundum leges: quia ex legem ejusdem principatum debet autorsitas. Intelligo quod istud verbum debet intelligi de debito honestatis, quia summa debet esse in principi, sed non intelligitur precise, quid summae sua absoluta potestas principis non est sub leges; unde lex ists habet respectum ad potestatem ordinariam, non ad potestatem absolutam. . . . Nota quod imperator dicit ex esse naturalerum, et hoc ex significatione non ex necessitate. Secundo notae quod autorsitas imperatoris pendet ex leges regiae, quae fuit suam divino promulgata, et ideo imperium dicit esse immediate a Deo. . . . Quarto nota quod ille bene principator qui vult principiari

CHAP. II. THE LAW: CIVILIANS.

Here we have come upon an important point of contact between the Civilians and the system of Feudal law. We have, happily, an important work of Baldus upon the Feudal law, and when we turn to this we shall be led to think that the conception of the contract which is binding upon the prince is related to Feudal conceptions, and that this affects also the conception of customary law.

The emperor, Baldus says, has, no doubt, the fulness of power (plenitudo potestatis), for God subjected the (leges) laws to him, but God has not subjected to him the agreements (contracta) by which he is bound, and he gives as an example of his meaning the grant by Frederick I. of the Countship and other territories to the community of Pavia on their taking the oath of fidelity to him: this grant neither Frederick nor his successors could revoke, except on the ground of some guilty action of Pavia.²

Good and natural consuetudines, Baldus says in the same work, bind the prince, for the “jus naturale” is stronger than the “principatus”: the prince is bound to maintain his “consuetudines,” for customary law (jus consuetudinarium) has authority over the prince (concludit principi).² In his commentary on the Peace of Constance he sets out the same principle: if the prince had granted to any city the right to make any statutes for itself, he could not revoke the grant.³

¹ Baldus: Super Feudis (fol. 19) "(De Natura feudorum). Pone quod Imperator vel Rex Francorum crearet aliquid demum et investitorem eum de ducatu, vel marcheam, . . . etc. Comitem . . . nec est ratio: quia bonae et iuridicam suam, etc., habet, et submissa. . . . Cynus dicit quod (si) istud pactum habet in se justitiam naturalem et equitatem, quod istud pactum est servandum; si imperator facit paxem vel capitulum in subjectis proprie generalibus et publicis, quod ists non debent infringi per successores, nisi ex parte subditorum interventi det dolus vel fraud."

² Id. id. (fol. 9): "(Notandum est autem) . . . quia non est ratio: quia bonae et iuridicam suam, etc., habet, et submissa. . . . Cynus dicit quod (si) istud pactum habet in se justitiam naturalem et equitatem, quod istud pactum est servandum; si imperator facit paxem vel capitulum in subjectis proprie generalibus et publicis, quod ists non debent infringi per successores, nisi ex parte subditorum interventi det dolus vel fraud."

³ Id. id. (fol. 19): "Et nota hoc quod principem tenetur servare suas consuetudines, et sic jus consuetudinarium conclusit principi."
And in another place Baldus sets out as a general principle that custom is a tacit agreement of the citizens.1

We have dealt with the position of Cynus, Bartolus, and Baldus at length, for we think that they are in these matters representative of the Civilians of the fourteenth century, but we may notice a few points in others.

Joannes Faber, one of an important group of French Civilians of the early fourteenth century, asserts very dogmatically, not only that the prince derives his authority from God, but through the people, but also that the people can for proper causes depose him.2 He holds that the people can no longer make a general law (lex), for it has transferred the power to the prince, but it can, under proper conditions, make a municipal law.3 Custom, however, he seems clearly to mean, still makes and unmakes law.4

... and in the suggestion. It is suggested by Vacarins, again, and by Azo.5

The Canonists of the time do not, as far as we have been able to see, deal with these questions to any great extent, but they are widely in the suggestion. It is suggested by Vacarins, and by Azo.5

He also raises the question whether the prince was bound to consult the "Proceres" when making a law, as laid down in Cod. I. 14, 8: he seems to think not.1 Jacobus Butrigarius, an important Bologna Jurist under whom Bartolus studied,2 in an interesting passage discusses the question of the authority of custom, and suggests that both those who upheld the view that custom still makes and unmakes law, and Placentinus who denied this, were right, for the Roman people had transferred their authority to the prince and could not, therefore, make general laws, but they could revoke this grant to the prince and could then make any law.3 We shall have to return to this passage in the later chapters, when we discuss the theory of the prince or ruler, but in the meantime it is worth noticing for Butrigarius does not stand alone in the suggestion. It is suggested by Vacarins, and by Azo.5

The law as it is understood is most often in the suggestion. It is suggested by Vacarins, and by Azo.5

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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but it is worth while to notice that the great Canonist, who is generally known as the "Archdeacon," in his Commentary on Gratian's Decretum, while he does not express his own judgment, mentions that some said that the people could not now make a law; but others maintained that they could take away from the emperor the authority they had given him, and he contrasts this with the position of the Pope. The Archdeacon also reasserts the principle of Gratian, that all laws required to be approved and confirmed by the custom of those concerned, but he adds that if the subjects refuse to accept a reasonable constitution, the legislator can compel them to do this.

Again, William Durandus the younger, in his important work on the mode of holding a general council, written in the first decade, probably, of the fourteenth century, makes some important observations on the obligation of both Temporal and Spiritual rulers to obey the law, and also maintains that the Pope should not make laws without the consent of the constitutionem, constitutus eos ad hoc compellere potest, et sit factum fut 23, q. 5 de Legibus (Gratan Decretum, C. 23, 5, 43) ut ibi patet in casu, cum alius eum potestas esse delusoria..."

2 William Durandus, 'De modo generalis Concilin tenens,' I. 3. "Quod predictusmodus correctiones et reformationes ecclesiae et Christianitatis sit conveniens rationi et juris, maximo quantum ad praecedentes spirituali et temporalis potestatis, et quod non debeant transgredi iura, sed se regere et humiliare secundum ea... de principibus autem secularibus necquaquam dubium est, quoniam se velile saeclantur vivere secundum leges eorum (Cod. I. 14, 4)... Iudicium inaspirum in 3 Id. 'De summo bono,' c. 52. (Instaur. of Salve Sententiae, 3, 51) et potestas pro pales in Decretas 9, dh (Gratian Decretum, D. 9). Quod justum est principem legibus obstinerare suas."
is in strong contrast with their judgments when they turn from the general principles of constitutional law to the conception of the municipal laws of the Italian cities. We have already, but only incidentally, observed some of the references to these: we must now very briefly consider them.

We may begin by observing a general statement of Bartolus in his Comment on Gains' famous phrase, as cited in Dig. I. 1, 9: "Omnes populi, qui legibus et moribus reguntur, partim suo proprio, partem communi omnium hominum ture utuntur." Some argue that only the emperor could make law, but this is an error: any people can make its own law, "jus civile proprium," while only the prince can make "jus civile commune."¹

This, however, raises the question, what is the relation of these municipal laws or statutes to the general law. There is an important statement on this by Bartolus, in an opinion (consilium) which he gave on the question of the validity of a will by which a certain citizen of Areqzzo had left his property to his illegitimate son, born of a concubine, while his wife was alive. We are not concerned with the merits of the case, but with the reason why Bartolus advised that the will was void. He cites, and seems to agree with, the opinion that only the prince could legitimatisce, and that the "jus commune" prohibited the legitimisation of "spirit," in this case the child was born in adultery, and concludes with the judgment that the people only made laws by the permission of the prince, and cannot therefore make them contrary to his prohibition.²

¹ Bartolus, Comm. on Digest I. 1, 9 (p. 16) "Secundo opp et vielatur quod solus princeps possit facere legem... Hoc autem dicitur, omnes populi qui legibus, etc., ergo male, cum immutat quemlibet populum posse legem condere... Item jus civile proprium potest convivtum a populo, ut hoc, sed jus civile communitatis constitut solus princeps" Cfr. Jo Faber, Comm. on Inst. I. 2 (fol 6), and Albericus a Rosate, 'Comment. de Statutis,' I. 9, 3.
² Bartolus, 'Consilium,' Lib. II, 'Consilium' 106. "Civitas non potest statutum condere super eo quod Imperator prohibet etiam suo suo... ergo dictum statutum non valet." 'Consilium' 106. "Qua soli principe competet restitutio natalibus, non autem ordum civitatum... Idem consulit Do Cyms... ergo volle quod per civitatem non possit legitimatis." Bartolus also cites Jo. Butirgarus: "qui consulit super isto puncto per rationem, quia in casu a jure communi prohibito statutum non valet... Sed legitimare spurius est prohibi statutum condere super eo quod Imperator prohibet etiam suo suo... ergo dictum statutum non valet." The Law: Civilians.

Albericus of Rosate discusses the question in general terms and asks whether, if the statute of the Civitas contradicted the "jus commune," it is valid; he points out that there was much difference of opinion about the question, but he concludes that the general opinion was that the statute was valid for those who made it (inter statuentes) as long as it was not "specialiter derogatoria de statuto." He adds, however, that a city could not make a statute to the prejudice of the empire, or of those who were not subject to it.³

It is important, also, to consider the form under which the Civitates made their statutes. Bartolus discusses the question in the later part of the passage of which we have before cited the first words. If, he says, the statutes are made by the "judices maiorum" or the lords of the cities, it is well that this should be done with the consent of the wise men; they can, however, do it "propric movt." If the statutes are made by the people, this should be done by an assembly of the whole people, or of those who form the council of the people, and represent it, and the assembly should be called together by the Podestà, or some other magistrate. Another method is that some definite proposal should be put before the people, and the decision of the majority should become law.⁴

³ Albericus a Rosate, 'Comm. de Statutis,' I. 7, 1: "Sed quod si statutum civitatis contradicat juri communi, an valet. Commune opus est quod se, per praeallegationem, omnes populi... De jure et justicia (Dig I. 1, 9): ... Quod in tanta varietate tenebimus?... Communes opus quam sequitur totus munus, ut preedinx, licet forte predicta de stricto jure sit vera, est, quod statutum super statuentibus valet, etiam contra jure communis, dummodo lex non sit apsvalter derogatoria de statuto, ut predict. Non tantum potest civitas vel populus statutum in pre- fectorum imperio, vel non subditorum. Unde si civitas statuerit, quod non teneretur ad tributa vel alia jura Imperiale, vel quod aliter causae in prejudecum non subsit, non valent, et et propius intelligi jura superius ad hoc deducta." ⁴ Bartolus, Comm. on Digest I. 1, 9 (p. 18) "Quaero secundo principatibus, quater statuta fiant. Et si quidem judices maiorum vel domus hac factant, humanum est quod factant recordo saperintum... Sed si volunt, possunt hoc facere proprio motu, et hoc subditus ducare... Si vero statuta sint a populo, tali est ordre, quod convestat totus populus, seu homines qui sunt de consilio populii, qui representant populium... Et hoc conversum iste auctoritate Podesis, vel alterius magistratus, sedemtert, hoc est sino tabae, vel pulsa campana, vel voce preoomo... Alius modus
Albericus a Rosate also states three methods of making statutes. The first is by the authority of the whole people or "universitas" in a public "parliamentum," to whom the "Rector" or magistrate is to put the question whether they desire to make statutes, and what statutes, and by whom they are to be made; and these questions are to be decided by the voice of the majority. This method, Albericus says, was now rarely used. The second method was that they should be made by the "decuriones," whose place was now taken by the Councillors of the city. The third method was that the "universitas," the "decuriones," or Councillors of the city should elect certain expert persons and give them power to make statutes, and these should be valid, as though they had been made by the "universitas." This method also, Albericus says, was now not much in use, and he seems thus to mean that normally in his time the statutes were made by the Council of the city.¹

We regret that we cannot in this work discuss the constitutional forms developed in the Italian cities and their relations to the empire, nor the municipal constitutions of Northern Europe. The subject is of too great importance and complexity to be treated summarily, and it has a very large modern as well as mediæval literature.²

We have given what may seem to some of our readers a disproportionate space in this chapter to the political ideas expressed or implicit in the work of the Civilians and Canonists of the fourteenth century, for, as will now be apparent, we do not think that those writers added much to the conceptions of the Civilians of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. It is necessary, however, to consider to what extent and in what way the revived study of the Roman Law may have ultimately contributed to the development of the monarchical as contrasted with the constitutional conceptions of Western Europe, and we shall deal further with this when we come to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. We have therefore been compelled to examine the nature of the development of the political conception of the Civilians, even when they have little immediate relation to the actual conditions of Europe outside of Italy.

As far as the fourteenth century is concerned, we do not think that there is any reason to say that they exercised any appreciable influence upon the political theory of the rest of Europe, except so far as it may be thought that they confirmed the judgment that all authority in the State was ultimately derived from the community.
CHAPTER III.

THE SOURCE AND NATURE OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE RULER.

We have in the last chapters discussed the theories of the source and authority of the law of the State. It is with these in our minds that we can now turn to the conceptions of the political theorists of this time with regard to the prince or ruler.

We turn first to a group of English works of the later thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries—that is, to Fleta, Britton, the 'Mirror of Justice,' and the 'Modus tenendi Parliamentum.'

The work of Fleta would be of the very first importance, if it were not that in most essentials it does little more than re-state the principles of Bracton, with which we have dealt in a previous volume, but even so, it is important to observe that these principles were understood and reasserted; and there are a few points in which Fleta goes beyond the genuine text of Bracton. It is only necessary in these circumstances to summarise very briefly his statements. The king has no equal or superior in the kingdom, except God and the law; but it is the law which has made him king, and he should therefore recognise the "dominium et potestas" of the law, and his rule is evil when it represents a will different from that of the law. The king has in his hand all jurisdiction, but he is the Vicar of God and must give to every man what is his; he cannot do anything but that which he can do by law. It is said that what is the prince's pleasure has the authority of law, but this does not mean that everything which the king wills has the force of law, but only that which has been laid down by the king's authority with the counsel of the magnates, and after due deliberation. So far Fleta is only re-stating Bracton's position, of which the essence is that the law is not the arbitrary creation of the king, and that it is supreme over him. But now we come to an important deviation from the original text of Bracton. Fleta says that no one is to presume to dispute about the action of the king, and to go against it; but he adds that the king has two superiors in ruling his people: the law, by which he has been made king, and his Curia—that is, his counts and barons. The counts are so-called "a comitiva," and if they see that the king is without a bridle, they are bound to impose a bridle on him. And, he adds, kings should moderate their power by the law, which is the bridle of power; they should live according to law, for the human law declares that laws bind the legislator; and elsewhere it is said (i.e., Cod. I. 14, 4) that it becomes the majesty of the ruler that the prince should profess that he is bound by the law.

As we have pointed out in dealing with Bracton, it seems most probable that this passage was not in the original text of Bracton, but was interpolated by a later hand. It does not seem very probable that it has also been interpolated in Fleta, though it must be observed that the text of Fleta has not been revised by any very modern editor. If, then, we assume that this passage does not belong to the original text of Bracton, it is very important to observe that

\[\text{1 Id., i. 17, 1 and 7 (cf. Bracton, i. 9, 3).} \]
\[\text{2 Id., i. 17, 7 (cf. Bracton, i. 9, 3).} \]
\[\text{3 Fleta, i. 17, 9: "Nemo eum de facto regis presumat disputare, nec tenet factum suum venire. Venum tamen in populo regendo superiores habeat, ut legem, per quam factus est Rex, et curiam suam, videlicet comites} \]
\[\text{4 barones; comites enim a comitiva discurtunt, qui eum viderint Regem sine fraeia, framen sit oppone tenetur.} \]
\[\text{5 Id., i. 17, 3 and 7 (cf. Bracton, i. 9, 3).} \]
\[\text{6 Id., i. 17, 7 (cf. Bracton, i. 9, 3).} \]
\[\text{7 Fleta, i. 17, 9: "Nemo eum de facto regis presumat disputare, nec tenet factum suum venire. Venum tamen in populo regendo superiores habeat, ut legem, per quam factus est Rex, et curiam suam, videlicet comites} \]
\[\text{8 barones; comites enim a comitiva discurtunt, qui eum viderint Regem sine fraeia, framen sit oppone tenetur."} \]
whether Fleta found it in his text of Bracton, or it was his own doctrine, it is obviously a principle of high importance, for it means that not only was the prince bound by the law, but that there was a legal process by which this could be enforced.

The statement of the principle is sharp and clear, but it must not be considered as anomalous or eccentric. For, as we have pointed out, it was the judgment of all feudal law that a lord could not be judge in a question between himself and his vassal, and Bracton, in another passage whose genuineness has not so far been contested, says that some at least maintained that in the last resort, if the king refused to do justice, this should be done by the "universitas regni et baronagium suum in curia." 1

There is another passage in Fleta which, as far as we have seen, does not correspond precisely with anything in Bracton, and which is important. It is a passage in which he repeats Bracton's legal doctrine, that there is no remedy against the baronagium suum in curia." 2

Asaisam, quamvis in electione vero versus ipsum excepto, quod non habetur Rom. 1p60 1p60 versus spoliator, nisi avoms les persona." 3

There is another passage in Bracton, whose genuine existence has not so far been contested, says that in cases concerning felony or treason against the king—the court is to be judge, and not the king. 4

The curious tract called the 'Mirror of Justice' has been carefully edited and critised by Mr Westlake and Professor Maitland, and the circumstances of its origin discussed. The

1 Cf. vol. iii. p. 73.
2 Id., iv. 2, 20: "Contra dominum vero Regem non habetur remedium per Assisaam, quamvis in electione spoliator, vel provido si sit per supplicationem versus ipsum Regem, vel quod omnino procedat Assisa versus spoliatorum, hoc excepto, quod ipse Rex in Assisa non comprehendatur. Et si spoliator dixit quod sine Rege respondere non poterit, cujus nomine fecit id quod fecit, non propter hoc differatur Assisa, sed capiatur. Et si spoliator evidentem rationem et manifestam habeat, differatur in judicium domno cum Rege fuerit inde tractatum; sin autem, se

3 Britton, i, Introduction: "Edward par la grace Deu, roi de Engleterro, ... Desiramus quan le peuple que est en nostre protection, par la Suzanne de Deu, la quius pei esse pot est mis en nostre lea, se avons les leys, que hom ad ve en nostre resumae avans ces hores, est mettre en escrit solum cee que cy est ordeyné. Et volumus e commandamus que par tut Engleterre et tut Hyverne saini assi use et tenus en tout paye, saufe a nous de repeler les et de enuyer et de amenuser et de amender a totes les fois que nous verumas que bon serra, par le assent de nos countes et barouns et autres de noster conseyl, saufe les usagez a ceux que par prescripcioun de tans ont autrement usez en tans que leur usagez ne soient mie discordans a dreiture." 2 Id., i. 23, 8: "Et quand à la jurisdiction put-il dire, que il n'est mie tenu a respondre en place ou le juge est partie, dis iun nel jugement ne se put faire de moyne ce de IIII personnes, cee est a saver de un juge, de un pleynitif, et de un defendanzt; et en cas ou nous soms partie, volumus nous ce notre court soit juge, sieun countes et barouns en tans de Parlement." Cf. vol. iii. part i. chap. 4.
work undoubtedly represents a very individual and eccentric point of view. But it is not without value, when it agrees with other judgments of the time, even though it may express these in sharper terms than more careful writers would have done.

In one Book the author discusses a series of what he calls "Abusions," and the first and chief of these is, as we have seen, that the king should be over the law, for he ought to be under it, in accordance with his oath. The king, he says in another place, has to swear at his coronation that he will maintain the Christian Faith and that he will guide his lung again, the man should not have remedy for a wrong inflicted by the king's coinmissioners can be judges in the case of a wrong (tort) done by the king to one of his subjects, and it is therefore jurer e le roi de son tort, e le roi de sa terre, ne peuvent se manquer de droit, sans regard à la volontie du roi.  

He also denounces as an "abusion" the notion that "Parlementz" are only to be held rarely and at the king's will, while they ought to be held twice in the year. And when they meet, their function is not merely to provide aids for the king, but to make ordinances by the common consent of the king and the counts. These ought not to be made, as was being done, without summoning the counts, and without consideration of the rules of law, by the king and his "clerks" and others who would not dare to go against the king, but only desire to please him. Such counsel was not directed to the wellbeing of the community of the people, and some of the ordinances which were being made were founded rather on will (volontie) than upon law.

The principles of the writer are asserted very definitely and even contentiously, but that does not mean that they are abnormal or inconsistent with the general conceptions of the time. The principle, that the king is under the law, is, as we have so frequently said, the normal political principle of the Middle Ages, and no one had expressed it more definitely or emphatically than Bracton. The principle that the king,
in cases between himself and his subject, was "justiciable"—that is, that he was under the jurisdiction of a court, was clearly a matter of some complexity; but it must be remembered that it was strictly in accordance with the general principles of feudal law, and probably, even, as has been recently urged by M. Ganshof, of pre-feudal law. The 'Mirror of Justices' is only expressing the same judgment as the interpolator of Bracton, as Fleta, and as Britton. The principle that laws were to be made, not by the king alone, but with the advice and consent of his great council, corresponds with the constitutional usage of the Middle Ages. The principle that Parliaments should be held frequently and regularly belongs to the question of constitutional usage, while the assertion that when they met they were not concerned solely with granting "aids," clearly corresponds with the facts.

There is yet another English treatise of this time, the 'Modus Tenendi Parliamentum,' which has considerable importance as representing opinions upon the nature of the constitution of the time, which must not be taken as universally accepted, but are not therefore unimportant.

In the first place, it is laid down in emphatic terms that when the king requires "aids," he must ask for these in full Parliament, they cannot be imposed without the consent of Parliament.

What is perhaps more significant in the treatise is the assumption that all difficult and serious questions in the government of the country should be brought before Parliament, and a description of what the writer conceived to be the proper order of business in Parliament. He puts first, questions of war and the affairs of the king and his family; second, the common affairs of the kingdom, the amendment of a new constitution of the time, which must not be taken as unimportant; and third, the affairs of private persons and petitions.

Another passage of some importance is that in which the author declares that Parliament must not disperse until all petitions have been considered, and that if the king permits this, he is perjured.

We may put beside these English works a treatise written evidently in France in the latter part of the fourteenth century, for it is addressed to Charles V., the 'Somnium Viridarii.' In Book I., Chapter 134, the discussion turns upon the nature of the tyrant, but this part of the work corresponds so closely with Bartolus' tract, 'De Tyranno,' with which we deal in a later chapter, that it is unnecessary to consider it here.

In Chapter 140, however, the discussion takes a new direction, and raises important questions about the nature of the royal power and the rights of the community in regard to this. "Clericus" asks by what right the King of France imposes upon his subjects the "Gabella" and other intolerable burdens. Is not this tyranny? "Miles" replies that the King of France has certainly the right to impose such taxation, but he is guilty of sin if he does this without cause. He can do it for the defence of the Commonwealth against the enemy, but if he uses the money thus raised for other purposes, the blood and sweat of his subjects will be demanded of him at the Day of Judgment. This leads him to the important distinction between the ordinary revenues of the crown and the extraordinary; the prince should not normally demand of his subjects more than the former. Even with regard to
these, however, it must be assumed that they were originally granted for such great purposes as the defence of the country and the administration of justice, and they must be used for the purposes for which they were granted; if they were diverted to other purposes, they may justly be refused, the prince may justly be deposed, and the people may elect another prince.¹

He repeats that the prince may impose tallages for the defence of the country, but he may not spend the money on his personal pleasures and vices; if he does so, he must repay it. Except for public purposes, no king or prince may impose such taxes; and if he does so, the subjects are not bound to obey, for he is exceeding the limits of his power.²

It is clear that the author has definite and dogmatic views about the limitations of the authority of the king in matters of taxation.

The principle of the right of the subjects to resist and even to depose the king who neglects his duty, or abuses his authority, is stated again very dogmatically in a later chapter, and is there brought into relation to the principle that it was from the people that the king had received his authority. If the emperor or king be guilty of destruction of the kingdom, or of damnable negligence, or of tyranny, or any other crime for which he deserves to be deposed, the people, from whom he received his authority, tacitly or expressly, are to depose him, and not the Pope, unless those who are responsible will not or cannot do this. He brushes aside the tradition that it was Pope Zacharias who had deposed Chilperic; the French at that time consulted him because, perhaps, they were not sure of their power, for at that time there was not yet the University of Paris, and there was not then in France the multitude of wise men that there is now.³

The greater part of the work is occupied with the discussion of the relations of the temporal and spiritual powers, and with this we are not here concerned.

We turn to a treatise written by Lupold of Babenburg about the year 1338. Every people, he says, who are without a king can by the "jus gentium" elect a king for themselves; and it is thus that the electors of the empire elect a king or emperor, as being the representatives of the princes and people of Germany, of Italy, and the other provinces of the kingdom and empire. They do this "vice omnium"; they are acting, not as individuals, but as a "collegium," and as representing the "universitas" of the princes and people of the empire.⁴

¹ Somnum Varius, "I. 141 "Malle: Credendum enim est, quod justa de causa stat (ordinario) redditus fuerunt princeps concessa, seu super, pro defensione patras, pro justitia inter populum exscripta, et simulibus de causa. Hoc tamen quod dominus complectit illud, propter quod dicti redditus fuerunt instituti. Si enim princeps justissima delectus subditi, utroque appendentes non recuperet, vel patrimonio non defenderet, tales redditus ordinarii, gabelae, impoentiones, foagae, et similis, si sunt indvicti tales redditus extraordinarii justa de causa, seio pro defensione patras, nec omnino defendatur quo posset et debet, nec redditus ad ilium usum, sed in sublum convertantur, tunc tales redditus ordinarii justa posset demergere, nec iure scripto, super dictamine rectae ratione fontato, quod a regem tamen tamquam indignis fore deponentibus. Et si in regimine totius regni, cecinnificaret, omni deponentibus : et hic popolus alium illum principem eligeret, si in parte regni alium hoc negligenter, hircet

² Sell populus illius loci alium sub principem eligere, maxime quin talis est princeps qui superorem non recognosceret in terris.³ Ed tl. id ; "Si autem dominus velit ad aetas ludere, vel ultra vires in voluptatibus, vestibus, hospitibus, castris non necessarum ad tutionem reipublcae sediciendi expendere, non debet propter et substantia aliqua, et quod securit, et ad restitutionem tenetur. Si igitur, potest auctoritatem suam pro utilitate bono communis de novo talius imponere, compensata subsidereus facultate... Quod debet intellegi, non facultates sufficientes regni vel principis pro defensione republcae. Si autem illae talius nulla modo sint ad utilitatem bono communis, nec rex, nec principes potest eas imponere. Quod, si imponenter, substantia non tenetur obedere, quia potestates suas limites ex. Unde ergo, in talis causa, si ad hoc regni non sufficiente facultate, potest a substantia auxilio moderaturn impolare."

³ Id, 1, 163 : "Ed idem sic imperat vel regem committit, rollid dapavaliat, vel destructiones imperii vel regni, aut damnabilis negligeniatis imperii vel regni, vel tyrannicius, aut quodcumque aliquid propter quod non imponere debet, Papas non deponere, sed populus, a quo illam recepserunt potestatem, lacito vel expressum, ut illi, ad quos spectet, colligat, aut non possunt facere justinius complementum Non obstant e Albus 15, q. 3 qua Gallus duobus fores tantum de propria potestate Popum tarnquam sumptum duxcerunt consilium Non super est, tempore, vestitum studiunm Farcut, nec Francia tot prudentiam, prout nunc est aditus, ear repetita.⁴ Lupold de Babenburg, "De Juro Regni et Imperii Roman," v (p 179). "Quidlibet populus caesar reges posse ab regem eligere de iure gentium, ex
Again, he says that some maintained that the translation of the empire received its authority, not from the Roman Church, but from the Roman people. Again, in another place, he cites the opinion of some great Jurists, who held that the Roman people could still make laws, especially during a vacancy of the empire, for the people was greater than the prince, and could, for just reason, depose the emperor. He is careful to explain that he means by the Roman people the whole people of the empire, and that this people included the whole community, the princes and nobles as well as the others.  

We can now consider the exact nature and importance of the contribution to this subject, made by Marsilius of Padua, in his treatise, *Defensor Pacis.*

Marsilius is anxious to show that his treatment of political powers is not new. He refers to the idea that the Roman people had the right to depose an emperor. He cites from Aristotle the description of the various forms of government: the good forms, monarchy, aristocracy and the Commonwealth; and the corrupt forms. It is, however, when he comes to the discussion of the place of law in the State, and its source, that his discussion begins to have a substantial importance; we have already, however, discussed this part of his work in the first chapter, and we are here concerned with his very important statements with regard to the ruler or “Principans.” (If we may conjecture, we should say that he generally uses the term “Principans” instead of the more usual term “Princeps,” because he does not conceive of the ruler as being necessarily one man, and this may possibly be due to the circumstance that he is thinking of an Italian city, at least as much as of a northern monarchy.)

Marsilius sets out very emphatically the principle that the “Principans” derives his authority, not at all from his personal qualities, but solely from the election of the legislator—that is, the “civium universitas,” and that the correction and, if necessary, the deposition of the ruler belongs to the same authority. Marsilius appeals to Aristotle as con

---

2 Id. 1. 1, 4.
3 Id. 1. 8
4 Id. 1. 15, 1: “Consequenter autem dictis rebus ostendere principatus factivam causam, per quam viro docto aliqua vel aliquid sit auctoritas principatus, qui per electionem adstantur. Hoc enim auctoritatis principatus secundum aetatem, non per legem secondatum, prudenciam, aut moralem virtutem, sed simpliciter auctoritates perfecte. Contrariet simum habere, qui tanum auctoritate carentes, non sunt principes nos forte proponens potestas.”
5 Cf. 16.
firming his judgment, but it really seems much more probable that his principle that it is the universitas which is the source of the authority of the ruler, is founded upon Roman law and upon the general medieval conception of the source of the authority of the ruler, which we have considered in former volumes.¹

Marsilius goes on to discuss the nature of the functions of the "Pars Principans" as compared with those of the "universitas." It is the legislator, that is the "civilium universitas," which is the primary source of the order of the State; the "Pars Principans" is the secondary: it is instrumental and executive under the terms of the authority entrusted to it by the legislator, and in accordance with the law which controls its actions and dispositions. It is the legislator who determines who are to administer the various offices in the State, but the exercise of these is to be directed and controlled by the "Principans," for this can be more conveniently done by one person or a few, than by the whole community.²

Marsilius is obviously making the distinction, familiar to us, but perhaps implied rather than explicit in medieval constitutions, between the executive and the legislative functions, and he is clear that the executive functions are delegated by and subordinate to the legislative. The explicit distinction is important, but it must be remembered that it is implicit in the whole nature of medieval political theory and constitutions.

He adds, in a later chapter, that in any one state or kingdom there must be one only "principatus," that is, one "Principans"; but whether this is to be one person or one body of persons, seems to him indifferent.³

In the same chapter Marsilius refers to the question whether there should be one supreme authority for the whole world, but says the question is not relevant to his present inquiry.⁴

Finally, Marsilius turns to the discussion of the question what is to be done if the "principans" should transgress against the law or wellbeing of the state. He lays down very explicitly the principle that it is for the legislator (i.e., the "universitas") to deal with this, either itself or by such persons as it may appoint for the purpose. While the case is being considered, the authority of the "Principans" should be suspended and put into the hands of those who are to act as judges. He is careful to observe that the transgression of the "Principans," which is thus to be judged, may be against some provision of the law, but it may also be of a kind not provided for by the law; and the judgment should therefore be in accordance with the law, if possible, but if this is not possible, then it is to be determined by the "sententia" of the legislator.⁵

¹ Id. id., i. 17, 1: "In civitate unica seu regno unico esse oportet unicum tantummodo principatum, aut si plures numero vel specie, sicut in magnis civilibus expeditre videtur et maxime in regno sumpto secundum primam significacionem, oportet inter ipsos unum numero esse supremum omnium, ad quem et per quos reliquis reducantur et regulentur, et contingent in ipsis errores per ipsum eciam corriganur."

² Id. id., i. 17, 4: "Hunc ergo partis efficiente monstrato, habitum est dicer, secundum primum posita frequenter a nobis, causam effectivam, instituentem et determinante religius officio cujus parciem civitas. Hanc autem principem dicamus principatum per auctoritate luius a legislatore sibi concessam, secundum formam illi traditam ab eodem, legem videlicet, secundum quam sequerur agere se disponer debet, quantum potest, actus civiles, quasmodum ostensum est capitulo precedent. Quamvis enim legislator, tanquam primum causa et appropriated, determinare debet, quas qualia in civitate oporteat officia exerceere, talium tamen executionem, sicut et ceterorum legum, praecipit, at si oporteat cohabet pars principans. Fint enim per ipsum conveniencius execucio legis, quemque universum civitatem multi studinum, quoniam in hoc efficient unus aut pauci principantes, in quo frustra occuparetur universae communitates, quae eam ab aliis operibus necessaria turbaretur."

³ Id. id., i. 18, 3: "Cum quisque principans homo existens, habet intellectum et appetitum, potentes recipere formas alias, ut faleasum extationesum aut perversionem desiderium vel utraque, secundum quas contingit ipsum agere contraria eorum, quae legi determinata sunt, propria secundum has actiones redditur principans measurabilis ab aliquo habendo auctoritatem measurandi seu regulandi secundum legem aut eius actiones legem transgressas; aliquo despotico fieret quilibet principatus, et civium vita servilia et insipientia; quod est inconveniens fugacitatem, ut ex determinatis a nobis apparet, ut et in luitus."

⁴ Id. id., i. 17, 10.

⁵ Id. id., i. 18, 1: "Verum quia principans homo existens, habet intellectum et appetitum, potentes recipere formas alias, ut faleasum extationesum aut perversionem desiderium vel utraque, secundum quas contingit ipsum agere contraria eorum, quae legi determinata sunt, propria secundum has actiones redditur principans measurabilis ab aliquo habendo auctoritatem measurandi seu regulandi secundum legem aut eius actiones legem transgressas; aliquo despotico fieret quilibet principatus, et civium vita servilia et insipientia; quod est inconveniens fugacitatem, ut ex determinatis a nobis apparet, ut et in luitus."

Debet autem judicium, praeceptum, et execucio cuiusqueque correptionis principatis iuxta illius domini sui transgressorum fieri per legislares.
The position of Marsilius is plam and dogmatic, but again we must not make the mistake of thinking that it was new and revolutionary. We cannot recapitulate our treatment of these questions in earlier volumes, where we have, as we think, made it sufficiently clear that the normal mediaval tradition was, not only that the prince was bound by the law, and that he could not take any action against either the persons or the property of the subjects, except by process of law, but that in the last resort the community was entitled to take legal action against him if, as necessary, depose him. This was not the judgment only of writers like Manegold or John of Salisbury, who may be thought to represent an extreme or merely theoretical position, but also of so careful and measured a political thinker as St Thomas Aquinas.  

We turn to the political theory of William of Occam. He conceived of the authority of the emperor as being derived from God, but through men (per homines). What does he then consider to be the nature of this authority? In one important passage he draws out the same distinction, which we have already seen in some writers of the thirteenth century; the distinction that is between the king who rules according merely to his own will and not according to the laws of the community, and the king who rules according to the law. Like these writers, Occam draws a very sharp contrast between these,

The first governs according to his own will, and is not bound by human law or custom, but only by natural law. Such a king does not swear to keep the human laws and customs: he need only swear to observe the natural law and to pursue the common good. The second is bound to obey the laws and customs made by men, and must swear that he will do this. It is not very clear from this passage whether Occam intends to give a preference to the one form of kingship or the other; but it is important to observe that he doubts whether in his time there was any monarchy of the first kind.  

Occam is here discussing the nature of monarchy in general. Another part of the 'Dialogus' is entitled 'De Iuribus Romani Imperii': he is here discussing the question of the political authority of the emperor, and the treatment is somewhat complex. The emperor, he says, and every king in his kingdom, is "solutus legibus," and is not bound to judge according to the law. The emperor is above all positive law, but not above "natural equity." So far, Occam might...
seem to mean that the emperor is one of those who govern according to his own will, and not according to the laws or customs of the community. We must, however, observe that this does not give us a complete account of Occam's conception of the power of the emperor. A little further on, the question is raised whether men must obey the emperor in all lawful things (in omnibus licitis). The "Discipulus" asks whether men must obey the emperor in everything; the "Magister" replies that we must not obey him in unlawful or unjust things, and that men are only bound to obey the emperor in matters which belong to the temporal rule. The disciple asks whether this means that a man must obey the emperor rather than his immediate lord, and the master answers that he must do so, for the emperor is the immediate lord of all men in temporal things. The disciple urges that this would have "duo inconvenientes"; first, that if all men are bound to obedience, they would all be slaves; and, secondly, that those who follow their immediate lord in war against the emperor would be guilty of "laesae majestatis." The answer to both points is very significant. It does not follow, the "Magister" in the first place answers, from what has been said, that the subjects are bound to obey the emperor in all things, but only in those things which belong to the rule of the people; and, therefore, if the emperor should command anything which is contrary to the utility of the people, they are not bound to obey. Subjects are not under the same obligation as slaves: slaves would have to surrender all their goods at the command of the lord, but freemen are not under that obligation; the emperor cannot command this, except for the common utility or good, and this utility must be necessary and manifest. In the second place, he says, it is true that the man who follows his lord in an unjust war against the emperor is guilty of "laesa majestas." 1


The treatment of these questions by Occam is as interesting as it is complex; the necessity of obedience is at first stated very sharply, but it appears that Occam leaves a large amount of discretion to the subject to judge of what the emperor may legitimately require, and especially this passage suggests a reference to the questions of property and taxation, and to the very complex conditions of the feudal law with regard to the relations of vassal and lord.

The question of the relation to private property is further developed in a survey of different opinions. There are some, Occam says, who maintain that the emperor is not "dominus omnium rerum temporali," others that he is; but there is also a third opinion that he is not lord of all property in such a sense that he can do what he likes with it, but he is lord in a certain sense, for he may use it for the public utility when he sees that this is to be preferred to the private. He may not do this arbitrarily, but only on account of the guilt of the owner, or for some common purpose, and he has, therefore, no absolute rights over property in general. 2

2 Id. id. id., n. 23 (p. 920): "Est una opinio, quod imperator non est dominus omnium rerum temporali, quae eius omnium spectanti ad ecclesiasticum, ut ad titum suum haece sub vel valescet, de omnibus huysamodi subs quod voleat ordinare; est tamen dominus quodammodo omnium pro eo, quod omnium haece modi rebus, quacunque contradicto, potest ut et esse applicare ut utilitate com-
This section of the "Dialogus" ends with the question whether the emperor has "plentudo potestatis" in temporal things. He gives reasons for the view that he has, but other reasons against it. The emperor can only make law for the public good, not for his private convenience, for the Imperial Power is only established for the public good, and does not extend to things that do not concern this. The emperor is not bound by his own laws, but he is bound by the "jus gentium." 1

We must, however, turn to another work of Occam before we endeavour to sum up his position: this is the work entitled "Octo Questiones super potestate et dignitate Papali." It is chiefly concerned with the position and authority of the Pope, but frequently refers to that of the emperor, and in some important passages it seems to be dealing rather with the general principles of royal authority than with the empire in particular.

We begin by observing an important general statement. The king is superior in the kingdom, but in some cases ("in casu") he is inferior in the kingdom, for in cases of necessity he may be deposed and held prisoner, and this by "jus naturale," for by this law violence may be resisted by violence. The words are strong, but they receive an additional significance when we observe that Occam goes on to say that if the emperor commits some great crime, such as the destruction of the empire, or is guilty of extreme negligence, the Romans, or those to whom the Romans have entrusted their power, ought to depose him. 2

In another "Question" he returns to the subject of the origin and nature of the power of the emperor, and discusses the question of the transference of the empire from the Greeks to Charlemagne. He argues that this was not done by the Pope, but by the Roman people: it was to them that from the beginning the "Imperium" belonged, and it was from them that the emperor received it, for they transferred their authority to him for the common good; but they did not give him authority to rule despotically, nor did they abdicate their power of disposing of the empire in certain cases (casualter). Had they done this, they would have ceased to be free, and would have made themselves slaves, and the emperor would have possessed a despotic and not a royal authority. 3

1 Id. id., iii. 5 (p. 350): Secundo ad optimum principatum tam generalum respectu eumorum mortualium, quanto speciales respectu unius, secundum opinionem prescriptam requiritur quod principes sit una persona...quod propter secundum philosophos principatum repugnat, quod una persona refugiet, tam principatum aristocraticum, quam politicum, quorum utique president...habeat plenitudinem potestatis, quae descripta est supra q. i. cap. 6. ut scilicet de juro, si voluerit, omnia possit perceper et imponere subditas, quas nec juri naturali indispensabil nec juri divino, ad quod omnes catholic obligatur, obviant vel repugnavit; nam omnes subditus, habenti huysmodi plenitudinem potestatis super eos, sunt servi ipsius, secundum strictissimam significationem vocabuli servii. Nam huc potestate nullus dominus super servos potest laborare maiores de jure, ergo optimo principatu repugnavit, quod omnes subiecti sint servi, et omnes...habeat plenitudinem potestatis. 2 Id. id., iv. 8 (p. 367): "Ehe (the contention that the Pope transferred the Empire from the Greeks to Charle-

VOL. VI.
It is interesting to compare the position of Occam with that of Marsilius, for there are obvious differences between them. Marsilius sets out in broad terms, which are related both to the general theory and to the constitutional practice of the Middle Ages, that the community itself is the ultimate source of all law and all authority, and remains the legislator, and that the ruler (principans) as he receives his authority from the community, so also remains subject to its authority and judgment.

Occam appears to us to represent something more of the tradition of the Civilians. Like them, he recognises frankly that it is the community from which all authority ultimately comes, but he conceives of the community as having transferred its authority to the ruler, including the legislative power, and he does not seem to think that the community had retained the power of legislation. On the other hand, he does dogmatically assert that the power of the ruler is not unlimited or absolute; he can only exercise his authority for the public good, and the subject is not bound to obey when the ruler transgresses against this; and he is very emphatic in his assertion that the people may in the last resort depose the ruler. The Roman people had always retained the right "disponendi de imperio." We seem here to find again a parallel to that rather curious position of Wucarius that the Roman people cannot legislate unless they first depose the emperor, and thus resume the right of making laws. The formal terms of the conception of the nature of political authority in Marsilius and in Occam seem, at first sight, far apart, but the final results are not very different. The authority of the ruler is a limited authority, not an absolute one; the community is the source of authority and retains the power of restraining it.

There is another writer of the fourteenth century whose political theory we must examine—that is Wycliffe. We are not here concerned with his theological opinions or influence, but only with such political theories as are set out in the treatises 'De Civili Dominio,' 'De Dominio Divino,' and 'De Officio Regis.'

We have endeavoured to put these together, but it must be remembered that Wycliffe is one of the most complicated of thinkers and writers, and it is difficult to feel entire confidence that we have done full justice to his conceptions.

For the sake of simplicity we begin, not, as he does himself, with the analysis and discussion of the nature of "Dominium," but with the discussion of the origin and purpose of government. We begin with a phrase, incidental indeed, but significant. "Civile dominium" (by which Wycliffe here means civil government) was created by the "Ritus Gentium," and coercive authority was accepted by the custom and consent of the people as being approved by reason, for, as St Paul says in Romans xiii. 4, the ruler bears the sword not without a cause. And again, civil law was introduced by men on account of sin, with respect to the goods of the body and of fortune. These are, of course, traditional medieval conceptions, and lest we should misunderstand them, it is well to observe that Wycliffe also says in the next chapter that we must not think that because the civil law was instituted by men on account of sin, it does not derive its authority from God.
Having thus recognised that Wycliffe repeats the normal patristic and mediaeval conceptions about the origin of government as being a Divine remedy for sin, we can inquire what were Wycliffe's views about the best form of government and its conditions. He deals with this subject at length in the 'De Civili Domino.'

He first raises the question whether it is better to be governed according to the law of God by judges, or according to a civil law by kings. The first he calls an aristocracy, the second is monarchical or royal; his conclusion is that it is probably better, in view of man's sinful nature, to be governed by kings.¹ In the next chapter he asks whether the Christian man should obey the tyrant, and seems to say that the Christian man should do so; and he cites the example of Christ as having obeyed Herod and Pilate and the chief priests.²

He then discusses the relative advantages and disadvantages of hereditary and elective governments, but arrives at no certain conclusion.³ The only observation Wycliffe makes, which might be thought to have some importance, is that the continuity of the hereditary succession might encourage tyranny, while the possibility of deposition would act as a check upon tyranny.⁴ Those words, if pressed, might seem to mean that Wycliffe recognised the possibility of the deposition of an elective, but not of an hereditary ruler. In the thirteenth chapter, Wycliffe raises a difficulty which applies both to hereditary and elective kingship, and that is that there can casem pecati est humanitas institutae, non sit a Deo principalius ordinatus, qua alter non poterit esse justa nisi civiliter ordinantes et aduenuentes legem humanam foret organa Dei principalius ordinantes.¹

Cf. Wycliffe, 'De Officio Regis,' xi. ¹ Id., 'De Civil Domino,' i. 26, p. 186 ² Id. i., 28 (p. 189). 'Sed tertio laevo dubitatur, si Christianus debet potentibus tyrannizantibus obedire, et vadetur quod sic, nam Salvator obedient quod bona corporis, Herod, Pilate, et principibus sanctitatem, cum tamem facilius potius secutus esse, sed omnis Christi actus est nostra instarum, ergo nos debemus esse tyrannizantibus quod bona fortune munus valens obserc. Et hanc dictur 1 Peter ii 18. 'Servi subditus estote in omni teneore domus, non tantum bona et modeste, sed eam discipi.'⁵

Cf. i. 37, p. 271. ⁶ Id. i., 29. ⁷ Id. i., 29 (p. 208). 'Item certatino regis regnum pro se et sua hereditatis est ut plllumum accidere tyrannizantibus ubi freteam foret regas deponea post delectum.'

¹ Id. i., 30 (p. 212): "Et patet ex sententia Aristoteli, tertio Politicorum, Capitulorum, 29 regnatis, quod virtus super excellat in regis est praecepta causa regnandi civitatis. Ipsa enim per se sufficit ad regnandum evangelico, et est sufficere cum approbadum populi ad regnandum civiliter unde ait: "titulus acquirendum non per se sufficit ('ex 21 Capitulato'), sed operet praecepse superaddere titulum caritatis, sic induhse nec sucedisse hereditaria, nec populos elecierum per se sufficit.'

De successorum hereditaria me probari, non esse possibile creaturam aliquam dominar sine titulo caritatis ('ex 22 Capitulato'), nullus post laeum moesit ex traduce sine desiderio caritatis (ut patet, de originali peccato incompensabili caritatis), ergo nemo post laeum nec procedatur continuando domino: 'operet ergo multis alterius titulos pro habendo domino Confirmatur: Sit Petrus primogeniti regis, cujus ambo parentes sunt mortuus, nondum baptizatus, qu in lege humana ex Christismo debeat jure hereditario succedere parentibus in regno et patre, cum Petrus ad infelices in mortali peccato, carat vero domino, eam justa vera civilia non corrected, et habeatur post baptismum, ergo acquerat verum titulum, et cum nullis quorum non habet sufficient, nullus est signandum nus titulos parsis gratia baptismatis, ergo istum operaret addere ad lineam naturalem propagandam, manutissit continue cum mortali. Cum ergo ecclesia Christiana non amoret de lege evanil' tale regnare infra ecesiam, patet quod omne peccatum mortale actuale excludat dominum: 'peccatum quidem origine est cumum mortalis, mitissime punendum.'

² Wycliffe, 'De Officio Regis,' xi. (pp. 246-248) ³ Wycliffe, 'De Officio Regis,' xi. ¹ Id., xi. (p. 249). 'Sed tercio ... consequitur quod continum in humano genere vante est umum caput vel capitaneum quorum operetendum regulari, qui est totum genus capitanorum, quibus dem ad hoc excellentem donea suae distribuat sed non operaret continuos esse eam personam ampliamente ante electum nemel etiam temporis ecesiani humanani ad hoc a domino ordinatum. In evicitate autem auctoritate ad hoc humana electo sed non in priore regnano evangelico vel divino. . . . Sed limitato loquendo de communitate politica valetur non quod ratio dictat

¹ Be no true 'dominium' without 'caritas'; and he argues that this is illustrated by the fact that the Christian Church would not suffer any unchristian person to rule in the church, for he is in mortal sin.² We shall come back to this question presently.

We have so far been dealing with the political conceptions of Wycliffe as expressed in the treatise 'De Civili Domino,' but we must also take account of these as they appear in his work, 'De Officio Regis.' In this work he says clearly that political authority was made necessary by sin, and that, in his opinion, monarchy was the best form of government.³ He also sets out in clear terms that the authority of the ruler is founded on the election of the community, and that this was the case both in England and in other kingdoms.²
So far the position of Wycliffe is normal, but it is different with his conception of the extent of the royal authority and the relation of the subjects to this. In one set of passages he asserts the necessity of obedience to the king, as the Vicar of God, whether he is just or unjust. He begins the treatise by citing the First Epistle of Peter (ii. 13-17) as requiring obedience to kings for the Lord’s sake, and St. Paul’s words, “Let every soul be subject to the higher powers, for there is no power but of God” (Rom., xiii. 1). For the king is the Vicar of God. And he even applies to the relation of subjects and kings, St. Peter’s words: “Servants, be in subjection to your masters with all fear, not only to the good and gentle but also to the froward.”

He draws out his conclusion in very precise terms. The authority, even of perverse rulers, is from God. We must indeed distinguish between the case where the injury which is inflicted affects us only personally, and that where the ruler’s action is against God. In the first place, we must patiently submit, in the second we must resist even to death, but in patience and submission. The man who goes beyond this and resists by force or fraud, is guilty of a great sin.

He admits, indeed, that it might be argued that such evil rulers are not really kings, for they have not “dominium” (we shall discuss the meaning which Wycliffe attaches to this word presently), but he brushes this argument aside and says that we must honour even perversive kings, for their power has been given them by God. He even extends this to tyrants; they are indeed kings only in name, but they have a “potestas informis” to rule, although their “potestas” is not “dominium.”

It is true that in one place he approaches the conception of the nature of the royal authority in a different manner. That is, when he discusses the functions or duty of the king. Wycliffe’s words are indeed very general, but he says that the first duty of the king is to provide just laws for the kingdom, for Aristotle had said that law was more necessary for a community than a king; and he maintains that the king transgresses against God and his people if he violates the law; he has indeed the right to dispense with it in some cases, but only when this is reasonably required. Aristotle had said that wise philosophers maintained that the king should obey the law.

1 Id. id., i. (p. 16): “Et iterum videtur quod non remanet in eis status digastalis vel potestas regalis, quia non remanet eis dominium et per consequens non remanet ei quod sint reges . . . (p. 17): Et patet quod reges discell sunt racione honestandi . . . secundo quia habent potestatem eis collatam a Deo ad proficiendum suae ecclesiae, et sic ad adiviandum Deum potestativo, licet potestate sua damnabiliter abstinentur.”

2 Id. id. i., i. (p. 16): “Unde quod per cerum potestas non sit nisi a Deo patet Job. ii . . . Sed quia contingit propositum auti sua potestate idque secundum glossam est taliier distinguendum. Vel illata est injuria quae ad causam propriam, vel pure quoad causam Dei. In primo cauq post exercitationem evangelicam pacientia est optima mediei. Si pure in causae Dei, Christianis debet, post correp- cionem evangelicam, proposito suo usque ad mortem, si operetur et obedienter resistere. Et sic utroque immittendum est pacientia. Tendendo humiliter Dei judicium injuriam vindicandi. Et qui excedit hanc regulam resistit damnabiliter potestatis et Dei ordinazione, ut faciant hii qui rebellant precipue, id est affectus commodi temporales personales . . . (p. 9): Ex quisbus caligatur quod peccat gravius qui resistit regulam primum vi vel dol,”

3 Id. id. i., i. (p. 17): “Secl ulterior patet ex sepe dictis quod tales non remanerent reges nisi equivoque, licet habent potestatem regalem absumam, et sic reeiver habent potestatem et dignitatem consequentem secundum quam regum, licet demeritis. Et sic tyranni, olim presciti qui solum nominemus sunt reges vel dominii, habent potestatem informem ad regendum et dominandum, sed illas potestas non est dominium.”

4 Id. id. i., i. (p. 57): “Ex eurg qui dobet acire legum saen et eias execu- tionem esse justam et raisabiliem, impediendo ipsam facit contra Deum et populum proprium qui exinde habere justitiam complementum. Quasius autem rex dispensare potest in cauq cum execucione legis tamquam superior leges saen, tamen quoniam nisi quando dispensabiliter ratio hoo requirit . . . Ideo dicit Aristotelis ubi supra quod sapientes philosophi et divinitus loquentem disserunt quod imprimis doctum regiam majestatem obti- perare legibus institutis, non in ficta apparendae sed in facti evidencia, ut cognoscend omne ipsum serere Deum excolerum et esse subjectum Divinum potenciae.”
In a later chapter, however, Wycliffe contrasts the conception that the king is subject to his own law, with that which he attributes to Aristotle, that the king as the maker of law is above law. Subjection to law may be understood in two ways: as due to the authority of law itself, or as due to a higher law. The first is called compulsory subjection, the second a voluntary. The king is subject to his law, in virtue of the authority of the Divine law, but not in virtue of the authority of his own law. The king, therefore, as head of the kingdom, serves his own law voluntarily, while the subjects must be compelled to obey it.1

It would seem, then, that there is no contradiction between Wycliffe’s judgment about the relation of the king to the law, and his judgment that the king is the Vicar of God, and that his subjects must submit to him whether his actions are just or unjust. The king should indeed govern justly and according to law, but Wycliffe does not allow any legal right in the community as against the king.

We must now, however, examine the meaning of the term “dominium” in these treatises. As we have seen, in the ‘De Civili Domino,’ i. 30, Wycliffe says that if a man lacks “caritas,” and is in mortal sin, he cannot have “dominium”; and in the ‘De Officio Regis,’ i., that wicked

only those who are in "charity" or "grace" possess anything.¹

Wycliffe develops these distinctions and their consequences at length, and especially brings out clearly the principle that the unjust (or unrighteous) man cannot properly be said to possess anything, for he abuses, he does not use, what he has, and he cites with approval some words of St Jerome, that the avaricious man does not really possess that which he has, any more than that which he has not; and again, that, as "grace" is lacking to the unrighteous man, he has not "dominium"; and again, "grace" is needed for the true use of things, and, therefore, it is required for all true "dominium."² His whole conclusion is expressed in the last words of a later chapter. The unrighteous man has not "dominium," although he has "bona naturalia modo improprico."³

The meaning of Wycliffe's conception of "dominium" is further elucidated when he goes on to maintain that the righteous man is lord of the whole "sensible" world, and that he should not be disturbed because he has not civil "dominium" in these things, for this might rather injure than benefit him.¹ His meaning is perhaps best illustrated by his comment on the saying of Christ: There is no man that has left house or brothers, &c., for my sake and for the gospel's sake, but he shall receive a thousandfold now in this time, &c. This, Wycliffe says, must be interpreted spiritually.²

It is from this standpoint that we must understand Wycliffe's treatment of the community of goods. His meaning is only understood when we observe his mode of stating it. Every man, he says, ought to be in grace, and if he is in grace, he is lord of the world and all that it contains; therefore every man ought to be lord of all (universitas); but this would be impossible with a multitude of men, unless they had all in common, therefore all things ought to be common.³ Christ, in confirmation of this, rejected (individual) property, and had all temporal things in common with his disciples; and after his ascension, all things were common to his disciples.⁴

That he does not mean by this that individual property was to be rejected in the world as it actually is, is evident from his account in another chapter of the origin of "Dominium Civile." In his judgment "Dominium Civile" was instituted

¹ Id. id., i. 3 (p. 17): "Hic oportet distinguere de habicie atque justicia. Quamvis enim secundum Aristotelem et saeculum "Sex principiorum" multi"ndo sunt modi, tres tamen sufficient pro prsecid: alios, habieere naturalia, civilia, et evangelica. . . . Primo modo habendi, habest pecociare bona natura-lica, et tamen non juste simpliciter (ut patet superior) sed injuste; secundo modo habendi, secundum utrumque membrum equivalent, habent poten-tatas seculi bona fortune aut fortuita. Sed tunc modo habendi, eccelleni-simo possibili, quasi genus, habest seculi existentia in caritate vel gracia quidquid habens."

² Id. id., i. 3 (p. 20): "Sic injusto deest quidquid habit u, dum non tune utitur sed abutitur quodcumque quis occupat: hinc vere et philosophice dicit Ieronymus (Capitulno ultimo, Epis-tola ad Paulinum): 'Avaro, inquit, 'deest tam quod habet quam quod non habet.' Et patet in principali argumento quod non sequitur quod injustus sit univocum dominium cum justo, licet univocae habet bona naturalia cum illo: set dominium dicis distincte perfectionem secundum fundamentum in gratia, quae eum deest injusto, et verum dominium sibi deest . . . p. 25. Sic inquirat gracia requirit ad usum, et per consequens ad omne verum dominium."¹

³ Id. id., i. 7 (p. 47): "Conse-quenter ad dicta restat ostendere quod quilibet justus dominatur toti mundi potestati . . . nec turbatur justus quod non habet cive dominium in h ids bonos, qui revertor non profiscet sed neceret."¹

⁴ Id. id., i. 7 (p. 51): "Nec dubium quia ista sit consilicia sanctitatis, quod omnia relinquens universitatem temporalem, propter Christum in affectu debita debite praeporzonem, habet ex adjunctione consequenti omnia. Illius malum quam posse habere illis nemo possedisse; unde Marc. x. 20, 30 sic testatur: 'Annoe dicte vobis, nemo est qui domini aut fratrum, etc. . . . qui non accipiet conciles tantum non in tempore hoc domos, etc. . . . p. 52. Unde quod spiritu ad debet textus Marc. integret, patet ex hoc quod non modo ambit quin non consequatur virum evangeliuex tali communicatione, sequendo Christo-cum censeo tantum de frausibus, etc."¹
by man on account of sin; and a little later he says that, assuming the fall of the human race, it was necessary to establish human laws and ordinances, lest a man should take of the goods of fortune whatever he might wish. It is therefore, we think, clear that when Wycliffe says of the man who is in mortal sin, or is not in "grace" or "charity," that he has not "dominium," he means that he has neither political authority nor property in the full and proper spiritual sense, but he does not mean that he cannot have these in the ordinary or legal sense. Political authority and private property are institutions which men have been compelled to create by the fall, by the corruption and vice of human nature, as it actually is. They are therefore to be regarded as conditions of man's sinfulness.

It is interesting to observe that at first sight Wycliffe's doctrine of "dominium," as belonging only to men in a state of grace, seems closely parallel to the principles set out early in the fourteenth century by two extreme papalists, Egidius Colonna and James of Viterbo. Egidius maintained that no one could hold private property, "secundum ius divinum," who was an infidel or outside of the communion of the Church. James of Viterbo mitigated Egidius' political doctrine, but held that no one could hold private property, polemically, who has not subject himself to the Spiritual Power. The contention of Egidius was extreme and revolutionary in character; it was intended to support the most extreme doctrine of the supremacy of the Spiritual over the Temporal Power, even in Temporal things; while the doctrine of Wycliffe had no such revolutionary character. It is evident that Wycliffe's treatment of "dominium," is in principle closely related to that of Richard Fitz Ralph, the Archbishop of Armagh, in his treatise "De Pauperie precipue innitendi, necesse fuit leges vel ordinaciones humanas statuere, ne quilibet lapsus de bonis fortunae caperet quan tumque voluntas in debito incidiret."  

1. Id. id., i. 18 (p. 127): "Ideo estis signam dicitur quod dominium civile occasione pecati humanitas institutum."  
2. Id. id., i. 18 (p. 128): "Unde, supposito lapsa humani generis et eoa statu positiva preclivi bonis sensibilibus

Salvatoris." This treatise was probably written between 1350 and 1356, and arose out of the work of a commission appointed by Pope Clement VI. to inquire into the disputes as to the nature of the poverty of our Lord. The Archbishop, finding the discussion protracted and incomplete, prepared a treatise on the whole subject, which includes a detailed discussion of the meaning of "dominium." He lays down the general principle that no one can be said to have "istud dominium" unless he is purged from sin and has received grace; but this does not mean that the sinner has lost his natural "titulus" to the use of things; and in later passages Richard says that the right to the use of things needed to be safeguarded by "positive" law, and defines the "dominium positivum" as the right of a man to possess and to use rationally those things which are subjected to him by "positive" law. This seems to be substantially the same position as that of Wycliffe. It appears to us that their conceptions of "dominium" added little or nothing to the mediaval theory of political authority and of private property, that is that neither of these belonged to the state of innocence, but that they were the results of the fall, and remedies for it.

2. Richard of Armagh: "De Pauperie Salvatoris," ii. 8 (p. 348). (Ed. R. L. Poole, as above.) "Unde nullus de stripe ipsius prini parentis seminalis fuitus, donec a peccato mundetur et gratiam gratificentem recipere, istud dominium potest recipere suo habere."  
3. Id. id., ii. 21 (p. 363): "Verum est idem quod, perdido isto originali dominio per peccatum. . . . Nihi lminus tamen materiae causa dominii ipsius remansit in peccante, quoniam quantumcumque horum detegquam semper in ymage pertransis (intelligo, creatoris): ymago vero cum indigencia corporali (ut superius est expressum) est causa quasi materialis istius originalis dominii; et ob hoc quidam titulus naturalis lies deformes ad usum rerum remanent in peccante, quamvis dominium per amissionem sui formalis principii amittatur."  
4. Id. id., ii. 25 (p. 369): "Unde primogenitus Adam, Caym ex hac cupiditate invidia stimulatus justum Abel fratrem suum occidit: propri quem et alios similis tune futuros lex positiva necessaria exstitit. . . . Ut ulla viam vitae sequentes bonos propri eos crearetur liberum ut possent." Id. id., iv. 3 (p. 440): "Johannes: Jam peto ut illa michi dominia positiva que in primi libri principio nominatae in genere michi describant.  

Richardus: Omnium dominorum adventurum gnomone descipio pato esse rationalis creaturae mortalis jus sive radicalis auctoritas sequientia civitatem possessendi rei illi legem positiva subjectum et eis plene utendis, conformatus rationis."
We have felt ourselves compelled to give a considerable space to the discussion of Wycliffe’s political conceptions, because there has been much controversy about his real meaning.

As we have just said, it seems to us that his conception of “dominium” had little real significance, at least in political theory, and there is nothing new in his conception of the source of political authority. He evidently accepted the normal principle of the Middle Ages, that political authority was derived ultimately from God, but immediately from the community. When, however, we turn to his conception of the nature of this authority we find that Wycliffe reasserted that conception of the duty of absolute obedience to the prince, and of the wickedness of resistance, which, as we have often pointed out, was dogmatically stated by Gregory the Great, but had practically disappeared in the Middle Ages, being asserted only by a few writers like Gregory of Catino in the eleventh century. Wycliffe in the ‘De Officio Regis’ states this dogmatically and without qualification. He held, no doubt, that the prince ought to obey the law, but, like many of the Civilians, when they interpreted the “Digna Vox” of ‘Cod.’ i. 14, 4, he thought that the obedience of the prince should be voluntary and was not compulsory.

We shall have much to say in later chapters of this volume about the development of the conception of the “Divine Right”; in the meantime it is obviously important to observe it in Wycliffe.

It is evident that the writers with whom we have dealt in this chapter approach the question of the nature of the authority of the ruler or prince from different points of view, and that they differ to a considerable extent in their judgment upon particular questions. If, however, we omit Wycliffe, whose work indeed cannot well be brought into line with that of the others, they seem clearly to agree with each other, and

---

1 Cf. vol. i. p. 192, vol. iii. part i.  2 Cf. pp. 54-56.
CHAPTER IV.

THE NATURE OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE RULER: CONSTITUTIONAL PRACTICE.

We must turn to the question of the actual nature of the constitutional practice of Western Europe in the fourteenth century, and we shall do well to begin by reminding ourselves of the great importance of the feudal background of the development of the political constitutions in Western Europe, and especially of the great importance of the principle that the authority of the feudal lord was not only limited by law, but that, in cases of dispute between lord and vassal, the declaration of the law belonged not to the lord but to the court of the vassals. 1

We may take one or two important examples of the continuance of this principle in the history of France in the fourteenth century. The first is the case of Count Robert of Flanders in the year 1315. Proceedings were taken against him before the king's court in Paris, "afferce" by the great nobles and bishops, and the judgment is represented as being that of the peers, "et de la cour garnie." 2 The other is the case of the Duke of Brittany in 1378. Proceedings were taken before the king and his "Parlement" in Paris, to which the peers of France were summoned, and as it is said, the peers protested that the judgment belonged not to the king but to themselves. 3

We shall, however, recognize more fully the importance of the limitations of the prince's authority by the law, when

1 Cf. vol. iii. part i. chap. iv. iii., No. 491 (pp. 98-102).
2 "Recueil des Anciennes Lois," vol. iii., No. 498.
3 Id., vol. v. p. 493.

we consider the frequent references to the principle that no proceedings can be taken against the person or property of the subject except by process of law. There is a significant statement of this in France in an ordinance of Louis X. of the year 1315. The king's "Baillis," "Prevoz," and other "Justiciers" are forbidden to seize or imprison any person or his goods until he has been condemned, and if he demands "droit" he is to receive this by the men of the "Chastellenie" in which he lives, according to the usages and customs of the country. 1 There is an example of this same principle in the "confirmatio privilegiorum" of Dauphiné issued by Charles V. in 1367; no "inquisition" is to be made against any of the inhabitants of Dauphiné except in the case of notorious and grave crimes, unless there is a legal accuser, but even these grave crimes must be understood and declared in accordance with the laws. 2

We find the same principle continually maintained by the Cortes, and recognized by the king in Castile. In the Cortes of Valladolid of 1325 the Cortes demanded that no "carta blanca" should be issued, and the king replied that he would not issue them, but asks that, if it should be necessary to do so, in order to seize some evildoers, the persons thus seized shall not be killed or injured, nor shall their property be taken until they have been heard and judged according to "fuero" and law. 3

1 Id., vol. iii. 484, 2 (p. 68): "Nous voulons et octroyons que nos baillis, prevoz, et autres justiciers, de leur volonté, ne de leur office, ne puisent aucun approchier, sans aucun fait, de tour, ne emprisonner, ne faire execution en ses bien, devant que il soit condamnez, mues que se il requiert droit, que tantost fait soit faiz, par les hommz de la Chastellenie, où il seroit cheminant et lovant, selon les us et coutumes du pays."
2 Id., vol. v. 411, 16 (p. 287): "Omissa inquisitione contra ipsos nullius alicuius Delphinalis sui aliarum terrarum suarum, fieri debet, neque fiat in non notorius criminibus, nisi appareat legitimus accusator vel desuntisator; et eo facile debet ambiti indecisionem predicto accusato, ante quem respondere quomodolibet compellatur; exceptis tamen gravioribus criminibus, in quibus sit quoscumque ducesse in quoquem inquiri ex officio curiae Delphinalis; quos quidem, graviora, voluit ipso Dominus Delphinus, independens secundo legem et etiam declaravit." 3 "Cortes of Castile and Leon," i. 45, 3: "Pero si por aquesta acusació que non pueda escusar de dar carta o alzada por prender algun malhechor o malhechors, que aquell o aquells que fueren presos per
of 1381 the Cortes demanded that no man should be killed or taken prisoner without an inquiry, according to “fuero” and law; and the king, Pedro I., assented and promised to instruct his officers that they were not to kill or injure anyone without “razón” and law. This promise was emphatically renewed by Henry II. at the Cortes of Toro in 1371. The “merinos mayores” and others are not to kill or imprison except by the judgment of the alcaldes, as was ordered by King Alfonso in the Cortes of Madrid, and in another clause a similar provision was demanded by the Cortes and granted by the king, with regard to a man’s property. A similar condition was imposed by the Cortes of Madrid in 1591 upon the Regency appointed for the minority of Henry III.

It is hardly necessary to argue that the same principle was continually maintained in England. Bishop Stubbs has dealt with the matter carefully in his Constitutional History of England, and we only cite one or two of the passages in the Rolls of Parliament to which he refers, in order to illustrate the mode in which the subject was treated.

1\textit{Id.}, ii. 14, 5: “Alo que nos pedieron por merced que non mandassemos prender nin matar nin liñar nin despechar nin tomar a ninguno, ninguna cosa del suyo, sino ser ante llamados y oydos e vencidos por fuero e por derecho, por qu'erella nin por qu'erellas que nos fussen dadas segun que esto estava ordenado por el re Don Alfonso nuestro Padre, que Dios perdona, en las cortes que fizo en Valladolid después que fue de leisdad.”

A esto respondemos que es grande nuestro servicio et que nos plaza.

José yRecordemos que es grande nuestro servicio et que nos plaza.

2\textit{Id.}, ii. 29, 9: “Otro se non daran cartas para matar nin liñar nin desferrar a ninguno cme, mas que sos judgados por sus alcaldes.”


The truth is that there was nothing new in this. We have pointed out in previous volumes that the principle that the authority of the king was limited by the law with respect to the property and person of his subjects was part of the normal conception of the Middle Ages, and the constitutional practice of the fourteenth century corresponds with this. That does not, of course, mean that the legal principles were not frequently violated by the rulers; on the contrary, it was often their violation or neglect which was the occasion of their affirmation.

The question of the limitation of the royal authority with regard to private property leads us to another and equally important aspect of the constitutional practice of the fourteenth century, and that is to the question of taxation. This subject is, however, so closely related to the development of representative institutions that we have thought it better to postpone our discussion of it to a later chapter (VI.), where we shall deal with it in detail. Here we need only say that it seems to us clear that the limitation of the authority of the king with regard to taxation was an essential part of the constitutional tradition and practice both of France and of Castile in the fourteenth century.

We find some examples of the continuance of what we have called the contractual conception of the relation of the ruler and his subjects in the fourteenth century. We have dealt with this in earlier volumes, and have pointed out that this was really implied in the whole feudal structure of society. The first of these is to be found in the detailed statement of the conditions under which the inhabitants of Dauphiné were to accept the Dauphin on his accession. Charles V. of France in 1367 issued a charter confirming the privileges and liberties of the people of Dauphiné, in terms which are significant and important. When the new Dauphin or his successor comes to assume the rule of Dauphiné, before he can compel any individual or
"communitas" to do him homage or "recognition" he must swear that he will maintain inviolably all the franchises, liberties, and privileges which are mentioned in this document. The barons, nobles, and "communitates" of Dauphiné are not bound to obey either him or any of his officials until he has taken the oath in a public form and manner.  
As though this were not sufficiently drastic, the next clause adds that all the "baillis," the judges, the procurators and "castellani" of Dauphiné must in like manner swear that they will maintain and observe all these liberties, &c., and if any of them refuse to do this no man need obey them. If any of them should violate these oaths, he is to be punished as a perjurer, and in addition must repay any expenses which the nobles, or communities, or individual persons have incurred in the measures they have taken against him.  

1 R. 4th. of Chart. 43, p. 291: "Quandoque... non usus Delphinus vel successor ejus, veniet ad successionem vel regimen Delphiniius, antequam ad homagia seu recognitio feodorum recipiendas seu recipiendae quovis modo procedat, et antequam alter compelleret posse alii quem singularem personam vel Universitatem ad praestandum et faciendum ibi homagia, fidelitates seu recognitio, jurare debet primitum... Servare, custodire, et attendere inviolabiliter praemissas omnes et singulas declarationes, franchises, libertates, a gratias et privilegia supra scripta, in omnibus et singulis suae et capitalis ommnia, et si in ea esset, quod in principatibus eorum, ut predictur... praemissam sacramento facere recusaret, &c., barones, nobles, et universitates qui cu- nunque Delphinus et cujuslibet ejus partis, et aliorum terrarum suarum, eisdem novo Domino successori vel officiis suis, obidire minime tenesentur, impune, donec predictum sacramentum praestierit et fecerit publice et per publicum instrumentum."  
2 Id. id. id., 53 (p. 291): "Concessit... declaravit supra dictus dominus Delphinus, quod omnes et singuli domini institutiones, praemissas et castellani Delphinus... ten- natur et debent, quoniam iurare ad sancta dei Evangelia, praemissas libertates, franchises, municipalitates, et declaratores omnis et singulas... tenessem custodire et inviolabiliter observare: et si modo debitum requirerit, obligatur eorum dictum sacramentum facere et praeotare publice recusaret, impune non parcerit, nil obligatus sit, aliquid ex dictis officinis predictis, libertates privilegia, concessiones vel declarations in toto vel in parte quomodolibet violaret aut infirmeret, ubi coquitus erit dictus officialis de violatione predicta, tenesentur et debeat expensas factas per barones, bancomates, vassavos, nobles, universi- tates, seu singulares personas, persequentes predictum officio, de dicta violatione res sorere et solvere: et ad hoc, per suum superiorum viiulator compellatur; et nullum in domo officiales violato dictam libertatem, de securitatem publicam."  
3 "Ordonnances," vol. viii., p. 719, 16: "Et quod non tenens et dominus ipsum universitatem ipsius nobis dominii futurae homagia praestare, donec ipsi domini quilibet, videlet, in adventu suo, haece annua juraverint et ratificaverint observantiam praefertum."  
4 "Cortes," vol. i., 39, 85: "Otrcos nos otorgamos todos vuestras fuerzas en franchises y libertades y buenos usos y costumbres y privilegios y cartas que avocado del imperador y del buen rey Don Alfonso..."

An almost precisely similar conception of the mutual obligations of ruler and subject is to be found in the Charter in which Charles VI. in 1351 confirmed the privileges which had been granted to the people of Briançon by the Dauphin Humbert II., and among other things it is provided that the Dauphin on his first visit to Briançon after his succession was to swear to observe all these privileges, and that the men of the "communities" were not under any obligation to do homage to him until he had done this. The officials of the Dauphin were to take the same oath, and until they had done this the people were not bound to obey them.  
The terms of these documents illustrate very clearly the contractual conception of the relations of prince and subjects, and it should be observed that this applies not merely to the relations between the prince and his nobles, but also to those between him and the communities or "Universitates."  
We find a similar principle expressed in the proceedings of the Castilian Cortes, not indeed with reference to the king himself, but with regard to the regents or council of regency who were appointed to administer the kingdom during the minority of the king. At the Cortes of Burgos in 1315 the "Tutores" (guardians or regents) confirm the "fueros" and liberties granted by former kings, and declare that if they violate these they will cease to be "Tutores" and will forfeit all claim to obedience, and that the Cortes may appoint other "Tutores."  
At the Cortes of Valladolid in 1322 we find...
the guardian of that time declaring that if any Alcalde or Alcaldes "que andodieron en la casa del Rey o en la mia casa" (that is, presumably, of the household of the king or the guardian) should incur any penalty, they were not to escape, even though they pleaded that they had acted under the orders of the guardian, and even though the guardian himself confirmed this. He also adds a clause similar to that of the Cortes of Burgos, that he confirms all their liberties, &c., that all "Cartas" contrary to these are to be neglected, and that if he does not carry out this promise they are not to obey him and can elect another guardian.

These examples of a contractual conception of the nature of political authority are in themselves no doubt of small importance, but when we put them alongside of the more general principle of the limitation of the authority of the ruler, they are not wholly insignificant.

We must, however, now go on to observe a more drastic conception still with regard to the limitation of royal authority as represented in the theory and actual practice of the fourteenth century, and that is the conception that as the authority of the king was derived from the community, so also in the last resort the community could deprive him of that authority and depose him.

In Volume V. of this work we have pointed out that mediaval society not only assumed the limitation of the rights of the king, but also developed various methods of enforcing these limitations. The right to resist illegal action on his part, the determination of questions between the vassal and the king as feudal lord by the Court of the Vassals, the right to withdraw allegiance from a king who refuses to accept the judgment of the court, such were some of the practical forms which were recognised in the Middle Ages for this purpose. But the resources of the mediaval community were not conceived of as limited to these methods; even such careful and moderate political thinkers as S. Thomas Aquinas were clear that in the last resort the ruler who persisted in unjust and illegal actions could rightfully be deposed, and the principle found a practical illustration in the last years of the thirteenth century in the deposition of the Emperor Adolf—a deposition which, as it was contended, was effected by due process of law.

It is, then, with the recollection both of the theory and the historical circumstances of the thirteenth century, and of the principles represented in the political and legal literature of the fourteenth century, that we must approach the consideration of the deposition of Richard II. of England. It is no doubt true that his deposition was the work in the main of a baronial faction, and that their motives had probably little, if anything, to do with the merits of the constitutional principles alleged. But this does not destroy the importance of the terms and forms of his deposition as expressing what was alleged to be the constitutional tradition of the English community as represented in Parliament.

It was represented to Parliament that Richard had resigned the Crown, and the first proceeding of Parliament was to accept the resignation; but not satisfied with this, it was agreed that a statement of the principal charges against Richard should be read to the people. This begins with a statement of the terms of the oath which, as they said, Richard had taken at his coronation. By this he promised to maintain justice and the just laws and customs which the "vulgus" should have chosen. (The word "vulgus" promised should be com-

1 Cf. vol. v. part i. chap. 7, 8.
3 "Rolls of Parliament," vol. iii. (p. 417), 17: "Facies fieri in omnibus judicibus suis iurum et rectam justiam et discretionem in missione tua et veritate, secundum vires tuae . . . concedas justas leges et consuetudines eae tenentes et promittis per te esse protengulas, et ad honorum Dei coroerbarandas quas vulgus eligeret, secundum vires tuae."
pared with the terms of the coronation oath of Edward II.
and III., which we have already cited, "les leys et les cus-
tumes droituriers lesquels la communauté de votre Reiame
aura esleu ").

We need not enumerate all the charges; it is, for our pur-
pose, specially important to notice some of them, and these
may be divided into two groups. The first group is concerned
with the relation of the king to the law, and the administra-
tion of justice. It was alleged that the king, desiring not to
maintain the just laws and customs of the kingdom, but to
act according to his own will, frequently, when the laws of
the kingdom had been set forth and declared to him by the
Justices and others of his Council, said in express terms, and
with a severe countenance, that the laws were in his mouth
and in his heart, and that he could, by himself and alone,
alter and make the laws of his kingdom. It was further
alleged that the king, led astray by this opinion, had refused
threats and terror had forced them to withdraw from the
pursuit of justice.

It was alleged that he caused a dangerous precedent. The king had also, in order to give
provisions of Magna Carta, 39, which declared that the king
could not seize or imprison any free man except "per legale
inditium parium suorum vel per legem terrae," many men had
been seized and brought before the marshal or constable in
a military court, on the ground that they had said something
"ad vituperium scandalum seu dedecus" of the king's person;
and that they could only defend themselves by trial of battle.
It was alleged that he caused a number of the judges to come
to him at Shrewsbury, and had compelled them by various
threats to answer certain questions concerning the law of the
country against their will, and otherwise than they would
have done if they had been free and uncoerced.

The second group of charges was concerned with the Parlia-
ment and the king's relations to it. The first of these was the
allegation that at the last Parliament the king, with the
intention of oppressing his people, had by subtle means
procured an arrangement that, with the consent of estates,
the power of Parliament should be given to certain persons
to deal with some petitions which had not been dealt with;
and that, under colour of this, these persons had, by the will
of the king, dealt with other general matters concerning that
Parliament. This was, it was alleged, a grave prejudice to
the position of Parliament and the good of the kingdom, and
a dangerous precedent. The king had also, in order to give
colour and authority to these doings, caused various changes

1 Id. id. (p. 419), 33: "Item, idem
rex non est justas leges et consuetudines
regni sui servare seu protegere, sed
secundum suum arbitrium voluntatis
cacere quidquid desideriis euis occur-
serit, quandoque et frequentius, quando
sibi expositae et declaratae fuerant leges
regni sui per justiciarios et aliis de
concilio suo, ut secundum leges illas
petentibus justiciam ipsius
ipse
mutaret. Quod est omnino contra
statutum suum, abaque aliqua forisactura.
Quod est omnino contra
statutum suum, abaque aliqua forisactura.

2 Id. id. (p. 450), 43: "Item licet
terrae et tenementa, bona et ca-itla
et jucjusaeque liberi hominis, per leges
regni ab omnibus retroacte temporibus
usitatas, capi non debant nisi fuerit
futurum: nullominus dictas leges rex
proponens et estagens leges suis
modi enervare, in praesentia quam
plurium dominorum et aliorum de
communitate regni, frequenter dixit
et affirmavit, 'quod vita ejusque
ligeri sui, ac ipsius terrae, tenementa,
bona et caita sunt suu ad volun-
tatem suam, abaque aliqua forisactura.
Quod est omnino contra
statutum suum, abaque aliqua forisactura.

3 Id. id. (p. 418), 19: "Item, idem
rex super apud Salopiae coram se
et aliis iibi forantibus venire fecit
quarump Tes et majorum partem justi-
iciarum comenalter, et eos per minus
et leges varias ac etiam mutus qui
possent cadere in constantes, induxit,
foeci et compulit, singulatim ad res-
pendendum curiae questionibus pro
parte ipsius regis factis ibidem, tempori-
tibus leges regni suu, propter et contra
 voluntatem corum, et aliter quam
responidendum ei fuisse in liborato
sae et non coae.
and omissions to be made in the Rolls of Parliament. It was also alleged that while certain statutes had been made in Parliament which were binding unless they were revoked by the authority of another Parliament, the king had procured the presentation and acceptance of a petition to Parliament from the "Committates Regni," that the king should be as free as any of his ancestors. Finally, it was alleged that kings had interfered with the freedom of election and had directed the sheriffs to secure the return of persons nominated by himself. It was on the ground of these and other charges against Richard, which were accepted by Parliament as notoriously true and as being sufficient to justify his deposition, that they decided to proceed to this, and appointed a Commission to carry it out.

1 Id. id. (p. 418), 25: "Item in Parlamento ultimo celebrato apud Salomon, idem rex proponens opiniorem suum, procuravit substitutur et fecit conceedi, quod potestas parliamenti de concionibus omnium Statuum regni sui remaneret apud quasdam certas personas, ad terminandum, decernito parliamento, certas petitiones in eodem parliamento perrectas, prout minime expeditas. Cujus concessionis colore personae sic deputatus processerint ad alia generaliter parliamentum illud tangentes; et hoc de voluntate regis; in derogationem status parliamenti, et in magnam incommodum totius regni, et pernicieosum exemplum. Et ut super factis eorum hujusmodi aliquem colorem et auctoritatem videantur habeant, rex fecit Rotulos Parliamenti pro voto suoi mutati et debeli, contra effectum concessionis predicte.

2 Id. id. (p. 420), 36: "Item licet de statuto et consuetudinibus regni sui in convocatione cuiuslibet Parliamenti, populos suas in singulis comitatus regni deberet esse liber ad eisgendum et deputandum milites pro hujusmodi comitatus ad interessendum Parliamento et ad exponendum eorum grava minis et ad prossequendum pro remedis superinde proest eius videtur expedire; tamen praebuit Rex, . . . directo mandata suis frequentissime Vicecomitiis suis, ut certas personas per ipsum Regem nominatas ut Milites comitatus venire faciant ad Parliamento sua.

3 Id. id. (p. 419), 34: "Item, quod postquam in parliamento suo certa statuta crast edita, quae semper lugerat domo auctoritatis alius et aliius parliamenti fuerint specialiter revocata, idem Rex procuravit substitutur talen petitionem in parliamento suo pro parte communis regni sui porrigi, et sibi conceedi in genere, quod posset eodem modo sumptum servare proprium suorum et aliis.

4 Id. id. (p. 422), 51: "Et quoniam videturam omnium Statibus illis superinde singullatim ac eisiam communiter interrogatis quod illae cause crimine et defectuum crast saeitum sufficientes et notoriae ad deponendum eundem regem, attenta etiam sua confessione super ipsius insufficientis et aliis in dicta remunis et cessione contentis potentere emissa, omnes Status predicti unanimitatis conceessorunt ut ex

The Commission, sitting as a Tribunal, after reciting his offences and his recognition of his incompetence for the rule and government of the kingdom, formally deposed him. It will, we hope, be clearly understood that we are not here discussing the truth of these charges: we are here only concerned with the constitutional conceptions and the principles of political authority which are implied in these, and in the formal act of deposition. When we consider them from this standpoint, it is obvious that they have a very great significance. In the first place, the charges against Richard bring out very clearly the repudiation of the conception that the king was, by himself, the source of the law, and that he was above it. The law is conceived of clearly as something which draws its authority from the community, and not from the king alone; he is not above it, but under it. The rights of his subjects are protected by the law, and the king could not be permitted to violate them. In the second place, they illustrate very clearly the development in England of the importance of the organised representation of the country in Parliament and of the relation of this to the royal authority.

The circumstances of the deposition of Richard II. are indeed for us important, primarily as illustrating in a highly dramatic fashion the principle of the fourteenth century, as well as of the Middle Ages, that the authority of the ruler was a limited and conditional authority, limited by the law, and conditional upon conformity to the law.

The Ruler: Constitutional Practice.
CHAPTER V.

THE THEORY OF THE CIVILIANS WITH REGARD TO THE NATURE OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE RULER.

We have, in a previous chapter, considered the opinion of the civilians on the subject of the source of law, how far they conceived of the legislative authority as having been transferred to the prince in such a sense that the people now conceived of this as still belonging at least to their custom. As we have said, they seem to us a little uncertain about the whole matter, but this uncertainty seems to us to be intelligible enough when we remember that they were endeavouring to apply the text of the Roman law itself to the very different conditions of the fourteenth century. If they have doubts as to the legislative authority of the people of the empire they have no doubts as to the legislative authority of the community in the cities of Italy, and with respect to constitutional conditions they are much more concerned with those of the Italian city than with those of the empire or the Northern National States. We must now consider their theory of the nature of the authority of the ruler or prince as distinct from the question of his legislative power.

We may conveniently begin by observing some aspects of the theory of government in the treatise of Bartolus entitled ‘De Regimine Civitatis.’ He begins by enumerating the various forms of good and bad government as given by Aristotle, and then asks which is the best of the good governments. This, he says, had been treated by Aristotle, but more clearly by Egidius Romanus in his treatise ‘De Regimine Principum,’ and he gives his opinion that the best form of government was the monarchy—that is, the government by one man. He points out, however, the distinction between the king who governs according to the laws and the king who makes the law as he will; the first does not hold the “regalia” which belong to the State which he rules, or to some superior; the “regimen regis” is properly that of the second, to whom all things belong.1

He asks, then, whether it is good to be governed by a king, and cites, first, the description by Samuel (1 Sam. viii) of the oppressive nature of the king’s government, and next, the different terms in which it is described in Deuteronomy, and contends that Samuel described, not what the monarchy ought to be, but what might happen if the king became a tyrant. The proper character of the kingship is that which is described in Deuteronomy xvi., in which the subjects are not the slaves but the brothers of the king.2 It would appear, however, that Bartolus felt that this did not give a sufficiently clear notion of what was the extent of the king’s rights, and he therefore adds a brief but significant sentence. The king has the right to demand whatever is necessary for the royal expenses, “omnia tributa, vectigalia et census publicos.” He can for sufficient reason impose “collectas,” for kings have all power.3

1 Bartolus, ‘De Regimine Civitatis’: “Præmissa quod non omne regimen ipsum unus dicitur regimen regis. Nam, quandoque est unus qui regit, et tamutum est judex, ut praesides provinciarum et procornules. . . . Iste enim habet judicium secundum leges et tum statum regium, s. comperentum ministri: nec ad eos competunt regalia, sed ad civitates quas regunt, vel ad alium superiorum vel sese. . . . Quandoque unus regit civitatem vel provinciam, qui factum leges prout vult; omnia ad eum pertinent et iudicium regimen regis.”

2 Id. id., 12: “Sed licet ibi ponatur quod rex facere debat, et qualis in se debat esse, non tamen ibi ponitur quid a suis possit exigere.”

3 Id. id., 11: “Apparuit ergo quod subditi non sunt servi regis, sed fraterni et sio quod in procedente auctoritate (i.e., Samuel viii.) dictum est, non de vero rege sed tyranno intellexerit. . . . Debet ergo bonus rex esse fidelis, Christianus, justus, non pomposus, nec subditorum gravator, non luxuriosus, nec avarus, nec superbus.”

3 Id. id., 10: “Quod expenses majestatis regiae congruentes facere debat, s. hoc habemus expressum 10 col. quae sunt regalia, c. 1, ubi dicitur quod ad regem pertinent omnia tributa, vectigalis et census publici, quae ibi specialiter nominantur, et quod ad regem
He returns then to the question whether it is good for a "civitas" or "people" to be governed by a king, and, as we understand him, he thinks that this is the best form of government, and he also thinks that this was the opinion of Aristotle as well as of Egidius Romanus. He observes, however, that we must consider not only what is good, but also what is likely to happen, for the king or his descendants may become tyrants.\(^1\)

This leads him to a discussion of the best form of government in relation to the different magnitude of different States. The small State or city is, he thinks, best governed by a king, and he cites, as illustrating his view, the statement of Pomponius in the 'Digest' (i. 2, 2), that when the Roman Empire grew and conquered many provinces, the government was put into the hands of one ruler. He adds, however, that in such a great multitude there will be many good men, and the ruler should take counsel with them.\(^2\)

This monarchy, Bartolus says, may be either hereditary or elective, but the elective method is alone proper for the universal monarchy—that is, the Empire.\(^1\) It is interesting to notice that while he has a great reverence for the empire, he admits that since it ceased to be held by Italians it had fallen in their esteem.\(^2\)

Bartolus is clear that monarchy is not adapted to the small or even to the moderately large State. He evidently thinks that it is not suited to Italy; the question of the relation of the city State to the Empire does not here seem to be in his mind.

We must, however, be careful to observe that, like Egidius,\(^3\) he very sharply distinguishes the true king from the tyrant. The monarchy which he thinks to be good is absolute, but it is directed to the common good of the community, while the tyrant pursues his own advantage. And here we can see that his judgment is quickened by his sense of the Italian conditions.

For to Bartolus tyranny is not only a corrupt form of government, but it is the worst of all corrupt governments. The government of a few, or of the multitude, is corrupt when they pursue their own advantage, but it is not so far removed from a government for the common good as that of

---

1 Id. id., 13: "Vise orgo quid sit jus regum, redeamus ad questionem, an expediat civilis vel populorum regi per regem, premit bonus est habeas dictas conditiones, optimunm regem in regnum per rationes s. factas. Et ista intellegitar dictum Arist. et Egidii. Si vero consideramus illud quod exire potest, quia rex quandocumque velit in tyrannum, ipsa vel descendentes ab eo, tune dico quod consistanter debemus quid exire potest, quando illud de quo agitur ad hoc naturae et universae tertiam tendit.

2 Id. id., 18: "Hoc praemissio, facio triplum divisionem civilitatum seu populorum, nam aliquot est civitatum seu gentium magna in primo grado magnum. Sed ilam est tempus seu genera major, et sic in secundo gradu ministeri. Sed idem est civitas seu gentium, et sic in tertio gradu ministrius magnum.

3 Id. id., 25: "Et tene imperium Romanorvm postquam fuit ab Italicis separatum, semper descrevit in odia nostris, hoc tamem aequo Dei judicio occulta faciam non est."
the one man. We may put it in concrete terms, the Italian oligarchy or democracy was not so really corrupt and evil a thing as the Italian tyranny. Bartolus adds that the corrupt oligarchy or democracy tends to develop into a tyranny, as they had seen in their own day, for "Italy is full of tyrants." 2

This treatment of tyranny by Bartolus is of importance, and we must consider it not only in the 'De Regimine Civitatis,' but also in another treatise, entitled 'De Tyranno.'

We have just seen that Bartolus derives from Egidius Colonna and Aristotle the conception of the tyrant as one who governs for his own profit and not for the good of the community. In the treatise, 'De Tyranno,' he derives from S. Isidore, directly or indirectly, the description of the tyrant as that wicked king who exercises a cruel rule over his subjects; 3 from S. Gregory the Great he takes his description of the tyrant as one who governs the commonwealth but not lawfully (non jure), 4 and he applies this to the case of the King or Emperor of the Romans; if any man seeks to obtain that place unjustly he is properly called a tyrant. 5

1 Id. id., 27: "Quaecumque enim de malis modis regendi, quaecumque sit deterior, in hoc omnes philosophi dicitur, quod tyrannus est pessimus principatus, tenet enim ultimum gradum malitiae. Item predictus Egidius in dicto libro, dicit enim ut dictum est, regem idque dictum bonum, quia per illud maxime tenditur ad bonum commune. Sed per tyrannum maxime ab intentione communis boni receditur, unde tyrannus pessimus principatus; unde si dominator plebes, quia divites et boni creduntur, vel si dominantur multitudo, quamquam illi regentes tendant ad proprium, et non a Deo est, et sic est regimen malorum vel populi perversi; tamen non tantum receditur ab intentione communis boni, quia ex eo quod plebes sunt, aliquid sapit de natura communis boni. Sed si unum est tyrannus etiam recedit a communibus bonis. Fractores, sicut virtus unita in bonum est melior, unita in deterior est deterior. Tyrannus autem est pessimus, hoc autem est sua manifestum quod demonstratum non est." 2 Id. id., 29: "Item advertendum est quod regem plerumque malorum vel regnum populi perversi non diu durat, sed de facili in tyrannidem unus deducitur, hoc enim de facto saepius vidimus. Hoc enim permone divina est, quum scriptum sit, "Qui regnare facit, hypercpiam propriam pecuniam populi"; et quia hodie Italia est plena tyranniae." 3 Bartolus, 'De Tyranno,' 1. 4 Id. id., 2: "Proprie tyrannus est dictus qui communem publicam non juro principatum." 5 Id. id., 3: "Sicut enim rex, seu imperator Romanorum est justus et verus et universalis: ita si quid illud locum vel injuste obtineat, appellarit proprio tyrannum."
is not proper to the Italian city, but he seems to incline to the view, which he may have derived from Egidius Romanus, that it is suited to the great monarchies, that is to Northern and Western Europe; his hatred of the tyrant may be interpreted as related to these as well as to Italy.

We turn from Bartolus to his great contemporary Baldus. He says in one place, but more incidentally, that a good king is better than a good law. In another place he says that the emperor is called a king because he rules others, and is ruled by no one, though he rules himself by the advice of the wise men. All kings have supreme jurisdiction in their kingdom, and there is no appeal from their judgment, for their judgments are accepted as law; their "bene placitum" is subject to no law.

We may compare a passage in his Commentary on the Code in which he discusses the question whether the prince is bound by the law. Baldus says that the passage in the Code on which he is commenting means that he should live according to the law "de debito honestatis," but this must not be taken too precisely. The supreme and absolute power of the prince is not under the law; the words of the Code must therefore be taken as referring to the ordinary power of the prince, not to his absolute power. While the emperor's authority is derived from the "lex regia," it must be borne in mind that this "lex regia" was promulgated by the divine will (mutu divino), and therefore the empire is said to be immediately from God. It should be observed, however, that after all this Baldus adds that he is a good ruler who desires that God and the laws should rule, and this is why the emperor says that he subjects his "principatus" to the laws.

In a work of Jason de Mayno, an important civilian of the fifteenth century ("Comm. on Digest," i. 4. 1), we have found an important reference to Baldus as having said that the Pope and the Prince can do anything "supra ius, et contra ius, et extra ius." Unfortunately Jason gives no indication of the place from which he cites this.

What are we to understand by all this? Baldus thinks that a good prince is better than a good law; he admits, and indeed is clear, that a good prince should normally respect the law, but he is also clear that he is not, strictly speaking, under the law, and he suggests an important distinction between the ordinary and the absolute power of the prince.

We might then incline to the conclusion that the theory of monarchy of these great civilians of the fourteenth century was very different from that of the normal theoretical and constitutional tradition of the Middle Ages and of the fourteenth century, but before we draw such a conclusion we must remember some other aspects of their theory which we have already considered. We have already dealt with their discussion of the question whether indeed the prince was the sole source of law, and have seen that with respect to the custom of the people they are at least hesitating and uncertain, and we must remember that other questions

---

1 Baldus, 'Commentary on Digest,' (fol. 10, v.): "Et minus est bonus rex quam bona lex.
2 Id. id.: 'Proemium' (fol. 2, v.): "Item nota quod imperator Caesar dictur Rex... et a nomine regatur... Consilio tamen prudentium se regit et gubernat... Item nota quod hoc est commune jus omnium regum quod a regia maiestatis sententia non appellatur; nimirum quia eis definitiva sententia in regno suo praede habeatur, et sic nemo posset in melius commutare. Item in regno suo habet supremam jurisdictionem... cum manu omnia gubernet... bene placitum nulli legi subiecat... Item si unus rex teneat in feudum regnum ssumus alio regre. Nam co ipso quod intollatur rex, habet supremam potestatem in subditos, nec enim minor est rex praesto praestio, a cuius sententia non appellatur."

1 Id. id., 'Commentary on Code,' i. 14, 4 (fol. 55, v.): "Principis debet vivere secundum leges, qua ex lege eundem pendit auctoritas. Intelligo quod si felix veritatem dez integre do debito honestatis qua summa deiet esse in prince, scigat non intelligatur praecipue; quia suprema et absoluta potestas principis non est sub leges, unde legi ista habet respectum ad potestatem ordinatiun, non ad potestatem absolutam... nota quod imperator dictu se esse legibus allegatur, et hoc ex benignitatu non ex necessitate. Secundo, nota, quod auctoritas imperatoris pendit ex lege regia, qua fuit nuta Divino promulgata et idem imperium dictur esse immediate a Deo... Quarto nota quod ille bene principatur qui vult principatiem Deum et legis, unde dictus imperator se submittere principatum suum legisbus."
2 Confer p. 10.
of the legal or quasi-legal relation of the prince to his subjects—that is, the conception that the prince may enter into relations with his subjects which are of a contractual nature, and that these are binding both on himself and on his successors. We have already discussed this question, and here therefore we only cite again the words in which Baldus gives his interpretation of the passage in which Cynus had dealt with it. Cynus had said (but it is not really clear whether it is the opinion of Cynus or of Guido de Suza) that if the emperor had made peace or a "capitulum" with his subjects for the public good, this was binding even on his successor. As we have pointed out, this is clearly related (by Baldus) to feudal principles.

There is yet another very important limitation upon the authority of the prince which is discussed by these civilians. Cynus says, very dogmatically, that the prince cannot lawfully (de jure) take away a man’s private property without cause. He can undoubtedly do so “de facto,” and his order should be obeyed, for it must always be supposed that he is acting for some just reason; but it cannot be doubted that he commits a sin if he does it without cause. Jac. Buttrigarius sets out a somewhat curious view that the emperor can take away any man’s property for proper reasons (ex causa), but not without reason; but this is not due to a defect of authority, but because he had said that he would not do it.

1 Confer pp. 15, 39.
2 Baldus, ‘Commentary on Code,’ i., 14, 4 (fol. 55, v.): “Domus Cynus dicit quod si istud pactum habet in se juxta quidam naturalem et equitatem, quod istud pactum est servandum, si imperator factum pacem vel capitulum cum subjectis, propter generaliter et publicum bonum, quod ista non debant inringeri per successorern, nisi ex parte substantiabus intervenerint doli vel fraud.”
3 Cynus, ‘Commentary on Code,’ Rubrio i., 19 (fol. 36, 3) (Code, i., 19, 7): “Secundo casu, seclisit, quando volt mihi tollere dominium rei mese, sine aliqua causa de mundo; si quavis utrum posset de facto? Non est dubium. Sed utrum posset de jure et de potestate sibi per jura concessa, in veritate non posset. Sed tamquam quantum ad observantiam qualiter canque scribit, debebat servari, nam sermo rescriptum est num supponimus ex justa causa interpositum. Et talis praesumption est videnda in personas principis; ut supra dixi in præmissa, non non tam tam non possit quod, si mihi rem non suam auferat sine causa, quod ipsum possit.
4 Jacobus Buttrigarius, ‘Themarius Legum,’ i., 14, 3, 12: “Item opp: quod imperator non posset quam

Bartolus, referring to some statement of Jo. Buttrigarius that the prince could take away a man’s property without cause, says flatly that this is not true. The prince cannot take away a man’s property unjustly, for the prince holds his jurisdiction from God. God gave him jurisdiction, but not the power of taking away what belonged to another man without reason.

Baldus cites the “Gloss” as saying that the prince cannot by his rescript take away a man’s property without proper cause. He seems to imply in this passage that private property belongs to the "jus gentium," but in commenting on the ‘Digest’ he says that it really belongs to the “jus naturale,” meaning by this that law which properly belongs to human nature. When he deals with property under feudal law he is even more explicit. He asks whether the emperor can deprive a vassal of his fief without a definitely proved offence, and he cites the “Gloss” as saying that this is not “reason,” for good and natural laws bind the prince and natural law is stronger than the “Principatus.” And in another place he privare domino rei sua. . . . Potei ex causa ut hinc favere multum publice utilitatis, sine causa non posset ut ibi; idem ipse quod ubi in unico principi non erat in factum, et refer tibi contra jus alicuius, quod valeat rescriptum; nam quod ipse non posset aliquem privare re sua, non est ex defectu potestatis suae, sed ideo quia dixit se nolle hoc facere.”

1 Bartolus, ‘Commentary on Code,’ i., 15, 6, 2: “Dominus Jo. But. dixit simpliciter quod princeps potest auferre domino rei meae sine aliqua causa. Nam ejus potestas, et potestas iuris legum, quae hoc hoc probat, procedit a pari potestate: ergo si potest istas fessas tollere, eodem modo posset dare alteri dominium meae sine causa non posset.”
2 Id., ‘Commentary on Digest,’ i., 1, 5 (fol. 11, 2): “Opponitur tertio, dictum hic quod dominia sunt distincta de jure quea. Contra, imo, de jure naturali. . . . Sol: Hic potest iuris naturale pro jure proprio in natura humana, i.e. pro jure gentium vel pro lege Mosaea.”
3 Id., ‘Super Feudal.’ (fol. 9, 2): “Quaequis nuncupat imperator posset dieienustram vassalum sine convito
even deals with this in relation to taxation, and, while he seems to think that the prince has the right to impose a "collecta" on his subjects and that they are bound by "natural obligation" to pay this if it is useful for the service and necessity of the commonwealth, they are not bound by "natural obligation" to do this if the tax is levied merely by the arbitrary will of the prince.\footnote{1}

Joannes Faber, an important French civilian, in one passage says that the prince can take away a man's property for some definite cause, but the person to whom he may give it has not a just title before God unless there was a just cause—\textit{i.e.}, for the action of the prince.\footnote{2} Finally, Angelo de Perusia, a civilian of the later part of the fourteenth century, says plainly that the prince cannot take away a man's property without cause, and he refers for a full discussion to the passage of Cynus just quoted.\footnote{3}

It may possibly appear that this is not a sufficiently important point to deal with so fully, but that is a mistake. For it will be evident, on a little reflection, that the principle of the civilians is clearly related to, if not identical with, the more precisely stated principle that the king cannot proceed against a man's property except by process of law.\footnote{4}

We return to one very important question: What did the cuius culpa? Respondit glossa quod non est ratio: quia honos et naturales consequuntur sit principem, quia potestas est de naturae quam principatum.\footnote{5}

1 \textit{Id.}, 'Commentary on Digest,' i., 1, 5 (fol. 11, v.): "Deoque quas noris sit principem impotestis subditis collectam; utrum ex hon nostra obligatio naturalis; et die quod si concurret reipublice utilitatem et necessitatem, quod tune sic... sed solius principis efficiatur voluntatem, tune non oritur obligatio naturalis."

2 Joannes Faber, 'In Quatuor Libros Institutionim' i., 2 (fol. 8): "Quid si (principis) rescriptus in possessorio... Diceo ergo quod principis ex causa possit tollere dominium, dum tamen faciat ex certa scientia... Cuvist tamen de conscientia, ut forte sciens..."

3 Angelo de Perusin, 'Super Codicem, Dei rei vindicatione.' Lxii. (fol. 62): "In tex. Hic, ex nostro nostro rescripto... et sic patet per principem non suesseris alteri dominium per rescriptum, cum sit de jure gentium, nulla causa substantiae, alias secus; ut plene disputatitur per Cynum in i. Rescripta, si contra juris est uti pub."  

4 Cf. chap. 4. For the opinions of the earlier civilians, see vol. ii. p. 72

The citizens of the fourteenth century think about the right of the community to depose the ruler? Bartolus in his commentary on the 'Digest' raises the question whether the Roman people can revoke the authority which they had given to the emperor, and he says that two of his predecessors among the civilians, William of Cuneo and Cynus of Pistoia, maintained that they could do this,\footnote{6} and in his treatise 'De Guelfis et Gebellinis,' which we have already cited, he asserts that it is lawful for a proper cause to depose a tyrant.\footnote{7}

Baldus discusses the subject, but his own conclusion is, at least technically, adverse. He asks whether the subjects may expel their king on account of his intolerable injustice and tyranny, for an evil king is a tyrant. His answer is first in the affirmative, but then he says that the truth is the opposite, for subjects cannot derogate from the right of the superior. They may, in fact, expel him, but the superior does not lose his "dignitas."\footnote{8} Joannes Faber is confident in his assertion that the people could depose the emperor. The emperor receives his jurisdiction from the people, and it is reasonable to hold that the people have the power to revoke it; besides,
he says, it is known that this had been done in former times. He adds, however, that this is a dangerous thing to do.\footnote{Joannes Faber, 'In quatuor libros Institutionum,' i. 2 (fol. 6): 'Sed an populus potest imperatorem deponere. Videtur quod sic, quia quum ad populum pertinet ejus creatio ut hic . . . et depositio seu restitutio . . . praeferat quum mandatum jurisdictionem sit revocabile de sui natura . . . et imperator jurisdictionem et potestatem habet a populo, ut hic concordatur, videtur quod populus revocare potest. Praeterea constat hoc factum fuisse antiquis temporibus.' (He gives various arguments against this, but concludes) 'sed tamen satis posse dixi quod populus ex causa posset eum destruere, ut in contraria, cf. De Excessu, tuto i. sed et reprehendi. Hoc tamen attinetum periculosum est.'}

CHAPTER VI.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND FUNCTIONS OF REPRESENTATIVE INSTITUTIONS.

We have in the last volume given a short account of the beginnings of the system of representative assemblies in Western Europe in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and have pointed out that this was the natural and logical outcome of the character and principles of medieval society, and above all of that principle which lies behind all the complex forms of medieval civilisation, the principle that political authority is the expression of the character and life of the community. It is unfortunate that even well-informed persons should still sometimes seem unable to understand that medieval society was not irrational, or should seek to find its real quality in what seem to them its unintelligible superstitions. At any rate, the representation of the community was evidently a highly rational expedient for obtaining some kind of method for the expression of the common judgment of the community—a judgment which was indeed liable to error and to confusion like that of any ruler, but which did impose some limitations upon the frequent stupidity or incapacity or caprice of the foolish ruler, and which also added greatly to the effectiveness and power of the capable ruler.

We have in this chapter to examine very briefly the development of this system in the fourteenth century, and to consider the purposes for which it was used: very briefly indeed, for we are not writing the constitutional history of the European countries, but, as we hope, with sufficient
detail to render it reasonably clear what were its most significant features in this century.

We begin with Spain, which, as we have pointed out, was the country in which the representative system was first developed. And we do this also in order once again to make it clear that the political civilisation of Western Europe in the Middle Ages was homogeneous, that, whatever may have been the cause of the later divergence of the political organisation of England from that of the Continental countries, the medieval political systems were in their origin similar—we would almost say identical—and the ideas or principles they embodied were the same.

We have pointed out that by the end of the thirteenth century the Cortes of Castile and Leon were meeting very frequently, and that they were regularly attended not only by the prelates and magnates, but by the representatives of cities. It is well therefore to begin by pointing out that this continued throughout the fourteenth century. It is clear that they had become a normal part of the machinery of government, and not only a normal but a very important part.

During the minorities of the kings, and they were frequent, the Cortes assumed almost the form of a permanent Council of Government. We have pointed out that at the Cortes of Palencia in 1313 the guardians of the king undertook to call together the Cortes every second year, and agreed that if they should fail to do this, the Cortes was to be summoned by the prelates and sixteen knights and "good men" whom the Cortes had appointed to act as counsellors of the guardians. In 1315, at the Cortes of Burgos the guardians confirmed all the "liberties," &c., of the cities, and it is clearly laid down that if they did not carry out their obligations the Cortes were to elect others. The Cortes of Valladolid in 1322 appointed Don Felipe as guardian of the king, and provided that there should always be with the king a council of twenty-four "caualleros e omnes buenos," representing the people of Castile, Leon, Estremadura, and Andalusia, to hear and determine all matters brought before the king, and that all officials of the household of the king or his guardian should be punished for any offence which they might commit, even if they pleaded that they had acted under the order of the guardian.

Alfonso XI. attained his majority in 1325, and held the Cortes at Valladolid. This was composed of the prelates, magnates, and procurators of the cities, &c. The Cortes demanded, and the king promised, that he would not take any action against the person or property of any one till he had been heard and examined according to "ffuero e derecho." The Cortes of Madrid in 1329 complained that various officials had violated their privileges, and desired that the king should appoint others, and they asked, and the king promised, that no illegal taxation, either particular or general, should be raised without consultation with the Cortes; they complained also that the Chancery was issuing illegal briefs (cartas desafforadas), which caused many imprisonments and deaths, and other violations of their "ffueros" and privileges, and they requested that instruction should be given to the officials of the cities that they should disregard such briefs. The answer of the king to this was somewhat evasive, and he promised that no illegality should be exercised, and promised to punish any who were guilty of the same.

1 Id. id., 43, 4: "Et estos caualleros e omnes buenos que sean en guardalo nostro sennor el Rey. Et que sean en oyar e librard todos los ffueros que venissen ante el Rey. . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. Et que alcalde o los alcaldes que abudieron en casa del Rey o en la mia, que non sean excussados de la pena, si cuella cayeren, muguer dija que gelo yo mande, et muguer yo diga que yo gelo mande."  
2 Id. id., 45, 26: "Otrrosi ayo que me pidieron por merced que non mando matar nin prender, nin liiar, nin despechar, nin tomar anignanos ninguna cosa del suyo, sin ser ante llamado e oyo e venrido por ffuero e por derecho por que quería nin por que que sus que des de lo que.

A esto respondo que tengo por bien de non mandar nin liiar nin despechar nin tomar anignanos ninguna cosa del suyo, sin ser ante llamado e oyo e venrido por ffuero e por derecho, y el que se desear el que los pidieron por merced que tenga por bien de non hacer nin mandar pagar pecho desaforado ninguno especial nin general en toda la mia tierra sin ser llamados primeramente a Cortes. A esto respondo que tengo por bien e que otorgo."
but, as we have seen, the matter was dealt with more decisively at the Cortes of Bribiesca in 1387. 1

We do not, however, attempt here to give an account of all the important proceedings of the Cortes: what we are concerned to make clear is that the Cortes played an important part in all public affairs. There has been sometimes a tendency to think that these representative bodies had few functions except to provide the finance required by the ruler. This impression is curiously inconsistent with the varied character of the functions of the Cortes of Castile and Leon.

Not, of course, that their financial power was unimportant. From the beginning of the fourteenth century, we do not, however, attempt here to give an account of the dency to think that these representative bodies had few any special tax—was needed, the king (or regent) must ask for it, and that he could in no other way impose it, 2 and the king assented.

At the Cortes of Madrid in 1391 it was declared that the Council of Regency just appointed for the minority of Henry III. should have no power to raise any tax unless it had been authorised by the Cortes, or in a case of special urgency, by the procurators of the cities who had been placed in the Council of Regency. 3 In 1393 the Cortes of Madrid, after granting the king, who had just attained his majority, a tax of a "twentieth" for a year, demanded that he should

1 Cf. p. 5.
2 Id., ii, 34, 6: "A esto digo que hago en mejores cosas que pecho aviese ni diera alguno, pedir gastos he, et in otra manera no echar pecho ninguno ennella tierra."
3 Id., ii, 39, 8: "Otro sitio non echaran pecho ninguno mas dello que fuere otorgado por Cortes e por ayuntamiento del regno; pero se fuere caso muy necesario de guerra, quelo pueden fazer con consejo e otroimento dello procuradores de las ciudades y villas que estuvieren en el Consejo."

1 Id., ii, 42 (p. 526): "Et finalmente lo que en del caso que sea de la ciudad de Barcelona a los reyes, que en alguna manera quiera, en la ciudad de Barcelona, que en alguna manera quiera, en la ciudad de Barcelona, que en alguna manera quiera, en la ciudad de Barcelona, que en alguna manera quiera, en la ciudad de Barcelona."
2 Ed., i, 47. For instance, take a solemn oath "in the hand" of one of the archbishops, that he would not impose any tax or loan upon the cities, or upon individuals, until he had called together the estates in Cortes, in accordance with the good and ancient custom; and that, if any royal briefs or commands with regard to taxation were granted (without the consent of Cortes), they were to be disobeyed without incurring any penalty. 1

This constitutional authority of the Cortes over taxation is clear, but it is a complete mistake to suppose that this was the only important aspect of their position. We must again insist upon the point with which we have already dealt in Chapter I., that while in Castile, as elsewhere in Western Europe, the king was the proper person to make law, he could not do this alone but only with the consent of the prelates, magnates, and the representatives of the cities assembled in Cortes. The king could neither legislate alone, nor could the legislature of the king in Cortes be abrogated except in Cortes. 2 Even when, however, we have recognised the powers of the Cortes in legislation and taxation, we have not yet adequately appreciated its functions. The Cortes of Madrid, for instance, was summoned in 1329 by Alfonso VI. for the purpose of dealing with the various abuses which had been prevalent in the kingdom since the death of his father. 3 The Cortes constantly made representations to the king about ecclesiastical abuses, such as the interference of ecclesiastical
courts in cases which did not belong to them; 1 they protested against the presence of ecclesiastics in the Chancery on the ground that clerical officials could not be proceeded against like others, 2 and also against the abuse of excommunication. 3 They made representations to the king about combinations of men in various employments. 4 It was in Cortes that the king made ordinances about the coining and about debts contracted in the depreciated currency. 5

We have already pointed out the important position occupied by the Cortes during the minority of the king, and we have another very important example of this in the proceedings of the Cortes of Madrid in 1391, on the accession of Henry III., who was still under age. While in the cases we have mentioned before, they had appointed one of the princes of the royal house as guardian, they now determined that the government of the kingdom during Henry's minority should be entrusted to a Council to be appointed by a Commission of eleven nobles and thirteen procurators of the cities. To this Council they entrusted all the powers of government except certain points, such as the making war and peace; and the Cortes was careful to add that they could not impose any tax without the authority of the Cortes, or take proceedings against anyone without due process of law. 6

1 Id., i, 42, 2, and i, 54, 10.
2 Id., i, 43, 5.
3 Id., i, 47, 61.
4 Id., ii, 1, 49.
5 Id., ii, 27, 5.
6 Id., ii, 39 (p. 485): "(The members of the Cortes) fueron llamados por cartas y mandamientos de nuestro Senor Rey, Don Enrique, que Dios mantenga, para ordenar el regimiento del dicho Senor Rey, e delos dichos sus regnos... per razon della menor hestad del dicho Senor Rey (they decide that the best course) era e es quel dicho Senor Rey e los dichos sus regnos, so regiesen e gauarasen por Consejo, en la qual fuesen delos grandes del regno... e otros delos vecinos delos pueblos e villas. Et que para escoger quales e quanta fuessen del dicho consejo... que huviesen e diez delos su poder completo abonse senores e riegos oomes e caualleiros, e a trez delos dichos procuradores. 1. Los del consejo ayan poder de fazer todos los coses e cada una delas que fuesen a servizio del re, e provecho de sus regnos, salvo las cosas que aqui se contienen, en quienes non dan poder. 2. Otrossi non mosstaser guerra a ningund Rey vecino, sin consejo e mandamiento del regno. 3. Otrossi non echaran pecho ninguno mas delo que fuere otorgado por Cortes. 4. Otrossi non daran cartas para mastar, nin liar, nin destruir a ningund ono, mas que sus judizio por sus alcuelles."
We must now examine the development of the States General and of the Provincial Estates in France, and, while this is not the same as that of the Castilian Cortes, it does also illustrate very clearly the growth and development of the representative element in government.

In the first place, the States General or analogous bodies met frequently. The proceedings of these meetings have not been preserved for us in the same form as those of Castile, and it is not possible always to say whether all these meetings can be described as technically meetings of the States General. This, however, is a question which belongs to the detailed constitutional history of France; for our purpose it is enough to observe that they have a representative character. We have in addition frequent references to the meetings of the representatives of particular provinces (Provincial Estates), and sometimes even of particular towns. It must be remembered that the kingdom of France was not unified in the same sense as that of Castile and Leon, or that of England.

When we now attempt to consider the powers and functions of the States General, we shall find that they were not unlike those of the Cortes in Spain—that is, that they were manifold, in some respects clear and determined, in others vague and undetermined; but the history of the fourteenth century shows very clearly that they were summoned not only to deal with taxation, but rather that any question of general national importance might and did come before them.

In the last volume we have dealt with the first meeting of the States General, which was called together by Philip the Fair in 1302 to deal with the situation produced by the conflict with Boniface VIII., and it is noticeable that their second meeting was also called to deal with a great ecclesiastical matter—that is, the question of the Templars.

It is important to observe the terms in which the summons to the "communitates" is expressed. Philip the Fair calls them to take part in what he calls the "sacred task," and bids each of them to send two men who, in the name of the "communitates," are to assist him in carrying out what was required. At the end of the century again it was in the name and with the advice and consent of an assembly which was taken to represent the whole people, as well as of the Church of France, that Charles VI. renounced the allegiance of France to Pope Benedict XIII.

We are not here concerned with the motives or the merits of these actions with regard either to the Templars or to Benedict XIII., but it is obviously highly significant that the Crown should have felt it to be proper and desirable that the whole community should, through its representatives, share the responsibility of the Crown. It is scarcely less significant that on some occasions at least during the great war with England the Crown summoned assemblies which had at least the character of States General to deliberate upon questions of war and peace. In 1359 the terms of peace demanded by England were laid before the Estates; they are reported as being indignant, as demanding the continuance of the war, and as offering a subsidy for the purpose.

In 1363 John I. issued an ordinance after a meeting of many prelates and clergy, the princes of the blood, many other nobles, and many of the good cities of the kingdom, assembled at Amiens, at which he had taken counsel with them on the business of the war. And in 1385 it was with the advice of the
council, at which were present many princes of the blood, prelates, nobles, and citizens, that it was decided to send an army to Scotland.1

Again it is not unimportant to observe that it was with the counsel and advice of the cities that Charles IV. issued an ordinance in 1322 for the reform of the currency,2 and Philip of Valois did the same in 1329 and 1332, with the advice of the prelates, barons, and cities.3

It is time, however, that we should turn to the question of taxation, for it is no doubt true that we find here one of the best illustrations of the principle of the limitation of the royal authority and of the development of the representative system. It is clear that normally the Crown procured the money which it required, over and above that which formed its normal revenue, by grants, either from particular provinces or towns or from assemblies which represented the whole country. This is well illustrated in a letter of Philip V. in 1318, in which he recognized that a grant of a fifteenth made to him by the nobles of Berri was made by their free will and liberality, and that neither he nor his successors could claim that it had conferred upon him any rights which they possessed before.1 In 1349 Philip VI. says that he had asked the inhabitants of Paris for an aid and subsidy for the war with Edward III., and that they had liberally granted him for the period of one year an imposition on the merchandise sold in the city.2

In 1350 John I. asked for aid of the nobles, communes, and cities of Vermandois towards the expenses of the war with England, and says that they had of their good will granted him this.3 In the case of a similar grant from Normandy in the same year there are some additional and important details: the prelates, barons, and communities had met in Paris, and had agreed in principle on the grant of an aid to the king, but the representatives of the communities were not clear that they had sufficient authority to grant the aid in the name of the cities, and they were therefore sent back to deliberate and consult with them, and to receive authority to make this aid and subsidy.4 It is worth observing how

1 'Ordonnances,' vol. i. page 677: "Nous, voulons que leur dites libertés, ne leur puissent, ne dois estre à subir, à leurs bois, préjudiciables, nous donames en temps à venir. Voulons, ordonnons, et leur octoions, que nous, ne nos successeurs, ne puisent dire que par cette grace, et ce service qui nous ont fait et donné, aucun droit nouvel, autre que nous n'avions avant cette grace, nous soit acquis contre eux, aux temps à venir, ne que nous, ne nos successeurs, pour raison de cette grace, leur doiness demander aucun service ou aucune relevance, sans qu'elle n'étais tenue à nous avans la dite grace."

2 'Recueil,' vol. iv. 186 (p. 621): "Lesquies (i.e., the burden of the War) ne porriens souffrir, ne soutenir lesdites villes, pour ce faire requirir par notre amis et feal consulier l'esvesque de Laon, nos bien amen les nobles, communes, eschevinages, et autres gens des villes de notre bailliage de Vermandois, que à ce nous vouliens faire aide convenable; et de leur bonne voloncté, ils nous ayent gracieusement octroyé et accordé en aide, pour le fait de nosdites guerres, une imposition de six deniers pour livre."

3 id., vol. iv. page 404: "... par deliberation de notre grand Conseil, mandames e feisme assemblage à Orléans, plusieurs de nos prélats, barons, et bonnes villes, et autres seigneurs et ckeynseurs au fait des dites monies."

4 'Recueil,' vol. iv. page 628, for Carcassonne and Narbonne, and p. 654 for Amiens.
carefully guarded were the rights of the communities to tax
themselves.

We do not for the moment deal with the important con-
stitutional movements of the years from 1355 to 1358: these
are so important that they need a separate treatment. It
must not, however, be imagined that the victory of the Crown
meant that it had established any constitutional right to
impose taxation at its pleasure. In 1363 the
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states of
Beaucaire and Nîmes while continuing the gabelle on salt for
the year, and promising that, if this should prove insufficient,
they would with the king's authority impose other "imposi-
tions et gabelles," protest energetically that no royal justiciary,
whatever his rank or dignity, should interfere in any way
in raising these taxes, but only those who had been chosen
by the representatives or those deputed by them; that if
the king himself or his representative, or any of the royal
officials, were to do this, all the impositions should fall to the
ground, and the inhabitants should be free from them.1

In 1364 the king, Charles V., says that the burgesses of
Paris were disposed to make him aids and subsidies for the
conduct of the war.2 In 1367 the prelates, barons,
eclesiastics, and communities of Dauphiné, in return for
the confirmation of their liberties and franchises, made a

"gracious gift" of thirty thousand florins to the king and
Dauphin.1 In the same year the nobles and cities of
Artois, the "Boulognois," and S. Pol granted an aid to the
king, but with the express condition that this was not to
prejudice their liberties and freedom; and we find this
particular grant constantly repeated to the end of the century.3

In 1369 we find Charles V. promising the towns and other
"lieux" of Ponthieu that for the future no aid or subsidy
was to be imposed on them without their consent, and we
find the same promise made to the towns of Crotroy and
Rhodez.4 The 'Grand Chronique' refers to a meeting
of estates in 1369, which voted a subsidy.4 In 1372,
Charles V. gave authority to the Bishop of Limoges to impose
"tailles et subsides" in the diocese and viscounty of Limoges
"se la plus saine partie d'icelle pais s'y accorde."5

In 1381 we come to the very important ordinance by which
the regent, in the name of the king, Charles VI., during his
minority, abolished the aids, &c., imposed in the time of
his father and his predecessors since the time of Philip the
Fair. This ordinance was issued after an assembly, held at
Paris, of the ecclesiastics, nobles, and citizens of the towns
of Langedoc. It has been disputed whether the meeting was
formally a States General or not,6 but the question is not of
much importance from our point of view. It cannot be doubted
that it had a representative character; and it was these represen-
tatives who presented the complaints against the subsidies
and subventions as having been contrary to their immunities,
liberties, privileges, constitutions, and customs, and also
against the ancient royal ordinances. The king therefore
orders that all such aids, &c., of whatever kind they were,
which had been imposed since the time of Philip the Fair,
should be annulled and abolished; and he adds that the fact
that they had been imposed should not be taken as having

1 'Recueil,' vol. v. 345, 40 (p. 142);
"Quod nullus justitiarius regis, cuius
cunque status seu dignitatis existat,
de dicta gabelle et aliis impositionsibus,
nec etiam de dictis peonnis inde levan-
dis et exigendis, custodindis seu
erogandis, et in stipendiariis et aliis
usibus necessariis convertendis, nec
etiam super composito audiendis par-
ticularum receptorum, se habeant
alqualiter intromittere, nec etiam
impositio sed illi duxsaxat qui per
ipso seu deputato aut deputandos ab
eis fuerint super hoc electi . . . Quod
si dominus noster Rex, seu ejus locum-
tenentes, aut quivis alius justitiarius
et officialis cujuscunque conditionis et
preeminentiae existat, contrarium
gaceret, extume omnis impositio et
gabella ipsa facio esset, et quod ipsi
et omnes habitantes et subditi in
dicta secessailla, et praemissorum
observantiam minus tenes tantar, sed
ab omnibus et singulis supra dictis
oneribus sint quitis, liberi penitus et
inimmus, et quod impune possint
desiderare a predictis."2

2 'Recueil,' vol. v. 364 (p. 212).

1 Cfr. Picot: 'Histoire des États Généraux,' vol. i. p. 194. From the
given either himself or his predecessors or his successors any new rights, or as having in any way prejudiced the immunities, liberties, customs, &c., of his people. He reserves only "noz rentes, yssaites, travers, et prouffiz des vivres et denrées menées hors de notre royaume" and the "redevances" of the Genoese, Lombards, "Tresmontains," and other aliens. It seems to us clear that this represents the admission by the regent that such taxation had been, and was illegal, and he not only annulled it, but also

1 'Recueil,' vol. vi. 14 (p. 553):
"Savoir faisons à tous présents et à venir, que comme à la la convocation et assemblée générale que nous avons fait faire et tenir à Paris, de gens d'église, nobles, bourgeois et habitants des bonnes villes de notre royaume de la Langue-d'Oc, pour avoir avis sur la défense et provision d'icelui, ils se fussent complaines des aides, subsides, et subventions que feu notre très chier seigneur et père ... faisait et avoit fait imposer et lever sur eux, et aussi de plusieurs autres choses qu'ils disoient avoir esté fait en leur préjudice du temps de notre dit seigneur et père et nos prédécesseurs, par leurs gens et officiers, contre leurs immunités, noblesse, franchises, libertés, privilèges, constitutions, usages et coutumes des pays, et contre les ordonnances anciennes : requeras leur être sur ce pourvoir de remédé convenable—nous voulons nos dites gens et peuples, qui aient eu cours en notre dite royaume de temps de notre dit seigneur et autres nos prédécesseurs, depuis le temps du roi Philippe le Bel notre prédécesseur, soient censées, ostées et abolies, et yeulx ostat, casaxon et abolissons, et metissions au nant du tout par la teneur de ces présentes ;

Et voulons et décernons que par le cours que ycelles impositions, subsides, et subventions ont eu en notre dit royaume, nous, nos prédécesseurs, successeurs, ou aucun de nous, ne en puissions avoir acquis aucun droit, ne aucun préjudice être engendres à nos dites gens et peuples, à leurs immunités, noblesse, franchises, libertés, privilèges, constitutions, usages et coutumes des dosses dites, ne à aucune d'icelles en quelque manière que ce soit. 

Voulons et décernons que se à l'encontre de ce aucune chose a esté faite depuis yeulx temps jusques à ces, nous, ne nos successeurs ne nous en puissions aider aucunement, mais les mesmions du tout au nant par ces mesmes présentes.

(The King reserves) "noz rentes, yssaites, travers, et prouffiz des vivres et denrées menées hors de notre royaume, qui nous demeurent. . .

Et aussi nanz y comprendre les redevances des Gennois, Lombards et Tresmontains, et nos hors notre royaume, et de leurs denrees."
be interpreted in a contrary sense: a tax is imposed "par manièere de taille," with the advice of some of the princes of the blood and the great council—no other persons are mentioned. In 1393 Charles VI. writes to the Governor of Dauphiné instructing him to summon the assembly of the prelates, clergy, nobles, and "communes" of Dauphiné, and to request them to grant an aid, as they had done before when he was in Languedoc. In 1395 we find an aid being levied for the marriage of the king's daughter to the King of England; there is no reference to any assembly as granting this, but this would have been one of the normal feudal dues, except that it was apparently not being levied on the nobles. In the same year we find Charles appointing a Commission to call together the clergy, nobles, and other persons of Dauphiné, and instructing them to ask for an aid for the same purpose. In 1398 Charles announces that he had determined to levy an aid on all the clergy, and that he had done this by the order of the princes and the great Council and the consent of the prelates and clergy.

It would seem to be clear that throughout the fourteenth century it was assumed in France that the king had normally no arbitrary right of taxation, that if he needed money beyond the ordinary revenues of the Crown he had to ask for it, and that it could only properly be granted by the local or national community. It is also obvious, if only from the provisions of the Ordinance of 1381, that the kings had often exceeded their constitutional rights and had imposed and levied taxes by their own authority. It is possible that we can find an illustration of this in an ordinance issued by John I. in 1360 on his return from captivity in England, when with the advice of his Council, and no other body or persons are mentioned, he imposed a tax upon all sales throughout the Languedoc. We may perhaps conjecture that the Crown might have justified itself for its action under the terms of an ordinance of Louis X. addressed to Normandy in 1315. Louis recognised without reserve that he was not entitled to impose tallages, exactations, subventions, or impositions on the people of Normandy beyond the "redditus communes et servitia nobis debita," but he added an important qualification—that is, "nisi evidens utilitas vel emergens necessitas id exposcat." This does not, however, affect the fact that it was recognised in France throughout the fourteenth century as clearly as in England and Spain that taxes could not be imposed without the consent of the community.

We have not yet, however, exhausted the subject of the development of the representative system in France. We have still to observe that as in England and in Spain the representative bodies sometimes claimed a share in the control not only of taxation, but also of administration, as we should now call it.

We cannot here enter into any detailed discussion of what may be called the constitutional crisis in France of the years 1355-1358: this has indeed been described by many historians. We must, however, for our purpose draw attention to some aspects of it, and the first point to which we must draw attention is the claim of the Estates not merely to make grants to the Crown, but to control the expenditure of these grants. The first example we have found of this is in the proceedings of an assembly of the prelates, barons, and communities of Anjou and Maine in July 1355. After protesting that aids were not to be levied without their consent, they proceeded to appoint a Commission of two bishops, two nobles, and two burgesses, who were to appoint persons to collect the aid, and to whom the collectors were to render account; and, not satisfied with this, the money thus raised was appropriated to the defence of the country, and was only to be spent (distribuée et convertie) with the consent and advice of the six commissioners.

These principles—control of levy, appropriation, and control of expenditure—are the first and most fundamental aspects of the regulations laid down by the great meeting of the
States General of the Languedoc in December of the same year, 1355. They also granted taxation on a large scale for one year, and they laid down the same conditions. They appointed a Commission of nine, three from each estate, to superintend the levy, and they appropriated the money to the purposes of the war; in addition they provided that the estates should meet again on St Andrew's Day in the following year to consider how the money had been spent, and, if they thought proper, to grant a new aid. The king, in his reply to the estates, promised that he would appoint proper persons to deal with the money with the counsel of the Commission of nine elected by the estates, and that that Commission was to see the troops and only to pay the money for those who were actually present. Even this, however, did not represent the whole of the concessions made to the estates. The king assured them that no one should have power to call out the "arriere ban" of the kingdom except the king himself or his eldest son, and that he would do this with the advice of the members of the three estates, if he could conveniently meet them.  

The estates met again in March 1356, and, finding that the form of taxation authorised in 1555 had caused much discontent, imposed another. They met again in October 1556, after the king had been taken prisoner by the English. They then complained of exactions and misappropriation of subsidies, and demanded the removal of the evil councilors of the Crown, and that the regent should appoint, with the advice of the estates, certain wise and notable men of the clergy, nobles, and burgesses, who should be constantly with him and advise him.  

The estates of Languedoc met in September 1355 and voted a subsidy. When they met again in February 1357 they determined that the money which was raised was to be held by four treasurers whom they elected, and that the treasurers themselves should pay the soldiers and should render account of the expenditure, not to the royal officer, but to the estates; and that the king and his "locum tenens" and his officers should have nothing to do with this. If they interfered, the treasurer of the estates was to notify the people, who would then be at liberty to refuse to pay the subsidy. They also determined that the subsidy was only to be renewed by the estates, which should meet to consider this.  

It is noticeable that in the letter of the Dauphin of March 1358 announcing his assumption of the office of regent, he says that he had done this after mature deliberation with the members of the Council and other prelates, barons, and citizens of the great cities. He does not describe this as a "States General," but it seems reasonable to say that it had some kind of representative character.  

In the States General which met at Compiegne in May 1358 it was laid down that the subsidies and aids were to be administered by persons elected by the estates, and that the regent was to act in important matters only with the advice of three members of the Council. The estates of Languedoc at their meeting in July 1358, in granting a subsidy for the ransom of King John, laid down regulations of the same kind as in 1357.  

When the regent had gained the upper hand it is true that he annulled the condemnation and expulsion of the royal officials, which had been enacted by the earlier States General, but it should be observed that he was careful to state that this was done after careful deliberation, "en la
grant chambre de parlement à Paris,” at which there were present not only the princes, prelates, and nobles, but also men of the “great towns.”

It seems to us that it is a serious error to look upon the failure of the movements of 1355 to 1358 as implying that royal present not 108 FOURTEENTH CENTURY. [PART I. the same as that in England and Spain, but that it is at least closely parallel to it.

It is not necessary to deal at length with the development of the representative system in England, for this has been fully treated by the constitutional historians like Bishop Stubbs, and, though it may be that some modification of this treatment is necessary in detail, its substantial correctness cannot be seriously impugned. It is only necessary from our point of view to put together a few illustrations of its character.

We cannot, it seems to us, do better than begin by citing again the famous phrase of the revocation of the Ordinances of 1310-11 in the Parliament of 1322. Those things which are to be established for the kingdom and the people are to be discussed, agreed upon, and determined in Parliament by our lord the king with the assent of the prelates, counts, barons, and the commonalty of the kingdom, as had been the former custom. We do not feel that it is necessary to enter into any account of the complex antecedents of this statement, for it seems to us to be important primarily as laying down shortly but distinctly the general principle which lay behind the whole constitutional development of the country. If these words may be taken as a general statement of the constitutional position of the representative assembly, we can also find some very significant illustrations of the tendency of Parliament to claim a certain control over the administration of government.

In May 1341 the Commons appointed a Commission to audit the accounts of the royal officers who had received money for the king, and they demanded that for the future any vacant office was to be filled by the king with the consent of the magnates, and that those appointed were to be sworn in Parliament to obey the laws; they even went so far as to demand that at the meeting of each Parliament these offices were to be taken “into the hand” of the king, and the Ministers were to be required to answer the complaints which might be made against them. If complaint was made against any Minister of any “misprision,” “et ce soit attein en Parlement,” he was to be deprived of his office and punished by the judgment of the peers. It is true that Edward III. in October revoked his consent to these measures, and that Parliament in 1343 formally annulled them, but the demand remains of great significance.

The proceedings of the Parliament of 1376 were of equal importance, as illustrating the tendencies of the times; for it proceeded to a formal examination of the conduct of some of the king’s Ministers and agents; Lord Latimer, the Chamberlain, was condemned to imprisonment and to be fined at the king’s discretion, and Parliament prayed the king to remove him from his office and from the Council; and Richard Lyons, one of the king’s agents, was condemned to imprisonment and forfeiture.

The Commons also demanded that the council of the king should be “afforced” with ten or twelve lords, prelates, and others, and that no important business should be done without the consent of all of these, or in the case of less important business, of at least four.

It is not necessary to multiply illustrations of the development of the representative system in England, but it should be observed how closely parallel this was to what we have already considered in relation to Castile and France.

marchants la terre... pourquoi ils prient, que le Conseil, nostre Seigneur le Roi, soit enforcez de Seigneurs de la Terre, Prelats et autres, à demourer continuellement tant que au nombre de dys ou xii, selon la volonté du roi; par manière tielle, que nulle gros besoigne y passe ou soit délivré sans l'assent et avis de tous: et autres moyndres besoignes par l'advis et assent de yx ou quatre au meyn, selon ce que le cas request. Issint au moins, que six ou quatre des tielx conseillers soient continuellement resi-
dents du Conseil du Roi, et notre Seigneur le roi entendant la dite requeste estre honurablos et bien profitablos au roi et a tout son royaume, l'ad obtroué. Pourveux toutes voeux, que chancellier, trezorer, et gardein de Prive Seal et tous autres officers du roi, purrant faire et exploiter les besoignes qui touchent leurs offices sans la présence des ditz conseillers, les queux le roi ad assignez et assignera de temps en temps de sieux comme luy pliea."

CHAPTER VII.

THE CONCEPTION OF POLITICAL UNITY IN EUROPE.

The idea of a universal monarchy of the Western Christian world ceased to be effective in Europe generally after the break-up of the Carolingian empire; and after the death of Frederick II. the empire was no longer even the greatest Power in Western Europe. There were, however, two countries, Italy and Germany, where the empire was still actually or potentially a power to be reckoned with, and in these countries at least the idea of a world monarchy still survived.

In Italy, after the death of Frederick, there was no effective central control over the city states outside of the Neapolitan kingdom, and internecine conflicts in the towns gave occasion, even before the close of the thirteenth century, to the rise of the tyrants. The majority of the cities, however, had not yet lost their freedom, the nobles had generally been deprived of power, and city life was still vigorous but turbulent. In the 'Purgatorio' Dante thus apostrophises Italy:

"Ahi serva Italia, di dolore ostello,
Nave senza nocchiero in gran tempesta,
Non donna di province, ma bordello!

Ed ora in te non stanno senza guerra
Li vivi tuoi, e l'un l'altro si rode
Di quei che un muro ed una fossa serra."

and he invites the German Emperor to come—

"Vieni, crudel, e vedi la pressura
Do' tuoi gentili, e cura lor magagna."
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Henry VII. on his arrival in Italy in 1311, and looked for the condign punishment of Florence, but Henry died in 1313 without taking the city. There is in the 'Commedia' a magnificent testimony to Henry VII., for whom a throne is set apart in heaven, where—

"Sederà l'alma, che sia gia agosta,  
Dell'alto Enrico, ch' a drizzare Italia  
Verrà in prima che ella sia disposta."  

There is not a line in the 'Commedia' to indicate that Dante had abandoned hope of the "velstro," the future emperor, who would come at a more opportune time to restore Dante's beloved Italy, the "giardino dell' impero."

Dante was not a mere theorist, the false prophet of a dead empire. He had everything in his experience to open his eyes to the need of a strong ruler in Italy, to control a turbulent people. It is easy for us now looking back to see that the time for a world monarchy was over; but in Dante's lifetime the Papacy, in outward appearance at the height of its power, had been mastered by the ruler of France, and now that the papacy had been so much weakened by Philip the Fair it was difficult to set limits to the power of a renovated Roman empire. There was nothing intrinsically absurd in the vision of a great emperor ruling the world in temporal matters hand in hand with a reformed and chastened papacy governing in spiritual matters.

The earliest statement of Dante's political theories is contained in the 'Convivio,' and was probably written not later than 1308. The 'Convivio' is a fragment, and Dante wrote only four out of the fifteen books he had projected. In the last book of the 'Convivio' he discusses the question of what constitutes true nobility, and as he quotes and disagrees with the dictum on this subject of Frederick II., he digresses into the question of the nature of imperial authority. His two chapters on the subject contain in a condensed form some of his arguments in the 'De Monarchia.'

1 Dante, 'Purgatorio,' vi.  
2 Epistola lx.

1 Epistola v.  
2 Epistola vi.  
3 *Paradiso,* xxx.  
4 Dante, 'Convivio,' iv. 8.
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the ‘Convivio’ and the ‘De Monarchia’ come his letters to the kings and other rulers of Italy, to the Florentines, and to Henry VII, written in connection with Henry’s expedition to Italy. The last of his political letters was addressed to the Italian cardinals, some time (probably early) during the long interregnum between the death of Clement V. and the election of John XXII.

References to the empire and the papacy occur throughout the ‘Commedia.’ In the first canto of the ‘Inferno,’ Virgil, the poet of the empire, is sent to guide Dante through hell and purgatory, and it is not till they arrive at the terrestrial paradise that he leaves him in the charge of Beatrice. The thirtieth canto of the ‘Paradiso’ ends with the stern denunciation by Beatrice of Clement V.:

‘E fia prefetto nel foro divino
Allora tal, che palese e coperto
Non anonderà con lui per un cammino.
Ma poco poi sarà de Dio sofferto
Nel santo officio; ch’ei sara’ detruso
La’ dove Simon mago è per suo merto
E farà quel d’Anagna entrar più guiso.’

While Dante makes no attempt in the ‘Commedia’ to moderate his language in order to conciliate his opponents, there is a studied moderation in the ‘De Monarchia,’ which would fit in well with an attempt on his part, to write a defence of the empire and an assertion of its complete freedom, on the temporal side, from papal control, without exasperating the Curia.

According to Dante, man’s end is twofold, in the first place happiness in this life, consisting in the unchecked development of his special ‘virtus.’ The other end of man is to secure the happiness of life eternal, to which man can only attain by the help of the divine light. Inasmuch, however,

2 ‘De Monarchia,’ iii. 16: “Duas iligur fines Providentia illa inermabilis hominis propius intendentes: beatitudinem sollicitus huma vitae, qua in operatione propria virtutis consistit, et per terrasren Paradisum figuratur; et beatitudinem vitae aeternae, quae consistit in fruitione divini aspectus ad quam propria virtus ascendere non potest, nisi lumine divino adiuta, quae per Paradisum coelestem intelligi datur.”

as man’s happiness in this life is in some measure ordered for immortal felicity the emperor, who provides for man’s temporal welfare, should show Peter that reverence which is due from a first-born son to his father, so that illuminated by the light of paternal favour he may the better rule this world, to whose government he has been appointed by God, to whom are subject all things alike, temporal and spiritual.

Dante points out that just as nature produces the thumb for one purpose and the whole hand for another and so on, in like manner we come finally to an end for which God has created the whole human race. Now the special capacity of man is apprehension by means of the potential (‘possibilis’) intellect, and to make this capacity operative, many men are needed, for the work could not be done by one man or by some limited association of men. The function proper to the human race is to put into operation the whole of this capacity, not only for speculation but also for action. And just as each individual requires peace and quietness if he is to attain to perfection in knowledge (prudentia) and in wisdom, so too it is peace that enables the human race as a whole best to achieve its almost divine work. Universal peace is thus the best of those things which are ordered for our happiness.

We have it on the authority of the great philosopher in his Politics, and we can also prove that when several things are ordered for one end, one of them must direct the others. This is true of the home, of the village, and so on, up to the kingdom, and it applies also to the whole human race, since it also is ordered to one end. It is therefore clear that a monarchy or empire is necessary for the wellbeing of the world.

Dante gives other reasons for holding that the whole
human race should be under one ruler; as, for instance, that it is the purpose of God that every created being should be in the divine likeness, so far as his nature will permit, and that therefore the human race is best disposed when it is most like to God; and as the essence of unity (“vera ratio unius”) is in the Deity, it is likely Him when it is most one, and this can only be when it is subject to one ruler (“princeps”). Wherever disputes occur a judge is required, and as disputes are possible, where there are rulers not subject to one another, it is necessary to have a third person with an ample jurisdiction who includes both in his government. A monarch is necessary for the whole world. The world is best ordered when justice is most powerful, and this can only be when it is under a monarch, who is more powerful than any other ruler and can thus most effectively do justice. He is also free from greed, the chief enemy of justice, as there is nothing left for him to desire. He is also in closer connection in every respect with his subjects than any other ruler, for their relations with his subjects are only partial. Moreover, other rulers derive their power from the monarch, while the monarch has his power over the subjects directly and prior to all others. The monarch, therefore, being closer to his subjects than any other ruler will be able to seek them better. That the monarch has more power than anyone else to do justice is clear, for he can have no enemies.

The human race is also at its best when it is most free, and this according to Dante is another argument in favour of monarchy, for it is under a monarch that it is most free. Freedom is the greatest gift conferred by God on man; and as only that is free which exists for its own sake, it can only be attained under a monarchy; for it is only under a monarchy that perverted forms of government can be corrected, and the monarch, who beyond all others loves mankind, although the master as regards the means, is the servant of all as regards the end of his government.

1 Id., i. 8, 10, 11.
2 Id., i. 12. "Et humanum genus, potentissimum opus est, quod primum principum patet liberta".

nations, kingdoms, and states have their own special conditions, which ought to be regulated by special laws. It is only as regards things which are common to all, that men should be governed by the one ruler.

In concluding his arguments to show that a monarch is required for the wellbeing of the world, Dante sees them confirmed by the state of the world when the Son of God became man. At no other time since the fall of our first parents was the whole world at peace, as was the case under the perfect monarchy of “divus Augustus.”
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Dante devotes the second book of the ‘De Monarchia’ to proving that the Roman people acquired lawfully the empire over all mankind. At one time, like many others, he believed that they had gained it unlawfully by violence. Later on the conviction was forced on him by most manifest signs that they owed the “imperium” to divine providence. He now deplored the grievous sight of kings and princes, agreeing only in this, to oppose their Lord and His anointed, the Roman Prince. Dante accordingly sought to prove by divine authority, and by the light of human reason, that the Roman empire existed “de jure.”

During its progress the Roman empire was supported by miracles which showed it was willed by God, and consequently that it was “de jure.”

The Romans showed in their history their devotion to the common good of the Republic, and therefore to what was just; they gave the world universal peace and liberty, and it has been well said that the Roman empire sprang from the fount of religion (“de fonte nascitur pietatis”). He gives a number of instances of the devotion to the common good of Roman citizens, such as Cincinnatus, the Deci, Fabricius, and others.

Nature always acts with a view to its final goal, and this cannot be attained by one man working alone, but only by a multitude ordained for divers operations. There are not only individuals but also whole nations with an aptitude for government, while other nations are only fit to be subjects and to serve, and for such it is not only expedient but just that they should be ruled,

1 Id., ii. 1; “Admirabil equidem aliquid, Romanum populum in Orbe terrarum sine ulla resistentia fuisse, quum tamen superflaiitien intusen, illum nullo iure, sed armorum tantummodo violentia, obtinuisset arbitraliter. Sed postquam medullitis cecidit motus infixi, et per efficacissima signa divinam providentiam hoc efficace cognovit, admiratio cedente, derisiva quaedam supervenit despectio, quum gentes noverim contra Romanorum populi praeminiemis flammis in absentem populos vasti meditantes, ut iisque solebam, quum insuper dolores, Reges et Principes in hoe vitio concordantes, ut adversetur Domino suo, et unico suo Romano princeps. Propriet quod deservire, non sine dolore quodam, cum illis clamare possam pro populo glorius et pro Cassare, qui pro Principi Coeli clamat: ‘Quare fremuerunt gentes, et populi meditati sunt inani.’"

1 Id., ii. 1.
2 Id., ii. 4.
3 Id., ii. 5.
4 ‘Commedia,’ Inferno, 4.
5 Id. id., 26.
of the Deity, revenged the treachery of Judas. Finally, in the earthly paradise, on the summit of the mountain of purgatory, we have the symbolical vision of Christ, under the form of a gryphon. We cannot enter into details of the vision and its symbolical meaning, but it shows how throughout this canto Dante has constantly in mind the empire and its importance to the world in connection with the divine scheme for its wellbeing. The last canto of the 'Paradiso' shows no change in Dante's conception of the importance of the empire in the government of this world. One of the first human beings on whom Dante sets eyes in heaven is Constance:

"Che del secondo vento di Suave
genero il terzo, e l'ultima posanza,"

the wife of Henry VI. and the mother of Frederick II. This is in the circle of the moon. In the next circle, that of Mercury, Justinian sets forth the praises of the Roman empire and of its great exploits, and tells how under Augustus it gave peace to the whole world, so that the gates of the temple of Janus were closed. He refers to the great crime done under Tiberius and to the vengeance on the Jews under Titus. He tells of Charlemagne and how he saved the Church from the Lombards. The Guelfs and Ghibellines sin alike, the one party by its opposition to the empire and the other by seeking to annex it to a faction; by their sins they are the cause of theills of Italy. In the sphere of Jupiter the spirits, before Dante leaves, form themselves into the shape of an eagle's head and neck (the Roman symbol), and the eagle tells how Constantine now knows how grievously the world has suffered from his well-intentioned act (the donation). There is one more reference to the empire when Dante, still accompanied by Beatrice, has reached the empyrean, the heaven which is pure light, where he sees the whole company of heaven, and where there is neither far nor near. Beatrice points out to our poet the great throne reserved for the exalted Henry, who will come to govern Italy before it is ready for his rule. The Pope, on the other hand, his secret and open opponent, will shortly thereafter be thrust down where Simon Magnus has his place. Thus we find in the 'Commedia' from first to last the same exalted view of the empire as in the 'Convivio' and in 'De Monarchia,' and throughout it is the one government that can secure justice and liberty, and therewith peace.

But the emperor was to be no mere finissant. In his letter to the Florentines he warns them of the dreadful consequences if they do not submit to the Roman Prince, and reminds them of the destruction by Frederick I. of Spoleto and Milan, and he prophesies that their city will be taken, the greater part of the inhabitants slain or made prisoners, and that they will endure the same sufferings for their perfidy as the glorious city of Saguntum bore voluntarily in its faithful struggle for liberty. The guardian of the Roman state, the "divus," and triumphant Henry has come thirsting not for his own but the public weal.

Similarly in his letter addressed to the princes and rulers of Italy, Dante gives them the glorious news of the coming of Henry, who will release Italy from bondage and show mercy to all who seek it, while avenging the crimes of backsliders. He calls on them not only to arise, but to stand in awe, before one whose waters they drink, on whose seas they sail, and who possesses whatever they hold, by virtue of his law. The Roman Prince is predestined by God.

1 Id. id., xxxi.
2 Id. id., xxxii.
3 Id., 'Paradiso,' iii.
4 Id. id., vi.
5 Id. id., xvii.
6 Id. id., xx.
Dante throughout his writings treats the empire of his time as one with the old Roman empire, divinely conferred on the Romans on account of their capacity for righteousness. Of Rome he says that he firmly holds that the very stones of its walls are worthy of reverence, and that the ground on which she is built is excellent beyond all that man can utter.

As regards the German electors, he looked on them as merely the heralds of the divine providence. Dante devotes the third book of the 'De Monarchia' to proving that the emperor receives his power directly from God, and that the Church is not qualified to exercise temporal power. There were three classes with whom he had to deal in proving that the emperor did not derive his power from the Church. First came the Pope and certain of the clergy and others, whom he believed to be moved entirely by zeal and not by pride. Next came those influenced by greed, and last of all the Decretalists, who maintained that the traditions of the Church were the foundations of the faith.

He contends that the temporal power does not derive its being, nor its authority, from the spiritual, though it operates more efficiently when aided by the light of grace imparted on earth by the blessing of the supreme Pontiff. It is unnecessary to follow Dante in his answers to the ordinary arguments on behalf of the Church, such as that the sun represents the Church, and the moon, with its borrowed light, the empire. As regards Constantine's donation, he does not dispute the historical fact, but maintains it was invalid, as no one has the right as holder of an office to do things inconsistent with that office ('contra illud officium'). Constantine had no power to make such a gift, and the Church had no authority to receive it, for it was inconsistent with the express commands in the Gospels that the Church should not possess gold and silver. This would not, however, prevent the emperor from granting a patrimony to the Church, so long as he retained 'the superior dominion.' The Pope might also receive gifts, not as a proprietor but as a steward on behalf of the poor.

Thus Dante derives the temporal power directly from God and not, as we have already said, from the Church, which has not even the right to exercise such power, but the very last words of the 'De Monarchia' are a warning to the temporal ruler to show such reverence to Peter as is due from the first-born to his father, so that enlightened by this paternal grace he may better rule the world, over which he has been set by God, who is the supreme Ruler of all things, spiritual and temporal.

Dante's conception of the need of a universal monarchy arose, no doubt, primarily from the lamentable political condition of Italy, the violent intestine quarrels in the cities, and the continual conflicts between these, but it also had reference to the need of some system of international peace for Europe. It has been contended by Professor Ercole in an important and learned work that, while Dante urges with such eloquence the need of the universal empire to give justice and peace to the world, he does not conceive of this authority as implying a continual interference with the internal laws and conditions of particular states; as indeed is indicated in a passage of the 'De Monarchia,' which we have cited. Professor Ercole has also drawn attention to some very important passages in Engelbert of Admont's work, 'De Ortu et Fine Romani Imperii,' which seem to express the same conception. He also points out that while Bartolus maintained the independence or autonomy of the great Italian cities as being 'universitates superiorem non recognoscentes,' when his position is more closely examined we find that he thought of the imperial authority as still continuing, not as exercising a direct control over those and other states, but as a supra-national power whose function it was to maintain justice and peace in the world.

---

1 Id., 'Convivio,' iv. 5.
2 Id., 'De Mon.,' iii. 16.
3 Id. id., iii. 4.
4 Id. id., iii. 4. See also following chapters for other common arguments.
5 Id. id., iii. 10.
6 Id. id., iii. 16.  
7 Id. id., pp. 131-134.
8 F. Ercole, 'De Bartolo all'  
9 Althusius,' pp. 134-137.
10 Id. id., pp. 101-104.
11 Id. id., pp. 118-120.
Dante was not then alone in the fourteenth century in the conception of some system of authority and order which should give peace to the world, and it is this which gives some real interest to the work of Pierre Dubois' 'De Recuperatione Terrae Sanctae.' There is indeed in this much which is fantastic and much which merely expresses the national ambition of some Frenchmen; but at the same time there is not a little which is significant.1

Dubois had not indeed anything of the imaginative magnificence of the great poet; he was a man of pedestrian and even in some respects of confused mind, but, in some ways at least, his conceptions were perhaps nearer to the actual conditions of the time than those of Dante.

The nominal subject of the work is the recovery of the Holy Land from the infidel; but this is only a starting-point for the expression of the urgent need of peace among the Christian people, who were obedient to Rome.2 Obedient, that is, in spiritual things, not in temporal, for, as in the controversal pamphlets of the conflict between Boniface VIII. and Philip the Fair, he denounces the attempt of Rome to assert a temporal authority over the French kingdom.3

We shall return presently to the question of the creation of a universal authority which should maintain peace among Christian people. In the meantime we must observe what Dubois says about the causes of the divisions and conflicts in Europe. The prelates of the Church and the Pope himself were, in Dubois' opinion, among the principal causes of these; and it is to the Pope that Dubois specially addresses himself. He begs him to consider how many and how great have been the wars in which he has been involved for the defence of the Catholic peoples of Europe. In order to do this he proposes that a Council should be called together, and that the Pope should divest himself of the charge of his temporal dominions, and, while retaining the right to the revenues derived from them, should hand them over to some king or prince to be held in a perpetual "amphitheatris." If he would do this he would not be the cause of war and of men's deaths, but would be able to give himself to prayer and contemplation and the care of spiritual things.4 He proposes that the bishops and abbots should do the same, that they should resign their feudal domains and receive in their place a fixed revenue.2

This may seem very extravagant, but it should be remembered that a proposal of much the same kind had been made by Puschal II., in his negotiations about the Investiture question with the Emperor Henry V. in 1111, with regard to the feudal domain of the bishops; and it is clear that while the proposal was then repudiated by the bishops, there had been devoted churchmen like Gerhoh of Reichersberg who felt that there was much to commend such proposals.3

No doubt when Dubois speaks of the Pope surrendering his temporal dominions to some king, he was really thinking of the King of France, as indeed he makes plain in a later chapter.4 It would seem that there is some evidence that such a proposal had actually been made by Philip III. to Pope Gregory X. in 1273,5 and such a proposal is intelligible in view of the Angevin occupation of the Sicilian kingdoms, which were fiefs of the papacy.

We return to Dubois' proposals for the creation of some system for the establishment and maintenance of peace among the Catholic peoples of Europe. In order to do this he proposes that a Council should be called together, and that the

---

1 For a careful discussion of the date and authorship of this work, we should refer to the edition by C. V. Langlois, and to R. Scholz, 'Die Publizistik zur Zeit Philipp des Schönen und Bonifaz VIII.'
2 P. Dubois, 'De Recuperatione Terrae Sanctae,' 3.
3 Id. id., iii.
4 Id. id., 33.
5 Id. id., 40: "Quo reformatio status populi has fines taliter devinit, summo pontifici, qui circa maxima spiritualia euram plurimum esse nostras et occupatas, iacere quoque spiritualia perjudicio regnum suorum temporalem subsidient vacare non posse creditur, inspectis que super fructibus, proventibus et exitibus, impensa deductis, et honoribus solitis, et post postulam aliqua remanere conveniunt, aliqui magno regis vel principis, vel aliquidus, tradatur in providentiam amphitheatris."
king should invite the Pope to secure an agreement among the princes and prelates for the establishment of a Court to which the complaints of those who said that they had been injured might be referred. The Council should appoint a body of wise and competent men, who should in their turn appoint three clerical and three lay judges to inquire into and deal with these complaints. If either party were not satisfied with their decision the judges should transmit the case and their judgment to the supreme Pontiff, to be amended or confirmed by him. Dubois also proposes that obedience to these judgments should be enforced by coercive measures, to be applied if necessary by the other states.

These are far-reaching proposals, but they are not unintelligible under the conditions of those times. The conception of a General Council, which should represent all Christendom for spiritual purposes, was familiar to the Middle Ages, and was about to receive a great development in the fourteenth century; and it is therefore intelligible that men might conceive of such a Council as a body which could also be used for the settlement of political disputes. It is also true that both Innocent III. and Boniface VIII. had actually intervened in the disputes between England and France. But certainly both Philip Augustus and Philip the Fair had very emphatically and successfully refused to allow any such official action on the part of the Pope; and it is certainly remarkable that Dubois, who had, as we have seen, repudiated very emphatically the real or supposed claim of Boniface VIII. to temporal superiority, should have been prepared to recognize the Papal See as the final arbitrator in international political disputes. 1

It is difficult to judge what importance exactly we can attach to this work, but it seems reasonable to us that when we put it beside that of Dante and of Bartolus and of Engelbert of Admont, it receives a new significance. It seems clear to us that the general trend of mediaval society was towards the disintegration of political unity in the West and the development of the independent political societies of modern Europe; but the conception of a larger political unity was not wholly lost, and we in the modern world are only taking up again the necessary task of civilisation.

CHAPTER VIII.

SUMMARY OF THE POLITICAL THEORY OF THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY.

We have endeavoured to set out the political principles of Western Europe in the fourteenth century as expressed by the writers whom we may call political thinkers or theorists, as implied or expressed in constitutional documents and practice, and as set out by the Civilians. It is, we think, clear that the conceptions of the political thinkers were, speaking broadly, closely related to constitutional practice, while those of the Civilians were not, and that thus the latter had little influence on the development of political conceptions in the fourteenth century in Northern and Western Europe.

There was indeed no difference between the theorists and the Civilians on the question of the source of political authority; they were all agreed that political authority was derived from the community, from God indeed ultimately, but from God through the community. There is no trace in the Civilians, any more than in the other political writers, with the exception of Wycliffe, of that fantastic orientalism of Gregory the Great, which had practically died out in the Middle Ages, but was revived in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the theory of what is traditionally called the Divine Right of Kings. The community, the universitas, the populus was the immediate source of all political authority.

There were, however, also profound differences between the Civilians and the political theorists and constitutional practice of Western Europe.

We have pointed out in previous volumes that, as it seems to us, the fundamental political conception of the Middle Ages was that of the supremacy of law, and that law was primarily the custom which expressed the habit of life of the community—habit and custom rather than deliberate will. This conception continues to have an important place in the fourteenth century. When, however, as perhaps in the ninth century, and certainly in the thirteenth, the rapid development of mediæval civilisation made something like direct legislation sometimes necessary, this was conceived of as expressing the consent and will of the whole community. This is the principle which was normally expressed in the fourteenth century in the constitutional methods of Western Europe and in the political theory.

It is here that we find the first important divergence between the Civilians and the normal mediæval conceptions and practice. The Civilians of the fourteenth century, as we have said, always and frankly recognised that the original lawgiver was the community, and that, whatever was the authority of the prince, it was from the community that he derived it, but they also, and naturally, for they were interpreting the "Corpus Juris Civilis," conceive of the community as having transferred its authority to the prince. To them therefore the prince had become the legislator, the source of law; and it is impossible to overrate the importance of the appearance of this conception, not indeed in relation to the fourteenth century, but to later periods.

We must not, however, imagine that the Civilians were thoroughgoing in their affirmation of this. As we have pointed out at length in earlier volumes, while some of the Civilians of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries held that the Roman people had transferred their authority to the emperor so completely that even their custom had ceased to have any legislative authority, others maintained that this was not so; the people had indeed given their authority to the prince, but they could resume it, and their custom still made and abrogated law.1

1 Cf. vol. ii. part i. chap. 7; vol. v. part i. chap. 6, pp. 604-607.
In the fourteenth century, as far as we can judge, the most important Civilians, while refusing to allow that the people possessed the formal legislative authority, seem to allow that their custom still made and unmade law.

The second divergence is equally, perhaps even more, important. The prince, no doubt, in the political constitution and theory of the Middle Ages, was the head of the community, and had his share, a very important one, in making the law; but his authority was a limited one. He was limited by the law, by the custom and habit of life of the community; the property and persons of the members of the community were not subject to his arbitrary authority, but were protected by the law. This principle evidently was generally maintained in the fourteenth century.

To the Civilians the prince was normally the source of the law, and, no doubt, mainly because he was the source of the law, he was thought of as being above it. They were indeed perplexed by the apparent inconsistency in the texts of the Roman law books. In some of these the prince was described as "legibus solutus." (We do not, of course, here or elsewhere, pretend to interpret the original meaning of these words.) In other places, and especially in the famous words of "Cod. i., 14, 4," the prince appears as saying that it was seemly that he should acknowledge that he was bound by the law: "Digna vox maiestate regnantis legibus alligatum se principem profiteri." (Again we are not interpreting the original meaning.) The Civilians were indeed perplexed, but, on the whole, they tended in the fourteenth century to the judgment, that while the prince was not formally bound by the law, he should habitually respect it. It is in this connection that the distinction, perhaps incidental rather than deliberate, made by Baldus between the ordinary and the absolute power of the prince is significant.

Here then we have a revolutionary conception intruded into the system of mediæval life and thought. It must, however, be observed that we find in the Civilians of the fourteenth century two principles which in a considerable measure modified their tendency to think of the prince as possessing an authority unlimited by law. In the first place, they recognised that the prince might enter into contractual relations with his subjects, and that such contracts were binding upon him. As Baldus says, God had subjected the law to the prince but not contracts; by these he was bound. It appears to us from the context of many of these statements that their primary reference was to treaties which various emperors had made with cities in Italy, but the principle is stated in general terms, and sometimes is related to the contractual system of feudal law. The Civilians were also clear that the extra-legal powers of the prince do not entitle him to deal at his pleasure with private property; he cannot do this "de iure," whatever he might do "de facto."

There is, however, another aspect of the political theory of the fourteenth century where we find, rather unexpectedly, that some of the Civilians were in agreement with the theorists. This is the principle that in the last resort it was lawful for the community to resist and even to depose the unjust and tyrannical prince. This was affirmed by Marsilius of Padua, by William of Occam, by the author of the 'Somnium Viridarii,' and is cited as the opinion of great jurists by Leopold of Babenberg; and the century ended with the deposition of Richard II. There was indeed nothing new in this; as we hope we have made clear in former volumes, it was the normal principle of the Middle Ages that resistance to unlawful authority, and even the deposition of tyrannical princes, was legitimate. It is, however, interesting to observe that some at least of the Civilians, notably Bartolus, Joannes Faber and Jacobus Butrigarius, seem clearly to maintain that in the last resort subjects might lawfully resist and even depose an unjust and tyrannical ruler.

We have dealt at some length with the political opinions of the Civilians, for we are in this volume concerned with the question how far we can trace in these centuries

1 Cf. pp. 16-19.

1 Cf. vol. v. part i. chaps. 7, 8.
the beginnings of that conception of the absolute authority of the prince which is characteristic of the seventeenth century. It is, however, evident that there is very little trace of this in the fourteenth century outside of the Civilians, and there is very little to indicate that these exercised any great practical influence on the political theory and institutions of the time outside of Italy.¹

It seems to us that in the fourteenth century political theory continued to be very much the same as that of the thirteenth, while the constitutional forms and methods represented the more or less normal development of those which the political genius of the Middle Ages had slowly created.

¹ We wish, however, to draw the attention of students of Politics to the very interesting and important studies by Professor F. Ercole, primarily on Bartolus, but also on the relations between the political theories of Italian and French Civilians with regard to the French King as possessing in his own country all the powers of the Emperor. These studies, originally published in various Reviews in 1915 and 1917, are now republished, along with others, in the volume entitled "Da Bartolo all' Althusius."

PART II.
FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

CHAPTER I.

THE SOURCE AND AUTHORITY OF LAW. CONSTITUTIONAL PRACTICE AND THEORY.

We again begin with the consideration of this subject, for it seems to us clear that in the fourteenth century as in the Middle Ages the principle that the authority of law was derived from the community, and that the law was supreme, not only over subjects but over rulers, was still the foundation of all the normal political thought of Western Europe. We have now to enquire how far this principle continued to prevail in the fifteenth century.

It appears to us that some of the best illustrations of the constitutional conceptions of the fifteenth century are to be found in the proceedings of the Cortes of Castile and Leon.

Juan II. had, apparently, at the Cortes of Palencia in 1431, repudiated the constitutional provisions of the Cortes of Bribiesca (1387), by which laws were not to be annulled except by ordinances made in Cortes, and royal Briefs contrary to the laws were to be disregarded.¹ At Valladolid, however, in

¹ Cortes iii. 9, 19, p. 111 (Palencia, 1431): "Non embargantes quales fueren et dereches ordinarios e constituciones . . . es en quanto deste acuen yo lo abrego e derogo, e especialmente las leyes que dizan quelas cartas dadas contra ley o fuero o derecho devon ser obedecidas e non complidas, aunque contengan quelas quier clausulas derogatorias, e
1440, the Cortes asked the King to give orders that any Briefs issued in his name, which were contrary to the laws, should be disregarded, and the King assented. A more detailed statement of this constitutional principle was made at Valladolid in 1442. The Cortes complained that the King (Juan II.) was permitting Briefs to be issued which contained “non obstante” clauses, and in which he appeared as issuing commands “of his certain knowledge and absolute royal power,” and they request that such extravagant phrases should not appear in the royal Briefs, and that if they did so appear, the Briefs should be held as null and void, and that the secretary who inserted them should be deprived of his office. The King replied that the law made at Bribiesca should be observed, and that it was his will to command that in all cases between “partes e privadas personas” justice should be done according to law, notwithstanding any Briefs which contained abrogations or dispensations, general or particular, professing that they were issued “propio motu,” and with certain knowledge, and by the King’s absolute power; and he ordered that none of his secretaries were to issue Briefs containing such extravagant phrases, on pain of losing their offices, and that if they did so, such Briefs should have no force.

1 Cortes iii. 15, 14 (Valladolid, 1440): “Fazemos avuesta muy alta seumoria... que el escrivano que en su nombre mande de cierte cosas susas dichas por mi meporduda, e o en alguna amengamiento de las primeras segundas tercera juicio o mas que en ella se contengan, que sean obedecidas e non cumplidas sin pena alguna delas quejas no cumpliscen, o los que por vertud de ellas fueran emplazados non sean tenudos de seguir los emplazamientos, e que por ello no incurran en pena alguna. A esto vos responde... en caso que sean dadas mis cartas e sobre cartas... en renuevo o en quebramiento de las cosas susas dichas por mi meporduda, o en algun amengamiento de ellas por primera segundas tercera juicio o mas con quales quier clausulas derogatorias que en ella se contengan, que sean obedecidas e non cumplidas sin pena alguna delas quejas no cumpliscen.”

2 Cortes iii. 16, 11 (Valladolid 1442): “Otroso muy eellentno rey e senor por quanto enlas cartas que emanan de vuestra alteza se ponen muchas expiortanzas de derecho, enlas quales se uno debe resipida agriao nin perjuicio alguno en sua justicia, para lo qual mando e ordeno que ningun mi secretario o escriniano de cama non se osado de poner enlas tales nin semejantes cartas enbrigionas nin clausulas derogatorias, nin abrogaciones nin derogaciones de leyes ni fueran nin derechos nin ordenamientos y en las segundas leyes de lo dada ley de Bribiesca, non pongan en ellas que propedn nin las y se de mi proprio motu, nin de mi sierta piensa nin de mi poder real absoluto... e el escrivano que firmare o libbre para este caso no ponga en su carta o escrinio de lo que se refiere a el escrivano que firmare o libbre para este caso no ponga en su carta o escrinio de los que se refiere a ella carta o escrinio de su real puigliegno en quanto ala tal exorbitacion o abrogion o derogion o otra qual quer cosa que contenga por donde se quie el derecho y justicia delas partes, non val a mucho fuerza nin vigor alguno bien acy como si nunca fuese dado nin ganado.”

The same principle was affirmed in the Cortes at Valladolid in 1451; and soon after the accession of Henry IV. we find the Cortes at Cordova in 1455 requesting that nothing should be done contrary to the laws and ordinances of the former kings, unless these had been revoked by the Cortes on the suppletion of the representatives of the Kingdom.

It is clear that the Cortes of Castille and Leon in the fifteenth
century maintained as strictly as those of the fourteenth, that the law was not the expression of the mere will of the King, but that, while it was the King's law, it required also the authority of the great men and of the representatives of the cities. The proper form of legislation is well illustrated in the first clause of the proceedings of the Cortes at Madrid in 1435. They refer to the laws and ordinances made by the King at Zamora, with the advice and consent of the great men of the Council, and of the procurators of the cities and villas of his kingdom. We shall return to the nature and authority of the Cortes in a later chapter, but we think we have said enough to make clear the constitutional conception of the source and authority of law in Castile and Leon in the fifteenth century.

When we turn to the German Empire it is hardly necessary to say anything about the constitutional principles of legislation. We have, however, a very interesting and important passage of the source and nature of the authority of law by Cardinal Nicolas of Cusa, one of the most important thinkers of the fifteenth century.

In the Preface to the third Book of his treatise, 'De Concordantia Catholica,' he says that legislation belongs properly to those who are bound by the law, or to the greater part of them; for that which concerns all should be approved by all, and a man cannot excuse his disobedience to the law when he himself has made it. How much better it is that the Commonwealth should be ruled by laws than even by the best man or King; as Aristotle had said, when the laws are not supreme there is no "Politia." The Prince must therefore rule according to the laws, and is supreme only with respect to those matters which are not clearly defined by the laws. Any form of government, therefore, is just and "temperatus" whether Monarchical or Aristocratic, or controlled by all the citizens, if it is directed to the common good, and is in accordance with the will of the subjects; but it is "intemperatus" when it is directed to the good of the ruler, and is contrary to the will of the subjects. 1

In another place Nicolas says that it is the general opinion of all experienced men that the power of making the laws of the Roman people could be taken away from the Emperor, as it was from the Roman people that he received this power. And, in yet another place, while he admits that the King has the right to interpret and to dispense with the law in doubtful cases, for the public good and to secure justice, he insists that this does not mean that he can annul the law without that

1 Nicolas of Cusa: 'De Concordantia Catholica,' III., Preface (p. 334): "Legis autem latio, per eos omnes qui operam instigant debet, aut majorem partem, aliorum electione fieri debet; quoniam ad commune confere debet. Et quod omnes tangit, ab omnibus approbari debet; et communis definitio, ex omnium consensu, aut majoris partis, solum dicietur. Nec potest excusatio de obedientia legum sibi tune locum vendicare, quando quisque sibi ipsi legem condidit: non est enim bona dispositio, bona leges ponit, non obedire autem, ut dicit Aristoteles, quarto Politicorum, Cap. 7: est igitur etiam eorum interpretari, quorum condend. His enim legibus regnum gubernare necessum est; amare enim et obedire omnibus insana. Quare etiam melius pro republica existis, legibus quae obtempo viri regi, ut ex intentione tortio Politicorum, 9 Cap., hoc Aristoteles perquirere concludit, ac I. Rhetoricos Cap. 1. Ubi enim non princeps leges ibi non est politia, ut quarto Politicorum 4 Cap. Statuit autem oportet leges cum gravitate magna, ac digestae multum per prudentiam, longa

experientia suffultam, ut, secundo Politicorum 2 Cap. dictitur. Oportet inceps principantes esse pro legum observatione, quo primo secundum ipsas leges dominare oportet... Et quoniam secundum leges princeps dominare debet; tamen quia de his est dominus de quibus secundum leges nihil dictor certitudinaliter, ut tertio Politicorum 8, 4 Cap. oportet eum esse prudentem, ut tertio Politicorum Cap. secundo, et quinto Ethicorum tractatu de justitia, ut epilogae recte valerat per directionem legis ubi deicit proper particularis. Et tunc ipsa omnis principatus, sive Monarchicus sive Aristocraticus plurium sapientium, sive Politicus omnium civium simul, et cuiuslibet secundum eam gradum, quando secundum voluntatem subjectorum existit, ad communes pertinentibus, ut tertio Politicorum 4 Cap. Statuit autem oportet leges cum gravitate magna, ac digestae multum per prudentiam, longa
counsel with which it was issued, but only that he can declare the “ratio legis” in relation to some particular case. We shall have occasion to discuss the principles of Nicholas of Cusa when we deal with the position of the ruler, and the source of his authority, but in the meanwhile it is important to observe that he is clear and emphatic in asserting that the authority of the law is derived from the community, and that it is the law which should be supreme, and not the Prince; his authority is related properly to those matters which are not determined by the law.

If we turn now to France, it must be acknowledged that it is difficult to find much direct evidence in the constitutional documents, about the theory of legislation. As we shall see later, we have a great deal of information about the representative assemblies of the whole kingdom, the States General, and the Estates of the various provinces, and the authority which they claimed or possessed, but we have not found much direct evidence about the formal methods of legislation. There is, however, one great legislative enactment, about the method of which we have direct evidence, that is the Ordinance establishing the new military organisation of the “Gens d’Armes.”

This Ordinance was issued by the King at a meeting of the States General at Orleans in 1439, after representations made to the King by the members of all the three Estates of the Kingdom: and it was made with the deliberation and “advis” of the Princes of the Blood Royal, many Prelates and great Lords, and of the nobles and the men of the good cities.

We are not here properly concerned with the purpose and details of the Ordinance, it is sufficient to notice its general character. Its immediate purpose was the disbandment of the companies of soldiers raised by many different persons, and the substitution for these of a body of soldiers raised by the command of the King, and under the command of officers appointed by the King. Its ostensible object, and no doubt a real one, was the prevention of the pillage of the people of France by the creation of a body of disciplined troops under the control of the Crown. We cannot here deal with the results of the creation of what was apparently intended to be a permanent royal military force. We are here concerned to observe that this highly important statute was issued by the King, not simply on his own authority, but after a meeting of, and representations from the States General.

While, however, we may not be able to find many clear illustrations of the forms of legislation in France in the fifteenth century, we have, in the works of John Gerson, at one time Chancellor of the University of Paris, and the most important representative of the French Church at the Council of Constance, some very important statements of his conception general, perpetual et non revocable, par forme de Pragmatique Sanction, les édicts, lois, statuts, e ordonnances qui s’ensuivent.

(1) Premièrement. Pour ce que grands multitudes de capitaines ce sont mis sus de leur autorité et ont assemblé grand nombre de gens d’armes et de traicts, sans congé et licence du Roi, dont grands maux et inconveniens sont advenus, le roi voulant bon ordre et discipline être mises au fait de la guerre, et restraindre telles voyes, a ordonné que certain nombre de Capitaines de gens d’armes et de traicts, sera ordonné pour la conduito de la guerre, les quels capitaines seront nommés e eleus par le Roi, prudens et sagac gens; et e chacun capitaine sera bailli certain nombre de gens qui par leur sein seront eleus de fait ou office de capitaine de gens d’armes et de guerre; et leur defend de plus eux nommés ne porter le nom de capitaine, sur les peines cy-apres déclarées."
of the source and authority of law, and the relation of the King of France to it.

In the Tract entitled 'Regulæ Moralis' we find him restating the important doctrine of Gratian that law is not instituted until it is promulgated, and that it has no force unless it is approved by the custom of those who are concerned (moribus utentium). The same principle is repeated in a Tract, 'Liber de Via Spirituali Anima,' and Gerson points out that this means that the people have much authority in making and abrogating laws.

More important, however, are Gerson's statements about the relation of the King to the Law when established. In the Treatise 'De Potestate Ecclesiastica,' he enumerates the forms of Government, which, according to Aristotle, are good, and he describes them all, the monarchy, the aristocracy, and the "Politia," as ruling according to Law. In another place he says that the King of France had created the "Parlement," and did not hesitate to submit to its judgment. In yet another place he maintains that even the King cannot slay any man except by process of law. And again, in terms which remind us of Bracton, Gerson urges upon every Prince and Prelate that even if he is said to be "legibus solutus," he should follow the example of Jesus, who accepted the Law of Circumcision, and should submit to the laws which he had made, both as an example to his subjects, and as showing his reverence to God.

We find that the same principle, of the relation of the King of France to the Courts of Law, is expressed by Gerson's great contemporary, Peter d'Ailly, the Archbishop of Cambrai. In discussing the question whether the Pope should submit to the judgment of a General Council, and the saying "Major non judicatur a minore," he continues that this was not always true, for the King of France, who was "major et superior" in his kingdom, was frequently in certain cases judged by his own "Parlement," and judgment given against him.

We shall have more to say about Gerson's conception of the nature of Kingship in a later chapter, but we think that his statements about the relation of the King of France to the law, and his great Court of Law, the Parlement of Paris, are very important.

It is hardly necessary to set out again the evidence as to the general constitutional principles of the source and authority of law in England in the fifteenth century. We must, however, consider briefly the treatment of this subject by Sir John Fortescue, for his works are important not only in themselves, but as illustrating the continuity of political thought. We must not indeed assume that his judgments corresponded

1 Gerson Regulæ Moralis,' Opera, vol. i, Part II, col. 10 "Lex non institutur nisi etiam promulgatur, neque vixorem habet nisi cum moribus utentium approbatur."

2 Id. 'Liber de Via Spirituali Anima,' Opera, vol. ii part ii, col. 209 "Fraestrae potestas est in decreta di i. (Gratian Decretem D. 4) quod legis instituuntur cum promulgantur, firmantur cum moribus utentium approbantur. Igter per argumentum a contrario sensu: si moribus utentium nequeann approbantur, ilia nullo habebant firmamentum, et uta populus habebit ulla in sua potestate dare rebor legibus aut tollere, praeventum ab invito.

3 Gerson's "De Potestate Ecclesiastica," Opera, vol. i part i, Conventus a. s. col. 128 "Debribtur regnum quod est politia, sub uno bene, vel expressus quod est congregatio communis perfecta sub uno, secundum leges suas bonas pro republica... Debrribtur aristocracia quod est politia, sub paucis bona, vel expressus quod est congregatio communis perfecta sub paucis bonas republicas per leges suas principale intendentibus, ut senatus. Debrribtur politia appropriato nomine seu Tumoraria quod est congregatio communis perfecta sub plurimas utilem Romanicas, per leges suas principale intendentibus.

4 Id. "Sermo pro viaggio Regis Romanorum," Opera, vol. i part i, col. 152 "Vts rex in institutum parlementum, a quo in doctrina non refugit."

5 Id. "Summa Esum contra Mag. Ioannem Parsisenem," Opera, vol. i part i, col. 399. "Seit est rex, quia quidam non posset sain juris ordine, non monuntum, non vocatum, non convivium interdicere

6 Peter d'Ailly 'De Ecclersiae et Cardinalem auctoritate,' part
completely with all the actual conditions, in England or elsewhere, but it is even further from the historical reality to imagine that they express an eccentric opinion.

We have three important treatises by Fortescue: 'De Natura Legis Naturae,' 'De Laudibus Legis Angliae,' and the 'Governance (or Monarchy) of England,' and they represent the same general principles.

Fortescue cites as from St Thomas Aquinas 'De Regimine Principe,' ii. 8, 19 (but this part of the work is not by St Thomas, but probably by Ptolemy of Lucca), and from Egidius Romanus, the description of the two forms of government, the 'dominium regale' and the 'dominium politicum.' The ruler who has the 'dominium regale' governs according to laws which he has himself made, while the ruler who has the 'dominium politicum' governs according to laws made by the citizens.3

Fortescue, however, adds that there is a third form of 'dominium' which is 'politicum et regale,' and he gives as an example of this, the Kingdom of England, where the King cannot make laws without the consent of his three Estates, and the judges are bound by their oaths to give judgment according to the law of the land, even if the King were to command the contrary; while on the other hand the people cannot make laws without the authority of the kings, who succeed each other by hereditary right.4

2 Fortescue, 'De Natura Legis Naturae,' i. 16.
3 Id., 'De Natura Legis Naturae,' i. 16: 'Sed et tertium esse Dominiunum non minus his dignitate et laude, quod politicum et regale nominatur, sedum experientia et veterum historiae eodem modo, sed et dicit Sanct Thoma. dominiunum omnibus eadem consensu leges non condunt, nec subsidiun imponunt subsituis suis; sed et justicibus regni illius, ne ipsi contra leges teneant, quavourium mandata princiupi ad contrarium auerentur, judicia reddant,
6 Id., 'De Laudibus,' 3, 34.
7 Id., Governance of England II.: "But afterwards when mankynd was more manyeste and better disposed to virtue, grote communities, as was the fellowship that came into this lande with Brute, wylynge to be united and made a body politike called a Reame. But after that they chosse the same Brute to be their head and kyng. And that he upon this incorporation and institution, and onynges of themselves into a Reame ordained the same Reame to be ruled and justified by suche laws as thai all wolde assent unto; which lawes therefore is called Politicun. And because it is ministred by a kyng, it is called Regale."
CHAPTER II.

THE SOURCE AND AUTHORITY OF LAW.
CIVILIANS AND CANONISTS.

We have so far considered this subject as it is illustrated in the constitutional documents, and in some of the political writers of the fifteenth century. We must now, however, turn to a body of literature whose traditions were very different, that is, to the work of the Civilians.

They, indeed, like the Constitutional lawyers, accepted the principle that it was from the community that all legislative authority was immediately derived. The Civilians, however, also, and naturally, as they were interpreting the law of the Roman Empire, conceived of this legislative authority as having been conferred by the Roman people upon the Emperor. This conception, as we hope we have made clear, was wholly alien to the normal political theory of the Middle Ages.

We must, however, always bear in mind that, while all the Civilians had accepted the principle that the Roman people had conferred the legislative power on the Emperor, the Civilians of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries had been sharply divided on the question whether, in doing this, they had completely and permanently alienated the legislative power from themselves, or whether they could, if they wished, still resume it. And especially they were divided upon the question whether, and how far, the custom of the people retained its authority.

We have considered the position of the Civilians of the fourteenth century with regard to these questions in the first Part of this Volume, we must now consider how far there was any important development in the Civilians of the fifteenth century.

The first question we have to discuss is whether these fifteenth century Civilians thought that the Roman people had conferred its legislative power upon the Emperor in such a sense that they had finally and completely lost this, or whether they thought that the Roman people still retained their power of legislation or could resume it.

There is an interesting and important passage in a Commentary on the Institutes, written by Christophorus Porcius, a Jurist of the middle of the fifteenth century, which raises the question very sharply. He is commenting on the words, "Sed et quod Principi placuit legis habit vigorem," &c., and points out that the gloss indicated that there were two opinions among the Civilians, the one, that the Roman people could not now establish a "general law," the other that it could still do so. The first opinion was held, Porcius says, by Bartolus, and commonly by the "Citra Montani," the second by the "Ultra Montani." The latter was the opinion which Porcius himself preferred, and he gives reasons for this. He cites various texts from the Corpus Juris, and especially urges that the Roman people could create a "general custom," and could therefore establish a "general law," and that the Roman people had not transferred (non transstulit) its jurisdiction to the Emperor, but had only granted (concessit) this to him; the word "concessit" signifies the "translatio usus"; not "dominium," and the people can revoke this. He adds that while they had granted jurisdiction to the first Emperor, this did not mean that it went necessarily to his successor, and the fact that the Emperor was now elected by the German Princes, and confirmed by the Pope, did not destroy the right of the Roman people to revoke the election of the Emperor.1

1 Christophorus Porcius: Comm. on Institutes, i. 2, 6; "Sed et quod principi... In fl. gloss. in verb. concessit, colligitis duplicem opinionem. Primam, quod populus Romanus kodie non possit condere legem generalem, et hanc sententiam tenuit gl. in i. non ambiguitur fl. De Legibus (Dig. i. 3, 9). Quam opinionem sequuntur Bartolus et communiti citra montani...
Whatever may be the more immediate source of the opinion of Porcius, it is clear that it represents the survival of the conceptions of Azo and Hugolinus and Odofridus, which we have discussed in earlier volumes.

His reference to the “Ultramontani” as having held this opinion and the “Cirmonatani” as maintaining the other is very interesting, but presents us with considerable difficulty. In the meanwhile we must consider what light may be thrown upon it by an examination of other Civilians of the fifteenth century. We begin with the conception of the legislative authority of the Roman people. Bartholomew de Saliceto, a Civilian of the last years of the fourteenth and the early years of the fifteenth century, cites Jacobus Butrigarius, an important Civilian of the fourteenth century, as maintaining that the Roman people could still revoke the authority which they had conferred upon the Emperor, and that they thus possessed the power of legislation. Saliceto himself does not agree with Butrigarius, for the election of the Emperor, he says, now belongs to the German Princes, and his deposition to the Pope, and therefore the Roman people could not now make a “general law,” even during the vacancy of the Empire, for

Contrariam sententiam, s. quod populus Romanus hodie posset condere legem generalum, videtur hoc tenore gi. et aptius, m. l. b. c. De Legibus (Cod. 1. 14, 12), et hanc sententiam tenuerunt ultra montani, quorum opus non pleraque convenit, et in eum sum praedictum. Primo per lex retinendum in l. non ambiguitur. De Legi (Dig. 1. 3, 5). Secundo per l. nova c. de Off. Prætoris, Tertio, ratimnon, nam populus Romanus potentius inducere constantiudinem legum generalium, l. de quibus fuit digitis. De legis (Dig. 1. 3, 32) ergo et statutum legem generalum, arg 1 c. quod, ff c. e. et possit (1). Quarto quia populus Romanus non transulit omnemodium jurisdictionem in imperatorum, sed iliam sub concessit, ut in d. 17 f. de const. principium (Inst. 1 2, 6), quod verbum, concessum, significat translationem usus, non dominium. ... ergo potest quemque revocare. ... Deinde quia hodie populus Romanus constanti prumo imperaturi jurisdicionem, eo in quo non est secessitius ad successorem. ... Vel respondit ut in glo non obstat, quod populus transulit, quia respondet quod illa verba sunt exponenda, i. c. consent, per hunc textum in l. 1 de constitutionibus principum (Inst. 1 2, 6). ... non obstant quod elegetur a domino de Alemaniam et confirmetur per Papam, quia humannodi electio, et Papae consens in firmato faci in jure communi, non vedetur tollere usus alterius us. Dei et praestit (Graiani Decretum D x 2) unde non vedetur tollere usus populorum Romanorum revocandie imperatorem.


the power of doing this had passed to the Church or the Pope.

Paulus de Castro, one of the most important Civilians of the fifteenth century, interprets the action of the Roman people in conferring the authority upon the Emperor by the “lex regia,” in the same way as Porcius, that is, he describes it as a “concessio” rather than a “translatio,” and therefore, he says, the Roman people could, before the coming of Christ, have revoked the “lex regia” and deposed the Emperor. But, with the coming of Christ, this was all changed, for the Empire was then transferred to the Church, and only the Pope could confirm and crown the Emperor, or depose him, for the Church holds the Temporal as well as the Spiritual sword. It is evident that Paulus is stating the extreme Papal theory, but we are not here concerned with this. In another passage he sets out his principle in direct terms: the Roman people cannot now make a law or create a “general custom.” 2 It is possible

1 Bartholomaeus De Saliceto: Comm. on Code 1. 14, 12. “Opp. quod non soli imperator locat legem condere, quia estam populus Romanus potest ... irem, non obstat, videbant, quod hic non dictor solum per adverbium sed usum per nomen, ad desolationem quod nulius alius potest nisi solus princeps: nam populus constat ex personis pluralibus ... item non obstat quod populus non posset hodie quia omnem potestatem populos transulit in principem... Jace. Butrigarius videtur velle quod posset, potestatem principii concessus revocando, quod assent pote, quia per viam i a regno transulit ... igitur per contrarium legem revocare possit ... conclusit, quod imperium ad so populos Romanos revocare possit. Haec 0pino forte olum tolerari potest, sed hodie non toleratur, cum electo imperatoris special in principes de Alamaniam, et 0s praevlas eum special ad Papam, ut extra de re praevlast C ut apostoloe, et se eum imperatorius et potestato imperatoris non habeat se impedire, videtur, quod nec legem generalum posset condere, et 0iam vacantie imperio, quos tune donec electo sit facta, succedere ecclesiam, seu papa.”

2 Paulus de Castro: Comm. on Decretals 1. 1. “(Non ambiguitur). “Ex quo patet quod illa (lex regia) fut magis concedus quam translatio, ut patet ex 1. 1. 1. in verbum concess (Inst. 1. 2, 6); per quern non abdicatur substantia, ut in concede, sed transfert usus. ... Sed exponet, quantum ad usu non quantum ad substantiam. Et ideo dico quod populus Romanus ante adventum Christi potest revocare legem regiam, et revocasse privare imperatorem, quoniam non potest sibi imponere legem a quae revocarere non potuerunt. ... Sedeco, potest intelligat post adventum Christi, et ut donec quod imperum Romanum fut a populo Romano translatum in ecclesiam et non remaniat sua nomine, et dictur imperatorus Christi vel ecclesiam, et solus Papam potest ipsum privare,
that in this last passage he is referring to the actual people of the city of Rome. These Jurists then seem clearly to hold that the Roman people had no longer any general legislative authority.

We turn to the question of the nature of the legislative authority of the Prince. Paulus de Castro, commenting on the words “Quod Principi placuit,” &c., says that though the Prince, when making laws, ought to consult the “perit,” his laws are valid even though he has not done so, and in his Commentary on the Code he repeats emphatically that the Prince can make laws by his own authority, and without the Counsel of the “Proceres,” and he explains the terms of that rescript of Theodosius and Valentinian which seemed to require some consultation of the Senate, as expressing, not necessity but “humanitas.” 

Jason de Mayno, one of the most important Civilians of the later part of the fifteenth century, says the same. We have pointed out that some of the great Civilians of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, sicst confirmare et coronare . . . Et urat sibis fidelitatem; nam apud ecclesiam est uerum gladius temporale et spiritualis. . . . Nihil concluso potest hodie populus Romanus in imperio.”

Cf. Paulus Comment. on Digest i. 3, 8: “Hodie secus, quia imperium non est apud populum Romanum nec ab eo recognoscitur; et sic hodie non potest legem facere sed est apud Romanam ecclesiam. Et idio non potest introducere generalis constitutionem.”

Of also Antonius de Butrio, a Canonist of the later fourteenth century, Commentary on Decretals i. 2, 3 (fol. xvi.). “Sicst confirmare princeps rescriptum pontificem a populo Romano, tamen hodie potestatem jurisdictionem recognoscit a Papa, quia in eo vera erat habita potestas urbis et juris. . . . Romanus populus non posset revocare pontificem imperium, quia non habet pontificem illam a populo sed a Papa. Sed ergo imperator habet potestatem legem universalis condendae, populus autem non, vel senatus, ne quis quattuor permetteret princeps.”

1 Paulus de Castro Comment. on Digest i. 4, 1. “Quod princeps placuit. Nota hine in verbo placuit quod licet in legibus condendis debet adhibere consilium procerum, ut in l. humanum Cod. De Leg. (Cod. 1. 14, 8.) Si tamen non requiratur, valet, quae sufficit quod sit placuit legislatorem.”

Id, Comment. on Code I. 14, 12. “Imperialis (2) Nota quod imperator solus etiam sine consilio procerum potest legem condere et sic ille quod dicitur in l. humanum (Code I. 14, 8), non est necessitatis sed humanitatis ut debet adhibere consilium procerum”.

Cf. Bartachius Repertorium Juris, vol iii. fol 10 et secutum de Mayno, Comment. on Digest i. 21 (fol. 20).

and specially the author of the Summa Trescentis (Irrerus?), Roger and Azo, had maintained that the Emperor must, when making laws, follow the method prescribed in Code I. 14, 8, while Bulgarus maintained the opposite.

More important, however, are some statements of Jason de Mayno, with regard to the relation of the Prince to the laws when made. In his Commentary on the Digest he cites Baldus as having said in his treatise on Feudal Law, that the Prince has “plenum potestatis,” and that when he wills anything “ex certa scientia” no one can ask him why he does it, and in another place again he cites Baldus, as having said that the Pope and the Prince can do anything “supra jus et contra jus, et extra jus.” In his Commentary on the Code, Jason cites Bartolus, as having said in one of his “Consilia” that when the Prince does anything “ex certa scientia” he removes all legal obstacles. The impression produced by these passages is only confirmed by Jason’s observation on the well-known rescript of Theodosius and Valentinian, “Rescripta contra jus olicita a judicibus praescribimini refutati” (Cod. I. 19, 7). This does not mean, Jason says, that the Prince had not authority to issue such rescripts, but only that, as there might be a doubt whether they had not been obtained from him “per importunitatem,” when the Prince issues such a rescript, he should add a “non obstante” clause. It is, however, true that the effect of these passages is to some extent modified by
another citation which Jason makes from Baldus: it is sacrilegious to dispute about the authority of the Prince, but it is lawful to discuss his knowledge and intention, for the Prince sometimes erra; it is always to be presumed that the Prince desires what is just and true, and he wishes his actions to be controlled by the justice of heaven and the Courts of Law (poli et forl). It would seem then that these Civilians were clear that the Roman people had no longer any legislative authority in the formal sense, while the Emperor had an absolute and unconditional authority in relation to positive law.

There are, however, certain aspects of the relation of the Prince to Law, which require a separate treatment and first, we must consider his relation to Custom, and here we must take account of the Canonists as well as of the Civilians.

John of Imola, who was both Civilian and Canonist, says first that “Consuetudo” may be called that form of law which is established by the “mores” of him who has the power of making law, and that it does not require the knowledge or consent of the Prince; but he adds that this was so because the Pope permitted the development of a custom even if contrary to the law, if it were reasonable, and had a sufficient prescription, and he refers to the terms of the Decretal of Gregory IX. on which he is commenting. He adds that the Emperor had also permitted this by the law “omnes populi” (Digest i, 9), and, therefore, custom did not require the knowledge or consent of either Pope or Emperor, in order to be valid.

1 Id., Comm. on Digest i, 4, 1 (fol. 25). “Tamen advertere quod hie de potestate principis sacrilegum sit ut diripiat, disputaret, de scientia et voluntate principis hactum est disputaret, qua praemissae quandaque errant. 2 ff. De Sup. leg. secondum Baldum hic quod estam substans quod in principi non quam aliquid presuntur placere, nisi quod justum et verum est et principis vult actus suos regular a justitiis poli et fori.”

2 John of Imola. Comm. on Decretals i, 4, 11. “Potest dicere ut he Jo, quod consuetudo est quod quoddam moribus aliquis inducit que quod consentat potest, habens vim legos. Nam non videtur requiri consensum vel scientiam principis. Nam Papa hic permittit consuetudinem indici eum contra jus, dimentum est rationabilis et prescriptum et sic non requiratur aliter consensum vel scientiam ejus. Et sumo inter imperator concedit potestatatem condendi statutum, et consequenter consuetudines in omnes populi (Dig i, 1, 5) et id est non requirat quas consuetudines vel scientias.”

Bertachinus, in his ‘Repertorium Juris,’ or Dictionary of Law, of the later fifteenth century, cites various emphatic phrases about the authority of custom. Custom and statute have equal authority, a general custom creates the “Jus Commune,” a custom of such antiquity, that there is no memory to the contrary, has the force of a “Privilegium” of the Prince; the Emperor is “solus legibus,” but he is not “solus moribus et ratione,” he is bound to maintain the “consuetudines.”

That great Canonist of the early fifteenth century, Zabarella (generally referred to as “the Cardinal”) treats the subject of the source and authority of Custom at some length, but with such caution that it is difficult to arrive at any certain conclusion. He is commenting upon the Decretal of Pope Gregory IX. (Decretals i, 4, 11). Some people had maintained that it was only in former times that custom could make or abrogate law, while others maintained that it did not follow because the people could not now make “law” that they could not make custom. He cites Gul. de Cuneo as maintaining that while the power of making “law” had been transferred to the Prince, the power of making custom neither had been, nor could be transferred. Zabarella does not indeed agree with this last contention, but he is convinced that at least in the case of Canon Law, custom would in some cases prevail against a canon without the consent of the Prince (i.e. the Pope).
Another great Canonist of the fifteenth century, Nicolas de Tudeschis, who is generally known as Panormitanus, sets out very clearly the superiority of custom over Positive Law, if it has prescription and is "rational," while it is invalid if it lacks "reason." He maintains that it was thought (by some) that custom could only be created with the knowledge of him who can make law, but he cites the opinion of John (?) as maintaining that the knowledge or counsel of the Pope was not necessary for the creation of custom, otherwise it would rarely or never come into being.

Yet another very important Canonist of the same century, Turrecremata, deals in considerable detail with the whole question of the nature and authority of law, in his Commentary on the Decretals of Gratian. It is natural that his treatment of law has something of the breadth and scope of Gratian's treatment of the subject. He was also greatly influenced by the profound treatment of the subject by St Thomas Aquinas. We shall discuss his general conception of political authority in another place, here we are concerned with an important passage in which he treats the relation of law to custom.

We may, he says, consider the authority of law from two points of view, the "firmitas autoritatis" and the "firmitas stabilitatis." Laws derive the first from the authority of the legislator, the second from its correspondence with the conditions and customs of those who are subject to it; and laws are therefore void unless are confirmed by their custom. We must, however, observe that in a later passage he seems to maintain that, even when the multitude has not the power of making law, its custom obtains the force of law, but subject to the condition that this is allowed by those who have the authority of imposing laws on the multitude.

We have considered these references to the relation of law and custom, because the subject is one of great importance, but we think that while the jurists are conscious of the great importance of the question it is not easy to derive from them clear and complete conclusions.

There is, however, another conception of the relation of the Prince to the Law, of which we must take account, and with regard to which there is a general agreement among the

1 Turrecremata Comm. on Gratian Decretum D iv pari. m. (p 64). "Leges instituentur ... Respondit notandum, quod dupliciter possimus de firmitate legum, aut de firmitate auctoritatis, aut de firmitate stabilitatis. Si de firmitate auctoritatis, atam habet lex ab institutori, quae robur et aut fortalem except. Si vero loquamus de firmitate stabilitatis, atam habet lex ev convenientia et aptatione ad mores subditorum. Qua emus ut dictum est in C eri atum lex (Gratian Decretum D iv 2), utreto qua lex possibilis secundum naturam, secundum consuetudinem, loco tempore constitutionem, credbus quod leges firmatur firmate stabilitatis et permanencia, quam moribus utentium approbantur, sive cum moribus subditorum leges adaptantur. Deficient autem, collinantur et abrogantur quum utentium moribus non conformantur."

2 Id ib. Di xi 1 (p 121). "Si vero multitudine non habeat liberam potestatem condendae sibi legem ... nihilominus tamen ipsa consistat in talibus conditionibus. Potestatem instituendi necem quam legem, in quantum tollentor per eos ad quos pertinent multitudine legem imponere."
Civilians. This is the conception that the Prince is bound by any contract which he has made with his subjects. We have dealt with this as it appears in the Civilians of the fourteenth century, but it has also an important place in the fifteenth century.

John of Imola, in one place, says that while the Emperor and the Pope are not bound by "positive" laws, they are bound by the divine and natural law, and therefore by their "contract," for this is founded upon natural law. And in another place the Prince is bound by a contract with his subjects, "naturaliter," though not "civiliter." 1

Paulus de Castro, also, sets out the same general principle, and cites Cynus as having said that if the Prince makes any contract with his subjects he is bound to keep it, just like any private person, and that this also applies to his successor; and he also cites Bartolus as having said that when a Statute passes into a contract, it cannot be revoked by those who made it.2

Franciscus Accoltis, while asserting in the same way that the Prince was bound by his contract with his subjects, repudiates emphatically the opinion which he attributes to the "Doctors" (we have just seen that it was held by John of Imola) that the Prince was only bound "naturaliter" and not "civiliter," and he cites Baldus as having maintained the same opinion as himself.3

1 John of Imola: Commentary on Decretals 1. 2. 2 (fol. 13): "Item adverte quia fecit Papa 1 Imperator non ligantur suas legibus postivas..." etiam ligantur leges Divinae et naturalis. Et per predicta petet quod Papis et Imperator etiam suo contractu ligantur, quae etiam jurae naturalis iudicium pro eis procedeat"

2 He marshalls exactly the same general principle, and he cites Cynus as having said that when a Statute passes into a contract, it cannot be revoked by those who made it.2

Franciscus Accoltis, ibid., 1. 14, 4 (fol 26): "Ultimus, per quem legem determinat duo. Primo secundum Cynum quod si princeps factur aliquem contractum cum subditis, debet illud observare et non rumpe, vel frangere, vol contravere, scuti qui ab aliis privatus, et eodem modo eum successor observare tenetum, quam afferit spem dignitatem eum quoque est administravit.

Per hoc etiam determinat Baldus in 1. commenis populi (Dig 1. 19) quod quum statutum transit in contractum non potest a statutis revocare." Cf. pp. 15 and 19.

3 Accoltis, ibid., 1. 14, 3 (fol. 40): "Ex Epistol. Nota primo secundum Doc.: quod imperator faciens contractum cum subdito, obligatur saltem naturaliter ad observandum pacti, et non sententiam in dictis suis, quod princeps subditis non obligatur civiliiter, sed naturaliter tantum per l. digna vox (Code 1. 14. 4)." Nam quam obligatio civilis cratur a lege civilis... si lex civilis non legit pronom, ergo non potest obligari civiliiter, naturaliter autem obligatur qua ipsa naturalis obligatio sumit originem a jure naturali... Jus autem naturalis non potest tolli per pronom, nec licet urae causae... Tu, autem, adverte, ad pronom dicitum, quae Baldus in l. princeps II De Legibus (Dig. 1. 3. 31) dicit quod princeps obligatur non solvatur naturaliter sed civiliiter ex contractu... Ego autem docendo debito praebere quod princeps contra hanc obligatur civiliiter et naturaliter."

1 Bertachinus, "Repertorum Juris," vol. ii. fol. 10, r.: "Imparator potest revocare privilegium sui antecessoris... nam receptis pecuniam pro eo; sed contractum suum non potest revocare"

2 Id. ibid., fol. 12, r.: "Imparator tenetur servare conventiones et pacta et contracta. Cy. et Bar. in D I digna vox" (Cod. 1. 14. 4).

3 Jason de Mayno, ibid., Digest 1. iv. 1 (fol. 25 r.): "Adde quantum moderum (of making laws by the Prince) a. per viam contractos, quos contractus princeps habent van leges... Ino eorum seculos Baldum et Paulum ibi, lovente princeps non legitur lege... tumen legis et nova conventiones et contractus quae sunt de jure gentium... Ubi Baldus de natura Feuds, ubi etiam per eum, an princeps tenetur suas constitutiones observare,..."
Philip Decius, a Civilian of the later years of the fifteenth century and the early years of the sixteenth century, asserts that the Prince is bound by his contract, and cannot violate it even "de plenitudine potestatis"; and he cites Baldus and Paulus and Peter deANCHORANO.1

It may appear to some that these discussions of the binding nature of the "Contract" of the Prince are of little more than technical significance, but that is hardly true. The conception was not new in the fifteenth century, but had a considerable place in the work of the great Civilians of the fourteenth century, and it reappeared in the sixteenth century in the theory of Bodin. We venture to suggest that the question arose naturally in Italy, in connection with the great treaties which determined the relation of the Emperor to the Italian cities, but it has also a more general significance, as indicating a limit to the theory of the unrestrained authority of the Prince.

We began this chapter by drawing attention to the sharp distinction which was made by Christopher Porcius between the opinions of the "Citra Montani" and the "Ultra Montani"

nam licet Dea subjici principi legis, tamen non subjici contractus. . . . Et dicit Baldus . . . quod pacta que faciant Papa et Imperator cum civitatibus sunt servanda. Subdit autem Baldus hic, quod licet pacta et contracta principis ligent principem, non tamen ligent ejus successorem: . . . et quia jus non transit ad successorem sed de novo ccreatur per electionem. . . . Nisi essent de natura vel concurrerent suadignitatis, proest est in feudo. . . . Puto, licet ali non tangant, quod ista distinctione sic indistincte non sit vera; verum intelligo dictum Baldi proceude in Imperatore vel Papa, quia tales dignitates non deueruntur successione sed per electionem. . . . Tunc quin successor non habeat dignitatem a predecessore, sed nova electione conseueat, puto verum esse quod dicit Baldus, quod non teneatur pactis. Sed in regibus, ducibus, marcbiambus, et similibus, quum regna deferantur per successorem quin primogenitus succedat in regno duceo vel comitat. . . . saltem attenat generali consuetudine, credo quod successor teneatur servare omnem contractum et quumunque conventionem situs quilibet successor privat."

CHAPTER III.

THE AUTHORITY OF THE PRINCE: ITS SOURCE AND NATURE. POLITICAL WRITERS.

We turn from the conception of the authority of the law to that of the authority of the Prince or Ruler, and we find a number of important writers, who in different countries deal with the subject in some detail; and as we shall see, they show a remarkable agreement in their judgments.

We begin with Gerson, for he was earliest in time and certainly was not less representative than the others. We cannot here discuss his place in the great conciliar movement, but it seems to us reasonable to say that his attitude to political authority is related to his conception of the authority of General Councils.

In one treatise ascribed to Gerson there is a discussion of the origin of political society, which is interesting as illustrating his relation to the Patristic and Stoic tradition. In the state of innocence man had no laws or coercive justice, it was sin which compelled men to submit to these, and he enumerates in technical language the causes of coercive authority. Gerson, however, adds, a little further on, that man is by 1

---

1 J. Gerson: 'Sermo pro Justitia ad Regem.' (Opera, vol iv. col. 855). 'Meditemur si sit locus hominum creatum sine poenae, et in justitias pro statu innocentiae. Fecit Deus hominem rectum et homo in illo statu non mandebat leges aut justitas activa coerciva ut ad bonum converteretur. Non igitur requiescatur dominatio civilis aut politica. . . . Acceit autem quod propter transgressiones legis quae imposita erat homini et deumcata, et propter nobilientiam, mox regnum hominum et dominium in tyrannis et subjectionem versum sit, se omnino veluti infratum et perversum. . . . Et hic radicem habemus et causas dominationes et coerciti dominii.'

---

nature "Civilia," and needs the help of his fellow men, and was therefore driven to the life of society. The Commonwealth is a society in which men have to command and to obey to the end that they may live in peace and sufficiency, and as the principles of Natural Law are not sufficient for the government of the temporal life, human laws were established; but these must not be contrary to the Natural Law. 1

This is interesting, as illustrating what we have before suggested, that in spite of the great authority of St Thomas Aquinas, the Aristotelian conceptions had not made any very profound impression.

We turn to Gerson's treatment of our immediate subject, the source and nature of the authority of the King or Prince.

In a work described as 'Sermo ad Regem Franciae nomine Universitatis Parisiensis,' which is obviously a short treatise on the nature of Kingship, Gerson describes the monarchy as having been originally created by the common consent of men, and for the good of the whole community. 2 And, he goes on, it is an error and contrary to natural equity and the true character of lordship to say that the lord is not bound by any obligation to his subjects; as the subjects owe their lord help and service, he owes them his protection and defence. 3 The

---

1 Id. id., vol iv. col 856: "Adpomamus missum et dicamus quod posteaquam homo natura sua civis est et communautates, et tamen habet indigentiam eum conveniuntur saecurum non potest abaque aliquem subsumo, homo inductus fuit et veluti complices in commum vivere cum alio, et opus fuit institutae ut ordinem alium convengi modo. Et etsi justitiae, quae ad hoc facendum miraculj, nomratur civile aut politica. Politia (ut dictum est) est homo sum societas ad bonum ordinata, ad recte praecepta, et ordiendum, ut in pace vivatur et tranquilitate et sufficientia, aut quod vitam have temporalem, aut quod spiritualiter. Justitia politica est virtus quae inhabin redire unicurque quod annum est secundum ordinatios et finem politice ubi ipsa fuerit, 2

---

words seem to be reminiscent of the principle of the mutual obligations of feudal law.

Gerson’s conception of monarchy is clearly that of an authority derived from the community, and limited by obligations to the community. He repudiates very emphatically the error of those who said that all things belonged to the lord and that he could do whatever he pleased, and the contention of those who misapplied the description of the conduct of the King by Samuel, and neglected the principles of Kingship set out in Deuteronomy, and the sound judgment of natural reason which is never contradicted by the divine law.3

This brings Gerson to a discussion of tyranny, which he describes as a poison which tends to destroy all political life; men ought, according to their position, to resist it. He warns them indeed against unreasonable and unjustifiable sedition which may produce results worse than tyranny itself, but he asserts that the tyrant has lost all right to his authority, that he is hated by God and by man, and rarely dies a natural death.3

He therefore argues that it would be well that the royal authority should be limited and restrained; and he cites the reply of Theopompus to his wife when she complained that he was leaving a diminished authority to his children; that it might be diminished but it would be more permanent. It would be more permanent, because it would be more reasonable.

1 Id. id. id., col. 802. "Estque multa eligibilis ut minus habere (teges aut principes) dominum, quod et rationabile sanctum et dirus, datur aliqua restringente . . . Tale ro-
2 sponsumor deduxit Theopompus exorsu-ssae quae conquescratur de hoc quod certa legibus potestatem suam restrinxisset, scutum regis se subest in multis eodem jus-
3 titue, parlemat. Verecundia est, dicebat foemina illa, libera tuis potentibus dumuis suere quam non conqueris. Respondit ipse: Sono eius minorum potentiam sed durabilorem. Quara
4 durabolorem? Qua rationabilorem. Soli dicens est autem minus honorabiles Seus quod non, sed magis honorabilis, quae habere sugeteque secundum rationem
5 nem est singularia dominum, singularia dignitas, honor, nobilitas et ingeniositas. Et in hoc dominus non se suget super
6 spectet sed rationem, cum jure divino et naturali usqueaque dominus et alius quibec obedientiam debet et subje-
7 tationem. De his Seneca: 'Si vis omnia subere tibi, subjici etiam doni.'"

2 Id., 'Sermon in viaejo Regis Romanorum' (Opera, vol. 1, col. 153). "Esset autem inter ipsas politias illa melior quam aliqua singularis quae ad regal
8 et aristocratin compossetur, ut in regno Franciae, ubi rex insistit parliamen-
9 tum, a quo judicari non refugit. Esset vero omnium optima et saluberrima poesis quae triplem hanc bonam coactenteratur, regalem, aristocratinam, et timocratinam.

3 Id., 'De considerationibus quas debet habere princeps' (Opera, vol. 1, col. 802). "Quod omnium minus tolerabile, quam si universum confirmabant
4 una communis praeceptum pro libidinoso versare reversaque, cum versus saepe debet deae. Quod omnes tingabat omnibus debet approbari. Ab omnibus
5 intelligere, vel a majore omnium sanare et sanare consilio."

and more honourable, for true authority is a reasonable authority.1

The principle which Gerson sets out here, that the royal authority should be limited and restrained, corresponds very closely with that which he expresses in other works. In the 'Sermon in viaejo Regis Romanorum' of July 1415 he cites the usual definitions of Monarchy, Aristocracy and Democracy, but adds that it would be better still to have a constitution composed of more than one element, as for instance, of Monarchy and Aristocracy, as in France, where the king does not disdain to be judged by the Parliament; while it would be best of all that it should contain all the elements, Monarchy, Aristocracy and "Timocracy."2 In another work he says that it is intolerable that the judgment of one man should be able to direct the Commonwealth at his pleasure, for the "canon" says most truly that what concerns all should be approved by all, that is by the greater and wiser judgment of all.3

In another place again Gerson puts this conception into concrete
terms, and says it would be well that the nobles, clergy and citizens should be called together from the different parts of France, who know and could set out the miserable conditions of their various provinces.\(^1\) Gerson, that is, preferred a mixed constitution, and this not only in the State but in the Church. In one of his most important works, which was related to the Council of Constance, and in which he discusses at length the nature of authority in the Church, he speaks of the best form of constitution for the Church as being like that of Israel under Moses, a mixed authority, royal, aristocratic, and "timocratic." \(^2\) It is indeed evident that the constitutional conceptions of Gerson about the proper organisation of political authority are closely related to his parallel conceptions about the constitution of the Church.

In other passages to which we have referred in a former chapter Gerson expresses the principle that the royal authority should be limited and restrained, under the terms of the King's relation to the law. In the treatise we have just cited "De Potestate Ecclesiastica" when enumerating the forms of government which, according to Aristotle are good, he describes them all, the monarchy, the aristocracy and the "timocracy" as being according to law; \(^3\) and again in another place,

\(^1\) Id., 'Sermo ad regem' (Opera, vol. iv. col. 807): "Tales ad comitis vocari debent qui timere Deum et periculum propriae eorum conscientiae, et qui bonum commune privatae et propriae praeporenter utilitati. Juxta hanc considerationem valide videretur expediens, ut de principaliors regni parsibus nonnulli vocarentur et audiantur, tum nobles, quam clerici et eves, qui libere miserabilibus statum patriarcharum suorum exponerent."


\(^3\) Id., 'De Potestate Ecclesiastica', Consideratio xiii. (Opera, vol. i. col. 138): "Describatur regnum, quod est politia sub uno bono. Vel expressius quod est congregatio communis perfecta sub uno, neeundum leges suas bonas pro republica. Quo describatur aristocratica quod est politia sub paucis bonis, vel expressius quod est congregatio communis perfecta sub paucis, republicanis per leges suas principaliert interdissimus ut sensus. Describatur polita appropriata nomine seu timocratica quod est congregatio communis perfecta sub plurimis utilitaten reipublice per leges suas principaliert interdissimus."

every Prince and Prelate should follow the example of the humility of Jesus in submitting to the law of circumcision; even if the Prince is said to be "legibus solutus," he should submit to the law which he has made, both as an example to his subjects and to show his reverence to God.\(^1\) In another place again, in a discourse against John of Paris' assertion of the right of tyrannicide, he says that even the King cannot slay any man without due process of law; \(^2\) and in another place in words which we have already cited, that the King of France submits in many cases to the judgment of the Parliament.\(^3\)

Finally, in one passage incidental to his discussion of the authority of the Church in the last resort to depose the Pope, Gerson cites Aristotle as teaching that the community has the power to correct, and even to depose the Prince if he is incorrigible. And he adds, this power cannot either be taken away from or abdicated by a free community, which has the power to determine its own affairs.\(^4\)

We may put beside these judgments of Gerson those of Peter d'Ailly, the Archbishop of Cambrai, as expressed in an important tract which he wrote in connection with the Council of Constance. He contends that it is not expedient that the Church should be governed by a purely regal constitution, and, turning to the State, he admits that the Monarchy in

\(^1\) Id., 'Sermo in Die Circumcissionis' (Opera, vol. i. col. 249): "Ad apparentem gratiam Dei in circimization humiliis pueri Jesu, princeps et pietatis quilibet, et ut sitecur solutus regibus pati debet legem quam ipsius solvit, tum pro subditorum exemplo, tum pro reverentia praeclarula Deo, ut apparent gratia Dei in eo, et non secundarum desideria videantur dominari."

\(^2\) Id., 'Sermo contra assertionem Mag. Ioannes Paris.' (Opera, vol. i. col. 399): "Sicut est rex, qui quidem rex non possit sine juris ordine muni tum, non vocaturn, non convictum interdissime."

\(^3\) Id., 'Sermo, ad Regem' (Opera, vol. ii. col. 802): "Sicut rex se subdit in multis casibus justitiae parlementari."

\(^4\) Id., 'De auctoritate Papae ab Ecclesia' (Opera, vol. i. col. 161): "Sicut enim tradit Arist. V. Poli, quod ad communiam totam spectat principis vel correcto, vel totalis desintuit, si iremediabile perseverat. Et hanc potestas inaudibilis vel inaudibilis est a communitate libera, quae de rebus suis facere potest ad libitum, nee per approbationem vel aliquam legem potest suspendi; quanto magis hoc habebit ecclesiam."
which one man rules according to virtue is the best of all simple forms of government, but a mixed government, in which Aristocratic and Democratic elements are combined with Monarchy is better, for in such a government all have some part, and he maintains as St Thomas and Gerson had done, that this was the nature of the government of Israel as originally instituted by God. It is also interesting to observe that, in discussing the question whether the Pope was subject to the government of a General Council, he says that the principle that the greater is not judged by the less is not always true, for the King of France, though he is greater than any other in the Kingdom is often, in some cases, judged by the Parliament, and judgment is given against him.

We put beside these theories of the authority of the ruler in Gerson and Peter d’Ailly, those of some of the most important Canonists of the fifteenth century, Zabarella, “Panormitanus,” and Turrecornata, for their opinions correspond rather with those of Gerson and d’Ailly than with those of the Civilians.

We may begin by observing that “Panormitanus” is clear that political authority is the result of sin; if it were not for this, all men would be equal. This does not mean that

1 Peter D’Ailly, De Ecclesiae et Cardinalem autentitate” (Gerson, Opera, vol. 1. col. 918): “Sedendum est, quod huc regimem regium, in quo unum singulariter principatur multitudinum secundum virtutem, sit melhor quodque also regimem simplex, ut extendit philosophus III. Politicorum, in quem si fiat maxima cum aristocrata, in qua plures dominantur secundum virtutem, et cum democrata in qua populus principatur, tale regimem melius est, in quantum in regimnse mixto omnem aliquam partem habent in principatu: et etsi qua, huc regimem regus sit optimum in se, si non corruptur, tamen proprie magnum potestatem, quae regi conceditur, de facies regimn degeneret in tyranniim, non sit in rege perfecta virtus, quae rare et in paucis regertur.”
2 Id. id. id.
3 Id. id. (Gerson, Opera, vol. 1. col. 931): “Ad hanc autem rationem, respondetur primo, quod maior rationem huc regimem regularier ut vera, tamen quodque fallit. Nam rex Franciae, qui est maior et superior in toto regno, esse in aliquibus casibus judicatur, et contra eum fertur sententia in suo parlemento.”
4 Panormitanus, Comm. de Decreta rhals 1, 33, 6 (vol. 1. part n. fol. 125): “Fadendum est, quod exercitum jurisdictionis non competit contra bonos; unde si non esset pecatum non operaret habere superorum, sed omnes humanitatis essent aequales.”
5 Zabarella, Comm. de Decretals 1, vi 6 (fol. 107): “Nam in primo universitate est totalis plenitudin potestatis tamquam in fundamento, ut de per hoc quod dictur quod populus Romano transferendo jurisdictionem in principem, etiam in se retinet, quia non potuit a se abdicare, statuendo legem a quia non posset recuperare, . . . Et collaturo, quod major est potentia populi quam magnatum ipsius, et hoc dictur Gulielmus de Cuneo, if de leg. non ambiguer (Dug. 1, 3, 9) populum Romanum postea reverescere potestatem datum princip.”

these Canonists conceived of government as coming directly from God. On the contrary, Zabarella, at least, emphatically maintained that normally it was derived immediately from the community. He cites the “philosophers” as saying that the rule (regimen) of the State (civitas) belonged to the congregation of the citizens or its “valentior pars,” and he infers that it may therefore be said that the rule of the world belonged to the congregation of the men of the whole world, or their “valentior pars.” He refers to the authority of Aristotle for the first part of his statement, but his reference to the “valentior pars” suggests rather a reference to Marsilius. In another place Zabarella says that a kingdom may arise in one of three ways: by the revealed will of God, by the consent of those who are ruled, or by violence; the third, he says, is not to be justified, it is merely “de facto.” The usual method, he evidently means, is by consent.

He applies this principle to the Roman Empire, for the whole “Plenitudo Potestatis” was in the first “universitas,” and thus it has been said that the Roman people, while transferring its authority to the Prince, also retained it, for it could not make a law which it could not revoke. Again he says that the Roman people had transferred their authority to the Prince by the Lex Regia, and mentions that he had seen in the Church of the Lateran a brazen tablet which described the powers given by the Roman Senate and people to Venus.
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Zabarella, however, discusses this question further and says that there was a difference of opinion about the power of revoking the authority granted to the Prince. He cites Gul. de Cuneo as maintaining this could be done, and Baldus as maintaining the opposite, because the jurisdiction of the Roman people had been transferred by Constantine to the Pope. He seems himself to agree with Gul. de Cuneo, for the donation only related to the jurisdiction of the Roman people over the City of Rome, not over the world. The Electors, as "surrogati" of the Roman people, can therefore for just cause depose the Emperor. This at least is the case when the Emperor Elect has not yet been crowned and approved by the Pope. This is, Zabarella says, his own opinion, but he submits his opinion to the judgment of those who might be more competent.

The general principles of government, and of the authority of the ruler, are also developed by Turrecremata, and it is worth while, at the risk of a little repetition, to put his views together. Turrecremata was commenting, not on the Decretals like the majority of the Canonists of the time, but on the Decretum of Gratian, and this gives him occasion for a more systematic exposition of the theory of law and government. It is also obvious that he wrote under the influence of St Thomas Aquinas, rather than that of the Canonists.

We may begin with his observation, drawn directly from St Thomas (Summa Theologica I, 2, 90, 3), that the ordering...
of things for the common good belongs either to the whole multitude, or to one who holds authority in the place of the whole multitude, and has the care of the whole multitude. 1 Again he takes from St Thomas the description of the various forms of government, the monarchy, the aristocracy, and the democracy, and the statement that the best form of government is that which is composed of all these elements, and in which the law is made by the "maiores natus cum plebis." 2 In another place he discusses the question whether it is better to be governed by the law or by the best king, and he replies dogmatically that it is better that all things should be ordered by the law, than by the will of any one person. 3 Turrecremata is really touching upon that distinction between the "regimen politicum" and the "regimen regale" with which we have already dealt. 4 He also sets out the general distinction between the king and the tyrant. The king is one who governs rightly and for the common good, while the tyrant rules perversely and for his own profit. 5 It is, however, more important to observe that he follows St Thomas in maintaining that men are only bound to obey their princes as far as the order of justice requires, and therefore subjects are not bound to obey them if their authority is usurped or if they issue unjust commands. 6 In another place and in more detail

1 Turrecremata, Comm. on Gratian, Dccretum, D 2, 4 (p 52): "Respondeo dicendum, quod non ex causa honesta hominis esse condere, sed aut principis aut totius multitudinis. Praetoler esto cumulus san, sed lex proprii et principis respect ordine ad bonum commune. Ordines aliquod in bonum commune est vel totius multitudinis, vel alieus generat usque totius multitudinis, ergo condere legem vel pernec ad totam multitudinem, vel ad personam publicam, quae totius multitudinis curam habet, qua et in causam alius ordinae in fines est eam causam esse proprie ille finis." 4 Id. D 2 (p 51)

2 Id id., D 4 (p 58): "Quarto quae rebus Utrum melius exer omnia lege ordinari, quam rego optimo

3 Id. D 4 (p 60)

4 Id id., D 8 (p 85): "Ad tertium dicendum quod principibus successibus in tantum honore obediens tenuit in quantum ordine justitiae requirit, et ideo si non habet justum principatum sed usurpatum, vel si injusta punctum, non tenetur ob subditus obedire, non forte per accidentes propter contradictum seandum vel perculum." (This is a direct quotation from St Thomas Aquinas' Summa Theologica, II, 2, 104, 6.)

5 Id. D 10 (p 102): "Tertio leges humanae frequenter iniquitatem calumniat et injustum hominibus secundum illud Ies. 1, 'Vae quisquae injusta leges iniquas... sed hic est unumque oppressorem et iniquum evitare, ergo leges humanae non imponunt hominum necessitatem quin tunc ad concordiam... Respondendo dicendum tamen justa Thomas in 1. Sentencias, q 96, Art. iv. Quod leges praeclarum humanum ut sunt justae vel injustae, &c. (Quoted directly from St Thomas Aquinas.)

6 Nicolas of Cusa, 'De Concordantia Catholica,' in 4 (p 369): "Omnes enim ordinatum ipsum vel regnum (ut superius quidem loco doctrina est) ex electione orum completum est et unum Deus providentia conscet praelatum... Ego, si ex quae superius habent eni momenta inueni, quod nullus omnes superioribus ordinibus, ex electiva concordantiae spontaneae subjectiones excitire... et quod populo illud Divinum Summanum, per commum nonum hominum sequelem necessitatem et sequelam justae

7 Nicolas of Cusa, 'De Concordantia Catholica,' in 4 (p 369): "Omnes enim ordinatum ipsum vel regnum (ut superius quidem loco doctrina est) ex electione orum completum est et unum Deus providentia conscet praelatum... Ego, si ex quae superius habent eni momenta inueni, quod nullus omnes superioribus ordinibus, ex electiva concordantiae spontaneae subjectiones excitire... et quod populo illud Divinum Summanum, per commum nonum hominum sequelem necessitatem et sequelam justae

he follows St Thomas in the discussion of the nature and limitation of men's obligation to obey the law. Laws may be unjust for various reasons, because they are contrary to human well being, or because the ruler imposes burdensome laws on his subjects, not for the common good, but to satisfy his own greed, or because the legislator exceeds the authority which has been given him. Such commands should be called acts of violence, rather than laws, as St Augustine had said, "that is not law which is not just, and therefore some laws are not binding on the conscience." 1

There is little or nothing in the passages on which Gratian is commenting to suggest this particular mode of dealing with the authority of the ruler and the law; and Turrecremata may have intended to correct an impression which might be derived from these passages in Gratian if taken alone, that obedience was always binding. It is important to observe that the political theory of St Thomas was still understood and treated as having great authority.

We can now turn to Germany and some very significant observations of Nicolas of Cusa.

Every ordered empire or kingdom, he says, takes its origin from election; it is thus that it can be conceived of as set up by the providence of God; and, more broadly still, all ordered superiority arises from an "elective agreement of free submission" and all authority is recognised as Divine when it arises from a common agreement by the subjects. 2 We are
reminded of the sweeping phrase of the Sachsenspiegel "al
werlik gerichte hevet begin von kore." 1
Again, the principle of free election does not arise from
positive law or from the authority of any one man, but from the
Natural and Divine Law. The Electors, therefore, who
were created with the common consent of all the German and
other subjects of the Empire in the time of Henry II, have their
authority fundamentally (radicalem vim) from the common
consent of all those who could by Natural law have created the
Emperor, and not from the Roman Pontiff, who has no power
to appoint a King or Emperor over any country without its
consent.2
In another place Nicolas lays down the same conclusion,
but with even greater breadth; every political order, he says,
is founded on the law of Nature, and if it contradicts this, it
has no validity. He admits that the wiser and better men
should be elected to make laws and to rule according to them,
for they are naturally the rulers of other men; but they have
no coercive power over the unwilling. For all men are by
nature free, and therefore all government (principatus) arises
only from agreement and the consent of the subjects (consensu
subjectiva); it cannot be created except by election and
consent.3
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CHAP. III.] POLITICAL WRITERS.

In the Preface to Book III, Nicolas expressed his preference
for monarchy, but he prefers an elective monarchy to one
which had originally been created by election, and was trans-
mitted by hereditary succession.1 And he goes on to contend
that it was right that every human government should corre-
spond to the type of Christ Himself; he was both God and man,
and every government has both a human and a Divine origin.
All "majestas" is sacred and spiritual: it comes from God,
but also from man; Christ was born both God and Man of
the Virgin and with her free consent, and thus all government
should arise from the Church or Congregation of men by pure
consent, not by violence or ambition or corruption. For
Christ was under the law, and came not to destroy but to
fulfil it.2

1 Cf. vol. i, p. 153.
2 Nicolas of Cusa. Id., iii (p. 360): "Hoc est fluid ordinatum specula-
colligantiae divinum matremcum, in
radice durasvis consorciariae collo
cestum, per quod usa respublica, optime
ad finem eternae sedentiatam summa
pace duratur. Et quia hucus radices
divinae et humanae juris suprema habent,
non repelide idem, sed secundo
quod electo liberum, a naturalis et divino
prae dependens, non habet ortum a
posito jure, aut humanus quosquaque
ut in eis advisoria existat, quondam
validitas electus, maxime in eligendo
regem et imperatorem, cuius esse et
posse ab uno homine non dependit.
Unde electores qui communes consenso
communis Alemannorum et aliorum qui
imperio subjectus erant, temporaeque
Hercules constituit sunt, radicam vix
habent ab ipso communis omnium
consensu, qui ab natura jure Impera-
torem constitutire poterat: non ab
ipse Romano pontifice, in eum potes-
tum esse non est dare cum quinque provin-
cias per mundum regem vel imperatorem,
ipsa non consentiente."3
3 Id. id., n 14 (p. 319): "Omnis
constituendus dictator in jure naturali,
et si est contradictum, constitutum veliruta
esse nequit. . . . Unde cum jus
urale, naturalis ratione iustit, tene
cognata est omnis lex hominum in radice

sua. Ideo sepulentores et prestantores
alii rectorum eliguntur, ut ipse e suas
naturalis clara ratione separatus et
prudentia prudenter, justas leges enunciat,
et per eae alios regant, et ensas
habetur, ut pax servetur, scient sunt
responsa prudentia. 2 Dist. Ex quo
event, quod ratione vigintem, sunt
naturaliter aliorum domus et rectorum:
se neque non per legem coercitum, aut iudicem
quod redditur in invitum. Unde cum
natura omnes sunt liberis, tunc
omnes principatus, saepe consistat in
leges scribes, ut vera sit apud principem,
per quam principe constituitur a
mala subditis, et eorum regulatur liber-
tas ad bonum motu poenarum, est a
sola concordia et consensu subjectiva.
Nam si natura sese potestates et
acque liberis hominum sunt, vera et
ordinata potestas omnis communis acque
potestates naturaliter, non sua electione
e consensu auctoritatem constituunt, potest,
sest etiam lex curae consensu constitutur.
2 Dist. lex 8, Dist. quae curta
(Gratian Decretum, D. viii 2, 8), ubi
dicta partem inter se gentis aut civilita-
tes. Generale pactum societatis
humanae est obtemperans regibus suis.
Eoque quae pacto generali convivium
humanae societatis, velle regulas obedire,
tune quae in vera regnantibus ordinis,
ipsas rectorum electus debet, per
quam electionem constitutur rector,
prehendit: tunc ordinatum et recta
domus et residentia per electionem
constitutur."
From Germany we turn to England, and to the work of Sir John Fortescue. As we shall see, his political principles are developed with special reference to England, but this does not mean that they are not also related to those of the writers whom we have just been considering and to the political tradition of writers like St Thomas Aquinas.

In what seems to have been his earliest work he takes from St Thomas the definition of the Natural Law as "participatio legis acternae in rationali creatura," and it is from the natural law that all just kingship is derived. By this law alone can the "jus regnandi" in any kingdom. This law is the source of all human laws, and they cannot properly be called laws if they depart from it. He repudiates the notion that Kingship could be taken as defined in such terms as are used by Samuel (1 Sam. viii.); this was not a statement of the "Jus Regis" in general but of the King whom Israel had demanded.

So far Fortescue has been dealing with the general principle that all political authority is founded upon justice and the Law of Nature, but he then turns to the distinction between the "dominium regale," the "dominium politicum," and the "dominium politicum et regale."

We have already dealt with this in an earlier chapter, with reference to the supremacy of the law, made by the whole community, and above the King, and we need not go into this again. We may, however, cite a passage from the 'De Laudibus Legum Angliae,' which draws out very emphatically the nature of the authority of the "Dominium Politicum et Regale," as it existed, in Fortescue's judgment, in England.

This work is in the form of a dialogue between the Chancellor and the Prince of Wales. The Prince had asked whether it was the Civil Law or the Law of England which he should study, and the Chancellor rebukes him for such an "evagatio"; for the King of England cannot change the law at his pleasure, his authority is not simply "regale" but "regale et politicum"; if it were simply "regale" he could change the Laws, and could impose tallages and other burdens on his people at his pleasure. This was the meaning of the doctrine of the Civil Law, "Quod principi placuit," but the authority of the Prince who governs "politicum" is very different. The people indeed approve the government of the king, so long as he does not become a tyrant, but it was to avoid this danger that St Thomas had desired that the kingdom should be so ordered that the royal power should be restrained by the Law.

Fortescue was, however, well aware of the fact that there had been kings of England who had been impatient of those restraints, and he represents the Prince as asking why some of his ancestors had endeavoured to bring in the Civil Law. Fortescue answers in the person of the Chancellor. The law

---

1 FORTESCUE, 'De Natura Legis Naturae,' ix. "Dubitas semper, an Anglorum legum vel avtribum te conferas. . . . Non te conturbet, Filii Reges, haec mentes eavagato Nam non potest Rex Angliae ad hactun sumum legum mutare regnum sui, principatu nundna regale, sed et politico, ipsa suo populo domin atur. Si regalit tantum ipse praece et cas, leges regni su mutare ille posset, tallagia quoque et ostena onera et imposere ipsa inomanila, quae dominium denXant leges Civiles, eum dicat, 'quod Principi placuit leges habet vigorem.' Sed longue aeter potest rex politice imperare gentium suas, quae nec leges ipsa sake subi- tumur assuue mutare potest, nec subpustum populum remunetum onere improbae etem peregrinas, quae populos quin labores frustra bona suas, legiones quae cupit regulatas, nec per regnum suum, aut quern aium depulat: consmehter tamen plausit populos, sub rege regulatur tantum principante, durummodo in tyrannism ipee non habatur. De quia regis daret Phileo- phus III. Politicorum quod melius est cristianum regi video optumum quare leges optimas Sed qua non semper contingent presidentem popule haum quod esse vultur. Sancti Thomas, in libro quem regi Cypro aeparet, de Regimine Principum, optare consuetud regnum nec mutaret, ut rex non valere populum suum terraque gubernare, quod sedet, dum potestas regis lege politica cohibatur."
of England did not sanction the maxim of the Civil Law, "Quod principi placuit," for the King of England was bound by his coronation oath to observe the Law. Some English kings had been impatient of this, for they thought that they had not that freedom of government possessed by those who ruled according to this maxim, who could at their pleasure make and unmake laws, inflict punishments, impose taxes, and even at their pleasure interfere in the Law Courts. Some English kings had therefore endeavoured to shake off the "iugum politicum," not understanding that the real power of both kinds of kings was the same, and that it was not a "yoke," but "liberty," to rule the people "politice," a security to the people and a relief to the King. In order to make this clear to the Prince, he draws out some of the effects of a "regimen tantu regale," as they could be seen in France. He points out how kings had been impatient who could at their pleasure make laws, inflict punishments, impose taxes, and even at their pleasure interfere in the Law Courts. Some English kings had therefore endeavoured to shake off the "iugum politicum," not understanding that the real power of both kinds of kings was the same, and that it was not a "yoke," but "liberty," to rule the people "politice," a security to the people and a relief to the King. In order to make this clear to the Prince, he draws out some of the effects of a "regimen tantu regale," as they could be seen in France. He points out how kings had therefore endeavoured to shake off the "iugum politicum," not understanding that the real power of both

1. Id., 'De Laudibus,' xxxiv.: "Audi, maximus superior quernmlo inter leges civiles praecepta sententia est, maxima, sive regula, illa quae sic canit, 'Quod principi placuit, legis habet vigorem,' quoser non sanctiateg leges Angliae, dum non regaliter, sed et politice rex ejusdem dominatur in populum suum, quo ipse in coronacione sua ad legem sue observacionem astringitur sacramentum; quod reges quidam Angliae qgerarent, putantem proinde se non libere dominare in subsidio, ut faciunt reges regaliter tantu princi- pantes, qui leges civiles, et potissimo predicta leges illius maxima, regulant plebon suum, quo ipse ad eorum libi-

turn jura mutant, nova condunt, penas intelligunt, et onera inpuntum subditis suis, propriis quoque arbitriis contendunt cum velit diriment lites; quam multo sunt ipsi progenitores sui, hoc iugum politicum chiceram, ut consimiliter et ipsi in subjectum populum regaliter tantu dominari, sed potius decaechari quasi non attendentes quod equalis est utrinque regis potestas, ut in predicto tractatu de Naturae Legis Naturae doceatur, et quod non juregum, sed libertas est, politica regresse populum, securitas quoque maxima, medium plebi, sed et ipsi regi; alvovacio etiam non minus solvendiis suas."

2. Id. id., xxxiv, xxxv.

1. Id., id., xxxvi.

2. 'Governance of England,' iii.: "And how so be it that the French kyng reyneth upon his people, 'domino regali,' yet Scynt Lowes somtyme kyngere there, nor any of his progenitors sette never tayles or other imposicions uppon the peple of that land, without the assent of the Kyngdom in Parliament, nor could anyone be brought before any court, except that of the Ordinary Judge; and the people were well clothed and well fed."

The contrast which Fortescue makes between the happy condition of England under a monarchy limited and controlled by law and the miserable circumstances of France is indeed very emphatic, but it is important to observe that Fortescue did not think that this arbitrary and uncontrolled monarchy had always existed in France; in another treatise he speaks of it as the unhappy result of the long war with England. Saint Louis, he says, and indeed the other kings of France, did not impose taxes upon the people without the consent of the three Estates, which had the same character as the Parliament in England. We shall see presently that Fortescue's conception of the actual contemporary constitutional condition of France was very far from adequate.

It is interesting to compare Fortescue's conception of the nature of the French Monarchy with that which was expressed by an important and almost contemporary Frenchman, that is by Philippe Pot, the Sieur de la Roche, as reported by Jean Masselin in his "Diarium" of the States General which met at Tours in 1484. We do not suppose that Masselin's report of de la Roche's speech to the Estates can be accepted as representing in precise terms what he said, but it may be properly taken as expressing the general conceptions of that important section of the Estates to which Masselin and de la Roche belonged.

Jean Masselin was a Canon of the Cathedral, and a representative of the "Bailliage" of Rouen, and he put together
in the form of a "Diarium," or Journal, an account of the proceedings of the Estates. There was much discussion, he says, of the powers of the Estates, especially with regard to the appointment of the Council of Regency during the minority of the King (Charles VIII.), and he then gives an account of the speech made by the Sieur de la Roche.

De la Roche begins by contending that the decision on this question belonged not to the Princes of the Blood, but to the Estates. The Kingdom was a "dignitas," not an "hereditas," and when the Commonwealth was left without a ruler, the care of it belonged to the States General, not that they should themselves govern, but that they should appoint those most worthy to do this. This leads him to a discussion of the origin and nature of kingship. He had learned, he says, from history and from his ancestors, that in the beginning kings were created by the will of the people, and that they appointed those who hold it by other means and without the consent of the people are tyrants. It is of the greatest importance to the people what law and by what ruler the Commonwealth is to be guided. The "Respublica" is the "res populi," as they had often read.


2 Id. id., p. 246: "Ad quod accedit quod regnum dignitas, non hereditas, quae nequaquam debet, instar hereditatis, ad naturales tutores sanguinis secilict propinquis, continuo devenire. Quid ergo? Nam respublica absque rectori vacua, et omnibus eiustem exposita manebit. Minimo prefectori sed ad statuam generali examinum primum defensor: non quod eam per se ipsa procreat, sed quod ei prefecturam dignissimi quique statuium judicio."
De la Roche continued by urging upon the States General that they were the elected procurators of all the Estates of the realm, and held the will of all in their hands; they should therefore not be afraid to recognize that they had been summoned in order that the Commonwealth should be directed by their advice in the minority of the King. He argues that the contention of those who said that the States General only met to grant taxes was in manifest contradiction to the historical facts. The Assembly of the States General was not something new, nor was it unprecedented that they should take hold of the administration of the Commonwealth during a vacancy, and entrust it to upright men; preferably to men of the royal blood, if they were men of character; and he cited various cases which illustrated this. It was the States General which decided between Philip of Valois and Edward III. of England. It was the States General who after two years granted the Regency of the Kingdom to Charles (afterwards the Fifth) when King John had been taken prisoner by the English. It was the States General by whose advice the kingdom was ordered in the time of Charles VI. He concluded therefore by urging them to set to the work of ordering and nominating the "Council of Regency." \[18\]

1 Verum respondi: nec ad aliquem unum principem nec ad pluris, vel omnes simul, hoc in casu, revortitur. Oportetque, ut ad populum reditet, hujus rei donatorum, quem eam quidem remini, velut suam, praestet cum hujus rei ant diuturnus vacatui, aut male regentia in eum semper salus pericicem redendet. Non sum tamen ejus mentis, ut dicam habitum regundi, sive dominium ad quemquam alium quam ad regis transire personam; sed regni tamen procurator atque tutela, non jus, sive proprietate, pro tempore populo vel ab eo electis jure tributur. Populum autem appello, non plebem, nec alios tantum regni subjicites, sed omnes eunumque status, adeo ut statuum generalium nominem ipsis compositi principes arbitret, nec aliquas exclusi qui regnum habitent."

1 Ed. id., p. 148: "Cum autem intelligis vos universorum statuum regni legatos et procuratores dextos et omnium voluntatem vestris in manibus vos esse, cur concludere timetis vos ad hoc maxime vocatos negotium, quatenus respublica ob minoritatem regis, quorummodo vacans, vestro consilio procurator? Haec est iliosque illis liquido refellens, qui dimentat levandorum tributorum, non alienus opera vel finis praedia conventionem indistante arbitrantur. Verum huic sententiae manifestissime contradicti et expressissime roent, et progressus a nobis habitus, quos patuit multis alius regis tracis tractasse fines. Non est enim res nova hae generalium statum convenio. Non est immissum eos vacantem regi,

There is a very interesting treatise of about 1477 by Wessel of Groningen, which sets out some very important conceptions of the source and the nature of political authority. The primary subject of the work is the nature and limitations of the Papal and Ecclesiastical authority, and this belongs to publicae administrationem capascer, probhorumque sui remii virorum cum eadem juris consilio; omnino tamen praeferentes regi sanguinis viros, dummodo essent virtute praebiti.

Et ne longius hujus rei monumenta repetam, temporibus Philippi Valodi, cum inter eum et Angliae Regem Eduardum, pro jure regendi aranis decoratast, tandem inter eos convenit, etiam jure delibat, nec veritatem rem tantam statuum generalium committere judicio: eorumque pro Philippi data sententia, adversum Anglos defensione utinam. Temporibus iste Johannis, Francisci Regis, cum eventus belli et in iuris voluptate captivus

As has been already said, we do not think it probable that the Sieur de la Roche made a speech whose terms corresponded exactly with all this, but we think that what Masselin reports represents the political and constitutional ideas of some not unimportant number of the members of the States General. It will be observed that what is said embodies three very important conceptions. The first, which belongs to what we may call general political theory, that all authority originally comes from the community, and can come from no other source, and that this authority naturally reverts to the community, when by any accident the government it set up fails. The second, the general constitutional principle that the States General represented the authority of the whole community, and that their authority was not in any way limited to the granting of financial assistance to the Government. The third, that the appointment of the Regency should not be carried out without the advice and consent of the Estates. We shall return to the proceedings of this meeting of the States General in Chapter VI.
the literature of the Conciliar Movement, but in some chapters it deals with the general question of political authority.

In one place Wesselius maintains that the true relation of the subject to the ruler must be carefully considered, for it is not one of an unconditional obligation, rather it is of the nature of a contract with the ruler, and if the ruler does not observe the law of the contract, the subject is not bound by it. This is a very sharp statement of that contractual conception of the nature of political authority which we have discussed in previous volumes. Wesselius, however, not only states the principle, but goes on to explain its rationale. All subject should be voluntary, and should only be accepted after due deliberation upon the causes of it, and of the results which are to be expected from such subject; and, inasmuch as it is these which have led men to enter into the contract with a ruler, the contract is terminated if the conditions are not fulfilled. After praising the Franciscan custom of electing their superior from year to year, and urging that the relation between a Bishop and his diocese is terminable if he prove unworthy of his charge, he goes on to argue that it should be the same with Kings, for in every well-ordered commonwealth the chief magistrate should either be annually elected, or his authority should be restrained by the votes of those who have consented to it. What does election mean, he says, but the freedom of those who have deliberated on it. Kings, therefore, are not to be obeyed in evil things, but rather they may lawfully “in regno turbari,” unless this might cause even greater evils.1

These are drastic and far-reaching principles which Wesselius sets out, but when we allow for the sharpness of the phrases, there is nothing new in them. The contractual conception was embodied in Feudalism, and in the whole political system of the Middle Ages 2 the principle of election or recognition corresponded with the constitutional practice, while the principles of limitation and deposition were at least perfectly familiar.3

This is not, however, all which is important in Wesselius. In another chapter he points out that the real meaning of St Paul’s words, “There is no power except from God,” requires a careful examination. It is obvious that those who hold temporal or spiritual power may greatly err and lead those who obey them into mortal error. We must, therefore, resist the unrighteous authorities unless we wish to be partakers with them. The words of St Paul (Romans xiii. 1) must therefore be interpreted by those which follow, “There is no power but for edification.” The power, so far as it edifies, is from God, but he who “edifies” by resistance also received the power of resistance from God.4

1 Wesselius Groningensis: ‘De dignitate et potentestate ecclesiastica,’ xviii. “Consideratu dignum, quanto debet subitus praefato suo, et inferior suo superiori. Hoc enim debuit non est conditionis ut sit debitor absolute, sed magis est pacti cum prelato. Non enim superior dominus est inferioris, licet inferiores dominos eos vocent, et superiores aliquando justa causis perferant. Nisi tamen superiores, justo debuit debitori faci, legi praeconium acquiri, non tenebatur subitus integro debito, sed Quantum ille legem suae superiors implet, extensus debitor est subitus. Unde si prorsus legem ille praedatorum abjecerit, jam tunc nullo debite ligatur subitus.”

2 Id. id. id.: “Omnis enim illa subjectio voluntaria et spontanea esse debet, quare non subeundo nisi cum deliberatione. Deliberatione autem causae est et fructum. Unde quandocunque causa cum fructu esse concedetur. Unde nonesse in confectione sibi subitus, ut in via Dei moerere. Nisi cum ex causa domi tenuam, vel causa debitoris, vel causa superioris dominus est inferioris.”

3 Cf. vol. iii. part i. chap. 4; part ii. chap. 6.

4 Cf. vol. v. part i. chaps. 7 and 8.
Wesselius was evidently anxious to correct the error of those who thought that all authority, good or bad, just or unjust, was a divine authority. This conception had indeed been little regarded in the Middle Ages, but there are some traces of it in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and the criticism of Wesselius is therefore of some importance.

It seems to us that it is important to observe at this point that the theory that in the last resort the unjust ruler might legitimately be deposed, had, at the outset of the fifteenth century, an important illustration in constitutional action, that is, in the deposition of the Emperor Wenceslas in the year 1400. This may seem a somewhat unimportant occurrence, but, as we shall see later, it was not forgotten in the sixteenth century.

It is therefore worth while to notice the terms in which the electors, that is the Archbishops of Maintz, Trier, and Cologne, and the Count Palatine, expressed their judgment and declared Wenceslas deposed. We do not, it will be understood, pretend to deal with the actual circumstances which lay behind their action, and its merits. We are only concerned with the constitutional principles which they assumed, and the terms in which they justified their action.

They charge him with neglect to act for the peace of the Church and of Germany, with his betrayal of the authority of the Empire, specially in the case of Milan, and with the reckless way in which he had allowed his seal to be affixed to blank forms which he sold to his friends, and they accused him of having murdered many ecclesiastics and others.  

They say that they had remonstrated with him in vain, and had finally invited him to meet them at Ober Lahnstein and waited for him, but he had not come. The Archbishop of Maintz therefore, in the name of the electors, and acting as in a court, declared Wenceslas deposed, and notified the Princes, lords and cities of the Empire that they were free from their oath of obedience to Wenceslas, while they continued to be bound by their oath to the Empire and to the person who should be elected King of the Romans.

When we now endeavour to put together the political principles of the writers with whom we have dealt in this chapter, it is evident that there is a substantial agreement among them. They are clear that all political authority is derived from the community, that is, while they concede of it as coming from God ultimately, directly and immediately it comes from the whole body of the community. It is indeed interesting to observe that Wesselius thought it well to correct the misinterpretation of St Paul's words, "The powers that be are ordained by God." It is clear that, whether they were ecclesiastics or laymen, they did not recognise the doctrine of what is called the Divine Right of Kings; they were clear whether they were Englishmen or Frenchmen that the authority of the

---

1 'Deutsche Reichstagsakten,' vol. iii. (Ed. Julius Weizsäcker, Royal Academy of Science, Munich, vol. iii. 294) (p. 255) : Enumeration of charges against Wenceslas "(1) Namlich das er der heiligen Kirchen ny zu friden gehalten hat. . . . (2) So hat er auch des heiligen Romische Rich awerlich und schuedlichen endgletet und engelten lassen, nemlich Meylau und das land in Lantparten. . . . (3) Er hat auch vil stede und lande in Deutschen und Welschen Landen dem Rich zugehorende und der ein teyl verfallen sint dem heiligen rich, uelerhogen, und der nit geschelot, noch an dose heiligen Rich behalde; (4) So hat er auch umbe goldes willen dieke und vil syne freunde gesand mit ungeschrieben brien, dy man nennet membranen, dy doch mit syner majestat ingesigel besiegelt waren. . . . (5) So hat er
dzu dem ersten angerufen, in Gerichts stadt gewesen, in namen und wegen unsero vorgeschriben Herren und midde Kurfürsten des heiligen Romischen Richs und unser selbes, umbe diese unmenschlichen lüdest, mit syns selber hand, und auch überniz ander ubelieden die er by jene hant, erwiürdige und bidderbe pafften und geistlich hude, und vil andere eber hude ersondert, erdrungen, verbrangen mit fackeln und sy jeuerlichen und unmanlicher widrer recht gedeten, das eym Romischen Konige unmanliches stehet und lüdet."

2 Id. id., p. 257: "Und wir Johann Erbsischen vorgenant, Gots namen
King was a limited authority. Gerson, d'Ailly, and Turrecremata emphatically prefer a mixed government, that is, a government which included the aristocratic and democratic elements, as well as the monarchical. Gerson and d'Ailly in France, and Fortescue in England, are clear that the legal rights of the subjects are protected, even against the King, by the Courts of Law. Gerson, Zabarella, and Wesselius are even clear that in the last resort the violent and unjust ruler might be resisted and deposed. These writers, then, know nothing of absolute monarchy; indeed, it is evident that such a conception would have seemed to them irrational and repulsive; they all, like the Medieval writers in general, conceived of monarchy as the best form of government, but it was a monarchy limited and conditioned by the law, and the good of the community for which it existed.

CHAPTER IV.

THE THEORY OF THE DIVINE RIGHT.

We have been carefully searching for the appearance of the theory of the absolute Divine authority of the King in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, as we have done in other volumes with relation to the earlier Middle Ages.

In our first volume we pointed out that this theory was first explicitly stated by Gregory the Great, and in later volumes, that, in spite of his great authority, there is hardly any trace of it, except in a small group of imperialist writers, of whom the most important was Gregory of Catino, during the great conflict between the Popes and the Emperors in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The great Medieval writers, like St Thomas Aquinas, ignore this theory, and even speak with confidence of the right to resist and even to depose the unrighteous ruler.

The only writer of any importance in the fourteenth century who seems to us to have maintained the doctrine of the absolute Divine authority of the King was Wycliffe, and we have dealt with this in an earlier chapter. It seems to us that the con-

1 We wish again to express our great regret that, owing to the troubled times in which it came out, our attention had not been called to the admirable work of Professor F. Kern, 'Gottesgnadenthum und Widerstandsrecht im Mittelalter.' We greatly regret that we were unable to consult it in writing our last volume. We are glad to take this opportunity to draw the attention of students of medieval politics to this work, which is, as far as we have seen, the most thorough study of the subject, within its limits. We are glad to find that, as we think, we are not compelled to alter the judgments which we have expressed in former volumes, but Professor Kern has handled his subject with a fulness and precision which command our admiration.
ception was wholly alien to the political thought of the fifteenth century, as we have so far considered it, but it found expression in two quarters, in Spain in 1445, and in a work of Aeneas Sylvius (afterwards Pope Pius II.) written apparently in 1446.

We cannot here discuss the circumstances which lay behind the appearance of this conception in the proceedings of the Cortes of Olmedo in 1445, but it is evident that the country was in a highly disturbed and disorderly condition, not indeed uncommon in Spain in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and it was very natural that men should set out in the strongest terms the urgent need of political order and obedience.

However this may be, the principle of the Divine authority of the King, and the wickedness of resistance to him, is expressed in very strong terms. After referring to the wars and revolts caused by some of the King’s subjects in his kingdom, the Cortes declared that the Divine Law expressly forbade men to touch the King, who was the Lord’s Anointed, or to speak evil of him, for he was the Vicar of God, or to resist him, for to resist the King was to resist the ordinance of God.”

This statement is rendered more significant when we observe that the Cortes went on to say that the revolters affirmed in their justification that they were acting in the King’s own interest, and in accordance with the law of the kingdom as expressed in the ‘Siete Partidas’ of Alfonso X. The passage from this law book, which they quote at length, certainly seems

1 ‘Cortes of Castile and Leon,’ vol.iii. 18 (Olmedo, 1445). Present, the King, various prelates, nobles, doctors of the King’s Council, and the Procurators of the cities and villas of the kingdom.

The Cortes presented a supplication to the King in which they first refer to the revolt of some of his subjects, p. 458: “Ouida la ley natural, por estilo dela quasi las abejas han un principe, e las guaen siguen un cabalillo, e aques ellos acatan e obedecen; e asi mesmo pospuso la ley divina, lo qual espressamente manda e defienda que ninguno non se cauda de tocar en su rey e principe, como a quel que es amigo de Dios, nin aun de restar nin desir del ningent mal nin aun lo pensar en su espíritu, mas que aquel sea tenido como vicario de Dios e onrado como por excelente, e que ningunt non sea cauda delo resister, por quios que al rey resistent son vistos querer resister ala ordenanza de Dios, ato qui asi fazer todos son obligados e tenudos, non solo teniendo la ira de Dios, e el mal e pena que dello los puede venir, mas aun por la guarda de sus consecencias.”

1 Id. id. (p. 459). These are some words they quote from the ‘Siete Partidas.’”

187 to suggest that the subjects should guard the King not only against themselves and foreigners, but also against himself, not only by good counsel, but by preventing him from committing any act which might dishonour him, and injure his kingdom. The Cortes urged that the revolters were misinterpreting the passage; they cited a number of other passages from the ‘Siete Partidas’ on the nature of the authority of kings, which seemed to them to forbid such actions as those of the insurgents, and they contended that these should not be tolerated. It would, they said, be abominable and contrary to God, and Divine and Human Law, that the King should be subordinate to his vassals and subjects, and should be judged by them; for the King is the Vicar of God, who holds his heart in his hands; he is the head and heart and soul of his people, who are his members, and owe him reverence and obedience; his authority is so great that all laws are subject to him, for he holds his power from God and not from men.

After further citations from the “Fuero de las leyes,” the Cortes urged that if anything in the ‘Siete Partidas’ was contrary to these principles, the King should revoke it “de su cierta ciencia e propio muto e poderio absoluto,” so far as it
might be contrary to the aforesaid laws of the "Fuero" and "Ordinamiento." 1

It would be difficult to find a more emphatic assertion of the doctrine of the "Divine Right" of the King, and of his absolute authority as above the Law. It is possible that this may be related to the attempt made by Juan II. at the Cortes of Palencia in 1431 to annul the provisions of the Cortes of Bribiesca in 1387 and to give his Briefs the authority of law, which we have already considered; but as we have seen, Juan II. had been compelled to withdraw from this position. 2

We have another example in the fifteenth century of the assertion of the "Divine Right" in a treatise of Aeneas Sylvius: 'De Ortu et Auctoritate Imperii Romani,' written, as we have said, apparently in 1446.

This treatise is indeed primarily an exposition of the nature and authority of the Empire, and it is only incidentally that it touches upon the "Divine Right," and it is perhaps worth while to observe its more general principles. Aeneas Sylvius begins by tracing the origin of monarchy to the conflicts among men; its purpose therefore is to secure peace and justice. The conflicts of nations compelled men to accept some supreme authority; this was the origin of the various Empires of the ancient world, and finally of Rome. 3 In Rome itself men were driven by similar causes to agree that the Government should be placed in the hands of one man; the Prince was created and it "ratum est quidquid ab eo constitutur." 4 All peoples are subject to the authority of the Empire, for the purpose of the Empire is universal peace. 5 These, however, are little more than commonplaces; we are concerned to know what the view of Aeneas Sylvius was the authority of the Emperor. The Emperor has authority to make law, to interpret law and to abrogate law where there is reasonable cause. 1 In another chapter he deals with the question of appeals from the Emperor alone to the Emperor acting with the Princes; he flatly denies that any such appeal can be made, and adds that the Emperor has just as great an authority when acting alone as when acting with the Princes. 2 We are not here discussing the constitution of the Empire, but it is obvious that Aeneas is speaking under the terms of the interpretation of Roman Law by the Civilians rather than under those of the actual constitution of the Empire in the Middle Ages.

The Emperor has supreme legislative power, but we are also concerned to know what Aeneas thought was his relation to the actually existing law. It is right that he should live, and judge, according to the law, and he cites the 'Digna vox' (Cod. i. 14, 4), 3 but he adds that while it is honourable to say this, it must not be asserted that the Emperor is subject to the law, for he is "legibus solutus." 4 Aeneas may not, however, have meant by this much more than to assert the dispensing power of the Emperor, that he had authority to temper the rigour of the law by Equity.

It is, however, when we turn to Aeneas' discussion of the relation of the subject to what might be the unjust actions of the Prince that we come to the matter with which we are here specially concerned. We must always, he says, presume that there is a rational cause behind the action of the Prince, and therefore, even if he should unjustly annul, or derogate from some "privilegium," we must not revile or resist him, for there is no one who can judge his temporal actions. Whatever the

1 Id. id., 19.
2 Id. id., 22: "Nunc ultimo loco de appellationibus transignamus esquor confutemus qui a sentientia summi principis asserent appellandum. . . . Sed appellant quidam rursus ad Caesarem adjectus principibus, quasi major sit imperator cum illis quam sines illis. . . . Sed vana atque inanis sunt ista fundamenta. Tota est enim in Caesare potestas, sine principibus quantum cum iquis. Atque enim unitatem suprema potestas. . . .
3 Id. id., 20.
4 Id. id., 20: "Quod quamvis pulchrum est dicere, non tamen asserendum est imperatorum esse subjectum, cum sit solutus."
Prince does must be patiently endured, however unjust it is, and we must look for some amendment of his action by his successor, or to its correction by that heavenly judge who does not suffer violence and injury to be perpetual. We must remember that whatever the Prince does, is done by the permission of God, for the heart of the King is in the hands of God, who turns it whither he wills.  

Aeneas was setting out in dogmatic phrases the doctrine of passive obedience, and relating this to the conception, that whatever the Prince does is done by the permission of God. He returns to this again in a passage of which we have already quoted a part, in which he deals with the question of appeals from the judgment of the Emperor. He admits that sometimes unrighteousness and an unjust judgment might proceed from the highest authority, but there can be no appeal, for there is no judge who can examine the temporal actions of Caesar. Men must recognise that they are subject to the Prince, and must reverence the Emperor and Lord of the world, for he rules over temporal things in God’s place, and as men must do what God commands, they must also accept the commands of Caesar, “sine repugnatione.”

It is clear that Aeneas was concerned in this treatise to assert the absolute authority of the Emperor, both as supreme legislator, and as being above the Law, and his references to this unchallengeable Divine authority are of some importance.

It is then, we think, true to say that in the statements of the Cortes of Olmedo and of the treatise of Aeneas Sylvius we have a clear and sharp re-statement of a political doctrine which had little importance in the Middle Ages, but which, as we shall see later, was developed by some writers in the sixteenth century.
CHAPTER V.

TAXATION.

We have in a previous chapter dealt with this subject, as related to the fourteenth century, in some detail. We must now examine it in relation to the fifteenth century, for there appears to have been some confusion about this: naturally enough, for there are some statements by important writers of the fifteenth century which if uncontrolled by a more precise examination of the actual facts, might produce, and indeed have produced, a somewhat incorrect judgment: Sir John Fortescue, for instance, in his 'Governance of England,' attributed the poverty-stricken condition of the French people to the arbitrary power of the King.1

We must therefore consider carefully the evidence as to the constitutional principles, and the actual practice of taxation in the fifteenth century, and we begin with France, for it is here that there seems to have been most uncertainty. As we shall see, there is evidence that from time to time the French Crown endeavoured to impose taxation without the consent of the Estates, Provincial or General, but we think that it is also clear that the legal right to do this was not recognised, and that normally, when the Crown needed more than it received from its ordinary fixed revenues, it asked for Aids or Subsidies, either from the Provincial Estates or the States General.

It is unnecessary to enumerate all the occasions on which the kings of France asked for Aids from the States General or Provincial Estates; we deal with some of the more important examples.

The Treaty of Troyes of 1420, by which the unhappy King Charles VI. recognised Henry V. of England as his successor, contains a clause providing that Henry was not to impose upon the Kingdom of France any taxes without reasonable cause, and that these were to be in accordance with the laws and customs of the Kingdom. According to Juvenal des Ursins the Three Estates met in Paris later in the same year, and were asked for an Aid, and after deliberation expressed themselves as prepared to grant whatever the King and his Council should command.2

These proceedings were, it may be urged, taken, not under the legitimate government of France, but under the English usurpation, and we turn to the legitimate government. In a letter of Charles VII. of 1423 we find him mentioning that the Three Estates of the Kingdom had granted him an Aid at their meeting in Bourges.3 In 1425 the States General meeting at Melun granted Charles VII. a Taille, but attached to this the condition that he should inform them what measures he proposed to take to put an end to the disorders caused by the soldiers, otherwise they would not make a grant.4 In 1423, as we learn from another letter of Charles VII., the Three Estates of Languedoc had met in April and May at Carcassonne, and had granted him the sum of 300,000 "livres tournois."5

What is, however, more significant is the account given in a letter of Charles VII. of December 1427 to his Lieutenant in Languedoc, of the complaints made by the Estates of

1 Fortescue: 'Governance of England,' chap. 3.
2 Cf. his work 'De Legibus,' chap. 36.
5 Recueil, vol. viii. 28 (p. 731).
Languedoc. At their meeting in that year they had protested that it had always been part of their liberty that no Aid or Taille, &c., should be imposed upon them by the King, until he had called together the Council or the Deputies of the Three Estates, and they complained that, in spite of this, the Lieutenant of the King, in virtue of a simple "letter patent," had imposed upon them a new Aid of 22,000 "livres tournois," over and above the Aid of 150,000 francs which had been imposed with the consent of the Three Estates. The King accordingly ordered the levy of the new Aid to be suspended until the meeting of the Three Estates which had been summoned for the following January.¹

In a letter of Charles VII. of October 1428 there is a reference to a meeting of the States General at Chinon which had granted him an Aid of 500,000 francs, part for the Languedoc, part for the Langue d'Oc. According to Vaissette's 'History of Languedoc,' the King laid down, at this time, the general principle, at least for Languedoc, that for the future no one should impose any Aid or Subsidy without his express com-

¹ "Ordonnances," vol. xiii. p. 133; "Nous avons ouï la dolente et grievement complainte à nous faire de par les gens des Trois Estats de notre dit pays de Languedoc, exposées par leurs notables ambassadeurs et messagers pour ce envoyés par devers nous, disons que jaqul ce que de tout temps ils soient en telle liberté et franchise, que aucun aide ou taille ne doit de par nous estre sur eux imposé, à quelque cas que ce soit, sans premiers amplier à ce et faire assembler le Concil ou les Deputies des trois Estats d'icelui pays, et que en ladite liberté et franchise les ayans jusques—cy maintenant; néant moins par verité d'une simple lettre patente commande et faite précédemment, au mois d'Octobre dernier, passée à la relation de vous notre Cousin et Lieutenant, sans que ladite lettre ait été par nous passée, ni sans y avoir aucunement appelé ledit Concil des Trois Estats, vous avez imposé et mis sus audit pays un aide nouvel de 22 m. livres tournois, outre et par dessus la dernière aide de 150 m. francs, qui par le consentement des dits trois Estats y avait été paravant imposé.

Pour ce est il que nous, . . . voulons toujours nos loyaux sujets être favorablement traités, et attendu même que ledit aide et impost de 22 m. livres a été fait sans notre œté et sans ce que nous ayons esté adviern qu'il en fût nécessaire . . . par ces présentes octroyons de notre grace speciale, ce mester est, que d'icelui aide de 22 m. livres et de tout autre nouvel aide dont en les voudroit charger, ils soient tenus en souffrance et suspens, sans plus avant y procéder par manie de contrainte, ou autrement, jubes à ce que à la prochaine assemble des trois Estats de notre obéissance . . . se soit par nous entremêle ordonné."²


mand and without calling together the three Estates, as had been the custom.¹

We have again references to grants of money by the Estates of Languedoc in 1431, 1434, and 1435,² and to the imposition by the King with the consent of the Three Estates of his "obedience" (presumably the whole kingdom) of a variety of Aids which had been levied for the War but had been abolished when the King left Paris.³

It is then evident that during the first part of the century it was in virtue of a grant by the States General, or the Provincial Estates, that Aids and Subsidies were normally levied by the King. We have, however, found a few cases in which there is no indication that the Estates had been consulted.⁴ This does not, however, amount to much more than the possibility that in the disturbed conditions of the early years of the fifteenth century the government of France may have occasionally levied taxes without taking account of the normal constitutional custom.

We must now consider how far the constitutional practice of the earlier part of the century gave place to another system in its later part, and we must first examine the significance of the important ordinance issued after the Meeting of the States General at Orleans in 1439. We have already referred to this Ordinance in an earlier chapter, but must now examine its relation to taxation.

Its main purpose was, as we have already seen, the establishment of a body of royal "Gens d'Armes" and the prohibition of the levy of all private forces. It was in order to carry this out that, as we should infer, the King, with the consent of the Three Estates, imposed a Taille, which was presumably intended to be continuous, at least for the period of the War.


³ "Ordonnances," vol. xiii. p. 211.

The most important clauses of this “Ordonnance” are, for our present purpose, two: the first says that, in spite of the imposition of a Taille by the King with the consent of the Estates, some of the Lords, Barons, and others hindered the raising of the Taille or other Aids on their lands, and sometimes appropriated them on the pretext that the King was in debt to them. The Ordonnance commands that this must cease.1 The second forbids men of any condition or estate to raise any “Taille” or “Aid” or tribute from their subjects under any pretext whatever, without the authority of the King given in his “letters patent,” and declares that for the future any place or lordship where such “Tailles” or Aids had been imposed without his permission, was to be confiscated to the King.2

It is not within the scope of this work to deal with the complex question of the various forms of taxation in France. It has been held by some historical writers that the provisions of this Ordinance represented a far-reaching change in the royal power of taxation, by giving the King the power of levying “Tailles” on his own authority; others do not go so far.3

1 Ordonnances,” vol. xiii. p. 312 (41); “Et pour ce que souvantfois apres que du consentement des trois Etats, le roi a fait mettre sus aucune taille sur son peuple pour le lais de sa guerre, et lui souverainement laisser à ses nécessitez, les seigneurs, barons, et autres empechent et font empecher les deniers de ladite taille et aussi des aides du roi en leurs terres et seigneuries, et les aucuns les prouvent souche couleur qu'ils ont esté assignez, en dant aucune somme leur être dettes, ou aussi esté promises par le Roy, et aucuns autres croisent et mettent avec et pardessus la taille du Roy, sur leurs sujets, et autres, grandes sommes de deniers qu'ils font lever avec et souche couleur de la taille du Roy, à leur profit; par-que le Roy est empêché et ne peut estre payé les deniers de la taille par son peuple; le roi céde sous, manie, et commande que toutes telles voies dor-navant cessent.”

2 Id. id., p. 313 (44); “Et pour ce que plusieurs mettent tailles sus en leurs terres, sans l’autorité et congé du roi, pour leur volonté, ou autrement, dont le peuple est mout opprimé, le Roy prohibe et défend à tous, sur lesdites paires de confiscation de biens, que nul de quelque estat, qualité ou condition qu’il soit, se mette ou impose taille ou autre aide ou tribut sur ses sujets ou autres, pour quelque cause ou couleur que ce soit, sinon que ce soit de l’autorité et congé du Roy, et par ses lettres patentes; et declare le Roy dés-a-présent, le lieu ou seigneuirie ou telles tailles ou aides seront mis sus sans son autorité et congé, commis et congés par lui.”


We think that however important the provisions of the Ordinance may have been with regard to certain forms of taxation, it would be a very serious error to think that it established the principle that taxes in general could be imposed by the King without the consent of the Community.

There is an interesting account by Monstrelet of the demands put forward by an Assembly of the Princes and Nobles at Nevers in 1441, and the answer of the King. They urged that the Lords and the Estates of the Kingdom should be called together to impose “Tailles” and “Impositions” on the Kingdom. The King replied that the Aids had been imposed upon the Lords with their consent, but that the King could impose the Tailles by his royal authority, in view of the circumstances of the Kingdom. There was no need to call together the Three Estates for this purpose; that was only a burden upon the poor people who had to pay the expenses of those who attended.1

In the Ordonnances, however, from 1439 to the time of the meeting of the States General in 1481 we find frequent references to formal grants of money by the Estates of the several provinces, while we also find frequent complaints about taxation without their consent. In February 1443(4) we find Charles VII. referring to a statement of the Three Estates of Languedoc that they had voluntarily and freely granted him large sums of money by way of Aid for the War; and so again in 1448.2 In 1456 Charles asked the same


Réponses. Les ayds ont esté mises sus par les seigneurs et de leur consentement. Et, quant aux tailles, le roy, quand il est esté en lieu, les a appeler ou leur fait savoir. Combien de son autorité roial, veu la grandes affaires de son royaume, ou urgens, comme chascun estoit, et meussament ses onnens en occupant une grande part, et détrui-sent le sourplus, les peut mettre sus, le que autre que luy ne peut faire sans congé. Et n’est ja null besoin d’assembler les trois Etats, pour mettre sus lesdites tailles, car ce n’est que charge et despence au pauvre commun peuple, qui a payer les frais de ceux qui y viennent. Et ont requis plusieurs notables seigneurs des dix pays, qu’on essai soit de telle convocation faire. Et pour cette cause soit convenus, qu’on envoie la commission aux esules, selon le bon plaisir du roy.” (Cited in “Recueil,” vol. ix. p. 96.)

Estates for an Aid of 130,000 “livres tournois”; they replied that their province was greatly impoverished, but they made a grant of 116,000 livres for one year. In 1458 the people of Normandy complained of the violation of their laws and liberties, and Charles replied by confirming their Charter, and promised that no Taillés, subventions or exactions should be imposed on the people of the Duchy beyond the customary “redditus, census, et servitia nobis debita” except for some clear and urgent need, and then only by a meeting of the Three Estates of the Duchy, as had been customary. It should be observed that “Tailles” are included in the taxes which are not to be levied without the Estates. In March 1462(3), we find Louis XI. referring to the fact that the Three Estates of Normandy had granted him 400,000 “livres tournois” as representing all Aids, Taillages, &c., for the previous year. In an Ordinance which the Editors think belongs probably to 1463, we find that the Estates of Languedoc had granted an Aid, but complained that the Receiver of Taxes had taken more than the Estates had granted. In 1476(7) we have a letter of Louis XI., relating to the Government of the Duchy of Burgundy, which had fallen to the French Crown on the death of Charles the Bold, and Louis declares that no Aids or Subsidies should be levied in the Duchy unless they had been granted and authorised by the Three Estates of the Duchy.

We have found direct evidence in a few cases of an attempt by Louis XI. to over-ride the Estates, and to levy taxes, if necessary, without their consent. The most important is a letter of 1469 to the royal officers in Dauphiné: Louis instructs them to request the Three Estates to make a grant of money for the year, but if the Estates refuse or delay to do this, they are to impose the tax and to levy it by the methods used in cases of debts to the Crown, notwithstanding any privileges or exemptions granted by himself or his predecessors. It must, however, be observed that Louis adds, that this was to be done without prejudice to such privileges or exemptions for the future.

In 1478 we find a declaration of Louis XI. that he had ordered the imposition of a tax throughout the Kingdom, and he demanded 1300 “livres tournois” from the people of Perigord, but, it should again be noticed, that he did this without prejudice to their privileges for the future.

What conclusion then are we to draw? It seems to us clear that, whatever may have been the signification of the provisions of the Ordinance of 1439 with regard to the “Taille,” it was still recognised as a general principle that Subsidies and Aids could not be imposed without the consent of the Estates, Provincial or General.

We turn to the proceedings of the great States General held at Tours in 1484 at the accession of Charles VIII. When the

---

2 Id., vol. xiv. p. 465: “Quod de cetero per nos aut nostros successores in dicto Ducate in personis aut bonis ibidem commorandis, ultra redditus, census et servitia nobis debita, tallias, subventiones, impositiones, aut exactions quaecunque facero non possumus, nec debeamus, nisi evidens utilitas vel urgens necessitas id exspectat, et per conventionem et congregationem gentium trium statuum dicti Ducatus, sicut factum fuit et consuetum tempore retro lapse.”
3 Id., vol. xv. p. 627;
5 Id., vol. xvii. p. 247 (17): “Que l’on ne pourra lever ni cueillir sur lesdits pays de Dauphiné . . . (et) leur requieres toute imposition de par nous qu’ils nous veulent octroyer et accorder . . . la somme de quarante-cinq mille florins pour l’ayde accoutumée, avec la somme de vingt-quatre mille livres tournois forte monnaie . . . et en cas qu’aucuns gens dédits dits Trois Estats servoient refusans ou delayans de nous octroyer pour cette dictte année les dictes deux sommes dessus déclarées, nous voulons et vous mandons qu’en leur refus ou delay vous les roctiez aus et imposiez par la manière devant dicté . . . et non obstant oppositions et appellations quelconques . . . (et). Contraignant ou faictes contraindre tous ceux cue lesdits sommes . . .

---

2 Id., vol. xvii. p. 403: “À ceste cause advous avois, conclut et ordonnez, faire mestre aux, assister et imposer ladette somme, en et par toutes les elections de votre royaume, pour la porcion de laquelle avons ordonné estra mis aux et imposé en votredite election (Perigord) la somme de treize ens livres tournois . . . Et sans prejudice de leurs privileges pour le temps à venir.”
Estates came to deal with the financial business, the officers of the Crown attended and laid before them the actual condition of the finances of the country and the demands of the Crown. The Estates as Masselin reports in his 'Diarium,' were not satisfied that the statement of the revenue was correct, and it was proposed to grant the King the same amount as had been given to Charles VII., but only for two years, when the Estates were to meet again.1 The Chancellor, as representing the Crown, was not satisfied, and while offering to reduce the amount of taxation, demanded 1,500,000 livres.2 Masselin reports that a number of the Princes and Lords attempted to persuade them to submit to the demands of the Crown, and asserted dogmatically and in threatening terms that the King had the right to take his subjects' goods to meet the dangers and necessities of the Commonwealth, and that many thought that the amount demanded should be imposed and levied even if they were unwilling.3

The Estates finally decided to offer 1,200,000 livres for two years, and 300,000 for one year, for the expenses of the coronation,4 but accompanied this with the following statement. They grant the King the same amount as had been levied in the time of Charles VII., but they do this as a gift, and “obtroy,” not to be called “tailes,” and they do this for two years only. They also grant the sum of 300,000 “livres” for one year, on his accession to the Crown.5 They also

1 Masselin, 'Diarium,' pp. 350-360.
2 Id. id., p. 390.
3 Id. id., p. 429: “Videmini pro facto comari, ut populum etiam inviti, faciat tenacem et avarum et inofficiosum principem. Quod si etiam contra rationem dissentiret, certe non ambigimus regem esse subditorum bona capere, quatenus reipublicae periculis et necessitatibus proxime.”
4 Postremo scis quidem peregrinio in ea fuisse contentia, ut petitus desiderarum numeros quibuscentos centorum millium vobis etiam statutur invitis, utque colligatur.”
5 Id. id., p. 428.

petition the King that he should call together the States General within two years, for they do not contemplate (n'entendu point) that for the future any money should be raised without their being summoned and without their will and consent. They beg him to maintain the liberties and privileges of the Kingdom and to abolish the novelties and grievances which had been introduced.1

It is clear that while some persons, representing the Court, made large statements about the power of the King to raise taxes at his pleasure, the States General were quite determined and firm in maintaining the principle that this was contrary to the tradition and custom of the Constitution, and it would appear from Masselin that the King promised to call together the States General within two years.2

We have then examined the evidence as to the constitutional usage of France with regard to taxation in the fifteenth century, but we must also take account of some very important statements of Comines in his 'Memoires.'

In one place he sets out the general principle that if any king or lord were to impose any tax upon his subjects outside of his domain without their consent, his action would be

1 Id. id., p. 451: “Item et ensuantur certum articulum, contentum quo cayver qui par les dits Estats a esté leu et montré au roi et a Messingeurs du Conseil, supplient et requerez les dits Estats, que le bon plaisir du dit seigneur soit faire tenir et assembler ledits Estats deux ans prochainement venans, ou lieu et temps qu'il plaider et que, de ceste heure, ledits lieux et temps soient nommés, assignés et déclarés; car les dits Estats n'entendent point que dorénavant on mette ses assem somme sous ducier, sans les appeler, et que ce soit de leur vouloir et consentement, en gardant et observant les libertes et privilèges de ce royaume; et que les nouvelles, griefs et mauvaises introductions qui, par ce devant, puis cét temps en qu'a esté faites soient repaires; et de ce supplient très humblement le roi nostre souverain seigneur.”
2 Id. id., p. 712: “Le roy est content que les Estats se tiennent deux ans prochainement venans et les mandern.”
mere tyranny.¹ In another place he says that neither the King
of France nor any other Prince had the right to impose taxes
on his subjects at his pleasure. Those who say that he could
do this, do the King no honour, but rather make him to be feared
and hated by his neighbours, who would not on any
account become his subjects. If the King would recognise
how loyal his subjects are, and how willing to give him what
he asks, instead of saying that he would take whatever he
feared would sooner do this, and Comines had not heard any king
heard their servants say it; he had heard their servants say it, but they only did this out of
servility, and did not know what they were talking about.²

We shall return to Comines when we deal in the next
chapter in more general terms with the position of represen-
tative institutions in the fifteenth century. In the meanwhile
it is obvious that his evidence about the principles of taxation
is of great importance, especially in correcting the impression
which such statements as those of Sir John Fortescue might
produce.

Comines does not indeed say that there had been no
arbitrary taxation in France, but he confirms the judgment

₁ Philippe de Comines, 'Memoires,'
v. 19, p. 141: "Done pour contener propos, y a il roy ne seigneur sur terre
qui est pouvoir, contre son domaine, de mettre un denier sur ses sujets;
sans ootroy et consentement de ceux qui le doivent payer, sinon par tyrannie
ou violence !"¹

² Id. id., v. 19, p. 142: "Notre roy
est le seigneur du monde qui le moins
a cause de user de ce mot : 'J'ay privi-
lege de lever sur mes sujets ce que
me plait,' car ne luy ne autre ne l'a :
et ne luy font honneur ceux qui ainsi
le dient, pour le faire estimes plus
grand, mais le font haire et craindre aux
voisins, qui pour rien ne voudraient
etre souz sa seigneurie ; et censains
aucuns du royaumes s'en passerent
bien, qui en tienotent. Mais si notre
roy, ou ceux qui le veulent lourer et
agrandir, disaient 'J'ay des subiects
si tres bons et si tres loyaux, qu'ils
ne me refusent chose que je leur
saiche demander, et suis plus creduit,
obey et servy, de mes sujets que nul
autre prince qui vive sur la terre, et
qui plus patiemment endurent tous
maux et toutes rudesses, et a qui moins
ils souvengne de leur dommages
passes ;' il me semble que cela lui
seroit grand los (et dis la verite) ;
non pas dire, 'Je prendre ce que je
veux, et en ay privilegié ; il me faut
bien garder.'

Le feu roi Charles Quint ne le
dirroit pas ainsi, ne l'ay-je point ouy
dire aux roys, mais l'ay bient oy dire
à de leurs serviteurs, a qu'il semblait
qu'ils faisaient bien la bocague. Mais,
selon mon advis, ils me prenaient envers
leur seigneur, et ne le disoient que pour
faire les bons varlets, et aussi qu'ils ne
souvengnest ce qu'ils disoient."

¹ Cortes of Castile and Leon,' vol.
iii. 2 (Valladolid, 1411): "Per lo
quel nos demandastes que vos otor-
gamos, los tres estacios del regno, para
cumplir e continuar, e sostener la
dicha guerra delos moros... quarenta e
cinco cuentas desta moneda usal..." (p. 6).
² In 1420 the Cortes of Valladolid represented to the King
that they were much disturbed by the fact that he was raising
money without consulting the Cortes, and without their
consent. The King replied that he would not levy such taxation
till it had been authorised by the Cortes.²

³ The evidence we have found in the proceedings of the Cortes
of Castile with regard to the constitutional method of taxation
during the fifteenth century, is curiously enough scanty, but
what there is, is important. In the year 1411 we find a request
made to the Cortes by the Guardians of the young King for
the grant of a sum of money for the war against the Moors.
The Cortes authorised the levy of the amount asked for, but
they attached to the grant the condition that the Guardians
should take an oath in the presence of the Cortes that the
amount granted should be strictly appropriated to the ex-
penses of the war, and to no other purpose.¹

₁ Los demandastes deste dichos
quarenta e ocho cuantos, sennores,
vos otorgamos, para que vos otorgamos
quarenta e cinco cuentas desta moneda usal
(p. 6). A nos otros plazo todos de una
concordia de vos otorgar, e otorgamos
vos desde agora todo que vos copiere
a pagar delos dichos quarenta e ocho
cuentas desta moneda usal en Castilla.
... Los quales dichos quarenta e ocho
cuentos vos otorgamos, sennores, para
..."
There is also a very important and carefully drawn-out statement by the Cortes of Ocaña in 1469. The Cortes expressed themselves as willing to contribute to the necessities of the King by a grant of money, but, as it appears, they were not satisfied with the financial administration, and they therefore proposed that the amount raised should be placed under the control of persons to be appointed by the Cortes, who should hold it for the King and should only expend it for the restoration of the royal patrimony and the Crown, and other purposes authorised by the Cortes. They also proposed that no payment should be made except under a writ signed by the King himself and at least two members of his Council, and certain persons to be appointed by the Cortes. They also proposed that the King should swear to maintain these provisions, and should request the Pope to excommunicate him if he did not do so. The King assented, except to the clause about the Pope.  

vos otros, en que fueo especificado todo el caso, que por mi mandado e en mi presencia el dicho Arzobispo de Toledo los avia dicho, e lo que pera dello conduyeron, e certificando los, que per caso alguno que acaeziese, non mandar mandar coger los tales pecmos, sin primero ser otorgados: que de aqui adelante quando algunos mezñeros me viniessen, ni plasie de vos lo fazer saber primeramente antes que mandase echar nin derramar tales pechos."

It would appear that, whatever may be the exact significance of some of these complicated provisions, the Cortes not only was the body which authorised the imposition of taxes, but that they considered themselves entitled to see that the amounts raised should be appropriated strictly to the purposes for which they granted them. We see no reason to doubt that the constitutional principles of the fourteenth century, which we have discussed in Part I. of this volume, were maintained in the fifteenth.  

CHAPTER VI.

REPRESENTATIVE INSTITUTIONS.

We have in previous chapters dealt with the history of law, its source and authority, and with the theories of the nature and limitations of the authority of the Ruler: we must now consider the development of the authority of the community as embodied in and finding expression in representative institutions.

We venture to say that this is the proper method of approaching the development of Parliamentary or quasi-Parliamentary forms. The phrases which are sometimes used, such as that of the "Sovereignty of the People," may be well meant, but are in our judgment somewhat misleading. The term "Sovereignty" itself has often been used so carelessly that it is better to avoid it, and the term "People" is almost equally ambiguous. It would be better to speak of the authority of the "Community," the "Respublica" or "Universitas," for these are more strictly the Medieval terms, and whatever ambiguity may belong to them, they have at least not become the catch-words of sometimes ill-considered controversy.

We have seen that it is true to say that the normal Medieval conception, which was only reinforced by the revived study of the Roman Jurisprudence, was that the community was the source of all political authority, which was indeed derived ultimately from God, but immediately from the community. The community was the source of law, and of the authority of the Ruler, Emperor or King; and it is also clear that, while the Prince was conceived of as having, subject to the law, a large discretion in the exercise of his authority, in fact the Medieval Prince normally acted with the counsel and advice of some body of councillors, the chief men of the Community, who were conceived of, however vaguely, as having some kind of representative character.

There is nothing therefore to surprise the historian in the fact that this vaguely representative institution should have assumed a more precise and definite character in Spain in the twelfth century, in England and France and other countries in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

We endeavoured to trace very briefly the development of representative institutions in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in our last volume, and in the first part of this volume we have set out something of their development in the fourteenth century. We must now consider this in the fifteenth, and especially in Spain and France.

It is important to observe that while the Cortes of Castile and Leon did not meet every year, they met very frequently. It is not going too far to say that the Cortes in the fifteenth century continued to be, as in the fourteenth century, a normal part of the system of government.

It is also evident that the Cortes were clearly conscious of their representative character, and greatly concerned to maintain this. We find them repeatedly throughout the century protesting against any interference by the King with the election of representatives. In 1441 they demanded that the King, when he issued his summons to the cities and estates to send their Procurators to the Cortes, should not nominate any particular persons; for the cities should elect freely according to use and custom. The King replied that he would not nominate any persons to be sent as procurators.1

---

1 'Cortes de Castile and Leon,' vol. iii. 9, 9 (Valencia, 1431): "Quiesci suplices a la vuestra alteza que cada vez que lo ponguieres mandar a nuestras ciudades y villas que elijan sus procuradores ante vuestra merced, que vuestra senhoria non quiera mandar nombrar que enbien personas ciertas, salvo aquellas queis dichas ciudades y villas entendieren que cumple nuestro servicio e bien publico delos pueblos; por que libremente los puedan escoger y no sean dichos
In 1442 the Cortes of Valladolid renewed this demand even more emphatically, and added the very important claim that in the case of a disputed election the Cortes itself should consider and decide the question, and not the King or any other "justicia." The King again assented to their demand that he should not nominate any person for election, but his answer to the second point was, as we understand it, that in case of a disputed election they should ask his permission before determining upon it. In 1447 the Cortes again protested against the interference of the King, but on this occasion, although accepting the general principle, the King reserved his right to take such action on his own initiative, if he thought it desirable. In 1462 again the Cortes at Toledo demanded

that the King, Henry IV., should not interfere in the elections, and that any person who produced royal Briefs for his election in any city, should be perpetually disqualified for holding any office or "procuración" in that city. The King replied that this was already provided for by the laws, especially those of Juan II.¹

This jealous insistence on the freedom of the elections by the Cortes is of great significance, as we have said, in showing that they were much concerned to vindicate their representative character, and the fact that the Crown was evidently from time to time attempting to control the elections, is significant of the continuing importance of the Cortes.

We have in an earlier chapter considered the functions and authority of the Cortes with reference to legislation, and in the last chapter we have dealt with their authority in taxation, but it must be carefully observed that the Cortes did not conceive of their function and authority as limited to finance and legislation, but claimed that they should be consulted on all the more important affairs of the Commonwealth.

There is an excellent illustration of this in the early part of the century. The Cortes in 1419 represented to the King, Juan II., that when his predecessors ordained anything new or of general importance for the kingdom, they were accustomed to call together the Cortes and to act with their advice, and not otherwise; they complained that this had not been done since his accession, and that this was contrary to custom and law and reason; and they therefore petitioned him that he should do this in the future. The King replied that he had always done this in important matters, and that he intended to do it in the future.²

In 1469 we have a statement by the Cortes as emphatic as that of 1419. They protested to Henry IV., against an alliance with England instead of with France, and represented themselves as aggrieved for several reasons, of which the first is important from our present point of view. They maintained

¹ For the Cortes of Valladolid in 1442, see Madrid, 1462.
² Id., iii, 10, 69 (Valladolid, 1447): "Otroso muy poderoso senhor, algunos en importunidad ganan cartas de vuestra senhoria de los que están cerca dello para que quando vuestra senhoria llama a Cortes y mande quelle enben procuradores, que enben a ellas, lo cual no se vuestra servicio y dello se podrian seguir algunos inconvenientes; supplicamos a vuestra senhoria que promes en ello, mandando quelle cartas no se den, e sy se dieren que sean obedecidas, mas no complidas.

A esto vos respondio que asi lo ha guardado y entiendo mandar guardar segundo que me lo suplicaste y pediste por meyced, salvo quando yo, non a petición de persones alguna mas de mi propio modo, entendiendo ser asy complidera a mi servicio, otra cosa no plegueria de mandar o disporer."
that according to the laws of the kingdom, when the kings had to deal with any matter of great importance, they ought not to do this without the counsel of the principal cities and “villas” of the kingdom, and they complained that the King had not observed this, but had acted without the knowledge of the greater part of the grandees, and of the cities and “villas.” It is true that the answer of the King was, as it seems to us, evasive; he only promised to consider their petition with his Council, and to take such action upon it as might seem best; but this dolematic statement of the Cortes of their claim to be consulted on all important matters, and their assertion that this was in accordance with the laws, remains very important.

We turn to the character of the representative system in France in the fifteenth century, but we must again notice that in considering this we must remember not only the States General, but also the Estates of the great Provinces. If we could take account of them we should recognise more clearly the importance of the representative system in France, for though the meetings of the States General in the fifteenth century were important, the meetings of the Provincial Estates were, as we should judge, much more frequent.

What were the matters with which they were concerned? We have already dealt with some of these, especially legislation and taxation, but we must observe that, besides these, they were concerned with all the important affairs of the kingdom. In the first part of this volume we have pointed out that the attitude of France to the great Schism in the Papacy was determined in some kind of great council of the kingdom.

1\footnote{Id., iii. 25, 29 (Ocaña, 1469): “La primera, porque segund leyes de vuestros reynos, quando los reyes han de hazer alguna cosa de gran importancia, no lo deuen hazer sin consejo e sabiduria delos qibdades e villas principales de vuestros reynos; lo qual en esto no guardó vuestra alteza, hablando nos otros con humill altaleza, hallando nos otros con humill reverencia, ca nunca cosas desto supieron la mayor parte dellos grandes de vuestros reynos, ni las principales qibdades e villas dellos... A esto vos repondo que yo entiendo deliberar sobre lo contenido en vuestra petition e platicar esto en mi consejo e hazer sobrello lo que se hallare que es mas complширlo a servicio de Dios e al pro e bien commun de mis reynos e sermonios.”}

It does not seem that we can call the Assembly, at which in 1408 it was determined that France should be neutral as between the rival claimants to the Papacy, a meeting of the States General, but it had at least something of the character of a National Assembly. The King speaks of the decision as being made after great and mature deliberation with the Princes of the Blood, the great Council and others, both clerical and lay.

We are on clearer ground when we observe that the Assembly summoned to meet in Paris in 1413 in the name of Charles VI., was composed of the Princes, Prelates, representatives of the University, and those of the good towns. The business of this Assembly was to deliberate on the great affairs of the kingdom, and especially on the reform of the Royal officials.

In the Treaty of Troyes by which in 1420 Charles VI. gave the actual administration, and the future succession to the French Crown to Henry V. of England, it was specially provided that the Treaty was to be confirmed by the oaths not only of the great Lords, but also by those of the Estates of the kingdom, spiritual and temporal, and the cities and communities of the kingdom. In another clause of the Treaty it was provided that Henry was to endeavour to secure that, by the advice and consent of the three Estates of the two kingdoms, the union of the crowns of England and France in one person should be perpetual. It was no doubt in accordance with these provisions of the Treaty that the Three Estates were called together in Paris in December of the same year. We have unfortunately only an incomplete account of the proceedings of these Assembly meetings.

2\footnote{Ordonnances,” vol. ii. p. 342.}


4\footnote{Recueil,” vol. viii. 695, 13, p. 636.}

5\footnote{Il est accordé que nos dit fils labourent par oeffet de son pouvoir, que de l’advis et consentement des Trois Estats desdiz royraumes, ostez les obstacles en cette partie, soit ordonné et pourveu que du temps que notre dit fils sera venue a la couronne de France, ou aucun de ses hoirs, les deux couronnes de France et d’Angleterre a toujours mais perpetuellement, demeurront ensemble, et seront en une meme personne.”}
ceedings in Juvenal des Ursins' "Histoire de Charles VI," 1 but if we could trust a document printed by Rymer in the "Foedera," whose source is unknown, we have an important statement of the composition and proceedings of the Estates. They are described as composed of the Bishops and Clergy, the "Procures," nobles, citizens, and burgesses. After the Chancellor had read the Treaty to them, and the King had declared that he had sworn to observe it, the Estates were adjourned for a few days, and on their reassembling they reported that they approved, accepted and authorised the Treaty and all its provisions. 2

To return to the legitimate government of France, we have a reference to a meeting of the States General at Chinon, in a letter of 1426. 3 We have already dealt with the very important meeting of the States General at Orleans in November 1439, and we need only point out again that it was with the advice of the Estates that Charles VII. created the new military organisation of France. 4

In April 1468, Louis XI. called together the States General to deal with a great constitutional question; that was—the demand of his brother Charles that the Duchy of Normandy should be separated from the Crown of France, and held by himself. The Three Estates agreed that it could not be thus separated, but must remain inseparably united and joined to the Crown. 5 It is also significant of the constitutional authority of the States General that on the same occasion, in view of the attacks made by the Duke of Brittany in Normandy,

2 Rymer, 'Foedera,' vol. x. p. 30: "Responderunt quod, quantum ad Pacem predictam, Ipsi eandem Pacem consentes et reputantes laudabiles, necessarium et utilem utriusque Regni et subditis eorum, ymo et toti christi-anitati, ipsam Pacem ac omnia et singular in eadem contenta, quantum in eis erat et velud ipsi tres Status dicti Regni, approbarunt, laudarunt, acceptarunt et auctoriserunt."
3 How far this document can be trusted is uncertain. It is possible that it represents an attempt in England to give the Treaty of Troyes a legal and constitutional character.)
4 'Ordonnances,' vol. xii. p. 140.
6 'Recueil,' vol. x. 114 (3), p. 553: "Quo in tant qu'il touche ladite duché di Normandie, elle ne doit et ne peut être séparé de la couronne en quelque manière que ce soit, mais y est et doit être et demeurer une, annexée et con-jointe inseparablement."
7 Masselin, "Dierium," pp. 66, 74, 76.

they gave the King authority to take such action as should be necessary to maintain the statutes and ordinances of the kingdom without waiting to call together the Estates. 1

It is, we think, evident that the States General in France were conceived of, not merely as a body which should sanction taxation, important though this was, but as, in some sense and degree, representing the whole community of the nation, whose approval and support it was desirable that the King should obtain in matters of great political importance. It is only with this in our mind that we can understand the constitutional attitude of the great States General of Tours which met in January 1484, on the accession of Charles VIII.

We have already dealt with some important questions which arose in the course of their meetings, and here, therefore, we only deal with some other of the most important of these. When the States General met, they conceived their function as being primarily to consider the abuses which had grown up during the last reigns, and secondly to consider and provide for the government of the country during the minority of the King.

The first they proceeded to deal with by arranging the Estates in six divisions, representing the six groups of provinces; each of these divisions was to prepare a statement of grievances and remedies. They then created a commission of six members of each division to prepare a general statement on this basis. We are not here concerned with the details of those statements, but it is important to observe that they covered almost the whole range of the government of the country, not only in matters of finance, but also of the administration of justice. 2

The question of the Council of Regency was the subject of protracted discussion. It is evident from Masselin's account that there was much difference of opinion among the members

1 Id. id. id. (9), p. 558: "Et des maintenent pour lors, et d'ores pour maintenant, toutes les fois que les-dits cas echechent, iceste des Estats ont accordé et consenti, accordent et con-sentiment que le roi, sans attendre autre ensemble ne congrogation des Estats, pourcource siéement ils ne se peuvent pas assembler, y puisse proceder à faire tous ce que ordre de droit et de justice, et les statuts et ordonnances du royaume le portent."
2 Masselin, 'Dierium,' pp. 66, 74, 76.
of the States General, some maintaining that it was for them to appoint the Council, for the care of the State had now (in the King's minority) come to them, while others maintained that the appointment of the Council belonged to the Princes of the Blood. The final result seems to have been that the Estates did not maintain the right to appoint the Council of Regency, but they requested the King and his Council to add to it twelve persons, to be chosen from the six divisions of the Estates.

It is no doubt probably true that behind the controversy in the Estates about the composition of the Council of Regency, we can see the influence of different factions among the Princes and great nobles, but we are not attempting to write the history of the times.

We turn again to Commines and to his attitude to the States General. His opinions have a special value, not only because he was a man of great experience in political and diplomatic affairs, but because he was a great servant of the French Crown, and cannot be suspected of any desire to depreciate its authority. We have in the last chapter cited his important statements about taxation, but these are only incidental to his treatment of the importance of reasonable relations between the King and his subjects. It is not only with reference to taxation that he thinks that the King should act with the consent of his subjects. After the general condemnation of the attempts of kings to impose taxes upon their subjects without their consent, as being mere tyranny, which we have cited, he continues, that even in the case of the King, as being a useful and normal part of the political society, necessary for taxation, and its consultation by the King, as being a useful and normal part of the organisation of a political society, necessary for taxation, and desirable for the effectiveness of public action.

We do not need to discuss in detail the character of the representative Assembly of the Empire, for it is clear that the Emperor was the head of a political body which was tending to become a federal system rather than a unified monarchy, and that the final authority in this system belonged rather to the Diet than to the Emperor.

It is, however, important to observe the terms in which the Diet is described by Nicolas of Cusa. The Council of the Empire, he says, consists of the Emperor, the principal Rulers obviously referring to the Estates when he speaks of the assembly, and a little later on he speaks of them with special reference to the States General of Tours in 1484. He describes contemptuously certain persons who spoke of this assembly as dangerous, and denounced it as being treason (leze majesté) to speak of calling together the Estates, and argued that this would diminish the authority of the King; such persons, he says, were really guilty of a crime against God and the King; they were men who held some undeserved authority, and talked thus foolishly, because they were afraid of the great assemblies, and feared that they would be known for what they were, and be censured. It is clear that Commines looked upon the States General, that is, the meeting of the representatives of the community, and its consultation by the King, as being a useful and normal part of the organisation of a political society, necessary for taxation, and desirable for the effectiveness of public action.

1 Id. id., p. 143: "Et pour parler de l'assemblerie de la bonté des Français, ne faut alleguer pour nostre temps que les Trois Etsas tendus à Tours, après le décès de notre bon Maistre le Roy Louis XI. (à qui Dieu fasse pardon) qui fut l'an mil, quatre cents, quatrovingts et trois.

L'on pouvoit estimer lors que cette assemblée estoit dangereux, et disoient quelques uns de petite condition et de petite vertu, et ont dit plusieurs fois depuis, que l'est crim me de leze Majesté, que de parler d'assembler Etsas, et que c'est pour diminuer l'autorité du roi: et sont ceux qui commettent ce crime envers Dieu et le Roy, et la chose publique : mais servent ces paroles, et servent à ceux qui sont en autorité et crédit, sans en rien l'avoir mérité, et qui ne sont pointes propices d'y être, et n'ont aucunement que de fleureter en l'oreille, et parler de choses de peu de valeur; et craignent les grandes assembles, de peur qu'ils ne soient congeux, ou que leurs œuvres ne soient blâmées."

2 Id. id., p. 148.
3 Id. id., p. 702, 3.

4 Commines, 'Mémoires,' v. 19, p. 141: "On pourroit responder qu'il y a de causons qu'il ne faut pas attendre l'assemblerie, et que la chose seroit trop longue, à commencer la guerre et à l'entreprendre. Non saut point haster, et que vous dites que les Roys et Princes en sont trop plus forz, quand ilz entrepr verde du conseil de leurs sujets, et en sont plus craignza de leurs onzemia."

5 Commines looked upon the States General, that is, the meeting of the representatives of the community, and its consultation by the King, as being a useful and normal part of the organisation of a political society, necessary for taxation, and desirable for the effectiveness of public action.
We do not discuss the development of the representative system in the fifteenth century in England, for this has been done by the great historians, but it is worth while to put beside Nicolas of Cusa and Commines, some of those passages which we have already cited in which Sir John Fortescue describes this, and also some observations on what he understood to have been its history in France.

He deals with it first in his treatise on the Law of Nature, where he treats the English constitutional system as embodying the "dominium politicum et regale," for no laws can be made, nor taxes imposed without the consent of the Three Estates of the Kingdom, while on the other hand the subjects could not make laws without the authority of the King. He deals with it again in the treatise, 'De Laudibus Legis Angliae,' where he points out that the laws of England do not proceed from the mere will of the King, for laws which are made by the Prince alone might often be directed to his private advantage and turn to the injury of his subjects, while the laws of England are made by the wisdom and prudence of more than three hundred elected men, that is by the assent of the whole kingdom, and for the good of the people.

In his 'Government of England' Fortescue contrasts the unhappy condition of the French people under a "Dominium Regale" with that of the English under a "Dominiun Politi- cum et Regale," as he had done in his 'De Laudibus Legis Angliae,' but he also says that though the French King now reigned "Dominiun Regali," this had not always been so, for neither St Louis nor his ancestors imposed taxes on the people without the assent of the Three Estates, which were like the Parliament in England, and this had continued till the time of the wars of England against France.

We have, we think, said enough to justify our own conclusion that that representative system whose beginnings in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries we have traced in the last volume, and whose continued importance in the fourteenth century we have illustrated in the first part of this volume, continued to be a normal part of the political civilisation of Western Europe in the fifteenth century. As we have often said, we are not writing a constitutional history of Europe, and we are only concerned with the representative system as illustrating the conception that political authority was understood to be the authority of the community, primarily indeed through the law which was the expression and the form of its life, but secondarily and in these later centuries especially, as embodied in the Assemblies, Estates, or Parliaments which were accepted as representing the whole community.

We have examined the political and legal literature of the fifteenth century, and we have compared it with the constitutional practice especially of Spain and France, and we think that it is clear that there is little trace of the development of any political conceptions which were different from those of the fourteenth century, or of the Middle Ages. It seems to us evident that the political thought of the time was still dominated by the conception of the supremacy of law and custom, that is, if we use the rather unhappy terms of some moderns, it was not the Prince, but the Law, which was conceived of as sovereign.

The Prince was indeed thought of as august, and was treated with profound deference and respect, but he was not absolute, and his authority was derived from the community. His authority was limited and even terminable if he violated the laws and liberties of the community.

It is true that when we turn from the general political literature to the Civilians we find that they generally represented another mode of thought, and we have come across a few statements of the theory of "Divine Right," in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, but there is very little evidence that these absolutist theories had any appreciable influence on the general character of the political ideas of the fifteenth century.

We have so far considered the character of the political theory of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and its relation to the actual constitutional conditions of some of the greater European countries. We have now to examine the question how far, and in what respects, we can trace the appearance and development of any new and important political conceptions in the sixteenth century. We have to consider how far the great political and religious movements of the century, or that great but indefinable movement which we call the Renaissance, may have brought with them new conceptions of the nature and principles of political society and authority. If, however, we are to approach the subject seriously, we must begin by putting aside all preconceptions and must not allow our judgment to be swayed by any traditional notions, or assume that those great movements were or were not important in the development of political ideas or principles.

We have a work of the early years of the sixteenth century which is of the highest importance both as representing the experience of the past and as anticipating future developments. This is the work entitled "La Grant Monarchie de
France,' which was written in the first quarter of the century by Claude de Seyssel, the Archbishop of Turin, who, though a noble of Savoy, had been for many years, from 1497 to 1517, in the service of the French Crown, under Louis XII. It is the work, therefore, of a man who had a large practical political experience, and though it may be described as a work of political theory, it is rather of the nature of the recorded observations of a practical statesman on what he had seen.

This is indeed a remarkable work, both for its shrewd and penetrating observation of the actual character of the political system, and for the sharp contrast it presents to the work of another important French writer, of the latter part of the century, that is the ‘De la République’ of Jean Bodin, first published in 1576. We shall have much to say about this in a later chapter, but we may at once contrast Bodin’s dogmatic and abstract conception of the nature of the political authority, which he calls ‘Majestas,’ which we should call Sovereignty, with the cautious and tentative conception of de Seyssel, that in the actual fact of human experience, political authority is conditioned and limited by forces, sometimes intangible, but none the less real.

At the outset of the work de Seyssel says that the French monarchy was the best of all monarchies, because it was neither completely absolute, nor too much restrained; it was regulated and restrained by good laws, ordinances, and customs which were so firmly established that they could scarcely be broken. The absolute power of the kings of France was regulated by three restraints (freins), Religion, Justice, and what de Seyssel calls ‘la police.’ 1 In a later passage he says that it is by these ‘freins’ that the absolute power of the monarch, which is called tyrannical when it is exercised

---

1 De Seyssel, ‘Grant Monarchie de France,’ i. 8: ‘Et neanmoins demeure toujours la dignité et autorité royale en son entier, non pas totalmente absolu, ne aussy restraine par tropt : mais regle et refrenee par bonnes lois, ordonnances et constantes, lesquelles sont establies de telle sorte que a peine se peuvent rompre et adnichier, iacot que, en quelque temps et en quelque endroit, il y advene quelque infraction et violence. Et pour parler desdits freins par lesquels la puissance absolu des rois de France est regle, jen trouve trois principaux. Le premier est la religion, le second la justice, et le tiers, la police.’

---

against reason, is reduced to ‘civilité,’ and if he sets aside these limits, and follows his uncontrolled will, he is held to be an evil tyrant, cruel and intolerable, and earns the hatred of God and of his subjects. 1

We must consider these ‘freins’ a little more closely. About Religion he does not say much which is of importance for our present subject except that the people would hate the king if he were notoriously irreligious, and would hardly obey him. 2 Of the second, ‘la justice,’ he has much to say which is of the greatest importance. This, he says, was more highly developed in France than in any other part of the world, under the form of the ‘Parlements’ which had been created chiefly for the purpose of restraining the absolute power which the king might desire to exercise. In respect of distributive justice the kings had always been subject to this, so that in civil matters every man could obtain justice against them, just as much as against other subjects, and the king’s letters and rescripts are subject to the judgment of the ‘Parlements.’ In regard to criminal matters the kings’ ‘graces et remissions’ are subject to such discussion in these courts, that few would venture to do evil in hope of them. 3

---

1 Id., ii. 6: ‘Et preemièrement touchant les troys freins dont jay parle desus par lesquels la puissance absolu du prince et monarque, laquelle est appelée tyrannique, quant l’on en use contre raison, est refree et reduite a civilité. . . . Et par le contraire, des qu’il se desnuyse desdits troys limites et veult user de volonté disordonnee, il est tenu et requit mauvais tyrant et cruel et intolerable, dont il acquiert la hayne de Dieu et de ses subjectz.’

2 Id., i. 9.

3 Id., i. 10: ‘Le second frein est la justice, laquelle sans point de difficulé est plus autoriée en France que en nul autre part du monde que lon sache, de maneuvre a cause des parlements qui ont este instituez parlez de ces causes et a cause fin, de refree la puissance absolu dont vouldroyent user les rois. Et si furent des lois commencement establies de si grands personages en tel nombre et avec tel puissance et pouvoir que les rois y ont, quant à la justice distributive, toujours estoient sujetz; tellement que lon a justice et raison à l’encontre deulx, aussi bien que à l’encontre des sujetz de matieres civiles. Et entre les parties privées leur autorité ne peut prejudicier au droit d’autrui. Ains sont leurs lettres et rescripts subjectz au jugement desdits parlements en tel cas: non pas touchant abréption et suppression seulement, comme celles des autres provinces selon les lois Roumaines, mais touchant la civilité et incivilité. Et quant aux matières criminelles leurs graces et remissions y sont tellement deditus et ceux qui les obtiengnot mis à telle discussion que peu se
And then, lest it should be imagined that judges are after all under the king's control, he adds that their office was not temporary but perpetual, and that the king could not remove them "sinon par forfaiture," and that judgment upon them belonged to the courts themselves. And thus, the judges, knowing that they could not be removed, except for a definite fault, can give themselves with more confidence to the administration of justice, or are inexcusable if they do not do so. The significance of this will be obvious to all who remember the importance of the principle of the medieval constitutional system of the supremacy of the law and the courts over the prince.

We must turn to de Seyssel's treatment of the third "frein" upon the royal authority in France, that is, "la police." It is difficult to define in precise terms what he means by this, but it would appear that he uses it to describe the system and order of the State (probably as equivalent to "Politia"). He describes, as belonging to it, first the laws and ordinances which had been made by the kings themselves, and confirmed from time to time, and which tend to the preservation of the kingdom. These had been observed for so long a time that the princes did not attempt to "derogue" from them; if they did, they would not be obeyed. He returns to the subject found of gens qui souls esperance ne confiance de cele, ootent faire chose mal faite et sur tont est exorable." 1

We must turn to de Seyssel's treatment of the third "frein" upon the royal authority in France, that is, "la police." There are, he says, three estates in the kingdom besides that of the Church—the nobles, the middle classes (le peuple gras), and the lower classes (le peuple menu), and each of these has its own "preheminences" according to its quality, and these must be carefully preserved. 2

In the second book of the treatise he goes on to say that the king should take counsel, and he describes the Great Council, which he distinguishes from the ordinary Council. The Great Council is composed of the good and notable men of the kingdom; and then, lest it should be imagined that judges are after all under the king's control, he adds that their office was not temporary but perpetual, and that the king could not remove them "sinon par forfaiture," and that judgment upon them belonged to the courts themselves. And thus, the judges, knowing that they could not be removed, except for a definite fault, can give themselves with more confidence to the administration of justice, or are inexcusable if they do not do so. 1

The significance of this will be obvious to all who remember the importance of the principle of the medieval constitutional system of the supremacy of the law and the courts over the prince. 2

We must turn to de Seyssel's treatment of the third "frein" upon the royal authority in France, that is, "la police." There are, he says, three estates in the kingdom besides that of the Church—the nobles, the middle classes (le peuple gras), and the lower classes (le peuple menu), and each of these has its own "preheminences" according to its quality, and these must be carefully preserved. 2

1 Id., i. 17: "Quant au tiers point de la police, portant que tout ce que je diray, ce apres depend donc, nen diray sur ce propos autre chose que ce roy et monarque connoissant que par le moy de bons ordonnances et lois contre lesquelles tendent, que le roy et monarque connoissant que par le moy de bons ordonnances et lois contre lesquelles tendent, que le roy et monarque connoissant que par le moy de bons ordonnances et lois contre lesquelles tendent, que le roy et monarque connoissant que par le moy de bons ordonnances et lois contre lesquelles tendent, que le roy et monarque connoissant que par le moy de bons ordonnances et lois contre lesquelles tendent.

2 Id., ii. 6: "Le tiers frein est celui de la police. C'est à savoir de plusieurs ordonnances qui ont estes faites par les rois, mèmes, et aussi conseçues, et aprés confirmées, et aprés confir".

3 Cf. esp. vol. iii., part i, chap. 4.

4 Id., i. 13: "Il va auvoir a ung autre ordre et une autre forme de vivre en ce royaume tendant a cette maniere, que mout sait faire a huer et entretenir pour l'union et accord de tous les Estats diceluy. Car ilz ont estes si bien introduits et continue que a grant peine peut venir le royaulme en grande decadence tant qu'ils seront bien entretenus, pour autant que ung cheuc d'estats a ses droites et preheminences selon sa qualité, et a poine peut l'ung opprimer l'autre, ne tous trois ensemble conserver contre le chef et monarque, et en ces trois estats le ne comprends point celui de l'Eglise dont je parlera après. Ains les prins ainsy que lapris d'aucuns autres pays. C'est a savoir la noblesse, le peuple moyen que l'on peut appeler le peuple gras, et le peuple menu.

Cf. ii. 17.
of the various estates, both secular and ecclesiastical, the
Princes of the Blood, the Bishops, the chief officers, and,
if the business is important, the Presidents of the Sovereign
Courts (Parlemens), the principal counsellors of those courts,
and other wise and experienced parsons. This is not a body
which should be called together frequently, but only when
there are some grave and important matters to consider,
such as the declaration of war, the making of laws and ordin-
ances for the whole kingdom, and other like matters. He
adds, a little grudgingly apparently, that it is
adds, a little grudgingly apparently, that it is

It will be observed that this can hardly be described as
the "States General," it is more of the nature of an Assembly
of Notables, and it is evident that de Scysell had no great
importance, for it expresses the judgment of an
experienced officer of the French Crown on the nature of what
we should call the constitutional system of France. It is

It is interesting and important to observe that the most
famous political writer of the sixteenth century, that is,
Machiavelli, made some observations on the government
of France, which correspond in important points with the
opinion of de Scysell. In one place in his Discourses
on Livy, he contends that when a people knows that the
prince will not on any account violate the law, they will live
secure and contented, and he gives as an example the kingdom
of France which lives in security because the kings were bound
by many laws which formed the security of all their people.

In another place he points out the good effects in France of
this; that kingdom lived more completely under law than
any other, for their laws were maintained by the Parlements,
and especially by that of Paris, which would deliver judgment
even against the king.

1 Id., ii. 5: "Tout ainsi je dis que le roya doit les gens et communs
affaires du royaume communiquer a un grand conseil assemblee de bons et
notables personages de diverses parties tant d eglise que seculiers, et tant de
robes longue que de robe courte. C'est a savoir ceux qui sont qualises
a cause de leur degr, estat, ou office, comme sont en France les Princes du
saug, les ecuves, les chefs d'office, les
chambellans, les maistres des requêtes
et maistres d'hôtel qui se trouvent en
Court. Et encore selon l'importance des
affaires y doit on appeler des
presidions des courts souveraines et
principaux consilicule dicelles, des
prelats absents, et autres notables
personages que l'on sait estre sages et
experiences. Mais cela de con-
voquer les personages absents ne se
fait ne doit faire guerres souvent
pour éviter confusion et despense.
Ains tant seulement qu'il occour
quelle chose qui n'advenit pas souvent
et est de grande consequence a toute
le royaume, comme d'entreprendre une
guerre et conqueste nouvelle. De
faire loix et ordonnances generales
correspondant the justice ou la police
universelle du royaume, et autres cas
semblables, aux quels cas il est quelque
foys expedient d'appeller quelque
petit nombre de gens des cités et
villes capitale du royaume. Et en ceci n'est
pas appelle conseil ordinaire. Ains
est une assemblé casuelle. Laquelle
comme dicte est ne se doit faire sinon
quant les cas le requierent."

1 Macchiaveil, 'Discorsi Super la
prima Decade di Tito Livio,' i. 16:
"E quando un principe faccia questa,
e che il popolo vegga che per accidente
nessuno di loro apprezza tali leggi, comin-
cern in breve tempo a vivere sicuro e
contento. In breve esso e il Regno
Francia, il quale non vive sicuro per
altro che per essersi quelli Re obbligati
ad infinito leggi nelle quali si com-
prenda la sicurtà di tutti i suoi popoli."

1 Id., lit. i: "Hanno ancora i regni
bisogno di rinnovarsi e ridurre le
loggi di quelli verso il suo principio.
E si vede quanto hanno effetto fa
questa parte nel regno di Francia, il
quale regno viva sotto le leggi e sotto
gli ordin privi che alcuni altrui e
Delle quali leggi e ordin ne sono
mantenitori i Parlamenti, e massime
qua di Pari: le quali sono da lui
rinnovato qualunque volta, e fa una
esclusione contra ad un principio
di quel regno, e che c'è condanna Re
nelle sue sentenze."
These conceptions of the nature of the French monarchy may seem at first sight rather strange; they do not correspond with the impressions of Sir John Fortescue, as we have seen, but after all de Seyssel was in a better position to judge the real nature of that government than an observer in England, however intelligent he might be.

It is clear that in the judgment of de Seyssel the French monarchy was a monarchy limited by law and custom. We shall have to consider the development of the theory of an unlimited monarchy, so far as it is to be found in the sixteenth century, but it is clear that it was unknown to de Seyssel.

CHAPTER II.

THE SOURCE AND AUTHORITY OF LAW.

We have, in the last chapter, drawn attention to the work of de Seyssel, because it seems to us important as representing the judgment of a man of affairs, an experienced official of the French Crown, on the real nature of the government. Our task is, however, to examine the political theory which lay behind the actual institutions of European society, and we must therefore turn to a more detailed examination of the various aspects of this.

We must begin with an examination of the theory of the nature, the source, and the authority of law. As we have often said, and we are convinced that it is a right judgment, the supreme authority in the Medieval State was the Law, not the prince, and as we have seen in the earlier parts of this volume, this continued to be the normal judgment of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries; we must now consider whether this continued in the sixteenth century, or how far it gave place to that theory of the supremacy of the monarch which became common in continental Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

We have not found, in the literature of the earlier part of the century, very much discussion of the nature of law in general, but there is enough to indicate its general character, and to illustrate the continuance of the tradition of St Thomas Aquinas. We find examples of this in the work of an eminent English Jurist, St Germans, writing about 1539, in that of the Dominican Professor of Salamanca, Soto, who had been the confessor of Charles V. and in that of Calvin.
St Germans' work is in the form of a dialogue between a Doctor of Civil Law and a Student of English Law, and he begins with a brief statement by the Doctor on the first and general principles of all law. The Eternal Law, he says, is nothing else but the supreme reason of the Divine Wisdom, by which God wills that all things should be moved and directed to their good and proper end.

God reveals the Eternal Law to the rational creature in three ways: first, by the light of the natural understanding; secondly, by Divine Revelation; and thirdly, by the reason in the prince or other ruler, who has power to impose law upon his subjects. The "Lex Naturae" is that which belongs to the rational human being; the "Lex Divina" directs men to eternal felicity; while the "Lex Rationis" directs men to felicity in this life. The "Lex Humana," in order to be just, requires two things in the legislator: "prudence," that he may direct the community in accordance with right practical reason; and authority, for he must have authority to make law. The Lex Humana will be called just, "ex fine," when it is directed to the common good, "ex authore" when it does not go beyond the authority of him who made it, "ex forma" when it imposes burdens on the subjects in due proportion to the end of the common good, for if these burdens are unequally imposed upon the multitude, the law, even if it is directed to the common good, will not be binding upon men's consciences. He adds finally, that, as Aristotle had said, it is better that all men should be ruled by a certain and positive law, than that the judgment should be left to man's will.  

1 Christopher St Germans, 'Dialogus de Fundamento legum Angliae,' cap. 1 (folio 1). "Doctor. Lex eterna nihil aliud est, quam ipsa summis ratio gubernatorum rerum in Deo, sive illa communis Divinae Sapientiae, quae voluit Deus omnium a se commuta moveret et dirigere ad bonum et debitum finem."  

Id. id. fol. 1n. "Tribus igitur modis revelat Deus hanc legem etiam et notam facti eam creaturae rationalem. Primo modo, per hominem naturalem intellectum, secundo per revelationem divinam, tertio per rationem in principi suave in alio quoccumque secundum gubernator, qui habet potestatem legem imponere subditi sum."  

Id id. cap. 1 (fol iv). "Lex vero naturae specialiter considerata respectium ad creaturae rationalem humanam ad imaginem Dei creatum, quae a quibusdam etiam doctori Jus Gentium."  

Id id. fol. vl. "Lex divina de proprieque et de ordinis ad feodatatem etiam, ex ratione vero, ad felicitatem hujus vitae."  

Id. cap. iv. fol. xi. "Et ut lex humana sit justa requiratur in legislatore suo, quod prudentia et auctoritas. Prudentia, ut secundum rationem rectam rationem praecipuum dictet quando communicatum sit pro commune... Auctoritas, ut secutur habeat auctoritatem legis condendae quae dicitur lex a ligando."  

Id id. fol. xii. "Doctor igitur lex humana justa, ex fine, ex authore et ex forma. Ex fine quando ordinatur ad bonum commune. Ex authore quando non excidit auctoritatem auctoritatem. Ex forma quando secundum proportionem imponuntur subditi suorum in ordinem ad bonum commune: et a opera inequitatis imponuntur multitudo, hoc ordinatur ad bonum commune, in foro conscientiae non legit."  

Id id. fol. xi. "Dicit igitur philosophus in secundo Ethicorum: quod melius est omnes ordiner leges certa et positiva quam dumtaxat judicium arbitrio, propriis tuis."  

1 Soto, 'De Justitia et Jure,' t. 3, 2. "Et ut lex eterna in Deo nihil aliud sit quam sempiterna ratio sive sequente, quam mundi univeritates regit."  

Id. id. t. 4, 1. "Ad primum igitur argumentum respondet, quod eterna leges gubernemur etiam per naturam, quae participatur illis est... Quam, vero... in lex naturalis in nobis, propter fructum institutum, leges rationem habet, quod rationem nos duciamur, illa vero per imperium forno secus agitur."  

Id id. t. 5, 3 (p 40). "Itaque jus naturale ab eaque utra ratioconstruam scriptum est in mentibus nostris: jus autem gentium naturalis ratione cognitionem aequo hominum conventu et longo constato unde elecltur, jus autem civile arbitratum hominum in unum concilium conciliatur."  

Of in. 1, 2.  

Id. id. 1, 3. "Leges condere non cuncte, sed rupibus est,
The general correspondence of these principles of St Germans and of Soto with these of St Thomas Aquinas is obvious. The terms in which Calvin states his general conception of law are not formally the same, but it appears to us that they are not substantially very different. The Moral Law which is the true and eternal rule of justice is binding upon men in all places and times, who desire to order their lives by the will of God. Subject to this, every nation is at liberty to establish laws for itself, as it finds best; they may vary in form, but they must have the same principle (ratio). This, he says, will be done if we will distinguish between law and equity (aequitas) upon which law depends. Equity, because it is natural, is the same among all men; constitutions (i.e., positive laws), because they are determined at least in part by particular circumstances, may well differ, so long as they are directed to the same end, of equity. The Moral Law of God is nothing else than the testimony of Natural Law, and the whole principle of equity is contained in it.

1 Cf. vol. v. pp. 36-44.
2 Calvin, 'Institutio,' iv. 29, 15 (p. 555): "Lex itaque moralis (ut inde primum incipiam) quorum duobus capitisbus continetur, quorum alterum pura Deum fide et iosepta color, alterum synagoga hominum devotione complexi simplicitier jubet: vera est justicia regula, gentium omnium ac temporum hominibus prescripta, qui ad Dei voluntatem vitam suam componere volunt. Sicquidem haece eterna est et immutabilis ejus voluntas, ut a nobis ipse quidem omnibus colatur; nos vero mutuo inter nos obligamus..."
3 Quosdi verum est, liberram certa singulis gentibus relicta est condenda, quas ibi conduciere possidere leges, quae in eadem perpetuum loam chartatia regulam exiguntur, ut forma. quidem variet, rationem habent eandem.
4 Id. id. id.: "Id quod dixi planum fiet, si in legibus omnibus duae haec, ut decet, intuemur, legis constitutiones et aequitatem, quae ratione constitutio ipsa fundata est in nitidum. Aequitas, quae naturalis est, non nisi una omnium esse potest, ideo ut legibus omnibus, pro negotii generis, eodem proposita esse debet."
5 Constitutiones, quae circumstantiis aliqua habent, a quibus pro parte pendente, modo in eadem aequitate scopum omnem pariter intendat, diversas esse nihil obst. Jam, quam Dei legem, quam moralem vocamus, constat non alius esse quam naturalis legem testimonium, et ejus conscientiae, quae hominum anima in Deo insculpta est, tota hujus, de qua haece leguminar, aequitatis ratio in ipsa prescripta est. Proinde sola ipse legum omnium et scopus et regula et terminus sit oportet. Ad eam regulam quaseunque formatum esse solitum, quae in eum scopum directas, quae eo termino limitat, non est cur a nobis imposita, uteaque a leges Judicae, vel inter se ipse alius different..."
6 "Cortes of Castile and Leon," vol. iv. Toledo, 1480. Preface: "E nos conociendo que estos casos ocurren a presente en que eae necesario y provechoso probar de remedio por leyes nuevamente fechos, ahi por executar las pasadas, como para proveer et remediar los nuevos casos, accordamos de enbar mandar a las ciudades y villas de nuestros reynos que almar Procuradores de Cortes en nombre de todos nuestros reynos, que enbassen los dichos procuradores de Cortes asi para jurar al príncipe nuestro fijo primogenito heredero destos reynos, como para internder con ellos e platicar e proveer en las otras cosas que saran necessearias de se proveer por loyas para la buena gobernacion destos dichos reynos."

We must turn to the consideration of the Positive Law of the State or Commonwealth, and we begin by discussing the conception of the nature of this, as it appears in the proceedings of the Cortes of Castile and Leon, in the years of the fifteenth century and the first part of the sixteenth. The Introduction, or Preface, to the proceedings of the Cortes, called by Ferdinand and Isabella at Toledo in 1480, seems to us to set out very clearly the recognised principles of the method of legislation. The Sovereigns, it says, have found it necessary to provide for the circumstances of the time, by making new laws, as well as by securing the execution of the old ones, and they have therefore summoned the "procuradores" of the cities and "villas" of their kingdoms, not only to take the oath to their eldest son, but to provide by legislation for the good government of the kingdoms. The "procuradores" have presented various petitions, and in accordance with these petitions Ferdinand and Isabella, with the consent of their Council, order and establish the laws which follow.

This seems to us to be a very clear recognition of the
necessary of consulting the Cortes before legislation and a statement of the normal method of such legislation.

In the proceedings of the Cortes, which met at Valladolid in 1506, under Queen Juana, we have an explicit statement of the same principle. The Cortes maintained that the former kings had laid it down that when new laws had to be made, the Cortes should be summoned, and it was then established by law that no laws could be made or revoked except in Cortes, and they therefore petition that from henceforth this rule should be kept. They complain that many "Pragmatics" had been issued without this process, by which the kingdoms felt themselves aggrieved, and ask that these should be revised and the grievance removed. The Queen assented to the petition. This statement of the proper method of legislation is not only important in itself, but as affirming that this was traditional and legal.

With this we may compare a clause in the proceedings of the Cortes of Valladolid in 1523, in the reign of the Emperor Charles V. This provides that the answers made by the King (Charles V.) to the petitions of the Cortes were to be registered (yncorparados) and observed and executed as laws made and promulgated in Cortes. And again we may compare a petition made by the Cortes of Madrid in 1534, and

1 Id., vol. iv., Valladolid, 1506, 6: "Y por esto los reyes establecieron que, quando diese de hazar leyes, para que fueren provechosa a sus reynos a cada provincia fuese bien probado, se llamassen Cortes e Procuradores e entendiesen suelos, y por esto se establecio ley, que no se episcopen, ni revocassen, leys ay no in Cortes: suplican a vuestras Altezas que agora e de qui adelante se guardia e faga asy, e quando leys se obisuen de hazar, mandan llamar sus reynos e procuradores dellos, porque para las tales leys saran dellos muy mas ynmamados, y vuestros reynos justo e derechoamente proveydas; e porque fuera desta horden, se en fecie muchas pramaticas, de que estos vuestros reynos, se

ayuten por agrabiados, mando que aquellas escan rebiestas e proee e remedian los agravios quelas tales pramaticas tienen. R. (reply) Que quando fuere necesario, su alteza lo mandara proveyder de maoma que se de acuerdo dello."  

2 Id., Valladolid, 1523 (p. 402): "Porque vos mandamos a todos e a cada uno de vos, segundo dicho es, que veys las respuestas que por nos alias dichas peticiones e capitulos fueron dadas, que de suso van yncorparadas, y las gardeyas e empeys e executyes, e bajays guardare e cumplir e executar en todo o por todo, segundo e como le suso se contiene, como nuestras leys e pramaticas sanacion por vos hechias, y promulgadas in Cortes."

1 Id., Madrid, 1634: "I. Primera mente suplicamos a vuestra majestad que de todos los capitulos proveydos en las Cortes pasados, y deles que en estas se proveyeren, se hayen leyes, juntandolas en un volumen, con las leyes del Ordinamiento emendado y corregido... y que cada ciudad e villa tenga un libro, y el regimen tenga especial cuidado de hazer guardar las leyes del..."

R. A esto vos responedemos que ya andamos todo e irrevocable, y nombra personas que conviene para efectuar lo en vuestra suplicacion contenidio."

2 Id., Valladolid, 1518: "(23) Otroay, suplican a vuestra Alteza mando revocar e revoke quales quier cartas e cedulas de suspensyon que estan dadas, aney por los reyes Catholicos vuestros abuelos, y de aqui adelante non se de, por el prejuzyo que dellos siguen alas partes."

Id., Valladolid, 1634 (p. 573) (22): "Otrosi, suplicamos a vuestra alteza mando revocar qualesquier cartas e cedulas de suspensiones de playtos que estan dadas aney por vuestra alteza como por los Reyes Catholicos, pues es donero justicia y habilidad alas partes en prejuzyo de su derecho."

R. A esto vos respondemos que no se don suspenzyones de aqui adelanto, y mandamos que las dadas sean en su partes, e de ningundo efecto."

Id., Madrid, 1534 (p. 373): "(23) Otroay, porque acaceso dar cedulas para que los oydores eien relacion de algun playto que ante ellos pende, diciendo que la parte se quiesca que no los pertiene ni conocimiento, y entretanto se los manda sobresecer, e
When we turn from Castile to England it is obviously unnecessary to illustrate in detail the normal methods of legislation. We have, however, a very important discussion of the subject in that most interesting treatise on English Law by Christopher St Germans, to which we have already referred in dealing with the theory of the nature of law in general.

This treatise is in the form of a dialogue between the "Doctor," that is, the Civilian, and the "Student," or representative of English Law, who gives an account of the nature of this. He enumerates the six foundations of English Law—the Law of Reason, the General Customs of the Country, certain "Principia" which are called "Maxima," certain particular Customs, and, finally, the Statutes made by the Common Council of the Kingdom, that is, the Parliament.1

One of the most important aspects of St Germans' work is his treatment of law as custom, for he includes under this not only the general customs of the country and the particular customs of different localities, but also the "Maxims" of the courts, for he says of these that they might be reckoned among the general customs of the kingdom—their sole authority was ancient usage.2

He defines the general customs as being those which from ancient times had been used by the king and his councillors, and had been accepted and approved by their subjects. These are neither contrary to the Divine Law, nor to Reason, and as they are considered to be necessary for the common good of the kingdom, they have the force of law, and it is these which are properly called the common law (Lex Com-

1 Id. id., cap. viii. (fol. 21): "Tertium fundamentum legis Angliae habetur ex diversis consuetudinibus generalibus per totum regnum Angliae ex antiquo tempore usitatis, per dominium regem et progenitores suos, et eorum subditis, acceptis et approbatis. Et quis consuetudines illae nec contra legem divinam, nec contra rationem in aliquo existunt, et pro bono communi tenuis regni, ex eorum dissipatse consultare foresee necessaria, viam legis remiut. Et haec sint illae consuetudines quae proprio dicuntur lex communis. Et semper determinari oportet per judices utrum sit talis lex sive consuetudo generalis, ut pretenditur vel non, et non per patriam. Et ex ipsis consuetudinibus generalibus et alius principiis sive maximis legis Angliae de quibus inferius dicitur, dependit maxima per legis Angliae. Et ideo Dominus rex in coronatione suas, inter alia, sacramentum praemiat speciale quod omnes consuetudines regni sibiinter observet."

2 Id. id., cap. ix. (fol. 32): "Quintum fundamentum legis Angliae stat diversius consuetudinibus particularibus in diversa patria, villis, dominis et civilibus regni usitatibus; quæ quidem consuetudinibus particulares, quæ non sunt contra rationem, neque contra legem divinam, liet predicta generalibus consuetudinis sive maximis legis contrariarum, tamen viam legis retinet. Sed si dubium insurgat; inter partes in Curia Regis, utrum tali sit consentudo particularis, vel non, non debet semper determinari per judices utrum sit talia consentudo vel non, ut de predictis consuetudinibus generalibus sive maximis superius dictis fieri debet, nisi in paucis consuetudinis particularibus simpliciter ex recordo in Curia Regis consilia et approbatio, et debet trauri per patriam."
except by Parliament. And it is equally important to notice that he maintains that it was by the custom of the kingdom that no one could be judged except by the “lex terrae.” This custom was confirmed (not made) by Magna Carta. 

Finally, St Germans states the sixth foundation of English law as consisting of various statutes made by the king and his ministers, the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and the “Communitas” of the whole kingdom in Parliament, when the Law of Reason and the Law of Customs and Maxims are not sufficient.

St Germans’ treatment of English law is then highly important for several reasons. He has the same conception as Bracton that law is not primarily an enactment, but a law of Reason and the Law of Customs and Maxims are important for several reasons. He has the same conception as this tantae solum terra.

When we turn to France, the evidence is more complicated, especially for the reason that in France we must always take account of the Provincial Estates as well as of the States General.

We may at once notice some references to the customs and constitutions of the great provinces. In the Letters Patent, issued in 1498 by Louis XII. on the occasion of his marriage with Anne of Brittany, he confirms the rights and liberties of the Duchy, and assures them that if there were good reason for making some change in their customs and constitutions, it should be done by the “Parlementa” and assembles of its Estates as had always been the custom.

In the Ordinances issued by Louis XII. in 1499 for the reorganisation of the Exchequer Court of Normandy, it is said that for this purpose he had summoned an Assembly of prelates, barons, lords, the greater part of the “Baillis” of the province, and the men of the three Estates. In 1501 Louis XII. issued an ordinance about “Weights and Measures” in Languedoc, after deliberation with his Council, by his full power and royal authority, but it should be observed that he does this on the petition of the three Estates of Languedoc.

1 ‘Ordonnancé,’ vol. xx. Jan. 7, 1498 (9) (p. 151): ‘C’est à savoir que en tant que touche de garder et conduire le pays de Bretagne et les sujets d’icelus en leurs droits, libertés, franchises, usages, coutumes et tailles, tant aux frais de l’Eglise, de la Justice, comme Chancellerie, Conseil, Parlement, Chambre de Comptes, Trésorier général, et autres de la noblesse et commun peuple, en manière que aucune nouvelle loi ou constitution n’y soit faite, lors en manière acoustumée par les rois, et dus prédecesseurs de notre dite comine, la Duchesse de Bretagne . . . (7.) Item, et en tant que pour toucher s’il advenit que de bonne raison, il y eut quelque cause de faire mutations, particulièrement en augmentant, diminuant, ou interprétant lesdits droits, coutumes, constitutions ou établissements, que ce soit par les parlementa et assemblées desEstats dudit pays, ainsi que de tout temps est acoustumé, et que autrement ne soit fait; nous voulons et entendons que ainsi se fasse, appelez toutes voyes les gens des trois estats de Bretagne.”

2 Id. id., April 1499 (p. 215): “Pour pourvoir à laquelle chose ayons mandé, assembled plusieurs prélats, barons, seigneurs, et la plus grande partie des baillis dudit pays, avec les gens des trois estats d’icieluy.”

3 Id. id., July 1601 (p. 279): “Nous avons receu l’humble supplication de chiers et bien amois gens des Trois Estats de Languedoc. . . Par la tenue de ces présentes, de notre grace especial, plein pouvoir et autorité royal, statuons et ordonnons par edict, statut, et ordonnance peremptoire et irrevocable, que désormais
Perhaps, however, the most significant reference to the nature and source of law in France is contained in the Ordinances of Charles VIII. and Louis XII., providing for the collection and publication of the customs of the different parts of the kingdom. Charles VIII. in 1497 appointed a Commission to collect, correct, and adapt these customs, but they were to be collected with the advice of the men of all classes in each district, and to be published with the consent of the three Estates of each district or the larger and wiser part of them. In 1505 Louis XII. again appointed a Commission to carry this out, for it apparently had never been completed. The three Estates were to be called together in each Bailliage, and the king declared by his full power and royal authority that the customs, as agreed upon by these Estates, should be perpetually kept and observed as laws.

This treatment of the customs of different parts of France, as determined by the representatives of the different

en tous et chacune des viles, lieux et places de notredit pays de Languedoc, soit ou se desdits poix de balance, &c."

1 'Recueil des Lois Anciennes,' vol. 12, No. 145 (July 1527): "Nous ne voulons revogués en doute ou en dispute de votre puissance, se serait espèce de sacrilège, et savons bien que vous être posé sur les lois, et que les lois et ordonnances ne vous peuvent contraindre, et n'y être contrainct par puissance co-active; mais entendent dire que vous ne deves, ne voulez pas devoir, tout ce que vous pouvez, ainsi seulement, ce qui est en raison, bon et equitable qui n'est autre chose que justice."
to annul them, as he himself now declared them annulled and revoked. This is clearly parallel to similar provisions in Spain.

1 ‘Ordonnances,’ vol. xxii., December 1499 (p. 217): “Nous voulons et ordonnons que à telles lettres on n’ait aucun regard, et défendons expressément à nos amis et feaux les gens tenans nos cours de Parlement à Paris, Toulouse, Bordeaux, Dijon, eschiquier de Normandie, et semblablement à tous nos justiciers et officiers, que, par vertu ou sous couleur de telles nos lettres de dispence, ils ne contreviennent, ni permettent contrarier, ou contrevenir à nos dites ordonnances, en quelque manière que ce soit, sur peine d’ester eux-mêmes revertis à nous disobeisants et infracteurs d’icelles ordonnances: mais nos dites lettres de dispence et derogantes, en usant de notre présente declaration et intention, cessent annulent et declaront nulles, et de nul effet et valeur; lesquelles à cette fois pour quelque cause qu’elles soient expediées, nous, dès maintenant et pour lors, avons casées revocoées et annulées.”

Cf. ‘Ordonnances,’ vol. xxii., March 1499, 40.

CHAPTER III.

THE SOURCE AND NATURE OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE RULER.

With the principles of the nature and supremacy of the Law, which we have considered in the last chapter, in our minds, we can now turn to the conception of the source and nature of the authority of the Ruler or Rulers, as we find it in the earlier part of the sixteenth century in France, in Italy, in Spain, and in England.

One of the most interesting writers, for our purpose, is James Almain of Sens, whose work seems to us to have been somewhat overlooked. Little seems to be known of him, except that he was a teacher in the College of Navarre in the University of Paris, and that he received the Doctor’s degree in 1511 and died in 1515.1

In various treatises he dealt not only with the particular question with which we are now concerned but with the whole nature of political society and authority, and in order to do justice to his principles we must take some account of his political theory as a whole.

He distinguishes between that “Dominium Naturale” which was given to men by God over all things, and the “Dominium Civile” which was added after sin came into the world, by which man has “civil” property and “jurisdiction,” that is, the authority to use the material sword.2

2 Jacobus Almain (in J. Gerson, ‘Dominium naturale, quod homin
It is interesting to observe that Almain represents the Stoic and Patristic conception of the origins of political society, for he thinks of political authority and property as consequences of sin.

This does not, however, mean that Almain denied that political society and authority were of Divine institution. On the contrary, he insists dogmatically in another treatise that the lay power was just as truly derived from God as the ecclesiastical. The sacred character of political institutions was not confined to Christian communities, and he repudiates contemptuously and as savouring of heresy the theory, which he attributes to Innocent, that there was no legitimate political authority outside of the Church. Political society and authority were then in the view of Almain consequences of sin, but also, as the Patristic tradition held, a Divine remedy for sin.

Almain had, however, no belief in the absolute King, or in the "Divine Right" of the monarch. On the contrary, he develops the conception of the constitutional authority of the Community very dogmatically. In the treatise which we cited first he maintains that a Community of men, united with each other to form one body, has by natural law the power of removing, even by death, any person who disturbs the Community; and no Community can abdicate this power in any more than the individual can renounce his right of self-preservation; the prince cannot slay any man

conventus ex domo Dei, simpliciter et quantum ad cuncta, simplicitatem et quantum ad certam speciem eod et potius in omnem eventum quem domino post peractum convenisse fuit superaddere dominum civile proprietatem, simplicitatem et jurisdictionem, quae furentes, executionem gladii materiae habent."

1 Id. 'De Potestate Ecclesiastica et Laica,' Q vii 1 (col 752): "Hae occasione quaeritur, utrum talis potestas lacerat a Deo, et videtur quod sit, ad Rom. xxi. 'Omnis anima sublimis subsistens potestatibus subjecta sit,' et sequitur in textu, 'Non est potestas nisi a Deo,' id est talis potestas lacerat eum, quem bene a Deo, sicut potestas spiritualis."

1 Id. 'De Potestate Ecclesiastica et Laica,' Q vii 1 (col 752): "Hae occasione quaeritur, utrum talis potestas lacerat a Deo, et videtur quod sit, ad Rom. xxi. 'Omnis anima sublimis subsistens potestatibus subjecta sit,' et sequitur in textu, 'Non est potestas nisi a Deo,' id est talis potestas lacerat eum, quem bene a Deo, sicut potestas spiritualis."

The same conception of political authority, as not merely derived from, but inherent in the Community, is repeated by Almain, in the first chapter of his work, 'De Auctoritate

by his own authority; as William of Paris had said: the "dominium jurisdictionis" of the prince in relation to the Community is a ministerial authority, as the authority of the priest is in relation to God. The Community cannot renounce the authority which it possesses over the prince whom it has established, and by this authority it can depose him if his rule is not for edification, but for destruction, and he cites a gloss on the "Decretum" of Gratian. He concludes that the Community cannot in any case bestow a monarchy, "pure regalis," that is, a monarchy in which one alone rules, and is subject to none. The same conception of political authority, as not merely derived from, but inherent in the Community, is repeated by Almain, in the first chapter of his work, 'De Auctoritate.
Ecclesiae, where he adds a more developed statement of the principle that the prince has no authority of himself, nor from God immediately, but only from the Community. In the first chapter of his work, "De Potestate Ecclesiastica et Laica," he affirms in more general terms that the secular power is derived from the people, whether it passes by hereditary succession or by election; in some exceptional cases God may have bestowed it upon some man, but, regularly, God does not do this. In another place in this work he asserts, incidentally, that the legitimate kingdom in France was established by the agreement of the people.

These conceptions of Almain are obviously very significant; he does not merely repudiate the theory of what we call the "Divine Right," but he looks upon political authority as properly inherent in the Community, in such a sense that it is really inalienable, and that an absolute monarchy cannot properly be created by the Community. The Community always has such authority over the prince whom it has created that it can depose him if his rule is for destruction, otherwise it would not have power adequate for its self-preservation. It was this authority which the Community of the Gauls


3 In another treatise he cites the usual definition of the various forms of government, but adds that of these the best is the monarchy, the worst what he calls the "Censupotestas." And again he adds that there is no form of government which may not be changed into another, for the form of government belongs to the "Jus Positivum." 2 A little further on, he goes some way towards defining what he understood by the monarchy. A monarchy is that form of government in which normally one man rules, but this does not mean that there is no assembly which is over him, and can depose him, but while in the "Communitates" the assembly is constantly in being, and ruling, that is not so in the monarchy.
In a later passage he sums up some of the functions and limitations of the best prince. He is to render to every man what belongs to him, that is, to administer justice, to establish law, to appoint the inferior judges and officers, but especially to correct and punish the transgressors. The prince must rule for the common good, he must remember that he reigns over free men and not slaves; it is inconsistent with the best princely authority that he should have absolute power (plenitudo potestatis), that is, that he should have authority to transfer one man's property to another, without fault or cause, or to do whatever he pleases, so far as it does not conflict with the laws of nature and of God.\(^1\)

It is perhaps worth while to notice that Almain in the same chapter represents the person whom he cites as "Doctor" as saying that it was not inconsistent with the best "principatus" that there should exist in the Community a juridical (legal) authority, which in no way depends upon, or is created by, the Supreme Prince; and he mentions, as an illustration of this, that, in some countries, in Aragon, as it is said, there are jurisdictions which the king does not administer justice, to establish law, to appoint the inferior judges and officers, but especially to correct and punish the transgressors. The prince must have the plenitude of power, so as not to be limited in his authority by the laws of nature.

The character of the political theory of John Major is very close to that of Almain; indeed, it would seem that he was either directly influenced by Almain or that they were both under the influence of some common tradition. John Major was a Scot, but taught for many years in the University of Paris, and the work with which we are now dealing was apparently published in 1518. It is primarily concerned, like those of Almain, with the ecclesiastical questions of the relation between the Pope and the General Council, but we are here only concerned with its political principles.

The king has no authority except that which is derived from the kingdom, for he himself or his first predecessor was elected by the people; the king is over every individual person in the kingdom, but he is not over all the kingdom, "regulariter et casualiter," he is "regulariter" over the sons succeed the fathers as judges and the king cannot deprive them of their authority; rather, they are over the king, in respect of this jurisdiction.\(^1\)

The whole position of Almain is exceedingly interesting. He has the same preference for the monarchy as that which we normally find in the mediæval world, but he is also quite clear not only that the source of political authority is the Community, but that the ultimate authority always remains in it and must in the nature of things do so, and though the monarchy is the best form of government, it is strictly limited by the purpose for which it exists, the furtherance of the common good and the maintenance of justice; an absolute monarch is to him impossible.

The character of the political theory of John Major is very close to that of Almain; indeed, it would seem that he was either directly influenced by Almain or that they were both under the influence of some common tradition. John Major was a Scot, but taught for many years in the University of Paris, and the work with which we are now dealing was apparently published in 1518. It is primarily concerned, like those of Almain, with the ecclesiastical questions of the relation between the Pope and the General Council, but we are here only concerned with its political principles.

The king has no authority except that which is derived from the kingdom, for he himself or his first predecessor was elected by the people; the king is over every individual person in the kingdom, but he is not over all the kingdom, "regulariter et casualiter," he is "regulariter" over the sons succeed the fathers as judges and the king cannot deprive them of their authority; rather, they are over the king, in respect of this jurisdiction.\(^1\)

The whole position of Almain is exceedingly interesting. He has the same preference for the monarchy as that which we normally find in the mediæval world, but he is also quite clear not only that the source of political authority is the Community, but that the ultimate authority always remains in it and must in the nature of things do so, and though the monarchy is the best form of government, it is strictly limited by the purpose for which it exists, the furtherance of the common good and the maintenance of justice; an absolute monarch is to him impossible.

1 Id. id. (col. 885): "Jam Doctor infert aliqua corollarium—Primo non repugnat optimo principali suprando, optimo ordinato, aliquem esse potestatem jurisdiccionem, ut eorum predictarum jurisdictionum item est aliqua potestas juridica, quae habetur ex successionibus parentum. Its quod post patres, filii sunt judices nec illos rex potest destituere, item sunt super regem quantum ad illam jurisdictionem."
whole kingdom, while the kingdom is over him "casualiter." This is sharply stated, but the principle is even more completely expressed in another passage. The King of France is over all France, but the "præcipua pars" from which he derives his authority is over him, and can depose him for reasonable cause. The people is "virtualiter" over the king, and in difficult matters the three Estates of the Realm are called together and direct him, and a free people has the power, for reasonable cause, to alter the form of the Constitution. He expresses the same principle again in another place. In France and Scotland it may be said that the supreme power is in the king, but it would be better to say that there are two powers of which one is supreme and more unlimited than the other. In the kingdom and in the whole free people

there is a supreme power which is the ultimate source of all authority, and which cannot be abrogated, while the king holds a power, honourable, indeed, but ministerial. It is interesting to compare the position of Almain and John Major with that of Machiavelli in Italy. We are not here discussing the character and significance of his discussion of statecraft in the administration of government as it is set out in 'The Prince.' Indeed, we venture to say that there is but little relation between this and the history of the development of political civilisation as embodied in the laws and institutions of the countries of Western Europe. It must not be thought that we are undervaluing the importance of Machiavelli in history, or attempting to estimate the significance of his penetrating analysis of the forces which, rightly or wrongly, consciously or unconsciously, have determined in so great a measure the relations of the autonomous Communities of Europe; but the history of these relations does not come within the scope of this work, and it would be absurd to discuss them merely incidentally. We deal, therefore, with certain aspects of his political theory which are to be found mainly in the 'Discourses on Livy,' and these are for our purposes very interesting and significant.

Machiavelli sets out the traditional definition of the three good forms of State, Monarchy, Aristocracy, and popular government, and their three corrupt counterparts, the Tyranny, the Oligarchy, and the corrupt Democracy. He adds that the good forms of government had a fatal tendency to turn into the corrupt ones, and points out that the wise founders of States had therefore endeavoured to establish a constitution
Machiavelli does not, so far as we have seen, relate the conception of liberty directly to that of the supremacy of Law, but we may reasonably judge that he implies it. He compares the character of the good Ruler, who lives according to the law, with that of the tyrant, and in another place he says that Tarquin was driven from Rome, not because Sextus had violated Lucretia, but because he had broken the laws of the kingdom and ruled as a tyrant, and had thus deprived Rome of that liberty which it had possessed under the earlier kings.

Machiavelli certainly looked upon the subordination of the Rulers to the Law as a matter of the first importance to a free Commonwealth. We have pointed out in a previous chapter that Machiavelli refers to France as an example of the good results of this, and we repeat this here. The kingdom of France lives in security, for the kings are bound by many laws. Those who ordered that State provided that the king should have the control of arms and money, but that in all other matters they should only act as the law directed. In another place he deals with this in more detail, and points out how good was the effect in France, that that kingdom, more than any other kingdom, lived under the control of the laws. The "Parlements," and especially that of Paris, enforced these, and even delivered judgments against the king.

Machiavelli writes, "Non fu adunque costui (i.e., Tarquiniius Superbus) coacciato per avere Sesto suo figliuolo stuprata Lucretia, ma per aver rotto le leggi del regno e governato tyrannicamente, avendo tolto al senato ogni autorità e ridottola a sé proprio; e quelle facendole che nei luoghi pubblici con satisfazione del senato Romano si facevano, lo ridusse a farlo nel palazzo suo con carcere ed invidia sua. Talché in breve tempo egli spogliò Roma di tutta quella libertà che ella aveva sotto li altri re mantenuuta." 2 Id., i. 19: "In esempio ci è il regno di Francia, il quale non vive sicuro per altro che per essersi quelli re obbligati ad infinite leggi nelle quali si comprende la sicurezza di tutti i suoi popoli. E chi ordinò quello stato volle che quelli ro, dell' arme e del danno facessero a loro modo, ma che d'ogni altra cosa non ne potessero altrimenti disporre che le leggi si ordinassino."
It seems to us to be clear that Machiavelli held that the prince should be subject to the Law, and that he related this to the conception of liberty.

We find also in Machiavelli a very interesting discussion of the ultimate foundations of a healthy political system. He contrasts the success of Rome, in establishing and maintaining liberty after the expulsion of the Tarquins, with its inability to restore it when the opportunity was given by the deaths of Caesar, or Caligula, or Nero, and he contends that the reason of this was that in the time of the Tarquins the Roman people was not yet corrupt, while in the later times it was most corrupt. And he adds that the same thing could be said of his own time. Nothing, he says, could ever restore liberty in Naples or Milan, the corruption of the people had gone too far, and this could be seen in the fact that, on the death of Filippo Visconti, Milan wished to recover its liberty, but could not maintain it.¹

We must not, indeed, interpret Machiavelli's conception of the corruption of the Community as related to what we should call private morals; it has reference rather to what we might call public spirit and honour. The importance of Machiavelli's conception, from the point of view of our subject, is that he is clear that the prosperity of a State and the character of its government depends in the long-run on the qualities, not merely of the Ruler but of all the members of the Community.

1 Id., i. 17: “Ma non si vede il più forte esempio che quello di Roma, la quale cacciati i Tarquini potesse subito prendere a risistemare quella libertà; ma morto Cesare, morto Caligula, morto Nerone, esposta tutta la stirpe Cesarea, non potette mai, non solamente mantenere ma pure dare principio alla libertà; ne tanta durezza di eventi in una medesima città nasce da altro, se non da non essere dei tempi de Tarquini li populo Romano ancora corrotto, e in questi ultimi tempi essere corrotissimo. . . . E beneché questo esempio di Roma sia da proporsi a qualunque altro esempio, non di meno veglia a questo proposito addurare inanzi popoli conosciti e stessi nostri tempi. Pertanto dico che nessuno accidente, benche grave e violento, potrebbe ridurre mai Milano o Napoli libero, per essere quelle membra tutte corrotte. Il che se vado dopo la morte di Filippo Visconti, che volentieri ridurne Milano alla libertà non potette e non vesse mantenere.”

CHAP. III.] THE AUTHORITY OF THE RULER.

The truth is, that though he asserted the principle that the mixed or tempered constitution was the best, he held that the people as a whole, if they accepted the control of the Laws, were wiser and more prudent and less variable than a prince. In one chapter he discusses at some length the opinion of Livy and other historians that the multitude is inconstant, and declares that this might be said equally of princes, when they are not restrained by the Laws. A people which is well ordered will be constant, prudent, and grateful as much as, or more than, a prince, even a wise prince; while a prince, who is not subject to the Laws, will be more ungrateful, more variable, and more imprudent than the people. There is some ground for the comparison of the voice of the people to the voice of God.¹

The people is much wiser than the prince in the appoint-
ment of the magistrates, and is more constant in its opinions. The truth is that the government by the people is better than that of the prince; if we compare the government of a prince bound by the Laws with that of a people equally bound, there is more excellence (virtu) in the people than in the prince; while, if we compare the errors of the prince with those of the people, the errors of the people are fewer and less serious, and more easily remedied. The truth is, Machiavelli adds, that the common depreciation of the people arises from the fact that everyone speaks evil freely, and without fear, of them, even when they govern, while of princes, men only speak with fear and deference.\(^1\)

It is clear that Machiavelli's political conceptions, as represented in the 'Discorsi,' are related primarily to the tradition of the Italian City States, but it is significant that he represents the same position as other medieval writers, that the foundation of a civilised political life is the supremacy of Law.

We turn to Spain, where we find in Soto a writer whose work was not indeed published till after the middle of the century, but who seems to us to belong in character to its earlier part; for he does not seem to be affected by the great political movements of the latter part of the century. Indeed, the work of Soto is in the main a careful restatement of some of the principles of St Thomas Aquinas, with occasional modifications, no doubt.

\(^1\) Id. Id. Id.; 'Vedesi ancora nelle sue elezioni a i Magistrati fare di lungo migliore elezione che un Principe, ne mai si persennerà ad un popolo che sia ben tirare alla dignità un uomo infame e di corrotti costumi, il che facilmente e per mille vie si persegue ad un Principe; vedesi un popolo cominciare ad avere in orrore una cosa, e molti secoli stare in quella opinione; il che non si vede in un principe... Il che non può nasce da altro se non che sono migliori governi quelli de' popoli che quelli de' Principi.... Se adunque si ragionerà d'un Principe obbligato alle leggi, e d'un popolo incesanato da quello, si vedrà più virtù nel popolo che nel Principe; se si ragionerà del uno e del altro scioltol, se vedrà meno errori del popolo che nel Principe, e quelli minori e arrano maggiori remedi.... Ma l'opinione contra ai popoli nasce perché de' popoli ciascun dice male senza paura, e liberamente ancora mentre che regnano; de' Principi si parla sempre con mille paure e mille rispetti.'

We have already noticed Soto's conception of Law in general; we are now concerned with his conception of the prince. Kings, he says, do not derive their authority immediately or directly from God, except in some special cases, such as those of Saul and David; they are normally created by the people, and their authority is derived from the people. Such words as those of the Proverbs, "By me kings reign," only mean that God, as the source of Natural Law, has granted to mortal men that every Commonwealth has the right to govern itself, and if reason, which is itself an inspiration (spiramen) of the Divine, demands it, to transfer its authority to another.\(^1\)

The authority of the king is, however, conceived by Soto as being very great. In a passage dealing with the practice of selling public offices, he met with the contention that the king cannot do this, for he is merely "dispensator officiorum"; he emphatically disputes this, and says that the king is not merely a "dispensator," but he is the Respublica, not a mere vicar of the Respublica, like the Doge of Venice. The people, in Ulpian's phrase, has conveyed to him all its authority and force, and neither he nor his heirs can be deprived of this, except for manifest tyranny. Therefore, the kingdom is his, as the house of a private citizen belongs to the citizen, and every power and right (Jus) of the Respublica belongs to him. Only, the Respublica was not made for him, but he for the Respublica, and he must therefore consider everything from the point of view of its good.\(^2\)

\(^1\) Soto, 'De Justitia et Jure,' i. 1, 3 (p. 9); 'Haud enim a Deo proxime, et quod ait immediate creati sunt, praeter Saulum et Davidem coramque prosapia, cui sceptrum ipso commisit, sed, ut habetur, quod plicuit f. de Const., prim (Digest, i. 4, 1), reges ac principes a populo creati sunt, in quas suam transitul imperium ac potestatem.... Unde verbum illud apud Sapiens ex Prover. vist supra citatum, 'Per me reges regunt, etc.'

\(^2\) Id. iii. 6, 4 (p. 273); 'Attamen objectio haec nisi fallor nullatemus conclusionem nostram expugnat. Rex enim non tanquam dispensator, sed tanquam ipse ipsam respublicæ regos tautam. Enim vero non est estimandus tanquam reipublicae vicarius, siuti
passage Soto speaks of the power of the prince in making laws; and says emphatically that he is superior, not only to all individuals, but to the whole State.

It should be observed that with all his emphasis on the authority of the king, he is equally clear that he must use it for the good of the State, and if he uses it tyrannically he may be deposed. This is not merely an incidental judgment, but is carefully developed, with due qualifications, in another passage, where he discusses the question of tyrannicide. He makes a distinction, with which we are by this time familiar, between the tyrant by usurpation and the tyrant by practice. As to the first there is no doubt: he can therefore only be deprived of this by public judgment, but when this has been pronounced, anyone may be appointed to carry it out. If the Commonwealth be requested to provide a remedy, but if there is none, the Commonwealth may take arms against the tyrant. It is evident that with all his reverence for the authority of the king, Soto holds that, as it is derived from the Community, he may justly be deprived of it by the Community if he uses it unjustly and tyrannically.

Soto's treatment of the relation of the king to the Law is rather different. He discusses this in detail in a chapter in which he asks whether all are subject to the Law, and points out the difficulty raised by the words of St Paul, "Law is not made for the righteous man" (1 Tim. i. 9), and by those of Ulpian, "Princeps legibus solutus est" (Dig. I. iii. 31). We cannot here enter into his discussion of the first passage, but his observations on the second are important for our purpose. The prince is subject to the directing force (vis directiva) of the Law, but is not subject to its coercive force; this, he says, is obvious, for he cannot apply force to himself; the prince should not, however, think of this as a privilege, but rather as an unhappy circumstance, for subjects are both illuminated by the light of the Law and driven by its penalties; the prince lacks the second, for there is no one who can compel him or even dare to reprove him. And, therefore, the king should be the more careful to listen to reason and the Divine voice, and to hearken to the laws which he has made for others, and Soto cites the words of the Imperial Constitution, "Digna
of English law except the Divine Law, the Law of Reason, the general and particular customs of the country, and the Statutes of Parliament.\(^1\) To the observance of these laws the king is bound by the oath which he takes at his coronation,\(^2\) and it is by the customs embodied in Magna Carta that the person and property of the Englishman is legally protected.\(^3\)

There is, however, another English work of this time which deserves some notice. This is the 'Dialogue between Cardinal Pole and Thomas Lupset,' written by Thomas Starkey, not later than 1538, for he died in that year.\(^4\) The greater part of this work is indeed occupied with a description and discussion of the social and economic conditions of England with which we cannot deal here, but from time to time there are important observations on the authority of law and of the Ruler.

Pole is represented as saying that originally "man wandered abroad in the wild fields and woods, none otherwise than you see now the brute beasts to do" (page 52). At last certain wise men persuaded them to forsake this rude life and to build cities in which they might live. "Thereafter they devised certain ordinances and laws whereby they might be somewhat induced to follow a life convenient to their nature and dignity" (page 52).

The forms of government, Pole defines in the Aristotelian tradition, as that of one, a king or prince, or a few wise men, or that of the whole body and multitude of people, "and thus it was determined, judged, and appointed by wisdom and policy, that ever, according to the nature of the people, so,\(^5\)
by one of these politic manners, they should be governed, ordered, and ruled" (page 53). He also repeats the Aristotelian principle of the difference between a bad and a good government; the good government is that which is directed to the wellbeing of the whole Community, while the evil government is that which is directed to the advantage of the Ruler (pages 53, 54).

So far there is nothing of much importance, but in the last paragraph of the third chapter Pole turns from the discussion of the economic and social evils of England to the "mis-orderings and ill-governance which we shall find in the order and rule of the state of our country" (page 99). And in the next chapter he begins the consideration of this subject by saying "that our country has been governed and ruled these many years under the state of Princes which by their royal power and princely authority have judged all things pertaining to the State of our Realm to hang only upon their will and fantasy, insomuch that whatsoever they ever have conceived in their minds, they thought by-and-by to have it put in effect, without resistance to be made by any private man and subject; or else by-and-by they have said that men should diminish their princely authority. For what is a Prince (as it is commonly said) but he may do what he will. It is thought that all wholly hangs on his only arbitrament. This hath been thought, yes, and this is yet thought, to pertain to the Majesty of a Prince—to moderate and rule all things according to his will and pleasure; which is, without doubt, and ever hath been, the greatest destruction to this Realm, yet, and to all others, that ever hath come thereunto. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

For Master Lupset this is sure, and a Gospel word, that country cannot be long well governed nor maintained with good policy where all is ruled by the will of one, not chosen by election, but cometh to it by natural succession; for seldom seen it is, that they which by succession come to kingdoms and realms, are worthy of such high authority" (pages 100 and 101).

Lupset is greatly alarmed, and warns Pole that many people will think that this sounds very like treason, for "it is commonly said (and, I think, truly) a king is above his laws, no law binds him" (page 101).

The words attributed to Pole clearly express the opinion that the royal authority had tended to become absolute, and that a government of this kind was a great evil in England or any other country. It must be noticed, however, that Pole's words here suggest that this might be different if the prince were elected instead of hereditary, and he develops the criticism of succession by inheritance. Lupset replies that experience had shown that hereditary succession was necessary to prevent civil war, and Pole admits that it was better to have it in England (pages 104-108).

Pole returns to the subject in the Second Part, and again expresses his preference for an elective monarchy, but he now adds that even the prince thus elected "should not rule and govern according to his own pleasure and liberty, but ever be subject to the order of his laws" (page 168).

He turns, however, immediately to the question of the method of government if the prince succeeds by inheritance, "if we will that the heirs of the Prince shall ever succeed, whatsoever he be, then to him must be joined a Council by common authority; not such as he wills, but such as by the most part of the Parliament shall be judged to be wise and meet thereunto" (page 169).

He assumes the existence of the "Great Parliament," as he calls it (page 169). It is not to meet continually, but to be called together for the election of the prince and for other matters "concerning the common state and policy," and is to appoint a Council which should sit continually in London and represent the authority of Parliament, and "should be ready to remedy all such causes, and repress seditions, and defend the liberty of the whole body of the people, at all such times as the king or his Council tended to anything hurtful and prejudicial to the same" (page 169). This Council is to be wholly distinct from the ordinary Council of the king, and it is to be composed of four nobles, two bishops, four judges, and four citizens of London, and they should have
the authority of the whole Parliament when it was not meeting. The end and purpose of this Council is, “to see that the king and his proper Council should do nothing against the ordinance of his Laws and good Policy, and should also have power to call the Great Parliament whenever to them it should seem necessary for the reformation of the whole State of the ‘Commynalty.’” By this Council, also, should pass all acts of Leagues, Confederations, Peace, and War. All the rest should be administered by the king and his Council” (pages 169, 170).

In another place Pole is represented as dogmatically repudiating the conception that the authority of Government, whether it is evil or good, is derived from God. “Even as every particular man, when he followeth reason, is governed by God; and contrary, blinded with ignorance by his own vain opinion; so whole nations, when they live together in civil order, instituted and governed by reasonable policy, are then governed by the Providence of God and be under His tuition. As, contrary, when they are without good order and politic rule, they are ruled by the violence of tyranny; they are not governed by His Providence, nor celestial ordinance, but as a mass governed by ‘affectis,’ so they be tormented infinite ways, by the reason of such tyrannical powers; so that of this you may see that it is not God that provideth tyrannies to rule over cities and towns, no more than it is He that ordaineth ill ‘affectys’ to overcome right reason” (page 166).

He again insists that the law must be supreme even over the prince, “seeing also that Princes are commonly ruled by ‘affectys’ rather than by reason and order of justice, the laws which be sincere and pure reason must have chief authority. They must rule and govern the State, and not the Prince, after his own liberty and will” (page 181). And he contends that, “For this cause the most wise men, considering the nature of Princes, yea, and the nature of man, as it is indeed, affirm a mixed state to be of all other the best and most convenient to conserve the whole out of tyranny” (page 181).

We must finally consider, and carefully, what was the position of that great Frenchman, John Calvin, who exercised so immense an influence not only in France but throughout Europe. It appears to us that there has been some misunderstanding about this, and we must therefore examine it with some care.

Calvin has not, either in the ‘Institutio’ or elsewhere, set out any complete system of political thought, but he states with care some important principles both of a general and a particular kind. His treatment of politics in the ‘Institutio’ was, at least in part, intended as a defence of the Reformers against the charge that they held doctrines which were subversive of all political and civil order. Indeed, he says this explicitly in the Preface to the ‘Institutio’ addressed to Francis I. in 1536, and it seems to us that his treatment of political authority was largely determined by the need to repudiate those who did hold such subversive views, that is, especially, some Anabaptists. This is why Calvin so emphatically that the prince is not above the Law but under any absolute authority derived from God; he maintains absolutely refuses to acknowledge that the prince has any absolute authority derived from God; he maintains emphatically that the prince is not above the Law but under it, and he conceives of the best government as being mixed or constitutional, and as representing the authority of the whole community.

1 Calvin, ‘Institutio Christianae Religionis,’ Preface: “Ne quis haec injuria nos queri existimet: ipeo nobis testis esse potes rex nobilissime, quem mendacios culmunus quotidie apud te tradestur, quod non aliusrum spectet nisi ut regibus suas sceptra ex manus taurclass, trubunalia, judicique omnis sequet, subvertat ordinem omnes et politias, ost quiem populi perturbet, leges omnes alacrat, dominia et possessiones dissipat, omnis denique seorum deos omnis volvat.”

2 Id. id., iv. 20, 1 (p. 549): “Diligentem, quem in evangelio promittit libertatem eundem, quae nullum inter homines regem, nullumque magistratum agnoscat, sed in Christianum unum intueretur: nullum libertatem suae fructum capere se posse putant.
phatically and repeatedly lays down the principle of the Divine source and nature of political authority, and the religious obligation of obedience to it. In one passage of the 'Institutio' he shows that the function of the magistrate is not only approved by God, but that the Scripture speaks of this authority in the strongest terms. The magistrates are even called "gods," and this without significance, for they have received their authority from God, they are endowed with the authority of God, they bear the person of God, for they act in His place. This is what St Paul meant when he called the Power the Ordinance of God, and said that there was no Power which was not ordained by God.1

We may compare this with a passage in one of his homilies on the First Book of Samuel, in which, like Gregory the Great, and argues, like Gregory, that we must obey the rulers, even when they abuse their authority, and that we must render tributes and taxes upon his subjects, or otherwise gravely oppress them.2

quantum aliquid supra se emumre potestatem violent. Itaque nihil fore saluum existimat, nee totus in novam faciem orbis reformetur ubi nec judicis ant, nec leges, nec magis tratus, et si quid simile est, quod officere suae libertati oponantur. At vero qui inter corpus et animum, inter presentem Ianc fluxamque vitam, et futurum illam aetemamque discernere noverit, neque difficle inelligent quidque Christi regnum et civitatem ordinationem res esse plurimum "quaratus."

1 Id. 1, iv. 204 (p. 550) "M agus

moderatorem comprehendo, quam ubi

2 Id. 1, iv. 208 (p. 551) "Et

曹 the earlier sixteenth century. [part iii]

This is not, however, all that Calvin said. In another place in the 'Institutio,' he warns subjects that they must not meddle in public matters; but then he adds that while they must not interfere with the function of the magistrate, nor tumultuously raise their hands against him, if there is something in the public order which should be corrected, they should bring this to the knowledge of the magistrate whose hands are free to deal with the matter.1 Here, it is evident, is another mode of conceiving the position of the king or prince; private persons, indeed, may not resist, may not interfere in public matters, but there are others, public persons or officers, to whom this does not apply. The truth is that Calvin makes a sharp distinction between the position of private persons and that of those who held a public and constitutional office in the State. In an earlier passage in the 'Institutio,' he had said that it would be idle for private persons to dispute about the best form of the State, for they have no right even to deliberate about any public matter,2 but it should be observed that it is "private" persons of whom he speaks. We must therefore bear this in mind when we turn to the well-known passage in which Calvin speaks of the possibility of a constitutional.

CHAP. III.] THE AUTHORITY OF THE RULER.

.. (p. 487) Quo exemplo (i.e., that of David) doceimus, magistratus et praeclarae dignitatis virum ad ad rem gubernaculum sedentibus suum officium non facientes, sed auctoritate absoluta, nihilomnem obtemperandum . . . Exemplum gratus, si quis regia principes subditos tributus et veto pulchrum ius novam imponat, et alius gravissimis erroribus gravior laced, dignitas tamen et potestas illa semper esse honoris aequidem. Quamobrem ad Deum respecundum normam, quam tantos inter homines violentiam passum regnum, tamen ad nos esse ultum et suam redemptionem, nos ad ordinem, a Deo prescriptum, turbandum impellat.

Id., 'Institutio,' iv. 20, 23 (p. 558) Sed haec praeferre obedientia,
method by which the unjust ruler might be restrained. He had, in this passage, been saying that if men are cruelly treated, plundered, or neglected by their prince, they must consider that God is no doubt visiting their sins with punishment, and that they can only look to God, in whose hand are the hearts of kings; while God has sometimes raised up deliverers for the oppressed, they must not imagine that they are entrusted with God's vengeance, they can but suffer and obey.  

There is then, however, a sudden turn; in saying this, he is speaking always of private persons. If there are magistrates of the people who have been created to restrain the arbitrary will of kings, such as were formerly the Ephors in Sparta, or the Tribunes of the People in Rome, or the Demarchs in Athens, or in modern times perhaps the three Estates in their Assemblies, these, he asserts, may legitimately treat, plunder, or neglect by their prince, they must be the hearts of kings obedi.1

If they should connive at the violence of the kings, they are guilty of treachery, for they betray the liberty of the people whom they are, by God's ordinance, the guardians.2

It is quite evident that while Calvin repudiates in the strongest terms all revolutionary and unconstitutional movements against the existing political authority, his words have no reference to the propriety of constitutional restraints on the ruler. We can, therefore, now take account of some observations which he makes upon the proper functions of government and its various forms.

He refuses to determine which is the absolutely best form of government; the monarchy is liable to turn into a tyranny, the aristocracy into a faction, the democracy to become seditious, but he admits that he would himself prefer either an aristocracy or a government combining the elements of aristocracy with those of the constitutional commonwealth (politia). Experience had shown that this was the best, and it was also the government which God Himself had instituted among the Israelites. That seemed to Calvin the happiest form of government, where liberty was moderated, and which tended to continuance. The magistrates of such a State ought to be diligent to see that its liberty was not violated or diminished.1

From the discussion of the best form of Government he turns to the nature of the law of the State. He begins by laying down the general principle that without laws there can be no magistrates, as without magistrates there are no laws. He repudiates with great energy the notion that the political laws of Moses were binding upon the State; the moral law, however, which is the true and eternal law of justice, is binding upon men of all places and times who desire to order their life by the will of God, for it is His eternal and immutable will that men should worship Him and love each other. Subject to this, every nation is at liberty to establish laws for itself, as it finds best; they may vary in form, but they must have the same principle (ratio).2

1 Id. id., iv. 20, 8 (p. 562). "Equidem si in se consideratur tres ille, quas ponunt philosophi regnas formas, numne negaverint vel arsocratam, vel temperatum ex ipsa et polita statum alius omnibus longe excellere. Id cum experimento ipso semper fut promerat, quod non quoque auctoritate Domus communibus confirmavat, quoniam aristocratam politiam viam omnium aequalissimam instituuit, quam optima constitutione esse habere vellet, donec imaginem Christi producebat in Davide. Atque ut liberarae sit, nullum esse renum nationum genos uti beatus, ubi libertas ad eam quam decem monarchiae est composita, et ad duarum aetatem vitae constituta sic et beatissimos coniec, quibus hae conditiones fruuntur; et in ea consistente, retineantque strenue se constantem laborato, eos non habbit officio atque aequum facere concedo. Quam idem hoc summam diligentiam intentis magistratibus esse debitum, non quas in parte libertatem, cujus praestaret constitutum, munia nolueri violare putantur. Si in eo sunt egeniores et quam solenni, perdidi sunt in officio, et paterna suo preditores." 

2 Id. id., iv. 20, 14 (p. 565). "Prorsus in sae a magistratibus in politis leges, vahdhseus rerum publicarum nervis, sine quibus consors nec quisque magistratus quernadmodum nec ipsius um sine magistratu quocumque vigens...
This, Calvin says, will be clear, if we will distinguish between law and equity (aequitas), upon which law depends. Equity, because it is natural, must be the same among all men; the constitutions (i.e., positive laws), because they depend upon circumstances, may well differ, as long as they look to the same end of equity. The moral law of God is nothing else than the testimony of natural law, and the whole principle of equity, which is the rule and end of all law, is contained in it. Laws which are directed to this end are not to be condemned by us, even though they differ from the Jewish political writers, both with regard to the nature of positive law, and its relation to reason, the moral law, and the authority of the prince. It is evident that, 

It is clear that substantially Calvin was restating the principles of St Thomas Aquinas, and other great medieval political writers, both with regard to the nature of positive law, and its relation to reason, the moral law, and the nature and limitations of the authority of the prince. It is evident that, like St Thomas, he held that the authority of the prince is derived from God and is limited by the principles of natural law. Calvin agreed with Aquinas that the moral law is the rule and end of all law, and that laws which are directed to this end are justified.

This contrasts with the tone of some letters of 1560, which seem to refer to the conspiracy of Amboise, in France. To Bullinger he says that he had acted rightly in repudiating the charge of responsibility for the tumults in France. He (Calvin) had known of the deliberations about this matter eight months before, and had interposed his authority to prevent them going any further. And to another correspondent he says that he had from the beginning anticipated what would happen, but he had been unable to restrain them (the conspirators). Formerly, they had allowed themselves to be governed by his advice, but when they saw that their design was disbelieving to them he had deceived him. He never approved of the enterprise, for in his judgment they were attempting more than God permitted.

1 Cf. vol i pp 94 97
3 Cf. id., page 6
4 Id. ed., p 229 (May 1560). "Quod Gallus tumultus a nobis depellerem non dubitasti, tace u poteras. Quam ante octo mensae agitavit consilia hae inconspicue, mean auctoritate vel potius au longum progressi tarentem." 
5 Id. ed., p 290 (June 1669). "Gallus infecerit caecum inconsideratum suum arduerem, ad vos perstaret esse non dubito. Ab initio valentissum quod scietis, sed nescio quas faciam generare sae captae est multorum mentes, ut frustra impetus alium sedare consueat arm. Anima mea consilia se teneo possa fuerint sed quam in- intelligentes totam habe actionem multa non placeo, nullum potestum esse nullis, conductus quos me semel complacent quam me non fallerentur. Sum autem esse peritum et essentiam quos mihi probatae fuit, quas plus non puteo tentabant quom Deus permitted, in consilio distitu, rem non legissem. stulte et puerein aegris sunt."
The difference between this and Calvin's judgment on the action of the German Princes serves to illustrate his theory. And our judgment is confirmed by that important letter to Coligny, of 1861, which Professor Allen has cited in his learned work, for, while Calvin condemns forcible resistance to persecution by the reformed party in France, he admits that such action would be lawful if it were taken by the Princes of the Blood and the Parlement.1

We have then, we hope, said enough in this chapter to make it clear that by some of the most important writers of the earlier part of the sixteenth century, not in one country only, but in all the great countries of Western Europe, the mediaeval principle of the limitation of the authority of the ruler, Emperor, King, or Prince, was firmly and intelligently maintained.

We have also pointed out that this coincides both with the general evidence of constitutional practice and principles. In the last section of this chapter, however, in discussing the position of Calvin, we have referred to the question of the Divine authority of the ruler, and while we are clear that Calvin's own interpretation of this was not in any way inconsistent with the principle of the constitutional limitation of that authority, we must now turn to the consideration of the reappearance in the sixteenth century of the theory that the Divine authority of the ruler was unquestioned and unlimited.

1 Calvin, 'Lettres Françaises,' ed. Jules Bonnaire, vol. n. p. 382. "C'est que sept ou huit mois auparavant (i.e., before the attempt at Ambase), quelqu'un ayant charge de quelque nombre de gens, me demanda conseil s'il ne serait pas l'heure de renoncer à la tyrannie dont les enfants de Dieu estoyent pour lors opprimés, et quels moyens il y auroit... Je répondis simplement à celles objections, que s'il s'espandoit une seule goutte de sang, les rivières en descouleroyent par toute l'Europe. Ainsi qu'il valoit mieux que nous perussions tous cent fois, que d'estre cause que le nom de Christianité et l'Evangile fust exposé à tel opprobre. Bien lu accorday je que si les princes du sang requorroyent d'autre maintien en leur droit pour le bien commun, et que les cours de Parlement se pagussent à leur querelle, qu'il seroit l'heure de tous bons sujets de leur prêter main forte." Cf J W. Allen, 'History of Political Thought in the Sixteenth Century,' p. 66.

CHAPTER IV.

THE THEORY OF THE DIVINE RIGHT.

We have in the first volume of this work endeavoured to trace the appearance in Western thought of the conception that the Ruler was in such a sense representative of God that he could in no circumstances be resisted, however oppressive and tyrannical he might be. We have pointed out that while there may be some tendency towards this in earlier Christian writers, it was St Gregory the Great who first definitely formulated and enunciated this doctrine. We have ventured to suggest, and we still think it is true, that this conception was substantially alien to Western thought, and that it was an orientalism which was derived from an interpretation of some parts of the Old Testament.1 We have also pointed out that this must be quite clearly distinguished from the conception of St Paul, that political authority is derived from God, because it exists for the maintenance of justice.2

We have also pointed out that while the conception of St Paul became the normal doctrine of mediaeval civilisation, the doctrine of St Gregory the Great had no real place in the political ideas of the Middle Ages, not only because, as the cynic might say, the recurrent conflicts between the ecclesiastical and secular powers made such a doctrine inconvenient, but much more because it was completely incompatible with the fundamental principle of the Middle Ages, that human society was governed by law, which was the expression of justice, and not by the arbitrary will of any ruler. There

1 Cf vol. 1, chap. 14.

2 Cf. vol. 1, p. 66.
were indeed a few writers, such as especially Gregory of Catina in the twelfth century, who reaffirmed the view of St Gregory the Great, but they were insignificant in number and in authority. In the first and second parts of this volume we have cited the interesting but isolated restatements of St Gregory the Great, by Wycliffe in the fourteenth century and by the Cortes of Olmedo and by Aneas Sylvius (Pope Pius II.) in the fifteenth century.

It was not till the sixteenth century that, as far as we can see, this conception came to have any importance. How far, indeed, it had any real importance even then we shall have to consider, but we have first to endeavour to trace the appearance and development of the conception, and to discuss so far as possible what we are to understand by it.

As far as we have been able to discover, the first writer of the sixteenth century of whom we can say that he, at one time, held and affirmed the conception that the temporal ruler was in such a sense representative of God that under no circumstances he could be resisted, was Luther. For there can be no doubt that this was his conviction till about 1530. We have, in spite of our best efforts, been quite unable to discover how Luther came to entertain so eccentric an opinion, whether directly from the tradition of Gregory the Great or from some other unknown influence. It is no doubt obvious that he endeavoured to find sufficient authority for it in the well-known words of St Paul in Romans xiii. and of St Peter in his first Epistle (iii. 13, 14), and like St Gregory the Great he was also clearly influenced by the conception of the king, the Lord's Anointed, as represented especially in the stories of the relation of David to Saul in 1 Samuel.

It is, however, difficult to imagine that these alone would have induced him to adopt an attitude so extreme, and which was so contrary, as we have seen, to the general tendency of thought in Germany and in Western Europe, not only in the Middle Ages, but in the fifteenth century.

We would begin by pointing out that it appears evident that Luther was not a systematic political thinker, that indeed he can hardly be described as a political thinker at all. There are, however, some general conceptions expressed in his writings which it may be well to notice, for they may serve at least to indicate some of the presuppositions with which he approached political questions.

In his treatise, 'Von Weltlicher Obrigkeit,' after citing St Paul's words, "The powers that be are ordained of God" and the parallel words in the first Epistle of Peter, he discusses the apparent conflict between the Old Testament and the Sermon on the Mount, with regard to the use of force to maintain justice. He contends that the coercive authority of society is required because men are not all true Christians; if they were, there would be no need of kings and princes, of law or of the sword. If it is then asked why the Christian man should be obedient to the coercive authority, the answer is, that while the true Christian does not need this for himself, he must obey it for the sake of his neighbours.

The same conception is expressed in different terms in Luther's tract, written in July 1525, in defence of the harsh and violent terms which he had used against the peasants, in May of the same year. There are, he says, two kingdoms: the one is the kingdom of God; the other, the kingdom of the world. The kingdom of God is a kingdom of grace and mercy, the kingdom of the world is a kingdom of wrath, of punishment, and of judgment, to coerce the wicked and to defend the godly, and therefore it has the sword; the prince represents the wrath and the rod of God.

...
The same principles are again set out by Luther in a Treatise written in 1526, on the position of soldiers and their relation to the Christian religion. This, he says, is the conclusion of the whole matter: the office of the sword is lawful and a godly and useful ordinance. For God has established two governments in the world, the one is spiritual, the other is the worldly government of the sword, which has been set up, that those who will not live religiously and justly, and in obedience to the word of God, may be compelled to be religious and just in this world. God is the Founder and Lord of both forms of righteousness, both of the Spiritual and of the Temporal; they are not merely human ordinances, nor are they founded merely upon human power, but they are Divine.

It is the same conception of the two kingdoms which is expressed in the Tract which Luther wrote, apparently in April 1525, in answer to the demands of the Suabian peasants, when he deals with the question of serfdom. They wished, he says, to make all men equal, but this would be to try to convert the spiritual kingdom of Christ into a visible and earthly kingdom, which was impossible. For the earthly kingdom could not exist without inequality; some must be free, others in bondage, some, lords and some, servants.

Strafte. . . . Aber das weltliche Reich ist eyn Rech des Zorns und Ernsts, denn daselbst ist eytel straffen, waren, rachen und uretzein, zu zwingen die boeszen und zu schuchten die fremen, darumb hat es also auch, und fueret das Schwert, und eyn Fuerst oder Herr heyst Gott zorn oder Gott's rute ym die Schrift.”

1 Id. Works, vol. xvi.: “Ob Kreuge Leute auch in selhem Stande sein konnen,” p. 29.

2 Denn das ist summa summum davon: Das angst des Schweders ist an yhn selber recht, und eine Gottliche nutzliche ordnung. . . . Denn er hat zwueserley Regiment unter den menschen aufgericht. Eins gesetlich . . . das ander ist ein weltlich Regiment durch's Schwed, uuff das dagangs so durch's wort, nicht wollen frum und gerecht werden zum ewigen Leben, dennoch durch solch weltlich Regiment gedrungen werden, frum und gerecht zu sein fur die Welt. . . . Also ist Gott selber, aller bilden gerechtet, beide gesetlich und leihlicher, Stifter, Herr, Muster, Fuerderer und Belohner. Und ist keine menschliche ordnung oder gewalt druzen, sonder eytcl Gottliche dung.”


4 Es will dieser artikel alle menschen gleich machen, und aus dem gesetlichen Reich Christs eyn weltlich ausserlich Reich machen, welches unmuglich ist. Denn weltlich Reich kann nicht durch's wort, nicht wollen frum und gerecht werden zum ewigen Leben, dennoch durch solch weltlich Regiment gedrungen werden, frum und gerecht zu sein fur die Welt. . . . Also ist Gott selber, aller bilden gerechtet, beide gesetlich und leihlicher, Stifter, Herr, Muster, Fuerderer und Belohner. Und ist keine menschliche ordnung oder gewalt druzen, sonder eytcl Gottliche dung.”


We desire to acknowledge our very great obligations to the admirable Essay of Professor K. Muller, entitled Luther's Ausserungen uber das Recht des Widerstands,” published in the Transactions of the Bavarian Academy for 1915.

Without this most careful collection and comment upon the many references to the subject which are to be found in Luther's works and correspondence, we should have had the greatest difficulty in dealing with them.

It seems to us clear that while Luther's words have a character of their own, he was, in principle, so far simply restating the Stoic and Patristic doctrine, that the coercive authority of the Political Society is a consequence of sin, that it is made necessary by the moral infirmity and defect of human nature. It is a consequence of sin, but also, as in the Patristic tradition, a Divine remedy for sin, created by God, and deriving its authority from Him. And we should conjecture that Luther's development of this, into the conception of the two kingdoms, is probably derived, ultimately, from St Augustine, and especially from the 'De Civitate Dei,' although we have not actually observed any direct reference to this.

The Political Order, then, is the result of human sin, and is appropriate to the sinful nature of man, but it is a Divine institution, and its authority is a Divine Authority.

So far, we have nothing, or little more, than the traditional conceptions of the Middle Ages. We can now approach Luther's interpretation of the conception of the Divine origin of political authority as meaning that the Temporal Ruler must always be obeyed, except in spiritual matters, as holding the authority of God.

The first reference we have found to the subject of the necessity of implicit obedience to the Supremo Ruler, is in a letter written by Luther to the Elector Frederic of Saxony in 1522, after the decision of the Diet of Worms. Luther proposes to return to Wittenberg, but he urges upon the Elector that the only thing he suggests that the Elector might do was to "leave the gates open," so that Luther might, if necessary, escape." The impression
which this leaves is confirmed by the more formal "Bedenken" or opinion, written by Luther in 1523, in which he very clearly condemns all forcible resistance to the Emperor.1

It is the same principle which is expressed in a letter of 1525 to the Count of Mansfeld, in answer to a question, whether it would be lawful for the Reformed princes to form a league and defend themselves against the Emperor. Luther answers unequivocally that this would be absolutely wrong, for God requires men to honour the supreme authority, whether it is good or bad.2

For the full development of this conception we must, however, turn to his pamphlets or tracts. We have already cited some important passages from the tract, 'Von Weltlicher Obrigkeit,' and we should observe that this tract not only asserts the Divine origin of the Temporal Power, but also says very emphatically that no prince may fight against his king or emperor or his feudal lord, for the Supreme Lord must not be resisted by force but only by confession of the truth.3

It was, however, in the tracts dealing with the Rising of the Peasants that Luther developed this theory most completely. In the first of these, written in April 1525, Luther said that the peasants in Swabia claimed to be defending their religion and to be Christian men, but he replied that they were taking God's name in vain. St Paul had bidden every man to be subject to the authority (Oberkeit), the man who resists God's Ordinance will be damned. They may say that the authority was wicked and intolerable, that it endeavoured to take the Gospel from them and oppressed them in body and soul, but this was no excuse, for to punish the wicked was not the right of any man but only of the Temporal Authority.4

If every man took the law into his own hands, there would be no law or order in the world, but only slaughter and bloodshed,2 and Luther bids them remember that Christ taught men not to resist evil but to submit to injuries; the only right of the Christian is suffering and the Cross.5 Luther does not, indeed, deny that the Lords had behaved like tyrants, and would be judged by God, but the peasants had transgressed against God by their insurrection.4

So far, Luther's theory was extreme, but his language was moderate; in two later tracts of the same year he seems to lose all sense of proportion and restraint and decency. In one of these, written in May 1525, he says that the peasants had broken their oath of obedience to the authorities; they had robbed and plundered, they had made the Gospel a cloak for their sin, and he calls upon the princes and lords to take the most violent and ruthless measures against them.5

2 Id. id., p. 302. 'Leyden, Leyden: Kreutz, Kreutze is des Christen Recht, das, und keyn anders.'
3 Id. id., p. 329.
4 Id. id., vol. xvi. 'Wider das Bauerschen und Morderschen Rotten der Bauern,' p. 358. 'Drumb sal he zyschmeyssen, wurgen und stechen heymlich oder offentlich, wer da kann, und gedencken, das nicht giuferes, scheldichers, teuffolschers seyn kan, denn eyn auffscherer mensch, gleich als wenn man eynen tollen hund todeschlub von uns, schlegtu nicht, so schliet er dich und eyn gantz land met dyr.'
5 Id. id., p. 361: 'Drumb, blehe Herren, loeset hie, rettet hie, holfet hie, erbarmt euch der armen Leute, steche schlabe hie, her da kann, bleysatu druber tod, wol dyr.'
in another tract, written probably in July 1525, he attempted to defend the language and attitude of the first, especially by means of that distinction between the two kingdoms—God's kingdom of mercy and the earthly kingdom of wrath and punishment, which we have already discussed.  

We come back to a more restrained tone of discussion in the little work, 1 'Ob Kriegsleute auch im Seligen Stande sein konnen,' written in 1526, to which we have already referred. Here he discusses the principle of political obedience with greater fulness, but with equal decision. He admits that in the ancient world men had not hesitated to depose and even to kill useless or wicked rulers. The Greeks set up monuments to the Tyrannicides, the Romans murdered many of their emperors; but these, he says, were heathen who did not know God, and that the temporal authority was God's Ordinance. 2 This was incompatible with the Christian Faith; even if the rulers do what is unjust it is not lawful to be disobedient to them, and to destroy the Ordinance of God; men must endure injustice. 3 Luther was aware of the fact that the Swiss had emancipated themselves, and that, not long before, the Danes had deposed their king, but, he says, he is not speaking of what had been done, but of what ought to be done. 4 Men must submit to the tyrant, they must not resist him, they must leave him to God's judgment, and he cites the example of David's conduct to Saul. 5

This is sufficiently clear, but it is not all. Luther was aware, even then, of what we may call constitutional tradition, but he sets this aside. It may be contended, he says, that a king or lord had sworn to his subjects to reign according to definite conditions, and that, if he violated these, he forfeited his authority, as it is said that the King of France must reign in accordance with the judgment of his Parliament, and that the King of Denmark had sworn to observe certain constitutional articles. Luther answers that it is good and reasonable that the Supreme Ruler should reign according to law, and not merely according to his capricious will, and should swear to do this. But, if he did not do so, are his subjects to attack him and sit in judgment on him? WHO, he says, has commanded this? This could only be done by some superior power who could hear both parties and condemn the guilty. 6 He adds, in reply to those who might say that he was flattering the princes, that this was not true, for what he had said applied to all alike, peasants, burghers, nobles, lords, counts, and princes, for they all have a superior lord to whom they are subordinate. 7

Luther's conception is thus far perfectly clear and unambiguous. 'Die Obrigkeit' has an absolute authority, and God requires of men an unconditional obedience to it, for it is God Who has set it up. It would no doubt be well that the ruler should govern justly and according to law, but if he does not do so, his subjects must still submit and leave it to God to punish him. The principle is clear and unqualified, but we have made no progress in tracing the sources of Luther's opinion. It may be suggested that it was in the main

---

1 Cf. p. 278, note 3
2 Id. id., vol xix, 'Ob Kriegsleute,' &c., p. 633.
3 Id id id., p. 634. "Aber ich habe solche verantwortet, dass obgleich die Herrn unrecht daran theien, waren drumb nicht billig noch recht, aeh unrecht zu thun, das ist ungeheuern sein und zerstören Gottes Ordnung, die nicht unser ist, sondern man solle das unrecht leiden"
4 Id id id., pp 635 to 637.
5 Id. id. id., p. 640.

---

1 Id id id., p. 640. "Ja sprichtu, we aber, wenn ein Konig oder Herr sich mit Eyden seiben unterthunen verpflicht, nach gutfestellten artizel zu regern, und hlt sie nicht, und damit schuldig sein wil, auch das Regiment zu lassen, wie man sagt, dass der Konig zu Frankrech nach den Parlenzten seines rechts regern musse. Und der Konig zu Denemak auch schoren musse, auff sonderlich artizel"
2 Id id id., p. 643. "Nicht also, sondern was ich von der unter person sagt, das soll trefen beyde, Bauer, Burger, Edel, Herrn, Graven und Fursten Denn diese alle haben auch Oberherrn, und sind Unterperson eines andern."
a violent reaction against the danger of anarchy, as represented
by the revolt of the Peasants, but this is not really con-
sistent with the facts, for the statements of Luther, which we
have cited from the years 1522, 1523, show clearly that he
held the same opinions before the Peasants' Revolt.

We must now turn to the development of Luther's later
views, for it is quite clear that these were not the same as his
earlier views. As late as May and November 1529, we find
him solemnly warning the Elector of Saxony against the
formation of a League for the protection of the Reformers,
and against any attempt to resist the Emperor if he en-
deavoured to seize Luther. 1 But, as Professor Muller thinks,
even in December 1529 there are some indications of a
change, 2 and in March 1530 Luther and some others in a
letter to the Elector of Saxony gave a formal opinion which
has a very different character from Luther's earlier views.
This letter was written in reply to one from the Elector,
and Luther said that it might perhaps be true, that, according
to the Imperial and Secular Law, it was in some cases lawful
to defend oneself against the Emperor, especially as the
Emperor had sworn to maintain his subjects in their ancient
liberty. Scripture, however, Luther says, does not permit
Christian men to set themselves against the Supreme Authority,
but requires them to submit to injustice and violence from him.
Secular and Papal Laws do not consider that the Supreme
Authority is an Ordinance of God; but the Emperor remains
Emperor, and the Prince remains Prince, even if he trans-
gresses all God's commands—yes, even if he were a heathen.
Then, however, Luther comes to the rather surprising con-
clusion that there is only one remedy, and that is that the
Empire and the Electors should agree to depose him. 3

1 Luther, 'Breve,' Ed. de Wette, vol. ii. pp. 454 and 626.
2 Cf. K. Muller, 'Luther's Ausserungen über das Recht des Widerstands
3 Luther, 'Breve,' Ed. de Wette, vol. ii. p. 509: "Und befinde,
dass vielleicht nach Kasserlichen und weltlichen Rechten, etliche
mochten selbigen, dass man in solchem Fall
mochte wider Kaiserliche majestat sich ver-
pflichtet und veredet, niemand mit
gewalt anzuzugehen, sondern bei aller
vorigen Freiheit zu lassen, wie denn
die Juristen handeln von den Repre-
salen und Difflation. Aber nach der
Schrift soll man sich in keinem Weg lassen,
dass sich jemand, wer ein Christ sein
will, wider sein Oberkost setzen, Gott
gebraue thut recht oder unrecht;
sodass ein Christ soll gewalt und
recht leiden, sondern von seiner
Oberkost. Denn obgleich Kaiserliche
majestat unrecht thut und ihr Pflicht
und Eid ubertretet, ist damit sein
Kaiserliche Oberkost und seiner
un-
terbanen gehorsam nicht aufgehoben,
weil das Reich und die Kurfursten ihn
fur Kaiser halten und nicht absetzen ...
Weltliche oder Papstliche Recht
sehen hernem nicht an, dass Oberkost
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It is clear that in this formal statement of opinion we
have something which is very different from Luther's earlier
judgments. In the first place, we have an indication that
Luther was beginning to take some account of the Constitu-
tional Law of the Empire, and that he recognised that
some jurists at least maintained that if the Emperor violated
the obligations of the oath which he had sworn at his
election, it was lawful to resist him. In the second place,
he still maintained that the Holy Scriptures did not permit any
such resistance, however unjust the Emperor's conduct might
be. But in the third place, we come upon the surprising view
that although, while the Emperor continued to be Emperor,
he could not be resisted, it might be lawful for the Empire and
the Electors to depose him. We have already observed
a conception analogous to this in several earlier writers. 1

In October of the same year, 1530, the question of resistance
to the Emperor was formally put before Luther and others of
the Reformers at Torgau, and there was laid before them a
statement on the subject drawn up by some jurists, showing
in what circumstances it would be lawful to resist the Supreme
Authority (Obrigkeit), and declaring that such circumstances
were now present. Luther and his colleagues answered that
they had not known that the Law itself recognised the right

1 Cf. 'Sachenspiegel,' vol. i. p. 61, and in this volume, pp 22, 23, 50.
of resistance in certain cases; they had always thought that the Law must be obeyed, and that the Gospel does not contradict the Secular Law; they could not therefore maintain that men might not defend themselves against the Emperor himself, or his representative; it was, therefore, also right that men should arm themselves, and thus be prepared to resist a sudden attack.¹

The judgments expressed in this letter represent a different position from the letter of March 1530. Luther was even then aware that some jurists admitted the lawfulness of resistance;

¹ K Müller, 'Luther's Auserungen,' Beilage 3. "Uns ist ein Zettel furgetragen, daraus wir finden, was die Doktores der Rechte schlossen auff die Frage, in welchen feilen man muge der Oberkeit widdertehen. Wo nu das als bey den selbigem Rechtsdoktoeren oder Verstendigen gegrundet ist, und wir gewalsch ym solchen feilen stehen, ym solchen wage (we so ansegen) man muge die Oberkeit widdertehen, und wir allzlet geler doen haben, dass man woltiche Recht solle lassen geben, gellen und halten, was se vermogen, und das Evangelion nicht widdern die woltliche Recht leren, so konnen wir's mit der Schrift nicht anfechten, wo man sich des falls wehren musste, es sey gleich der Kaiser ym eigener Person, oder wer es iht unter seinen namen ... So wol siche gleichwell anseyn, dass man sich ruote und als auff eine gewalt, so plotisch sch erheben mochte, beret sey, wo siche denn nach gestalt und leuflte der sachen leichtlich begeben kann.

Denn das wir bisher geleret, stracks nicht widdern zu stehen der Oberkeit, haben wir nicht gewusst, das solches der Oberkeit rechte selts geben, welchen wir doch allenhalben zu geboren vunen geleret haben." Of the formal statement signed by Luther, Justus Jonas, Bugenhagen and Melanchthon in 1536

Melanchthon, ‘Opera Omnia’ in ‘Corpus Reformatorum,’ vol vii Epistle, 1455, p. 122 (1536 a d.) ‘Nu ist erstlich klar, dass jede Oberkeit über andere gleiche Oberkeit, oder ‘privatos,’ schuldt ist ihre Christen und die Lehre zu schutzen. He ist weiter die Frage, was einem Fürsten wider seinen Herrn, als den Kaiser, in sol chem Fall zu thun gelith. Darauf ist auch gleiche antwo. Erstlich dasswohl das Evangelium bestätigt weltliche leibliche Regiment, so muss ein idlicher Christlicher Fürst gegen seinen Herrn oder Kaiser halten vermoge daselben natürellen und weltlichen Regiment und Ordnung. Wenn der Kaiser nicht Rechter ist, und will gleichwohl Straf ube, als ‘pendente appellatone,’ so het solch solchen thalsich Vornehmen, ‘notenm injurum.’ Ny ist dieses natürelle Ordnung der Regiment, dass man sich schutzen möge, und die gegenwehr gebrauchen wieder solche ‘notenam injurum.’ Darauf, so der Kaiser etwas thatlig vornent vor dem Consul ‘pendente appellatone,’ in solchen welche die Religion betreffen, und den zugesagten Frieden wahrhaftiglich und ohne sophister belangen (so) ist er zu halten als eine Privat-person, und ist solche ‘injurum,’ weder die Appellation und zugesagten Frieden angennommen, eine öffentliche ‘notonis injurum.’"

but he still maintained that Holy Scripture did not permit this. Now, Luther admitted that if, as the jurists said, the law of the Empire admitted the right of resistance, they could have nothing to say against it, for they had always taught that the law must be obeyed.

There are some letters written in the spring of 1531 which justified or explained this apparent change of position, but they do not add very much. In a letter addressed to Lazarus Spengler of Nuremberg, he says that he had heard that it was reported that he and the other Reformers had withdrawn their previous advice that the Emperor must not be resisted. The real truth was as follows: they were now informed that the Imperial Law permitted resistance in the case of obvious injustice. He himself had no opinion of his own on the law, but must leave that to the jurists to decide, If this was the Law of the Empire, they were no doubt bound to obey it. The other letters are in much the same terms.

That this change in Luther's position was permanent seems to be clear: in 1531 he wrote a pamphlet entitled, ‘Warnung an seine lieben Deutschen.’ We are not concerned here with its general subject-matter, but with some passages in it which deal with the relations of those who accepted the Reformed opinions to the Emperor and the Roman Party. If, he says in one passage, it should come to war, he would not suffer those who defended themselves against the ‘morderous and blood-thirsty Papists’ to be called rebels, but would refer them to the Law and the jurists; and in another place he says that his advice was that if the Emperor should summon them to fight against the Reforming Party no one should obey him.²

² Luther, 'Brief wechsel,' Ed Enders, vol vii pp 333, 344.

² Luther, 'Werke,' vol xxx part vii ‘Warnung an seine lieben Deutschen,’ p 328. "Wester, wo es zum Krige koomt, de Gott für sei, so wil ich das teil so sich widdern die mordscho und blutgyrige Papsten zur waren setz, nicht auffrasesch gescholten haben, noch scholten lassen, sondern wil..."
We have dealt with Luther's position, not exhaustively, as has been done by Muller in his admirable monograph, but we hope, sufficiently to bring out his original opinions and the change after 1530. It seems clear that at first Luther maintained dogmatically that the king, whether he was good or bad, just or unjust, held his authority from God and could not be resisted, but must in all secular matters receive an unqualified submission. His judgment is clear, but we have not been able to find in his work any real light upon the source of his opinions, for his citations from St Paul and St Peter cannot be described as furnishing this adequately. No doubt his opinions were ultimately derived from those of St Gregory the Great, for these opinions had not completely disappeared in the Middle Ages, though they had been ignored or dismissed by all serious theological or political thinkers. We can only suggest conjecturally, that Luther may have come under the special influence of some abnormal teacher.

It is also clear that from about 1530 his opinions were completely altered, at least with regard to the Empire. Whether Luther fully understood the significance of the change in his conceptions may be doubted, but in fact the change was fundamental, for he was no longer maintaining the absolute authority of the Ruler, but the supreme authority of the Law; it is not necessary to explain the importance of this change.

It would seem that Melanchthon followed Luther, both in his earlier and later opinions. In a letter of 1530 to the Elector of Saxony, he speaks of resistance to the Emperor as being contrary to God's command, but in 1538 he joined Luther in signing the Declaration which we have just cited.

In a letter of 1539 he says plainly that the principle that subjects must not resist their superiors does not apply when the superior commits atrocities and notorious injuries.

In 1546 Melanchthon, along with Bugenhagen and others, signed a declaration that, in their opinion, it was lawful for the "Stände" to defend themselves against the Emperor, if he attacked them on account of their religion. In a letter of the same year Melanchthon briefly, but clearly, criticised the argument for non-resistance, as drawn from St Paul's words in the Epistle to Romans xii. 1. The Power, he says, is indeed an Ordinance of God, but only a just Power; unjust violence is not God's Ordinance; and he adds an important appeal to the principle that the relations of inferior authorities to the superior were determined by certain conditions and agreements, and refers to the mutual obligations of lord and vassal in Feudal Law.

13] Eight years later Melanchthon set out the same judgment in terse and significant

1 Melanchthon, 'Opera Omnia,' vol. v., Epist. 1767 (p. 630) "Item quod dextrum, subditus non lege ut resistent superiorum, hoc dextum habeat locum sua est ex causa civitatis, quando superior non infert injurias atroces et notoriam."

2 Cf. p. 282, note 5

3 Melanchthon, 'Opera Omnia,' vol. vi. Epist. 3454 (p. 123). "Denn wenn es gesagt ist, dass der Kaiser diese Stände von wegen der Religion überziehen will, allein ist kein Zweifel, dass Stände thun Recht, wie sie sich, und die ihnen ernstlich mit Gottes hulfe schützen, wie S. Paulus spricht, die Obrigkeit führt das Schwert nicht vergeblich, sondern sie ist Gottes Dienerin, und soll strafen diejenigen, so arges thun, als mörder, und ist eine solche gegenwart nicht anders, denn so man einen guten mörder weilen musste, so werde geführet vom Kaiser oder anderen Denn es ist eine öffentliche Tiranney und Non-torita violenta."

4 Id. id. vol. vi. Epist. 4477 (p. 162). "Aliud dictum Rom xii. qui potestatu resistent, Dei ordinamentum resistent, et judeicum sum acquirit. Hae sententia probaxi videtur prohibere defendensionem contra magistratum sed una esse declarant. Votat enim resistere in casu justae jurisdictiones, quae manifeste inquit ordinamentum Dei resistent. Violenta autem injusta, non est ordinatio Dei, ut Tholosan, eminenti sermo, certae. demonstrat, quoniam resistent judei et liberi, non resistent tantum Dei ordinamentum, sed manifesta furoris inimicus Dei et manifesto latrunculo."

5 Id. id. vol. vi. Epist. 3454 (p. 123).

In 1546 Melanchthon, along with Bugenhagen and others, signed a declaration that, in their opinion, it was lawful for the "Stände" to defend themselves against the Emperor, if he attacked them on account of their religion. In a letter of the same year Melanchthon briefly, but clearly, criticised the argument for non-resistance, as drawn from St Paul's words in the Epistle to Romans xii. 1. The Power, he says, is indeed an Ordinance of God, but only a just Power; unjust violence is not God's Ordinance; and he adds an important appeal to the principle that the relations of inferior authorities to the superior were determined by certain conditions and agreements, and refers to the mutual obligations of lord and vassal in Feudal Law. Three years later Melanchthon set out the same judgment in terse and significant
words. Resistance and necessary defence against the unjust and notorious violence of the superior is right, for the Gospel does not annul the political order, which is in accord with Law.1

It is here that we may appropriately notice an important statement of the year 1550, made by the parish Clergy of Magdeburg, which sets out dogmatically the principle that the inferior public authorities might rightly defend their subjects against the unjust attacks of the Supreme Authority upon their religion; this means that in such cases the Imperial cities and the Princes could lawfully resist the Emperor.2 They refer to the doctrine that it was always unlawful to resist the Higher Powers, but they contemptuously reject it. It is admitted, they say, that the superior and the subjects are bound to each other by oaths, but princes and lords, some say, may deal as they like with their subjects, may forget their oaths and may do what they please, while the subjects may not protect or maintain their rights and liberties.3

The 'Obrigkeit' is an Ordinance of God, whose function it is to honour the good and to punish the evil, and therefore, when it persecutes the good and sets forward the evil, it is no longer an Ordinance of God, but of the Devil, and to resist it is to resist, not the Ordinance of God, but of the Devil.4

The first English writer of the sixteenth century, as far as we have seen, who sets out the conception of the Divine Right and Non-Resistance was William Tyndale. It is carefully and clearly set out in his work called 'The Obedience of Christian Men,' published in 1553, and it is reaffirmed in his 'Exposition of Matthew v., vi., and viii.,' published in 1532.

We have already pointed out that the Reformers in France and Germany were anxious to show that they were in no way related to any movement of revolt or revolution, and that they had, still less, any sympathy with the Anabaptist movement. Tyndale's work, 'The Obedience of Christian Men,' shows the same concern. In the Prologue to this work he says that the occasion of the Treatise was the charge that the doctrine of the Reformers, and especially the preaching of the Word of God, tended to make men disobey and revolt against their rulers, and to set up a system of community of goods,5

1 Id. id., vol. x., 6886 (p. 987): "Aber von wahrhaftiger göttlicher Gegenwehr zu reden ohne Sophistizar, ist wahr das Gegenwehr und 'necessearies defensio' wider unrechte 'violamentum,' auch weder öffentliche 'notorius violentam superiors potestatis,' recht ist; denn das Evangelium vertilgt nicht weichte Ordnung, den Rechten gemass.'

2 Bekanntung, Unterricht und Vermarnung der Pfarrherrn und Prediger der Christlichen Kirchen zu Magdeburg, ed 1550, part u. (The pages are not numbered, but thus is on the fourth page): "Wt wollen aber uns fernesinnen zu bewesen dass eine Christliche Oberkent mag und sol ihre Unterricht zu versuchen auch wider eine höhere Oberkent, so die Leute mit gewalt zwingen, und Gottes wort und rechte Gottes dienst zu erlangen, und Abgötterey anzunehmen.'

3 Id. id., 5: "Item: Oberkent und unterhassen haben sich zusammen hart verpflicht, und mit Eyden verbunden. Aber die Fürsten und Herren mögen dennoch, ihren muthwillen mit den unterassen uben, ihnen Eyds vergessen und thun was sie wollen. Dagegen haben die Unterassen nicht macht darwider zu reden, ihre Recht und Freyheiten handeln haben. Der Fürst mag kriegen wider die Rechte und seinen Eydt, aber die Unterhassen durffen nimmer widerstehen nach den Rechten.'

4 Id., p. 16. Der Oberkent ist ein Ordnung Gottes, das gute zu ehren, und zu straffen das Böse (Romans xiv.). Deshalb wenn die Oberkent und die
das gute zuverfolgen und das Böse zu fodor, so ist sie nicht mehr (indem das sie also handelt und that), ein Ordnung Gottes, sondern ein Ordnung des Teufels. Und wer solches Böse zuhaben widdersetze, der widdersetze nicht der Ordnung Gottes, sondern der Ordnung des Teufels.'

5 Id., pp. 19, 20, 21.

W. Tyndale, 'The Obedience of Christian Men' (Edinb., London, 1573) Prologue (p. 104): 'Forasmuch as our holy Prelates and our gossantly Religious, which ought to defend God's Word, speak evil of it, and do all the shame they can to it, and rayle on it, and bear their captives in hand, that it causeth insurrection and teacheth the people to disobey their lords and governors, and moveth them to rise against their princes, and to make all common, and to make havoc of other men's goods, therefore have I made the little treatise that followeth contaying all obedience that is of God.'
All this he indignantly repudiates, and suggests that it was rather the Pope and his followers who had taught men to resist their rulers.¹

In setting out his own view, Tyndale begins by citing St. Paul's words in Romans xiii., and concludes that it is God who has given laws to all nations, and who rules the world by means of the Kings and Rulers whom he has appointed, and that no subject may resist his superior for any cause whatsoever, for if he does this, he takes upon himself the authority which belongs to God only.² Again, rulers are ordained of God, whether they are good or evil, and what they do, whether good or bad, is done by God, for if they are evil, they are the ministers of God's punishment upon the sins of the people.³ A Christian man is in respect of God, but as a "passive thing, a thing that suffereth only and doth nought,"⁴ This is sufficiently explicit, but he also says that the king in secular matters is outside of the Law, and whether he does right or wrong gives account to God only.⁵ How far this is a reminiscence of the "legibus solutus" of the Roman Law, and how far it may be derived from other sources, we cannot say.

¹ Id. id., p. 106: "To disobey even father, mother, master, lord, king and emperor: yes, and to invade whatsoever land or nation that will not receive and admit his God-head. Where the peaceable doctrine of Christ teacheth us to obey, and to suffer for the Word of God." ² Id. id., p. 109: "God therefore hath given laws unto all nations and in all lands hath put kings, governors and rulers, in his own stead, to rule the world through them. . . . (p. 110): Neither may the inferior person avenge himself upon the superior, or violently resist him, for whatsoever wrong it be. If he do, he is condemned in the deed doing; inasmuch as he taketh upon him that which belongeth to God only, which says 'Vengeance is mine, and I will reward.'" ³ Id. id., p. 118: "Heads and governors are ordained of God, and are even the gift of God, whether they be good or bad. And, whatsoever is done unto us by them, that doth God, be it good or bad. If they be evil, why are they evil, verify, for our wickedness sake. . . . Therefore doth God make his scourge of them, and turn them unto wild beasts. . . . to avenge himself of our unnatural and blind unkindness, and of our rebellious disobedience." ⁴ Id. id., p. 119: "A Christian man in respect of God, is but a passive thing, a thing that suffereth only and doth nought, as the sick in respect of the surgeon or physician doth but suffer only." ⁵ Id. id., p. 111: "Hence seest thou that the king is in this world without law, and may at his lust do right or wrong, and shall give account but to God only."

It may be urged, indeed, that these are somewhat abstract phrases, and must not be pressed, but in a later work, an exposition of the Sermon on the Mount, he discusses the relation of the subject to the Ruler in more concrete terms.

In commenting on the words of our Lord (Matt. v. 38, 42), Tyndale contends that these words do not mean that the Christian man is forbidden to go to law, but that, even if the law is administered by wicked and corrupt rulers, he must not take the law into his own hands, for to rail against his rulers is to rail against God, and to revolt against them is to revolt against God. This is sufficiently emphatic, but Tyndale was not satisfied till he had repudiated, what we may call, the traditional constitutional contention, that the king had on his accession sworn to maintain the laws, privileges, and liberties of his subjects, and that it was only upon this condition that his subjects had submitted to him, and that, therefore, if he misgoverned them, they were not bound to obey, but could resist and depose him. Tyndale answers contempuously that this argument is of no force; a wife cannot compel her husband if he violates his oath to her, or a servant his master; this can only be done by some higher authority. Again, it may be contended that the subjects had chosen their ruler, and "Cujus est ligare, ejus est solvere"; but Tyndale answers that even though the people elect their ruler, it is God who has elected him through them, he is the Lord's anointed, and cannot be deposed without a special commandment from God; and he then cites the story of David and Saul, as Gregory the Great had done. He adds an ingenious parallel, that the citizens of London elected their Mayor, but could not depose him without the consent of the king, from whom they had received the power to elect, and concludes that if the highest authority does wrong, subjects can only complain to God.¹

¹ Id., "Exposition on Matthew v., vi, vii." (p. 213): "Wherefore the text meaneth him, that where the law is unjustly ministered and the governors and judges corrupt . . . there be patient and ready to suffer over as much more, whatever unright be done thee, rather than of impatience thou shouldst avenge thyself on thy neighbour, or rayle or make insurrection against the superiors which God hath set over thee. For..."
It seems clear that Tyndale intended to repudiate all constitutional arguments for the restraint of the royal authority, and it is interesting to observe that in this same work he suggested that the evils which had befallen England in the fifteenth century were really the result of their action in slaying their rightful king, Richard II., whom God had set over them. 1 to rise against them, is to rebel against God, and against thy father when he scourgeth thee for thy sine offended, and a thousand times more since than to avenge thee on thy neighbour. And to rayle on them is to rayle on God, as though thou wouldest blaspheme Him, if He made thee sick, poor, or of low degree, or otherwise than thou wouldest be made thyself. Jeopardy it is to rise against thy liberties, and upon that submit their- of the King is the authority of God again. Your argument, naught. For the husband sweareth with absolute power, and without covenant with his servant, or one not bound to obey, but may resist him and put him down again. I answere, your argument is naught. For the husband sweareth to God, if he be under none obedience) power to put him down again, how evil soever he be, without the authority of him (and not the common people) to whom thou must complain. Yes, but you will say, it is not like. For the whole body of the subjects choose the Ruler. Now, Cujus est ligare, ejus est solvere,' ergo, if he rule amiss, they may put him down agayne. . . . God (and not the common people) chooseth the Prince, though he chuse by them. For, Deut. xvi., God commandeth to choose and set up officers, and therefore is God the chief chaser and setter-up of them, as so must he be the chief getter down of them agayne, so that without his special Commandment they may not be put down agayne. Now hath God given no Commandment to put them down agayne, but contrariwise, when we have anointed a king at his Commandment, he sayeth: touch not mine anointed. And what jeopardy it is to rise against thy Prince that is anointed over thee, how evil soever he be, as in the story of King David, and throughout all the Books of the Kings. The authority of the King is the authority of God, and all the subjects compared to the Kings are but subjects still (though the King be never so evil). . . . And unto your argument, 'Cujus est ligare, ejus est solvere,' I answere: he that bindeth with absolute power, and without any higher authority, his is the might to loose agayne. But he that bindeth at other men's commandment, may not loose against the commandment of the same. As they of London choose them a Mayor: but may not put him down again, how evil soever he be, without the authority of him with whose licence they chose him. As long as the power of officers be one under another, if the inferior do thee wrong, complainst to the higher. But if the highest of all do thee wrong, thou must complainst unto God only. Wherefore the only remedy against evil rulers is, that thou turne thine eyes to thyself, and thine own sins, and then looke up unto God. 1 1 R. Barnes' Works. Edition, London, 1873 (with Tyndale and Frith, paged with Frith's Works), p. 292: "In this article we must note that there be two manner of ministers or Powers: one is a temporal power, the other is called a spiritual power: the Temporal Power is committed of God to Kings, Dukes . . . Mayors, Sheriffs, and all other ministers under them. . . . In this power is the King's chief and full Ruler; all others be ministers and servants, as Paul doth declare, saying: 'Let every soul be subject unto the Higher Power,' &c. Also St Peter: 'Be subject unto the Kynge as unto the chief head . . . unto this power must we be obedient in all thynge that pertain to the ministration of the present life, and of the Commonwealth. . . . So that, if this power commandeth anything of
The only thing that he will allow is, that the oppressed man may fly (he is evidently thinking primarily of a man persecuted for his religion).

We have thus endeavoured to set out the first development in Germany and in England in the sixteenth century of the theory of the absolute Divine Right of the monarch, and of the principle of non-resistance, but we shall return to this in another chapter, with regard to its development in the later part of the century.

**CHAPTER V.**

**THE POLITICAL THEORY OF THE CIVILIANS IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.**

We have dealt with the conception of the source and nature of the authority of Law, as illustrated in the writers on Political Theory in the earlier part of the sixteenth century. In previous volumes and in the earlier parts of this volume we have found it necessary to distinguish sharply between the character of political theories in general and the conceptions of the Civilians, and it is necessary to continue this distinction, for, as we have said, the political conceptions which these jurists derived from their study of the Roman Law differed in many and important respects from the traditional conceptions and practice of medieval Europe.

We cannot, indeed, pretend that we have been able to examine the political theory of the sixteenth century Civilians in as much detail as we have done those of the earlier periods: we have no longer the invaluable guidance of Savigny’s great work, which terminates at the end of the fifteenth century.

We begin with the famous French humanist and jurist, Guillaume Budé, whose work belongs to the earliest part of the sixteenth century. It is, indeed, not very easy to bring Budé’s conceptions into complete harmony with each other; when dealing with general principles, he seems to assert the absolute power of monarchy, and especially in France; while in other places he attributes to the “Parlement” of Paris a very large authority, even in relation to the king.

The first position is developed by him in his discussion of
the meaning of the phrase, "Princeps legibus solutus"; the second, in a passage in which he compares the Roman Senate with "Curia nostra suprema" (meaning clearly, the "Parlament" of Paris).

He begins the treatment of the meaning of "legibus solutus" by appealing to a famous passage of the 'Politices,' in which Aristotle speaks of the natural monarchy of a man who is incomparably superior to all other men in the state. Such a man, Budé maintains, cannot be treated as the equal of others, but must rather be regarded as a god among men; it would be absurd to impose law upon such a man, as he is a law to himself. He goes on to assert that the Roman Emperors, at least at the time of Ulpius and the Kings of France, had a pre-eminence of this kind; the Emperor ordered all things according to his will, and the Kings of France have all things in their power. They are like the Jove of Homer, and all things tremble at their

... Isigur in subiculo in sacra propemodum sententiam inquit, si tamen recte vertiamas; in republlica autem optime constituta in desum iuris esse dicit debet, qui et regere et regi, et voluntate et apud ilium ad vitam paratas est secondum virtutem agendum. Agecum sit aliquid unus, aut uno etiam plurum (pauciores tamen quam ut civilia numeros implore possint), tanto esteris virtutis exeperaritas praestantes, si plurum sint, aut praestans si unus sit, reliquorum ut universorum virtus cum illius aut illorum non sit comparabilia; diceo, inquit, hujusmodi viris non iam civitatis partem existimandos esse, quippe injustum illis habebi debitum similem esse videntur, aut aequas ferre partes digni ipsi videbuntur, tanto...
that the Law is the prince of princes, but he explained what
he meant by the Law when he said that it is not that law
which is written in books or on tables, but that living "reason"
which is within the prince. 1

It is obvious that Budé was anxious, at least as a general
principle, to maintain the view that the king stood outside of,
and above, the legal order of society.

It is, however, also clear that in another place Budé repre-
sents the actual constitutional practice of France in very
different terms. In discussing the position of the Senate in
Rome he compares it with "curia nostra suprema," and
maintains that this Court had all the powers which had been
in the Senate. The "Maiestas" and powers of the Roman
people had been transferred to the prince by the "Lex
Regia," while the Senatorial Power had been granted to the
Curia—i.e., the "Parlement." It was this "Parlement" which
declared the princes' "acta," "rata irritave," by it he willed
that his Constitutions should be promulgated; and it was
to the judgment of this Court alone that the princes, though
"legibus soluti," submitted themselves ("a qua sibi dicit,
principes leges soluti civilis animo ferant")).

1 Id. id. id.: "Verius autem quis dixerit magistratus summos et prin-
cipes Dei ministros esse in procuratione hominum et salutis, ut quas bona
generi humano divinitus dispensasset, ei ipsi partim distribusat infer homines,
partim asseruer... tantorum porro honorum divinorum taliumque nullus
esse hominibus fructus usqueque commodus et rectus, sine lege, sine justitia,
sine princeps... Deinde haec subdit: Justitia igitur finis est leges, lex
autem officium est principis. At Id. id., Dig. i. 9, 12 (p. 96)
recte princeps Romanos eodem tractatu itaigitur principi princeps erit
hoc atque legibus soluti,~oluti,~,iae quae bona imperitantem dixerit, ex iis quae
cipes ipsi partim generi humano distribuant,~ut quae bona imperitantem
dixerit, ex iis quae cipes ipsi partim generi humano distribuant.

2 Id. id., Dig. i. 9, 12 (p. 96): "In ea igitur curia in qua summa juris-
dictionis Gallica atque etiam jurisdic-
tialis imperii sita est, omnia inesse
multi videtur, quae et in senato, et in
centumviratu, et in areopago erant,
dumtaxat quod ad jurisdiccionem
imperiumque jurisdictionis attinet.

Maiestas vero populi apud Romanos
diebetur, et auctoritas Senatus.

3 Jean Ferrault. "Tractatus de Juribus et Privilegii Regni Francorum,"
xxxv: "Duodecim illium jus at-
qualiter respiciendo est quod Rex
late solutus facit constitutiones seu leges
in Regno Francico... Est enim
justiciarum, quod populus regitur
solo rege, ille solus potest statuere,
condere et instituere. Constitutio vel
dictum est, quod tantum rex vel
imperator constituit, II. Diet. c. Consistutio. Nam saltem reipublicae
utri nulli magis creditur, divus
Augusti (nus) convenire, nec aliquem
sufficiere ei rei... quia antiqua lege
regis quae salas menseputatur omne jus
omnisque potestas in regnaturally transeat est: et siuiti imperatoris soli hoc
convenere in subditis... ita regi;
cum rex Francus omnium juris impera-
toribus habet, quia (ut dictum est)
non recognocet in terrae non superiores.

4 Id. id., 41: "Decimum septimum
jux regiam est, quod ipso solus et
nullus alius potest imponere novum
vectigal... sibi autem reges, et
domini temporales possunt exigere; in
Tit. quae sunt regalia X Coll. Sed
cum imponere nec quocumque colore
aliam actionem facere etiam pro
militate patria..." (We confess that we
are not quite clear about this passage.)
We may also put beside Ferrault the opinions of Charles de Grassaille, in a work published in 1538.¹

When, however, we turn to other and more important Civilians of the sixteenth century, we find judgments of a very different kind. We begin with Alciatus of Milan and Bourges, whose earlier years were spent in Milan, but who later migrated to France and taught in the Law School of Bourges in the earlier part of the century.

Alciatus, as was natural, held that the authority of the Emperor was derived from the Roman people, but he developed this into the doctrine that all political authority was and could only be derived from the people. The “Jus imperii Romani” belonged to the people until they transferred it by law to Augustus. God gave men lordship over all animals, but not over other men; kings were created by violence, and thus also, in lesser kingdoms. Alciatus concludes that “he is a just prince who reigns with the consent of the people, and he is a tyrant who reigns over unwilling subjects.” St Augustine rightly described kings created by violence, without the consent of the subjects, as “magna lacratio.”²

² Alciatus, Opera, vol u. col. 1047, ‘Comm on Digest,’ L. 16, 15: “Jus Imperii Romani ad populum pertinebat, donee per legem Rhenanianum populis in Augustum Caesaris jus enume transitut. Nam cum hominem creavit Deus, illi in cetera quidem animantia ius et domumam concedit, hominem autem ut alteri alter servoret non includit. Unde principio rerum non divina jussione, sed ex populi consensu reges assumpti sunt; quod et, post Romani imperii occasum, servatum fuist, cum Carolus Magnus a populo Romano Augustus electus est, et a pontifice Leone sacro olim munucatus, quod jus populi hodie Gregorians leges in septem Germaniae principes traditum est. Sic et Franci, Chilpericus spectat qui regno idoneus non esset, Pippannam praestetque consulit substituentur. Et cum Pippan prodes a majoribus degenerasset, rursum Odonem, mox eum factum Robertum etinde Roberti neposseum Hugenem ad summum fastigium eversurunt... Et quod de maximis

This is an interesting expansion of the tradition of the Roman Law, that all authority in Rome was derived from the people, for Alciatus enlarges this into the general principle, that without the consent of the community there is no legitimate authority.

He is almost equally definite in his repudiation of the conception that the authority which the people had granted to the prince was absolutely unlimited. He refers contemptuously in one place to the “hallucinations” of the theologians and the “delusion” of the jurists who maintained that the power of the prince was supreme and free, and that he could do whatever he pleased. This, he says, is certainly not true in Italy; it is absurd to say that bishops, dukes, or marquises have an authority over Italians which the Emperor himself does not possess.³

In another work he insists again upon the limited nature of the authority of princes. He has, he says, dealt at some length with this, in order that princes, whether they had reached the highest rank (he means the Empire) or are kings, dukes, or counts, might learn that they had not so great an authority as their flatterers tell them; and also in order that the doctrine of Martin (i.e., that there was nothing that the Emperor could not do) should once again be refuted.⁴
Alciatus did not, we think, doubt that the prince had the legislative power, which he had received from the people, but in one passage he indicates that he was of opinion that the prince should not make laws without the advice of the "Periti," the men of experience. It appears very possible that this is a reminiscence of the provisions of 'Code,' i. 14, 8, though he is not here commenting on that passage. He is also clear that the prince is bound by his contracts, that he has no power to revoke or annul them. We have already observed the importance of this conception in the Civilians of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries; indeed, he refers directly to some of them, and he also refers to the important parallel principle of the Feudal Law, that the lord could not deprive the vassal of his fief without just cause. He also discusses the question whether the prince can insert, in his briefs, clauses which derogate from the law. He says in one place, was ruled by kings who were chosen for their capacity and virtue, and they ruled without any fixed cause. To some of them, and he also refers to the important conception of the Feudal Law, that the lord could not deprive the vassal of his fief without just cause.

He also discusses the question whether the prince can insert, in his briefs, clauses which derogate from the law; he says in one place that no one can do this except the prince, and such persons as have received authority from him. That is, he seems to maintain the dispensing power of the prince. It should, however, be observed that in another place Alciatus allows this only under important reservations. The prince, he says, has power to remit all punishments for offences against himself, but he cannot deal in this way with "our" rights any more than the people did who gave him this authority; for the story about Martin, of Savigny, 'Geschichte des Römisichen Rechtes,' vol. iv. p. 180.

Alciatus, nobil non Imperator con cedentis, sententiam confutatur "


1 Id., Opera, vol ii, col 30, 'Comm. on Cod.' i, 2, 5, 'Rationale Consili. Non enim debent præcepta ex se ipsa, leges promulgare, sed adhibito perversorum consilio"  
2 Id i, vol iv, vol 816, 'Tractatus de Praesumptioibus,' 'Regula Tertia Praesumptio.' "Et probabilis in opus, quae videtur comminor... ubi non praeunctur cause in prince volunt esse remodere præsumto contractum usto uti non potest etiam de pleutorum potestatis, secundum

Paulus de Castro in L. Dignus Vox C De Legibus (Cod. 1, xiv 4) Et Baldus in Cap. I Ad hae de pace jur. firm. Et Lud. Rom... Queritur primo, deum, quid præcepta non potest revocare contractum s se factum... Item est in feudo."  
3 Id., vol i, col 1108, 'Comm. on Dig.' xxxi 1, 55, "Adnotavit in primes Doct non posse testatores adversus leges quemquam inducere Et idem nec quem, nec quemquam aliquam, excepto prince, possi clausula derogatoria legum uti. Præceptus quidem si, permissitur, quod legibus solut us sunt, alia vero moratus, uti quotiens ex princeps indulgentiae consequatur."

There is, therefore, in 'juro nostro' no mention of "plenitudo potestatis," or of "non obstante" clauses. Much less can marquises, dukes, or counts take away another man's rights. Alciatus seems clearly to interpret the doctrine that the prince is "legibus solutus" as meaning little more than that he can remit penalties that he has himself imposed, and not as meaning that he can suspend any law at his pleasure.

The conception of political authority which we find in Alciatus is obviously very important, even if it stood alone, but its importance is greatly increased when we bring it into comparison with that of some other important Civilians of the sixteenth century.

How far it may be thought that some of the conceptions of other important French Civilians of the sixteenth century are due to the influence of Alciatus, and his teaching at Bourges, we cannot positively say, but it is certainly remarkable that several of them set out conceptions which are more nearly akin to his than to those of the Italian Civilians of the fifteenth century with which we have dealt in the second part of this volume.

François Connon, who died in 1551, is said to have studied law at Bourges under Alciatus, and his Commentaries on the Roman Law contain some very important observations on the nature of law and its relation to the king. The primitive world, he says in one place, was ruled by kings who were chosen for their capacity and virtue, and they ruled without any fixed system of law. When, however, they began to abuse their power, and men saw how dangerous it was to entrust the wellbeing of all to the goodwill of one, they either thrust...
out the kings and made laws, or retained the kings and imposed upon them the restraints of law. He goes on to cite a judgment which he attributes to Aristotle, that to obey the Law is to obey God and the Law, while to obey a man is to obey a wild beast, for the greed and anger which turn the magistrate from virtue is like that of a wild beast.

These are general conceptions, and when he turns to the actual conditions of his time, his statements are different but significant. In discussing the source of Law he first mentions with approval the saying of Demosthenes that law is the agreement of the whole “Civitas” and the similar doctrine of Papinian (“Digest,” i. 3, 1), but he admits that in France it is the authority of the king which binds men by laws. Even here, however, Connon maintains that it was from the consent of the people that this authority was drawn, and thus no law is made without the will of the people, either by their own decree, or by that of the person to whom they have given authority to make it.

1 F. Connon, "Libri Commentariorum Jura Civilia," vol. i, Bk. 1. 7 (p. 25): "Hoc est quod dicatur, praeceps illa semita commu fuisse gubernata manu regis. . . . Est enim regibus sola naturae ratio et juris et injuriae regula . . . Haecque non quibue bus creabatur rex, sed inter ipsos esset ad res gendariae maxime idoneus, qui virtus, consilium, prudentia, se annam magnitudinem et robore maxime praestaret, . . . Qua non amore aut odio, non cupiditate aut ira contumae nostrae decretur ad nobis, sed quod jus, quod equitas et veritas postularet, id omnibus in rebus constitueret, ut seque rentur et tueretur. Postquam vero coepisset, quibus ad hume modum fuerat data rerum omnium potestas, contra rationem praesumptionem, multa pro annis libidine facere, et perusalum valuttum, unus arbitrio fortunae et vitam omnium commissit, quodam, egressus regibus, leges posuerunt, alia, potestas regibus, tamquam fresos legum occurrerunt, ut eos minus potesta fereosentes duxit juris consuetudinem.

2 Id. id. id. "Bene Aristoteles: Quem legem praeceps vult, est uidetur Deum et leges imperare: qui autem vult hominem, adnuntiat et bellam: nam bello simul est cupiditas et ira, quae magistratus et optimi quemque virtute doteorunt."

3 Id. id. i. 8 (p. 28). "Quod vero lex duxit esse connummum quodcumque lotus civitas, bene se Demosthenes dixit, quod Athenensibus lex nulla uss de iusorurn conseque impum potuerit. Bene et Papmanus, "lex est commune preceptum . . . connummum republique sponso."

4 (Dig. i. 3, 1) Nam et Romanus leges suae seonae potestias futu populi.

Nos quibus regibus, non communibus sponso, sed principis autoricis, alligat regibus, nos jam sunt ab iuto regis consequuntur, conceuimus etiam ea de re noster putarum accessere, cum et ibi regnandi potestas data est, et nobis imposita necessitas parenti.

5 Sue et ut nulla lex non de populo voluptate constitui, sed tanquam pactum quodam consentimentum inter se vivum, ut decebat Lycophren regum, quaem aut ansehent ipsa, aut ei eum ens sequarum, quae nec dederunt potestatem, Ergo vel utilitas ipsa justa, prope mater et equo, ut scribit Honorius, vel concoemus ipsa nostra, nos obligat legibus, nos ut omnes parente deobamus.

6 Id. id. 8 (p. 29).

7 Id. id. 10 (p. 42).

8 Id. id. 8 (p. 28): "Quod si ita est, ne principis quidem ipsa legibus solutus est, quoniam tua praest populo, ut unus tamen at de populo, Digna vox est magistate Regnantis . . . et re vero majus imperi est submettere legibus praeorpopum. Et oriculo praesens edisti quod nobis curo non patiurum, alas, admonerit. Quod aestimam abh edictum putarum omnes principes omnum qui unus impero subante populorum . . . poten-

9 Cum sum juris, leges, equitate praeponderarum."

Connon is, however, clear that the legislative authority of the prince (at least, of the Roman Emperor) was unfettered by the necessity of taking counsel; he cites the opinion of Papinian that the Law is “consultum virorum prudentium,” but adds that this does not imply that the prince must consult the jurists; it is customary to do so, and it is right and honourable, as the Code says “Humanum est,” &c. (“Code,” i. 14, 8), but as Bartolus says, this is a counsel of “Humanitas,” not a legal necessity. Connon holds clearly and emphatically that the legislative power of the prince was as complete as that of the whole Roman people.

On the other hand, he contemptuously repudiates the notion that law is superior to custom; their authority is equal, and the later prevails over the earlier; and he is equally dogmatic in repudiating the doctrine that the prince is “legibus solutus.” The prince is, indeed, over the people, but he is still one of the people, and he wishes that all princes should remember the "Digna Vix" (“Code,” i. 121, 4), and should suffer their authority to be controlled by the law and by equity. A little later he lays down dogmatically the principle that an unjust law is not a law at all, and should be corrected or annulled; and that, if a king by hereditary right becomes a tyrant and violates the divine and human laws, he should be deposed. The law and the king are sacred, and not to be violated, but evil law is to be abrogated and the tyrant to be expelled. Until this has been done, they must be obeyed;
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but when it is done, men are free from them.1 We cannot say that these conceptions of Connon are derived from those of Alciatus, but there are obviously important parallels between them.

François Duaren was also a pupil of Alciatus and a contemporary of Connon, dying in 1559, and in his Commentaries on the 'Digest' we find some important observations on the sources of law and the authority of the prince.

There is no doubt, he says in one place, that the prince can make law, but he raises the question how far the people also have the right to do this, and he contends that they clearly possessed this right in the time of Julianus, that is, in the second century; he also cites Dion and Suetonius as showing that Augustus and Caligula were in the habit of submitting legislative proposals to the people, and in a later passage he suggests that it is at least possible that the people shared their power of legislation with the prince, and did not renounce it entirely, and he cites the words of Julianus as illustrating this.2

1 Id. id., 8 (p. 30): 'Haece igitur disputationis nostriae summa sit, in justam legem, legem non esse, et vel tollendum esse, errore cognito, vel certe corrigendum; dum id fiat, res est.'

2 F. Duarenus, 'Comment. in Digest.' i. 3, cap. 3: 'Principem nulla dubia isti est legem condere possit, cum potestas populi in eum translata sit. Sed de populo quaere possit an legis constitutiae leges potestatem habeat. Et Julianus saepe aperit ostendit in Digest. hic (Dig. i. 3, 32) tempore suo populum legem condere potuisse. Ac scribit: Augustum leges ad populum ferre soluit, postquam urbis imperium et delatum est. Sed et Suetonius, de Caligula loquens: 'tentativi, inquit, et comitorum more revocato, sufragis populi reddere.'

Id. id., 4, cap. 1: 'Nam jus quod principes constituit, in legem habet, eti se non intervenire potest populi consensu, sed sola principis voluntas...' Quamvis autem juris consti-

tuendi potestas fuerit principe concessa a populo: tamen credibile est populum eam potestatem magis eum principi quaedammodo communicasse, quam se omnino abdicasse, quod et Julianus ostendit: paulo ante disputans de consuetudine. D. i. Do quibus, supra prox. Tit. (Dig. i. 3, 32)."

His treatment of custom seems to us to be related. He first asks whether custom can override the law when made by the prince, for "the event shows that the law did not correspond with the customs of the people"; and he cites as from Gratian the words of St Augustine that laws are confirmed when they are approved by the custom of those who are concerned. He also repudiates the interpretation of the famous rescript of Constantine as meaning that custom could not override law; Constantine only meant that custom had in itself no greater authority than law.1

Duaren accepts the principle that the prince is "legibus solutus," though he adds that he does voluntarily submit to the law, and he cites "Digna Vox" ('Code,' i. xiv. 4), but he very emphatically contradicts the conception that the rescripts of the prince are to be always obeyed. They have no authority against the law or the public interest, they cannot deprive a man of his legal rights, they cannot annul a judicial decision ("res judicata") when there is no legal right of appeal.2

Verum oblietur nobis rescriptum Constantini i. 2. Quae sit longa consuetudo (Cod. viii. 52, 2). . . . Ex quo consequi videetur legem consuetudinum abrogare non posse.

Sed aliis mihi videtur eorum verborum sensus quam vulgo exulatur. Non enim his verbis significat Constantius, si consuetudo legi omnino contraria sit, non posse legem ea abrogari, sed consuetudinem majorim utioriatis non esse eam quendam, imitatur eam legem, et eam legem habet.'

1 Id. id., i. 3, cap. 12, 4: "Post quo vero desit populus leges condere, quod auctoritate, ut principes iure consuetudinis jure possit absque permissione populi unius mandato, et jure antiquo, sua legibus concordare, et jure antiquo legem arrogari. Eventus enim dicit eam legem moribus populi non consenientium, atque idem contradicendum esse. Can. 421 autem 4 Dist. (Gratiani Decret. D. 4). Inde illi Augustini celebratur est, 'leges firmantur, cum moribus utinamprobantur.'

2 Id. id., i. 3, cap. 5: 'Excipitur Principes, qui legibus soluts est legis, et sensatas consultat. . . . Sed in se sponte sua legis et substanti et sanctum legis profiteatur se velo vivere.' Digna Vox (C. l. 14, 4)."

Id. id., i. 4, cap. 4: "Rescriptum parendum esse sine reconsuetudine . . . Quae res multis causis habet, ut sepe accidit ut rescripto parendum..."
This means, as we understand it, that while the prince stands personally in some way outside of the law, he cannot interfere with the due process of law, or, by his brief, deprive a man of his legal rights. We are again reminded of Alciatus.

We turn to another French Civilian of a little later date, Nicolas Vigelius, whose work on the 'Digest' was first published in 1568.

His discussion of the sources of law does not seem to us to be much more than a collection of some of the passages in the 'Digest' and 'Code' which refer to it, except when he deals with the relation of custom to law. This he discusses in some detail, and he states his own conclusions dogmatically. He first refers to it in dealing with what he terms "Exceptions adversus leges." The seventeenth "exceptio" is "nisi lex alia legem vel consuetudinem sit mutata," and he cites some words of that passage of Julianus, to which we have so often referred, in which he says that laws are abrogated not only by the will of the legislator, but also by the tacit consent of all, "per desuetudinem." 2 Vigelius returns to the subject a little later, and at some length. Custom, he says, has the force of law, and he confirms this by citing various passages from the 'Digest' and the 'Code.' He cites as an "exceptio" that important rescript of Constantine which seems to imply that custom had no force against law ('Code,' viii. 52, 2) and some words of Ulpian (Digest, i. 32, 3); but he concludes dogmatically that if the non est, utque versus ex causas, propter quas hodie in judicibus rescripta impugnari solent. Primum, quod rescriptum juris contrarium sit, aut contra utilitatem publicam, 1 nec damnis 1. rescripta. C. De Precibus imperi offer 1 (Cod. i. 19, 3, and 7) 2 contra juris vel utilitatem publicam (Cod. i. 22, 6) Quo in genere poss debet rescriptum, quo jus alenum tollitur ... unde undiligatur rescripta impetrars solum posse a princepe de iure nemus damnun damnum inferunt. 3 Quod etiam de eo, quae adversus sententiam rescriptum impetratur. Ex et, si res judicata est, ut nullus superest locum appellations aut supplication, rescripta quae res zucudam causa impetratur, nullus esse momentum ... Praeterea adversus rescriptum obsequut quod per mendacum et objectionem impetratur ut. 4 1 Vigelius, "Digestorum Juris Civilis Labar Quinquaginta," pp. 1, 4, 1, 3, 1, 4, 1, i, 4, 3 2 Id id., i. 7, 17.

1 Id id., i. 8 (col. 28): "Erigo si scripta lex exet contra consuetudinem, consuetudo legem scriptae cedit. Hujus exceptions replicavit haec est, nisi lex scripta consuetudinem praecesserit, tum a consuetudo postea in secula praecessentem legem tollit, esque potior habetur." 3 Id id., i. 7, 18: "Exceptio, nisi imperator vel Augustus leges non observaverit. Hanc excepto approbatur 1. Princeps, 31 ff. De Legibus (Dig. 3, 31), his verbis princeps legibus solutos est ... Pius non omne quod haec honestum est. Itaque quosque principes hic praeter leges vivere, doctamen cum vivere secundum leges. Quod approbatur 1 Digna Vox (Cod. i. 194); 1. Concordat. 1. ex imperficio 32 ff. De Legibus. Ex imperficio testamento legata vel fictocressima imperatorae vindicare insecundum est docto nam tantae impetratur, ea servare leges, quibus ipsa soluta esse vastatur. Concordat item 1 ex imperficio 3 de testamentis, ha verbs (Cod. vi. 23, 3). Ex testamento nee imperatorem hodieidatem vindicare, saepius constitutum est. Lacet enim lex imperata solutus, nisi imperatorem solvetur, nihil tam proprium imperum est, quam legibus vivere. Concordaret denique Institut, quos modus testamenta in mortibus, ut, temp. Soverus et Antoninus (Inst. i. 19 8), "Lacet (in quanto) legibus solutos sit, attemp legibus vivitos. Haec pertinet versus quod Claudianum postem "In commune iubes ut quod, consensu tenendum, Primus passa sub inc obsermator sequi, Factus, nee fecer vetat, cum uidentur saepe, Auctore passo abu." 2 Id id., i. 10 (col. 35): "Primo: Rescriptorum principum regularitatis utile est, et servandum ... Concordat. 1. sacerrigo ix. Cod. De Diversis rescriptis, has verbis (Cod. i. 194, 5). "Sacellum iustit sua super quibus admissis autionibus vel dignitatus privititias obviam obviam beneficii ... Hujus regulae exceptiones sequuntur ..." (col. 40), ex exceptio Nee rescripturus contra ius est, vel utilitatem publicam. Hae exceptio approbatur.
A little later still, we come to another important French Civilian who lectured at Bourges from 1551 to 1572, H. Doneau, whose work, 'Commentariorum de Jure Civili,' was first published in 1589-90.1

Doneau is, in the first place, clear that law is established by the Roman people, for the prince only holds the legislative power because the people have conferred it upon him, and it is immaterial whether the people makes laws itself, or whether it does this by those to whom it gives the power to do so.2

In another place Doneau seems to speak as though the consent of the citizens were still required to make law, and he cites the important passages which speak of the "communis respublicae sponso" as a necessary element in legislation; this is the more significant as he adds that the obligation of law is greater when it represents a man's own consent, than when it is imposed upon him by the will and authority of another.3

1, 2 ut C. 8 contra jus, et his verbis (Cod. 1 xxii 6), Ommes cujusque majoris vel minoris administrations nostrae universae respublicae judices monentem, ut nullum rescriptum, nullam praemunt area, nullam sacram adnationem, quae generali juris vel unitatis publicae adversa esse videtur, in disputationem ejusdem arbitrii legitim potestatis proferri et generalis sacrae constitutiones, modus omnium non dubtant observandarum . . . Concordat 1 nec 3 C. De precibus Imp. offerentia habe verbo 'Nec damnosae fisco, nec juris contraria postuli: operet' (Cod. 1 xix 3). Propositora exceptionis replicatio haec est 'Nisi rescriptum contra jus nemini obst, et proest potestatis: quae replicatio approbatur 1 Rescripta, 7 C De Precibus Imp. off his verbis (Cod. 1 xix 7) 'Rescripta contra jus elicitum ab omnibus juicibus praecepsum refugat, nsi forte eilegat eum quod non hostis alium et proest potenti, vel crimen supplicientibus indulget.'1

2 We wish to express our great obligations to the excellent work of M. Eysell, 'Doneau, sa vie et ses ouvrages,' both for his detailed study of Doneau and for his valuable account of the other Civilians with whom we have been dealing.

3 H. Doneau, 'Opera Omnia,' vol. 1, ed. Rome, 1828, 8, 6 'Communs tarnorum de Jure Civil.' 'Lex totius populi Romanus constitutio est . . . Pene hunc summa juris constituiendi potestas futur, Nam, ne princeps quidem, postea hae potestates praebuit assest, nuus populos potestatem suam in ilium contenturus . . . 8, 15 Jam anto dixi, nihil interesse, utrum quis quid constituerat, aut decernet ipse, an vero n, quibus ipse constituerit aut decernendo potestatem dedicit.'

1 Id id id, 16, 6 'Accedit ad haec consensum eorum in jus et leges, ex quo lex, 'Communis respublicae sponsio,' decitur in 1 1, 1 1 'Dig De legibus' (Dig 3 1, 2) Spesone communem, quia in eam se omnes conum obiurgant communem consensum tamquam sponsione . . . unde oam servare legibus. Declitur quidem principes solutus legibus, 1 principes d de legibus (Dig 3 3, 1) qua legibus et solemnibus juris solutus est a populo Romano legis regna, quae de eis imperio ina est (Dig 1 4 1, 1 Cod. 23, 3) At tenetur legibus communis principum legi et sua, declarans eum in se velle legibus vivere, statutam, nihil magis convenere impene 1 C. De Testamento ult (Cod. 23, 3),Instant quibus modus testis affirm (Inst. 23 17, 8) Exteriorque huys sententiae confirmatio cum magis commendabissimo communia in 1 diges, C. De Legibus 'Digius Vox' (Cod. 14, 4). Quod si quidquid principes placet lex est (Dig 1 4 1), etiam haec voluntas lex est. Et quoniam principes eum in se eam volunt, etiam ipsa in seam erunt lex'2

The general principle that the prince is under the law is so firmly asserted by Donzé, that it is not surprising that he should lay it down dogmatically that Imperial Rescripts in particular cases, which are contrary to law and the public interest, are to be ignored by the judges. He admits, indeed, that if they do not injure others, and in some other cases, they may be received, but with these exceptions they are to be treated as null and void; it is significant, he adds, that even if they contain a "non obstante" clause, they have no force.  

It would seem clear, as we said before, that, whether we attribute this to the influence of Alciatus or not, these important Civilians of the sixteenth century represent very different conceptions from those of most Italian Civilians of the sixteenth century.

We can now turn to Cujas, the greatest French Civilian of the sixteenth century; it is true that his work belongs to the later years of the century, but it appears to us that it is closely related in character to that of the Civilians with whom we have been dealing. Cujas' observations on politics are scattered over his various legal works, but when they are put together they seem to represent something like a systematic theory of the nature of the State and its authorities.

In commenting on the famous passage of Gains, "omens populi," ('Digest,' i, 1, 9), he sets out a far-reaching and significant judgment on the relation of the organised State to human life. There may be, he seems to mean, men who are not ruled by laws and customs, but these do not constitute a "Populus," for where there is no law there is no "Populus," and therefore no Commonwealth; and he cites Aristotle as saying that where there is Law, there is a Commonwealth. So far his words are reminiscent of Cicero as well as of Aristotle, and, indeed, they are also closely parallel to Braeton, and they represent the same profound and penetrating judgment, that without rational order the life of the community is impossible.  

Cujas does not, however, merely say that there can be no Commonwealth without Laws, but he also holds emphatically that while there may be races of men who live, like the beasts, without them, yet there is in all men a right Reason which makes them capable, like us, of the greatest things; for this Reason can be brought out like fire from ashes or from flint; and, though they may be "wild and outlaws," they are not, like the beasts, incapable of being ruled by custom and law. The natural Reason, which is the Law of Nature, may be asleep or buried in them, but the light of Reason may be easily stirred up.

1 Cuf., Opera Omnia,' vol. i. p. 4 and vol iii. p. 671.
2 Cujas, 'Opera Omnia,' vol. ii. 'Comm. on Digest,' ad. l. ix (i.e., Digest, i 1, 9) (col. 136): "Alius autem, 'omens populi qui legibus et moribus reguntur' Ergo quidem sunt quod nec legibus nec moribus reguntur et quadem sunt non populi Nam ubi lex non est nec pro lege nos, ibi nec populus est. Et si populus non est, nec Respublica.
These are very interesting words, closely parallel to a famous passage in Cicero's 'De Legibus' 1; but it is important especially as illustrating Cujas' judgment that the foundation of the Commonwealth is the Law, and the foundation of Law is Reason.

In another passage Cujas discusses the meaning of "Jus," and says that if we are to consider this properly we must begin with the Jus Gentium, which he identifies with that Natural Law which Reason teaches men, and which is present in all men. 2

He then discusses a phrase of Modestinus ('Digest,' i. 3, 40). "Jus," he says, "is made by consent or necessity, or established by custom," and Cujas explains what he understands this to mean. "Jus," which is made by consent, is Lex, for it is established by the command of the "Populus" or the "Plebs." "Lex," that is, law in this sense, is binding upon us because we have consented to it, or because it has been established by that State in which we were born and brought up. Again, Cujas puts it in another way. What is "Lex"? he asks. It is an agreement of the Commonwealth or the common consent of all those who dwell together, or as Demostenes and Aristotle say, the common agreement of the city. 3

nostris, ad maximas res gerendas, et recta ratio quae facile elici potest, aut reddi melior, praecipiendo, ut ex cinere ignis, ignis ex silice non difficile elici potest, quod inicit ea haece natura. Nam quod sicn quidam feri, et immanes et exleges, non ideo etiam ut bruta gentium omne jus, et quamvis eo non facilis excitari potest."

rectas rationi sibi sedentur, ut ejus ratio haece natura. Nam quod sicn quidam feri, et immanes et exleges, non ideo etiam ut bruta gentium omne jus, et quamvis eo non facilis excitari potest."

Cf. Cicero, 'De Legibus,' i. 1-12 and vol. i. (p. 8).

2 Id. id., 'Comm. on Digest,' ad L. vii. (Dig. i. 1, 7) (col. 120): "Qui voluit definire jus civilis universum, non praetermissi jus gentium, ut Aristoteles qui jus civilis divisum summat, in jus naturale, quod est jus gentium, et legum: non praetermissi consuetudinum, non equitatem, ut Cicero in Topica. Nam jus gentium est ratio, qua imbuti sunt omnes homines, quae jubet facienda, prohibebique contraria, quae nemo ignorat, vel si quae eius ignorantiam obtinat, non exsequatur." 3 Id. id. (col. 130): "Jus autem, quod necessitas fecest, est senatus consultum, § 1 deinde, de Orig. Jur. (Dig. i. 2, 2, 9). Cum difficile potest populum in usum convenire, accuro numero civium, necessitatem ipsam reipublica ad optimatas, politicatas viros, ad senatum deduxisse, inde nata sensum constitut. . . . Nam quod jus principum, necessitas fecest. Nam non ob abiam rem creasse principem, quom ut decreta factit et jura dei, ut est aperte scriptum in § 3 novissime, de Orig. Jur. (Dig. i. 2, 2, 11), dum aut, "Scit ad pauciores (id est, ad senatum) viae recte constituendae, transisse jubetem, hanc rebus dictatitudinis (id est ipsa rerum necessitatem), ita per partes essevisse (id est paulatim, non ut quidam per partes, id est per subsidii."

pari consensum expressum et literatum, sufragium, convenitum, jusum, decernitum populi aut plebis. Quinimum et jus quod necessitas constituit, in se consensum habet, sed coaetum, non liberum, qui quis est qui legem aut consuetudinem facit. Senatus consulti principium est necessitatis, legis et consuetudinis voluntas."
We turn to his more developed theory of the nature of law as custom. In another work Cujas discusses this question with immediate reference to the famous passage in 'Code,' viii. 52, 2; he maintains that a custom which reason and public utility approve, and which has been confirmed by long unwritten consent, and by a judgment in the Courts, abrogates any law which has ceased to serve its purpose and is of little use to the Commonwealth. For no law is binding upon men unless it has been received by custom; or, as he puts it in another place, the force and power of approved custom is such that written laws do not bind men unless they have been accepted by the judgment of the people, that is, unless they have been approved by custom.¹

This is a very explicit statement of the importance and authority of custom as representing the reception of a law by the people. Cujas puts this principle, however, in still more general terms, in another work, when commenting on the famous definition by Papinian of Lex, in 'Digest,' i. 3, 1. We are bound, he says, by the Laws, for no other reason than that they have been received by the judgment of the people, and approved by custom, and he cites Aristotle as saying that the whole authority, which law has to compel men to obedience, comes from custom; and he cites a writer named Demetrius as saying that law is simply custom which has been written down, and that custom is unwritten law.²

¹ Id. id., vol. iv., 'Paratila in Libros ix. Codicis,' Code vui 52 (col. 211) "Ex (Consuetudo) tamen quam ratio suam, ut sit i. 1, ratio quaedam major, et publica utilitas, et longum tempus tacito et illusurato omnium consensui, et rerum judgetur arum firmavit auctoritas, sane abrogat legem, cujus ratio vel essentia, vel minores, et manus confert Republicam, quas et deferere videtur lex tarnquam obliterata supra quam usus invaluit, et deficiente lego consuetudo sola dominatur, et legum vnum obstant. . . Sed et nulla lex, alter nos tenet quae s et consuetudine recepta est." Id. id., 'Comm. on Code,' viii. 52 (col 1196): "Hoc igitur querimus, de vi longe et probatae consuetudines, cujus una instar virtus haec est, quod leges opus, quae ex consentio constant, nulla alia ex causa nos tenent, quam quod judicio populi receptum est, id est quod eam consuetudinem que probat." ¹ Id. id., vol. iv., 'De Feudis,' Lib. i. 1 (col. 1827): "Lex cuius est commune praecipuum, common sponetio omnium, et recte i de quibus (Dig. 1. 3, 32), leges nulla alia ex causa nos tenere, quam quod judicio populi recepta est, et usum probatae sunt, id est, communi sponsetio populi, et idem

² Id. id., vol. iv., 'Comm. on Digest,' ad L. 2 (Dig. 1. 2, 2) (col 14): "Et partes . . . Et leto progressu a vi et potestate regia ad populum, a populo ad senatorum, a senatorum ad unum, non regem, sed principem quas in republica et senatorium, quem nec populi sibis, nec senatus jus omnem vindicare, sed cum ejus partitur.

So far, then, Cujas conceives of law as representing the custom and consent of the community, but he also formally and explicitly accepts the principle that the people had transferred their legislative authority to the prince. In one work he puts this quite dogmatically and simply, that while the public and general ancient laws were made by the people, or the Plebs, they do not now make such laws, for they have transferred their authority to the prince.¹ In another work he gives a summary of the various forms of Jus, which once belonged to the people, but had been transferred to the prince.² It should, however, be noticed that in his Commentary on the 'Digest,' Cujas' language about the nature of the authority of the prince does not seem quite the same. In commenting on the account given by Pomponius of the origin of the Imperial power, he describes how, by a slow process, Rome passed from the authority of a king to that of the people, from that of the people to that of the Senate, and from that of the Senate to that of one man, not a king, but a prince who should be first in the Commonwealth and the Senate, but should not take to himself all the right (jus) of the people or Senate, but rather should share it.³

We turn to Cujas' conception of the relation of the prince
to the law, when made, that is, to his discussion of the meaning of "legibus solutus." In treating the passage of Ulpian (Digest, i. 3, 31), which says, "Princept legisb solutus est," he says that these words had been understood by the Greeks as referring to "penal" laws, for the prince has no judges; by the Latins as referring to all laws; but the truth is that they only apply to "Leges Caducaeae," not to others; even if the prince has not sworn to observe the laws, much more, if he has. The people was bound by the laws which it had made, and therefore, also, the prince upon whom it had conferred its authority. The proper meaning of the phrase is that the prince has the power of making and unmaking laws, but he must only use this power for a just cause and for the good of the Commonwealth; he has also some power of rectifying things done without law.1 In another work, commenting on 'Code,' vi. 23, 3, he sets out the same judgment in much the same terms, and with special reference to his own time.2

1 Id id, vol iv. 'Observationes.'

2 Id id, vol iv. 'Comm.'
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It is quite clear that Cujas refuses to admit that the Roman Emperor was above the law; he recognises, indeed, his legislative power, but maintains a certain model of jurisconsults. Et legem imperii vocat eam quae primum Augustus detulit imperii, ut refert Dionysius Lib 52 Quod Augustum privilegiun dextror, leg un. ul. de Caduc. tell. (Cod. vi. 51 § 14, 6). Quodque Dionysius scribit: "transfere ex Latine sermonem lex, id est solvuntur legisbus. Et modo D Chroes in Ost升学 quadum tradit principem esse, tamen vidi
turum. Et multis, Justin, in Nov. 15, legis mi principe, et esse ei submissas, atque subjectas, quod sed, in postestate at solvus principes, ex usum publicum leges ferre, vel abrogare, vel derogare, et om ipsum quandocumque sequi non possit. Quapropter aliquando maior videtur potestas esse principem, quam populi fuerit. Populis enim suas legibus tenatur, principes quae legisbus non tenetur . . . Et ex lex imperii, quod Augustum solvit legisb, maxime exi non juravere in leges mutuo imperii. Nol obstante enim jurare in leges, cum Flaccum scribit in Panegyrico, "jurare magistratus quodam in leges, sed eum juraverunt verba ignota esse principem.' Nisi cum magistratus cognate jurare in leges.

Rodtque princi pes statum mutuo imperii jurando in leges, tantum abset, ut legibus soluti sint, quam quin maximae legisbus obstransuntur ex suo purgando. Et ut soluti sunt principes legisbus, tamen ut inquit i. 3 (Cod. vi. 22, 2), nihil est tam proprium principatuum quam sequendum leges vitam degere . . . Et eleganter Imp. Severus et Antonian. in § ult. Ille quibus modis testamenta in firmatur (Hist. 17, 8), locut quaestor, soluti sunt legisbus, tamen legisbus viventibus. Et eleganter, 1 4. De Legibus (Cod. i. 14, 4), praelatum esse et dignum voce principes, profi
tentis se legibus alligatum esse, et de auctoritate legisbus pendere auctoritatem principem, et revera magis esse imperio legisbus submittere imperium . . . (Cod. 688). Contra tamen invenio in quibusdam legisbus common, ita esse solutus principem, ut nec sequendum leges vivant. Invenio solutum esse principem legisbus caducaeae, Julius nempe et Paps, 1 quod prim. de leg 2 (Dig 1., 4, 1) si trebus re
tum sit legatum et hominem ex

It is quite clear that Cujas refuses to admit that the Roman Emperor was above the law; he recognises, indeed, his legislative power, but maintains a certain model of jurisconsults. Et legem imperii vocat eam quae primum Augustus detulit imperii, ut refert Dionysius Lib 52 Quod Augustum privilegiun dextror, leg un. ul. de Caduc. tell. (Cod. vi. 51 § 14, 6). Quodque Dionysius scribit: "transfere ex Latine sermonem lex, id est solvuntur legisbus. Et modo D Chroes in Ost升学 quadum tradit principem esse, tamen vidi
turum. Et multis, Justin, in Nov. 15, legis mi principe, et esse ei submissas, atque subjectas, quod sed, in postestate at solvus principes, ex usum publicum leges ferre, vel abrogare, vel derogare, et om ipsum quandocumque sequi non possit. Quapropter aliquando maior videtur potestas esse principem, quam populi fuerit. Populis enim suas legibus tenatur, principes quae legisbus non tenetur . . . Et ex lex imperii, quod Augustum solvit legisb, maxime exi non juravere in leges mutuo imperii. Nol obstante enim jurare in leges, cum Flaccum scribit in Panegyrico, "jurare magistratus quodam in leges, sed eum juraverunt verba ignota esse principem.' Nisi cum magistratus cognate jurare in leges.

Rodtque princi pes statum mutuo imperii jurando in leges, tantum abset, ut legibus soluti sint, quam quin maximae legisbus obstransuntur ex suo purgando. Et ut soluti sunt principes legisbus, tamen ut inquit i. 3 (Cod. vi. 22, 2), nihil est tam proprium principatuum quam sequendum leges vitam degere . . . Et eleganter Imp. Severus et Antonian. in § ult. Ille quibus modis testamenta in firmatur (Hist. 17, 8), locut quaestor, soluti sunt legisbus, tamen legisbus viventibus. Et eleganter, 1 4. De Legibus (Cod. i. 14, 4), praelatum esse et dignum voce principes, profi
it must be observed that Cujas says in the passage last quoted that the princes of the modern world were bound by the oath, which they took on their accession, to obey the laws; that is, it is clear that besides what he conceived to be the rational and critical interpretation of the jurisprudence of the ancient world, he had no doubt about the constitutional principle of his own time. It may also be observed that Cujas very emphatically asserts that it is a mere error to maintain that the prince has "property," in the strict sense of the word, in that which belongs to the private individual; he has rights over it "imperio," but not "dominio." 1

We think that it is plain that in France from Alciatus to Cujas, a number of the most important Civilians of the sixteenth century maintained a conception of Law and its relation to the prince very different from that of the Italian Civilians of the fifteenth century, and even from that of the Civilians of the fourteenth century.

We must also observe that one of the most important Civilians of the century in Germany, Zasius, a native of Zurich, but for many years Professor of Roman Law in the University of Freiburg in the Breisgau, during the first part of the sixteenth century, represented in some important points the same principles as Alciatus and the French Civilians with whom we have just been concerned. 2

principe confirmarn. ... Legumus eae poenae venam facere et abolescere et nullas habere vacatio et temeritate sua. Eos ex causae etiam venam legibus facere. Et hoc solum est, quod doctur princeps esse supra leges non placit, quod de Achille et Horatius, 'Jura negat sibi data, nihil non arrogat armis.' 3

1 Id. id., vol. v., 'Observationes,' xx. 20 (Col 1756). "Verum ne abutrum etiam illa sententia 'omnes esse principes,' ex I 3 C De quadr. praece (Code vu 37, 3) cujus mens habeat est, ut omnia tamen fiscalia quam patronum obliviscantur, de quibus in ea leges agitur, principes esse intelligamus. At et iura civilia Seneae haec vocem esse est, 'omnia reges esse, etiam quae sibi quasque privatas habet et possidet,' quam tamen ita excepti reddamus, 'ut omnes reges impero possident, magnum dominum.' Nec eum quae sua sunt, principes sunt, aut certe suas sunt, aut certe suas non sunt, quamquam dominum in soli duorum esse non potest et cum mune quaeque esset inter se et principem ducent nemo, et fiscalia quaeque ipsa propriis principis non sunt.' 4

2 For an account of his life and work of the excellent work of Stainton.

3 Gschehichte der Popularen Literatur des romanischen und kanonischen Rechts, in Deutschland. 1

4 Zasius, Opera Omna,' Frankfort, 1590, vol. i., 'Comm. on Digest,' l. 2, 2 (p. 124) "'Ratum esse' Ex quo colligatur, principes Romanos potestatem esse immensam, est enim lex annata in terris ... Et quod-quo statuere, aut vent밋um dandum de se condens, cetera pariibus pro lego servatur ... Ipsa enim scire est legibus solvunt ut solus legem condere potest.' 

5 Id. id. id. id. 'Contractus tamen in quo princeps Romanus exspectat, suam personam praeem, cum obi gant ut fidem conventiones servare cogatur. Laet enim Deus principi subjectum leges, non tamen subject contractum vincula, quae juris gentium sunt, naturali ratione constat et praecepue in principe bonam fidem requirunt. Quo est communis jurisprudentiorum doctrina, Baldus Cynus. Doctor ... Unde nunc impropria, ne quid ducrum dicant, super quidem exdoror aulcebus contractum respondere. Nec ipse tamen nihum videtur quod Jacobus de Sancto Georceo in practica feudorum, in principi asseruit, principem Romanum auctor vasallo feudum posse. Cum enim van contractus feuda habeant, stare contractui praeemit teneatur.' 

We find some important judgments in his Commentaries on the 'Digest,' and we have, in one of his "Consilia," a detailed discussion of the question whether the Emperor could interfere with a judgment of the Reichs Kammer-Gericht by an Imperial writ or brief.

Zasius uses the strongest terms to describe the "Potestas immensa" of the Emperor; he is a living law, and what he decrees as law, or decides in judgment, is held to be law. He is "legibus solutus," and can make law "solus"; whether Zasius meant by this that he can issue laws by his own authority, or that he is the only person who can make law, is not clear. 1

We must not, however, be misled by these high-sounding phrases. Zasius goes on at once to say that the Roman prince, if he has made any contracts or agreements even with private persons, is bound by them; for, though God has placed the laws under the control of the prince, he has not done this with contracts; they belong to the "Jus Gentium" and are founded on natural reason. This, he maintains, is the common doctrine of the "Juris Periti," such as Cynus and Baldus, and he relates it to the tradition of feudal tenures. 2

Zasius returns to this question of contractual obligations in his treatise, "In usu feudorum." 3

1 Codex romanorum civilium, tomus, 1590, vol. i., 'Comm. on Digest,' l. 2, 2 (p. 124) "'Ratum esse' Ex quo colligatur, principes Romanos potestatem esse immensam, est enim lex annata in terris ... Et quod-quo statuere, aut ventöğretum dandum de se condens, cetera pariibus pro lego servatur ... Ipsa enim scire est legibus solvunt ut solus legem condere potest.' 4

2 Id. id. id. id. 'Contractus tamen in quo princeps Romanus exspectat, suam personam praeem, cum obih gant ut fidem conventiones servare cogatur. Laet enim Deus principi subjectum leges, non tamen subject contractum vincula, quae juris gentium sunt, naturali ratione constat et praecepue in principe bonam fidem requirunt. Quo est communis jurisprudentiorum doctrina, Baldus Cynus. Doctor ... Unde nunc impropria, ne quid ducrum dicant, super quidem exdoror aulcebus contractum respondere. Nec ipse tamen nihum videtur quod Jacobus de Sancto Georceo in practica feudorum, in principi asseruit, principem Romanum auctor vasallo feudum posse. Cum enim van contractus feuda habeant, stare contractui praeemit teneatur.' 

3 Id. id., vol. iv., 'In usu feudorum,' pars. v. 50 (p. 87).
He also maintains that the prince's actions must be
conformed to reason and equity, and he cites not only the
well-known stories about Trajan and Agesilaus, but also the
rescript of the Emperor Anastasius, which instructs the
administrators of the Empire that they were not to pay any
heed to rescripts or pragmatic sanctions which were contrary
to the general law or to public utility. 1

Zasius considers this question further in a passage in which
he discusses what is meant by the phrase "legibus solutus." 
Does this, he asks, mean that the prince can act contrary
to the law and annul the Civil Law? The Canonists, he
says, maintain that this was true of the Pope; but this assertion, he says,
ever pleased him, for various reasons, and especially because
laws (jura) are given by God through the mouth of the prince.
He considers that some laws may be suspended in particular
cases, and that this is done by a "non obstante" clause. But again, he says, if the prince should annul a man's legal
rights without due cause, his action is null and void, even
though he does it in the form of a law or decree. This is
the law of Germany, and he says that he had heard a judgment
given against the prince in the prince's "consistory." 2

1 Id. id., vol. i., 'Comm. on Digest,' i. 2, 2 (p. 134): "Et in universum,
princeps nihil admittere quod rationi obviet et equitati, ut est oligantissimus
in. in Leg. Dig. Vox. (Cod. i. 14, 4). Nescit enim absoluta potestas legibus
non ligetur, ut supra diximus, ea tamen potestate aliqui non debet; quanto
omnia est sua potestas immensus, tantae magis aquitatem exigat et
justitiam, quam in prinsa colore et consilium praescire debeat. . . .
ignis est et divitiae Draniani. . . .
denique optime Rex Agisilaius . . .
quod et imperator Anastasius salutifer
sanavit in l. fin. C. quid contra jus
(Cod. i. 22, 6); quia testum utinam
docetores pro suo quisque, vel commode
vel ingenio, non alia discerrent."
(The text of Code i. 22, 6, reads:

"Omnis cuiuscumque majoris vel
minoris administratio universae
nostre reipublicae judices monemur,
ut nullum rescriptum, nullam
pragmaticam sanctionem, nullam
sacram adnotationem quas generali
juri vel utilitati publicae adversa
videmus, in disceptationem cujuslibet
litigii paeanur proferri, sed generalis
certamina constitutions modis
omnibus non dubitent observandis."

2 Id. id., Opera, vol. i., 'Comm. on
Digest,' i. 3, 31 (p. 187): "Sed quia in
L. nostrorum principem ab omnibus
absoluisse legibus, et legi positiva,
quercus an per hoc princeps possit
facere contra legem: un possit tolvere
jus civilis: Certa Canonistae hoc
tenant de Papa, quod possit tolvere
jus positivum . . . et sic etiam hoc
hoj non valeret, causa non apperente,
oiam ei probum, egent legem, decreti,
aut statuta faceret, contra doctrinam
Baldii in 1.2 C. cod.: et haec servavit nostram
Germaniam integritatem legis: et vidit
istis in Consistorio Principis
contra Principem, securi quo pacto
adulteretur vel Italiam vel aliis principibus."

1 Id. id., vol. vi., "Consilia." Liber
ii. 10 (p. 187).
for the protection of his subjects, but an authority to injure them, belongs not to a prince, but to a tyrant. He dismisses rather contemptuously the contention that it must always be presumed that the prince had some just reason for his action, and contends that the use of such phrases as “pleni-tudo potestatis,” &c., had become so much a matter of convention that no great force could be attributed to them. He concludes, therefore, that the prince could not take away a man’s lawful rights by the use of such phrases.  

1 Id id., 10 1 “Praemittit pro inhbitato, quod sententia definitiva, a domino judice Cameranu lata, vim habet res valdeabas ... quod utur per sententiam definitivam proserum, Imperii Caesaris nomine decusum est, reformato alter processu non debet. . . .

4. Secundo praemittit, primum Romanum suo contractu legem, sequitur prorsum quem Deos usum quo legis mere positas praeceptus subject, eundem subject contractibus. . . .

6 Et quod principis Romanus contractu ealesnum obligatur, ut nec plaintiffe potestatis, nec ultra urgens clausula cum eximiat, tenet Philippus Deesus . . . Idem Deesus . . . quid dicit Principe licet lega positive non obligatur, tamen dictante rationes subiecit. . . .

Hus se presumus, alquae ex acta mali presentatur dubia colligere voluit, quae valorabant magis necessaria ut dividenterum. Primo an praecepis de plenitudine potestatis et ex certa scientia, per ea mandata, rem judicatam a domino auctore obtentam cassare et annulare potest. . . .

Breverter utur agentes, diximus mandata hujusmodi titulo Caesaris emisse, quamvis ex plenitudine potestatis et ex certa scientia exsecurrunt, rem judicatam pretendentem cassari non potuisse, nec esset cassatur, quod multipliciter probari potest.

7. Et primo quecumque decant doctores in hoo punto, ego amper temu et terre quod praecepis, nec ex plenitudine potestatis, nec ex certa scientia, sed nec ullo ab modo, jus alterum quassemum tollere, vel informare posset, nam hoc ingenus publicus utilissima causa urgeret . . .

10 Prundae eundem leges a doctoribus male in argumentum tradinantur, quasi praecepis Romanus absoluta potes-tatis ad jure pravorum violanda se extendat. Sae bene praecepis potes- tatem ad tuctelam subditorum, ad justitiam asserendam esse amplissimi exer scarum ut inua subjecta flat, ille praecepis potestatem non agceo, sed tyrannus . . .

11 Nec obstat quod ex doctoribus aligu putant, causam justam in princepe semper praesumit . . . Si in Caesaris mandata absurda, non verum, item imperitia et quae prima fronte neque apparet, contumet, et praecepis in mandata et clausula hujusmodi emittendi esse faciis, jam justa causa presumi ne debeat nec possit.

13 Accedat quod cum hujusmodi clausulae plenitudine potestates et certae scientiae, hoc tempore velit ex styli consuetudine, in omnibus prope imperialis littera, ut divus N. aulo quidam loco fature, usque et saepissime imperam minister ascissa consequerunt, non est tanta in usum posenda . . .

15 Et ut finam, si a justa praest divers tactus, et praecepis Romanus justum esse necesse est, consequitur ut in eo justitiam resedere doc-
has therefore little significance. The Emperor, therefore, cannot annul the "res judicata" in the case under discussion, and more especially because he was bound by his own contract made with the Empire. He concludes, therefore, that the Court should order the judgment given before in favour of the plaintiff to be carried out.1

We shall have occasion in later chapters to deal with some other important jurists of the sixteenth century, specially with Bodin, Peter Gregory of Toulouse, Barclay, and Althusius, but primarily as political writers, not jurists, it seems to us better to treat them from that point of view.

In this chapter we have endeavoured to put together some observations on the political theory of some important Civilians of the sixteenth century, mainly in France, and we think that we have done enough to make it clear that they represent a position different in some respects from that of the Civilians of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and analogous rather to that of some of the most important Civilians of the thirteenth century, like Azö and Hugolinus.

1 Id. id. id. 67: "Epilogando igitur, et velut sub summario recoligendo quod supra diffuse scripsimus: cum Principis Romani potestas ad injustitiam extendi nec debet nec possit, scilicet quod principes etai sit legi mere positiva solutus, rationi tamen et juri divino subjectus sit; nec alterius jus quaeque, quod de jure naturali vel gentium prodit, suferri per principem possit, ne de pluribus quibus potestatis, vel certa scientia, nisi fortassis ex causa publica utilitatis principec moveretur, et de ea manifeste appararet: et constet quod dictae clausulae, plenitudinis et scientiae, possem sine delictu in principibus litoris incursari consuetae, non ut malum operentur, id quod Divus N. ullo per litteras suas confessus est: et maxime predictae clausulae nullam prorsus habent efficaciam si constat principi esse abreptum; hieque consequens sit quod Divus Caesar supradictis mandatis ab eo abreptitis extinctis, rem judi catasti dominii actuare et cassare nec potuerit nec voluerit, altius precipue contractu et ordinacione sua cum imporio facta... Concludimus, partes dominii judicis et dominorum assessorum esse, ut sentientiam et rem judicatam predictam, juxta petita dominii action, esse exequandam prorsum et exequantur."
times deflected by them; and the same thing is true of the political principles and theories. It is at first sight a curious thing to find a Scottish Protestant like George Buchanan expressing almost the same judgments in political theory as the Spanish Jesuit Mariana; but the fact is that the difference of religious belief, as such, had little or no relation to political conceptions.

All this, however, we shall have to consider; the fact is that, whatever the reason may have been, there was a great outburst of energetic political theory in the second part of the sixteenth century, and our business is to examine this, and to consider what were the relations of this to the traditional conceptions of the Middle Ages.

We thought it well to begin the preceding part of this volume by drawing attention to a work which seems to us to be in many ways very representative of the normal attitude of men in the sixteenth century to political authority—that is, de Seyssel's 'La Grant Monarchie de France,' a work written apparently with no specially controversial intention, and we pointed out that, to him, the Government of France was a monarchy indeed, but limited by the various laws and organisation of the country.

In 1583 there was published in England (but it had been written apparently in 1562) the work entitled 'De Republica Anglorum,' by Sir Thomas Smith, a man of large and varied experience of public office, an Ambassador, a Privy Councillor, and a Secretary of State.1 This work also appears to have been written without any special controversial intention, and we think that a consideration of the main principles set out in this work may serve to indicate some of the normal conceptions of Englishmen about politics, and especially their conception of the place and authority of law.

After describing the six forms of good and bad governments in the terms of the Aristotelian tradition,2 he goes on to deal in more detail with the contrast between the king and the tyrant. The king he describes as one who by inheritance or by election has received the Crown with the consent of the people, and who governs it by its laws, to the benefit both of the country and of himself. The tyrant, on the other hand, is one who rules without the consent of the people, who makes and unmakes laws at his pleasure, without the advice of the citizens, and who puts the advantage of himself and his kindred before the common good.3

He goes on to say that this 'tyrannical power' was given, as it was said, to the Roman emperor by a decree of the people, and some say that the same power belonged to the King of France and some of the Italian princes, that they possessed the power of making and unmaking laws, and of imposing taxes without the consent of the people; he adds that it was said that it was Louis XI. who first changed the administration of the French kingdom into this absolute and tyrannical power. There are, he says, some who maintain that this was not a form of tyranny but the proper form of monarchy. Smith, however, regards such an unlimited authority as one which might be valuable in time of war, but is in time of peace dangerous to the people.4

---

2 T. Smith, 'De Republica Anglorum,' i. 9.
3 Id. id., i. 7: "When one person beareth the rule, they define that to be the estate of a king, who by succession or election, commeth with the good will of the people to the government, and doth administer the common wealth by the laws of the same and by equity, and doth seek the profit of the people as much as his own.

A tyrant they name him, who by force commeth to the Monarchy against the will of the people, breaketh laws already made at his pleasure, maketh other without the advice and consent of the people, and regardeth not the wealth of his commune but the advancement of himself, his faction, and kindred.

4 Id. id., i. 7: "The Emperors claim this tyrannical power by presence of that Rogation or plebiscitum, which Caius Caesar or Octavius obtained, by which all the people of Rome did confer their power and authority unto Caesar wholly... Some men doe judge the same of the Kings of France, and certaine Princes of Italie and other places, because they make and abrogate laws and edicts, lay on tributes and impositions of their own will, or by the private counsel and advise of their friends and favourites only, without the consent of the people.

The people I call that which the word 'populus' doth signify, the whole body and the three estates of the commonwealth; and they blame Lewes the XI. for hindering the administration royall of France, from the lawfull and regulate raig to the absolute and tyrannical power and government..."
This is a very emphatic and important statement, that in normal political society, and in its normal circumstances, it is the Law and not the prince which is supreme. This is the conception of Bracton and of Fortescue, and as in Fortescue, the statement receives a greater emphasis by the reference to France, while Smith, like Fortescue, thinks of the French conditions as being recent developments.

It is interesting to compare the conceptions of Sir Thomas Smith with those expressed in the contemporary work of Francis Victoria, who was a Dominican and Professor at Salamanca. Victoria has a high conception of the nature and place of the king and his legislative authority, but he also sets out in very dogmatic terms his judgment that the king is bound by the Law. Some, he says, contend that the king is above the whole commonwealth, and that no one can be bound except by a superior; but it is clear that the king is bound. The laws of the king have the same authority as those which are made by the whole commonwealth, but laws made by the whole commonwealth are binding upon all men. It is open to the king to make laws or not, but it is not open to him to be bound or not. As in contracts, a man may or may not enter into a contract, but when it is made it binds him. It is interesting to compare the conceptions of Sir Thomas Smith with those expressed in the contemporary work of Francis Victoria, who was a Dominican and Professor at Salamanca. Victoria has a high conception of the nature and place of the king and his legislative authority, but he also sets out in very dogmatic terms his judgment that the king is bound by the Law. Some, he says, contend that the king is above the whole commonwealth, and that no one can be bound except by a superior; but it is clear that the king is bound. The laws of the king have the same authority as those which are made by the whole commonwealth, but laws made by the whole commonwealth are binding upon all men. It is open to the king to make laws or not, but it is not open to him to be bound or not. As in contracts, a man may or may not enter into a contract, but when it is made it binds him. It is open to the king to make laws or not, but it is not open to him to be bound or not. As in contracts, a man may or may not enter into a contract, but when it is made it binds him. It is open to the king to make laws or not, but it is not open to him to be bound or not. As in contracts, a man may or may not enter into a contract, but when it is made it binds him. It is open to the king to make laws or not, but it is not open to him to be bound or not. As in contracts, a man may or may not enter into a contract, but when it is made it binds him. It is open to the king to make laws or not, but it is not open to him to be bound or not. As in contracts, a man may or may not enter into a contract, but when it is made it binds him.

administration which the Greeks do call πολιτεία, not tyranny, but the absolute power of a king, which they would pretend that every king hath, if he would use the same; the other they call βασιλεία, or the royal power regulate by laws. Of this I will not dispute at this time. But, as such absolute administration in time of warre, when all is in armes, and when laws hold their peace because they cannot be heard, is most necessary: so in time of peace, the same is very dangerous, as well to him that doth use it, and much more to the people upon whom it is used: whereof the cause is the frailty of man’s nature, which (as Plato saith) cannot abide or bear long that absolute and uncontrolled authoritie, without swelling into too much pride and insolence."

The principles of government which are set out by Sir Thomas Smith may be conveniently compared with those which had been laid down a few years earlier, that is, in 1556, by Bishop Ponet in his work entitled 'A Short Treatise of Politike Power.' Ponet certainly shows no signs of the influence of that theory of the Divine Right of Kings with which we have dealt in a previous chapter, but sets out with singular clearness the same constitutional traditions as Sir Thomas Smith. Like him, he repeats the Aristotelian description of the three good governments—the Monarchy, Aristocracy, and Democracy; but adds, "And where all together, that is, a king, the nobilitie, and the Commons, a mixte state, which men by long continuance have judged to be the best of all; . . . but yet every kynde of these states tended to one ende, that is, to the maintenance of justice, to the wealth and benefit of the hole multitude, and not of the superiour and governours alone" (Ponet, 'Short Treatise,' Part I. p. 7). Ponet, however, also deals with the subject of the relation of political authority to God, and in Part II. he asks the question whether kings, princes, and other governors have an absolute power and authority over their subjects. "Forasmuch as those that be the rulers in the world, and wolde be taken for Goddes (that is, the ministers and images of God here in earthe . . .) claymey and exercise an absolute power . . . or prerogative to doo what they lust, and none may gaynesaye them; to dispense with the laws as pleaseth them, and freely and without correction or offence doe contrary to the lawe of nature and other Goddes lawes, and the positive lawes and customes of their countrieys, or breake them; and use their subjectes as men doe their beastes, and as lords doe their villaines and bondemen, getting their goods from them by hooke and by aliter probatur. Nam eadem vim habent latae leges a rege, ac si ferantur in tota republica, ut supra declaratum est. Sed leges latae a republica obligant omnes, ergo etiam si ferantur in rege, obligant ipsum regem. Et confirmatur, quia in aristocratica principatu, senatorum consultia obligat ipsos senatores, autores iliorum, et in populari regimine plebs consistit; sed reges obligant ipsum populum; ergo similiter leges regiae obligant ipsum regem et illos qui voluntariam regi condere legem, tamen non est in voluntate suae non obligari, sed obligari. Sic alia in pactis. Libere enim quique pacificatur, pactis tamen tenetur."
crooke, with "sue vo lo sue jubeo," and spending it to the destruction of their subjectes; the miserie of this tyrme requirith to examynge whether they doe it rightfully or wrongfully" (Id. id., Part II. p. 17).

He answers the question first by pointing out that political authority was ordained by God Himself, to the end that justice should be maintained by men. "Before, ye have heard how for a long tyme, that is until after the general flood, there was no civile or politike power, and how it was first ordained by God Himself, and for what purpose He ordained it: that is (to comprehend all briefly) to maytayne justice: for every one, doing his duty to God, and one to another, is but justice" (Id. id., Part II. p. 18).

It is, however, his constitutional principles which are most fully and emphatically developed. He asks the question again, whether kings and princes have an absolute authority over their subjects, and answers confidently: "Ye have heard also, how States, Bodies politike, and Commonwealths, have authority to make laws for the maintenance of the Policie, so that they be not contrary to Goddes lawe, and the lawes of Nature, which if ye note well the question before propounded, whether kings and princes have an absolute power, shall appear not doubtful, or if any wolde affirm it, that he shall not be able to maintain it" (Id. id., Part II. p. 18).

And this leads him to make the same distinction, with which we are familiar in Fortescue, between those States which are governed by laws made by the prince, and those in which the community has retained the legislative power in its own hands. There are two kinds of princes, "the one, who alone maye make positive laws, because the whole State and body of the country have gaven and resigne to them their authority so to do. Which nevertheless is rather to be compted a Tiranne than a king. . . . And another be suche unto whom the people have not gaven such an authority, but keep it themselves; as we have before sayed concerning the mixte State" (Id. id., Part II. p. 21).

Ponet recognised that the Roman Empire had the first character, but this Empire had long ceased to exist, and he

exclaims impatiently, "I beseech thee, what certayntie should there be in anything, when all should depend on one's will and affections?" (Id. id., Part II. p. 24).

He had already pointed out that it was just in order to prevent the oppression of the members by the head, that the various constitutional forms had been created in various states: Ephors in Sparta, the Tribunes in Rome, the Counsell or Diet in Germany; "in Fraunce and England, Paulimantes, wherein there mette and assembled of all sortes of people, and nothing could be done without the knowledge and consent of all" (Id. id., Part I. p. 10).

In a later section of the treatise Ponet considers the question whether it is lawful to depose a wicked ruler and to kill a tyrant, and his answer is very explicit. He cites the deposition of Chilperic by the Pope, the depositions of Edward II. and Richard II. in England, and he urges that "the reasons, argumentes and lawe that serve for the deposinge and displacing of an evil governour, will doe as muche for the provee that it is lawful to kill a tiranne" (Id. id., Part VI.).

With special reference to England, he says that it pertained to the authority of the High Constable, "not only to summone the king personally before the Parliament or other Courtes of Judgment (to answer and receive according to justice), but also on just occasion to commit him unto warde" (Id. id., Part VI.); and in more general terms, "Kings, princes and governours have their authoritie of the people, as all lawes, usages and policies declare and testify . . . and, is any man so unreasonable to deny that the hole maie do as much as they have permitted one member to doe? or those that have appointed an office upon trust, have not authoritie upon just occasion (as the abuse of it) to take awaie that they gave?" (Id. id., Part VI.).

The only limitation he makes is that no private person may kill the tyrant except by public authority, except in the case that the public authority is utterly negligent; but the prince, committing crimes against any of his people, such as
murder, theft, rape, &c., should be punished like any other criminal (Id. id. id.).

The theories of Ponet are, especially in this last part of his treatise, developed in terms far removed from Sir Thomas Smith's restrained and judicious manner, but the substance of his constitutional position is the same, and serves to indicate the importance in England of the political tradition of Bracton, Fortescue, and St Germans; and even some of Ponet's most drastic contentions were, after all, founded upon political traditions which were not unimportant.

So far we have been dealing with writings which are not related to the great political controversies of the latter part of the century. We must now turn to the literature which belongs to these. We turn to that great Humanist, George Buchanan, who vindicated the deposition of Mary, Queen of Scots. In his treatise, 'De Jure Regni apud Scotos,' published in 1578, he deals first with the origin and nature of Law, for, as he evidently thought, until this had been made clear it was not possible to discuss properly the place and authority of the ruler.

The treatise is in the form of a dialogue between Buchanan and a person he calls Maetellanus (presumably Maitland). God, he says, is the author of human society, and He implanted in man the Law of Nature, of which the sum is that man should love God and his neighbour as himself; it is this Divine Law which is the source of human society. This society must have an authority to maintain peace and harmony, and this authority is that of the king. If the qualities required for a king were fully and properly developed in one man, we should recognise him as king by Nature, not by election, and give him an unrestrained power; even if these qualities are not perfect, we shall still call the ruler king, but we should give him as companion and restraint the Law. Maetellanus asks whether, then, Buchanan does not think that the prince should have a complete authority, and Buchanan answers that he should by no means have this, for he is not only a king but a man, and liable to err through ignorance.

Buchanan expresses this again in more general terms, and says that kings were created to maintain "aequitas," and if they had done this they would have retained an authority free and "legibus solutus"; but, as is natural in human things, the authority which was intended for the public good changed into a "proud lordship." Laws therefore were made by the people, and the kings were compelled to obey the law which the people had created. They had found, by much experience, that it was better to entrust their liberty to the law than to the king.

The king is subject to the law, and Buchanan then discusses the question, who is the legislator? The people, he says, who have conferred authority upon the prince should have the power to impose a limit upon this authority. He explains that he did not mean that this power should be given to the whole mass of the people, but that, as "our"

1 George Buchanan, 'De Jure Regni apud Scotos.'

(p. 8): "B. Hace igitur (prudentia), si summa et perfecta in quipiam esset, tum natura, non suffragis regum esse diceremus; liberarum rerum omnium potestatem ei transferens; sin talum non spererimus, quae proxime ad illam eccellentem naturae praestantiam accesserint, similiter quam quandam in eo veri amplexi, etiam regem appellabimus . . . Et quoniam adversus animi affectiones, quae posseat et plerunque solent avertere a vero, no satis firmus sit, timemus, legem ei, velut collegam, aut potius moderatricem libidinum, adiceremus.

M. Non censes igitur rerum omnium arbitrium penes regem esse debere?

B. Minime. Nam eum, non solum regem, sed etiam hominum esse memini, multa per ignorantiam errare, multa sponte peccare, multa prope invitus; quippe animai ad omnem favoria et odio arbitrae mutabile . . . Quamobrem legem ei adjuvandum esse constitutum imperium; nec, ut homines prudentissimi, quos vel ignorantiam viam ostendant, vel aberrantem in viam reducant. Ex his opinior, intelligis, ut in vicem, quocum ego veri regis officium esse roore.

2 Id. id. (p. 8): "Haeque igitur, quod initio diximus, tenere semper coparet, regos primum tuendos sequi sui constitutum est. Id illi si tenere potuissent, imperium, quale acciperent, tenere perpetuo potuissent, hoc est liberum et legibus solutum. Sed ut homines sunt omnem statum rerum in pejus prolatant, quod publico utilitatis causa fuerat constitutum imperium, in superba dominacionem verit. . . Leges igitur, haec de causa, invenire sunt a populis, regeque coacto, non nun in judicia licentia sed, quod populus in se decidisset, juro uti. Multae enim edicti erant experimentis, melius libertatem legibus quam regibus credit."

or sin, and therefore the wisest men have thought that the law should be added, to enlighten his ignorance, and to bring him back into the right way if he errs.
custom is, men chosen from all the “orders” should enter into counsel with the king, and only after this προβολάσμα should the final judgment be given by the people.1 Maitland objected that the people were rash and inconstant, and says that these advisers will be no better. Buchanan replies that he thinks differently. For the many not only know more, and are wiser than any one of them, but they are wiser and know more than any single person, even if he excel every one of them in prudence and intelligence; the multitude judges all questions better than any one man.2

Buchanan also maintains that the interpretation of the Law must not be left to the judgment of the king.3

We shall return to Buchanan later when we deal with the authority of the Law. We must turn to the treatment of law in the great and complex mass of the political tracts of the period of the civil wars in France. The immediate occasion of these civil wars was, no doubt, the question of religion; but it is also evident that the religious conflict was the occasion rather than the cause of the development of a very emphatic constitutionalism.

1 Id. id. (p. 13): “M. Quando igitur regem solvere legibus non licet, quis tandem est legislator, quem ei tangatum pedagogum debimus? . . .

B. Neminem ergo ei dominium impono, sed populo, qui ei imperium in se dedisset, licere volo, ut ejus imperii modum et prescribat: ooque furo, quod populus in se dedisset, ut rex utatur, postulo. Neque has leges per vim, ut tu dubies, nihil ad rem facere multi-

tudinis advocationem, quorum e numero nemo fortassis erit excellenti sapientia praeditus. Non enim solum
tu plus vident et sapienter multi, quam unus quosvis eorum ingenio et prudenciae praecedit. Nam multi-
tudo vero molius quam singuli de rebus omnibus judicantis.”

2 Id. id. (p. 13): “B. At ego longe aliae ac tu opinaris expecta . . .

Primum, non omnino verum est, quod tu putas, nihil ad rem facere multi-
tudinis advocationem, quorum e numero nemo fortassis erit excellenti sapientia praeditus. Non enim solum
tu plus vident et sapienter multi, quam unus quosvis eorum ingenio et prudenciae praecedit. Nam multi-
tudo vero molius quam singuli de rebus omnibus judicantis.”

3 Id. id., p. 121.

It was between the years 1573 and 1579 that there appeared several tracts or pamphlets, the ‘Remonstrance aux Seigneurs Gentilshommes et autres,’ the ‘Droit des Magistrats,’ the ‘Franco Gallia,’ the ‘Archon et Politie’ (or ‘la Politie’), and the ‘Vindicæ contra tyrannos,’ and others which are related to each other in subject-matter and in principles. The general principle, which they seek to assert, is well expressed in the ‘Remonstrance.’ This work is addressed, primarily, to the nobles and gentlemen of the Reformed Religion in France, but also to all those Frenchmen who sought the preservation of the kingdom, and it begins with the declaration that the name of Frenchman (Frans) was a proper description of men who desired to maintain an honourable liberty under the authority of their kings.1

It goes on a little later to denounce the flatterers and parasites who tell the king that if he were under the rule and order of the Law he would be nothing but a ‘valet’ of the people, and to lament the fact that the Courts of Parliament, which were formerly over the kings and resisted their absolute power, were now basely servile to the commands of those from whom they expected rewards.2 The statement that the king was under and not over the Law, and that the Parliament was the organ of the supremacy of the Law, may seem somewhat extreme, but it should be remembered that it is practically what had been said in the early years of the sixteenth century by de Seyssel in the ‘La Grant Monarchie de France.’

The same principle is restated in the ‘Droit des Magis-

trats.’ It is the part of a detestable flatterer, and not of

1 ‘Remonstrance aux Seigneurs, gentils hommes, et autres, faisans pro-

fession de la Religion reformatte en France, et tous autres bons Franpais desirant la conservation de ce royaume.’ (In ‘Memoires de l'estat de France,’ Ed. 1576, vol. iii. p. 64.)

2 Id. id. (p. 73): “Voyons nostre roi, environné de tels flattereurs et parasites, qui pour lui gratifier, osent dire, que de reduire les Roys à la regle

et ordre prescrit par les lois c'est autant que les faire valets du peuple . . .

(p. 74): Les cours de parlement qui anciennement estoient pardessus les Rois, et s'appoioient avec grande integrité à leur puissances absolues, aujourd'hui se laissent servilement aux commandements de tous ceux dont ils esperent prouit.”

3 Cf. pp. 218-225.
a loyal subject, to tell the prince that sovereigns are not bound by the Laws. On the contrary, they are bound to govern by them, for they have sworn to maintain and to protect them. In a later passage of the same work we find a good illustration of the circumstances under which the Huguenots thus appealed to the sovereign of a loyal subject, to tell the prince that sovereigns are not bound by the Laws. On the contrary, they are bound to govern by them, for they have sworn to maintain and to protect them. In a later passage of the same work we find a good illustration of the circumstances under which the Huguenots thus appealed to the supremacy of the Law. The author admits that subjects have not the right to force their lord to change the order of the State in matters of religion, but must submit to persecution, if the laws command it, for their religion. It is, however, wholly different if by public edicts, lawfully issued and confirmed by public authority, they have been permitted to exercise their religion. In that case the prince is bound to obey them, or by the same authority to revoke them. Otherwise he is exercising a manifest tyranny, and it is lawful, under proper conditions, to resist.

The same conceptions are restated and further developed in the treatise called 'La Politique, Dialogue de l'autorité des Princes, et de la liberté des peuples,' generally cited as 'Archon et Politie.' Tyranny, Politie says, in an hereditary kingdom, is when a legitimate prince is not content with what he has lawfully acquired, but violates the ancient laws and customs of his country.

Archon protests that this is to put the king under the law, but there is a sentence in the Pandects which says that he is not under the law, though 'par homnesté' he should carry it out. For it is he who makes the law, and he does not submit to it except so far as he pleases, otherwise his power is not sovereign but bridled and restrained.

To this contention Politie replies by considering the real source of laws. He cites the definitions of law by Papinian, Demosthenes, and Chrysippus ('Dig.,' i. 3, 1, and 2), and the opinion of Cicero that the deliberation and consent of the commonwealth are implied in the laws, and that the prince must therefore be subject to them.

When Archon contends that the Civil Law is composed of the ordinances of princes, and that in all its parts it is subject to their power, Politie replies that in general terms the Law includes all ordinances which are just; these have been formed by the people in their customs. If they are not suitable, the prince can adjust them to the needs of particular times and persons, but must not usurp the power to do this without the consent of those who are most concerned.

Archon objects that this is very far indeed from the opinion of many kings, who consider that their subjects, their lives, and property are completely under their power. Politie agrees that they are under their jurisdiction, but only by process of

---

1. "Du Droit des Magistrats" (in 'Memoires de l'estat de France,' Ed. 1576), vol. ii. p. 709: "Car, pour certain, c'est une parole tres-tenue, et non point d'un loyal sujet à son Prince, mais d'un detestable flateur, de dire que les souverains ne sont astreints à multes loix. Car, en contre-temps, il ny en a pas une, par laquelle il ne doyve et soit tenu de reger son gouvernement, puis qu'il a juré d'estre le mainteneur et protecteur de toutes."

2. Id. id. (p. 788): "En tel cas, doncques, assavoir, si on veut forcer les conscience d'idolerat, que ferons les sujets ? Certainement, de vouloir contraire leurs seigneurs a changer l'estat public il ny aura ordre : et pourtant il faut que tous endurent pacientement la persecution, ce neant-
and he adds a reminiscence of the Feudal Law, that the Lord owes the same faith and love to his vassal as the vassal to him, and loses his lordship for the same causes and crimes as the vassal loses his fief. In another place the author of this treatise, like the author of the 'Droit des Magistrats,' appeals to the supremacy of the Law as justifying the resistance of the Huguenots to persecution, when the exercise of their religion had been granted them by formal laws and edicts; and he extends this principle to the general legal rights of the people, for, as he says, there are few kingdoms or principalities where the chief rulers are not restrained by many laws to which they have sworn, when they were accepted, and which they have promised to the sovereign power to obey—that is, to the estates which are formed by the whole body of the people. (We shall have much more to say later of the conception of the sovereign power which is represented in these words.)

The best known of these Huguenot works is the 'Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos,' published in 1579. There has been much discussion of its authorship, but we are not here concerned with this but with the judgment of the author on the origin of law and its relation to the prince. His judgment is very clearly expressed. Men would have been satisfied to have received law from one good and just man, but the judgment of kings was too uncertain and variable. Laws were therefore made by the wise men and the magistrates. The principal function of the king is to keep and maintain the law. It is better to obey the law than the king; the law is the soul of the king, while the king is the instrument of the law. The law represents the combined reason and wisdom of the many, for the many see and understand more than the one. It has thus come about that while in the earliest times kings reigned absolutely and their will was law, this now only continues among barbarians, while the more polite and civilised people are bound by laws. We do not accept the saying of Caracalla that the emperor makes laws but does not receive them; rather in all well-ordered kingdoms the king receives the law from the people, and does not obtain the kingdom until he has promised to give every man his right (just) according to the laws of the country. He can only amend or add to the laws when this has been approved by the people, or the chief men of the people, formally or informally, called together.

---

1 'Vindiciæ Contra Tyrannos' (Ed. Edinburgh, 1579), Q. III. (p. 114): "Certo cum populis jus sequacibile quereret, id si ab uno justo et bono vero consequeretur, eo contentus erat. At quis vix id fieri poterat, et raro contingebat: sese vero, dum arbitratus Regum, legum stare essent, evenebat, ut alii absque loquenter. Leges tum quae cum omnibus una aedemque voce lequeruntur, a prudencioribus et etsens magistratibus proxime invenerat fuerunt. Regibus vero id precius munus commendatur, ut legum custodes, ministeri et conservatores essent. Interdum etsi, quas in omnem eventum procurare non potuerat, quaeaem ex fidem acquiratibus naturalis supplerent, ... (p. 115) Quos vero amissi, quos legi, quos regi parere, id est homini, utius, honestus sit ? Lex est bona regis annua, per hanc movetur, sentit, vivit. Rex legis ergaum est, et quos corpus, per quod illa suas vices exercit, sua munera obit, sua sensa eloquentus. Annus vero, quam corporis parare justus est.

2 Lex est multorum prudentium in unum collecta ratio et sapientia. Plures autem omnes et magistri sunt quam unus. ... (p. 117) Inde vero pacem est, inquit idem, ut quos prines temporibus reges absolute imperarent, quorum arbiter lex erat, paulo post inter politores et civitatem passim legituram fierent, id est, legibus servandis custodendiisque obli- gantur, absoluta vero illa potestates, peribus barbarorum reges tantum man- cerent. ... (p. 116) Non deinde quod quae Caracalla, Imperatoris leges dare, non accipere. Qui potuit in omnibus regna bene constituisse, regem a populo leges, quas tuesur quoque inuentur, accipere. ... (p. 121) Neque enim Imperator, Rex Francorum, Reges Habin, Argivum, Polonicum, Hungaric et omnium legum principes ... prae in
The author of the 'Vindiciae' adds some important observations on the actual or traditional practice of some of the more important countries of Western Europe. In the empire the emperor "rogat in concilio," and if they approve, the princes, barons, and representatives of the cities sign the decree, and only then is the law valid; the emperor swears to observe the laws which have been thus made, and not to make other laws except with the common consent. In France, where the authority of the king is commonly thought to be higher than elsewhere, laws were formerly made in the Assembly of the three Orders, and all commands of the king were void, unless the Senate (i.e., the Parlement) ratified them. In England, Spain, and Hungary the custom is the same, as it always was. He concludes that if it is true that the laws are greater or less according to its conditions of the legislative authority.

Having thus set out clearly the source and limits of the authority of the ruler, Molina approaches the subject with which we are here immediately concerned—that is, the conditions of the legislative authority. One of the functions of the king is to make laws, but the question must be considered whether the people gave him the power to make laws only with their approval, or without the community. They admit that, in the earliest stages of human life, men may have submitted to the authority of rulers, uncontrolled by law; but they found long ago that it was impossible to submit to the arbitrary and capricious rule of one man, and this now survives among barbarous and uncivilised people; and, as we have just seen, the author of the 'Vindiciae' asserts this principle of the supremacy of the Law of the community as representing the normal conception of the greater European countries.

It may be suggested that these writers were Protestants, though, as we have observed, there is nothing in these contentions which represents an appeal to distinctively Protestant opinions. We turn, therefore, to a group of writers who belonged to the Order of the Jesuits.

We begin with Molina, an important Spanish Jesuit, whose work, 'De Justitia et Jure,' was published in 1592. He maintains that the light of nature teaches that it is in the power of the commonwealth to entrust authority over itself to one or more persons, as it judges best. This authority is greater or less according to its judgment, and if the ruler endeavours to exercise more authority than is given to him, he acts tyrannically.  

Having thus set out clearly the source and limits of the authority of the ruler, Molina approaches the subject with which we are here immediately concerned—that is, the conditions of the legislative authority.

One of the functions of the king is to make laws, but the question must be considered whether the people gave him the power to make laws only with their approval, or without the community. They admit that, in the earliest stages of human life, men may have submitted to the authority of rulers, uncontrolled by law; but they found long ago that it was impossible to submit to the arbitrary and capricious rule of one man, and this now survives among barbarous and uncivilised people; and, as we have just seen, the author of the 'Vindiciae' asserts this principle of the supremacy of the Law of the community as representing the normal conception of the greater European countries.

It may be suggested that these writers were Protestants, though, as we have observed, there is nothing in these contentions which represents an appeal to distinctively Protestant opinions. We turn, therefore, to a group of writers who belonged to the Order of the Jesuits.

We begin with Molina, an important Spanish Jesuit, whose work, 'De Justitia et Jure,' was published in 1592. He maintains that the light of nature teaches that it is in the power of the commonwealth to entrust authority over itself to one or more persons, as it judges best. This authority is greater or less according to its judgment, and if the ruler endeavours to exercise more authority than is given to him, he acts tyrannically.

Having thus set out clearly the source and limits of the authority of the ruler, Molina approaches the subject with which we are here immediately concerned—that is, the conditions of the legislative authority.

One of the functions of the king is to make laws, but the question must be considered whether the people gave him the power to make laws only with their approval, or without the community. They admit that, in the earliest stages of human life, men may have submitted to the authority of rulers, uncontrolled by law; but they found long ago that it was impossible to submit to the arbitrary and capricious rule of one man, and this now survives among barbarous and uncivilised people; and, as we have just seen, the author of the 'Vindiciae' asserts this principle of the supremacy of the Law of the community as representing the normal conception of the greater European countries.
it; and Molina thinks that if it is the custom that laws have no force unless they are approved by the people, it must be assumed that the commonwealth only granted to the king the legislative power, subject to this condition; for it is more probable that the king increased his power, the subjects not venturing to resist, than that they had diminished the power which they had given him. If, as Castro suggested, the custom was that the commonwealth should obey all the laws of the prince which were not actually unjust, it would have to be concluded that it had granted all its authority to the king, but it could scarcely be believed that any commonwealth had done this. Molina’s principle seems to be clear, that it is almost incredible that the commonwealth should have completely surrendered all that authority, which originally belonged to it, to the ruler.

It must not indeed be supposed that Molina was an enemy of monarchy; indeed, he clearly holds that it is the best form of government, for it tends more to internal peace than any other form, and he maintains that the authority of the monarch is greater, not merely than that of individuals in the commonwealth, but than that of the whole commonwealth—that is, within the limits of the authority which has been granted to him. But again, it must be observed that this authority is limited, and if the king attempts to take more

1 Id. id. id., Tract ii., Disp. 23, 6: “Cum potestate regis ad rempublicam modarundam comuna est potestas forendi leges, quibus gubernatur. . . . Si nuncque uus habeas, ut tales leges veni non habeas, aut a populo appro bentur, censeendum est rempublicam non maorion potestatem regibus con cessor ae, quanm condendi eas leges de pendentes ab approbatione populi. Verummodo esto, si populi ad id adver terunt, non maonem potestatem regibus  concessae; nec esto non adverterent, hanc valetur fuisse rempublicae interituo, sub regem constitutias, quando alii non expressae, semperque est potitus presumendum regem per potestatem amplissam suam potestatem, subditus non audentibus resistere, quam arbitror restraneas illi potestatem semel concessae. Quare fas est rempublicae non acceptare leges, quae ipso nota bliter gravent, quando ad commune bonum necessae esse non sunt. Quod si praecepta ad id eam cogit, injustiam committat. Si vero, inquit Castrus, uus receptus habeas, ut leges bus principum non inuex omnino paresit, censeendum est, rempublicam omnem omnino suam potestatem regi concessae, quod vix de aliqua credi potest.”

2 Id. id. id., Tract ii., Disp. 23, 14.

3 Id. id. id. , Tract ii., Disp. 23, 8.

than had been granted to him, the commonwealth is entitled to resist him as a tyrant. Molina very emphatically maintains that the royal power, or any other supreme civil power which the commonwealth may create, is derived immediately from the commonwealth, and only “mediately” from God. For it is by the natural light and the authority which God has granted to the commonwealth that it should choose that form of civil power which it thinks most expedient. He adds that there always remain two powers: one in the king, the other in the commonwealth. The latter is indeed restrained in action, so long as the former continues, but restrained only as far as the commonwealth has granted power to the king. If this power is abolished, the commonwealth resumes its whole power; and even while it continues, the commonwealth can resist the king if he behaves unjustly or exceeds the power granted to him.

It is clear that Molina does not acknowledge any absolute “Divine Right,” or indeed any form of absolutism. His language is grave and measured, but his conclusions are

1 Id. id. id., Tract ii., Disp. 23, 10: “Si tamen rex potestatem suam con cessam, velit assumere, postum quodem respublica est iaquam tyranno ea in parte, resistere, pertine se euus altern extraneo, qui respublicae iurum vellet inuenre. Ratio vera est, quae neque rex ea in parte est res publicae superior, neque respublica est illo iniurio—sed manet, ut se habeas, antequam illi suum concederet potestatem.”

2 Id. id. id., Tract ii., Disp. 26, 6: “Nuhomnis regnum non est sanare duas potestates, unam in Rega, alteram vero quas habitue in republica, impeditam ab aucto, internum dum illa aetas perducta, et tantum praece impeditum, quon tum respublica independenter in postum a se Regi eam concedit. Abhita vero ea potestate potest res publica integra ut sua potestate. Praeterea, illa perducta, potest respublica ilia resacte, si aliqum injusti in rempublicam committat, hume potestas sibi conveni ex cedat. Potest etiam respublica exercere immediate quemque usum suas potestates quam sibi reserveatur.”
clear. He does not indeed refer directly to the constitutional traditions of Spain, as we shall presently see, that Mariana does, but it is at least probable that he has them in mind. He believes in monarchy, but a monarchy of limited powers—limited by the conditions imposed by the commonwealth; and that these limitations can be enforced by the action of the commonwealth. The terms in which he states his arguments and conclusions are, no doubt, much more restrained than those of George Buchanan, or of the French Huguenot pamphlets, but the principles are the same. The community is the immediate source of all political and legislative authority, and the king has only a limited authority which is determined by the conditions under which the community has granted it.

From Molina we turn to Suarez, one of the most famous Jesuit writers of that time. The most important of his works for our purpose, ‘De Legibus ac De Legislatore,’ was indeed only published in 1613, but it appears to us that it may reasonably be put alongside the work of Molina.

The authority to make law, he says, from its very nature, resides not in one man but in the community, for all men are by nature born free, and no man therefore has by nature jurisdiction or lordship over other men, and he repudiates the conception that political authority was bestowed immediately by God. He is careful indeed to point out that it is not any chance body of men without order or definite purpose which has this authority, but a community united by the common consent and special intention to form a political and mystical body and to pursue one political end.

1 Suazres, ‘De Legibus ac De Legislatore,’ iii. 2, 3: “Dissendum ergo est, hanc potestatem (condendi legis, ex sola rei natura in nullo singulari homine existere, sed in hominum collectione” (he cites St. Thomas Aquinas, i. 2, 90, 3, and i. 2, 97, 3). . .

ii. 3: “Ratio prioris partis evidens est, quae in principio est tanta, quia ex natura rei omnes homines nascuntur liberis, et ideo nullos habet jurisdictionem politicum in aliun, sicut nec dominium. . . Potestas ergo domin-

andii seu regendi politicorum, nulli hominum in particuli data est immediate a Deo . . . (4). Hinc facile conclaudit altera pars assertionis, nimirum, potestatem hanc ex solius juris natura esse in hominum communitate.”

2 Id. ii. 3, 4: “Alla ergo modo considerando est hominem multitudo, quominus speciali voluntate seu communi consensu in unum corpus politicum congregatur uno societatis vinculo, et ut mutuo se juvent in ordine

ad unum sermon politicum, quamodo efficientum unum corpus mysticum, quod moraliter dici potest per se unum; illudque consequentes indigent uno capite.”

3 Id. id., iii. 3, 8: “Communitas autem humana potest suum jurisdictionem transferre in unam personam, vel aliam communitatem . . .

iii. 4, 1: “Ex dictis in superior epistle possimus aliquid inferre . . . Primum est, quod licet hanc potestatem absoluta sit de jure naturae, determinatio ejus ad certum modum potestatis et regimini est ex arbitrio hominum. Declaratur: nam triplicem est politica gubernatio simplicem, Monarchia . . . Aristocratia . . . Democratia. Ex quibus confici possunt vari modi gubernationis mixtis, seu composite ex illis simplicibus per participationem vel omnium, vel duorum ex illis. . . .

iii. 3, 2: “Qua propter neceesse est ut primus (Rex) habuerit potestatem supremam immediate a republica; successores autem illius ab illa, sunt mediato et radicalliter. Et quia rei transit ad successorem cum suo onere, conditions illae cum quibus

primus rex a republica regnum acceptit, ad successores transunt, ita ut cum eiusmod oneribus regnum habeant.”

4 Id. id., iii. 4, 2: “Ratio ex dictis est, quia hanc potestas ex natura rei est immediate in communitate; ergo ut incepit esse in aliquis persona, tanquam in suprmo principi, necesse est, us ex consensu communitatis illi tributar. Deinde explicatur a sufficiente partium enumerationi: nam habet potestas potent intelligi datae regibus immediate ab ipso Deo, sed hoo, liceat aliquando sibi factum ut in Saul, et Davide, tanen illud ille extraordinarium, et supernaturo quod modum; iuxta communem autem, et ordinarium providentiam non fits; quia homines iuxta naturam ordinem non revelationum, sed naturalis ratione reguntur in his quae civilia sunt . . . . . .

Neque obstat quod scripturae interdum dicit, Deum dare regem . . . . In his enim soluia significatione, haec omnia non fieri sine speciali providentia Dei, vel ordinantis vel permettentes . . . .

Hoc tanen non excluit quin per homines fiat.”

This community has the power to transfer its jurisdiction to one person, but the nature and form of the authority thus created is created by human will. Suarez seems to prefer monarchy, but he seems to think that this may often be combined with other forms of political authority; and he adds a little later that while a monarchy may be strictly hereditary, it also has first been derived from the community, and is subject to those conditions under which it was first created.

He had already said that political authority was not given by God to any one man directly; he corrects this by saying that God had only done this in rare cases, but that generally when the Scriptures say that God gave the kingdom to some definite person, this only meant that the Divine Providence had so ordered or permitted, and this did not exclude human action.

ad unum finem politicum, quomodo efficientum unum corpus mysticum, quod moraliter dici potest per se unum; illudque consequentes indigent uno capite.”

In this community the king has only a limited authority which is limited by the conditions imposed by the commonwealth; and these limitations are enforceable by the community. The community is the immediate source of all political and legislative authority, and the king has only a limited authority which is determined by the conditions under which the community has granted it.

From Molina we turn to Suarez, one of the most famous Jesuit writers of that time. The most important of his works for our purpose, ‘De Legibus ac De Legislatore,’ was indeed only published in 1613, but it appears to us that it may reasonably be put alongside the work of Molina.

The authority to make law, he says, from its very nature, resides not in one man but in the community, for all men are by nature born free, and no man therefore has by nature jurisdiction or lordship over other men, and he repudiates the conception that political authority was bestowed immediately by God. He is careful indeed to point out that it is not any chance body of men without order or definite purpose which has this authority, but a community united by the common consent and special intention to form a political and mystical body and to pursue one political end.

1 Suazres, ‘De Legibus ac De Legislatore,’ iii. 2, 3: “Dissendum ergo est, hanc potestatem (condendi legis, ex sola rei natura in nullo singulari homine existere, sed in hominum collectione” (he cites St. Thomas Aquinas, i. 2, 90, 3, and i. 2, 97, 3) . . .

ii. 3: “Ratio prioris partis evidens est, quae in principio est tanta, quia ex natura rei omnes homines nascantur liberis, et ideo nullos habet jurisdictionem politicum in aliun, sicut nec dominium. . . Potestas ergo domin-

andii seu regendi politicorum, nulli hominum in particuli data est immediate a Deo . . . (4). Hinc facile conclaudit altera pars assertionis, nimirum, potestatem hanc ex solius juris natura esse in hominum communitate.”

2 Id. ii. 3, 4: “Alla ergo modo considerando est hominem multitudo, quominus speciali voluntate seu communi consensu in unum corpus politicum congregatur uno societatis vinculo, et ut mutuo se juvent in ordine

ad unum sermon politicum, quamodo efficientum unum corpus mysticum, quod moraliter dici potest per se unum; illudque consequentes indigent uno capite.”

3 Id. id., iii. 3, 8: “Communitas autem humana potest suum jurisdictionem transferre in unam personam, vel aliam communitatem . . .

iii. 4, 1: “Ex dictis in superior epistle possimus aliquid inferre . . . Primum est, quod licet hanc potestatem absoluta sit de jure naturae, determinatio ejus ad certum modum potestatis et regimini est ex arbitrio hominum. Declaratur: nam triplicem est politica gubernatio simplicem, Monarchia . . . Aristocratia . . . Democratia. Ex quibus confici possunt vari modi gubernationis mixtis, seu composite ex illis simplicibus per participationem vel omnium, vel duorum ex illis. . . .

iii. 3, 2: “Qua propter neceesse est ut primus (Rex) habuerit potestatem supremam immediate a republica; successores autem illius ab illa, sunt mediato et radicalliter. Et quia rei transit ad successorem cum suo onere, conditions illae cum quibus

primus rex a republica regnum acceptit, ad successores transunt, ita ut cum eiusmod oneribus regnum habeant.”

4 Id. id., iii. 4, 2: “Ratio ex dictis est, quia hanc potestas ex natura rei est immediate in communitate; ergo ut incepit esse in aliquis persona, tanquam in suprmo principi, necesse est, us ex consensu communitatis illi tributar. Deinde explicatur a sufficiente partium enumerationi: nam habet potestas potent intelligi datae regibus immediate ab ipso Deo, sed hoo, liceat aliquando sibi factum ut in Saul, et Davide, tanen illud ille extraordinarium, et supernaturo quod modum; iuxta communem autem, et ordinarium providentiam non fits; quia homines iuxta naturam ordinem non revelationum, sed naturalis ratione reguntur in his quae civilia sunt . . . . . .

Neque obstat quod scripturae interdum dicit, Deum dare regem . . . . In his enim soluia significatione, haec omnia non fieri sine speciali providentia Dei, vel ordinantis vel permettentes . . . .

Hoc tanen non excluit quin per homines fiat.”

This community has the power to transfer its jurisdiction to one person, but the nature and form of the authority thus created is created by human will. Suarez seems to prefer monarchy, but he seems to think that this may often be combined with other forms of political authority; and he adds a little later that while a monarchy may be strictly hereditary, it also has first been derived from the community, and is subject to those conditions under which it was first created.

He had already said that political authority was not given by God to any one man directly; he corrects this by saying that God had only done this in rare cases, but that generally when the Scriptures say that God gave the kingdom to some definite person, this only meant that the Divine Providence had so ordered or permitted, and this did not exclude human action.
The first important aspect of Suarez’ political theory is then clear. The community is the ultimate source of all political authority, and therefore of Law, and the conception that the authority of the prince was directly derived from God, while it may have been true in some exceptional cases, was not normally true; normally his authority was derived from the community, and was subject to such conditions as the community may have imposed.

We turn to another question when we consider the principles of Suarez with regard to the legislative power of the prince when he has been created by the community. It is, however, not at all easy to arrive at a quite clear conception of his position, and we give our opinion subject to correction. In one place he says that the power of making laws belongs to all supreme kings, but this is subject to the conditions under which the power was given him by the community. We must therefore ask whether the consent of the people is required when the king makes law. Suarez seems to us to answer that in principle, and normally this power belongs to the king alone, but custom may require the consent of the people.1

In another place he says that in some countries the absolute power of making laws, as it was said, was not given to the king, but that he could only do this with the consent of the people, and custom may require the consent of the people.2

The first important aspect of Suarez’ political theory is that the authority of the prince was directly derived from God, not normally true; normally his authority was derived from the community, and was subject to such conditions as the community may have imposed.

1 “Primo constat ex dictis, hanc potestatem (condendi leges) esse in omnibus regibus supremae. . . .

2 Atque hinc sequitur secundo, etiam in princeps suprema esse hanc potestatem eo modo et sub eis conditiones, sub qua data est, et translata per communia. Ratio est clara ex superioribus dictis, quia hacte est voidi conventium quaedam inter communia et principium, et ideo potestas recepta non excidit modum donationis vel conventionis. . . . Et justa hoc etiam definiendum est, an requisitor consentius populi ad ferendas bussenque leges, quando scilicet, populos per reges gubernaret. Nam per se locando, et jure commun. potestas legislativa proprius est in solo suprema principium. . . .

3 Juxta consuetudinem autem, requirere potentias populi saltem quod consentiam, de quo infra videberimus.”

4 Id. id., iii, 2, 2: “Primo ergo constat ex dictis, hanc potestatem (condendi leges) esse in omnibus regibus supremae. . . .

5 Id. id., iii, 6: “In primo notanter dixi, ‘in supremo legislatori, quia inferior magistratus potest habere facultatem limitatum, sub tali vel tali limitatione. Imo in aliquibus provinciis, licet per reges gubernentur, diuitur non esse translata in regem absoluta potestas ferendi leges, sed solum consensu regni in comitibus ejus, ut diuitur esse in regno Aragonise, . . . Nam ibi supremus legislaror non est solus rex, sed rex cum regno. Ubi autem tale pactum non interessit inter regem et populum, nec de illo potest unam scriptam legem constare, non est data principio potestas cum illa limitatione, sed absolute constitutur ex scripta etestreiplicins. Et ut servatur in perfecta monarchia, in quo suprema potestas est in imperatore vel regro, vel quocunque alio, qui in temporales non habet superiorum: nam in illum transitum populi suam potentatem absulutet et simpliciter, ut ex ordiximo modo regimem constat, nec alius veri

6 “In primo notanter dixi, ‘in supremo legislaror, quia inferior magistratus potest habere facultatem limitatum, sub tali vel tali limitatione. Imo in aliquibus provinciis, licet per reges gubernentur, diuitur non esse translata in regem absoluta potestas ferendi leges, sed solum consensu regni in comitibus ejus, ut diuitur esse in regno Aragonise, . . . Nam ibi supremus legislaror non est solus rex, sed rex cum regno. Ubi autem tale pactum non interessit inter regem et populum, nec de illo potest unam scriptam legem constare, non est data principio potestas cum illa limitatione, sed absolute constitutur ex scripta etestreiplicins. Et ut servatur in perfecta monarchia, in quo suprema potestas est in imperatore vel regro, vel quocunque alio, qui in temporales non habet superiorum: nam in illum transitum populi suam potentatem absulutet et simpliciter, ut ex ordiximo modo regimem constat, nec alius veri

7 315-318.

8 325-328.

9 325-328.

10 “Primo constat ex dictis, hanc potestatem (condendi leges) esse in omnibus regibus supremae. . . .

11 “Primo constat ex dictis, hanc potestatem (condendi leges) esse in omnibus regibus supremae. . . .

12 “Primo constat ex dictis, hanc potestatem (condendi leges) esse in omnibus regibus supremae. . . .
prived of his power unless he becomes a tyrant, but that, if this happened, the kingdom could justly make war upon him.¹

Suarez clearly agrees with Molina in repudiating the theory of the "Divine Right" and recognizing that the community is the immediate source of all political and legislative authority, and has the power to determine the form of this, according to its own judgment. But he is not so clear about the question whether the community normally retains a share in legislation. As we understand him, he inclines to the view that normally this belongs to the prince.

We turn to a more determined constitutional thinker in Mariana, also a member of the Society of Jesuits, whose work, 'De Rege,' was brought out in 1598. He conceived of men as having originally been without any fixed order or society, but as having been driven into society by their own weakness, by their deplorable confusions, and by the crimes of men against each other.²

The first government of the community was that of a king, appointed for his good qualities, and at first there were no laws.³ These were finally made because men doubted the justice and impartiality of the prince, while the law always speaks with the same voice. Mariana adds an important description of law: it is reason drawn from the mind of God, and free from all changeableness, which enjoins things honourable and useful, and forbids what is contrary to description of law.

This happened, the prince must show an example of obedience to the laws: no one may disobey them, least of all the king. He may indeed, if circumstances require it, propose new laws, may interpret and mitigate old ones, and may provide for cases not determined by the law. To overturn laws at his pleasure, to show no reverence for the customs and ordinances of the country, is the peculiar vice of the tyrant; legitimate princes may not behave as though they had obtained an authority free from the laws.⁴

The prince should remember that most laws have not been made by the prince, but by the will of the whole commonwealth, whose authority in commanding and forbidding

¹ Id. id. id. (p. 23): "Ad hoc, costritio legisbus principatu nihil est molius: soluto, nulla postis gravior; et est argumentum oppressae per tyrannidem republieae, cum contemptis legisbus ad rectoris naturam vertitur."

² Id. id., i. 4 (p. 50): "Frasoer-tim cum legis successiones mutare non ejus (regis) sed republieae est, quos temporibus deedit ilia legisbus constitutum.

³ Id. id., i. 4 (p. 50): "Leges, quibus constituit est successio, mutare nomen licet, sine populi voluntate, a quo pendet jura regnandi.

⁴ Ad haec, 'idem principi persuasum, leges sanctorum, quibus publico salus sit, tum demum fore stabiles si suae ipsi esse exemplum sanctit. Its ergo vitam institutum, ut neque quaestui alium plus legis valere patiatur, eum enim fias ipsum legisbus continentur in omni vita parte, qui legis violat, ab acque acceptis decedat, et a probatiate, necessari est; quod nulli conceditur. Regi multo minus. ... Libell. quidem regibus, rebus exigentibus, novas leges rogare, interpretari veteres atque emolur, suppleto si quis eventus lege comprehensus non est. Pro suo tantum arbitratum lege invento, ad suam libidinem et commodum referre quae ait omnis, nulla moris patrii institutorum reverentiam, proptem tyrannorum esse vitium credat; neque in legibus principes cadere ista se gerere, ut legisb solutum potestatem obtinere et exercere videtur."

---

348 THE LATER SIXTEENTH CENTURY. [PART IV. a later chapter. In the meanwhile we are concerned with the relation of the king to the Law, and on this point Mariana says very emphatically that when the monarchy is controlled by Law, nothing can be better; when it is free from that control, nothing can be worse.¹

The authority of the king is derived from the people; it is they who determine the laws of succession, and they have given him an authority restrained by the laws.² And, in another place, Mariana says the prince must show an example of obedience to the laws: no one may disobey them, least of all the king. He may indeed, if circumstances require it, propose new laws, may interpret and mitigate old ones, and may provide for cases not determined by the law. To overturn laws at his pleasure, to show no reverence for the customs and ordinances of the country, is the peculiar vice of the tyrant; legitimate princes may not behave as though they had obtained an authority free from the laws.³

The prince should remember that most laws have not been made by the prince, but by the will of the whole commonwealth, whose authority in commanding and forbidding
We turn to a greater, more massive, more restrained political thinker in Richard Hooker. It may indeed be doubted whether any political thinker of the sixteenth century is equal to him in breadth and justice of thought. It is true that his work was concerned primarily with law as related to the Church and Church order, but, like Gratian and Aquinas, he recognised that it was impossible to form an adequate conception of Church law without taking into account the principles of law in general. It is true also, as we shall point out in later chapters, that he said much which is of great importance with regard to the political order in general, but his conception of this is dominated by his conception of law.

Hooker was a great and independent thinker, but his independence consisted not in ignoring the past and the great political writers of the past, but in gathering together and putting into clear and intelligibly ordered form the principles and implications of the past, not as one who was bound and restricted by its authority, but as one who thought out again for himself the great principles and traditions of medieval society. For it is indeed perhaps the most interesting aspect of his work that he repeated, restated, and enlarged the normal conceptions of the political civilisation of medieval Europe and handed them down to the modern world.

It is, we think, clear that it is from St Thomas Aquinas that, directly or indirectly, Hooker took the analysis of the general nature of law, and he therefore accepted the division of law in the most general sense into the Eternal Law of God, the Natural Law, the Divine Law, and Human Law.

His definition of the Eternal Law is: "This law therefore we may name Eternal, being that order which God, before all ages, has set down with Himself to do all things by." ¹ This law is not a mere command of God's will, but the expression of His wisdom. "They err therefore who think of the will of God to do this or that, there is no reason besides His will... That law Eternal which God Himself hath made to Himself... that law in the admirable frame whereof shineth with most perfect beauty, the countenance of that wisdom which hath testified concerning herself. 'The Lord possessed me in the beginning of His way, even before His works of old I was set up.'" ²

This is clearly in substance the same judgment as that of St Thomas Aquinas: "Et secundum hoc, lex eterna nihil aliud est, quam ratio divinae sapientiae, secundum quod est directiva omnium actuum, et motionem." ³

¹ R. Hooker, "Of the Laws of the Ecclesiastical Polity," i. 2, 6. ² St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, i. 2, 93, 1. ³ Id. id., i. 2, 5.
When Hooker turns to the Natural Law he follows the same tradition by saying that while all things were governed by the Eternal Law, the relation to this of the rational creature differed from that of the unreasoning. By the law of nature, therefore, Hooker means the law which man's reason recognises as binding upon him; and it might properly be called the law of reason. This is practically the same as Aquinas' "lex naturalis nihil aliud est quam participatio legis aeternae in rationali creatura." We go on to the question of human law. This brings us to the conception of the nature and purpose of the Commonwealth or State. Hooker's conception of the origin of political society is expressed in a well-known passage: "The laws which have been hitherto mentioned (i.e., the Natural Laws) do bind men absolutely even as they are men, although they have never any settled fellowship, nor any solemn agreement among themselves what to do or not to do. But, forasmuch as we are not by ourselves supplied with competent store of things needful for such a life as our nature doth desire, a life fit for the dignity of man, therefore, to supply the defects and imperfections which are in us, living single and solely by ourselves, we are naturally inclined to seek communion and fellowship with others. This was the cause of men's uniting themselves in politic societies, which societies could not be without government, nor government without a distinct kind of law from that which hath been already declared.

Two foundations there are which bear up public societies: the one, a mutual inclination, whereby all men desire sociable life and fellowship; the other, an order expressly or secretly agreed upon, touching the manner of this union in living together. The latter is that which we call the law of a common weal, the very soul of a politic body, the parts whereof are by law animated, held together, and set on work in such actions as the common good requireth.

Laws politic, ordained for external order and regiment amongst men, are never framed as they should be, unless

1 Hooker, id., i. 3, 1. 2 Aquinas, 'Sum. Theol.' i. 2. 91, 2.
1 Id. id., i. 8, 4, 8 and 9.
because, not having the natural superiority of fathers, this power must needs be either usurped and thus unlawful; or if lawful, then either granted or consented unto by those over whom they exercise the same, or else given Extraordinarily from God, unto whom all the world is subject.” And, equally emphatically, Hooker derives all political authority from an agreement among men to set up some “government public,” to which they granted authority to rule and govern.

“To take away all such mutual grievances, injuries, and wrongs, there was no way but only by growing unto composition and agreement amongst themselves, by ordaining some kind of government public, and by yielding themselves subject theruntot; that, unto whom they granted authority to govern, by them the peace, tranquillity, and happy estate of the rest might be procured. . . . Without which consent there were no reason that one man should take upon him to be lord or judge over another; because, although there be, according to the opinion of some very great and judicious men, a kind of natural right in the noble, wise, and virtuous, to govern those which are of servile disposition; nevertheless, for manifestation of this, their right, and men’s more peaceable contentment on both sides, the assent of those who are governed seemeth necessary.”

Hooker here represents the normal conception of the Middle Ages, which had been only reinforced by the revived study of the Roman Law, that all political authority is in some sense derived from the community. He seems here also to suggest that behind this grant of authority by the community there lies some agreement or “contract” between men to form a political community, the conception with which we are familiar in Hobbes and Locke.

Hooker thinks that at first the government was left in the hands of one man, but men soon began to feel the inconvenience of this. “They saw that to live by one man’s will becomes the cause of all men’s misery. This constrained them to come unto laws, wherein all men might see their duties beforehand, and know the penalties of transgressing them.”

We have already seen this opinion as expressed by Buchanan and Mariana.

This leads Hooker to consider more fully the nature of law and its coercive authority, for “laws do not only teach what is good, but they enjoin it; they have in them a certain constraining force.” He makes a distinction, a very important distinction, between those whose function it is to “devise” laws and those who give them coercive authority. It is the wise men by whom laws should be “devised.” Men of ordinary capacities are not competent to do this, but it is not the wisdom of these “devisors” which gives these laws coercive authority. This can only be given by the whole community, for, “by the natural law, to which God has made all men subject, the power to make laws belongs to the whole community, and therefore it is mere tyranny for any prince to take this upon himself, unless he has received this authority from the community, or immediately and personally from God Himself.” “Laws they are not, therefore, which public approbation hath not made so.”

He is indeed careful to add that the community may give its consent, not directly but by representation, “as in Parliaments, Councils, and the like Assemblies, although we be not personally ourselves present, notwithstanding our assent is by reason of other agents there in our behalf”; and he extends this even to the position of an absolute king, on the assumption that he had received his authority from the community; and this authority continues so long as it is not revoked by the same authority as that which gave it. “Laws, therefore, human, of what kind soever, are available by consent.”

Hooker’s words do not suggest a direct reference to any one political writer, but it seems to us reasonable to say that his very careful but dogmatic judgment is founded, first, upon the doctrine of the Roman Law that the legislative...
power is derived from the "populus" (i.e., the community); while his conception of the place of the wise men in "devising" Law may be related to the terms of the famous definition of Papinian.\(^1\) In the second place, it is probably related to the saying of St Thomas Aquinas that the power of making laws belongs either to the whole multitude or to him who "gerit vicem" and has the care of the whole multitude.\(^2\)

Hooker's statement is drastic and far-reaching; if his principle that it is the community, and only the community, which can give the Law its coercive power, is derived from the Roman Law, he is explicitly and dogmatically generalising this principle as applying naturally to all political societies, as in the famous phrase we have just quoted: "Laws they are not, which public approbation hath not made so."

In a later Book of the 'Ecclesiastical Polity' he again deals with this subject, and in one place he cites the well-known words of Bracton: "Attribuat lex legi, quod lex attribuat ei, poestatem et dominium," and "Rex non debet esse sub homine, sed sub Deo et Deo et lege." Hooker admits, indeed, that there are different kinds of kingdoms, some by conquest, some by peaceful means, some by "agreement and composition"; and in this last case the authority depends upon the nature of the agreement; but he concludes: "Happier that people where Law is their king in the greatest things, than that whose king is himself the Law," and "Most divinely therefore Archytas maketh unto public felicity these four steps . . . ό μεν βασιλεὺς νόμιμος, ό δὲ ἀρχηγὸς ἀκόλουθος, ό δὲ ἀρχήμενος ἀλεύθερος, ό δ’όλα κοινωνία εὐδαιμον."\(^3\)

These are Hooker's general principles, but it is important to observe that he applies them specially to England. In a passage which follows immediately upon that just cited, he says: "In which respect, I cannot choose but commend highly their wisdom, by whom the foundations of this commonwealth have been laid; wherein, though in no manner person

---

1. Digest,' i. ii. 1: "Lex est..."
4. Id. id., viii. 2, 12.

---

or cause he be un-subject to the king's power, yet so is the power of the king over all and in all, limited, that unto all its proceedings the Law itself is a rule. The axioms of our royal government are these: 'Lex facit regem,' the king’s grant of any favour made contrary to the law is void; 'Rex nihil potest, nisi quod jure potest.' Our kings, therefore, when they take possession of the room they are called unto, have it painted out before their eyes, even by the very solemnities and rites of their inauguration, to what affairs by the said law their supreme authority and power reacheth.'\(^1\)

And again, in a passage which is primarily related to Church Law in England, but has a general application: "The Parliament of England, together with the Convocation annexed thereto, is that whereupon the very essence of all government within this kingdom doth depend; it is even the body of the whole realm, it consisteth of the king and of all that within the land are subject to him, for they are all there present, either in person, or by such as they voluntarily have derived their power unto . . . Touching the supremacy of power, which our Kings have in the case of making laws, it resteth principally in the strength of a negative voice; which, not to give them, were to deny them that without which they were but Kings by mere title, and not in exercise of dominion. . . . Which laws, being made amongst us, are not by any of us so taken or interpreted, as if they did receive their force from the power which the Prince doth communicate unto the Parliament, or to any other Court under him, but from power which the whole body of the Realm, being naturally possessed with, hath by free and deliberate assent derived unto him that ruleth over them, so far forth as hath been declared.'\(^2\)

Finally, we must consider the treatment of the source and authority of Law as it is presented by that most important jurist of Lower Germany, Johannes Althusius, whose work, first published in 1603, was for a long time almost forgotten, but was recovered by Professor von Gierke, and which again
serves to bring out very clearly the fact that the conception of an ordered or constitutional liberty was not asserted merely by controversial writers like George Buchanan or Mariana, or the pamphleteers of the Huguenot Party and the Catholic League in France, but by a writer, learned, judicious, and measured in his thought and in his language, who also, like Hooker, sets out, not only philosophical principles, but also what he conceived to be the actual constitutional system of a great country. For, as Hooker finds an embodiment of the principles of a free and ordered society in the English constitution, Althusius finds the same in the Government of the German Empire and of the States and cities which formed it.¹

In order to understand Althusius' conception of Law, we must observe his conception of the nature and origin of political society. He accepts the Aristotelian principle that a solitary man is not capable of a self-sufficing life, but also traces the origin of political society to an express or tacit contract between those who are to live together. He accepts the Ciceronian definition of the people as being a society of men living under a common system of law, and working for the common good. The object of the government of society is the common good, and its final end is a life in which men quietly and rightly serve God.²

Althusius accepts the Aristotelian conception of the necessity of society, but he also clearly asserts that the formation of political society rested upon the contract or agreement between those who formed it. The statement of this conception is interesting and important in relation to the political theory of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but it belongs rather to those times than to the history of mediaval political theory, and we refer our readers to the discussion of this subject by von Gierke in his 'Althusius,' especially Part II., Chap. ii., 2.

We turn to what is here properly our subject when we consider Althusius' conception of law and its place in the State. The administration and government of the commonwealth, he says, is nothing else than the execution of the Law, and he illustrates this principle by citing Aristotle as saying that there is no commonwealth where the Laws are not supreme; and again, the supremacy of the Law is the supremacy of God, while that of a man is the supremacy of a beast. Cicero calls the magistrate the servant and interpreter of the law; we are all servants of the law that we may be free; Plato says that the Law is queen, and should control not only the other citizens but kings themselves.³ In another place Althusius says that the magistrates are bound by the civil laws of the kingdom and of the "Majestas." The magistrate may be called a living law for he does nothing except by the Law's commands.⁴

It is important to observe that from these principles Althusius draws the conclusion that it was right to say that the magistrate is not "legibus generalibus solutus"; he is not free from either the natural law or the civil laws. Althusius was, of course, aware that many thought differently, but he is only willing to concede that the prince was in such

¹ Our citations from Althusius are taken from the text of the edition of his work published in 1614, and recently reprinted by Professor C. I. Friedrich of Harvard University, and we desire to express our obligations to him for having made this edition easily accessible to students. We follow his enumeration of paragraphs in each book. The scope of our work does not allow us to deal with the political theory of Althusius as completely as we should desire, but that is the less necessary because Professor von Gierke has handled the subject in a masterly and comprehensive fashion in his work. ² Johannes Althusius und die Entwicklung der naturreichen Staatswissenschaften. ³ Althusius. ⁴ Politica methodica digesta, i. 3, 4, 7, 19, 20.

² Id. id., xxii, 16: "Sic itaque administratio et gubernatio republi- cae, nihil aliud est quam legis executio.


⁴ Id. id., xxiv, 48: "In administratim hac sua, magistratus obligatus est legibus Decalogi . . . atque civilibus regni et Majestatis legibus . . . ad quos tamquam ademosse, normam et regulam, omnibus negociis admini- strationibus suos referre debet. . . . Unde magistratus lex viva, executor, custos et minister legis dietur; qui nihil nisi leges jubente velis, faciat, vel omittat, ut recte dicit Vasquez, c. 14 d. Lib. i."
cannot do anything against the law of the
commonwealth, for the law is of the
nature of a contract by which the prince
is bound, and the authority which the people have
conferred upon the prince is by its own nature limited to
that which is for the good of the citizens. ¹
We shall return to the subject of the
contract between the prince and people in the
next chapter; in the meantime it is worth while to
observe that Althusius conceives of the Law as having
this character. We have seen this conception
in writers of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. ²
Althusius admits, indeed, that the prince is
"legibus solutus," but only in the sense that the Law may
in some cases give him the right of dispensation."³
In order, however, to appreciate fully
Althusius' principle of the supremacy of law over the prince, we
must consider his conception of the "Majestas" or
sovereign power in the commonwealth. It is probable that he takes this term from
Bodin,⁴ and he agrees with him in interpreting it as meaning
that authority which recognises no other as equal or superior
to itself.⁵ So far he does not differ from Bodin, but, having

¹ Id. id., xxiv. 49: "Qua de causa recte dicitur, magistratum non esse legibus generalibus solutum... non tantum naturalibus sed etiam civilibus. . . . Dissentient plurimum, per l. 31. De Legibus ('Dig.' i. 3, 31) quae tamen non obstat, si eam intelligis de legibus poenariorum, quibus magistratus est solutus, non respectu obligationis, sed executionis. Nam si deliquerit (at non contra leges fundamentales et conventionalum propriae cum populo instam), non puniatur. Cujas. Lib. 36, Obs. c. 55."
² Id. id., xxiv. 50 (The prince cannot do anything against the law of the State): "Tum qui lex est contractus, i. 1, ibi communis regibus publicae sponsio, de legibus (i.e., 'Dig.' i. 3, 1) . . . ex quo contractu princeps obligatur. . . . Ergo concessio imperii a populo principi facta etiam verbis generalissimis, ex materia, subjecta, limitata, et restricta est ad moram utilitatem civilium."³ Cf. Part I. c. 2; Part II. c. 2.
⁴ Id. id., xxiv. 50: "Princeps etiam solutus est legibus in casibus, in quibus jus ipse dispensationem concessit.
⁵ For the discussion of Bodin's position, cf. Chap. III.
⁶ Id. id., ix. 15: "Ideo potestas imperandi universalis dicitur, quae ab amam superiorem vel parum aut sociam non agnoscit. Atque hoc supremum jurisdictionis universalis jus, est forma et substantia essentia

Majestatis, seu majoris illius status quem diximus, quo sublatum vel ad emptum Majestas illa constitut."¹

¹ Id. id., ix. 19: "Administratorem potestatis hujus plures esse possum, ita ut singuli, impositis solutionibus, non in plenitudinem potestatis adsumantur. . . . Et singuli hi non habent pares se supremum potestatem, sed omnes simul unam agnoscent in consoniorum corporum consenso et concordia."
² Id. id., ix. 20: "Huius sententiae nostri, qua regno seu universali consonanderum summa potestas tribuitur, contradict Bodinus Lib. i. c. 5, 'De Republic.'" Ibi enim ille jus Majestatis, quod regni jus appellavimus, dicit esse summan et perpetuam potestatem, nec legem, necque tempere definitam, quam majestatis afectionem late explicat Bonnet. Lib. 1, 'De Majestate Politica.' Ego in eo, quo Bodinus hoc sensu accepit, nullum horum requisitum genuinum in iure hoc Majestatis agnosco. Non enim est summa potestas, non perpetua, necque legis soluta.

21 Summa non est, quia legem divinam naturallemque agnoscat omnium humana potestas, arg. Rom. c. 13. Minister Dei est tibi in bonum. Si minister Dei est, ergo contra Domini sui mandatibus prorsus nihil fecere

said this, he begins to develop a sharply marked contradiction
of Bodin's theory. No single persons, he says, can receive
this complete authority ("plenitud potestatis"); they must
recognise that it lies in the consent and agreement of the
associated body.¹

We must turn to a long passage in which Althusius draws
out his own conception in opposition to that of Bodin. Bodin,
he says, contradicted the principle that the supreme power
belonged to the whole community. He begins by pointing out
that even Bodin admits that the supreme power is subject to the
Natural and Divine law; and he urges that a really absolute
power would be a mere tyranny. He refuses dogmatically to
attribute the supreme power to the king or the "optimates,"
and maintains that it can belong only to the whole body of
the "universal" association—that is, to the commonwealth
or kingdom, for it is from this body that, after God, all legiti-
mate authority comes. The king, princes, or "optimates"
recognise that the commonwealth by which they are set up
or removed is superior to them, and that they are bound
by a contract to obey it. The king, therefore, has no supreme
and perpetual power which is free from the law, and does not
hold the "Jura Majestatis," but only, and that by the grant
of the society, the administration of these. The monarch
therefore must render an account of his administration and
may be deposed.²

¹ Majestatis, seu majoris illius status quem diximus, quo sublatum vel ad emptum Majestas illa constitut. "¹
² Id. id., ix. 19: "Administratorem potestatis hujus plures esse possum, ita ut singuli, impositis solutionibus, non in plenitudinem potestatis adsumantur. . . . Et singuli hi non habent pares se supremum potestatem, sed omnes simul unam agnoscent in consoniorum corporum consenso et concordia."
We have dealt with this aspect of political theory in the sixteenth century at some length, for, as it seems to us, the conception of the nature and authority of law was still, as in the Middle Ages, the most important element of political theory, and it will, we hope, be clear that the medieval principle of the supremacy of law was still asserted and understood.

We shall in a later chapter inquire how far there had also developed in the sixteenth century a conception that the king was absolute and above law.
CHAPTER II.

THE PRINCE UNDER THE LAW.

We have, in the last chapter, considered some aspects of the conceptions of the source and authority of law, that is, of those who were clear that the law was greater than the ruler. We shall, in a later chapter, discuss the position of those who took the opposite view. But, before we do this, we must deal with the conception of the source and nature of the authority of the prince.

We think it will be found to make for greater clearness if we treat this subject under the following heads: (1) The Source of the Authority of the Ruler; (2) The Conception of a Sovereign Power behind the Ruler; (3) The Relation of the Ruler to the Courts of Law; (4) The Theory of the Contract between the Ruler and the People; (5) The Right to resist, and even to depose the Ruler; (6) The Magistrates or Ephors.

(1) The Source of the Authority of the Ruler.—There is no need to discuss this at any great length, for while there were a few, with whom we shall deal in a later chapter, who trace the authority of the king to the direct appointment of God, these were quite exceptional. The great mass of opinion was clear, that is, that while God was the ultimate source of all authority, the immediate source was the Community itself, and it should be remembered that this judgment was confirmed by the whole tradition of the Roman Law and by the medieval and contemporary Civilians.

This was the current opinion, apart entirely from the political controversies of the time. We may begin by observing again the words of the Spanish Dominican, Soto, the Confessor of Charles V. and Professor at Salamanca. The public civil authority is the ordinance of God, the commonwealth creates the prince, but it was God who taught men to do this. We find the same principle stated by his Dominican contemporary and colleague in Salamanca, Franciscus Victoria, in the terms of a careful distinction between “Potestas” and “Authoritas.” The Royal “Potestas” is not derived from the commonwealth, but from God Himself, for though he is established by the commonwealth, for the commonwealth creates the king, it transfers not “Potestas” but its own “Authoritas” to him.

The same judgment is expressed by such a careful and experienced politician as Sir Thomas Smith. In a passage already cited, he contrasts the king and the tyrant, not only with reference to their relation to the law, but also to the source of his authority. The king is one who has attained the royal power by hereditary succession or by election, with the consent of the people, while the tyrant is one who has obtained power by force, and without the consent of the people.

We have cited these opinions, not as being in themselves very important, but merely as illustrations of what we think was the normal opinion, apart from the controversies of the later part of the century. When we pass to those who wrote under these later conditions, we naturally find all this much more sharply asserted. George Buchanan, for instance, in his work, ‘De Jure Regni apud Scotos,’ which is in the form

1 Soto, ‘De Justitia et Jure,’ iv. 4, 1 (p. 309): “Eccro quaequamodium publica civilia potestas ordinatio Dei est; non quod respublica non eratwent principes, sed quod id fecerit divinitas erudit.”

2 Franciscus Victoria, ‘Relaciones de Potestas Civili,’ viii.: “Videtur ergo quod regia potestas sit non a republica sed ab ipso Deo, ut Catholici docentes sentiunt. Quamvis enim a republica constiterit (eas nanque respublica regim), non potestatem sed propriam authoritatem in regem transerit.”

3 T. Smith, ‘De Republica Anglo-Rum,’ i. 7: “Requiem summam ad quem aliam derivatum potestatem, regiam esse perebut, qui vel naturalem splendor, vel suffragiorum praeogntiva, per consentientem populi voluntatem, eam adeptas ... Tyrannum appetit, qui per vicem nubes consensu populi nactus principatum.”
of a dialogue between himself and "Metellanus" (Maitland), in asserting the subordination of the King of Scotland to the laws, maintains that though the kings of Scotland received the throne by hereditary succession, they were created by the laws and the will of the people just as much as those kings who were elected.1

The Huguenot writers of the period between 1573 and 1580 set out this conception in different ways. Hotman does this, with reference primarily to history, in his work 'Franco Gallia,' originally published in Latin in 1573.2 We are not here concerned with the historical value of his contentions about the nature of the Merovingian and Carolingian monarchies, but only with the conclusions which he drew from his study of history. He contended that the supreme authority in the time of these monarchies belonged to the general assembly of the whole people, which he relates to the States General of later times,3 and that it was this assembly which elected and deposed kings.4 He gives a number of examples of the authority of the States General, including a general assembly of the whole people, which he relates to the States General of later times,4 and that it was this assembly which elected and deposed kings.5 He has a very high conception of the authority of the States General, including a statement that it was the States General which decided between the claims to the French crown of Edward III. and Philip of Valois.6 In one place he says roundly that the "Concile des Etats" (the States General) had the power to elect and to depose kings, and to entrust the administration of the kingdom during a minority to such a person as it thought best.7

The treatise entitled 'La Politique, Dialogue d'Archon et de Politie,' published in 1576,8 has a very high conception of monarchy, and speaks of the Prince as the Image and Vicar of God; but if he has this character, he must also represent the goodness and justice of God.9 Hereditary succession or election are both tolerable: the best is to combine the two, but even in the case of those who hold by hereditary succession the peoples who have the right to place magistrates over themselves have also the right to depose them.1 The best known of these works, the 'Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos,' published in 1577, also speaks of kings as the Vicars of God,2 and says that it is God Who has "instituted" kings, but it is the people who constitute them, who bestow kingdoms and approve their election. Kings must remember that they reign "a Deo sed per populum et propter populum." Therefore if in some countries kingship has become hereditary, it is still the custom that the children do not succeed their fathers till they have been constituted anew by the people, and are only held to be kings when they have received the investiture of sceptre and crown from those who represent the "Majestas" of the people.3

George Buchanan and the Huguenot writers express this judgment in strong and unqualified terms, but we find the same opinions expressed in as thorough-going a fashion by some of the Roman Catholic writers of the last years of the sixteenth century. Among the most important tracts written in defence of the deposition of Henry III. of France is that of Boucher, 'De justa Abdicacione Henrici Tertii,' published

---

1 George Buchanan, 'De Jure Regni' (p. 26): "B. Equibus omnibus facile intelligi potest, qualem a majoribus acceptum potestatem: non aliam videlicet, quam qui suffragis electi in leges jurant. . . . Iudicium autem, opinor, videmus qui nascantur nobis reges, eos et legibus et populi suffragio creant, non minus quam quos ab initio diximus electos."  
3 Hotman, 'Franco Gallia,' x. (p. 647).  
4 Id. id., xi. (p. 661).  
5 Id. id., xvii. (p. 701).  
6 Id. id., xx. (p. 712).  
7 Cf. Allen, op. cit. (p. 314).  
8 'La Politique,' &c. (p. 90).  
9 Id., Q. III. (p. 76): "Ostendimus anuis Deum Reges instituire, regna regibus daro, reges eligere. Dicimus iurum populum reges constituere, regna tradere, electionem suo suffragio proponere."
in 1589. Boucher was a theologian of some eminence, and his work is largely concerned with the question of the power of the Pope to depose kings. We are not, however, here concerned with this question, but with his conception of the relation of the authority of the king to that of the community. With regard to this, he expressed himself as clearly and dogmatically as the Huguenot writers.

It is the people or commonwealth which establishes the king, but while it bestows this authority upon him, the final authority and "Majestas" remains with the people. It resided with them before there were any kings, and even kings must render their account for any offence against it. This "Majestas" is embodied in the Estates.2

It is the people, then, from whom the king derives his authority, and not from God only, and he repudiates the interpretation of St. Paul's words in Romans xiii. 1 as implying the latter. We recognise, he says, that kings, like all good things, come from God, but in accordance with the Jus Gentium, it is through the people.3

It would be difficult to find a more explicit repudiation of what we call the "Divine Right," and a more thoroughgoing affirmation of the principle that the royal authority

1 J. Boucher, 'De Jussta Henrici Terrii Abideactato,' I. 9: "Jus autem illud cum in duobus positum sit, ut et a populo seu republica constituitur reges, or regibus constitutis, sic penes eos summam potestatem esse constet, ut summa in eos tenere populi seu reipublicae jus ac majestates remanent, huicque adesse leges vel immunitates, et res ipse fariat, rex teneri possit."

2 Id., III. 7: "Majestas reipublicae ac populi quae sit, dictum sovet est. Quae ut prae posse ac regibus antiquior est, sua authenticum quid penos se, vel testa scriptura habet, quod deponere, quodque ablisci se nec possit nec debeat. Cujusque legisbus omnibus omnem generis hominum et regum ipse tenantur. Quippe, cum penes eos non sibi magistras sit, quae quippe publica ab illis potestas referatur.

3 Quae Caesar ab ilia semeli, ut sseptro reos amonent, leges Julia constat, quae penei majestatis, non dignitas tali, sed et animae anniitum esse jubet."

4 Id., id., III. 8: "Porro majestatem illam cum penes ordinem seu conuicta esse constet, id sequitur, qui ordinem bonum, publicum majestati sua omnine teneri atque reum esse. Nam penes comitia ut regni majestas sit, tum universa regis est, constat tum quia perpetua in Gallia suavis est, eorum auctoritas esse conuertevit."

5 Id., id., I. 13: "Et nos, quidem, ut reges a Deo, ut et bonum omne, esse agnoscent, ita inter hume regi, ei per populum, ut sint. Ha esse, suse fateriam."

6 It is the people, then, from whom the king derives his authority, and not from God only, and he repudiates the interpretation of St. Paul's words in Romans xiii. 1 as implying the latter. We recognise, he says, that kings, like all good things, come from God, but in accordance with the Jus Gentium, it is through the people.3

was inferior to the sovereign authority, or "Majestas," of the community; it was derived from it, and was answerable to it. Boucher adds, dogmatically, that no one is born a king; there is no Christian kingdom where hereditary succession has such a force that the right of establishing the king does not remain with the people.1

Boucher does not, however, state these principles as merely abstract, but maintains that they were embodied in the actual constitutional systems of the European countries, and he refers specially to the Empire, to Aragon, and to the authority of Parliament in England, and he attributes the comparative absence in France of the constitutional forms of this supreme authority of the community to the recent tyrannical innovations of Louis XI.2 He cites the deposition of Merovingian and Carolingian kings in France, of Richard II. in England, and the recent deposition of the King of Denmark.3

With these writers we may place Mariana, the Spanish Jesuit of the late sixteenth century. He also considers the monarchy to be the best form of government, and he carefully discusses the advantages and disadvantages of succession by inheritance or by election. He finally concludes that hereditary succession is best, but the succession should be determined by law, not by the will of the king, for the commonwealth gave him an authority restrained by laws, and any change therefore must be made with the consent of the "Ordines" (the Estates or Cortes).4 In another place, discussing the relation of the commonwealth to a king who becomes a tyrant, he argues that the commonwealth, from which the royal authority arises, may call the king to account, and may deprive him of his authority. When it transferred

1 J. Boucher, 'De Justa Henrici Terrii Abideactato,' I. 7: "Ommunito rox nenon mesaentur. Neque illum omnino vel inter Christianos regnum est, in quo hereditario successio sic poletat, quia penes populum constituendi jus remanent."

2 Id., id., I. 17, I. 18.

3 Id., id., I. 21, 22.

4 Id., id., I. 33, 24.

5 "Quis ex commordus fore cogitatio, hereditario esse principatum. . . (p. 37); "Neque pro regis adibatio successiones etiam inter filios nutantud videri. Frereceterum cum leges successionis mutare non ons, sed reipublicae vit. quae imperium dedit, illicit legibus constitui, ordinum convenien id facit opus est," Of. I. 4 (p. 38).
its authority to the prince, it reserved to itself a greater authority. 1

It may, no doubt, justly be said that these writers, especially the Huguenots and Mariana, express a highly controversial mood. But it should be observed that the same judgment is expressed by Hooker, substantially, but in characteristically measured terms. Hooker deals with the subject in the first book of the 'Ecclesiastical Polity,' when he discusses the origins and first forms of political society. The first form of social authority was, he thinks, that of the father over his family, but that is not the nature of authority in a political society. "Howbeit over a whole general multitude, having no such dependency upon any one, and consisting of so many families as every political society doth, impossible is it that any should have complete lawful power, but by consent of man or immediate appointment of God; because, not having the natural authority of fathers, this power must needs be either usurped, and thus unlawful; or, if lawful, then, either granted or consented unto by those over whom they exercise the same, or else given extraordinarily from God, unto Whom all the world is subject." 2

He returns to the subject in the eighth book, where he deals with the relation of the king to the Church. "First, unto me it seemeth almost out of doubt and controversy, that every independent multitude, before any certain form of regiment established, hath, under God's supreme authority, full 'dominium' over itself, even as a man, not tied with the bond of subjection as yet, unto any other, hath over himself the like power." 3

Hooker is indeed careful to defend the right of hereditary succession to kingship, but he is also clear in asserting that this hereditary right arises from the "original conveyance" by the community. "The case thus standing, although we judge it as being most true that kings, even inheritors, do hold their right to the power of dominion with dependency upon the whole body politic, over which they rule as kings; yet so it may not be understood, as if such dependency did grow, for that every supreme governor doth personally take from them his power by way of gift, bestowed of their own free accord upon him at the time of his entrance into the said place of government. But the cause of dependency is in that first original conveyance, when power was derived by the whole unto one; to pass from him unto them, whom out of him nature by lawful birth should produce, and no natural or legal inability make uncapable. Neither can any man with reason think but that the first institution of kings is a sufficient consideration wherefore their power should always depend on that from which it did then flow. Original influence of power from the body into the king is the cause of the king's dependency in power upon the body." 4 Hooker denies that the individual king must be elected, but affirms that it was from the community that the right of hereditary succession was derived.

We have discussed the position of Althusius with regard to the supremacy of the law, in the last chapter, and need only here draw attention to an important passage in which he sets out the origin and nature of the authority of the administrator or prince. He recognises that while the commonwealth is formed by the free association of all its members, and establishes the laws necessary for this, it cannot itself administer them; and therefore it appoints ministers and rulers, and transfers to them the necessary authority and power; it gives them the power of the sword and commits itself to their care and rule. 5 Althusius is clear that there must be rulers or princes in the commonwealth, but the rulers are appointed by the commonwealth, and their authority is

---

1 Id. id., VIII. 2, 9.
2 Althusius, "Politic," xviii. 10; "Nam populus primo se in corpus quoddam certis legibus consecutavit, jura necessaria et utilia ad hanc consociationem sibi constituit, eorumque administrationem qua ipse populus nullo modo fungi potest, postea ministris et regibus a se electis demandavit, atque in eos ad munera ex expeditionem necessariorum auctoritate et potentatem transmutavit, gladioque ad eum rem illos acceperit, illosque re gubernandum curandumque consistori."
always less than that which the commonwealth reserves to itself. Their authority is only to rule according to the just laws of the commonwealth, and they are only God's ministers if they rule for the common good. The prince is not above the laws, but the laws above the prince. There neither is, nor can be, any such thing as that absolute power which, as it is sometimes said, is given to the prince.

Finally, we may put beside Hooker and Althusius the judgment of the great Jesuit, Bellarmine. He is no doubt arguing, not for the direct, but for the indirect authority of the Papal See in temporal matters; but his judgment is clear that, while it is true that the royal or imperial power is from God, it must be understood that it does not normally come immediately from Him, but mediately through the consent of men, for as St Thomas Aquinas had said, lordship and principalities belong not to the Divine, but to the Human.

(2) The Conception of the "Sovereignty" of the Community.—We shall, in a later chapter, consider the theory of sovereignty as set out by Bodin, and we do not wish here to anticipate this. It is enough, for the moment, to say that in Bodin's view there must be in every political community some supreme power which makes all laws and magistrates, and which is subject to no law, except that of God and of nature, and to this power he gives the name of "Majestas." 1 Bodin's work was published in French in 1576, but it is important to observe that some of the Huguenot pamphlets were published a little earlier, or about the same time, Hotman's 'Franco Gallia' in 1573, the 'Droit des Magistrats' in 1574, and the 'Archen et Politie' in 1576, and in some of these we find already developed a conception of a power belonging to the community or its representative authority, which is supreme over all other powers, even that of the king, and this supreme authority they call the "Souveraineté," while they speak of the king as "Souverain."

Hotman, in discussing the power of what he calls the "Conceil des Estats," meaning the States General, maintains that it had power to elect and to depose kings, and he goes on to say that even after the election of the king, it reserved and retained in its own hands the "sovereign authority" of the government of the kingdom. 2 It is, however, in the 'Droit des Magistrats' of 1574 that the distinction between the "Souverain" and the "Souveraineté" is first carefully and completely drawn out. There are magistrates or officers, who are indeed inferior to the "Souverain," and are appointed by him, but do not properly hold from the "Souverain," but from the "Souveraineté." 3 The distinction is clear, but is made even clearer when the author adds that the "Souverain," himself, before he is put in "real possession" of his sovereign administration, swears fidelity to the "Souveraineté." 4 And again, empires and

1 Id. id., xviii. 27: "Quantum enim est imperium et jus quod alteri conceditur, minus tamen semper est eo quod concedens sibi reservat."


kingdoms are fiefs, which owe homage and fidelity to the "Souveraineté." 1

These are trenchant sayings, and the conception of the king as a vassal of the "Souveraineté" is unusual, to say the least, though not unintelligible; but what we are here concerned with is the sharp distinction between the king who is "Souverain," and some greater authority behind him, which holds the "Souveraineté," for there are those who represent the "Souveraineté" and it is for them to provide for the tenure of the sovereign's fief, if he has lost it by his offences against his subjects. 2 The king or "Souverain" is not above the laws, but is subject to them, for he has sworn to maintain and defend them. 3 While it is not lawful for any private person to resist the tyrant, there are magistrates, inferior indeed to him, but whose function it is to act as bridles and restraints upon the sovereign magistrate. There are such officers in several Christian kingdoms, such as dukes, marquesses, counts, &c.; they were formerly "estats et charges publiques," and were appointed "par ordre legitime," and though these offices have become hereditary, the nature of their right and authority has not changed: such are also the elective officers of the cities, such as mayors, consuls, syndics, &c. 4

1. Id. id., vol. ii. p. 776: "Outre tout cela, puisque les royaumes et empires mores sont fiefs, devons hommages et services à la souveraineté.
2. Je di donc au cas où nous sommes, qu'un roi, ou même un Empereur, relevant de la souveraineté, commettant tellement contre ses vassaux, assaillir ses sujets (ce que jamais ne puisse advenir) perd son fief, non pour être adjugé aux vassaux, mais pour y être pourvu par ceux qui représentent la souveraineté. . . . Or est il ainsi que l'Empereur meme, comme nous l'avons cy devant noté, doit hommage à l'Empire, duquel il est le premier et souverain vassal (ce que doit être encore à plus forte on pour le moins aussi fort) raison estimé de la condition des Roys à l'endroit du Royaume.
3. Id. id. (p. 760): "Car pour cestan c'est une parole très fausse, et non point d'un loyal sujet à son prince, mais d'un détestable flâneur, de dire que les souverains sont contraints à nulles lois. Car, au contraire, il n'y en a pas une, par laquelle il n'ait devoir et soit tenu de régler son gouvernement, puis qu'il a juré d'être le mainteneur et protecteur de toutes.
4. This is followed by a citation of the 'Digna Vox' (Cod. I. xiv. 4) and the story of Trajan giving the sword to be used against him if necessary.

It is of these officers that the author of the treatise says, as we have seen, that they hold not from the "Souverain" but from the "Souveraineté," to which the "Souverain" himself has sworn fidelity; and he goes on to say that there is a mutual obligation between the king and these officers of the kingdom, for the whole government is not in the hands of the king, but only the "souverain degré" of the government, while each of these inferior officers has his part in it according to his rank. 5

The pamphlet generally known as 'Arehon et Politicia,' which was published in 1576, represents the same conception. In discussing the limitations on the arbitrary power of the prince it says that there are inferior authorities, "deputies" of the people; these create the prince and can depose him, and they would be traitors to their country if they suffered the "principalité" to become a tyranny. They, as "souverains magistrats," are above the prince (in their public capacity), while as private persons they are below him. 6 And again, the force du tyran, de son autorité privée.

5. "La Politique, Dialogue entre Arehon et Polito ("ed. in 'Memoires de l'Estat,' vol. iii. p. 127): 'Car il y a des puissances inferieures et depute au peuple, auteurs des princes, qui les ayant fait les peuvent defaire, et cela ne peuvent laisser par raison la principauté decliner à tyrannie, car ils enrayant la patrie qui a constitue tels estats pour empecher la Tyrannic. Si elle survient, c'est aux sujets particuliers de recouvrir humblement et sans confusion au remedé vers ceux là qui sont comme souverains Magis-

6. Id. id. (p. 748): 'Par cela il appert qu'il y a une mutuelle obligation entre un Roy et les officiers d'un royaume: aucun royaume tout le gouvernement n'est pas mis entre les mains du Roy, ains seulement le souverain degré de ce gouvernement, comme aussi ces officiers inférieurs y ont chacun leur part selon leur degré, et le tout à certaines conditions d'une part et d'autre.'
after discussing the right of subjects, who have by solemn edicts obtained from the prince the right to exercise their religion, to refuse obedience if the prince attempts tyrannically to violate these, and to defend their liberty by all lawful means; the author of the tract goes on to say that this applies also to the other rights of the people. There are, indeed, few kingdoms or principalities whose rulers are not bound and restrained by many laws, to which they have sworn at their "reception," and they have promised the "Souveraineté," that is, the "Estates" composed of the body of all the people, to keep these inviolably.¹

This conception, that behind the authority of the king or prince there is a greater authority still, and that this resides in the body of all the people, to keep these inviolably, was also carefully set out by Mariana. After saying in general terms that the prince should understand that he is supreme in those matters which by the law and custom of the nation are left to his judgment, such as making war and administering justice; in those matters the king has an authority greater not only than the individual citizen, but than all. On the other hand there are matters, such as legislation and taxation, in which the authority of the commonwealth is greater than that of the prince. Finally, and this is the most important part, the commonwealth has authority to coerce the prince if he is vicious and wicked, if he prefers to be feared rather than loved, and becomes a tyrant.²

¹ Id. id., I 8 (p. 72) "Est igitur percipereum, id institutum in quibusdam gentibus vigere, ubi nullus est publicus consensuum, nuncup populus aut proceres de republica deliberatius convenient: obtendendum tamen necessatius usque, aequum esse in quo regnum imperum esse. Potestas utinam procul dubio, proximeque ad tyrannumque vagens, qualem ultra gentes barbaras vigere Aristoteles affirmat, vel aequum esse in quo regnum imperum esse, deque optima et saluberrima imperandi formas dispruamus."

² Id., id., I 8 (p. 72) "De Regno," I. 6 (p. 81): "Quod caput est, at principes per seum totius reipublicae majorem quam unius auctoritatem esse, neque possimus hominibus credat diversum affirmatibus, gratificandis studio, quia magna pericula est."
These writers may seem to represent somewhat extreme opinions, and it is therefore important to observe that Hooker and Althusius affirm the same principles. In one passage Hooker says: "Besides, when the law doth give him (the king) dominion, who doubteth but that the king who receiveth it must hold it of and under the law? According to that axiom, 'Attribuat rex legi, quod lex attribut ei, potestatem et dominion'; and again, 'Rex non debet esse sub homine, sed sub Deo et lege.' Thirdly, whereas it is not altogether without reason that kings are judged to have by virtue of their dominion, although greater power than any, yet not than all the states of those societies conjointly wherein such sovereign rule is given them." And again, with special reference to England: "This is therefore the right whereby kings do hold their power; but yet in what sort the same doth rest and abide in them it somewhat behoveth to search. Wherein, that we be not enforced to make over-large discourses about the different conditions of sovereign or supreme power, that which we speak of kings shall be with respect unto the state and according to the nature of this kingdom, where the people are in no subjection, but such as willingly themselves have condescended unto, for their own most behoof and security. In kingdoms, therefore, of this quality the highest governor hath indeed universal dominion, but with dependence upon that whole entire body, over the several parts whereof he hath dominion; so that it standeth for an axiom in this case. The king is "major singulis, universis minor." 3 We have already seen that Althusius is clear that the "Majestas" or sovereign authority which recognises no other as superior or equal to itself, belongs and can only belong to the whole political community, and we need only refer here to another passage, as expressing this judgment. The "Majestas" belongs to the people and it cannot transfer this to any other person. It cannot be divided or transferred, it is created by the whole body of the members of the kingdom, and without them it cannot stand. The king, therefore, however great his authority, can never deprive the members of his kingdom of the right to resist him if he acts unjustly. This "Jus," that is, the "Majestas," is the very soul and vital spirit of the commonwealth, and it can never grant it to anyone else without destroying itself. 4

(3) The Relation of the King to the Courts of Law.—We have seen in former volumes and in the earlier parts of this one that in constitutional theory and practice it was a generally accepted principle that the king could, in normal circumstances, take action against his subjects only by process of law. The famous clause of Magna Carta (39) represents the normal conception of feudal law, and the normal practice of mediaval society. It is therefore important to inquire whether this principle continued to be recognised in the later sixteenth century.

George Buchanan deals with this question under two terms; and first, whether the king should have the power of interpreting the law. Maitland had urged that the king should have this power, but Buchanan replies that he was asking more than the most "imperious" of kings demanded. This power belonged to the judges; to give this power to the king would give him the opportunity to twist the law to his own convenience. If this were once permitted, it would be useless to have good laws; it would be better to have no laws at all than such a "liberum latrocinium," under colour of

1 Althusius, 'Politics,' xxxviii. 137: "Quis item dicet populum tale jus majestatis in alium a se transferre potuisse. Stat enim illa communia juris-consultorum sententia, jus majestatis nec eedi nec distrabi, nec illationes annulari posse a suo domino. . . Est enim individuum et incomunicabile, neque temporis diuturnitate prescripti potest ullo modo. Nam jus nec majestatis a membris universis et singulis regni constitutum est, ab illis inceptit et sine illis consistere et conservari non potest. Nequaquam vero cum rege nasceatur, qui etiam plenissimam potentatem habens, non potest membris sui regni sibi solique agenti potentatem et voluntatem re sistendi adimere. Unde jus hoc dicatur anima et spiritus vitalis regni et reipublicae, quem alii, eitra interi tium sui ipsius, communicare nequaquam potest. Natura ergo hujus administrationis regi demandata est, ut imperium suum subrotit legi et justitiae." Cf. pp. 360, 361.
law. In the second place, Buchanan contends that any private person had the right to appeal to the courts of law in a dispute between himself and the king about his property; and that it makes no difference in principle whether it is the king himself or his “Procurator” whom he calls into court. When we turn to the French Huguenot writers we find some very important assertions of the same principles. The “Remonstrance” says that the Courts of “Parlement” were once above the kings, and opposed themselves to their absolute power, while “to-day” they submitted servilely to the commands of these from whom they hoped for advantage. The other Huguenot tracts are clear and emphatic in asserting the principle that the king could only take action against his subjects by process of law. In the tract ‘Archon et Politie,’ ‘Archon’ asks indignantly whether the king has not got the power of life and death over his subjects, and “Politie” answers that they have this power, but only “avec connaissance de cause, et informations valables,” that is, if one may venture a paraphrase, by legal process and on proper evidence. The author of the ‘Vindiccia Contra Tyrannos’ contends that even to-day the “Senatus Lutetiarum” (the Parlement of Paris) is set in a certain sense as a judge between the king and the people, even between the king and any private person; and he adds that, lest the Parlement should be afraid of the king, the judges could not formerly be appointed except with the nomination of the Parlement, or removed from their office except for a legitimate (legal) cause.

It may indeed again be suggested that Buchanan and the Huguenot pamphleteers represented an extreme and revolutionary position; and it is therefore very important to observe that Bodin, who certainly asserted the doctrine of the absolute authority of the king of France in the strongest terms (as we shall see in a later chapter), sets out a conception of the relation of the courts of law to the king, which is at least analogous to that of Buchanan and the Huguenots. In the first place, it should be observed that Bodin considers at some length the question whether the prince should himself act as a judge, and he is very clear that the prince should not do so. In the second place, Bodin discusses at length the question whether the judges should be perpetual or removable at the pleasure of the prince. He admits that there had been different opinions about this, and even refers to Michel l'Hospital as having been in favour of their being removable. He admits that under a monarchy certain
offices, such as those of the governor of the provinces, should be terminable; but, with regard to the judges, his opinion is very different: the judges, and especially those who have to decide on the life, the reputation, and the fortunes of the citizens, and from whom there is no appeal, should hold by a perpetual tenure.  

He gives an interesting account of the history of the actual practice in France, with reference especially to a law of Louis XI. He admits that the practice had varied, and that by long custom the document appointing judges contained a clause which said that they should hold their office at the king's pleasure; but this clause, he holds, was merely formal. Again, he admits that some maintained that it would be better that the tenure of magistrates should be terminable, but this he says is false, and would be pernicious, for it is evident that princes are beset by flatterers and courtiers, and would make merchandise of the magistrates or take them away from the best men, who hate such courtiers and their vices. This custom of appointing terminable magistracies, Bodin says, savours of a tyranny or

1 Id. id., iv. 4 (p. 428): "Cum autem juris discederet qualitate civitatis et imperia maxime omnium egere videoantur, collegia judicium perpetuum creabantur, et potissimum quibus de capite, fame ac fortunis omnibus clivium judicandis sit potestas, provocatissima semita: non solum ut diuturno usi judicandis prudentiam ac peritiam sibi compararet, non tam ut pluribus odie potestatis conjungantur, perinde ut magnis aequorum, difficilibus corruitur.

2 Id. id., iv. 4 (p. 441): "Magistratus omnes et ministros magistratuum sumo lego perpetuos esse (Louis XI.) jussit: . . . sed illa de toto genere officiis latissi, ne eique imperium nisi volentis, aut morte, aut seclere adhuc eriperet, immo magnus exspectavit: eique etiam subrogata est uno capite qui cœptum, magistratus abiliores cogendarum nec non ejusque criminalia causa, nisi judecatus et damnatus sit: cui legi locum esse jussit, non solo ut in vivo ac spirante, verum etiam Caroli filii principatu: quod uti jure non potest, successores tamen legi paraverint: sancta maxime formula magistratuum tabulis inserviat, ut impertius vel nunno fruantur quod regi libeort: . . . Clausula tamen restat inanis ilia quidem."  

3 Id. id., iv. 4 (p. 442): "Putant plerique magistratus meliores future ac imperia none ex imperat, si/e mater magisterium, si quae minusque perspicuum est principes adeptatur, et canibus adhibere rerum necinor aninium, suspicatissimum quod se mere earn duos, et, ut verum sit, perniciosum tamen esse: quia satis unicasque perspicuum est principes advertere: quod etiam non minus ei aequopérationes, suspicere possit magistratus feutos, ut imperia optimis quibusque qui fuero semper aulicibus hominibus vizam velit, evis omnibus iniquitatem odemur, idemdem creptus."  

4 "domination," not of a monarchy, for a kingdom must, so far as possible, be governed by laws, not by the caprice or mere will of the prince.

(4) The Conception of a Contract between the Ruler and the People.—We can now approach the consideration of this subject, for we have considered its presuppositions; that is, first, that the authority of the ruler was derived from the community; second, the theory of the sovereignty of the community; third, the principle that the person and rights of the individual members of the community were protected even against the ruler by the courts of law.

It is even more necessary to remember that the conception of a contractual relation was the fundamental principle of all feudal society, and was therefore an important part of the normal political tradition of the Middle Ages. We have endeavoured to set this out in previous volumes. It will therefore be convenient to begin our consideration of the development of the theory of a contract between ruler and people in the later sixteenth century by observing the terms in which the resistance of the Low Countries to Philip II. of Spain was justified by William of Orange. We are not here concerned with the great religious movements of that time, nor with the complex or economic conditions and national feeling which no doubt had their place in that resistance; we are concerned with the constitutional principles which were set forward in justification of it; and, in the first place, in the  

' Apologie ’ of William of Orange.

1 Id. id., iv. 4 (p. 142): "Hoc autem precario tribuendorum magistratum ratio, tyrannicidem aut dominacionem non regulam monarchicam sapit. Regnum enim legibus oportet (quantum fieri poterit), non principis arbitrio ac voluntate gubernari; ut quidem domino licet, quem subditus velat aliqua Deum de eo delapsum, adorant ac metuunt, eiusque arbitrium pro naturae legibus habent. De rege altior statuendum est, quem a subditis amari potius quam metuui oportet: oius autem amandi ratio compendiaria futura est, si praemia idem ommes, omnes item honoros et ac magistratus, pauca quae denotavimus excepta, ab eo tribuantur, nec nisi jusiciae constituto eripiantur. Quibus enim jure ac legibus oportet potestas est, de prince quei non possunt."  

2 Cf. especially vo. ib. part 1 chaps. 2 and 4; part 2 chaps. 5 and 6; vol. v. part 1 chaps. 7 and 8.
It should be clearly understood that to William, Philip was simply the Duke of Brabant, and lord of the other provinces of the Netherlands, that is, that he conceived of their relations to him as the relations of feudal vassals to their feudal lord, bound to each other by mutual obligations and mutual oaths.

William sets out this conception in one passage in specific and detailed terms. Does Philip, he says, not know the condition on which he holds his authority? Does he not remember the oath which he took before they swore allegiance to him, for he has no such power to do whatever he wishes, as he has in the Indies. He cannot violently constrain any one of his subjects, except so far as the customs of his "domicile" allow; he cannot change the "estat" of the country by his ordinance; he cannot impose taxation without the express consent of the country; he cannot bring soldiers into the country without the consent of the country; he cannot arrest any of his subjects without inquiry by the magistrate of the place; and when he has made him prisoner he cannot send him out of the country. William not only sets out these and other conditions on which, as he maintained, Philip II. held his authority in the Netherlands, but he also made it plain that these conditions were, if necessary, to be enforced. If the nobles do not fulfil their oath and compel the Duke to do right to the country, they should be condemned as guilty of perjury, faithlessness, and rebellion.

1 William of Orange, 'Apologies,' (p. 46): "Ne serait-il pas à quoi il est obligé à moi, mes frères et mes compagnons et aux bonnes villes du pays? A quelle condition il tient c'est estat? Ne se souvient-il non plus de son serment? ... Il ne serait pas besoin, messieurs, que je vous représenterai qu'il nous a promis devant que nous lui avons donné le serment. ... Vous savez, messieurs, à quoi il est obligé, et comme qu'il n'est en sa disposition de faire ce que bon lui semble, ainsi qu'il fait en Indes. Car il ne peut par violence contraindre un seul de ses sujets à chose quelconque, sinon que les constumes du Règne Justicial do leur domicile le permettent. Ne peut par aucune ordonnance ou décret ce façon quelconque alterer l'estat du pays. Se doit contenter de ses revenus ordinaires. Ne peut faire lever ni exiger aucunes impositions, sans le gre et du consentement des pays, et selon les privilèges divers. Ne peut faire entrer gens de guerre au pays, sans le consentement des Estats. Ne peut faire appréhender aucun sujet sans information faite par le magistrat du lieu. L'ainant prisonnier il ne peut l'envoyer hors du pays."

against the estates of the country. By his own oath Philip had admitted that, if he violated it, no service or obedience should be rendered to him. Certainly between lords and vassals there is a mutual obligation, and among other rights the vassals have the right of the Ephors in Sparta, that is to maintain the royal authority of a good prince, and to bring to reason the prince who violates his oath. 1

1 Id. id. (p. 47): "Si, dis-je, les nobles suivants leur serment et obligation, ne contraignent le Duc à faire raison au pays, ne doiuent ils pas eux mêmes être condamnés de per- jour, infidélité et rebellion envers les Estats du pays. ... (p. 48): En somme, par son serment, il veut qu'en cas de contravention nous ne lui soyons plus obligé, nous ne lui rendions aucun service ou obéissance, comme sçrit par l'article dernier ... Certo-
the Duchess Mary. We are not here concerned with the historical validity of these contentions, but with the nature of the conception which they represented. It is obvious that while there is no direct reference to a contract, it was implied that the prince who violated the laws was liable to be suspended or deposed; that is, that there was an implicit contract.

It is significant that in the Articles of Agreement which were laid before the Duke of Anjou in the year 1581 by the envoys of the Estates sent to offer him the government, it is clearly stated that, if the Duke or his successors were at any time to violate the terms of the Agreement, the estates would be ipso facto released from their fidelity and would be at liberty to appoint another prince or to make such other arrangements as they might think suitable.

The Huguenot pamphlets assert the principles of the contract with equal emphasis. The 'Droit des Magistrats' contends that so far from its being true that the people had wholly surrendered their liberty to the king, it is rather true that they only accepted him on certain conditions, and thus it follows that, if these conditions were violated, those who had power to give this authority had the right also to withdraw it. And again, it was on certain promises and conditions that a king was accepted by his people, conditions founded on equity and natural reason, that he should conduct the government according to the laws, of which he is or ought to be the supreme protector. It is again worth observing that

We think that it is with the impression of such a survival in the sixteenth century of the contractual conceptions of the feudal state in our minds that we shall best understand the treatment of the contract between ruler and people in other writers of the century.

George Buchanan asserts the conception of a contract in precise and dogmatic terms, in a discussion of the right to depose a king who becomes a tyrant. Maitland urged that subjects are bound by their oath of obedience to obey the king. Buchanan admits this, but replies that kings also promise to administer the law "ex aequo et bono," and that there is therefore a mutual contract between the king and the citizens. A contract is void if one of the parties violates its provisions, and therefore if the king breaks the bond which united him to the people, he loses whatever rights he had by the contract, and the people is free as it was before the agreement.
the 'Droit des Magistrats,' in a passage to which we have already referred, in which it speaks of kingdoms and empires as fiefs of the 'Souveraineté,' refers to the feudal law as declaring that the lord loses his fief if he commits 'felonie' against his vassals, and applies this to the case of an emperor or king in his relations to his subjects.\(^1\)

The 'Archon et Politie' speaks of the reciprocal pacts and conventions between the prince and the people which may not be violated by either party.\(^2\) The 'Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos' sets out the principle of a 'foedus' between king and people. It was the people who made the king, and the people imposed a condition which the king promised to observe. The condition was that the king should reign justly and according to the laws, and when he had promised to do this the people promised that they would faithfully obey him. There are indeed two contracts, one between God and the king and people, the other between the king and the people. God is the avenger if the king does not keep the first pact, while the whole people and those persons who are responsible for the protection of the people have the same authority if the king does not fulfil his contract with them.\(^1\)

It is, however, perhaps more important that the author of the 'Vindiciae' maintains that a contract of this kind was a part of the constitution of almost all contemporary states (imperia) which were worthy to be called states; and he illustrates this from the Empire and other elective monarchies, and then from hereditary monarchies like France, England, and Spain, and smaller states like Brabant. He finds the essential expression of this in the coronation ceremonies and especially in the coronation oaths, and concludes that no one can deny that there is a mutual and binding contract between kings and their subjects.\(^2\)

The author of the 'Vindiciae' sums up the whole matter by declaring emphatically that the king who violates the contract is perjured and unworthy of his office, and that the people who refuse obedience to him have violated no obligation, and he appeals to the principle of the feudal law that the vassal is free from the service if the lord has committed 'felonie' against him. And finally he says that even if there were no ceremonies of coronation, if the king had taken no oaths, nature itself would teach men that kings were created by the people that they should rule justly, and that if they do not.

---

1. 'Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos,' Q. III. (p. 159): "Diximus in constitutendo reges duplex foedus instituinuisse: primum inter Deum et regem et populum, de qua super: secondum inter regem et populum de quo nobis jam agendum est..." (P. 160): "In eo pacto agitatur de creando Rege. Populus enim regem facietabat, non Rex populum. Itaque non dubium est quin populus stipularetur, Rex promitteret..." 

2. 'Archon et Politie' (p. 114): "'Policy. Mais il y a loi entre les deux parties qui ordonne actions et conventions reciproques, qui ne se peuvent, ni par le Prince, ni par les sujets, sans justice violer.'"
do this they are no longer kings and should not be acknowledged by the people.\(^1\)

He cites the oath of the Emperor Charles V.: “Leges latae custoditum; novas, in omni bis electoribus novas iuramenta; publica publico consilio effulgere; nulli alienum oppignaverunt ex ipsis, quae ad imperium pertinent, et cætera.”

The Archbishop of Cologne requires the emperor at his coronation to swear to defend the Church, to administer justice, &c., and when the emperor has done this, he asks the princes whether they will take the oath to him. He refers to Poland, and the recent coronation of the Duke of Anjou; to Bohemia, and to Hungary; and maintains that the same practice obtained even in hereditary kingdoms like France.

(p. 164): “Rege Franciae, quando inauguratur, rogant primo Ludovicum et Bellovacencis, Parese Ecclesiastici, populum qui adest univm, omne ne inauguratur, hemia and to Hungary pertinent, et caetera.”

He cites the oath of the Emperor, as follows:

(p. 166) “Nos qui tamquam quantum vos, et plus possumus quam vos, regem vos eligimus cum his et hie conditionibus. Inter vos et nos unus imperat magis quam vos” (referring, no doubt, to the Justiza).

If the king violated his oath he was to be excommunicated, and his subjects were released from their oath like the vassals of the excommunicated lord.

This was also the rule in smaller States such as Brabant.

(p. 167): “In Duce enim suo inaugurando, conceptionibus antiquis, quibus nil fere ad reipublicas conservationem deest, certum Duce perfectum, nisi omnes observaverint, sibi integrum esse alium quemlibet suo arbitratu eligere, palam ei disserere protestanturn. Ipso vero tum in eas, accepta conditiones utroque agniti, esse sacramentum devincit. Quod etiam pos- treno in Philippis Hispaniarum Regis inauguratione observatum fuit. In summa: inter regem et subditos contractum mutuo obligatorium esse, nemo negare possit; nemo ut bene imperantes, bene obediantur, qui quidem jurando ab illo primum, deinde ab eo confirmari solet.”

(p. 169): “Etenim, si vassalum clientes nuxa lex liberat, in quum superior dominum committit, etiam seniores solum proprio non dati vassallo, sed vassalibus ipsa... An non minus magis solutum est populus ea fide, quam regi praestitit, si rex, qui primus ipsa tamquam dominum procuratorem, allato juravit, fidem conferit. An vero etiam si non isti ritus, non se sacra, non se sacramenta intervenirent; assis tamex ipsa natura doceet, reges esse conditione a populo constitui, ut bene imperent? Judices ut jus dicant? Duces bell, ut exercitus adversus hostes educant? Quodsi vero saeviunt, injurium infertur, hostes ipsi sunt; ut reges non sunt ius nec agonoci a populo debere.”


2 Id. id., iii. 3: “Adde quod eum Regis publica fides necessario con- juncta est, ut non Rex quidem sine ea esse possit. Pendet enim id ex mutuo contractu illo, quo Rex populo fidem suam, haec visserum suum populus obligavit. Mutuumque aedem promis- sum est, ut dum populus summae ei imperium defret, et ut in publicum communem vertat obtestatur, id, visserum princeps faturum se recipiat, ac iuramento firmet, tanto eximiationis studio, ut fidei nomine ac laude, nihil antiquius reges habere perpetuo volint. ... Ex quo it, ut qui fidem illum semel abierint, ei relinquum nihil sit, quo regis nomine tueri iure possit, ut ch id, titulo isto morito sit privandas.”

We find a writer of the Catholic League like Boucher setting out the same conception of the contractual relation between the prince and the people; and again with relation to the tradition of the feudal law as to the mutual obligations of lord and vassal, and the doctrine of the feudal law books that the lord would lose his rights for the same offences as those for which the vassal would lose his fief. And, in justification of the deposition of Henry III., Boucher contended that the royal authority depended upon the mutual contract between king and people, in such a sense that, if the king were to violate it, he could not be recognised as king.
to the power of dominion, with dependency upon the whole entire body politic over which they rule as kings, yet so it may not be understood, as if such dependency did grow, for that every supreme governor doth personally take from them his power by way of gift, bestowed upon him at his entrance into his said place of sovereign government. But the cause of this dependency is in that first original conveyance, when power was devised by the whole unto the one; to pass from him unto them, whom out of him nature by lawful birth should produce, and no natural or legal inability make uncappable. Neither can any man with reason think but that the first institution of kings is a sufficient consideration wherefore this power should always depend on that from which they flow. Original influence of power from the body into the king is the cause of the king's dependency in power upon the body.

By dependency we mean subordination and subjection. . . . May then a body politic at all times withdraw in whole or in part that influence of dominion which passeth from it, if inconvenience doth grow thereby? It must be presumed that supreme governors will not in such case oppose themselves and be stiff in detaining that, the use whereof is with public detriment: but surely without their consent I see not how this body should be able by any just means to help itself, saving when dominion doth escheat. Such things must, therefore, be thought upon beforehand, that power must be limited ere it be granted, which is the next thing we are to consider. In power of dominion all kings have not an equal latitude. Kings by conquest make their own charter. . . . Kings by God's own special appointment have also that largeness of power, which he doth assign or permit with approbation. Touching kings which were first instituted by agreement and composition made with them over whom they reign, how far this power may lawfully extend, the articles of compact between them must show, not the articles only of compact at the first beginning, which for the most part are either clean worn out of knowledge, or else known unto very few, but whatsoever hath been after in free and voluntary manner condescended unto, whether by express consent, whereof positive laws are witnesses, or else by silent allowance famously notified through custom reaching beyond the memory of man."

It will be observed how careful and how precise is the statement of the theory of "compact" between the ruler and the community. It rests ultimately upon the principle that normally the power of the king is derived from the community, not necessarily immediately in the case of the individual king, but by grant to a particular family; this implies what Hooker calls "subordination and subjection" of the king. He does not admit that this implies the power to revoke the authority granted to the ruler, without his consent, but it does imply that his powers as such must be limited from the outset and throughout by the terms of the "compact." Further, and this is a notable conception, the "compact" does not mean merely some original or primitive agreement, but all the laws and customs of the constitution that has gradually grown up and been accepted. Hooker, in saying this, is not running counter to the conception of the contract, as embodied especially in the coronation oaths of king and people; but he is bringing this into closer relation to the principles of the supremacy of the law, that law which is the living expression of the custom and life of the community. The "compact" is on the king's part the promise to obey the law, and we therefore once again cite a passage in which his relation to the law is expressed.

“In which respect, I cannot choose but commend highly their wisdom by whom the foundations of this commonwealth have been laid; wherein, though no manner of person or cause be subject to the king’s power, yet so is the power of the king over all and in all limited, that unto all his proceedings the law itself is a rule. The axioms of our regal government are these: ‘Lex facit regem,’ the king’s grant of any favour made contrary to the law is void; ‘Rex nihil potest, nisi quod juro potest.’ Our kings, therefore, when they take possession of the room they are called unto, have

1 Hooker, ‘Ecclesiastical Polity,’ viii. 9, 10, 11. Cf. p. 370.
it painted out before their eyes, even by the very solemnities and rites of their inauguration, to what affairs by the said law their supreme authority and power reacheth."

We turn again to Althusius; for he states the principles of a contract between the prince and the community from whom he draws his authority, very precisely and emphatically. By the establishment of the supreme magistrate the members of the kingdom bind themselves to obedience to him, for he receives from the community the rule (imperium) of the kingdom, but the people and the supreme magistrate enter into an agreement with each other with regard to certain laws and conditions to which they bind themselves by an oath; and this cannot be recalled or violated either by the magistrates or the subjects.2

And again, in terms both general and emphatic, Althusius declares that no kingdom or commonwealth was ever created without a contract between the subjects and the prince, which was to be kept religiously by both, and that if this were violated, all the authority founded upon it would fall to the ground.3

The supreme magistrate has only so much power as was expressly granted to him by the members of the community, while that which was not granted remains with the people. An absolute power, or what is called "plenitudo potestatis," cannot be granted to the supreme magistrate, for to grant this would destroy that justice without which kingdoms are incapable of existing.4

We turn again to Althusius; for he states the principles of a contract between the prince and the community from whom he draws his authority, very precisely and emphatically. By the establishment of the supreme magistrate the members of the kingdom bind themselves to obedience to him, for he receives from the community the rule (imperium) of the kingdom, but the people and the supreme magistrate enter into an agreement with each other with regard to certain laws and conditions to which they bind themselves by an oath; and this cannot be recalled or violated either by the magistrates or the subjects.2

And again, in terms both general and emphatic, Althusius declares that no kingdom or commonwealth was ever created without a contract between the subjects and the prince, which was to be kept religiously by both, and that if this were violated, all the authority founded upon it would fall to the ground.3

The supreme magistrate has only so much power as was expressly granted to him by the members of the community, while that which was not granted remains with the people. An absolute power, or what is called "plenitudo potestatis," cannot be granted to the supreme magistrate, for to grant this would destroy that justice without which kingdoms are incapable of existing.4
declare that Philip II. had forfeited his authority, as he had violated the agreements upon which it rested.\footnote{William of Orange, ‘Apologie’ (p. 48): ‘En somme par son serment il (the prince) veut qu’en eas de contravention, nous ne lui soyons plus obligez, nous ne lui rendions aucun service ou obiéissance.’ Cf. St Allegando, ‘Œuvres,’ vol. vii. (p. 134): ‘Au reste, si quelqu’un ? au nom du prince établis au gouvernement du pays, allant à l’encontre des droits privilèges, il est par le même fait déclaré entre dehors de son gouvernement, et dignité, et doit etre de toute tenue pour déposé.’}

The question of the right of resistance and deposition was raised in Scotland also, not merely as theory but as a practical question, even earlier; and it was discussed by one of the best known writers and scholars of that time in Europe, that is, by George Buchanan. But behind George Buchanan there was a greater and more powerful figure, that is, John Knox, who not only defended the right of resistance and deposition in principle, but did much to carry it out in fact. We must therefore take account of some of the principles laid down, especially by Knox in the course of that triumphant revolt which Buchanan defends. We are not here concerned to discuss the merits of that conflict, or the character of those who took part in it, least of all of the Scottish nobles, the most unscrupulous and politically incompetent representatives of that class in Europe; but we are greatly concerned with the formulation and development of the principles of the revolt. And for this we must look, before George Buchanan’s ‘De Jure Regni’ was published, mainly to the declarations of the Reformed preachers and of John Knox, as we find them in Knox’s history of the Reformation in Scotland. (It is not necessary for our purpose to assume that John Knox’s reports of these were always precisely accurate.)

The first statement which we should notice is that of the Reformed preachers to the “Congregation” in reply to the proclamation of the queen regent, Mary of Guise, in August 1557. ‘In oppin audience they (i.e., the preachers) declarre the authority of princes and magnistrates to be of God... By dylling the fury and raige of princes in free kingdoms and realms, they affirn apperteenis to the nobilitie, sworn and borne consallouris of the same, and allswa to the Barrouns

\footnote{Knox, ‘History,’ vol. i. pp. 410-411.} and Pepill, quhais voties and consent are to be requyret in all great and wechty materis of the commonwealth.’\footnote{id. id., vol. i. pp. 442, 443.}

At the meeting of the ‘haile nobility, barouns and broughes in Edinburgh,’” in October of the same year, the preachers were required to give their judgment on the question whether the Regent “ought to be suffered so tyrannouslie to impyne above them,” and John Willock and John Knox spoke for them. The declaration of Willock is reported as follows: ‘First, that, albeit magistrates be God’s ordinance, having of him power and authoritie, yith is not thir power so largelie extended, but that it is bounded and limited by God and His Word.

And secondarlie, that as subjects are commanded to obey thir magistratis, so are magistratis commanded to geve some deutiie to the subjectis; so that God, by His Word, has presribed the office of the one and of the other.

Thirdlie, that albeit God hath appointed magistratis his lieutenenties on earth, and has honoure thame with His auni title, calling them Goddis, that yith he did never so estables any, but that for just causes thei mycht have been deprived.

Fourthlie: that in deposing of princes, and those that had bene in authoritie, God did not alwyse use his immediate powere... And hereupon concluded he, That since the Queen Regent denyed her cheaf deutiie to the subjectis of the Realme, which was to minister justice unto them indifferentlie, to preserve thair libertie from invasion of strangeis, and to suffer them have Godis’ Word openli preached among them; seeing, moreover, that the Queen Regent was an open and obstinat idolatress, a vehement maintaineare of all superstition and idolatrie; and finallie that she utterly despised the counsell and requestis of the Nobilitie, he could see no reason why they, the born Counsalleris, Nobilitie, and Barouns of the Realme, that they should not justly deprive her from all regimen and authoritie amonges tham.”\footnote{Knox reports that he approved Willock’s statement, but adds that all this referred to the Regent and not to Queen}
Mary, and that the deposition of the Regent should be conditional upon her refusing amendment.

It was not, however, long before the question of the authority of Queen Mary herself was raised. Knox gives an account of a conversation between himself and the Queen in 1561. "Think ye, quod sehe (i.e., Mary), that subjectis having power, may resist their Prince? If those princes exceed their boundis (quod he), madam, and do against that whairfor they should be obeyed, it is no doubt but that they may be resisted, even by power."¹

In 1564 the General Assembly of the Church appointed certain members to meet the Lords of the Council, and to confer upon complaints that John Knox had spoken lightly of the interpretation of Romans xiii. Knox had distinguished between the ordinance of God and the persons of the queen's authority. The proceedings are reported mainly in the form of a dialogue between Knox and Maitland of Lethington. The most important question raised was that of the interpretation of Romans xiii. Knox had distinguished between the ordinance of God and the persons placed in authority, and maintained that subjects were not bound to obey the prince in unlawful things, and might resist him. "And now, my Lord," (he goes on), "to answier to the place of the Apposstle who affirms that such as resistis the power, resistis the ordinance of God, I say, that the power in that place is nocht to be understande of the unjust commandment of men; but of the just power whairwith God has armit his magistrates and lieutenants to puniche syn and mentene vertew. . . . Then, will ye, said Lethington, mak subjectis to controlle their princes and rulers? And what harm, said the uthcr, soulde the Commonwealthe ressaif, gif having power, may resist their Prince, madam, and do against that which is nocht to be understande of the unjust commandment of men; but of the just power whairwith God has armit his magistrates and lieutenants to puniche syn and mentene vertew. . . . Then, will ye, said Lethington, mak subjectis to controlle their princes and rulers? And what harm, said the uthcr, soulde the Commonwealthe ressaif, gif that the corrupt effectionis of ignorant rulers were moderatit, and so brydillit be the wisdome and discretion of godlie subjectis, that these soulde do wrong nor violence to no man."²

Maitland appealed to the judgment of the Reformers, Luther, Melancthon, and others, evidently knowing only their earlier opinions, and Knox answered, it is interesting to observe, by citing the Apology of Magdeburg, that is, pre

1 Id. id., vol. ii. p. 282.
2 Id. id., vol. ii. p. 437.

sumably, the Declaration of the Magdeburg Clergy, to which we already referred.¹

These are important and unambiguous statements of the position of Knox; he refused to admit that the prince represented the authority of God in such a sense that it was never lawful to resist him, and maintained that it was well that he should be restrained by the wisdom of their godly subjects.

It was some years later that George Buchanan published his work entitled 'De Jure Regni apud Scotos,' and we must observe the terms under which he vindicated the right of a community to depose the ruler who abuses his power; and in the first place, his careful criticism of the arguments for the necessary submission of Christian men to rulers, however unjust.

He represents Maitland as urging that St Paul had commanded Christian men to pray for princes, and among them were wicked emperors like Tiberius, Caligula, and Nero. Buchanan answers that what St Paul commands in 1 Timothy ii. is that we must pray for kings and other magistrates that we may live quiet lives in godliness and honesty, and he points out that in order to understand St Paul's meaning we must observe the very careful terms which St Paul uses in the Epistle to the Romans to describe the function of the ruler. He is, St Paul says, a "minister" to whom God has given the sword that he may punish the wicked and protect the good; and he quotes St Chrysostom as saying that St Paul is not speaking of the tyrant, but of the true and lawful magistrate, who represents the power of God on earth. It does not follow that because we are to pray for wicked princes we are not to resist them, any more than because we are to pray for robbers we are not to resist them.² Buchanan follows this

2 George Buchanan, 'De Jure Regni' (p. 28): "In Epistola autem ad Romanos regem estiam definit prope ad dialecticeam subtilitatem; 'esse,' enim est, 'ministrum, cui gladius a Deo sit traditus, ut malos puniat ac bonos fovet et sublevet.' 'Non, enim, de tyranno,' inquit Chrysostamus, 'haec a Paulo scribuntur, sed de vero et legitimo magistratu, qui veri Dei vicaris in terris gerit; cui qui resistit, certe Dei ordinationi resistit.'
up by pointing out that St Paul's purpose in laying stress upon the Divine authority of the magistrature was to correct the anarchical tendencies of those Christian men who thought that because they were the free sons of God they ought not to be under any human authority, and that in the passage in Romans xiii. St Paul was referring not to any particular magistrate but to the function or office of the magistrate.

When he had thus disposed of the theological argument in favour of non-resistance, after mentioning some cases of the deposition of kings, he goes on to the more serious discussion of the meaning of the authority of the community over the king.

Maitland asks, how can the king who has become a tyrant be called "in jus"? Buchanan answers by asking which is the greater, the king or the law, and when Maitland admits that it is the law, Buchanan asks which is greater, the people or the law, and Maitland admits that it is the people, for it is the people which is the source and author of the law. Buchanan then concludes that, if the law is greater than the king and the people is greater than the law, there is no difficulty about the authority which can call the king to answer to the law. The people is greater than the king and thus when the king gives account to the people it is the lesser who is called to account by the greater. This brings him to the judgment to which we have already referred, that the king is answerable in private cases to the courts, and this must be much more true in greater matters.

When we turn to the Huguenot writers, we find they are equally clear about the right of resistance to and deposition of the unrighteous king. Hotman, the 'Droit des Magistrats,' and the 'Vindiciae' all appeal to the precedents of the earlier periods of the French kingdom as showing that the national council or Estates had the right of deposing evil kings. They also cite more recent examples, the 'Droit des Magistrats' and the 'Vindiciae,' the depositions of the Emperors Adolf and Wenceslas and the recent depositions of the King of Denmark and of Mary, Queen of Scots; and the 'Vindiciae' also refers to the depositions of Edward II. of England and of Eric of Sweden. We have already pointed out that the 'Droit des Magistrats' compares the position of the king who holds of the sovereignty with that of a feudal lord, who will lose his fief if he commits "Pelson" against his vassals, that is, his subjects. The Catholics had held that the Church is above the Pope and can depose him for heresy, and the people has the same authority over the king who has manifestly become a tyrant, says the 'Droit des Magistrats'; while the 'Vindiciae' maintains that the people is absolved from its obedience to the king if he has violated his "contract," the "people" is greater than the king, and can depose the tyrant.

We have already referred to Boucher, as a representative of the Catholic League in France, as maintaining the right of the community to depose the king who violates that contract with the people upon which his authority depends, and we need only here refer to his detailed discussion of the right to

1. Id. id. (p. 36): "B. Nunc, tu velim consideras, quam non modo ad quem, sed etiam iniquam, ad praedicto, de lumibux, de stilli-cidii adversus regem judicium dari; parcellidii, veneciei, perdeutonim, nullum esse judicium: in minoribus rebus severitate juris uti, in maximis flagitii summan licentiam et impunitatem permitti." Cf. p. 350.

2. Id. (p. 78).

3. 'Vindiciae,' Q. III. 2 (pp. 168-169).

4. 'Vindiciae,' Q. III. 3 (p. 79).

5. 'Droit des Magistrats' (p. 79).

6. 'Droit des Magistrats' (p. 760 and 765); 'Vindiciae,' Q. III. (p. 705).

7. 'Vindiciae,' id. id.

8. 'Droit des Magistrats' (p. 79).

9. 'Droit des Magistrats' (p. 201).

10. Id. (p. 201).
The best and safest course is that a public assembly should meet and consider what is to be done; the prince should first be admonished, and if he will correct his former faults, he should be re-established. If, however, he will not do this, the commonwealth may deprive him of his authority, may declare him a public enemy, may make war upon him and slay him; and it will be lawful for any private person to execute this sentence.1

If, however, it is not possible to hold a public assembly, and the commonwealth is oppressed by the tyranny of the prince, and yet men desire to destroy the tyranny and to punish the manifest and intolerable crimes of the prince, the man who follows the public wishes and endeavours to destroy him is not, in Mariana's judgment, to be condemned. He does not think that there is much danger that many will follow this example; and he does not mean that the decision with regard to such action should be left to any single and private person; if the public voice cannot be expressed, learned and grave men should be consulted.2

1 Id. id. I. 6 (p. 59): "Nam si princeps populi consensu aut jure hereditario imperium tenet, ejus vita et libidines ferenda sunt e tenues, quoad eas leges honestas et pudicitiae, quibus est astrictus, neglegat... Si vero rempublicam presumpserat, publicas privatissimae fortunas praeclares habet, leges publicas et sacrae sanctam religionem contemplat: virtutem in superbis poni in audacia atque adversus superiores impietatem, disemblemis non est. Attente tamen cogitandum quo ratio ejus principis abstendi, ut malum malum cumulatur, scelus vindictur sed ere. Atque ea expediencia maxima et tanta via est, si publici conuentus facultas detor, communem consensum quid statuendum sit deliberare, fixum, ratunque habere quod communi sententia tecterin.

2 Id. id. I. 6 (p. 58).

1 J. Boucher, 'De justa Abdicatione,' III. 13-19.
2 Mariana, 'De Rege,' I. 6 (p. 57): "Certe a republica unde ortum habet regis potestas, respues exigentibus, regem in jus vocari poevo, et si sanitate responst, principatu spoliari, neque inta in principem jura potestatis transitul, ut non sibi majorem esse potestatem."
Mariana concludes the chapter with a critical discussion of the Decree of the Council of Constance, which condemned tyrannicide.

Cardinal Bellarmine is cautious and restrained in his discussion of this subject, but, as we have already pointed out, he is clear that the authority of the prince, while it is derived ultimately from God, is derived immediately from the consent of man. In another passage he says that although we are bound by the Divine Law to obey the king as long as he is king, the Divine Law does not say that there are no causes for which the king may be deprived of his kingdom; if this were not so, there would be scarcely any commonwealth, since they have been for the most part established after the expulsion of their kings. It is no doubt true that Bellarmine is really concerned to vindicate the right of the Pope to depose heretical kings, but his words leave little doubt that he recognised the right of the community to depose the king for just cause.

...
When he has thus described tyranny, he proceeds to discuss the remedies for it. Like Calvin, he does not allow the private subject to resist or revolt. He is emphatic and unequivocal in maintaining that the tyrant is to be resisted and, if necessary, deposed by the properly constituted authority; the public officers who are responsible and competent to carry this out are the Optimates or Ephori; he sometimes speaks as though these public officers were to act alone, but in another place he seems clearly to mean that they are to call together the General Council of the Estates, and that it is to examine and judge the action of the tyrant. If there are no Ephors, the people should appoint "defensores" for this purpose.

It is interesting to observe that Althusius is aware of the contentions of Albericus Gentilis, which we discuss in a later chapter; but Althusius bluntly replies that the people and the Ephors are superior to the prince, who had received his authority from them.

He concludes the chapter by that assertion which we have already cited, that the indivisible and incommunicable tibus a cap. 9 et seq. fundamenta et vincula consociationis diximus, quando consociato et rege data et accepit ad legum fundamentum et aliarum, in quas tempore initiationis suae jurisvit summus magistratus, imprimit vero ad illarum, quae consociationem universalem conservant, observationem et defensionem, atque rectam reipublicae gubernationem.


20. Speciales tyrannis est... Qui publicos regni conventus et consilia maius artibus prohibet, vel impolit, suffragiave eorum qui militatur conduct, limitat, rostrinti, eseretiat, ne quod sentientur disere asdeunt, velint vel possent.

1. Id. id., xxxviii. 65: "Quid vero de subsiditis et privatis ac populo sentiendum est? Nam quae haec tamen diximus... de Ephoriis, personas publicas diximus. Quae prae, quando magistratus tyrannus est exercitio, qua non habent usum et jus gladii, neque eo in re utentur."

2. Id. id., xxxviii. 87: "Nota vera et cognita ut fiat tyrannis ommodi (i.e., exercitio), necesse est, ut optimates regni concilium indicant, et regni omnium ordinum conventum cognoscat, in coeque tyrannorum publica et facta examinanda propemont et dijudicanda... Vel si Ephori nulli sint, ad hoc ipsum a populo vindicas et defensores publici constituantur."

3. Id. id., xxxviii. 81: "Par, postea (idem Gentilis diicit) in parum, multo minus in superiorum habet imperium... Ergo Ephori, qui sunt minores Rege, non possunt resistere tyranno. Contrarium ego asse. Reversus enim Populus et Ephori sunt superiores principi, quam ipsi constituerunt, a quibus, quam habet potestatem ille accept."

It is obvious that in this place the conception of the nobles or principal vassals of a state as having the responsibility to check and correct the arbitrary and illegal actions of the king or lord, is derived from the traditions of feudal law, especially as we have them in the Assizes of Jerusalem or in the Pseudo-Bracton; 1 while the comparison of this with the position of the Ephors in Sparta may be derived from Calvin. 2

It is these conceptions which are developed in the Huguenot tracts. They are clear and emphatic, like Calvin, in maintaining that private persons cannot take action against the lawful prince. 3 But the whole people can do so through its officers who have been appointed to act as a check and restraint upon the sovereign magistrate. 4

The author of the 'Vindiciae' distinguishes sharply between the officers of the king and those of the nation, such as the chancellor, the constable, the members of the "parlements," the peers of France, and others. 5

The 'Droit des Magistrats' says that the whole government is not placed in the hands of the king, but only the "Souverain degré" of the government: and each of the inferior officers has his share in this, for they have received their authority from the "Souveraineté" to maintain the laws, even by force if necessary, for the protection of those who were under their charge. They are below the "Souverain," but they do not depend properly on the "Souverain" but on the "Souveraineté." 2

These magistrates are, in case of necessity if the "Souverain" should become a tyrant, to resist him, and the Estates to whom such authority is given by the laws are to set things right and even to punish the tyrant, and must not be thought of as seditious or rebellious if they do this, but as carrying out their duty and the oath which they have taken to God and their country. 3

2. 'Droit des Magistrats' (p. 749): "Mais d'autre couté, puis que ces officiers inférieurs du royaume ont reces de par là souveraineté, l'observation et maintenances des loix, entre ceux qui leur sont commis... Jo di donc, que s'ils s'entendent à tel nécessité, ils sont tenus (mèmes par armes si faire se peut) de pouvoir contre une tyrannie toute manifeste, à la saluation de ceux qu'ils ont en charge." Id. (p. 748): "Or, faut-il entendre, que tous ceux-ci, encore qu'ils soient au-dessous de leur Souverain (duquel aussi ils reçoivent commandement, et lequel les installe, et appuie), toutes fois ne dépendent proprement du Souverain, mais de la Souveraineté." 3. Id. (p. 769): "La sommaire de tout ce que-dessus, est... Que le souverain gouvernement est tellement entre les mains du roy, ou autres tels souverains magistrats, que si ce néanmoins se destourner des bonnes loix et conditions qu'ils auront jurées, ils se rendent tyrans tous manifestes, et ne donnent lieu à meilleur conseil; alors il est permis aux magistrats inférieurs de pourvoir à soy, et à ceux qu'ils ont en charge, résistans à ce tyran manifeste.

Et quant aux Estats ou autres, à qui telle autorité est donnée par les loix, ils s'y peuvent et doyvent opposer jusques à renverser les choses, et punir momentanément le tyran, si besoin est, selon leurs démesures. En quoi faisant, tout s'en faut qu'ils doyvent encore tenus séditieux et rebelles, que tout au rebours ils s'acquittent du dovoir et serment qu'ils ont à Dieu et à leur patrie."

Cf. 'Archon et Politie' (p. 127);
The whole conception is summed up by the author of the 'Vindiciae.' Princes are chosen by God, and are established by the people; as individuals they are inferior to the prince, but the whole body and those who represent the whole, the officers of the kingdom, are superior to him. The authority of the prince rests upon a contract between him and the people, tacit or expressed, natural or even civil, that the people must render obedience to the prince who rules well, that they will serve the prince who serves the commonwealth, that they will obey the prince who obeys the laws. Of this treatise or contract the officers of the kingdom are the guardians. The prince who violates the contract is a tyrant, "exercitio," and therefore the officers of the kingdom are bound to judge him according to the laws, and if he resists, to compel him by force. 1

No doubt these conceptions are expressed in violent and drastic terms, but it must be observed that they are related to the mediæval traditions. In the first place, it is obvious that in the feudal system the king was thought of as controlled, if necessary, by the great vassals or tenants-in-chief. This is set out, not only in the Assizes of Jerusalem, but in the law books of the German Empire of the thirteenth century, like the 'Sachsenspiegel' and the 'Schwedenspiegel,' and is illustrated by the constitutional forms of the deposition of the Emperors Adolf and Wenceslas. Even so careful a writer as Bracton admitted that at least some would say that the "Universitas Regni et Baronagium" could compel the king to do justice to an aggrieved person in his court, while the interpolator of Bracton and Fleta assert clearly that the king's "cura," that is, the earls and barons taken together, were superior to him. In the second place, we must remember those very interesting constitutional experiments, the appointment of a committee of the barons to secure the execution of the Great Charter, the demands of the barons in 1244, and the appointment of a committee of twenty-four to superintend the execution of the Provisions of Oxford in 1258 and 1264. In the third place, it should be observed that the conception of some of the great officers of the crown as being properly officers of the nation is implied in the Provisions of Oxford with respect to the appointment and tenure of office of the justiciar, the treasurer, and the chancellor. 2

The truth is, no doubt, that the Huguenot writers were influenced by the actual conditions of France, by the fact that some of the princes of the blood and many of the nobles were in violent and open opposition to the king, but behind the influence of these conditions we must recognize the continuing influence of traditional conceptions of the Middle Ages and of the feudal system.

It is therefore important to observe that Althusius also maintained the same conception, that there are officers of the commonwealth whom he also calls "Ephori," whose office it is to defend the laws and constitutions of the commonwealth, even against the supreme magistrate.

The Ephors, he says, are entrusted by the consent of the people with authority, as representing them, to create the supreme magistrature, to help him with their counsel in the affairs of the commonwealth, and to restrain his licence in all matters which may be harmful to it, to see that the community is not injured by his private desires and by his action or inaction. 3 It is important to observe that in the conception

1 Cf. vol. iii. part i. chp. 4, vol. v. part i. chap. 8; this volume, p. 31. 2 Althusius, 'Politics,' xviii. 48: "Ephori sunt, quibus populi, in corpus

"Politic. Car il y a les puissances inférieures et députés du peuple, auteur des Princes, qui les ayent faites les peuvent defaire, et tels ne peuvent l'aissez par raison la principauté decliner à tyrannie, car il trahiront la patrie qui a constitué tels États pour empêcher la tyrannie. Si elle survivent, c'est aux sujets particuliers de recourir humblement et sans confusion au remède vers ceux-là, qui sont comme souverains magistraux par-dessus le Prince, en cet endroit, quoy qu'ils soyent prêts et au-dessous pour un regard ordinaire."

1 'Vindiciae,' Q. III. (p. 214): "In summa principes eliguntur a Deo, constituentes a populo. Et singuli principes inferiores sunt, ut universi, et qui universos repræsentant, regni officiiarii, principi superiores sunt. In constituendo principi intervenit fecundus inter ipsum et populum, tacitum, expressum, naturale, vel estiam civile, ut bene imperant, bene parent, ut republuciae inserviant omnes inserviant, ut legibus obtemperantii omnes obsequi et eorum. Huibus vera federae seu pacta, regni officiarii vindicant et custodes sunt, qui loco pactum perficere et pernicaciem violant, is vero exercitio tyrannus est. Itaque regni officiarii ipsum, et secundum leges judicari, et residentes vi eccreser, si alias non possunt, ex officio tenetur.

2 Cfr. vol. iii. part i. chp. 4, vol. v. part i. chap. 8; this volume, p. 31. 3 Althusius, 'Politics,' xviii. 48: "Ephori sunt, quibus populi, in corpus
of Althusius the powers of the Ephors are drawn from the community, like those of the prince or supreme magistrate, and that, while he thinks that there should be such officers in the commonwealth, if there are not, their functions will be discharged with the consent of the whole people. 1 Althusius again, like the author of the ‘Vindiciae,’ finds these officers of the commonwealth in almost all the countries of Western Europe: in France, the princes of the blood, the chancellor, the constable, the marshal, &c.; in England, the peers and the representatives of the counties and cities; and so also in Poland, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, Hungary, and Spain. 2

In the German Empire there are “general” Ephors, by whom he understands the Seven Electors, and he even refers to the Golden Bull of Charles IV. as providing that proceedings could be taken against the emperor before the Count Palatino; 3 but there are also “special” Ephors in Germany, by whom he means the dukes, princes, margraves, imperial cities, &c., but they only determined important business in the council of each province. 4

If we now attempt to sum up the general character of the theories of the source and nature of the authority of the prince, with which we have dealt in this chapter, we find that there is little which is essentially new, little of which we cannot find the sources in the Middle Ages.

That the authority of the prince was derived from God ultimately, but directly from the community, was in fact the normal principle of medieval political societies, and the influence of the revived study of the Roman jurisprudence had only confirmed this judgment.

When once the question was raised where the ultimate authority in the state was to be found, the normal answer was that it belonged to the community as a whole, for the word “populus” as in the Roman lawyers means the whole community, not any one part of it. It is no doubt true that in the Middle Ages the supreme authority in political society was the law, and not any one person or body of persons; and as long as the law was conceived of as being primarily custom, the question of an authority behind the law would have seemed meaningless. It was only in the later Middle Ages that the question of a law-making power began to be important, and it is with this that we see the first beginnings of the modern conception of sovereignty: no doubt, again, this development was furthered by the revived study of the Roman law, with its clear-cut conception of legislative action. There is no doubt at all, to the medieval mind, this supreme power which lay behind the law resided. It was the community, the universitas or populus, which made law. The conception that in the Middle Ages the prince was thought of as having individually and in his own authority the power of legislation is really nothing but an illusion.

When, therefore, the writers with whom we have been dealing in this chapter speak of the “Souverainété” which was behind and greater than the “Souverain,” they were no

---

1 Id. id. 123: “Quosdi in regno, suos consociationes universi, ejusmodi ephori non sunt (qui tam ob, non ob justiciae, maxime in bene constituta repubica necessarium . . .), tum ibi, quae ephoris alias demandantur, expedientur consensu notarum populi, tributum, curiam, vel centuriam, aut viri regis, aut electe, sede ut nulla praescriptio vel usurpatio contraria huic libertati et iure regali a magistratu apponat possit.”

2 Id. id. xvi. 110.

3 Id. id. 79: “Imo Caesar ipse coram princeps Palatinus conveniit sedecundum aurum Bullam, Caroli IV. Imperat. VI. 5.”

4 Id. id. I. xviii. 112: “Specialis Ephorus quisque, in provincia sua, curiae et fidei commissum, omn potestatem habet, quod summae magistratus
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doubt using sharper and more dogmatic terms than had been used before, but they were not asserting a new principle.

It is hardly necessary to point out that the doctrine that the prince was controlled by the law and the courts of law in his relation to private persons and properties was a commonplace of mediaeval political theory and constitutional law.

The theory of the contract between the prince and the people was again in no sense new in principle; it rested upon the immemorial tradition of the mutual oaths which prince and people made to each other in the Coronation ceremonies, and it was obviously related to the whole character and principles of feudal society.

And finally, the right of the community to resist and even if necessary to depose the prince who persistently violated the laws of the community was founded upon important precedents in various countries, and had been maintained not merely by violent and highly controversial writers like Manegold and John of Salisbury or Marsilius of Padua, but by such careful and judicious writers as St Thomas Aquinas.

CHAPTER III.

THE THEORY OF THE ABSOLUTE MONARCHY.

We have so far endeavoured to set out the continuance in the sixteenth century of the conception that the king is under the law; we must now consider how far, and in what terms, the conception that the king was above the law was developed in this period. It is, we think, clear that this was an innovation, that there is really scarcely any trace of such a conception in the earlier or later Middle Ages, except so far as it can be found in some of the Civilians, and even among them, as we have pointed out, there had been, and still was, much difference of opinion.

It will be well, we think, to begin by considering the theory of the absolute monarch as it was expressed by a prudent and moderate practical statesman and thinker—that is, by Michel L'Hôpital, who was Chancellor of France from 1560 to 1573. We are not here directly concerned with his relation to the Wars of Religion and his policy of compromise or toleration, nor are we for the moment concerned with his attitude to the States General, to which we shall return in a later chapter, but with his conception of the relation of the king to the law.

It is clear that while he held that kings should govern, not only with moderation and goodwill towards his subjects, but also with justice and "legalité," he condemned all revolt against the monarch, however unjust he might be, and maintained that subjects can never have a just cause to renounce
the obedience which they owe to their sovereign. He claimed indeed that France had lived for many years in tranquillity, because there were good laws under which the people rendered obedience to the prince, while the prince submitted himself voluntarily to the law; but it must be observed that L'Hôpital spoke of the obedience rendered by the King of France to the law as voluntary, not obligatory.

It seems clear to us that these phrases, though incidental, represent L'Hôpital's normal judgment. In the speech which, as chancellor, he addressed to the meeting of the States General at Orleans in 1559, we find him saying that no excuse could be made for those who took arms against the king, for no subject may defend himself against the prince or his magistrates, whether they are good or evil; the obedience which we owe to him is more binding, even, than that which we owe to our fathers. And, in another place, in the same speech, more explicitly still, while he expresses his wish that kings should recognize that the property of their subjects

1 Michel L'Hôpital, "Oeuvres Inédites," vol. i. (p. 389): "Traité de la Réformation de la Justice." "Fîché adverdisement pour les princes français de traiter tels sujets avec telle modération, douceur et bienveillance et principalement avec telle justice et létalité, qu'ils leur donnent à concevoir leur affection, plus paternelle que seigneuriale, plus..." etc. But tiennent pour ennemys..."

It is, however, in the famous work of J. Bodin, "De Republica," published originally in French in 1576 and translated into Latin by himself, and republished in 1586, that we find, apart from some of the Civilians, the first important and reasoned development of the theory that the king was absolute and above the law.

The position of L'Hôpital is interesting; it certainly does not correspond with that of De Seyssel, nor with the opinion of some foreign observers of the French constitution like Machiavelli. It corresponds, however, with a declaration of the President of the Parliament of Paris in 1527, that the king was above the law; and with the judgment which Budé at least sometimes expressed. Whatever may be the origin of this conception in France, we have to observe L'Hôpital's opinion, for it is that of a prudent and responsible politician.

It is, however, in the famous work of J. Bodin, "De Republica," published originally in French in 1576 and translated into Latin by himself, and republished in 1586, that we find, apart from some of the Civilians, the first important and reasoned development of the theory that the king was absolute and above the law.

The work of Bodin, whatever may be thought of its intrinsic and permanent value, is indeed a large and comprehensive study of politics, and in order that we may understand his conception of the authority of the king, we must begin by considering, briefly, his general theory of the nature of political society.

He begins with a definition of the commonwealth (Res-
publica) which is noticeable, "Respublica est familiarum rerumque inter ipsas communium summa potestate, ac ratione moderata multitudini." 1 The commonwealth must indeed be governed by reason, but it must be controlled by a supreme force (or authority); for, as he goes on to say a little later, a commonwealth cannot hold together without a supreme power which compels all its members to form one body; 2 or, as he puts it, in slightly different terms, the supreme authority is the "cardo" of the whole commonwealth: by it all magistrates and laws are created. It is by its strength and power that all lesser societies and all citizens are compelled to form one body. 3 This supreme authority is "legibus soluta," whereas the magistrate is controlled by the laws; 4 and it is this supreme authority to which Bodin gives the name of "Majestas." 5

In another place he again states the principle of the nature of this supreme power—that is, the "Majestas." Law is nothing but the command of the Supreme Power. The power of Law (Vis Legum) is placed in those who have the public "imperium," whether a prince or the people or a magistrate; for if anyone disobeys their commands, they have power to compel obedience. 6 And again there are two forms of public authority: the supreme authority, which is free from laws, and from the authority of magistrates; the other, a legal authority, which is bound by the laws. The former be-

1 Bodin, De Republica, I. 1.
2 Id. id., I. 2 (p. 10): "Respublica sine summa potestate, quae cum ea civitatis membro familiaeque singulas in unum corpus cogist, consistere nullo modo potest." 3 Id. id. id. (p. 10): "Estigit sumnum imperium quasi republicae cardo, quod magistratus ac legis inimicatur, et cuius ut ac potestate collega, corpora, familiae, singuli civs in unum velutri corpus coactus." 4 Id. id., I. 3 (p. 14): "Omni autem potestas est publica vel privata; publica aut legibus soluta est; eorum servit qui sumnum imperii jus habent: aut legibus immittunt, quae est magistratum, qui ei ipse sit privata imperant, ipsi tamen superorum imperii aut legibus tenentur." 5 Id. id., III. 5 (p. 299): "Ex quo per pedestalum sit, duob imperii publici genera esse, alterum quidem sumnum, legibus ac magistratum imperio solutum, alterum legitimum, quod legibus obligatur; hoc magistratuum est, illud vero majestatis. majestatis quidem in republica nihil se ipsa post Deum immuniter majus, nihil sitan sibi sequale habens; magistratuum vero principis Majestatem suspicit: ejusque legibus et jussis obligatur; privatique demique post Deum immortalium Majestatis legibus, ac magistratuum imperii tenentur." 6 Id. id., I. 8 (p. 81): "Quid autem sit absoluta, vel potius soluta legis potentia, nemo definit. Non et legibus omnibus solutum definitum, nullus omnino princeps jurando majestatis habere competentur; cum omnes tenet lex divina, lex item naturae, tum etiam lex omnium gentium communis, quae a naturae legibus ac divinis, divinae habet rationes." 7 Cf. vol. ii. part i. chap. 6, part ii. chap. 8; vol. iii. part i. chap. 3; vol. v. part i. chap. 5.

This is the first and most fundamental principle of Bodin's political theory; to him there must be somewhere in the State a supreme and absolute authority. He is setting out what in later terms we should call the theory of the sovereignty of the State. We must, however, be very careful to observe that Bodin recognises that there is one immensely important limitation of this absolute power in the State. Supreme power is always subject to the authority of the divine law, of the natural law, and of the law of nations. 2 It is only the positive civil law which has its source from this supreme power in the State, and which are under its control.

There has been much discussion about the question whether this conception was new. As we have pointed out in previous volumes, the general mediaeval conception of law was not that of a command, but of custom—a custom enforced no doubt by the community, but which was not, properly speaking, made by the community, but was rather the expression of its life. 3 Bodin thinks of it under the terms of a command, and his statement of this conception is sharp and dogmatic. We should venture to say that this is probably the result, especially, of the influence of the Roman law, which, though it attached much importance to custom, did, in the main, tend to describe positive law as the expression of the will and command of the Roman people, or of the emperor to whom it had given its legislative authority. This conception

longs to "Majestas," which after God recognises no superior or equal. 1
of law was not, however, peculiar to the Civilians; it is clear that, even as early as the ninth century, the conception of law, as representing the deliberate will of the community, was expressed in such famous words as those of the "Edictum Pistense," "Quoniam lex consensu populi et constitutione regis fit" (M. G. H. Leg., sect. ii, vol. ii, 273); and by the end of the thirteenth century at least law was thought of, not only as customary but as being made. The theory of Bodin was, therefore, not, strictly speaking, new, but we think it may properly be said that it represents a much sharper and more dogmatic enunciation of the conception.

So far, then, we have in Bodin a dogmatic statement of the absolute power of the State, limited only by the divine law, the natural law, and the law of nations. But Bodin not only maintains that there is this absolute power in the State, but seems to assert that this authority rests upon force. Reason itself, he says, teaches us that the commonwealth is founded upon force, and he argues that Aristotle, Demosthenes, and Cicero were in error when they thought that in the beginning princes and kings were given their authority on account of their justice.

Bodin's discussion of this is somewhat meagre and inadequate; it is incidental to his contention that in the State man has lost his natural liberty. He had in an earlier passage defined this natural liberty as that of a soul good and guided by nature, which, under God, rejects all authority but that of reason. He now defines the citizen as a freeman who is subject to the supreme authority of another, and says that liberty could not have been taken from man except by great force; the citizens, therefore, have lost something of their natural liberty when they were subjected to the authority of another.

We could wish that Bodin had developed in more detail what he meant by "the force" which created the commonwealth, and his conception of liberty, but he did not, as far as we have seen, do so. Indeed, it seems to us that his reference to the fact that man had lost his "natural" liberty in society is little more than a preliminary to the judgments upon actual political conditions.

There is another and more serious error, he says, and he attributes it to Aristotle—that is, the contention that a man is not a citizen (civis) who does not share in the public authority. And this leads to another and most important general principle—that is, that the people can transfer to one man, and without limit of time, its authority over the citizens, which includes the power of life and death, an authority which is not subject to any laws, and which he can hand on to any successor whom he wishes. The prince who has this power has "Majestas," while the prince who is bound by the laws, or holds authority only for a time, and to render account to the people, does not hold this "Majestas." In another place Bodin asserts that the prince should not swear to the laws, for this is to destroy
the “Majestas,” and to confuse the government of one man with that of a few, or of the people.1

Bodin has thus set out the principle that there must be in any political community some authority which is supreme and absolute, above the laws, because it makes the laws. It is not our function here to discuss the truth of this conception, how far it is a truism, and how far it is an illusion. It is not our part here to discuss the later history of this conception, but we think it well to point out to the student of political theory that, as this theory was profoundly different from that of the Middle Ages, it was also wholly different from that of Locke, to whom the State has no more of an absolute authority than the individual. It must also be remembered that this conception of Bodin is not the same as that of Hobbes, for this supreme or sovereign power is not free from all law, for it is not the source of all law. Above the positive law, which is made by the sovereign there, are, in the view of Bodin, as we have seen, the divine law, the natural law, and the law of nations (Jus Gentium).2

This is not, however, the only limitation upon the supreme power. As we have already pointed out, Bodin maintains that the prince should not swear to maintain the laws and to amend them, if “Aequitas” demands it; but a “Conventio” or contract between the prince and the citizens binds them both, and cannot be changed without mutual consent; in this matter the prince is in no sense superior to his subjects.3

Bodin, unfortunately, does not, as far as we have seen, attempt to define or describe these contracts between the prince and his subjects. As we have seen in the earlier part of this volume, this question was much discussed by the Civilians of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and we have the impression that their conception may have arisen especially from their familiarity with the contractual conceptions of feudalism, partly also from the question of the obligation of treaties made between the emperor and various Italian cities.1

Custom, Bodin clearly refused to recognise as having any authority over the prince. Bartolus and Baldus give custom an important place in their treatment of law, as was also done by some Civilians and Canonists of the fifteenth century.2

Bodin, on the other hand, emphatically says that customs have little authority as compared with law, and were entirely under the control of the prince.3

There is, however, another limitation upon the authority of the prince. Bodin contemptuously rejects the vulgar opinion that all things belong to the prince. This is a mere confusion with the principle that all things are under his “Imperium” and “Dominatus,” “Proprietas” and “Possessio” belong to the individual; and he cites a judgment of the Parliament of Paris that the prince can bestow his own property on whom he will, but not that of another person; the prince cannot lay his hands upon other men’s wealth “sine justa causa.”4

---

1 Id. id., I. 8 (p. 84): “Ferique tamen ista statuunt, et quidem ii qui plus in eo genere sapere sibi videntur, principem in leges patrias jurare optime. Qua quidem disciplinse jus majestatis, quae sacrosancta esse dicitur, omnino labefactant et convolvunt, ut unus potestatem cum suis cum proprietate et principem mutuam videntur.”


3 Id. id., I. 9 (p. 154): “Legum etiam vis multo major est quam morum; nam legibus mores antiquitatem, leges moribus non item, sed in magistratuum officio ac potestate positis sunt. ... At conventio inter eves ac principem mutum habet obligationem, et quod discis sine mutuo consentio non potest. In quo genere princeps nihil habet, quod subsit superior esse videatur.”

4 Id. id., I. 8 (p. 99): “His ita constitutis, sequitur principem summum, pactis conveniunt ac se privatos obligant: sive cum extorci, sive cum civibus contraxerit.”
So far, then, we have seen that, with the limitations which we have just considered, Bodin is clear that there must be in every State a supreme and absolute power, not subject to the laws, but the source of the laws, which he calls Majestas, and that this power may be given by the community to one man as prince, who will be supreme and absolute.

Bodin maintains that this power is, properly speaking, "indivisible," and contends dogmatically that there can be no such thing as a mixed constitution. There are only three possible forms of government—monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy; the mixed government is simply a "popularis status." 1 There are only three forms of commonwealth; the "Jura Majestatis" must belong either to the whole body of the citizens or to a minority of them or to one man. These forms cannot be combined with each other. The only "temperatio" of this which allows is, that in the monarchy the honours and offices may be open to all; in the "popular" form they may be confined to the best and most noble, and in the aristocratic form they may be open to the poor as well as the rich. 2

This is not unimportant, but it does not modify Bodin's general principle that the supreme power ("Majestas") is absolute and above all positive laws, and this is brought out very clearly in a passage in which he deals with the relations of the magistrate to the supreme power. The magistrate, he says, must carry out the commands of the prince, so long as they are not contrary to the laws of God and of Nature; the prince ought indeed to maintain the laws and customs of the country, but the magistrate must not refuse to obey his commands even against them, for it is not his function to judge whether the prince's commands are just or not. He is careful to explain that the well-known words of the rescript of the Emperor Anastasius, bidding the judges not to accept any imperial rescript which was contrary to the laws (Cod. I. xxii. 6), must be understood as only applying to cases where the rescript did not contain a "derogating" clause. The magistrate may indeed remonstrate, but if the prince repeats his command, he must obey. 3

We may sum up Bodin's theory of the supreme (sovereign) power in the State in the words of another passage. He begins indeed by repudiating the notion that the words in which Samuel set out the oppressive nature of kingship (1 Sam. viii. 9-18) should be taken as a true description of the "jura maiestatis," but concludes by saying that the first and chief character of "Majestas" is the power of giving laws to all and every citizen, without the consent of superiors or equals or inferiors. 4

So far, then, we have considered the general principles of Bodin; we must now turn to his discussion of the actual nature of the governments of the European States with which he was acquainted and their relation to law, and here he is compelled to admit that it was difficult to

1 Id. id., III. 4 (p. 289): "Ergo magistratus fusa principis excequetur, quao a divina, quao a naturae legibus non omnem aliena. . . . Tamen enim princeps imperii leges ac mora servatur juratus, et iniuratus, ex officio debet: si tamen contra iusuriandum, contraque principis officia quid imperet, non ideo magistratus imperata reeussit: quia non est in officio majestatus positum diiicelare id quod principes in legibus humanis sanction justum sit meone . . . (p. 280) Ac tamen Anstasia lego (Cod. I. 26, 6) rescriptum principum contra leges indultae privatis a magistratibus suscepi prohileeantur, hoc tamen eam verum est,

2 Id. id., I. 9 (p. 153): "Hoc igitur primum sit ac praecipue caput Maiestatis, legem universae ac singulac civils dare posse: neque tamen id satis est, sed id fiat oportet, sine superiorum, aut sequelatur, aut inferiorum necessario consent.;
find a true monarchy. In the ancient world he found that the Spartan monarchy was only nominal; the government was really in the hands of the people.\(^1\) In Rome, after the expulsion of the kings, men attempted to divide the supreme authority, but in the end the Plebs obtained the power of making laws, and gradually possessed themselves of the other “\textit{iura maiestatis},” in spite of the resistance of the optimates.\(^2\) In Spain and England he thinks that the laws were made “\textit{rogatione populi}” and could not be annulled except in the assemblies of the people;\(^3\) and again, in England, he says that by ancient custom laws were made “\textit{consensu ordinum}”;\(^4\) though he says in another place that while the English estates had a certain authority, the “\textit{iura maiestatis}” belonged to the prince.\(^5\) Of the contemporary Empire he says that the emperor swore to observe the laws of the Empire, and was bound by the laws and decrees of the princes;\(^6\) and in another place the “\textit{Maiestas}” of the Empire resided in the assembly of the princes and nobles, and the emperor could not make laws or appoint officials without their consent. In Bodin’s judgment the Empire was not a monarchy but an aristocracy.\(^7\)

In France alone did Bodin find a government which had the nature of a supreme and sovereign monarchy. The estates could indeed humbly present their petitions to the prince, but he controlled all things at his will, and whatever he commanded had the force of law. The notion that the prince should be controlled by the authority of the people was dangerous and disturbing to the commonwealth; there was indeed no reasonable ground why the subjects should control their princes or why the assemblies of the people should have any authority, except to appoint a “\textit{procurator}” for the prince if he were a minor, or insane, or a captive; and he warned them that such a government would not be that of the people, but of the “\textit{optimates}.”\(^1\) Bodin also maintained that the coronation oath of the French kings was not an oath to keep the laws,\(^2\) and that in France laws had often been abrogated without the meeting or consent of the estates.\(^3\) France was a pure monarchy, while the estates had no power except to petition the king to do this or that.\(^4\)

We must, however, be careful to observe that in one place, as we have already seen, Bodin dealt at length with the question of the permanent tenure—that is, the independence of the judges—and contended that they should be irremovable except by process of law, for a precarious tenure of the judicial office was appropriate to a tyranny and not to a monarchy, which should be governed, as far as might be, by laws, not by the mere will of the prince.\(^5\) How far this conception is reconcilable with Bodin’s general position we find it difficult to say; we have drawn attention to a similar apparent incoherence in the theory of Budé.\(^6\)

That Bodin thought that a monarchy of the absolute kind was the best form of government appears to us clear. In the last book of his “\textit{De Republicis}” he compares the various forms of government with each other, and concludes: Monarchy has its inconveniences and dangers, but those which belong

---

\(^1\) Id. id., I. 8 (p. 89).
\(^2\) Id. id., I. 8 (p. 94).
\(^3\) Id. id., I. 8 (p. 87).
\(^4\) Id. id., II. 1 (p. 223).
\(^5\) Id. id., II. 1 (p. 177).
\(^6\) Id. id., II. 1 (p. 178-180).
\(^7\) Id. id., I. 8 (p. 86).

---

\(^1\) Id. id., I. 8 (p. 88).
\(^2\) Id. id., I. 8 (p. 92).
\(^3\) Id. id., II. 1 (pp. 181, 182).
\(^4\) Id. id., IV. 4 (cf. this volume, p. 381).
\(^5\) Cf. this volume, p. 296.
to an aristocracy or democracy are much greater. The best form of government is that of one man, whose authority is not to be shared with the people or the “Patres”; all legislators, philosophers, historians, and theologians hold that this regal government is the best, not only for the convenience of the prince, but for the safety and happiness of the people. This supreme authority of the prince must not be shared with the assemblies of the people and nobles, or the “Maiestas imperii” will inevitably give place to anarchy. We must not give heed to the seditious clamour of those who maintain that the prince must be subject to such assemblies of the people, and that it is from them that the princes receive their authority to command and forbid. Any tyranny is better than the domination of the people. Tyrants will consider the danger of their actions, but the violence and fury of the peoples takes no rational account of their own or of other’s interests.¹

Bodin’s judgment seem to us clear and emphatic, as well as the audacity with which he appeals to the authority of legislators and philosophers—a somewhat strange appeal. He dogmatically asserts the absolute authority of the King of France, who was the source of law, and free from the law; in him it was that there resided that “Maiestas”

¹ Id. id., VI. 4 (p. 710): “Hae monarchiae incommoda ac pericula gravissima quidem: sed ea quae ab aristocratia et democratia pendent, multo gravius...” (p. 713) Quod igitur superius in optimo civilitate statu imperium unius esse optore diximus, nec cum populo patribuque communicandum; quod item legum iatores, historici, philosophi, theologoi, una voce regale civilitatis genus omnium optimum se beatissimum judicant, id non ad principis commoda pertinent, sed ad populum suorum foelicitatem, viviique tutius habituque degendum. At summa principis potestas optimum popule coetibus nec subiagari, nec circumside nec ulia sui parte communicari, sine pernicie potest, aliquin majestatem imperii vel in posticem anarchiam, vel in popularum perturbationem probabi necessis est. Id autem attentius ponderandum nobis est, ne sedisiosis popularius ac imperiorum voce exaudiremos, qui principes populi coebitis, et conitis subiectures, ab isque imperiandi se prohibendi leges accepimus esse putant: quas quidem ne non modo monarcliarum pulcherrimarum sed etiam saeclorum interitus sequatur necessis est. . . . (p. 713) Quacunque tamen tyrannis videtur tolerandis populi dominatio. Etenim tyranni nec periculo progradi cogitant; populi vero impetus se furer, nec sui, nec alieni rationem habet.”

or sovereignty which, as he contended, must always exist somewhere in a political society.

If we attempt to sum up the most important aspects of Bodin’s political theory, we must observe first the singular significance of his suggestion that the State rests upon force, and that it was not, at least in its original form, related to justice, while it was to be directed by reason. Unhappily he did not, as far as we have seen, develop the conception, and it is therefore difficult to determine how far it was really important in his mind.

It is in his theory of the absolute and supreme authority, subject only to the natural and divine law, which resides in the State, that we find the most significant aspect of his work, but for our present purpose its importance lies specially in his judgment that this supreme and absolute power may be given by the commonwealth to one man; and that the king, in the proper sense of the word, is one who possesses this authority. There can be, in Bodin’s judgment, no such thing as a mixed government, no combination of the monarchical and aristocratic and popular elements. It is here that Bodin breaks away most completely from the mediaval tradition and the great mediaval political thinkers, and even substantially, if not formally, from the principles of such men as De Seyssel.

It is true that Bodin, speaking not as a theorist but as an observer, evidently recognised that it was almost impossible to find any such monarchy in Western Europe, with the exception of France; while he maintained stoutly but without any great amount of historical evidence, that the King of France was in this sense supreme and absolute, the source of law, and not subject to law, and that it was in him that there resided that “Maiestas,” that supreme or sovereign power, without which there can be no “Respublica.”

It is in the work of Bodin that we find the most highly developed assertion of the absolute authority of the prince. There are, however, some other writers of the last part of the sixteenth century who, in varying terms, assert a theory of the same kind, some of whom also restate the theory that the absolute
authority of the prince is founded upon the divine law—that is, they restate that theory of the "Divine Right"—whose earlier appearance in the sixteenth century we have considered in Part III. of this volume.

One of the most important of these was Thomas Bilson, Bishop Winchester, who in 1586 published a work entitled 'The true difference between Christian Subjection and Unnatural Rebellion.' This treatise is in the form of a dialogue between Philander, a Jesuit, and Theophilus, the Christian.

Bilson was indeed in a position of some difficulty. The primary purpose of his treatise was to prove the necessity of submission to the royal authority in England, but he finds himself compelled to defend, or at least to excuse, the revolt of the Protestants in various continental countries against their Catholic superiors.

We may begin by observing that Bilson cites St Paul and St Peter as teaching that kings are appointed by God, and must be obeyed; and the familiar Gregorian examples of David's submissive conduct to Saul, and asserts dogmatically that God expressly commanded the people to be subject to their king and not resist him.1 In another place he says: "Princes appoint penalties for others, not for themselves. They bear the sword over others, not others over them. Subjects must be punished by them and they by none, but by God whose place they supply. . . . No man may break the laws of princes without punishment, but the princes themselves, who may not be charged with the transgressions (of their own laws). For it was wisely spoken, he is wicked that saith to a king, thou art an offender. And if it be a monster in nature and policy to suffer the children to chasten the father, and the servants to punish their master, what a barbarous and impious a thing is this, to give the subjects power of life and death over the princes."2

Again, more explicitly still: "The servant is not so surely bound to his maister, as the subject is to the prince; power of life and death the maister hath none, the prince hath; refuge against the maister hath the servant to the common governor of them both, which is the magistrate, the subject hath no refuge against his sovereign, but only to God by prayer and patience, and therefore the prince may demise the servant, if the maister be like to corrupt him; but no man can discharge the subject, though the prince go about to oppresse him."1

It would be difficult to find a more dogmatic and unqualified statement of the unlimited authority of the prince, or words which so directly and emphatically repudiate the tradition of mediaeval civilisation.

When, however, we turn to Bilson's treatment of the political conditions in continental countries, we seem to find ourselves in another world. The Jesuit brings up the conduct of the Protestants on the continent, and cites Beza's defence of the French nobles in taking up arms. Bilson defends them on the ground that the king had been in the hands of the Guises, and while he would not undertake to defend all that Protestant writers had said about resistance to kings, he urged that the constitutional system of different countries varied. He goes on: "The Romans, we know, could never abide the very name of a king. The Commonwealths of Venice, Milan, Florence, and Genoa are of the same mind. Many States have governors for life or for years, as they best liked that first created their policies, and yet a sovereignty still remains somewhere in the people, somewhere in the senate, somewhere in the prelates and nobles that elect it: a magistrate, who hath his jurisdiction allotted and prefixed unto him, thus far and no further, and may be resisted and recalled from any tyrannous excesses by the general and publike consent of the whole State whom he governeth.

In Germany the emperor himself hath his bounds appointed unto him which he may not passe by the laws of the empire; and the princes, dukes, and cities that are under him have power to govern and use the sword as God's

1 Bilson, 'The True Difference,' &c.,
2 Id. id. (pp. 97, 98).
ministers, in their charge. And though, for the maintenance of the empire, they be subject to such orders as shall be decreed in the convent of all their States, and, according to that direction are to furnish the emperor with men and monies for his necessary wars and defence: yet, if he touch their policies, infringe their liberties, or violate the specialties which he by oath and order of the empire is bound to keep, they may lawfully resist him, and by force reduce him to the ancient and received form of government, or else repel him as a tyrant, and set another in his place by the right and freedom of their country. Therefore the Germans’ doings or writings can help you little in this question. They speak according to the lawes and rights of the empire, themselves being a verie free State, and bearing the sword as lawfull magistrates to defend and protect their liberties, and prohibit injuries against all oppressors, the emperor himself not excepted.”

In another passage Bilson’s contention is set out again in more general terms. The Romanist, Philander, brings forward the revolts in Scotland, France, and the Low Countries, as well as those in Germany. The Protestant, Theophilus, contends that the reformers had been barbarously slaughtered, but adds: “I must confesse that except the laws of those realms do permit the people to stand on their right, if the princes should offer them wrong, I dare not allow their arms. . . . Philander: Think you their lawes permit them to rebel? Theophilus: I busie not myself in other men’s commonwealths as you do, neither will I rashly pronounce all that resist to be rebels; cases may fall out in Christian kingdoms when the people may plead their right against the prince, and not be charged with rebellion. Philander: As when, for example? Theophilus: If a prince should go about to subject his kingdom to a foraine realme, or change the forme of the commonwealth from inperie to tirannie; or neglect the lawes established by common consent of prince and people, to execute his owne pleasure; in these and other cases which might be named, if the nobles and commons join together to defend their ancient and ancestral liberty, regiment, and lawes, they may not well be counted rebels. Philander: You denied that even now, when I did urge it. Theophilus: I denied that bishops had authoritie to prescribe conditions to kings when they crowned them; but I never denied that the people might preserve the foundation, freedom, and forme of their commonwealth, which they forprised when they first consented to have a king. Philander: I remember you were resolute that subjects might not resist their princes for any respects, and now I see you slake. Theophilus: As I said, so I say now, the lawe of God giveth no man leave to resist the prince; but I never said that kingdoms and commonwealths might not proportion their States as they thought best by their public lawes, which afterwards the princes themselves may not violate. By superior powers ordained of God we understand not only princes, but all politike States and regiments, somewhere the people, somewhere the nobles, having the same interest to the sword, that princes have in their kingdoms; and in kingdoms when princes bear rule, by the sword we do not mean the prince’s private will against his lawes, but his precept derived from his lawes, and agreeing with his lawes: which though it be wicked, yet may it not be resisted by any subject with armed violence. Marry, when princes offer their subjects not justice but force, and despise all laws to practise their lusts: not any private man may take the sword to redresse the prince; but if the lawes of the land appoint the nobles as next to the king to assist him in doing right, and withhold them from doing wrong, then they be licensed by man’s law, and so not prohibited by God’s, to interpose themselves for the safeguard of equitie and innocence, and by all lawfull and needful means to procure the prince to be reformed, but in no case deprived when the sceptre is inherited.”

In these passages Bilson admits that the laws of some countries might contain provisions for restraining the prince’s actions, and that in extreme cases the community might defend its ancient liberty and laws against him; and he also

---

1 Id. id. id., pp. 266-270.

2 Id. id. id., pp. 279, 280.
makes it clear that, by the "superior power ordained of God," he did not mean only the prince, but all "politike States and regiments." Like Calvin, he did not allow that any private person might by force resist the prince, but it was different with the constitutional authorities of the community. He even admitted that the community might depose an elected prince, like the emperor, though he emphatically asserted that this did not apply to the case of an hereditary prince. He suggested that such a constitutional limitation of the authority of an elected prince, like the emperor, though he emphatically denied that the authority of the prince existed in the empire and possibly was different with the constitutional authorities of the other countries, but he did not suggest that they existed in England; and he at least seems to suggest that the monarchy in England was absolute, and that its "divine right" could not be questioned.

We turn next to a group of Scottish writers whose work was in some degree related to the deposition of Mary, Queen of Scots, and to George Buchanan's defence of this. In a treatise published in 1581 by a Scotsman, Canerius, who was Bishop of Louvain, the "divine right," and the principle of non-resistance, are set out in very explicit terms. He cites Samuel's description of the manner of the king (1 Sam. viii. 11, &c.) as being a statement of his rights—although he admits that it had been variously interpreted—for though the king, in doing such things as Samuel described, might be committing grave sins, the people must not resist. The king is the lord of the land, and the lives and fortunes of their subjects were in their power and they recognised no superior. This was also, he says, the character of the monarchy in the kingdoms of France, England, Spain, Portugal, and others, in that the people could not be admitted to any share in the supreme power; for this was the true nature of monarchy, that its authority could neither be divided nor shared.

This is a thoroughgoing statement, and the treatise is in the main an expansion of it. In the first place, Blackwood maintains that the monarchy in Scotland was founded upon force, the kingdom was created by Kenneth, and the people had therefore no legal rights; the king, he seems to mean, granted to certain great men the "dominion" of certain provinces, but retained in his own hands the "potestas et imperium." The royal authority, he again contends, was founded in many kingdoms not on election but on the force.

1 Cunerus, 'De Christiani Principis Officio.' (Ed. Mose, 1581), p. 63: "De quo quidem jure vario hoc loco logunatur interpretes. Caesarum tamquam nemo negat, quin habeant usus regis dicci possit, quoniam si Rex hac faciat, liest aliquando graviter pecnet, populus tamquam pate potest debeat, et non resisteret; quoniam rex dominus terrae est, et regnum Regi datum a Deo est, ut supra diximus. Non quoddam Rex posset, recta conscientia, bonis omnibus subditorum, et subditis ipsis pro libidine procul: sed quoniam omnis regius potestasi subdita sunt, ut etiam propter modum caulis, tolerari tamquam debeat."

2 Adam Blackwood, 'Pro Regibus Apologia,' IV., pp. 61 and 64.

3 Id. id., IV. (p. 53): "Scotorum Regum longe diversum jus est, quibus capita fortunaque civium sunt omnia, cum ipse lustrum populo tenentur, nec superiorum ullam praeter solus numini potestatem agnoscat. Eodemque jure unus regius adstricti sunt Galli, Angli, Hispani, Lusitani, alioque permulta quorum re rationaleque omnes ita regibus addiscant ut, non volentibus quidem populus in ulum supremae potestatis et imperii societatem admittit quod. Ea si quidem est monarchiae natura, ut sine hac imperio consistere non possit, quod nec dividatur nec communicetur cum aliis profanatur."

4 Id. id., VI. (p. 65): "Quod si praeminent Scotici regni conditionem spectemus, nec ab uno quoddam dictatur, eius initia repetantur, Pictae ditionis accessiones Kennthos rex non protulisse fines imperii, sed regnum ingentem videbatur, ac virtute bellacpe perisse, quod ante nullum erat. ... Ut autem intellige nihilo in his Scotiae populo fuisse juris, sed fuisse ecclesiasticum, Rex arbitratus ea suo propriis bus quotiesdam ergatur, ut penes eois, eorumque posteris, provinciarum dominium esset, penes se potestas et imperium."

is a formal reply to George Buchanan's 'De Jure Regni apud Scotos.' Blackwood was a Scotsman, but had been educated in France, and was a counsellor or judge at Poictiers.
of arms, or on some other system of law, and by this he means the law of hereditary succession, which the people cannot abrogate. 1

Blackwood goes on to maintain that the authority of kings was analogous to that of the father over his family, or of the master over his slaves: they impose upon them whatever laws they please, they do not receive these from them, and they rule them according to their own judgment. 2 He appeals to the history of Scotland and cites a passage from Hector Boece to show that the supreme power and authority of law had lain with the king. 3 He admits indeed that in Rome the authority which had at first belonged to the kings was transferred to the law, but maintains that this was not the case elsewhere; for, he says, nowhere was such a bridle (fraenum) imposed upon kings, and their authority subjected to that of the multitude, nowhere was a law imposed upon kings which should restrain their supreme authority. The prince is a living law in the world, and his power and jurisdiction cannot be controlled by any other law than his own will. 4 A little further on he asks what can be more absurd than to say that the king declares the law, while the people makes it. 5

1 Id. id. (p. 71): “Non jam animadverteris, Buchanane, quam solidum sit hoc disputatium tuo principio, quam firme nitare fundamento, cum tot regna non electone sed vel armis, vel aliquo jure quesitae reperiamus? Quiquam autem ea vi et armis initio posita fuerit, legibus tamen retentia et jure posterioris tradita nemo non intelligit, jure, inquam, non popularium suffragiorum . . . sed agnationis atque sanguinis; quam populus nec abrogare, nec ex ea derogare quidquam potest. Est enim regia dignitas, legis et naturae donum, quod exstra populi comumnicium perpetuo regni consuetudine stabilivit.”

2 Id. id., VII. (p. 80): “Rex hominum coetui praeest, non secus ac pater familiae, dominus servis, navi gubernator, quibus imposunt quas volunt leges, non accipiant; quibus imperant non ipsorum judicio sed suo: quos regere, quos sueri, non ex ipsorum mutuo, sed a natura prescripta lego tenetur.”

3 Id. id., VIII. (p. 84): “Nam si rerum nostrarum annales evolvens, summum juris ac legem potestatem penes regas fuisse reperiemus.”

4 Id. id., IX. (p. 96): “Namque sem gremium hoc fraenum regibus inductum invenit, ut multitudinis imperio submiserint fasces, et legum acceptors superiores dictiones atque potestatem suae modaratorem. Inceps enim animata lex est in terris, cujus potestas atque jurisdiction non aliis leges quam ipsius voluntate in augustom cogi potest.”

5 Id. id., XIII. (p. 119): “At quid absurdius duci potest, quam juris dicendi regum, legum forandarum auctoritatem esse populum.”

Blackwood’s statements are curiously inconsistent with the political conceptions of De Seysell. His notion of an absolutely unrestrained monarchy goes indeed much further than even Bodin; for in another place he maintains dogmatically that not only the persons but the properties of all the people are in the power of the king. It is only the use of this which belongs to private persons. 6 It is no wonder that Blackwood, in another place, should seem to be indignant that Aristotle should have described the Persians and other Asiatic monarchies as being really barbarous. 7

The treatise of Blackwood is somewhat crude, and shows little acquaintance with contemporary conditions and theories, but it may be one source of the opinions of a work which was important by reason of its authorship, that is, ‘The True Law of Free Monarchies,’ written by James VI. of Scotland and published first in 1598 before he became King of England, and republished in London in 1603. 8

In this work James unites the secular theory of the absolute king and the theological theory of his absolute authority as being by divine right. He opens the work with a general statement of the proper functions of a monarchy. The office of a king is to maintain justice and judgment, to establish good laws for the people, and to procure peace for them. In his coronation oath he swears, first, to maintain the religion “presently professed” in the country; secondly, to maintain all the good laws made by his predecessors; and thirdly, to maintain the whole country and every estate therein in all their ancient privileges and liberties. 9

This has a very constitutional sound, and seems to restrain the authority of the king. 1

JAMES I., ‘THE TRUE LAW OF FREE MONARCHIES,’ B. 3.
office or duty of the king, but when he turns to the duty of the subjects we find quite another mode of thought. He cites the speech of Samuel (1 Sam. viii.) on the nature of kingship, and explains what this implied. "First, he (Samuel) declares unto them, what points of justice and equitie their king will break in his behaviour unto them. And next, he putteth them out of hope that weare as they will, they shall not have leave to shake off that yoke, which God, through their importunities, hath laid upon them."

Again, James cites the example of David's conduct to Saul, as Gregory the Great had done, and concludes: "Shortly, then, to take up in two or three sentences, grounded upon all these arguments out of the lawe of God, the dutie and allegiance of the people to their lawful king, that obedience, I say, ought to be to him, as to God's lieutenant in earth, obeying his commands in all things, except directly against God, as the commands of God's minister, acknowledging him a Judge, set by God over them, having power to judge them, but to be judged onely by God, whom to onely he must give count of his judgement . . . following and obeying his lawful commands, eschewing and flying his furie in his unlawfull, without resistance, but by sobs and teares, to God."

This is indeed the theory of the divine right of the king and of passive obedience in a most extreme form. James does not cite directly any authority for this doctrine except the Scriptures, but we may conjecture that he derived it from writers like Tyndale.

He goes on to show that this absolute power of the king was also founded upon the "Fundamental and Civile Lawe, especially of this country." He admits that in the first ages it may be true that various commonwealths chose a ruler for themselves, but this, he says, has nothing to do with Scotland, for Scotland was conquered by King Fergus, who came from Ireland, and he and his successors imposed their laws upon the country, "and, so it follows, of necessity, that the kings were the Authors and Makers of the lawes, and not the lawes of the kings." He does not ignore the existence of the Parliament, but in it "the lawes are but craved by his subjects and onely made by him at their rotation and with their advice. For albeit the king make daily statutes and ordinances, injoyning such paines thereto, as he thinks meet, without any advice of Parliament or Estates, yet it lyes in the power of no Parliament to make any kinde of lawes or statute, without his sceptre be put to it, for giving it the force of a Law." 1

So much for Scotland, but James also maintains that "the same ground of the king's right over all the lande, and subjects thereof, remaineth alike in all other free monarchies, as well as in this"; and, with special reference to England, he contends that William the Conqueror made himself King of England by force, and made his own laws. 1

The king then is the source of all law, and he is over all law; he is "maister over every person that inhabiteth the same, having power over the life and death of every one of them. For although a just prince will not take the life of any one of his subjects without a cleare law: yet the same lawes, whereby he taketh this, are made by himself, or his predecessors. And so the power flowes alwayes from himself." 2

The king should, indeed, govern according to his law, "For albeit it be true that I have at length prooved, that the king is above law, as both the author and giver of strength thereto; yet a good king will not onely delight to rule his subjectes by the law, but even will conforme himself, in his own actions thereunto, always keeping that ground, that the health of the commonwealth be his chiefe law." 2

The king may mitigate or suspend a general law, but "a good king although he be above the Law, will subject and frame his actions thereto, for example's sake to his subjectes," but he does this "of his own free will, but not as subject thereto." 3

Having thus set out his conception of the absolute authority of the king as founded upon divine law, and the principle that the king is the source of law and above law, he considers some arguments against this. James had evidently

---

1 Id. id., B. 2 Id. id., C. 1 Id. id., C. 2 Id. id., D. 1. 3 Id. id., D. 2.
heard of the theory of a contract between king and people, and he is at pains to show that this conception had no value, "For, say they, there is a mutual pact, and contract bound up, and sworn betwixt the king and the people, whereupon it followeth, that if the one part of the Contract or the Indent be broken upon the king's side, the people are no longer bound to keep their part of it, but are thereby freed of their oath. For (say they) a contract betwixt two parties of all lawe frees the one partie if the other breake unto him.

As to this contract allledged, made at the coronation of a King, although I deny any such contract to be made then, especially containing such a clause irritant, as they allledge: yet I confess that a King at his coronation, or at the entry to his kingdom, willingly promiseth to his people, to discharge honourably and truly the office given him by God over them. But presuming that thereafter he breake his promise unto them, never so inexcusable, the question is, who should be judge of this breake, giving unto them this contract were made to them never so sicker, according to their allegateance." 1

We return to France and may observe the contentions of Pierre de Belloy in a short treatise entitled 'Apologie Catholique,' published in 1585 and directed against the Catholic League and its refusal to admit that Henry of Navarre could be recognised as the legitimate heir to the French crown. He admitted that there were laws of the emperor (i.e., of the Roman law) which declared a heretic to be incapable of inheritance, but these, he maintained, applied only to private persons and not to kingdoms or empires, for these could not be taken from their true lords for heresy or for any other cause, for they are held immediately from God Himself, and not from men; subjects are bound to obey and serve their princes, and cannot question their justice. 2

1 Id. id., II. 2 Pierre de Belloy, 'Apologie Catholique,' ed. 1585 (fol. 36): "Or, autre chose est des Empires et Royaumes, qui ne peuvent estre arracher de la main de ceux qui en sont les vrais Seigneurs, soit pour heresie, ou autre raison quelconque, pourqu' ils sont tenus immédiatement de la main de Dieu Eternel, non des hommes... De sorte que les sujets n'ont que voir sur les Rois, et ne sont nez que pour les obier et servier, que leurs Princes soient, sans s'informer plus avant de la justice d'icieux."

1 Id. id. (fol. 31): "Il dy done que ce n'est pas au peuple de contredoir, qu'ave humilité, et obeyssanc, les actions et qualités de son Roi, mais il doit seulement lever les yeux au ciel, et considérer en soy-meme que par la volonté Divine le sceptre est tombe de main et pouvoir de celui qui porte la Couronne, soit-il bon ou mauvais; singulierement quand il y est appelle par legitime succession telle qu'est en notre France, en laquelle par Loy Monarchique le peuple n'a pas seulement remise toute sa puissance en la main et pouvoir du Roy, ains qui plus est, s'est lie les mains et n'y peut pourvoir tant que rester quelque masse de sang royal, selon la Loy du Royaume, par laquelle le Roi ne meurt jamais, pour qu'incontinent la mort saigne le vit plus proche maso du defunct par agonie."

He cites the Aristotelian classification of the three good forms of government—good because they are directed to the wellbeing of the whole community. 3 He refuses to admit that there are strictly any mixed governments: the supreme power must lie either with the king, or the "Optimates," or the people. 4 He indeed admits the three forms, but pays no further attention to the aristocracy and the popular government, and assumes that the people had transferred all their authority to the prince. 5

It is, however, with the nature of the French monarchy that he is really concerned. The king holds supreme authority, he does indeed protect the people from oppression by the nobles, he admits plebeians to the magistracy and the public
laws of nature and the laws of God is indeed a tyrant, but not the king who disregards the "political" and civil laws. He develops the last principle in the next part of his treatise, and while he admits that the prince must obey the supreme law of God and of nature, he maintains that he is not bound by his own laws or those of his predecessors, except for some fundamental laws, such as that of the hereditary succession, which the king cannot violate. The prince has power to make, to interpret, and to abrogate all general laws, and the right to issue "privilegia," and thus to "derogue" from the law; he even has the right to use a "non-obstante" clause in such "privilegia."

On the other hand, like Bodin and many of the Civilians, he admits that if the law of the prince had passed into a contract, he could not annul it, for the obligation of a contract belongs to the natural law, to which, as a political and rational being, the prince is subject. As in the Civilians, this conception is brought into relation with the feudal law. It is also true that Gregory urges upon the prince that it is well to take counsel; and he gives a short account of the Councils in Greece and in the Carolingian times, and he finds the traces of these in the meetings of the three Estates, which are called together by the king that he may learn from

1 Id. id., V. 18: "In Gallias Monarchiae Status nume talis est qui omnes rerum publicarum salubres leges continent. Nam penes usum regem omnium rerum summa, verum non ut tyrannus moderatur repulsionem sui regnum, sed habet consilia virorum electorum, et ita optimatum habet diversae senatus, qui quotidiana negotia, nisi repugnantur, legibus regatur."

2 Id. id., IX. 12.

3 Id. id., IX. 1, 5, and 8; III. 2, 10.

4 Id. id., VI. 2, 9: "Neque in principibus tam irascibile vel considerare debemus quid ipsi ex se et tamquam homines sunt, sed quantum illi conoscam et permissem a Deo sit. Neque in principibus tam personare singularem reum versus, quantum majus tatem Dei et imaginem potentatatem consideramus et reverum ex parte illius cujus delegati sunt, et viciss a terra partes gerunt."
them the grievances of the people, and sometimes that he might inform them of the necessity of going to war, or of other public affairs, for which the assistance of the subjects was required. He mentions three causes for which especially they might be called: first, the appointment of a regent, in the case of a minority, or when the king was insane, or a prisoner, and he mentions as examples the captivity of King John, the insanity of Charles VI., and the minority of Charles VIII. Second, to deal with conspiracies, the reform of the Commonwealth, or the oppression of the people by the nobles. Third, when it was necessary to impose new "tributes" and aids upon the people, to lay before them the urgent affairs of the kingdom and the king, which justly required the help of the subjects.¹

Gregory was, however, careful to add that the people must not imagine that this was done by the kings because the King of France was dependent on these assemblies, for he could impose and exact taxes without their consent. It must be understood that the King of France was not dependent on the assemblies, as in Poland and elsewhere, but the assemblies were dependent upon the king, who summoned them at his pleasure, for the kingdom was an hereditary monarchy, otherwise the kingdom would not be a monarchy but a democracy.²

Finally, he also discusses the question of the deposition of the prince. He admits that the depositions of the Emperor Henry IV. by Pope Gregory VII., and of Frederick II. by Innocent IV., were justifiable; and that even the deposition of the Emperor Wenceslas by the electors may have been lawful, as the empire was elective; but he denies that hereditary monarchs could be deposed.³ The monarch is dependent on God only; it is to God only that he will give account for the souls of his subjects. All his jurisdiction and

¹ Id. id., XXIV. 1-3, 4 and 5.
² Id. id., XXIV. 53: "Quae proferuntur a rege non ut idio pepulius arbitretur ex eius natu monarchiam regiamque potestatem penderet. Nam et sine consentu populi potest iure suo princeps tributa imponere et exigere: sed ut paterna subditos monent causam necessarium esse ex qua coguntur propter utilitatem publicam, ab illis subdita petentur." ¹ Id. id., XXVI. 4, 11.
³ The most important defender in this period, after Bodin, of the absolute authority of the king was William Barclay, a Scotsman indeed by birth and early education at Aberdeen University, but he studied law at Bourges and became a Professor of Civil Law, first at Pont-à-Mousson and later at Angers.⁴ His most important work, 'De Regno et Regali Potestate,' was published in 1600, and while it is in large measure a reply to George Buchanan, it surveys the whole question of the source and nature of the royal authority.

If we make the attempt to set out Barclay's opinions in some reasoned order, we may begin by observing that he discusses the conception set out by Buchanan (and Hooker, as we may remember) that man had first created kings to remedy the disorders incident to life without a controlling authority, and then made laws for the purpose of restraining the arbitrary actions of the king.⁵ He maintains that laws are made not to bind the king, but to take the place of his personal authority when he was absent.⁶ He thinks indeed that princes should

¹ Id. id., XXVI. 5, 24: "Monarcha sedum a Deo pendit, et illi soli ipse pro animabus subditorum redditurus est rationem." ¹ Id. id., XXVI. 7, 9: "Omnis iurisdiction in statu monarchiae, quaeque potestas a solo Deo, et principis eum vicario monrachi pendet: idio subditus qui carent potestate, iuridice in sum animadvertere non possunt." ¹ Id. id., IX. 12.
² Id. id., II. (p. 83).
take advice, and speaks of the evil effects of neglecting this, but he is also clear that, finally, it is the king who decides what is to be law. He repudiates indignantly Buchanan's assertion that the Scottish constitution required that laws should be made with the consent of the "Proceres" and the approval of the people, and asserts dogmatically that, both in Scotland and in France, the king made laws without the consent of such a body as the "Senate." This is important, but more important is his emphatic statement that no one is a king who is bound by the laws.

Barclay's main principles will become clearer if we examine his conception of the source and character of the royal authority.

He maintains that the royal authority is Divine. He is careful indeed to explain that this does not necessarily mean that the man whom God destined for the government was king before the consent of the people was given. Saul, he says, was chosen by God, but was made king "populi suffragio," and it was the same with David. What Barclay means is that when the king has been, by the Divine permission, lawfully constituted by men, God gives him an authority which is superior to that of the whole people, for, when it is said that God has established the king, it is meant that God has confirmed his authority in such a sense that it cannot be violated or controlled by the people.

This, he maintains, is true also of the king who succeeds by hereditary right, unless the lawful heir is by nature incapable, or there is some grave doubt about the right order of the succession; and he refers to the succession in Scotland in the time of Robert Bruce and the dispute about the succession in France between Philip of Valois and Edward III., which was determined by the "Ordinum et Optimatum conventus."  

The authority of the king is thus derived from God, and Barclay illustrates this by a reference to Samuel's description of the "Jura Regis" (I Samuel viii.). Such royal conduct as Samuel describes, Barclay says, would be unjust, but cannot be judged by men. Kings and princes who acknowledge no superior are reserved to the judgment of God; others must answer to the king for their actions, but the king only to God. Those, therefore, who claim authority to judge the king, who is the vicar of God, are guilty of a great offence against God.

It is interesting to observe that Barclay finds himself compelled to repudiate or explain away St Thomas Aquinas. Boucher had cited St Thomas ('De Regimine Principum,' I. 6) as saying that if the people had the right to appoint the king, it was also within their right to depose him if he became a tyrant. Barclay endeavours to meet this by suggesting a doubt whether the 'De Regimine Principum' was a genuine work of St Thomas, and then argues that, even if it were genuine, the principle only applied when the king was elective.

Barclay thus maintains that the authority of the king is in such a sense Divine that revolt against him is revolt against God.

We turn from his theological arguments for the contention
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1 Id. id., I. (p. 41).
2 Id. id., I. (pp. 44-47).
3 Id. id., I. (p. 43).
4 Id. id., II. (p. 98).
5 Id. id., II. 61.
6 Id. id., II. 5 (p. 111).
7 Id. id., III. 2 (p. 112): "Quod igitur positum est, regnum a Deo esse . . . id est pertinere, ut intelligamus Deus Regibus, seu instituto, seu permessum ab hominibus legitime constituisse, cum authoritate praorogativum impertiri, quae omnis populi potestatem superari . . . (p. 113). Dicitur etiam constituisse Regem Deo, quod potentiam dominationis, instituto Regi delatum ida confirmavit, ut infirmi et populo aut infra humili amplius nullae ratione possit. Neque enim ut Reges creare, ita et avosato abdicare, aut in ordinem cogere, populorum arbitrio commissum est, idque infra pluribus demonstratur."
8 Barclay, 'De Regno,' VI. 20 (p. 489).
that the prince had an absolute authority to the legal. He maintains that this was the judgment of such eminent Jurists as the Speculator (i.e., Durandus the older), Bartolus, Baldus, Paulus de Castro, Ludovicus Romanus, Alexander, Jason, Albericus, and others. He sums up their opinion as being that the Pope and the prince, when acting "ex certa scientia," can do anything "supra ius, contra ius, et extra ius," for the prince has "plenitudo potestatis," and when he wills anything "ex certa scientia," no one can question his authority. It is sacrilegious to dispute about the authority of the prince. The prince can annul all "positive legis," and has in law and in fact ceased to be king. In another place Barclay goes still further. He repudiates indeed Boucher's contention that any private person may punish the tyrant when the public authority had deprived him of his kingdom; but he admits that the community may slay the prince who endeavours to destroy it, not indeed because the community is superior to the prince, but because, if he endeavours to overthrow the commonwealth and kingdom, he has deprived himself of all lordship, and has in law and in fact ceased to be king. It should be observed that with regard to this last point Barclay recognised that there was an interpretation very different from his own; that was the interpretation of Cujas, who, as we have seen, had maintained that the words "legibus solutus" only applied to certain laws. Barclay mentions the opinion, but only to repudiate it. 1

1 Id. id., III. 14 (p. 193): "An esse festinantem demoremur, dum singulos et ordine reconnamus, quae sit juris Doctorum in parte sententia, ex Speculantore, Bartolo, Baldus, Paulo Castrensi, Ludovico Romano, Alex- andro, Felino, Alberico, alliquo magni nominis interpretibus facile diecit. Papam solutum et Principem ex certa scientia, supra ius, contra ius et extra ius omnis possese. Atque in Principem quidem esse plenitudinem potestatis, et postquam aliquis vult ex certa scientia, nominem possese ei dicere, eum ipsas facie; et eum Principem constituere legem universalis, populum vero legem particularum. Et quod cum Principem sit causa causarum, non est de eius potestate inquirendum, cum praeponamus causae nullae sit causa: quaeiam illud quod primum est, aliquid ante se habere non potest. Et esse crimen sacrilegii instar disputare de potestate Principis. Et Principem solum possese caedere statuta, liest humanum sit, quod consilio Procerum uteatur, denique Principem possese tollere leges positivas, quia illis non subtrahit, sed illas sibi. Et Deum Principi legos subiectisse, et nullum legem eius celatudini imponi possese. Et etsi de iure aliquod non valeat, si tamen Principes de facto mandat servari, praeinde est, ac si de iure valut quo ad subditos. Et solum Principem soli Deci habere de precario redire rationem, et soli coelo debere squamacae rationum. Et tamen Principem esse vello maiestatem regione illius terminis limitare. Et Principem re vera esse solutum, pp. 315-318.

2 Id. id., III. 16. Cf. this volume, 448.

3 Id. id., III. 16 (p. 211).
in general terms, though with special reference to France and Scotland, he was aware that these were not recognised in all countries, and he seems to be perplexed about the German Empire and Poland.1

That Barclay’s judgment with regard to the absolute authority of the prince continued to be held by him is evident from another treatise, published in 1609, a year after his death. This was the work entitled ‘De Potestate Papae,’ which was concerned mainly with the refutation of the contention of those Roman Catholic writers who maintained that the Pope could, for sufficient reasons, depose kings. We are not here concerned with this question, but it is worth while to observe that Barclay repeated his judgment that the king was subject to God only, to no human or temporal punishment, and that, as the Jurists had said, he was ‘legibus solutus.’ 2 He admits indeed that the form of government in any commonwealth was a matter to be determined by human law, and even the decision who was to be prince; but when this had once been settled, obedience to him, in all things not contrary to the commands of God, was required by natural and Divine ordinance.3

Finally, there were two writers in England, by profession Civilians and Professors of Roman Law, whose work we might have discussed in Part III. of this volume; but although they were Civilians, their work was primarily related to constitutional conditions in England. The first of these, Albericus Gentilis, is justly famous for his work on the Law of War, in which he, at least in some measure, anticipated the great work of Grotius. He had been Professor of Civil Law in Perugia, but, adopting the Reformed opinions, he fled from Italy and finally found a refuge in England, and was made Professor of Civil Law in Oxford. 1 In 1605 he published a short work, ‘Regales Disputationes Tres,’ in which he discussed the source and nature of the authority of the king, with special reference to England.

Supreme princes, Albericus says in the first of these ‘Disputationes,’ have no superior, but are above all men; they are absolutely supreme, for they recognise no authority over them except God, neither man nor law. The prince is ‘legibus solutus,’ and ‘quodqueunque placet principi’ is law. This is not a barbarous rule, but that of the Roman Law, the most excellent of all the system of law of men. Again, a little later, the prince is God on earth, and his authority is greater than that which formerly belonged to the father over his son, or to the master over his slave 4; and in another place he even seems to suggest that the authority of the law of the prince is simply that of his will, without any reference to reason. 4

Albericus admits indeed that this was not true of all forms

3 Id. id. id. (p. 11): ‘Principes est Deus in terris, cius potestas maior est, quam quae olim fuit patris in filium, dominii in servum.’
4 Id. id. id. (p. 24): ‘Quod principi placuit’ inquit lex. Sufficit pro ratione voluntas ineptus Angelus. Et verba ilia (inquit Bodinus) rescriptorum, pleitoriis, ‘Ia nobis placet,’ apponuntur his, ut ostendat principium esse pendere vim, non a ratione.’
of monarchy. There were some in which authority rested upon certain agreements, and the subjects had reserved to themselves their own laws and privileges; he refers to Alciatus, and cites as examples of such conditions the imperial cities of Germany, some of the papal states in Italy, the provinces of “Lower Germany” (meaning, no doubt, the Netherlands), which had for so many years been defending their liberties, and the long and successful resistance of the Swiss to the Austrians.”

Albericus, however, contends that the English monarchy had not this character, but that in England the king had an absolute authority subject to no control by the public law. He refers to the important distinction made by Baldus between the ordinary and the extraordinary powers of the prince, and he identifies the latter with that which was meant in England by the Prerogative. The first is bound by the laws; the second is so absolute that the prince could take away a man’s lawful right without any case. 2

1 Id. id. id. (p. 14): “Generatorem vero ad potestatem bona praeos, quam absolutam contendimus, addendum est, hoc etsi a nobis proponemus, his qui sibi plus vel minus subditi sunt; non autem qui veniunt in dedicacionem certis foederibus, ut quas reseruerent aliquas leges et privilegia. Nam est quantum ad plenitudinem potestatis, non dicuntur subditi, quod post eis declarat Alcesatus.

Et de hinc non subditis tradit exemplum in certatibus Germaniae incognitibus, et in parte maioris pontificii Caesarum Italicorum. Nos notarii exemplum in provincias Germaniae inferiores libenter solerimus, quae iam annos plusminus pagant pro libertate contra illam plenitudinem potestatis. Prae quae libertate adhereret, sese domnorum, et adversus eandem domum Austriacam pugnaturum Heliuen dni ac solutie.”

Cf. for Alcesatus, p. 299 of this volume. 2


Atque is interpretatio etsi sensus commentarii scribatur, esse in princeps potestatem duplicem, ordinariam et privatae leges, et aliquam extra ordinariam, legibus absolutam. Atque absolutam dimittem, secundum quam poeite ille tellere nos alium, etam magnum, etam uno causa.”

Cf. id. id. id. (p. 25).

1 Id. id. id. (p. 25).

1 Id. id. id. (p. 18): “Profectur tertium (argumentum), quod non regeretur usque populum ad se amass, qui tantum usque quantum detulerit principum potestatem. In quo populus posuerint aliquid principum leges, quae ultra eam prorogati non hecet. Quod idem est utm magnum fallum, ut contra ostensum de Aristotele est. Qua addo Bodunum persnatum, quod hocide domnatus in Asia, Africa, Europa ostendit, secul domnorum in servos. Doctus Principe contendit, et talin regeg Ebraorum, de quo audit solvet illa. Hoc est ratio ipsa regis, qui regnatur supra nos. Filios vestros occupant, &c., in primo Samuellis.”

1 Id. id. id. (p. 17): “Principes, inquit Baldus, supra nos, sed ete civile, infra nos, sed ete naturale et gentium. Non supra divinum nos, ut idem scribit hic, et Bartolus et Angelus.

Legatur Princes et legi contractus, ut hic idem et Jason.”

1 Id. id. id. (p. 30): “Tertium causas in actu, quae fuit inter principem et privatum, ut in contractus. ut Principes solutus non est hinc legibus.”
this does not apply to the cases when the prince was subject to a judge or a guardian, as was alleged to be the case in France and the Netherlands. It is worth noticing that Albericus was aware of the arguments which had been drawn from the feudal laws in favour of the right to resistance, but he repudiated this on the ground that the nature of feudal authority was wholly different from that of a king: it was of the nature of a contract.

The authority of the prince is greater than that of even a father: and it belongs to the Divine law, the natural law of nations, and was not established by men alone. Albericus does not add much to the general theory of the absolute monarchy and its Divine authority, but he is of some interest as asserting that whatever might be the case in other countries, the English monarchy possessed in its Prerogative an extraordinary authority subject to no laws or limitations except those of the Divine and natural law, and of contract.

The other work of this same time is that of James Cowell, Professor of Civil Law in Cambridge, 'The Interpreter,' published in 1607. He had indeed in an earlier work, 'Institutiones Juris Anglicani,' published in 1605, set out constitutional conceptions similar to those of St Germans and Sir Thomas Smith. He distinguished in this work two elements in the laws of

1 Id. id., III., "De Vi Clivium in Regem" (p. 99): "Vim omnem civium iniustum semper in Principem casu defensimus (this does not apply to a prince like the Doge of Venice, who should rather be called a magistrate). Sed neque aut custode faciunt, aut custodem. Quemadmodum sub vassalorum iura."

2 Id. id. id. (p. 111): "Sextum (argument in defence of the right of resistance) . . . quod sicut potest feudatarius vi obstrueret violento domino, etiam proditioni obstrueret potest; ina et subditius possit obsestrere similis domino suo. Hoc enim argumentum tanto est infirium, quanto ius feudatis vasallium minus. Feudum non dat domino imperium in vasallium, est enim quidam contractus, quo quis alteri obligatur, non autem imperium conceditur . . . Alia subditoriis, alia vassalorum iura."

3 James Cowell, 'Institutiones Juris Anglicani' (ed. Cambridge, 1605), I, 2, 3: "Consuetudines minorum veteres, tam communi populi sponsione quam Regis approbatio promulgatae, et statuta, quae ad dictorum consensu normam vel etiam emendationem, communi regni consilio sanctatur." I, 2, 4: "Jus scriptum apud nos, saltum quod in usu est, continent statuta. Illa autem nos a sola principi voluntate proficiuntur, sed universi regni consensu per Regem ad hoc convocati stabiluntur. Sic tamen ut Regis approbatio necessario requiritur." I, 2, 5: "Jus civils Anglorum potest eorum consensu mutari, quorum consensus est promulgatum." 2 Id. id., I, 2, 6: "In hoc tamen Rex Anglorum legisbus est superior, quod privilegia pro arbitrio suo, dummodo tertia non injuriosa, personis singulis, vel etiam municipiis aut collegiis, concedendo potest."
Sir Thomas Smith well expresseth (lib. 2. cap. 3, 'De Repub. Anglorum'), and Bracton (lib. 2. cap. 16, 3), and Britten (cap. 39). . . And though, at his coronation he take an oath not to alter the laws of the land: yet, the oath notwithstanding, he may alter or suspend any particular law that seemeth hurtfull to the public estate (Blackwood, 'Apologia Regum;' 11).

There are clearly two conceptions expressed in the passage. First, the King of England does normally consult Parliament in making laws, but Cowell will not say that this is necessary; and second, that there is in the king an absolute power, which is above law; but Cowell may not here mean much more than the power of dispensing with the law or of granting "privileges" in special cases.

We go on to the article on "Parliament." "In England we use it for the assembly of the king and the three Estates of the realm, videlicet, the Lords Spirituall, the Lords Temporall, and Commons, for the debating of matters touching the commonwealth, and especially the making and correcting of laws. Which assembly or court is of all other the highest and of greatest authority, as you may recall in Sir Thomas Smith, 'De Rep. Ang.,' 2. 1, 2, &c. . . . And of these two one must be true, that either the king is above the Parliament, that is the positive laws of the kingdom, or else that he is not an absolute king (Arist., lib. 3, Politic, cap. 11). And, though it be a mercifull policie, and also a politique mercie (not alterable without great perill) to make laws by the consent of the whole Realme, because so no one part shall have cause to complains of a partialitie: yet simply to bind the prince to or by those laws were repugnant to the nature of an absolute monarchy. See Bracton, lib. 5, Tract. 3, ca. 3 nu. 3. . . . That learned Hotoman in his 'Franco Gallia' doth vehemently oppugne this ground . . . but he is clean overborne by the pois of reason."

This does not add much to the contentsions of the last passage, but there is perhaps a slightly different emphasis; for though Cowell uses the highest terms of the authority of Parliament, he maintains that an absolute king must be above Parliament and the positive laws of the kingdom.

In the article on Prerogative he declares very emphatically that the King of England is an absolute king. He explains that by the Prerogative he understands "that especial power, pre-eminence or privilege that the king hath in any kind, over and above the ordinarie course of the common law, in the right of the crown. . . . Now for these regalities which are of the higher nature (all being within the compass of his prerogative, and justly to be comprised under that title), there is not one that belonged to the most absolute prince in the world which will not also belong to our king, except the custom of the nations so differ (as indeed they doe) that one thing be in the one accompted a regalite, that in another is none. Onely by the custom of the kingdom, he maketh no laws without the consent of the 3 estates, though he may quash any laws concluded of by them. And whether his power of making laws be restrined (de necessitate) or of a godly and commendable policy, not to be altered without great perill, I leave to the judgment of wiser men. But I hold it incontrovertible that the King of England is an absolute king."

It is clear that Cowell conceives of the "Prerogative" as being some ultimate and reserved authority possessed by the King of England over and above his ordinary powers, which was comparable with the "absolute" power of other kings; this suggests a comparison with Albericus Gentilis; and, while he admits that by the custom of the country he made no laws without the consent of Parliament, he will not say whether this was necessary or merely good policy.

In the article on Subsidies he makes a somewhat curious suggestion. He defines a "Subsidie" as "a tax or tribute assessed by Parliament and granted by the Commons to be levied of every subject"; and adds: "Some hold the opinion, that the subsidie is granted by the subjects to the prince in recompense or consideration, that whereas the prince, of his absolute power, might make laws of himself, he doth of favour admit the consent of his subjects thereto, that all things in their own confession may be done with the greatest indifference."
If we now endeavour to sum up the development of the theory of the absolute prince in the sixteenth century, it seems to us clear that there were two elements in this, one theological, the other legal; but neither of these has any real relation either to the Renaissance or to that great religious movement which we call the Reformation and Counter-Reformation.

If we begin with the conception that the authority of the prince is absolute because he is the representative of God, and because his authority is therefore equivalent to that of God, it is obvious that it rested upon little except the tradition of the unfortunate phrases of Gregory the Great, and a superficial interpretation of some passages in the Old and New Testaments. Writers like Tyndale and Bilson among those who followed the Reformed movement, and Barclay among those who adhered to Rome, had evidently no serious or critical foundation for the view; while Luther once held it but later abandoned it; and Calvin and Hooker among the Reformed, and the great Jesuits like Suarez and Bellarmine among the Romanists, repudiated it. It is quite impossible to relate this in the sixteenth century to any one of the theological movements of the time in particular.

The nature of the legal conception of the absolute king is more complex. We recognize here the effects of the revived study of the Roman Jurisprudence in the Corpus Juris Civilis. The great Jurists were indeed perfectly clear that all political authority in the Roman State was derived from the people; but they wrote at a time when practically the legislative power belonged to the emperor; their conception of law and its source was for practical purposes represented in the words of Ulpian, "quod principi placuit, legis habet vigorem: utpote cum lege regis, quae de imperio eius lata est, populus ei et in eum omni suum imperium et potestatem conferat" (Dig. 1. 4, 1). The normal mediaeval conception of the nature and source of positive law was much more complex; it rested upon the principle that positive law was primarily custom; and this was expressed in the words of Gratian, founded indeed upon St Isidore: "Humanum genus duobus regitur, naturali videlicet iure et moribus" (Gratian, 'Decretum,' D. 1). When the conception of deliberate legislation gradually took shape the law was thought of as representing the action of the whole community, of the king doubtless, but also of the great and wise men, and as requiring the consent of the whole community. The words of the 'Edictum Pistense' of 864, "quoniam lex consensu populi et constitutione regis fit" (M. G. H. Leg., sect. ii. vol. ii. 273) are not, as some careless observers have sometimes seemed to think, mere empty phrases, however incidental in their original context they may have been; rather they represent the normal conception of men in the Middle Ages.

The revived study of the Roman law therefore brought into the political thought of the Middle Ages a new and revolutionary conception; and while there is little trace of this even in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries outside of the technical work of the Civilians, we can hardly doubt that it did gradually exercise considerable influence, and that the development of the theory of the absolute authority of the king or prince in the sixteenth century may, at least in part, be traced to this.

Again, it was from the revived study of the Roman law that there came the conception that the emperor was "legibus solutus," was not only the source of law, but was above it, or, if we may put it so, outside of it. What the original meaning of the phrase may have been, we do not feel competent to discuss. It is difficult to reconcile the view that it meant that the emperor could do or command whatever he pleased with the terms of the rescript of Theodosius and Valentinian of 426 A.D. "Rescripta contra ins elicita ab omnibus indicibus praecipimus refutari" (Cod. 1. 19, 7). What is quite certain is that the conception that the prince could normally ignore and over-ride the law was contrary to the whole tradition of mediaeval society from Hincmar of Rheims in the ninth century (cf. vol. i. pp. 230-235) to John of Salisbury in the twelfth (cf. vol. iii. pp. 137-142), Bracton in the thirteenth (cf. vol. iii. p. 38), Fortescue in the fifteenth (cf. this vol. p. 143), and Hooker in the sixteenth; and, as we have seen, the principles of the
political theorists correspond with the constitutional traditions in Spain as well as in England. It is true that the medieval Civilians were by no means certain or clear in their interpretation of the words "legibus solutus"; such a statement as that which Jason de Mayno attributes to Baldus, that the Pope and the prince could do anything "supra ius et contra ius et extra ius," may have corresponded with Jason's own opinion (cf. this vol., p. 83 and p. 149), but it can scarcely be said to have been asserted by the Civilians generally. As we have seen, in the sixteenth century Alciatus and the most important French Civilians from Connon to Cujas frankly criticised or repudiated the whole conception (cf. this vol., part iii. chap. 5). And even Budé and Bodin seem clearly to confirm the judgment that the "Parlement" could protect private rights against the king.

At the same time, the conception that the king was not only the source of law, but above it, was apparently present in the Roman law, and we see the reflection of it even in such a prudent and judicious official of the French Court as Michel L'Hôpital. Bodin clearly held the principle that the king was above the law, when he maintains that in spite of the rescript of Emperor Anastasius (Cod. I. 22, 6) the magistrates must obey the command of the prince even when he knew it to be contrary to the law; and Barclay sums up the opinion of the Civilians as he understood them as being that the Pope and the prince, who have "plenitudo potestatis," could do anything "supra ius, contra ius et extra ius," for he was "legibus solutus." This conception was even more revolutionary than the first, and more completely contrary to the whole character of the political civilisation of the Middle Ages, for, as we have so often said, the foundation of this was the principle that the law was the supreme power in the commonwealth. We do not, we think, go too far if we say that it is surely the foundation of any rational system of society that the authority of the law is greater than that of any individual member of the community.

1 Cl. p. 415 ff. 2 Cl. p. 424. 3 Cl. p. 448.
CHAPTER IV.

REPRESENTATIVE INSTITUTIONS IN PRACTICE.

We have dealt with these in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and have seen their importance as illustrating the general conceptions of men in Central and Western Europe about political authority; we must now inquire what place they occupied in the sixteenth century, in fact and in political theory. In this chapter we shall consider briefly what we know about the meetings of these representative bodies, especially in Castile and in France, and the part they played in public affairs, while in the next chapter we shall put together some of the contemporary theories of their powers and importance.

When we examine the proceedings of the Cortes of Castile we find that they were meeting frequently, and that they were occupied not only with questions of taxation, but with a variety of important public affairs. The first and most important of these, however, was legislation, and we have a very important statement with regard to this in the prologue to the proceedings of the Cortes at Toledo in 1480. In this year Ferdinand and Isabella, in calling together the representatives of the town, said that they did this because the conditions of the time required the provision of new laws, and they describe the process of legislation, as being the conditions of the time required, and that it was provided that royal Briefs using the phrases "proprio motu e certa scienza" or containing a "non-obstante clause" were to be treated in the same way.1

We may compare the terms in which the Cortes at Valladolid in 1506 promised obedience and fealty to the Queen Joanna, and her husband Philip; that is according to the laws and "fueros" and the ancient custom of the country. In another clause they declared that the kings (i.e., the former kings) had laid it down that when it was necessary to make laws, the Cortes should be summoned, and that it was established that no laws should be made or revoked except in Cortes; they petitioned that from henceforth this procedure should be followed.2

Isabella declared that all royal "mercedes e facultades" contrary to "desta ley" were to be treated as null and void, and that it was provided that royal Briefs using the phrases "proprio motu e certa scienza" or containing a "non-obstante clause" were to be treated in the same way.1

1 'Cortes,' vol. iv. Toledo, 1480.

Preface: "E nos conoscendo che queste

necesario y provechoso proveer de

remedio por leyes nuevamente fechas,

ansi para escuchar las pasadas, conm

para proveer e remediar los nuevos

casos, acercamos de entregar mandar

a las ciudades e villas de nuestros

Reynos que susen entregar procuradores
de Cortes en nombre de todos nuestros

Reynos, que entusien los dichos procura-
dores de Cortes asi para jurar al

principe nuestro hijo primogénito here-
dero destos Reynos, como para entender

con ellos e platir e proveer en las

otras cosas que sean necesaria de se

proveer por leyes para la buena

gobernacion destos dichos Reynos.

Los queles dichos procuradores . . .
nos preguntaron e dieron certas peti-
ciones, e nos suplicaran que sobrellas

mendamos proveer e remediar como

viesemos que cumplia a servicio de

Dios e nuestro, a bien de la republica,
e pacifico estado destos dichos nuestros

reyos, sobre las quales dichas petici-
ciones, y sobre las otras cosas que nos

entendimos ser complideras, con acu-

erdo de las peridados e casilleros e

doctores del nuestro Consejo, proveimr

e ordanamos e staumamos los leyes que

se siguen." 3

Id. id., Toledo, 1480, 84 (p. 164):

"Y queemos e ordanamos que todos

e quier mercedes e facultades

que de aqui adelante fueren fechas o
dadas contra al tonor desta ley, e

contra lo enella contenido, sean en si

ningunas e de ningund valor, aunque

contienen en si quier claunas

derogatorias e no obstancias." 4

95: Clause abolishing offices

created since 1440, on the death of

the present occupant, and even if

they were renewed by Briefs "proprio

motu e certa scienza" and containing

"non-obstante clause" these were to

be treated as "ningunas e de ningund

valor." 5

2 Id. id., Valladolid, 1606, Preface:

"Y prometen que los seran buenos e

leves vasales e suditos naturales . . .
sungd las leyes e fueros e antigua

costumbre destos Reynos lo di-
pone . . . " (p. 225) 6: "Y por esto los reyes

establecieron que, quando obiesen de

hacer leyes, para que fueren provechoas

a sus reynos, e cada provincia fuee

bien probeyda, se clamasen Cortes e

procuradores y entendiesen edillos, y

por esto se establece ley que no se

fijen ni rebocasen leyes syno en

Cortes: suplican a vuestras altezas

que agora e de qui adelante se guarda
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Again at Valladolid in 1518 and in 1523 the Cortes petitioned Charles (the Emperor Charles V.) that the "Cartas e Cédulas de suspensyones" which had been given by him and his predecessors should be revoked, and Charles assented. At the Cortes in Madrid in 1534, in response to a petition to the same effect, Charles said he did not intend to issue any such Briefs.2

In the proceedings of the Cortes at Valladolid in 1523 we have a formal declaration by the king, that the answers given by him to their petitions and "capítulos" were to be enrolled and carried out as laws and pragmatic sanctions made and promulgated by him in Cortes.3 The Cortes at Madrid in 1534 petitioned the king that all the "capítulos proveydos" in past and present Cortes should be recorded in one volume, with the laws of the "Ordinamiento," as amended and corrected, and that every city and "villa" should have a copy of the book; the king replied that he was providing for this.4

Towards the end of the century we find in the proceedings of the Cortes of Madrid of 1579-82 an important petition and reply with respect to the laws of the kingdom. The Cortes petitioned Philip II. that no law or pragmatic was henceforth to be made or published until it had been before them (sin que cuento dello). The king, in his reply, said he did not intend to issue any such Briefs, except for his ordinary revenues, impose taxation without the consent of the Cortes, and that this principle was recognised throughout the century.

In 1515 the Cortes met at Burgos, and the crown laid before it a statement on the War of the Holy League, and intimated that the King of France was about to make war on Spain, and asked for assistance. The Cortes thanked the crown for its communication, and in view of the situation granted the same aid as it done at Burgos in 1512.1 In 1518 the Cortes in Valladolid petitioned Charles V. to abolish all the new impositions which had been laid upon the kingdom, against the law, and Charles replied that if they would give him the details he would see that the matter should be dealt with according to justice.2 At the Cortes held at Santiago and Coruña in 1520, the Bishop of Badajoz reported the election of Charles to the empire, represented the great expenses which his coronation would involve, and asked the Cortes to continue the "servicio," which had been granted at

1 Id. id., Valladolid, 1518, 23; 1523, 62.
2 Id. id., Madrid, 1534, 42.
3 Id. id., Valladolid, 1523 (p. 402).
4 Id. id., Madrid, 1534 (1).

Cortes of Castile. 1663 to 1598 (Ed. Madrid, 1877, &c.): vol. vi., Madrid, 1679-1682, III. (p. 8-10): "Por tanto: suplicamos humildemente a vuestra Majestad, sea servido de mandar que de aqui adelante, estando el Reyno junto, no se haga ley, ni pragmática, sin darle primero parte della, y que antes no se publique; porque demás de ser esto lo mas conveniente al servicio de vuestra Majestad, lo recibiría por el mayor favor y merced que se pueda significar." R. (king's reply): A esto vos respondemos: que tendremos mucha queja con mandar que en lo que per esta vuestra petición nos suplicas, se dé al Reyno satisfacción, como es justo."1

1 "Cortes," vol. iv., Valladolid, 1518 (82): "Otro ay, suplicamos a vuestra Alteza nos haga merecido de mandar quitar todas las muchas y no necesarias que sean puestas entre Reynos contra las leyes e primitivas deudas.

A esto nos respondemos que declaro adonde estan puestas, y que nos mandaremos probar conforme a justicia."2

2 G
Valladolid in 1518, for three years more. This gave rise to a protracted discussion of the question whether the king's request for a grant, or the petitions and other business of the procurators should be considered first. The Cortes by a large majority agreed that the general business should be considered first, but the crown steadily refused to sanction this, as contrary to precedent. The majority still persisted, but gradually became smaller, and when at last the procurators of Valladolid went over to the minority, the grant to the crown was made.¹

The conflict was, however, renewed at Valladolid in 1523. Charles V. again asked for the "servicio," and promised that if it was granted within twenty days, he would reply to the petitions. The Cortes had demanded that these should be heard first, and that the petitions should be answered before the Cortes until their petitions had been considered, and suggested that this was contrary to the traditional usage, while the Cortes contended that they had received written instructions from their Cities, that they were not to grant the "servicio" until their petitions had been considered, and suggested that they should be sent to lay the matter before them.² The dispute about the precedence of petitions and grievances was continued at Toledo in 1525, and Charles again refused, saying that this was contrary to the traditional custom.³

When we come to the later part of the century it is clear that the authority to grant a subsidy (servicio) still belonged to the Cortes; the king (Philip II.) asked for it, and the Cortes granted it.⁴ We find also that the dispute about the precedence of subsidies and petitions was again renewed in 1563 and 1566,⁵ and that the king again promised that he would answer the petitioners before the Cortes terminated.⁶

But we also find a new and protracted dispute about certain other forms of the royal revenue. At the Cortes of Madrid in 1566 the king asked for a subsidy, and the Cortes granted it, but complained of certain new "rentas, &c.," which had been imposed by the crown, and presented a formal petition in which they urged that the former kings had ordained by laws made in the Cortes that no new "rentas, pechos, derechos, monedas" nor other forms of tribute should be created or collected without a meeting of the kingdom in Cortes, and the authorisation of the procurators, as was established by the law of the Ordinance of King Alfonso, ⁷

---

¹ Id. id., 'Santiago y la Coruña,' 1520 (pp. 300-321).
² Id. id., Valladolid, 1523 (p. 352): Declaration of the king: "Que otorgado el servicio dentro de veinte dias, que los capitulos que fueren dados y suplicaciones generales y particulares que traeyan de vuestras cibdades e villas, los mandare ver e responder como mas convenga." (p. 356): Statement of Cortes: "Fuese el servicio pasado dela Coruña y que no fueran oydos los procuradores tan complidamente como quiseran. Este enfermidad se sera de curar con medezina contraria, que primeramente fuesen complidamente oydos y despachados sus negocios y remedados los agravios que pretendan, y despues deste avia de ser pedido el servicio." (p. 357). The king refused, and insisted that this was contrary to the traditional custom. (pp. 358, 359). The Cortes deliberated and reported that the cities had given them written instructions that they were not to make a grant until their petitions had been examined, and they asked the king— (p. 361): "Nos mando hazer corveos alas cibdades fuziendoles saber todo lo supeditado, y aun poniendo de los que se compusen con la voluntad de vuestra alteza."
³ Id. id., Toledo, 1525-6.
⁴ Id. id., Valladolid, 1523, 42 (p. 378) (Reply of king): "A esto ves respondemos que no entendemos pedir servicio, salvo con justa causa y en Cortes, e guardando las leyes del reyno."
⁵ Cf. Cortes of Castile, 1563-1598.
⁶ Id., Madrid, 1563, 1566, 1578; Oecolovia, 1576; Madrid, 1572, 1578.
⁷ Id., Madrid, 1563, 1599.
⁸ Id., Madrid, 1553.
⁹ Id., Madrid, 1566 (p. 414), Petition III.: "Otroi decimos; que los Reyes de gloriosa memoria, predecesores de vuestra majestad, ordenaran y mandaran por leyes hechas en Cortes, no se crearen ni cobrasen nuevas rentas, pechos, derechos, monedas, ni otros tributos, particulares, ni generalmente, sin justa del Reyno en Cortes, y sin otorgamiento de los procuradores del, como consta per la ley del Ordinamiento del señor Rey Don Alfonso."
The king replied apologetically, urging the great wars in which he had been involved, and his great need of money; he said that he would rejoice if he could relieve the country of these burdens, but did not give any promise. The Cortes by a majority voted that they did not authorise any new “rentas” without the assent of the Cortes. The question was raised again in the Cortes at Cordova in 1570 and at Madrid in 1576, and the king argued in much the same terms.

It should be observed that the king, while contending that the conditions of the time compelled him to levy them, did not deny their illegality, and that he made no attempt to levy the “servicio” without obtaining the consent of the Cortes.

Legislation and taxation were not, however, the only public affairs which came before the Cortes. In 1476 the Cortes complained of the administration of justice, and asked that for two years they should be allowed to appoint certain persons who should reside in the royal Court, and the crown assented.

In 1525 Charles V. agreed that the Cortes should appoint two of their number to reside at Court as long as was necessary to see that what had just been authorised by the Cortes was carried out. Among other public matters with which the Cortes dealt, one of the most interesting was the union of the provinces, is sometimes very emphatically stated. It was on the representations and requests of the Three Estates of Provence that Louis XII. 1498 united this province to the French crown, with the promise to maintain all its liberties, customs, and laws. On the occasion of the marriage of Louis XII. to Anne of Brittany in 1499 it was provided in the Letters Patent, issued on the occasion by the king, that no new laws or constitutions should be made, which might change the rights and customs of Brittany, except in the manner which had been observed in the Duchy; that is, that if occasion

1 Id., Madrid, 1566 (p. 154).
2 Id., Madrid, 1566 (pp. 208, 209).
3 Id., Cordova, 1576, Petición III.; Madrid, 1576, Petición I.
4 “Cortes,” vol. vi., Madrigal, 1547, 3.
5 Id. id., Toledo, 1525, 16. "A esto vos respondimos que nos plazo que para la expedicion y esecucion de lo otergado en estas Cortes, podysas diputar dos personas de entre vosotros que resedan en nuestra corte por el tiempo que fuere necesario, como me lo suplicas; y para en lo de adelante, mandamos a los del nuestro consejo que lo vean y platican sobre ello, y lo provean como vieren que cumple al bien destos nostros reyosne."
6 Id. id., Burgos, 1536 (p. 249 fl.).

1 Ordonnances,” vol. 21 (p. 18).
2 Id., vol. 21 (p. 39).
3 Id., vol. 21 (p. 332).
should arise for some change, it was to be done by the Parliament and Assembly of the Estates of the province.1

It was with the advice of the Three Estates of Normandy that in 1499 Louis XII. transformed the “Exchequer Court” of Normandy into a “Parlement.” 2 We find in 1532 another example of the importance of the Provincial Estates in constitutional matters, in the provision for the perpetual union of Brittany to the French crown. The Estates petitioned Francis I. that the Dauphin should be recognised as their duke, and that various things done contrary to their customs should be revoked and annulled, as having been done without the knowledge and consent of the Estates; and they also petitioned that Brittany should be in perpetuity united to the kingdom of France. The king accepted their request, and declared his eldest son to be the Duke of Brittany, according to the custom that the eldest should succeed to the Duchy, notwithstanding anything that might have been done before to the contrary, without the knowledge and consent of the Three Estates.3

It is true, however, that in one important case we find that Louis XII. overrode the Estates of Provence. In 1501 he issued an Ordinance establishing a “Parlement” in Provence, and he did this after consultation with some notable persons of his Great Council, of the “Parlement” and of Provence; but there is no direct reference to the Estates.4 An Ordinance of 1502 seems to indicate that some representation had been made by the Three Estates of Provence, presumably against the creation of the “Parlement,” and the king had appointed a commission to inquire into the matter, and had in the meanwhile suspended the operation of the Ordinance of 1501. Louis XII., having heard the report of the commission and the representations of the Estates, now “de nostre plein science, pleine puissance et autorité royal et provençalle” confirms the creation of the Parlement.5

In 1535 we find an Ordinance of Francis I. which appears to us as though it were intended to impose certain limitations upon the meetings and proceedings of the Three Estates of Provence. They are not to meet more than once in the year, and then under Letters Patent from the king; they were to be presided over by deputies of the king, and were only to deal with matters mentioned in the Letters Patent, but they might make representations to these deputies, who might deal with them according to the powers which they had received, or report them to the king. The royal governor is forbidden to call together the Estates, except on matters of great urgency or danger. The king forbids the Estates to make Statutes or Ordinances, or any act of administration of justice, and declares these null and void if they should do so.6

1 Id., vol. 21, 1 (p. 149): “C’est a savoir que en tout que touche de garder et de conduire le pays de Brestaigne et les sujets d’ilocu, en leurs droits, libertés, franchises, usages, coutumes et tailles ... en maniere que aucune nouvelle loi ou constitution n’y soit faite, lors en la maniere acoustumé par les Roys et Ducs predecesseurs de nostre dite ou estbreinte coumune la Duchesse de Brestaigne, ...

7 Item, et en tant que peut toucher qui n’accroit que de bono raison il y eust quelque cause de faire mutacions, particulièrement on augmentant, diminuant on interpretant l’esdits droits, coutumes, constitutions ou establisments, que ce soit par le parlement et assemblees des estats dudit pays, ainsi que de tout tems est accoustumé, et que autrement ne soit fait, nous voulons et entendons que ainsi se fasse, appelles toutes voyes, les gens des trois estats dudit pays de Brestaigne.”

8 Id., vol. 21 (p. 216).

9 Recueil des Anciennes Lois,” vol. 12, No. 191 (p. 375).

4 Ordonnances,” vol. 21 (p. 280).

1 Id., vol. 21 (p. 298).

2 Recueil,” vol. 15, 221, 32 (p. 422) (1535): “Quant au fait des trois estats de noidite pays, Contes et terres adjacentes (Provence, etc.) ... statuons et ordonnons, qu’il ne pourront eux assembler, si n’est par nos lettres patentes, une fois l’année, en tel temps et lieu qu’il nous plaira ordonner par noidites lettres. Esguils estats présideront ceux qui par nous seront députés, et non autres, et y sera tout seulement tracté et conclul des affaires mentionnées en icelles. Bien pouvront les gens dedites estats deduire et remnoster les affaires à noidite deputes, pour y estre pourvenu selon le pouvoir que leur sera bulli, ou nous en faire le rapport.

33. Defends ons audit gouverneur, grand secrétaire et tous autres d'assemble l'edite estats, si ce n'est ou il y aurit cause urgence et nécessaire, ou peril éminent, auquel cas se assemblet par permission dudit gouverneur qui est à present, ou sera pour le temps advenir, ou son lieutenant, l'un desquels assistera et sera présent a l'assemble assemble, en laquelle pourvoiront audit éminent peril, et le plus quoy faire se pourra, nous adverdiront de ce qu’aura esté fait. ... 34. Inhibons et defendons aux gens dedite estats, de ne faire statuts et ordonnances, n'ayant autre effet d'administration de justice. Et si aucun en ont fait par cy devant, ou faisent apres les avons déclaré et declarnons nuls et de nul effect.”
We shall return to the position of the Provincial Estates, especially with regard to taxation, but in the meanwhile we may say that it is evident that they continued to have a very considerable constitutional importance.

When, however, we endeavour to determine what was the constitutional position and importance of the States General in France in the first half of the sixteenth century, we have found it difficult to form a precise opinion. It is not correct to say that they were wholly forgotten or ignored; the assembly, which seems to have the character of a meeting of the States General, held at Tours in 1506, dealt with the marriage of Francis, Count of Angoulême (afterwards Francis I.), and the daughter of Louis XII. It was provided by the Treaty of 1514 between Louis XII and Henry VIII. of England, that the Treaty should be ratified not only by the Parliament in England, but by the Three Estates to be called together for the purpose in France. Francis I. commanded his mother in 1525 to assemble "aucun nombre" of good and notable persons of all the provinces and cities of France, that they might give their consent to the Edict which he made in Madrid transferring the kingdom to his son (to be resumed by himself when he should be set at liberty). In the Treaty of Madrid of the same year between Francis and Charles V., it was provided that the hostages given to Charles should remain with him until the Treaty had been approved and ratified by the States General, as well as "registered" by the Parlements of Paris and the provinces.

It is true that the "Ordonnances" by which Francis I. entrusted the government of France in 1515, and again in 1523, to his mother, gave her what may be taken as meaning a complete authority to make "Ordonnances," Statutes, and EDicts, with the advice of the Council, but they also specifically include the power to call together the Estates of the kingdom, or any part of it, to report to them the affairs of the kingdom, and to ask for aids and money, and other things, which might be needed.

As we have often said before, we are not in this work writing a Constitutional History, nor are we concerned to disentangle the highly complex conditions, political and religious, which brought about the civil wars of France in the latter part of the sixteenth century; our task is only to endeavour to observe and understand the nature and history of the political ideas and theories of Western Europe. It is therefore not our part to explain why it was that with the death of Henry II. in 1559 the political conditions of France seem to have changed so suddenly; it is enough for us to observe that they did thus change.

In the year after Henry's death, his successor, Francis II., summoned the States General to meet at Orleans in December. Francis II. died on 5th December, but notwithstanding the Estates were opened on 13th December, with a speech by Michel L'Hôpital, the chancellor. How far the speech as reported and printed in his works corresponds exactly with what he said on the occasion we cannot pretend to say; but it contains some very important observations, both on the history of the States General and on their functions as conceived by a great royal official.

It was certain, he said, that the ancient kings were wont to hold the Estates frequently, though they had been disused for some eighty years. The Estates were an assembly of all the subjects or their deputies, and the purpose of holding them was that the king should communicate with his subjects on the most important matters and receive their opinions and counsels, that he should hear their complaints and grievances, and provide for these as might be reasonable. The Estates had therefore been called together for various causes, as circumstances required, to ask for help in men and money, or to set in order "la justice," or to provide for the government of the country, or for other business. (By the words "the

---

1 'Recueil,' vol. 12, No. 30 (p. 42). 2 M. L'Hôpital, 'Œuvres Complètes,' vol. 1, p. 378 (ed. 1824); "Or
government of the country" he seems to mean, specially, the determination of the succession, for he refers to the Estates as having decided that the succession to Charles IV. belonged to Philip of Valois and not to Edward III. of England. The king, he said, is not bound to take counsel with his people, but it is good and honourable he should do so. The former Estates had been most useful to the kings, and Louis XII. had discontinued the meetings, not because he feared to give the people authority, but because he did not wish to impose this burden upon them. The purpose for which the Estates had now been summoned was to find means to appease the seditions in the kingdom, caused by religion.

This speech of L'Hôpital appears to us to be of very considerable importance in relation to the development of political conceptions in the years which followed, and it is also specially important not only because he was a great officer of the crown, but because, as we have pointed out in the last chapter, he said (not quite correctly) he held very strongly that the authority of the king was not, in the strict sense, subject to the law, and that resistance to the Estates disused as a normal and reasonable form of the representation of the whole community, disused as he says (not quite correctly) for some eighty years, but traditional and useful. And it is also important to observe that he looks upon the function of the Estates when they met, as being, not merely to supply money, but also to give their opinion and counsel upon the highest and most important affairs of the country.

When we turn from L'Hôpital's opinion as to the nature and functions of the States General to the actual proceedings of their meeting at Orleans, apart from the question of taxation, to which we shall return later, we find that the Three Estates presented separately their "cahiers" with their complaints and requests, and in January 1561 the king issued a general "Ordonnance" "sur les plaintes, doléances et remonstrances des deputez des trois estats." 1 The Estates were also concerned with the question of the Regency during the minority of Charles IX., and in his "will and testament" L'Hôpital says that the question was brought before the Estates, and that they entrusted the "tutela" of the young king to his mother, and appointed the King of Navarre to help and advise her. 2

We do not pretend to deal with the history of the disastrous years that followed, the outbreak of the civil wars, the attempts at a settlement of the religious difficulties, and the massacre of St. Bartholomew in 1572. The Edict of pacification of May 1576 was followed in August by the meeting of the Three Estates at Blois; and it is at least evident that they were keen about their own importance, and asserted their constitutional authority. This is illustrated in the terms of the address to the king by the nobles, the composition of which is attributed to M. de Beaufrémont. They thanked God that the king had been pleased to call together the General Council of the kingdom, that is the Estates, to which his ancestors had always turned when it was necessary to set things in order. 3

1 "Recueil," vol. 14, No. 8 (p. 64).
2 M. L'Hôpital, "Œuvres," vol. ii. p. 607: "En controversia, cum ad tres ordines debatas esset ... vel acceptae ducti, quid censero sequius quos illi tutelam matri committeri? Vel assiduo nostro auditu, tutelam regii corporis et honorum matri detulerunt, regem Navarren adiutorum et consiliarium matri dedicerunt."
3 "Recueil des Pièces concernantes de la Tente des États Généraux, 1560-1614," vol. iii., No. 48 (p. 453), ed. Paris, 1789: "Nous louons Dieu, Sire ..., de ce qu'il vous a plu convoyer et assembler sous le nom des États, le Conseil Général de votre Royaume, seul et solitaire remede, auquel vos majeurs ont toujours recours, comme à l'ancien sacré, pour remettre toutes choses en leur intégrité et perfection."
important, however, is that the Third Estate demanded, first, that the States General should meet again after five years, and after that every ten years; and secondly, that the Ordinances made by the king should have a legislative character, and should not be revoked except in another meeting of the Estates.\footnote{Id. id., vol. iv., No. 108 (p. 274): \textit{"Il vous plaira que de dix ans en dix ans il en fasse une pareille convocation et assemblée des états... et néanmoins que pour cette fois, et afin de tenir plaidoir la main à l'exécution de ce qui sera avisé aux présents états, ils seront indiqués et remis à cinq ans prochains."}}

It was, however, twelve years before the Estates met again, in 1588, and again at Blois; and this time the Estates were largely under the control of the Catholic League; but it would appear that they were now even more determined to assert their constitutional position. The meeting of the Estates was opened by a speech of the king (Henry III.), and in this he declared on his oath that he would bind himself to maintain, and that he was thus imposing upon the royal authority more limits than his predecessors, but, he says, it was a token of the generosity of a good prince to submit to the laws and to bind himself to maintain them.\footnote{Id. id. (p. 275): \textit{"Il vous plaise, suivant les promesses connues en votre préposition, que ce qui sera par vous ordonné, suivant la renommance des trois états, ne pourra être révoqué, soit en général ou en particulier, sinon en pareille assemblée et sur pareil avis des États, enjouissant à tous juges, même à ceux de vos cours souveraines, en cas que pour faire on juger au contraire de ce qui aura été avisé auxdits états, leur fussent présentées lettres ou mandements, voire en forme d'édits, ou par dérogation spéciale en particulière, de n'y avoir aucun égard et de n'y point obéir."}}

It is no doubt true that Henry III. was at this time in the power of the Catholic League, and it is probably to the engagements of the \textit{"Edict of Union\textquotedblright} that these words primarily refer; but they suggest the temper of the Estates. We may put beside these some statements made by the Third Estate and the clergy, urging upon the nobles to join with them in persuading the king himself to swear, and to compel the Princes and the Three Estates to swear, to the Catholic Union. This, they said, could only be made irrevocable if it were sanctioned by the States General. The Edicts of the king had no other foundation than his will, and could be revoked by him at his pleasure, only Edicts approved and sanctioned by the States General were firm and inviolable. The kings were not bound by the civil laws (whatever this may mean), but they were bound by the Laws of God and the Natural Laws, and by those to which they had sworn when they were consecrated and anointed.\footnote{\textit{Recueil des Anciennes Lois,} \&c., vol. 14 (p. 632): \textit{"Extrait des Cahiers du Théorème présenté au Roi aux États de Blois,"} 1588; \textit{"Sur le point de la justice... que les Cours de Parlement ne passent à l'avvenir public et enregistrer les édits, avant qu'ils eussent été communiqués aux procureurs-syndics des États dans les provinces."}}

In the \textit{"Cahier\textquotedblright} of the Third Estate it was demanded that the \textit{\"Parlements\textquoteright} should not publish and register any Edict until this had been communicated to the \textit{\"Procureurs-Syndics\textquoteright} of the Estates of the province.\footnote{\textit{Recueil des Anciennes Lois,} \&c., vol. 14 (p. 123): \textit{"Laquelle ne peut autrement être, ni mieux établie irrévocable, qu'étant lue, approuvée et arborée en l'Assemblée générale des États. D'autant même que tous les édits des rois n'ont d'autre fondement que leur volonté et pleine, qu'elles sont révoquables par eux-mêmes d'un consentement contraire, ou quelque occurrence nouvelle, ou considération... \textit{"Que les rois n'étaient tenus aux lois civils; mais aussi qu'ils n'étaient exempt du suivi les lois établies de Dieu, sans les naturelles... ni les autres sous condition desquelles, la couronne leur étaient déférés, lorsqu'elles étaient nécessaires de suivre, entretenir et maintenir comme jurées à leur sacre et oncè nation royale."}}
It was also demanded by the Third Estate that the decisions of the Estates should not go to the king's council, but should be published at once, as in some other countries; but this was opposed by the nobles and clergy. And again, Henry III., in commanding the Estates to take the oath to the "Edict of Union," added that they should swear to observe the other fundamental laws of France about the authority of the king and the obedience due to him. The Three Estates were apparently greatly troubled about this, and to reassure them the king, as it is reported, declared "qu'il n'entendait faire lois fondamentales en son royaume que par l'avis de ses États."  

These meetings of the Estates did not contribute much to the restoration of peace, and it was the political genius of Henry IV., supported by the "Politiques," which saved the country. At the same time it must be observed that the conception of the determination of great national problems by a constitutional representation of the whole nation had become so important that for some years Henry IV. continued to profess his intention of calling together the States General. In the Declaration which Henry IV. issued after the assassination of Henry III., in August 1589, he promised to maintain the regulations about religion which had been agreed upon by him and Henry III. in April, until the conclusion of a general peace, or the determination of the States General, which he proposed to call within six months. A summons was actually issued in November 1589 for a meeting of the States General at Tours in March 1590, but the meeting did not take place; and indeed it was scarcely possible that it should, for it was in March 1590 that the battle of Ivry was fought, and the war with the Catholic League continued till 1591, and with Spain till the peace of Vervins in 1598.

The importance of the States General as representing the public mind is also attested by the fact that the leaders of the Catholic League called them together in 1583, while in 1596 Henry IV. called together, not the Estates, but an assembly of notables. D'Aubigné in his History gives an account of the deliberations of Henry IV., whether he should summon the States General, and tells us that he decided not to do so, as the condition of the country was too unsettled, but that he endeavoured to make the assembly in some measure representative both of the various provinces and of the various orders of society, and he tells us that in his letters of summons Henry directed those whom he called "de s'informer exactement de l'estat de la ville ou de la province," and "de prendre l'avis de ses sujets de ce a quoy il est bon d'y pourvoir pour y stabilir un bon et assuré repos, et assus de ce dont nous pouvons estre secours." And perhaps more important are the terms of his opening speech, in which Henry assured the notables that he had called them together, not as his predecessor had done, to make them assent to his wishes, but to receive their counsels and to follow them. No doubt we must not take these diplomatic and tactful phrases too seriously, but they serve at any rate to illustrate what Henry and his advisers recognised to be the tendency of public opinion.

It is quite true again that when Henry IV. issued the Edict of Nantes in 1598, he did not call together the Estates...
or even the notables, but published it with the advice of the Princes of the Blood, other princes and officers of the crown, and other great and notable persons of his Council of State; but he was careful to say that he did this after he had examined the "Cahiers des plaintes" of his Catholic subjects, and after he had permitted his subjects of the Reformed religion to assemble and prepare their statements; and that it was only when these had been carefully considered that the Edict was issued. 1

We must turn to the financial authority of the Estates Provincial and General in the sixteenth century. We must bear in mind that the position of the Provincial Estates was of great importance, and that even though the States General only met occasionally, it must not be assumed that it was admitted that the French crown had the right to impose taxation at its own discretion. We give a few examples of the recognition of the place of the Provincial Estates in this matter.

On the occasion of the marriage of Louis XII. to Anne the Duchess of Brittany in 1499, it was specially provided in the Lettres Patent confirming the liberties of the Duchy, that when subsidies were to be levied, the Estates were to be called together in the accustomed and we find that in 1561 the Royal Commissioners, who were sent to hold a meeting of the Estates of Brittany, were instructed to report to them the great expenses of the war in Italy, and to ask them to grant special taxation to meet these. 1 In 1551 Henry II. forbade the "Parlement" of Grenoble to interfere in the levy of taxes which the Estates of Dauphiné imposed at their annual meeting. 2 In 1571 it would appear that Charles IX. asked the Estates of Brittany to grant a subsidy of 300,000 livres, but they would only give 120,000. 3 In 1578 the Estates of Normandy demanded the reduction of taxation to the level of the time of Louis XII., and granted the taille for one year only. 4

When we turn to the national authority we find that there are some important references, even in the first part of the sixteenth century. Louis XII. in 1508 speaks of the grants of money in the form of aids, tailles, and gabelles, as having been imposed by his ancestors after great deliberations with the princes, prelates, nobles, burgesses, and other inhabitants of the country, to resist the invasions of its enemies. 5 It is true that the words do not refer directly to the States General, but they seem to imply the national consent to taxation. Francis I., in giving his mother charge of the kingdom in 1515 and 1523 during his absence at the wars in Italy, specifically mentions that he has given her authority to call together the Estates of the kingdom, or of particular provinces, to report to them the condition of his affairs, and to ask them for aids. 6 In 1549 Henry II. issued an Ordinance raising the wages of the "Gendarmerie," and substituting this for the contributions in kind which the inhabitants of the places where they were quartered had been obliged to make to them; but he adds that he had first caused the matter to be laid before the people of the various provinces, and had received their approval. 7 In 1555 Henry repeated the Ordinance, and again added that he had imposed the necessary taxation with the consent of his subjects. 8

1 'Recueil,' vol. 13, No. 265, p. 389.
2 Id., vol. 13, No. 204.
3 'Recueil,' vol. 13, No. 162.
4 Id., vol. 13, No. 205.
5 'Recueil,' vol. 61, No. 48 (p. 432).
6 Id., vol. 21, p. 385.
7 Recueil,' vol. 12 (p. 42).
8 'Recueil,' vol. 13, No. 3, note 1.
We have already dealt with the important constitutional conceptions of the history and nature of the States General which the Chancellor, Michel L'Hôpital, set out in the speech with which he opened the States General at Orleans in December 1560. For our present purpose it is important to consider the speech he made to them on 31st January 1561.

He first put before them the lamentable financial position of the king, whose debts now amounted to 43 million livres. He proposed that the clergy should undertake to redeem the royal domain and the aids and "gabelles" which had been alienated, and he proposed to the Third Estate that the "gabelle" in salt, the "tailles," and the tax on wine should be greatly increased; but he also assured them the king asked this only for a period of six years, after which all the taxes should be restored to the level at which they stood in the time of Louis XII. It is important also to observe that L'Hôpital added, that as the members of the Estates said that they had not received authority to make any grant, they should return to their provinces, and consult them, and return in May.

When the States General met at Blois in 1576, several of the deputies of the Third Estate represented that the crown was

---

1 Cf. p. 473.
2 M. L'Hôpital, "Œuvres Complètes," vol. ii. (p. 161). The king had reduced his expenditure, but there was a heavy debt of 43 million livres, and he therefore begged the estates "à subvenir à son prince et lui syder à son urgent necessité" (p. 154). The king begged the clergy "de recépiier son domaine, ses aydes et gabelles alias,ez, et s'il ne lo pouvoit faire présentiement, qu'ils le fissent, dans six années prochaines... Toutes fois avait été advisé ung expedient, qu'aux lieux et endroits ou le roy prenait son droit de gabelles, on beroit sur chacun moyd de sel quinze livres tournois et aux lieux où il n'y a gabelles, on prendrait ung quart au autres relevances..."

(p. 160) Et au regard du tiers-estat, quils consentissent à l'augmentation des tailles; et où l'on ne perçoit que les droits de laitinière ou douzîme du vin, que le roy en prendroit le quart ou autre raisonnable impost... et que le roy ne demandoit lesdits impostes, aydes et subventions, que pour six ans au plus, et si plutost il se trouvoit acquitée de ses dettes, il remetroit le tout à son ancienne forme, et en tel estat qu'il estoit du règne de Louis XII... (p. 160) Et parce que lesdits estats avoient renommé, qu'ils n'avoient chargé de ceux qui les avoient commis d'aucune chose asser, dict qu'ils se retirassent en leur pays, et assemblasser par gouvernemens, que dedans le premier jour de Mai ils composerassent à Melun."

---

**Leaving money by various new impositions, contrary to the ancient constitution, and it was agreed to request the king to cause inquiries to be made about this in each province.**

The nobles joined in this request, and again, when the Third Estate was asked to grant an aid of two million "livres," it replied that they had received no power from their constituencies to make such a grant.

At the Estates of Blois in 1588, one of the Burgundian deputies complained that they had been compelled to pay extraordinary impositions "contre la liberté et le privilège du pays," and the Third Estate joined in the demand that the taille should be reduced to the level of 1576.

As we have already pointed out, no States General met during the reign of Henry IV., but it must be noticed that it was with the advice and consent of the Assembly of Notables which he called together in 1596 that the new tax of the "pance" was imposed in 1597; and it was provided that while one-half of the proceeds of the tax was to be under the direct control of the king, the other half was to be administered by a commission appointed by the notables. This arrangement did not, however, continue long. After a few months the commission transferred their part to the king, and in 1602 Henry IV. abolished the tax, on the ground that it had been found peculiarly onerous, and substituted other forms of taxation for it.

It would thus appear that in the sixteenth century, as before, apart from the ordinary revenues of the crown, which now included the taille at a more or less definite amount, it was generally held that it was proper, if not absolutely necessary, that the crown should obtain the consent of the com-

1 "Recueil des Pièces concernant la Tenu des États Généraux, 1560-1614," vol. iii. p. 233: "Que pendant l'assemblée de ces présents États, en fait loyer par les provinces plusieurs deniers sur le dit Tiërs-État, tant par formes d'emprunts, nouvelles impositions, que autres nouvelletés, et érections de nouveaux États et Officiers, contre l'État ancien, et à la sollicu-
community, either formally or informally, through the Provincial Estates, the States General, or some less formal assembly, before it could impose taxation. It is no doubt probably true that in the sixteenth century, as in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the crown from time to time raised money without any constitutional formality, but it seems clear that this was irregular.

CHAPTER V.

THE THEORY OF REPRESENTATIVE INSTITUTIONS IN THE POLITICAL LITERATURE OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

We have so far considered the importance of the representative institutions as we find them illustrated in the actual proceedings of the Cortes and the Estates, Provincial and General, of Spain and France, but we must now take account of the discussion of the subject in the political treatises and pamphlets of the sixteenth century. We have said enough to show that these representative institutions continued in the sixteenth century to have some real importance in the structure of political society.

This, however, is not a sufficient account of the significance of the conception of the organised representation of the community. We think that it is clear that the importance of this was almost universally recognised in theory, and was accepted even by those who insisted most strongly upon the authority of the monarchy.

We may begin by reminding ourselves of the terms in which Commines, in the last years of the fifteenth century (or the first years of the sixteenth century), refers to the States General. Commines' own opinion was that the royal power was greatly increased when the king acted with the advice or counsel of his subjects, that is of the Estates; he speaks with disdainful contempt of those who opposed their meetings as tending to diminish the royal authority; and he is equally dogmatic in maintaining that the king had no authority to
impose taxation on his subjects without their consent. It is quite clear that to Commines the meetings of the Estates were a normal, useful, and even, for financial purposes, a necessary part of any intelligent system of government; and this is the more important because he was a great servant and officer of the French crown.

It is, again, true that while de Seyssel's principle of the limitation of the authority of the French monarchy rested primarily upon a legal foundation, and that he was little interested in representative institutions, he was clear in maintaining that when there were great matters to consider, such as war or legislation, the king should call together, not his Ordinary Council, but a great council of princes, prelates, nobles, jurists, and (though he seems to admit it grudgingly) some citizens of the great towns. De Seyssel had been, like Commines, for many years in the service of the French crown.

Again, as we have seen in the last chapter, Michel L'Hôpital as Chancellor of France, in 1559, spoke of the ancient Kings of France as having held meetings of the Estates frequently, and said that they had consulted them on matters of grave importance for the country. He says indeed that the king was not bound to take counsel with his people, but it was good and useful that he should do so. It is clear that in L'Hôpital's opinion the States General, as representing the French people, were a normal and valuable part of the political organisation of the country.

It is also very important to observe that even Bodin, with all his insistence upon the "Maiestas" (sovereignty) of the King of France, maintains the great importance of the meetings of the representative assemblies, and indeed states this as a general principle which applied not only to France, but to the other important countries of Western Europe. He urges the great advantages of such assemblies for dealing with the evils which might arise in the commonwealth, for making laws, or for raising money. He praises the Spanish and French rule that their "Curiae" or "Parliaments," met every three years, and while he admits that the King of France did not call together the "Comitia" (the States General) so frequently, he points out that six of the French provinces had their particular assemblies. He mentions with approval Commines' vigorous criticism of those who had opposed the meeting of the States General, on the accession of Charles VIII. (Tours, 1484); and finally he describes with admiration the system of representative assemblies, local and general, which were highly developed in Switzerland and Germany.

1 Bodin, 'De Republica,' III. 7 (p. 346): "Regis tamen potestas optimis legibus ac institutis moderata, nihil corporibus et collegis firmius aut stabilius habere potest. Nam si culpibus, si pecunias, exercitum, regis quos est, id omnium optime a collegis et corporibus fieri solet. Qui postea ilii ipsi qui conventus, quae Hapiani curiae, Angli parlementa vocant abolebantur, urgetibus periculis ad conventus, velut ad sacrum anchoram confugire, ut seipsos Romae publicam et hostibus tuantur. Ubi enim melius de curandis Reipublicae morbis, de amandis populis, de inhumanis legislatibus, de statu conformando, quam apud principem in senatu, coram populo agi potest? ... Quamobrem sapienter a Anglis et Hispanicis institutum est, si quidem illud noneremus, populi conventus tertio quoque anno haberi, et ut princeps libenter id faceret, nullum imperii tributum poterat, nisi populi conventus habercnt. Id quod cattum faetum memini, quam ab Andium Duco Francisco in Anglia inceus legationis causa trajici. Nostri reges non ita saepere ut Angli comitia cogunt, sed cum sexdecim provinciae in hoc imperio numerantur, sex habent suis quaedam singularia comitia, quae ut omnino talierentur modis omnibus in burgis est ab iis qui sunt sceleratae et peculiis perulgari metuunt. Ut etiam Carolo VIII Regis Imperium insune, cum universae provinciae conventus haberent, alia una voce condamnarentur, non debuerunt qui maiestas crimen ingenerent iis, qui in senatu cum populio idem sentierant; quibus acererine restituit Philippus Comminius rerum gerendorum usu clarissimus senator. Sed quam sint necessaria totius populi concilia, ex co perspective, quod quibus populis sua concilia cogeret, cum ilia optime agitur: coeteri populi tributis ad servitute urgentur, nam singularum voces minus exaudientur; totius vero provinciae clarissima vox est, rogatio officiorum, quas ne princeps quidem ipse, si velit, repudire posset. Quoniam innumerables sunt conciliorum utilitates. Nam si commiserint exercitus, imper-io tributa, cogendae pecuniae sit, tum ad hostes repellandos, tum ad latrocinia perditorum hominum contra, tum ad portus, aces, morias sordet Sancti, vias et hostes idem genue sacriquit, quae nulla ratione possunt ad singulis, omnium optime ab universis conferri; ut eum omnium coetera. ... Sed quae de conciliiis provincia- rum dissimus quam stant Ratispublicis utilis, quam provinciae salutari, quam civilitates singulis neces- sariarum, omnium optime. Habetur tria ad Germania sentient, neque melius, quia fructus longe quam nos ubi.
Bodin returns to the subject in a later book of the 'De Republica,' and deals specially with the principle that no taxation could be imposed without the consent of the Estates. He says that in an assembly held by Philip of Valois in 1338 it was declared that no taxation could be imposed without the consent of the Estates; and that though Louis XI. imposed a tax (without their consent) in the last years of his reign, this was abolished by the States General of Tours on the accession of Charles VIII. He adds that Commines maintained that princes could only impose taxes with the consent of their subjects, as was still the rule in Spain, Britain, and Germany.

We have already referred to the very interesting and important statements of James Almain and John Major, in the early years of the century, that the community is superior to the king, and can depose him; and John Major says that in difficult matters the Three Estates of the kingdom are to direct him. In another place we have pointed out that Calvin, with all his emphatic condemnation of the disobedience of private persons to the divine authority of the ruler, was also clear that if the king should abuse his authority and misgovern his subjects, the magistrates of the people, or perhaps the Three Estates, should restrain him. We have also, in an earlier chapter, dealt with the conception of the nature and source of law in St Germans (1539), and especially his treatment of English law as being primarily founded upon custom; and we are here only concerned to observe that when this was not adequate, the laws which he calls statutes could be made by the king, the lords spiritual and temporal, and the community of the whole kingdom in Parliament.

We have also referred to that important work of Sir Thomas Smith, 'De Republica Anglorum,' which sharply contrasts the prince who governs with the consent of the people and according to the laws of the commonwealth, with the tyrant who makes and breaks the law at his pleasure. We must now consider his treatment of the nature and power of Parliament. He defines a republic or commonwealth as being a multitude of free men united into one, and holding together by mutual wills and contracts, for their protection in peace and war. The fundamental character of the government of the commonwealth of England he describes in sweeping and emphatic words. It belongs to three kinds of men; the king or queen by whose will and authority all things are ruled, the greater and lesser nobles, and the yeomanry, and each of these classes has its part in judgments, in election of officers, in imposing taxation, and in making laws. The meaning of this far-reaching statement is explained when, in a later chapter, he goes on to describe the Parliament and its powers. It is in the Parliament that the whole absolute power resides, for there are present the king, the nobles, the commons, and the clergy are represented by the bishops. It is they who take counsel for the well-being of the kingdom and commonwealth, and when, after long deliberation, a Bill is read three times, discussed in both Houses, approved, and confirmed by the assent of the king, no question can be raised as to what has been approved.
decided, for it has the force of law.¹ There was indeed little or nothing that was new in this, but it is interesting to compare the statement of the "absolute" authority which resides in Parliament with the conception of Bodin.

Sir Thomas Smith goes on to enumerate the powers of Parliament, and in a later chapter, those of the king. Parliament among other things makes laws, declares the rights and properties of private persons, establishes the forms of religion, determines the succession to the kingdom, imposes taxation.²

The king, on the other hand, has the right of making war and peace, of appointing the Council, he has absolute power, not restricted by any laws, in time of war; he has control over the currency, the right of moderating the severity of law, when mercy and equity require it; he appoints the chief officers of the kingdom, and no jurisdiction great or little belongs to anyone except the king.³

We have set out these statements of political writers, mostly of the earlier part of the century, because, as it seems to us, it is only when we have made clear to ourselves what was the normal judgment of the time that we can properly understand and appreciate the significance of the often highly controversial literature of the later part of the century.

We have already cited George Buchanan's emphatic statement that the legislative authority belonged to the whole people of a commonwealth, but that as in Scotland this

¹ Id. Id., II: "The most high and absolute power of the realm of England consisteth in the Parliament. For as in warre where the king himself in person, the nobilitie, the rest of the gentilitie, and the yeomanrie are, is the force and power of England: so in peace and consultation when the Prince is to give... the last and highest commandement, the Baronio for the nobilitie and higher, the knights esquires, gentlemen and commons for the lower part of the commonwealth, the bishopges for the clergie, be present to avertise, consult and shew what is good and necessary for the commonwealth, and to consult together; and upon mature deliberation everie bill or lawe being thrice read and disputed upon in either house, the other two partes first each apart, and after the Prince himself in presence of both the partes doth consent unto and alloweth. That is the Prince's and whole realmes' deede: whereupon justice no man can complaine, but must accommodate himselfe to find it good and obey it."
² Id. Id., II: 1.
³ Id. Id., II: 4.

power should be entrusted to persons chosen from all the orders (Estates) who should deliberate with the king, and that only after this should the final judgment be given by the people.¹

In the Huguenot pamphlets the demand for the recognition of a regular representative authority was founded in the first place upon historical contentions, which may have been in some respects overstated and even fantastic, but that does not mean they had no value. Hotman in the 'Franco Gallia' (1573) maintained that the supreme government in the Merovingian period belonged to the assembly of the representatives of the whole people, which met every year, and was composed of the king, the nobles, and the deputies of the provinces, and he held that this continued in the Carolingian period, and under the house of Capet.² He was on firmer ground when he came to the later Middle Ages, and put together a number of examples of the importance and actions of the States General in France, from the time of the first great meeting, to deal with the conflict between Philip the Fair and Boniface VIII. in 1302, down to the States General of Tours in 1484.³ He cites that important passage in Commines' 'Memoires,' to which we have already referred, and concludes that it was only the flatterers of the king who resisted the freedom of the Estates.⁴

Much of this may seem a little fanciful, but it is not so fantastic as the notion that in the Middle Ages the government of the Empire or the French kingdom had been that of an absolute monarch. We are, however, not here concerned with the accuracy of Hotman's appeal to history, but with the importance of its appearance at this time. For it recurs in the other important political tracts of the time.

The 'Remonstrance' demanded the restoration of the ancient laws and the assembling of the Estates, as had been the custom till the French kings desired to rule absolutely

¹ Cf. p. 333.
² Hotman, 'Franco Gallia,' X., pp. 647; XV., XVII. ³ Id. Id., XVII.-XIX. ⁴ Id. Id., XIX. (p. 798).
kingdom, who had also exercised the right of deposition.\(^1\) The ancient and authentic histories showed that the same Estates had possessed the authority to appoint and remove the principal officers of the crown, or at least to observe what the kings did in this matter, and to control taxation and the other more important affairs of the kingdom in war and peace. The writer recognised indeed that this was no longer the case in France, but he maintains that this was contrary to the methods of the "Anciens" and "directement repugnant aux loix possées avec le fondement de la Monarchie Française," and he appeals to all good jurists to say whether any prescription was valid against these.\(^2\)

The 'Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos' sets out the same conception in emphatic terms. In ancient times the assembly of the Three Estates met every year, in later periods from time to time, to determine matters concerning the commonwealth, and the authority of this assembly was such that its decisions were held as sacred. It was in its power to determine such matters as war and peace, as the imposition of taxation, and when the corruption or tyranny of the king required, it could even change the succession. Hereditary succession had been accepted to avoid the inconveniences of election, but when it caused greater evils and the kingdom became a tyranny, the lawful assembly of the people retained authority to depose the tyrant and to appoint a good king in his place.\(^3\)

1 Remonstrance aux Seigneurs,' p. 76: "Procure que les plus anciennes obtiennent et recouvrent leurs vigueur en ce Royaume, et que par la convocation legitaire des Estates (ou comme en un Royaume libre, les lois doivent aussi etre libres), on pourvoey a une ruine prochaine dont la France est menasse. Qui est un moyen de plus detestable que que la royalit et consentement de son peuple; et what is it more than that he should lord it over them by constraint; how can the State be now maintained but by the ancient and sacred rule of calling together the Estates, by means of which some remedy might be found for the corruption of religion and justice.\(^4\)

The 'Droit des Magistrats' points out the excellent results of the recognition of the authority of Parliament in England,\(^5\) and asserts that the French people had from the first so ordered the monarchy that the kings did not reign by hereditary succession alone, but were elected by the Estates of the

---

\(^1\) 'Remonstrance aux Seigneurs,' p. 76: "Procure que les plus anciennes obtiennent et recouvrent leurs vigueur en ce Royaume, et que par la convocation legitaire des Estates (ou comme en un Royaume libre, les lois doivent aussi etre libres), on pourvoey a une ruine prochaine dont la France est menasse. Qui est un moyen de plus detestable que que la royalit et consentement de son peuple; et what is it more than that he should lord it over them by constraint; how can the State be now maintained but by the ancient and sacred rule of calling together the Estates, by means of which some remedy might be found for the corruption of religion and justice.\(^4\)

\(^2\) Id., p. 77.

\(^3\) 'Droit des Magistrats,' p. 769.

---

\(^4\) Id., p. 766.

\(^5\) Id., p. 767.

\(^6\) 'Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos' Q. 3, p. 98: "At præter hæc, quodamvis elin, post vero aliquando, quod tum necessitas postulabat, habeat trium ordinum conventus, quo regionis urbesque omnis alieus nomini suis legatos mittebant, et quidem Fiebel, Nobles, Ecclesiastici in uma quea sigillatim, ubi de his quae ad Reopublicam pertinent habebatur.

---

\(^1\) Id., p. 766.

\(^2\) Id., p. 767.

\(^3\) 'Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos' Q. 3, p. 98: "At præter hæc, quodamvis elin, post vero aliquando, quod tum necessitas postulabat, habeat trium ordinum conventus, quo regionis urbesque omnis alieus nomini suis legatos mittebant, et quidem Fiebel, Nobles, Ecclesiastici in una quea sigillatim, ubi de his quae ad Reopublicam pertinent habebatur.

---

\(^4\) Id., p. 766.

\(^5\) Id., p. 767.
Like the ‘Droit des Magistrats,’ the ‘Vindiciae’ cites the example of the regular meetings of the Parliament in England and Scotland, and in another place maintains that in the empire, as well as in Poland, Hungary, Denmark, and England, taxes could only be imposed by the authority of the public assembly, and asserts that this had been the rule also in France, and refers to the law of Philip of Valois.

We turn to Spain and the Jesuit Mariana. In an early chapter he declares that the decision about the law of succession must be made in a forum, but his position is more clearly developed in a later chapter in which he discusses the question whether the authority of the community or the king is the greater. (We have already cited some passages from this chapter.) He begins by referring to the constitutional order of Aragon, but, feeling that this was somewhat unusual, he turns to other countries where the authority of the people was less. Almost all recognize the king as ruler and head of the commonwealth, and that his authority is greater than that of any of the citizens, but they deny that his authority is equal to that of the whole commonwealth or to that of the representatives and principal men elected from all the orders (Estates) in their assembly; as we see in Spain, where the king cannot impose taxes against the will of the people. It is the same with laws, they are set up when they are promulgated, but are established by the custom of those who live by them. The commonwealth has the right to depose and to slay the king who becomes a tyrant, for it has retained in its own hands an authority greater than that which it has delegated.

Mariana recognized indeed that there were some learned men who denied this, and maintained that the king was greater than the whole body of the citizens. He answered that this was true only in nations where there was no public assembly, where the people or the chief men never met to deliberate on the affairs of the commonwealth, where men were compelled to obey, whether the rule of the king was just or unjust. He adds contemptuously that this was surely an excessive authority, and very near a tyranny, and as Aristotle had said might be found among barbarous peoples. We are, however, he says, not concerned with barbarians but with that form of government which exists among ourselves (in Spain), and with the best and most wholesome form of government.

1 Id., Q. 3, p. 100.
2 Id., Q. 8 (p. 79): “In alia provinciis videlicet minor populi acutoritate est, Regum maior: an idem iudicium sit, et a rebus communes id ex pietate considerandum est. Plurimos omnes Regem rectorem reipublicae et caput esse concedunt, rebus gerendis supremum et maximum auctoritatem habere, sive bellum hostilibus indicandum sit, sive iura subsidii in pace danda. Neeque dubitant maiorum unius quam singularum tum civium tum populi imperandis potestatem esse.

Idem tamen, si republca universa, aut qui eius partes gerant, sive primario ex omnibus ordinibus dolcent, in unam locum sistentiamque conveniant, nong est faciei major atque auctoritati Regem fore. Quod experimento comprobatur in Hispania, vectigalibus imperare Regem non posse populo dissentire. Utetur quidem Illo ario, praemium civibus ostentabili, nonnullam terrae, pertinendis caestis in unam sententiam: sollicitabit, verbis, spes, promissis (quod an recte fiat non disputamus); sed si resistenter tamen, eorum potius iudicio quam Regis voluntati stabitur. Idem

1 Id., I. 8 (p. 71): “Video tamen non esse virum eruditionis, qui esset statuens. Regem non singulis modo civibus, sed eum unius universi maiorem esset...” (p. 72) Autem perspicuum est, id institutum in quibusdam gentibus vigere, ubi nullius est publicus conventus, nunquam popularis aut processus de republica deliberaturi convenit: ob temperando tantum necessitas urget, sive acueum sive iniquum Regis imperium sit. Poteat nimirum procul dubio, proximeque ad tyrannidem vergere, quem inter gentes barbaras vigere Aristotelis affirmatur rei quidem.
Mariana's conception is clear, but it is further developed in a very important passage dealing directly with the Cortes. In order to restrain the king within due bounds, our ancestors, he says, had provided that nothing of greater importance should be done without the will of the chief men and the people, and to this end it was the custom to call to the assembly of the kingdom men chosen from all the orders (Estates), the Bishops, the "Proceres" and the Procurators of the cities. This still continued in Aragon and other provinces of Spain, but in Castile (in nostra gente) it had for some time come about that the "Proceres" and the Bishops had been excluded from the assembly, and he suggests that this had been done in order that public affairs should be controlled by the capricious will of the king and the desires of a few. The people complained that the Procurators of the cities who alone continued to attend were frequently corrupted by bribes and promises, especially as they were appointed by lot and not by deliberate choice.

These observations of Mariana on the composition of the Cortes of Castile are very important and interesting, and in the remainder of the chapter he develops his view of the importance of the aristocratic element in the Spanish constitution. We are, however, not writing a history of constitutions, and cannot therefore deal with this question as it deserves.

We turn to Hooker, and it is highly important to observe how emphatically so careful and restrained a political thinker sets out the importance of the authority of the community as represented in Parliament. In the first book of the 'Ecclesiastical Polity' he was dealing with the general principles of law, and the source of the positive law in the authority of the community; he was not concerned, except incidentally, with the question of the representation of the community. Such reference, however, as he made, was clear and unequivocal. "Laws," he says, "they are not therefore which public approbation hath not made so. But approbation not only they give who personally declare their assent by voice, sign, or act, but also when others do it in their names by right originally at least derived from them. As in parliaments, councils, and the like assemblies, although we be not personally ourselves present, notwithstanding our assent is by reason of others, agents there in our behalf." It is Parliament which expresses that public approbation without which there is no law.

It is, however, in the eighth book that Hooker's treatment of representative authority is fully developed. He does this in his careful discussion of the relation of the ecclesiastical authority to that of the State, and it is in this connection that he sets out with great precision his conception of the nature of Parliament, and of its relation to the king and the whole community. "The Parliament of England, together with the convocation annexed thereunto, is that whereupon the very essence of all government within this realm doth depend; it is even the body of the whole realm; it consists of the king and of all that within the land are subject unto him; for they are all there present, either in person or by such as they voluntarily have derived their very personal right

---

1 Hooker, 'Ecclesiastical Polity,' I, 10, 8.
unto." 1 Such is Hooker’s conception of the nature of Parliament, and lest there should be any confusion as to the source of its authority, he adds at the end of this section: “Which laws being made amongst us, are not by any of us to be so taken or interpreted as if they did receive their force from power which the prince doth communicate unto the Parliament, or to any other court under him, but from power which the whole body of the realm being naturally possessed with, hath by free and deliberate assent derived unto him that ruleth over them, so far forth as hath been already declared.”

The authority of the laws is derived, not from the king, but from the whole community, as indeed is the authority of Parliament, or to any other court under him, but from power which the whole body of the realm being naturally possessed with, hath by free and deliberate assent derived unto him that ruleth over them, so far forth as hath been already declared.”

The authority of the laws is derived, not from the king, but from the whole community, as indeed is the authority of the king himself, as we have seen in an earlier chapter.2

The authority of the king in regard to the making of laws had been described a little earlier in the same section as mainly negative. “The supremacy of power which our kings have in the case of making laws, it resteth principally in the strength of a negative voice; which not to give them, were to deny them that without which they were but mere title, and not in exercise of dominion.”

It is clear that Hooker, like St Germans and Sir Thomas Smith, had no doubt that in England the supreme power, that is the legislative, resided not in the king alone, or in any smaller body of persons, but in that assembly which contained all, and represented all the community, the king, the peers, and the whole body of the people.

Finally, we turn once again to Althusius, who is specially important to us as expressing the continuity of that representative theory in Germany which we have seen in Leopold of Babenberg and in Nicolas of Cusa.3

Althusius describes the nature and functions of the councils of the commonwealth, no doubt primarily with the constitutional system of the German Empire in his mind, but also as the embodiment of a general principle of political society.

---

1 Althusius, ‘Politica,’ XVII. 56: “Concilia illa occumencia generalia regni, seu corporis consociati, sunt membrorum illius convocoatorum convenentes, in quo de Republica eiusque utilitato et commodia . . . deliberatur, et consiliorum communis et consensu decrevetur. In his itaque concilis et comitibus generaliter totius consociationis universalis, regni seu Reipublicae negotiis arctius, difficilis et gravias tractantur, examinantur et conclusuntur, uti sunt negotia et causae totius Imperii publici, vel membri illius concernentes, de legibus fundamentalibus politiae, de iuribus Maiestatis, de contributionibus et collectis indicandis . . . et de aliis, quae communem deliberationem et concensum totius politiae postulant.”

2 Concilium igitur et comitia haece, politiae vel regni sunt epitome ad quam omnia publica regni negotia reformatur, et a membri regni discussion et examinata deciduntur.

3 Ius deliberandi, consultandi, et exanimandi singula, regni et Reipublicae membri habent. Ius decidenti vero est zones sufragia et sententias plurimorum membrorum.”

Cf. id. id., XVII. 43, 44.

4 Id. id., XVII. 60: “Rationes horum Consiliorum sunt. Primo, quod omnes tangit, ab omnibus peragii acquirum est . . . Deinde, melius causa a pluribus examinari . . . cum plures pluris scint, et minus falli possint. Tertio, quia quaedam sunt
These are drastic and emphatic statements of the principle that the supreme authority in a political society is not only derived from, but remains with the whole community or people, and the assembly which represents it. There is indeed nothing here to surprise us, for, as we have already seen, the supreme authority or "Maiestas" always remains and must remain, in the judgment of Althusius, with the whole community; but it makes it plain that in his mind this was no merely abstract judgment, but that this supreme authority had a concrete embodiment in the representative assembly.

The reference to the representative assembly as protecting the liberty of the people is interesting, and he returns to this in a later chapter. It is, he says, a part of liberty that those at whose risk, and by whose blood and treasure, things are done, should administer them by their own counsel and authority.

It is also clear that in the judgment of Althusius these representative councils of the community were to be found in all the countries of Central and Western Europe, not only in the Empire but in France, in England (he refers to Sir Thomas Smith), in the Netherlands, Poland, Castile, Aragon, Portugal, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Scotland; and it should be observed that he describes the constitutions of the various territories in the German Empire as having the same character.

Althusius was indeed no enemy of monarchy, but he maintained, in direct opposition no doubt especially to Bodin, that in a good polity the various elements must be combined; the democratic in the assemblies of the people, the aristocratic in the senate and councillors, the monarchical in the executive action of the supreme magistrate, the king. Or, as he put it in another place, every form of commonwealth was "temperata" and mixed, and he refused to recognize that there could be any simple and unmixed form of political association, the infirmity of human nature would prevent its continuance, nor could it be adjusted to a good and social life.

We think that it is clear that in theory as well as in fact the political representation of the community was important in the sixteenth as well as in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and it is obvious that it was thought of as existing in almost all European countries, and not only in Spain or England or the Empire.

1 Id. id., XXVII. 44: "Unde in bona politia temperamentum quodcumque sequatur. Nam in populi comites, Democraetiae imago appareat; in senatu et consiliis Aristocrates, in executione summus Magistratus, Regiae potestatis et Monarchiae speciosus."
2 Id., id., XXXIX. 10: "Quod cum in utroque duobus temperatum et mixtum esse quasvis Respublicae speciem, ut hominis complexio ex quatuor quoque humorum esse temperata. . . ."
3 Id. id., XXXIX. 23: "Constat eum ex procedentibus et tota doctrina politica, me nullum spemem Magistratus ab illa mixtione immune statuere. Simplicem et purum statum in politica habere conscribisse non agnoscere, neque ob naturae humanae imbecilitatem esse potest utrumque, aut hominem, et socialis vitae accomodatum."

---

1 Cf. pp. 360, 378.
2 Id. id., XXXIX. 30: "Dumque libertatis pars est, quorum periculum, facultates, auxilia, bona sive sanguis res geritur, illa rerum quoque con-
3 Id. id., XXXIX.
4 Id. id., VIII.
PART V.

CONCLUSION.

We have endeavoured, in the six volumes of this History, to give some account of the most important elements in the development of the political principles of Western Europe during sixteen centuries, a large and, as some may think, an over-ambitious enterprise. We can only say that we found ourselves compelled to make the attempt. When we began this work some forty years ago our intention was much more restricted; we proposed little more than a careful study of the political theory of the thirteenth century, and we therefore began with a detailed consideration of the political theory of St Thomas Aquinas.¹ We soon, however, found that in order to understand the real significance of that great political thinker, we were compelled to go back to the Roman Jurists of the “Corpus Juris Civilis,” to the New Testament, the Christian Fathers, and the literature of the earlier Middle Ages, and even to make some study of the post-Aristotelian political theory. Some friendly critics observed, naturally enough, that the treatises of an eclectic literary man like Cicero, and a somewhat rhetorical literary philosopher like Seneca, were inadequate representatives of this, and we were, and are, very conscious of this. We can only hope that some scholar more competent than ourselves will some time take in hand the task of reconstructing from the fragments of the

post-Aristotelian philosophers an adequate and critical account of their political theory. We are still convinced that, while the debt which we owe to the great political thinkers like Plato and Aristotle is unmeasurable, it is also true that it was during the centuries between Alexander the Great and the Christian era that some of the most distinctive and important principles of the mediaval and modern world took shape. It was during this period that the Hellenistic world learned to conceive of mankind as being homogeneous and rational, or, to put it into the terms of Cicero and other Roman writers, all men are alike, for they are rational and capable of virtue. And it was during the same period that the older conception of the solidarity of the group began to be transformed by the recognition of the inalienable liberty of the human spirit.

We are also very conscious of the fact that, in the attempt to deal with the vast and complex political literature of sixteen centuries, we have had to treat of many matters for the study of which we had little technical qualification. And especially is this true of the political jurisprudence of the Roman and Canonical and Feudal lawyers, and we recognise with gratitude the forbearance and friendly treatment of our work by the Jurists. We cannot indeed regret that we ventured to do this, for we feel that without this it is really impossible to deal adequately with the political ideas of a period like the mediaeval, which was dominated by the conception of the supremacy of law.

We have at last completed the task which we had set before ourselves, and must now again make the attempt to set out what seem to us the most important elements in the political theory of the Middle Ages; but now, with special reference to this volume, we must consider how far during the centuries from the fourteenth to the sixteenth the principles of the political civilisation of the thirteenth century were modified, and how far these were continuous.¹

The formal aspect of Mediaeval Political Theory is to be found in that conception which is implied in the post-Aristotelian philosophy, in the Christian Fathers, and in the Digest and Institutes of Justinian, that the political and social order of society is conventional rather than natural, and represents the consequences of the fall of man from his primitive innocence. It is true that St Thomas Aquinas, under the influence of the Aristotelian "Politics," endeavoured to correct this, but it is also true that the post-Aristotelian tradition was too firmly rooted to be shaken even by St Thomas' great authority, and that the contrast between the conventional and natural conditions continued to furnish the formal terms of political thought to the end of the sixteenth century. We can see this in so great a political thinker as Hooker, though he was evidently a disciple of St Thomas Aquinas. Indeed, we can recognise the continuance of this tradition in Locke in the seventeenth century and in the earlier essays of Rousseau in the eighteenth. It was not till Rousseau in his later work, and especially in the 'Contrat Social,' restated the Aristotelian conception that man is only man in the coercive society of the State, and urged that apart from this he would be nothing but a "stupid and limited animal," that the Aristotelian principle once again became the foundation of all rational political thinking.²

This formal mediaval conception then is interesting, but it is doubtful how far it had any great importance. It is very different with that great principle which dominated the political thought of the Middle Ages, that the first and most fundamental quality of political society was the maintenance of justice. St Augustine, in the 'De Civitate Dei,' handed down to the Middle Ages, not only Cicero's definition of the nature of the commonwealth, but also his emphatic assertion that where there is no justice there is no commonwealth.³ Here indeed we are dealing not with a conception which was peculiar to the post-Aristotelian philosophers, but rather with one which they carried on from Aristotle and Plato; but it is not

¹ Cf. Rousseau, 'Contrat Social,' I, 8.
² Cf. vol. i, pp. 4-6.
the less important to make clear to ourselves that this was the normal principle of the Middle Ages.

It was set out by the Roman Jurists of the Digest and Institutes,¹ by the Christian Fathers,² in the political treatises of the ninth century,³ by the political theorists of the Middle Ages,⁴ and by the mediæval Civilians and Canonists.⁵ It is true that in one place St. Augustine had suggested that the conception of justice might be omitted from the definition of the commonwealth,⁶ but it is clear that this exercised no influence in the Middle Ages.

This conception of justice as the rationale of political society may indeed seem to some persons, not well acquainted with political problems, as too obvious to require statement; or, on the other hand, it may appear to some, and especially to those who are unfamiliar with history, as too indefinite to be of much profit. It must indeed be admitted that there never has been, perhaps there cannot be, any adequate definition of justice, but to those who are better acquainted with the history of political civilisation it will be clear that it is exactly the pursuit of justice which distinguishes a rational and moral society from a stupid anarchy.

It would in any case be a very great mistake if we were not to recognise that the conception of justice found in the Middle Ages a great and effective form in the law, and its influence in the commonwealth. The numerous political treatises of the ninth century are largely composed of exhortations to the king to maintain justice, and, if we ask what they meant by justice, it is clear that they meant that the first principle of mediæval political society was the supremacy, not of the prince but of the law, for the law was the embodiment of justice.

If, however, we are to understand the mediæval political principles, we must now consider the nature of law, not merely in its relation to justice, but also with regard to its source.

To the people of the Middle Ages the positive law was primarily and fundamentally the custom of the community—that is, the expression of the habit of life of the community; it was not properly something deliberately or consciously made. The earlier mediæval codes, as everyone knows, are not acts of legislation, but records of custom, revised, no doubt, and modified from time to time by the ruler and his wise men, but not, properly speaking, made by them. The feudal laws in the same way were records of custom. The picturesque account of the origin of the laws of the kingdom of Jerusalem, given by Jean d’Ibelin and Philip of Novara,⁶ is no doubt literally unhistorical, but it represents admirably the mediæval temper. Bracton asserts that English law was custom; and while he seems to think that other countries used written

---

¹ Cf. vol. i. p. 56 ff.
² Cf. vol. i. p. 161 ff.
³ Cf. vol. i. p. 220 ff.
⁴ Cf. vol. ii. part i. chaps. 1 and 2; part ii. chap. 7.
⁵ Cf. vol. i. pp. 165-168
⁶ Cf. vol. i. chaps. 18, 19.
laws, his great contemporary, Beaumanoir, asserts in equally broad terms that "all pleas are determined by custom," and that the King of France is bound to maintain them.¹

When, therefore, we find that the first systematic Canonist, Gratian, begins his 'Decretum' with the great generalisation that mankind is governed by two great systems of law, Natural Law and Custom, and in another place sets out the principle that, even when the law is made by some person or persons, it must be confirmed by the custom of those who live under it,² we recognise that he is not expressing a merely individual opinion, but is putting into formal phrases the general judgment of the Middle Ages. Law was not to them primarily the expression of the will of the ruler, but of the habit of life of the community. It is important to observe that even in the sixteenth century an English Jurist like St Germans looks upon custom as the normal source of English law, and that Statutes of Parliament are only added when the customs were not sufficient.³ The truth is that to think of the medieaval king as making laws by his own personal authority is an absurdity.

It is, however, true that at least from the ninth century we can see that the conception of definite and deliberate legislation begins to appear, and, while there was little development of this in the tenth and eleventh centuries, we can trace its gradual progress, and can see that while the conception of law as custom continued to be of great importance, the conception of law as being the expression of the rational and moral will of the supreme power in the community became more and more important. We say the rational and moral will, for there is no trace of any conception that the merely arbitrary or capricious will had any real place in law. This is the real meaning of the principle that the supreme authority in the community is always limited by the Divine and Natural laws.

Law came, that is, to be thought of as the expression of the will of the legislator. Who, then, was the legislator? The answer is that it was the whole community, and this was the necessary consequence of the fact that law was custom before it was command. From the ninth century at least there can be no doubt about the normal conception of the Middle Ages. There are some words of Hincmar of Rheims, the most important ecclesiastical statesman of the ninth century, which express this very clearly. Kings, he says, have laws by which they must rule; they have the capitularies of their ancestors, which were promulgated with the consent of their faithful men; and this corresponds with the normal forms of legislation as we find them in the Carolingian Capitularies.¹

This is again the conception of the source of law as we find it in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Glanvill says that those are properly laws which are made by the king with the consent of the chief men (proceres). The Norman "Summa de Legibus" says that laws are made by the prince and maintained by the people. Bracton lays it down that that has the force of law which has been determined by the counsel and consent of the great men, the approval of the whole commonwealth and the authority of the king; and again, when the laws have been approved by the custom of those concerned and by the oath of the king they cannot be changed or annulled without the common consent of all those by whose counsel and consent they had been promulgated.² The meaning of this is illustrated by the formulas of legislation as we find them in the Empire, in France, in Castile, and in England in the thirteenth century.³

In this volume we have seen that these conceptions continued to be normally accepted in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries. Law was still primarily custom, but when it was made it was thought of as deriving its authority from the community. This is continually illustrated in the proceedings of the Cortes of Castile, and is expressed in theory, not only by an English Jurist like Fortescue, but by one of

the greatest thinkers of the fifteenth century, Nicolas of Cusa. He thinks that the wiser men should be elected to prepare the laws, but their wisdom gives them no authority to impose these by coercion on other men; this coercive power can only be given by the agreement and consent of the community. 

It is no doubt true that in the later part of the sixteenth century these principles were often discussed in controversial terms by men like George Buchanan in Scotland and the writers of the Huguenot pamphlets, but in Hooker and Althusius and Mariana we find the same confidence and clearness expressed in large and profound terms. Hooker makes the same distinction as Nicolas of Cusa between the wise men who should "devise" laws and the authority of the community which alone can give them their "constraining force"; and of England he says, "Which laws, being made amongst us, are not by any of us so taken or interpreted, as if they did receive their force from the power which the Prince doth communicate unto the Parliament, or to any other Court under him, but from power which the whole body of the Realm, being naturally possessed with, hath by

1 Cf. vol. vi. p. 355-57.

We have so far dealt with the source of Law, but in order to appreciate correctly the meaning of the mediæval conception of the supremacy of Law, we must take account of the normal principle of the Middle Ages, that the Law was supreme over every member of the community, including the king.

That this continued to be the normal political judgment of Central and Western Europe from the beginning of the fourteenth century till the end of the sixteenth is clear. We must not recapitulate what we have said in this volume, but we may draw attention to some of the clearest examples of this.

1 Cf. vol. vii. pp. 429-430. 2 Cf. vol. iii. part i. chap. 4; part ii. chap. 5; vol. iv. part i. chap. 7.

1 Professor F. L. Ganshof, "Note sur la Compétence des Cours Féodales en France" (in "Mélanges d'histoire offerts à Henri Pirenne"). Cf. vol. v. p. 111.
Nothing perhaps is more significant than the continual and emphatic protests of the Cortes of Castile and Leon against the attempts of the kings to override the laws by the issue of special briefs containing “non-obstante” clauses, or referring to their “certain knowledge or absolute authority”; nothing could be more significant except the answers of the Kings Juan I. and Juan II., and the replies made by Queen Juana with regard to “Pragmatics” issued without the consent of Cortos, and by the Emperor Charles V., about “cartas de suspensión de pleitos.”

Perhaps, however, even more significant of the principle of these centuries is the treatment of the relation of the King of France to the law and the Courts of Law by De Seyssel in the ‘Grant Monarchie de France.’ De Seyssel had been for many years in the service of the French Crown, and it is therefore the more noteworthy that he should have looked upon it as the best of all monarchies because it was neither completely absolute nor too much restrained: it was restrained by the Law and the “Parlemens.” We have pointed out that Machiavelli in his ‘Discourses’ on Livy expressed the same judgment. And most remarkable is it that Bude, who set out the doctrine of the absolute monarchy in France in the most extravagant terms, should have at the same time felt compelled to draw attention to the fact that the French Kings submitted to the judgment of the Parliament of Paris; and that Bodin should have contended that the judges should be permanent and irremovable, except by process of law, because the kingdom should be governed by laws and not by the mere will of the prince.

The principle of the Middle Ages is indeed admirably summed up by Hooker, after citing the words of Bracton, “Rex non debet esse sub homine, sed sub Deo et lege.” “I cannot choose but commend highly their wisdom by whom the foundations of this commonwealth have been laid; wherein, though no manner person or cause be un-subject to the king’s power, yet so is the power of the king over all and in all limited, that unto all its proceedings the law itself is a rule. The axioms of our royal government are these: Lex facit Regem. The king’s grant of any favour made contrary to the law is void, ‘Rex nihil potest, nisi quod jus potest’” (‘Eccl. Pol.’ VIII. 2, 13).

It is time, however, that we should consider the political significance of the revived study of the Roman Law in the Middle Ages. We are not indeed dealing with the general influence of this on mediæval civilisation; we are concerned with it only so far as it affected its political conceptions and principles. We have endeavoured in the second and fifth volumes of this work to set out some of the more important conceptions of the nature and source of Law as we find them in the great Bologna Civilians of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and we think that it is important to notice that these great Jurists were as clear and emphatic as the feudal lawyers and the political theorists in asserting that positive law was the formal expression of justice. Justice is the will to establish Aequitas, and laws flow from justice as a stream from its source. They did not conceive of it as arbitrary, or as expressing the capricious will of the lawgiver. In this respect the Civilians represented the normal conception of the Middle Ages.

It is also most important to observe that the Civilians, following the tradition of the Jurists of the Digest, looked upon the community or people as the sole ultimate source of the positive law of the State. The people might grant this authority to the prince, might constitute him as legislator, but it was only in virtue of their grant that this or any other authority belonged to him. It is sometimes forgotten that when Ulpian said, “Quod principi placuit, legis habet vigorem,” he added, “ut pote cum lege regia, quae de imperio eius lata est, populus ei et in eum omne suum imperium et potestatem conferat.” That which has pleased the prince has the force of law, but only because the people have given him

---

2 Cf. vol. vi. p. 280.
4 Cf. vol. vi. part iii. chap. 1.

1 'Digest,' I. 4, 1.
this authority. What, if any, importance this principle may have had in the ancient empire, we are not competent to discuss, but it must be remembered that this is the only theory of the immediate source of the authority of the emperor which is known to the lawyers of the Digest, and it was recognised in the Code, not only by Theodosius and Valentinian, but also by Justinian himself.\(^1\)

The Civilians down to the end of the sixteenth century not only recognised this, but, as we have seen, in a treatise ascribed by Professor Fitting to Irnerius, in one of the Glosses ascribed by Professor Besta to Irnerius, and in Bulgarus' Commentary on the Digest, it is drawn out into the general principle that it is the "Universitas" or "Populus," or the magistrate "qui obtinet vicem universitatis," which is the source of all law.\(^2\) It seems to us important that this recognition by the Civilians, that all political authority was derived from the community, coincided with the normal judgment of the Middle Ages and confirmed it.

It is, however, very different when we consider some other important elements in the tradition of the Roman Law as interpreted by the medieval Civilians. The Roman Law, as they knew it, was the law of the Empire, not of the Republic, and while the jurisprudence of the "Corpus Juris Civilis" represented in fact a long development of juridical experience and of legal wisdom, in principle the emperor was the legislator. (We confess that we should have been glad to find some detailed historical criticism of the rescript of Theodosius and Valentinian (Cod. I. 14, 8) which deals with the process of legislation; but it is also clear that Justinian looked upon the emperor as the sole legislator and the sole final interpreter of the laws (Cod. I. 14, 12).)

The Roman emperor was then to the Bologna Civilians normally the legislator. We have indeed pointed out that there was a real and profound divergence among the Civilians of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries on the question whether the Roman people had transferred their authority to the

---

\(^1\) 'Cod.' I. 14, 4, I. 17, 1, 7. (Cf. vol. ii p. 57.)

\(^2\) Cf vol. ii p. 67.

---

emperor in such a sense that they retained nothing and could reclaim nothing. This seems to have been the judgment of some of the best-known Civilians of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, of Irnerius, Placentinus, and Roger; but, on the other hand, Azo, Hugolinus, and Odofo DU were maintained that the Roman people had indeed given their authority to the emperor, but they could reclaim it. Hugolinus indeed describes the emperor as a "procurator at hoc," and they and John Bassianus were agreed that the custom of the Roman people still retained its legislative authority.\(^3\) In the fourteenth century the Civilians were aware of the controversy, and inclined to the view that the custom of the Roman people still retained its authority; this seems doubtful in the fifteenth century, but one Civilian, Christophorus Porcius, stoutly maintained an opinion similar to that of Azo and Hugolinus.\(^4\)

This is indeed interesting and important, but at the same time, even to those Civilians who thought that the custom of the Roman people retained its authority in making and unmaking law, and that it might reclaim its general legislative authority, the emperor was normally the legislator.

This conception was wholly alien to the principles of the Middle Ages, from Hincmar of Rheims in the ninth century to Hooker in the sixteenth.

More important still was the question of the subordination of the prince to the Law. What the real doctrine of the Roman Jurists had been we do not pretend to determine, but Ulpian had in one place said that the prince was "legibus solutus" ('Dig.' I. 3, 31), while Bracton said that the king was under God and the Law.\(^5\) The medieval Civilians were, it seems to us, often gravely perplexed as to the real meaning of Ulpian's words, for it was difficult to reconcile these with the words of Theodosius and Valentinian, "Digna vox, &c.," and they were apparently contradicted by the rescripts of the same

---

\(^1\) Cf. vol. ii pp. 60-66.

\(^2\) Bracton, 'De Legibus,' I. 8, 5.

\(^3\) Bracton, 'De Legibus,' I. 8, 5.

\(^4\) Cf. vol. vi, part i, chap. 2, part ii. (Cf. vol. vii. p. 87.)

\(^5\) Cf. vol. vi, part i, chap. 2.
CONCLUSION.

Peter Gregory of Toulouse, and Barclay appeals rather recklessly to the most eminent Civilians of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as holding that the Pope and the prince, when acting "ex certa scientia," can do anything, "supra ius et contra ius et extra ius." 2

We do not indeed suggest that the development of the conception that the prince was above the law was due entirely to the influence of the Roman jurisprudence, but we think that it is clear that it was related to it, and we think that such phrases as those which we have just quoted illustrate the growth of this influence, for these men were no longer merely commenting upon and endeavouring to interpret the "Corpus Juris Civilis" as the mediæval Civilians had done, but they were applying principles drawn from this to the actual constitutional and legal conditions of the Western kingdoms.

The truth is that this was an innovation, and a somewhat barbarous innovation, for the supremacy of the law over all persons is perhaps almost the most essential characteristic of a rational social order, and mediæval political theory had always maintained it. We have thus felt compelled to recognise that the influence of Roman Law, great and useful as it was in other aspects of life, was in some respects mischievous and retrograde. The feudal system had its grave defects: it tended always towards the anarchy of the noble class, that anarchy which Machiavelli spoke of in a passage to which we have referred, in which he said that the very existence of a noble class ("gentilinumini," meaning by these a feudal territorial nobility) made a "vivere politico" almost impossible.

It is perfectly true that the absolute monarchies of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries represented the necessity of controlling this aristocratic anarchy, but that can hardly justify before history the attempt to control it by the anarchical autocracy of an absolute king.

There was indeed another element in the political conceptions

1 Cf. vol. vi. p. 443.  
of the sixteenth century whose influence was parallel to that of the Roman Law, as we have just been dealing with it; that is, the conception of the king as being the vicar of God in such a sense that he was above all human authority, that resistance even to his unjust and illegal actions and commands was resistance to God Himself. This conception, as has been well pointed out by Professor A. Kern in his admirable work, 'Gottesgnaden und Widerstandsrecht im Mittelalter,' had grown out of various elements in the earlier Middle Ages, but in the political literature with which we have been concerned, it was derived almost wholly from some of the Christian Fathers, and especially from St Gregory the Great, who drew it from certain parts of the Old Testament and the conception of the "Lord's Anointed."

The authority of Gregory the Great was naturally so strong that in the ninth century we find even Hincmar of Rheims sometimes citing his words, and a Church Court threatening those guilty of rebellion with excommunication. In the stormy times of the great conflict between Hildebrand and Henry IV. we find not only Henry IV. but some of the clergy maintaining that the king could be judged by God only, and Wenrich of Trier and the author of the treatise 'De Unitate Ecclesiae Conservanda' (Walther of Naumburg) appealing to the authority of Gregory the Great, and Gregory of Catino maintaining that it was God only who could take away the authority of the king.2

Practically, however, the conception of Gregory the Great was overpowered by the principle that political authority was founded upon justice and law, and the distinction between the king and the tyrant. If Manegold and John of Salisbury maintain this in the sharpest terms,3 it must be remembered that it was St Thomas Aquinas himself, as we have seen, who declared that while sedition was a mortal sin, resistance to the unjust rule of a tyrant was not sedition.4 These are the principles of the political literature of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Only very rarely, as in Wycliffe, in the proceedings of the Cortes of Olmedo in 1445, and in a treatise of Aeneas Sylvius (afterwards Pope Pius II.) do we find this appeal to the authority of God as forbidding all resistance to the king, for he was the vicar of God.1

It was not till the sixteenth century that this conception had any real importance in political thought, and we have treated it in some detail in this volume, first in Luther and Tyndale in the earlier part of the century,2 and again in some later writers, especially Bilson, James I., Peter Gregory of Toulouse, and Barclay.3 Luther, however, after 1530 abandoned this view, and admitted that it was the law and not the king which was supreme,4 and the other writers who maintained this conception of the "Divine Right" were unimportant, and their authority cannot be measured against that of Calvin and Hooker among the Protestants, or of the great Jesuits among the Catholics. How a manifestly fantastic conception such as this should have come to have some importance in the seventeenth century, it is not for us to say; perhaps the dreadful experience of the French Civil Wars, and the incompetent absurdities of the Fronde in France, and the dependence of the Anglican Church upon the Crown may serve to explain it in part.

We are clear that, as in the conception of the prince and his absolute authority, which was derived by some Civilians from the Roman Law, we have here a merely intrusive conception, which was wholly alien to the rational and intelligible political tradition of the Middle Ages, that the law was supreme and not the prince.

We turn back to a saner world than that of the absolute prince of some interpreters of the Roman Law, and of those who upheld the "Divine Right," and, curiously enough, we find it in the terms of a conception which has sometimes

---

2 Cf. vol. iii. part ii. chap. 4.  
3 Cf. vol. iii. part ii. chaps. 5 and 6.  
4 Cf. vol. v. p. 92.

---

1 Cf. vol. vi. p. 54, and part ii.  
2 Cf. vol. vi. part iv. chap. 3 (pp. 430-50).  
3 Cf. vol. vi. part iii. chap. 4.  
4 Cf. vol. vi. pp. 280-86.
been thought merely antiquarian and even irrational, that is, in the principle of the contractual relation between the ruler and the ruled.

Whatever we may think of it, this was, next to the principle of the supremacy of law, perhaps the most important of all the political conceptions of the Middle Ages. We need hardly again point out that we do not mean that unhistorical and unscientific conception of a contract by which men had formed themselves into political societies. It may be said that this was implied in the Stoic theory of the conventional nature of political institutions, but it had no real place in mediaeval thought, though there may be occasional traces of it. It was not till the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that it became the fashionable, if only hypothetical, starting-point of political theory.

The principle of the contract between the ruler and the ruled was, on the other hand, the general assumption of all mediaeval political theory, and it was upon this that there were built up the principles of the nature and limitations of the authority of the prince.

This conception indeed, so far from being merely abstract, was founded upon certain conditions of political authority which found a definite expression in the coronation ceremonies of Western Europe at least from the eighth century—that is, in the mutual oaths of the prince and the people. It is indeed a little strange that some writers should not have observed that in the ninth century these principles of mutual obligation were not only a part of the “recognition” of the prince, but that continual appeal was made to them as determining the nature of the relations of prince and people. For in these mutual oaths the prince swore to maintain not only abstract justice, but the concrete law, and the people swore to obey the prince. This was indeed an intelligible and practical conception of the relations of ruler and ruled; indeed it was only another form of the principle that the law was supreme. The contractual conception then goes back to the earlier Middle Ages, but it continued to find expression throughout them in the importance attached to the coronation oaths.

There can, however, be no doubt that this was immensely strengthened by the development of the feudal system. For, as we have endeavoured to make plain in the third volume of this work—while there are elements in the feudal relation, especially as set out in the poetical literature, of a purely personal nature, implying an almost complete and unconditional loyalty of the vassal to his lord—when we examine the juridical literature of feudalism, it is the contractual conception of the mutual obligations of lord and vassal which we find to be dominant. Even that well-known passage in the letters of Fulbert of Chartres which sets out the obligations of the vassal in comprehensive terms, concludes by saying that the lord must also fulfil the same obligations to his vassal. And the structure of feudal society provided the methods by which this should be enforced, for in case of a dispute between the lord and vassal, the determination belonged to the Court which was composed of all the vassals and not to the lord.

The conception of the contractual relation between the prince and the community may be expressed in sharper terms by Manegold than by others, but in substance he represents the normal mode of mediaeval political thought, that the prince is bound to the community by his obligation to obey the law, and that the tyrant—that is, as John of Salisbury especially puts it, the prince who ignores or defies the law—has forfeited all claim to authority.

When therefore Marsilius of Padua laid special stress upon the principle that it was the community which was the source of all positive law, that it was from the community that the ruler (pars principans) received his authority, and that the community which had given this authority could also withdraw it, if he violated the law, he was implicitly asserting the doctrine of the contract.

There is therefore nothing to surprise us when we find
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1 Cf. vol. i. chap. 20.
2 Cf. esp. vol. iii. part ii. chaps. 5
that in the later sixteenth century the principle of a contract between the prince and the community, as expressing the condition on which authority was granted to him, should be reaffirmed not only by controversialists, but by the most careful and restrained political thinkers.

It is particularly interesting to find that in the 'Apologie' of William of Orange the conception of the contract is stated under the terms of the conditions on which Philip II. held his power in the Netherlands; the oath which he took before he swore obedience to him, and the right of his vassals to enforce these conditions upon him, under the terms of feudal law. George Buchanan asserts roundly against Maitland, who urged that subjects are bound by their oath of obedience to the king, that kings are bound by their promise to administer the law, and that there is therefore a "mutual contract" between the king and the citizens. The 'Droit des Magistrats' maintains that the people had only surrendered their liberty to the king on certain conditions, and that, if these were violated, they had the right to withdraw the authority which they had granted. The 'Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos' sets out the principle of a "fœdus" between king and people. It was the people who created the king on the condition that he should rule justly and according to the law, and the people and those who are responsible for their protection have the right to enforce this; and it maintains that a "pactum" of this kind was part of the constitution, not only of the empire and other elective monarchies, but also of the great hereditary monarchies like France, Spain, and England, and was embodied in the coronation oaths. Hooker, with characteristic breadth of judgment, observes that the nature of this "compact" is to be determined not by a search for "the articles only of compact at the first beginning, which for the most part are either clean worn out of knowledge, or else known unto very few, but whatsoever hath been after in free and voluntary manner condescended unto, whether by express consent, whereof positive laws are witnesses, or else by silent allowance famously notified through custom reaching beyond the memory of man."

It is the whole body of the public laws of the community which constitutes the terms of the contract. Althusius, like the author of the 'Vindiciae,' maintains that the contract between the "Chief Magistrate" and the community was a part of the constitutional system in almost all modern kingdoms, whether elective or hereditary, and he relates it to the form of the mutual oaths of kings and subjects; and, in still more general terms, he declares that no kingdom, no commonwealth was ever created without a mutual contract between the prince and his future subjects, which was to be religiously kept by both, and that if this were violated the authority founded upon it would fall to the ground.¹

Finally, we must also recognize that in the political structure of the Middle Ages there was always implicit, and sometimes expressed, the principle that the best form of government was that in which all the members of the political community had their share. St Thomas Aquinas said that in his judgment, in a good form of government it was in the first place important that all should have some share in authority; this tends to the peace of the community, for all men will love and maintain such an order; and he found this in a monarchy in which one should rule "secundum virtutem," and under him others, also ruling "secundum virtutem," and yet the authority would belong to all, for they may be elected from all, and are elected by all. Such a constitution, he continues, combines the character of a monarchy, an aristocracy, and a democracy. St Thomas claimed to derive this from Aristotle, and he found an example of it in the constitution established by Moses for the people of Israel.²

St Thomas then clearly thought that the mixed constitution, in which the authority of the whole community—king, nobles, and people—was represented, would be the best form of government. How far he was conscious that this corresponded

¹ Cf. vol. vi. part iv. chap. 2, Theologica, 1. 2, 105, 1. (Cf. vol. v. sect. 4. p. 94.)
² St. Thomas Aquinas, 'Summa
with the development of the representative system which was taking place in his time we cannot say, but he thought of the mixed government as superior to all the simple forms, and he found the essence of this in the elective and representative method.

We have often said that it was the supremacy of justice and law which was the fundamental principle of Mediæval Political Theory, but we must now put beside this the principle that, subject to the final authority of justice and the divine and natural laws, it was the community which was supreme—the community which included the king, the nobles, and the people. This was the principle out of which the representative system grew.

It is a rather curious incompetence of judgment which sees in the words of Edward I.'s summons of the bishops to the Parliament of 1295, "quod omnes tangit, ab omnibus approbetur," nothing but the rhetorical use of an incidental phrase in the "Corpus Juris Civilis." What it meant to those who drafted the summons is quite immaterial; the fact is that it expressed the development of the political self-consciousness of the community. Implicit indeed it had always been in the authority which lay behind the custom and law of the community, but in the later centuries of the Middle Ages it found for itself a new form in the representative system.

The Huguenot pamphlets of the sixteenth century may express this conception of the supremacy of the community in extravagant terms, but they were saying nothing more than Mariana said in Spain and than Hooker said in England: "In kingdoms, therefore, of this quality the highest governor hath indeed universal dominion, but with dependence upon that whole entire body, over the several parts of which he hath dominion; so that it standeth for an axiom in this case. The king is 'maior singulis, universis minor.'" 1

It was the supreme power of the community which, in the judgment of the most important political writers of the sixteenth century, found its embodiment in the Diet of the Empire, in the Cortes of Spain, in the States General of France, and in the Parliament of England.

It is in the Parliament, says Sir Thomas Smith, that the whole absolute power resides, for there are present the king, the nobles, the commons, and the clergy are represented by the bishops. The Huguenot writers demanded the restoration of the Estates to that place which they had held till some of the French kings had desired to rule absolutely and uncontrolled, and Boucher, representing the Catholic League, said that the "Maiestas" was embodied in the Estates. Mariana in Spain contemptuously repudiated the contention that the authority of the king was equal to that of the Cortes. Hooker says, "The Parliament of England, together with the convocation annexed thereunto, is that whereupon the very essence of all government within this realm doth depend; it is even the body of the whole realm; it consisteth of the king and of all that within this realm are subject to him; for they are all there present, either in person or by such as they voluntarily have derived their very personal right unto." And Althusius expresses the principle of the authority of these representative assemblies when he says that it is by such Councils that the liberty of the people is preserved, and that the "public administrators" are taught that the people—that is, the universal community—is their lord. 1

The representative system was then the form of the principle of the supremacy of the community, of the whole community, including the king, the nobles, and the commons.

We are not here dealing with the developments of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, with the conditions or circumstances which brought about the conflicts between the monarchy and the community, whether in England or in the continental countries. We are in this work concerned with the development of the principles of political civilisation in the Middle Ages, and we think that it is true to say that

1 Cf. vol. vi. p. 368, and part iv. chap. 5.
in these we can see not only principles of profound and permanent value, but also that the moral and political genius of the Western nations was making its way through immense difficulties, and through what often seems an intolerable confusion, to rational and intelligible ends, to some kind of reconciliation of the principles of liberty and authority.

INDEX.

Absolute monarchy: in later sixteenth century, 415-461.
Accoltus, Francesca de: prince bound by contracts, both "naturaliter" and "civiliter," 154.
Aeneas Sylvius (Pius II.)—
Emperor "legibus solutus," but it is honourable that he should observe them, 188.
No one may revile or resist the prince, 189.
Prince rules in God's place, 190.
d'Ailly, Peter—
King of France submits to judgment of "Parlement," 141.
It is not true that "major non judicatur a minore," 141, 164.
Mixed government is best, 162.
Albericus Gentilis—
Supreme prince has no superior except God, neither man nor law, 451.
Authority of the law of the prince has no relation to "ratio," 451.
Admits that there are states where authority of prince is subject to conditions, such as Imperial cities in Germany, Papal States, Switzerland, and Netherlands, 452.
In England king has an extraordinary power, as well as ordinary, former subject to no laws. Prerogative, reference to Balbus, 453.
Prince cannot take private property without a just cause, but prince determines what is just cause, 453.
Aware of contention that no people could have been so senseless as to give such absolute power to prince, but appeals to Aristotle, Bodin, and James I., that it had been done, and still was done, 453.
All princes bound by Divine and Natural law, and Jus Gentium, 453.
All princes bound by their contracts, 453.
Repudiates arguments drawn from feudal law, 454.
Authority of prince belongs to Divine law, it greater than that of a father, 454.
Albericus a Rosate: municipal law of Italian cities, 27, 28.
Alciatus—
Political authority can only be derived from the people, 298.
Charlemagne elected by Roman people, emperor now elected by German electors, 298.
French deposed Chilperic and elected Pipin and Hugh Capet, 298.
Repudiates conception that people had granted prince an unlimited authority, an "hallucination" of theologians, an "adulation" of jurists, 298.
Prince has legislative power, but should not make laws without advice of "Periti," 300.
Prince bound by "contracts," refers to feudal law, 300.
Prince cannot derogate from law in matters concerning private rights, 301.
No mention of "plenitud potestatis," or "non opportune" clauses "in iure nostru," 301.
Alfonso X. and XI.: meaning of their declarations about authority of prince in making law, 6.
Almain, James, of Sens—
"Dominium Naturale" over all things given to men by God, 241.
Althusins, Joannes—

Authority

Magistrates bound by laws

Government nothing else than Final end

Definition of

Object of political society, the Monarchy the best form of Kingdom of France

Community cannot renounce its Prince

Community has by natural law Political authority a Divine in-

but to execution of law,

without contract between prince or optimatos, "
twct common good.

260, 261, 500.

Dominium the government, but the assembly deposes him,

deprived them of their property, 25.

man has "jurisdiction established and can only be prejudiced by beyond such adverse interest," 246.

"Dominium regalis," as private persons, 25.

Nature and functions of councils of commonwealth; they decree on "ius maiestatis," legisla-
tion, taxation, etc.

Principles (Baldus) on which representative system rests, 490.

Representative councils to be found in all countries of Central and Western Europe, 300.

Representative assemblies embody and defend the liberty of the people, 560.

Andrea, Joannes—

Custom cannot change "lex communis," but may derogate from it in particular place, if permitted by Pope or prince, 25.

Angelo de Persia: prince cannot take away private property without cause, 85.

Archdeacon (Gulielmus Balsio)—

Some said that people could not make contracts, and they could assume authority granted to emperor, 24.

All laws are confirmed by custom, but, if subjects are unreasonable, legislator can confirm or rescind.

"Archon et Politie" ('La Politique, Dialogue').

Tyranny when legitimate prince violates the laws, 356, 357.

Laws John Balsio, 405, of the commonwealth, and the prince is subject to them, 377.

Removal of the principle of mutual obligation of lord and vassal in feudal law, 338.

Appeal of Reformed to protection of formal laws and edicts, 338, 337.

Rules have sworn obedience to the laws, and have promised the "Maiestas;" in some cases, 358.

Nature of "Maiestas," it does not belong to prince or "optimatos," but to the whole commonwealth, 336, 376, 361, 369.

Authority to rule granted only by community, and must be exercised according to law, 371, 372.

No commonwealth ever formed without contract between prince and subjects, 394.

Contracts existed in almost all modern kingdoms elective or hereditary, 446.

Ruler who violates fundamental laws, unless and should be resisted and depose him, 406.

Baldus—

Custom overrides law locally, cites Bonhomme VIII. and Gratian, 16.

Prince has a supreme and absolute authority as well as an ordinary one—referred to by Alberticus Genon, 20, 22, 452.

Prince and his successors bound by contracts, and by "Con-
estedudes." Customs and law have authority over the prince (Super Feudal), 20, 21.

Good king being no better than good law, 82.

Cited by Jason de Maio as saying that Pope and prince has "suffitudo potentati," and can do anything, "supra ius et contra ius et extra ius," 83, 149.

Cited by Jason de Maio as saying it must always be presumed that prince desires what is just, and that his actions should be regarded as "a justitiae poel e fori," 150.

Prince cannot take away private property without cause, for it belongs to "ius gentium" or "ius naturale," 85.

Dealing with feudal law, maintains that emperor cannot deprive a prince of a right without proved offence, 85.

Dealing with feudal law, good and natural laws bind the prince, 85.

Prince has right to impose "cassatio," but only if it is useful to the state; subject is not bound by natural obligations to payment of the fine by his "effraenia voluntas," 86.

Subjects may expel king who acts tyrannically, but cannot deprive him of his "dignitatis," 87.

Bartholomew—

Denies that laws were made to restrain kings, 445.

Repetition of Balsio's assertion that in Scotland laws required consent of "Proceres" and people, 446.

In Scotland and France king made laws according to Senatus, 446.

No one is king who is bound by the laws, 449.

Royal authority is Divine. King is constituted by men, but God gives him an inviolable authority, 448.

This is also true of hereditary kings, the word "succession" gives them grave doubts about order of succession, in such cases, as in Scotland in thirteenth century, France in the fourteenth, the succession is determined by the "Ordinum et Cognitionum Comunian," 447.

Royal conduct such as that described in 1 Sam. viii. is unjust, and cannot be judged by men.

Contends that St. Thomas Aquinas 'De Reg. Prin., I. 6 was not genuine, or only applied to elective kings, 447.

Revolt against king is revolt against God, 447.

Appeals to the great Civilians for support of his view that king's authority was absolute, 448.

"Plenitudo potestatis," possessed by Pope and Prince, they can do anything "ex certa scientia, supra ius, contra ius et extra ius," 448.

Prince can make law, by his sole authority, though it is "humane," that he should consult the "Proceres," 448.

Commands of prince have force of Law. He is "ius communi," 448.

Repudiates Cujas' interpretation of this, 448.

Two exceptions to doctrine of non-resistance; when prince behaves with intolerable cruelty not to particular persons, but to the whole commonwealth.

When prince endeavours to destroy the commonwealth. Example of first, Nero; of second, the "Maiestas;"

Is aware that his principle of absolute authority of prince was not the view of all countries, 449, 450.

King subject to God only, he is "legibus solutus," 450.

Barnes, R.: duty of complete submission to king, however unjust, 291.

Bartolus—

Aware of divergence between Civilians on the authority of custom, 17.

Roman people have lost the power of electing and deposing emperor; first belongs to German princes, 291.

Custom "praeter legem" overrides law, 18.

Prince is "legibus solutus," but...
The inferior public authorities may rightly defend their subjects against the attacks of the higher authority on their religion, 286, 287.

Subjects and superiors bound to obey each other, 435.

An evil authority is an ordinance of the Devil, not of God, 286.

This declaration cited by John Knox in 1561, 398.

Bellarmine, Cardinal—Political authority normally not derived immediately from God, but "moderato hominum consensu," 372.

The Divine Law commands obedience to the king while he is king, but does not forbid his deposition for just causes, 404.

Belloy, Pierre—Protests against doctrine that Henry of Navarre, as a heretic, could not be King of France, 440.

The people cannot control the actions of the king, for its is by the Divine Will that he holds the crown, whether he is good or bad, 441.

Bertachinus—Custom and statute have equal authority to laws, 426.


demnsus legisbus, but not "sensus rex,

"sensus rex, et ratione," he is bound to maintain the "consuetudines," 415.

"sensus rex, et ratione," 435.

"sensus rex, et ratione," 435.

Bodin, Jean—Definition of "Rospublica," 418.

Controlled by reason and power, 418.

Supreme authority has "Maestas," and is "potestas legisbus soluta," 418.

Supreme authority is subject to "lex divina," "lex naturae," and "lex omnium gentium com- monis," 419.

Borraqna—Political authority rests on force, Aristotle and others were wrong when they thought that in the beginning kings received authority on the ground of their birth, 480.

Natural liberty is that of a man who, under God, rejects all authority but that of himself and right reason, 420.

The empire is one under the supreme authority of another, he has lost his natural liberty, 421.

Boswell, James—Cites St. Paul and St. Peter as teaching that kings are appointed by God, and David's submissive conduct to Saul, 430.

People must not resist the king, 430.

Servant can appeal to magistrate against his master, but subject has no refuge against the sovereign but God, 431.

Admits that Protestants on Continent contended that their Constitutions allowed resistance, 431.

No sooner to allow resistance in such cases, but in no case deposition of hereditary prince, 432.

Blackwood, Adam—Absolute authority of kings of Scotland, France, Spain, Portugal, and many other countries, 435.

People in these countries cannot be admitted to any share in the supreme authority, even if kings wished to do so, 435.

The nature of monarchy is such that it cannot be divided or shared, 435.

Macintosh of Scotland founded by Kenneth on force, and the people therefore have no legal rights, 435.

Authority of the king analogous to that of father over his family, masters over their slaves, 436.

Law has no authority over the king, 436.

Not only persons but property of all people are in the hands of the king, 436.

INDEX.

INDEX.

Bolkomst, Unterricht und Ver- manung der Christlichen Kirchen zu Magdeburg —

The Empire an aristocracy, 426.

In France alone did Bodin find a sovereign and absolute mon- archy, 426.

King of France did not swear to keep the laws, 426.

Thore the prince's commands have the force of law, 426.

He lays stress on permanent tenure —i.e., independence of judges, they are irresponsibly except by process of law, 383, 427.

A precarious tenure by judges savours of tyranny, 383, 427.

Kingdom should, as far as possible, be governed by law, not by the mere will of the prince, 81, 87.

Great importance in France and Europe of the Estates, 486, 487.

No taxation without consent of the Estates, 488.

Absolute monarchy the best government, 427, 428.

Supreme authority of the prince must not be shared with anyone, or "Maestas imporavit" will give place to anarchy, 429.

Anarchy is better than domination by the people, 428.

B abundant, "Maestas" remains with the people and is embodied in the Estates, 368.

It is from the people, not from God only, that the king receives his authority, 368.

The same principles embodied in constitutional systems of other European countries, refer-
Britten—

Absence of constitutional forms in

Interpretation of laws must not

The manv are wiser than the one.

King is subject to the law,

Contractual relation between prince

Cites deposition of Merovingian

Defends resistance to, and de-

Thore

Absurd to impose laws upon such

Appeals to Aristotle on

Authority of law greater

Icings

Compares

Appeals to Romans xiii. 1, 296.

Buchanan, George—

King is subject to the law, 232, 333.

The people acting through Parli-

ment is the legislator, 232, 333.

The many are wiser than the one, 234.

Interpretation of laws must not

Kings of Scotland hereditary, but

are created by the law and will of

the people, just as much as

elective kings, 366.

There is a contract between king

and people; it is void if king

breaks it, 387.

Defends function to, and de-

position of princes who abuse their

power, 389.

Authority of law greater than that of

king, and authority of people
greater than that of law; they can
therefore call him to account

in greater matters as well as small, 400.

Budé, G—

"Principe legibus solutus," 294-

Appeals to Aristotle on natural

monarchy of king who is in-

corporately superior to his

subjects, 294.

Absurd to impose laws upon such

men, 294, 295.

Roman emperors, at least in

Ulpian's time, and kings of France

have this quality, they are human

Joves, 294, 295.

Some reason why laws should stand

between prince and people, 295.

Appeals to Romans xiii. 1, 296.

Compares "Curia in qua summa

jurisdictionis Gallicae ... sita est" with Roman Senate, 206.

"Maecenas" of Roman people

transferred to emperor by "Lex

Regia," 356.

This "Curia" (i.e., Parliament)
decrees prince's "Acta" to be

"sine est," 290, 297.

Princes, though "legibus solutus,

submitted themselves to the

judgment of this Court, 296.

Buttrigarius, Jacobus—

People have transferred their au-

dority to prince and could not

make "general" laws, 23, 146.

People could revoke their grant,

and could then make any law,

23, 146.

Emperor can take away a man's

property "ex causa," but not

"sine causa," but that is not

because he has not authority,

but because he had said that

he would not do it, 84.

Buttrigarius, Jo.: cited by Bartolus

as saying that prince could take away

a man's property without cause, 86.

Cites deposition of Merovingian

defends resistance to, and de-

Principes legibus

solutus," 303.

Emperor can take away a man's

property "ex causa," but not

"sine causa," but that is not

because he has not authority,

but because he had said that

he would not do it, 84.

Calvin, John—

Defends reformers against charge

of subversive doctrines, 263.

Holy Scripture function and author-

dity of magistrate as coming from God, 204.

Cites David as having function of

submission even to unjust rulers, 264.

Rule of unquestioning submission

of private persons, 265, 266.

If they were aggrieved, they must

turn to the magistrates, 265, 266.

Such as Ephors, Tribunes, in

modern times perhaps the Three

Estates, 266.

These are the guardians of the people,

in capacity of treachery if they do not defend

them against the violence of

kings, 266.

Praises a mixed government, of

aristocracy and

monarchy of king, who is in-

greater matters as well as small, 400.

and subject in Dauphine and

Briance, 67-69.

Contractual conception with re-

gard to regents in Castile, 69, 70.

Contracts binding on individuals,

in civilians of sixteenth cen-

tury, 152-156.

Primes bound by contract with

people, Wesselin, 180.

Prime bound by contracts, Al-

cateas, 300.

Political society formed by con-

tracts among monarchs, Hooker

and Althusius, 354, 358.

Contract between ruler and people,


The conditions of Philip II's

authority with Netherlands,

'Apología,' 384.

The mutual oaths between Philip

II and the people of the Nether-

lands, 'Apología,' 384.

These conditions to be enforced

by vassals, 'Apología,' 384, 385.

Contract implied in Declaration

to Diet of Empire, 1528, 816.

Aldenegg, 385.

Assorted in Articles of Agreement

with Duke of Anjou in 1561,

386.

asserted dogmatically by George

Buchanan, 387.

Contract void if violated by one

party, Buchanan, 387.

King only accepted on certain

conditions; if these were violated,

people had power to depose

his power; reference to feudal

law, 'Droit des Magistrats,' 387, 388.

Reciprocal pacts and conditions

between prince and people,

'Archon et Politico,' 388.

"Foodus" between king and

people only, condition that

king should govern justly; if king

violates his power, people are

free from all obligation to him,

Vindiciae,' 388.

A contract of the kind part of the

constitution of almost all states,

Vindiciae,' 369.

Embodyed in coronation oaths,

'Vindiciae,' 386, 390.

Mutual contract between king and

people; if king violates them,

he ceases to be king, Boucher,

301.

Contract between king and people,

Hooker, 302-304.

Terms of this to be found not only

in the beginning, but in whole

body of the laws, Hooker,

302, 303.
INDEX.

No kingdom or commonwealth ever created without a contract between prince and people, Althusius, 394, 395. The emperor bound by his contract, refers to an oath of Maximilian that he would not obstruct the proceedings of the "Kammergericht," Zasius, 323. 

Cortes of Castile and Leon—
Kings cannot annul the law without the consent of Cortes, Burgos and Briheise, 1379, 1387, 4. Royal briefs contrary to custom to be disregarded, 5, 91. No person to be injured or killed by king, till he has been judged according to "fuero" and law, 65, 91. Contractual conception in position of regents or Tutores—minority of king, 69. Cortes meet frequently in fourteenth century, a normal part of government, especially during minority of king, 90. Protestations against illegal taxation, 138.

Demand that some of its members should sit in king's council, 85. Juan II. repudiates in 1411 the constitutional provisions of Briheise, but Cortes reaffirms them, 1440, 1442, 1451, 133-135. No taxation without consent of Cortes, 203-205. Cortes at Olmedo, 1445, affirms the "Divine Right" of kings, 1446.

Protests against royal interference in elections of members, 207-209. The place in all important affairs of kingdom, 209, 210. Sancioned by Ferdinand and Isabella to provide for legislation, 1486, 231, 462.

No could be made or revoked except in Cortes, 1506, 232, 463. Replies of crown to petition of Cortes, to be registered and observed as law, 232, 233, 464. All "cartas de suspension" to be revoked, 1518, 1522, 233, 464.

Frequent meetings throughout centuries, 462. Taxation, 465-468. Two members of Cortes to reside at Court till the provision of the commons, 477. Taxation by Cortes were carried out, 1525, 495. See also under Mariana.

Courts and kings—"Ours" superior to king, Picta, 30, 31. When king is a party, the court judges, not the king, Greyf, 33. King cannot be judge in his own case, Peter of Ausonia, 34, 35. King can only proceed against anyone by process of law, 64-66. King of France subject to "Parlement" in matters of distributive justice, De Sosael, 221, 225. Machaverelli confirms this statement; 225.

Royal briefs contrary to custom as much as "carta fuero" and law, to be disregarded, 5, 91. Peter of Ausonia, 389.


The minority of king, 90.

1486, 231, 462.

Minority of king, 69.

Eighteenth century, a normal part of government, especially during minority of king, 90.

Cortes, to be except in Cortes, 1506, 232, 463.

INDEX.

By them so long as they are sixteenth, 310-318. Prince has "imperium" not "dominium" over private property, 318.

Cuneo, Galileanus de—
Cited by Zabarella, as saying that power of making custom neither had been nor could be transferred to prince. Zabarella does not agree, 154. Cited by Zabarella as saying that Roman people could revoke the authority given to prince, 165, note 3.

Cunerus, Bishop of Louvain: 1 Sam. viii. is a statement of the "ius regis"; if king acts thus, he sins gravely, but people must not resist, 134.

Cuneo, Cardinal of—
Laws should be made by those who are to be bound by them. "Quod omnes tangat, ab omnibus approbatur debet," 156.

Power of legislation derived by emperor from Roman people, and could be taken away by them, 137. All government founded upon election or agreement of subjects, 169-171. This arises from Divine and natural law, 170.

The wise men should rule and make laws, but they have no coercive authority except from the agreement of their subjects, 170.

Prefers monarchy, but an elective one, 171.

Dict of Empire, representative of the whole Empire, 218, 216.

Customs—
Discussion of authority of custom by Bartholus and Baldus, 17-19. Prince can coerce them, but if subjects are unreasonable the prince can coerce them, 26.

Baldus (Super Fuero), 21.

Customs makes and unmakes law, J. Faber, 22.

Law must be confirmed by custom; but if subjects are unreasonable the legislator can coerce them, Archdeacon, 24.

Local customs cannot create "ius communis," but can create municipal law, if permitted by Pope or prince, Jo. Andreas, 25.

Custom and law in Civilians and Canonists of fifteenth century, 150-153.

See under Common, Duuren, Viglius, Doncetu, and Cujas for sixteenth century Civilians.

Prince is superior to custom, Bodin, 423.
Cynus (Cino da Pistoia) 132.

Diet of Empire: its legislative authority, 7, 215, 216, 488.


See also Luther, Melanchthon, Tyndale, H.-Bilson, Cunerus, Belloy, Peter Gregory, Barclay, Albericus Gentilis.

Doncaster.—Law established by Roman people, for prince only has legislative power, because people and public interest, are to be ignored by the judges, though they contain "non-nobissante" clauses, unless they injure no one, 310.

'Droit de la nature," (right of nature) —It is only detestable flatterers who tell the prince that he is "legibus et sentimentatis juris solutus." 309.

"Droit de l'homme," (right of man) —Receptions of princes, which are contrary to laws, are public interest, to be ignored by the judges, though they contain "non-nobissante" clauses, unless they injure no one, 310.

Donatus, H.——Cites Guido de Suea on binding custom as giving them the power of law, 308.

"Donus," (gift) —Is aware of the conflict between older Civilians, about the continuance of the legislative authority, 305.

Emperor bound "honestate," not "necessitate," to observe the laws, 15.

Cites Guido de Suea on binding custom as giving them the power of law, 308.

"Donus," (gift) —Is aware of the conflict between older Civilians, about the continuance of the legislative authority, 305.

Emperor bound "honestate," not "necessitate," to observe the laws, 15.

Cites Guido de Suea on binding custom as giving them the power of law, 308.

"Droit de l'homme," (right of man) —Receptions of princes, which are contrary to laws, are public interest, to be ignored by the judges, though they contain "non-nobissante" clauses, unless they injure no one, 310.

'Droit de la nature," (right of nature) —It is only detestable flatterers who tell the prince that he is "legibus et sentimentatis juris solutus." 309.

"Droit de l'homme," (right of man) —Receptions of princes, which are contrary to laws, are public interest, to be ignored by the judges, though they contain "non-nobissante" clauses, unless they injure no one, 310.

'Droit de la nature," (right of nature) —It is only detestable flatterers who tell the prince that he is "legibus et sentimentatis juris solutus." 309.
when there was no "public regime," 352. Political authority not related to that of fathers of families, 353. Political authority derived from an agreement among men to set up Government Public," 352, 354.

An opinion that there is a "natural right in the noble, wise, and virtuous to govern," but the assent of the governed is necessary, 354.

At first government was left to one man, but men soon found the evil of this, and came to laws, 354, 355.

It is the function of the wise men to devise laws, but their coercive authority is derived only from the community, 355.

"Laws they are not, therefore, which public approbation hath not made so," 355.

The community may give its consent by representation as "in Parliaments, etc.," 355.

Even an absolute king may receive authority from the community, 355.

There are different kinds of kingdoms, by "Happier is he that enforces law with his king," cites Bracton, "Rex...sub Deo et legibus," 356.

Commends England where "Laws itself is a rule," cites Bracton, "Laws are fixed by the authority of the state," and "nulla potestas nisi quod iure potest," 356, 357.

Limitation of powers of English kings embodied in the "solemnities and rites of their inauguration," 357.

Laws of England do not derive their force from the power which king has granted to Parliament, but from the realm, 357, 408.

Political authority can only be granted by subjects, 370.

Defends hereditary succession to kingship, but the hereditary right arises from the "original sovereignty" by the community, 370, 371.

Agreement or compact made between king and community, 391-394.

"Original influence of power from the body into the king is the cause of the king's dependency in power upon the body," 392.

The terms of this compact to be found not only in the articles of compact at the first beginning," but in the whole laws of the community, 392, 393.

Does not approve of deposition of the ruler without his consent, but his power should be carefully limited, 405.

Essence of all government in England is in Parliament, it is composed of the king and all the people through their representatives, 497.

L'Hôpital, Michel—

Condemns revolt against king however unjust, 415.

Obedience to king more binding than that due to fathers, 415.

Private property belongs to king, "imperio non domini," 417.

All are bound to obey the laws, except the king, 417.

Speech about importance of States General, 473, 486.

Speech on taxation at Estates of Blois, 1861, asks for financial help, 482.

Hotman—

Supreme authority in Merovingian and Carolingian times belonged to general assembly of the people which elected and deposed kings, 366, 491.

States General decided on claim of Edward III, and Philip of Valois to French crown, 366, 491.

"Concilium des Etats," retained in its own hand the "imperio non domini," 373.

Examples of importance of States General from 1903 to 1444, 491.

Cites Commines on States General, 401.

Joannes de—

Imola, Caius—

Customs of the people have the force of law, for the Pope and the emperor permitted this, cites Decretal of Gregory X, 150.

Prince bound by contracts with his subjects, but "naturaliter" not "rivet," 154.

James I. of England—


Function of monarchy is to maintain justice and judgment; in coronation oath he swears to maintain justice, laws and privileges of the people, 437.

Subjects cannot shake off the yoke, even though the laws behaves as in 1 Sam. viii., 437, 438.

People must obey king as God's lieutenant, without resistance, 438.

Parliaments cannot make laws without consent of king, they are for him, 439.

King daily makes statutes and ordinances without advise of Parliament, 439.

Scotland and England conquered by William the Conqueror; and they imposed laws on these countries, 439.

King the source of all laws, and has power of life and death over all men, for he makes the laws, 439.

His attempts to law of his own free will, not as subject to it, 439.

Repudiates the conception of a contract between king and people, as embodied in the coronation oath, 439, 440.

If he breaks his promise there is no one to act as judge, 440.

Jason de Mayo—

Cites Baldus as saying that prince has "plenitudo potestatis," what he will "ex corta centuria" cannot be questioned, 440.

Cites Baldus as saying that the Pope and the prince can do anything "supra ius, et contra usum," 449.

Explain's the Rescript of Theodolus and Albertus, "Rescript contre just," he need only insert a "non-obstaculizing clause," 449.

Cites Baldus as saying that it is sacrilegious to dispute the authority of the prince, but lawful to discuss his intention, 450.

Cites Baldus as saying that prince desires his acts "regulari justitiae polit et fori," 450.

Prince is bound by his contracts, he and any princely prince by those of his predecessors, but not elective prince, 455.

John Major—

Authority of king derived from community, 247.

King is "regularizer" over kingdom, 247, 248.

"Kingdom is "omnis principis" and "virtuiter" over him and can despose him, 248.

In France and Scotland supreme power is in the people, authority of the king is honourable, but "misellaneous," 248.

"The three Estates direct the king, 248.

A free people can for reasonable cause alter the form of the Polity, 248.

Janc I. of Castile—

Complaint of Cortes at Burgos, 1378, that certain persons produced briefs and eyght ordinances made in Cortes, 4, 5.

King's reply seems evolves, At Cortes of Bruxelles, 1378, Juan I. lays down that royal briefs contrary to law are to be disregarded, and that royal officers were not to seal briefs containing "non-obstaculizing clauses," 5.

Juan II. of Castile—

Aggrees at Cortes of Palencia, 1431, the constitutional provisions of Cortes of Bruxelles, 133.

Complaints at Valladolid, 1440 and 1444, refer to "non-obstaculizing clauses, and such phrases as "de certa sedulitaria, ost poterio real absolute," as "resnacies," king prohibits their use and revokes the provisions of Bruxelles, 135, 134.

Justice: see under Law.

King: see under Prince.

Knox, John—

Reformed preachers in Scotland declare, 1557, the right of the nobility and people to bid the fury of peace in free kingdoms, 396, 397.

Willcock and Knox, 1557, declare that magistrates are God's ordinance, but their power is limited by God's authority and by obligations to subjects, that they may be deposed for just cause, and that they have authority and barons as "born counselor" could depose the regent, 397.

Knox declares to Mary Queen of Scots, 1556, that if princes exceed their bounds, subjects may resist, 396.

Meeting of representatives of the General Assembly of Lords of the Council, 1564—discussion between Knox and Maitland, 396.

Discussion turns mainly on interpretation of Rom. xii., 398.

Knox distinguishes between the Ordinance of God and the person in authority, 398.

Only a just power is the ordinance of God, 398.

The commonwealth should bid the corrupt affections of ignorant rulers, 398.

Maitland appeals to the judgment of the reformers, Knox answers...
Law—Conception of the supremacy of law in the Middle Ages, 3, 129, 133, 227, 326-328, 598. Law as the embodiment of justice, 3, 505, 598. Royal briefs contrary to law, sill and void in Castile, 4, 5, 123-125, 462-464. Laws made in Castile with advice but without consent of the Estates, Fortescue, 142. Method of legislation in France in fourteenth century, 6, 7. Method of legislation in Empire in fourteenth century, 7. Method of legislation as described by Britten, Fleta, and Mirror of Justices, 7, 8. No "Politia" where law is not supreme, Marsilius, 9. "Populus," "universitas civium," or its "valencia pars" is source of law, Marsilius, 9. Meaning of "valencia pars," Marsilius, 9. Proceedings against persons or property only by process of law in France, Castile, and England in fourteenth century, 63-66. Violation of law by Richard II., alleging as justifying his deposition, 72. Laws must be made by those who are bound by them "quod omnium tangit," Cusa, 138. Legislative power given to emporer by Roman people and can be taken away by them, Cusa, 137. Important ordinance of 1439 made in France after representations from States General, 138. Laws must be approved "moribus utentium," Gesner, 140. King of France cannot slay a man except by process of law, Gesner and D'Ailly, 140, 141. King of France submitted to judgment of "Parlement," Gesner, 140. Law in England made by king and Estates, Fortescue, 142. Judges in England must carry out the law, even against the king's command, Fortescue, 142. "Dominium politicum et regale," when, as in England, the king can only make laws with consent of Estates, Fortescue, 142. Source and authority of law in Civilans and Canonists of the fifteenth century, 144-159. Difference between "Ultra Montani" and "Ultra Montanis," on question wether Roman people could still make a general law, Porcius, 145-148. France has authority to make laws, and without consulting the Pope, 219-225, 236. Jason de Mayo and Paulus de Castro, 148. Princes not bound by law, Jason de Mayo cites Balbus as saying that Pope and prince can do anything "sine iure, et contra ius, et extra ius," 149. Custom and law in fifteenth century Civilians and Canonists, 150-152. Contracts of prince as law, 153-156. King under law and "Parlement" in France, De Sessey, 219-225, 236. General theory of law in sixteenth century, St Gernons, Soto, and Calvin, 237-239. Law as custom, St Gernons, 234-236. Custom and law in France in sixteenth century, 237-239. No changes in laws and customs in Brittany without consent of the Estates of Brittany, 237. King of France above the law, speech of President of Parliament of Paris, 1527, 239. Louis XI. forbids "Parlement" to pay any attention to dispositions he might give from Ordinances of 1489, 239. Supremacy of law related to Liberty, Machiavelli, 239. Law and princes, see under Soto, Starkey, and Calvin. Law and princes in Civilans of sixteenth century, 239-240. Source and authority of law in later sixteenth century, 239-244. "Majestas," is supreme authority above Positive Law, but subject to Laws of God, nature and nations, Bodin, 418, 419. Law and right of resistance to prince, Luther and Melanchthon, 250-257. See also under Prince and States General. Liberty—Must be protected in the constitution of the state, Machiavelli, 250. The people are better protectors of liberty than nobles, Machiavelli, 250. Liberty related to supremacy of law, Machiavelli, 251. Liberty protected by Great Parlement of Castile, 261. Authority to make law resides in community, for men are not bound by the law, Suarez, 344. Liberty protected by representative assemblies, Althuisius, 499, 500. Limited Monarchy, see under Prince and States General. See also under Prince and States General. Liberty—The people are better protectors of liberty than nobles, Machiavelli, 250. Liberty related to supremacy of law, Machiavelli, 251. Liberty protected by Great Parlement of Castile, 261. Authority to make law resides in community, for men are not bound by the law, Suarez, 344. Liberty protected by representative assemblies, Althuisius, 499, 500. Limited Monarchy, see under Prince and States General. Liberty—The people are better protectors of liberty than nobles, Machiavelli, 250. Liberty related to supremacy of law, Machiavelli, 251. Liberty protected by Great Parlement of Castile, 261. Authority to make law resides in community, for men are not bound by the law, Suarez, 344. Liberty protected by representative assemblies, Althuisius, 499, 500. Limited Monarchy, see under Prince and States General.
The community is greater than the king, 376.

Only in barbarous countries have men given authority to princes without limitation, 376, 377, 495.

Community has the right to resist and depose prince who abuses his power, 402, 403.

Disobedience of tyrants, 402-404.

Authority of the community or the Estates greater than that of the king, 511-513.

Laments the fact that prelates and nobles are now omitted from Cortes; suggests that this had been done to increase the power of the king, 495.

Marsilius of Padua-

Expresses in drastic terms the normal political conceptions of the Middle Ages, 9.

No "populorum" when the law is not supreme, Aristotle, 9.

"Populus" is "universitas civitatum," or the "valens pars" and is the legal subject.

Meaning of "valens pars" defined; considers the magistrates as periphrasis and as the legal subject. 41.

Meaning of "princeps" or "populus," 42.

Conception of origin and forms of the State taken from Aristotle, 41.

Mandate of the People, 41.

"Pars Principans" derives its authority solely from the election of the legislator, that is, the "civitatis universitas," not from any person or corporation. 41.

The correction and deposition of the "principes" belong to the legislator. 42.

Functions of "principes" are executive, 42.

Question of one supreme authority in the world is not relevant to this treatise, 43.

Method of correction of the "principes," judgment should be in accordance with law, 50, 285; possible, but if the offence is not provided for by law, then cause should be determined by the "sententia" of the legislator, 43.

Machiavelli, "The Supremacy of the Prince and Law, as the Embody of it," 505-507.

The course of Positive Law. The custom of the community, 507, 508.

Laws as the expression of the deliberate will of the community, 508-511.

Laws supreme over the whole community, including the king and nobles, 511-513.

Influence of the revived study of Roman law, 513-517.

The theory of the "Divine Right," 517-515.

The theory of the contract between the prince and the people, 519-523.

The mixed constitutions, 523-524.

The supremacy of the community, 524.

The embodiment of this in the representative system, 524-526.

Melanchthon, Philip-

Agreement at first with Luther's early opinion of the "Divine Right," 284.

Jointed Luther in Declaration of 1536 that resistance to emperor was in certain cases lawful, 284.

Letter of 1539, 284.

Debate with Bucquoy and others in 1546 that it was lawful for the "Stände" to defend themselves, if emperor attacked them on account of their religion, 285.

Letter of 1546, on Rom. xiii. 1. Only a just power is an "Ordinance of God," 285.

Reference in the same letter to mutual obligations of lord and vassal, 285.

Resistance to unjust violence of the superior is lawful, for the Gospel does not annul the political order which is in accordance with the laws, 1599, 286.

"Mirror of Justices"-

King subject to law, 8, 34.

"Parlaments" should meet twice every year, 35.

Laws to be made by king and his courts, not by king and his clerks, 35.

King is not judge in cases of wrong done by the king to his subjects, these must be determined in the "Parlaments" by his courts (corona), 34, 35.

Molina, L.

Community entrusts authority to ruler, greater or less, according to its judgment. If the ruler exceeds this, he acts tyrannically, 341, 342.

Function of king is to make laws, but question must be considered whether the people gave him power to make laws only with their consent, or without it, 341, 342.

Molina thinks that he is almost incredible that the commonwealth should have given all its authority to the ruler, 342.

Monarchy is the best government, that is within the limits assigned to it, 342.

Royal power derived immediately from the commonwealth, "mediately" from God, 343.

Oceano, William of-

"Dialogus," Authority of emperors from God, but through men, 44.

Distinction between king who rules according to his own will, and king whom rulers under laws made by men, 45.
Discourse whether monarchy of the first kind existed in his time, 46.
Emperor or king, "solutus legis," but is under "natural equity," 46.
Are men bound to obey the emperor in communion libertatis? No. In cases where it is contrary to the "utilitas" of the people, 46.
In what sense is emperor lord of all property? 47.
Has emperor "pleni tota potestas" in temporal things? 48.
Illuminated only make laws for the public good, not for his private convenience, 48.
"Octo Questiones." King is superior in kingdom in some cases, but in others inferior, for he may be deposed and held prisoner, 48.
Authority of emperor derived from the Roman people, they did not give him an authority to rule despotsitally and they retain the right to dispossess the empire "casualiter," 49.
Custom superior to law, 49.
Panormitanus (Nicolas de Duchein)—Custom superior to "Positive Law." Different opinions as to whether is required the consent of Pope, 152.
Parliamentary authority a consequence of sin, 154.
Parlement of France—Authority in all important matters, 1522, 4, 108.
Should meet twice a year, "Mirror of Justicee," 35.
Not merely to furnish aids, but to legislate, "Mirror of Justices," 36.
All important matters should go to Parliament, "Modus Tenendi Parliamentum," 37.
Must not adjourn till all petitions are heard, "Modus Tenendi Parliamentum," 37.
Proceedings in Parliament for deposition of Richard II., 71-75.
Control of ministers by Parliament, 1541, revoked in 1543, 109.
Proceed of ministers and officials, 1376, 109.
No legislation or taxation without Parliament, Fortescue, 217.
Law of England not made by the will of king, but by 300 elected men, that is by the consent of the whole kingdom, Fortescue, 217.
Those laws of England which do not spring from custom are made by the king, lords, and whole "communitas" in Parliament, 35.
The "Great Parliament" not to meet continually, but from time to time, Starkey, 261.
It is to appoint a Council which will sit continually in London to represent the authority of Parliament, to control the king and his ministers, 261, 291.
Community may give its consent to legislation by its representatives, as in Parliaments, Hooker, 355.
In Parliament the whole absolute power resides, for there are present the king, the nobles, the commons, and the clergy represented by the bishops, T. Smith, 489, 490.
The Parliament of England, together with the convocation annexed thereto, is that whereby the very essence of all government within this realm doth depend," Hooker, 497.
Parlement of France—King of France submits to be judged by them, Gerson and Porcius, 146.
King of France judged by them, De Seyssel, 291.
King of France judged by them, Machiavel, 225.
Princes submitted to the judgment of Parliament, Budé, 296.
"Courts de Paris" "once above the kings of France," "Regia," 380.
"The Senatus Lutetiae" is not in a certain sense as judge between the king and any private person, "Vindiciae," 281.
That is why the judges are irremovable, "Vindiciae," 381.
Judges should be held by a permanent appointment savours of tyranny, Bodin, 381, 392.
Paulus de Lacy—Roman people could, before the coming of Christ, have deposed the emperor, but this now belongs to Pope, 147.
Roman people cannot now make law or general custom, 147.
Prince can make law without consulting the "Peril" or "Pecunia," 148.
Prince and Pope bound by their contracts, 154.

People—
"Universitas civium" is legislator, Marsilius, 6.
It is competent to make law, Marsilius, 9.
Has transferred its authority to prince, cannot make "lex," but by its own authority has authority of law, Faber, 22.
Has made and can depose princes, 28.
Could resume authority they had granted to princes and make laws, Hugarianus, 24.
Some said that people could take away the authority granted to emperor, "Archdeacon," 24.
People who are without a king can elect one. The electors of emperor do this "vice ommit, princes and people, Lupold, 39.
Some great Jurists say that Roman people could still make laws, for people were greater than the emperor and could for just reason depose him, Lupold, 40.
The "Principes" derives its authority solely from the "universitas civium," which can also correct or depose him, Marsilius, 41-44.
Power of emperor (Charlemagne) given him by the Roman people, Hooker, 355.
They did not give power to rule despotsitally, and retained the right to dispose of Empire "casualiter," Oecam, 49.
Can revoke authority of emperor and make laws, Porcius and Jac. Butoringius, 146, 146.
Cannot do this, Saliceto and Petrucci, 146, 147.
Authority of king granted by community, and limited by obligations to them, Gerson, 159, 160.
Ruler of kingdom belongs to the "congregatio civium" or their "uneniter pars," Zabarella, 160.
Refers to "Lex Regia" and tablet in Lateran, Zabarella, 160.
Electors of Empire represented the "universitas" of the Roman people, Zabarella, 165, 167.
All political authority rests on election by the subjects, Gerson, 169, 170.
In the beginning kings were created by the "auffugium" of the people, Pot, 176.
In minority of king responsibility for the kingdom returns to people, Pot, 177.
The States General are "Procuratores" for all, Pot, 178.
Prince bound by the answers of the people, Wesselinus, 180.
Protection of liberty safer in hands of "Populi" than of nobles, Machiaviellus, 250.
Liberty impossible when the people are corrupt, Machiaviellus, 250.
The people normally much wiser than the prince, Machiaviellus, 254.
The people are the sources of the authority of the prince, 364-372.
The sovereignty of the people, 372-379.
The contract between the ruler and the people, 383-395.
The deposition of the prince by the people, 395-407.

Bouet, Bishop—
Cites Aristotle's description of three good governments, but prefers a "mista state," 329.
Denounces absolute government, 329, 330.

Government ordained by God to maintain justice, 330.

Entente between States governed by laws made by prince, and those of the community makes the laws, 320.
Constitutional forms of oppression by the head: Ephors, Tribunes, Diets, Parliaments, 331.
It is lawful to depose a wicked ruler and to kill a tyrant, but only normally, with public authority, 331, 332.
In England the High Constable has authority to summon the king before Parliament to answer and receive justice, 331.

Porcius, Christophorus—
Controversy whether Roman people could still make law, 146.
Bartholus and "Citra Montani" said not, "Ultra Montani," said they could, 146.
Porcius agrees with the latter, 145.
Roman people "concessit," non transitui, its authority to emperor, and can revoke this, 145.
Roman people could revoke the election of the emperor, 145.
Pot, Philippe, Sieur de la Roche—
Question of regency in France should be determined by the Estates and people, 157.
Kings in the beginning created by the people, 178.
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States General were the elected
Procurators of all Estates of
the realm, 178. The large general powers of States General, not only in taxation, 178.
States General appointed regency when King John was prisoner, and in ministry of Charles VI., 178.

Prerogative— 

In England—an extraordinary and absolute authority, not subject to law, Albericus Gentilis, 452. Refers to Baldus as having made this distinction between the ordinary and extraordinary authority of the prince, Albericus, 452. 

Prerogative is an ultimate and reserved power possessed by King of England over and above his ordinary powers, which was comparable with the "absolute" power of other kings: Cowell, 457. 

Prince, King and Emperor— 

Prince and people: see under People. 

Prince and law: see under Law. 

Prince and "Divine Right": see under "Divine Right.

Prince and taxation: see under Taxation. 

Source and nature of his authority—passive. 

Provincial Estates in France— 

Not frequently in fourteenth century, 6. 


Their relation to legislation in fifteenth century, 470-471. Sometimes limited by crown in sixteenth century, 479. 

Relatian to taxation in sixteenth century, 480, 481. 

"Quod omnis tangit, ab omnius debet communitas approbari"— 

Dunsardus, 24, 25. 
Nicolas de Cusa, 130. 
Gerard, 161. 

"Remonstrans aux Seigneurs"— 

Addressed to those who sought the preservation of the kingdom of France and an honorable liberty under the king, 336. 

King of France was under the law, 336. The Courts of "Parlement" were formerly over the kings, but now basely servile, 336. Demanded the restoration of ancient laws and the assembling of the Estates, 491, 492. Examples of the meetings of the Estates from Merovingian times till Estates of Blois, 1590, 492. Richard I: proceedings of his deposition, 71-75. 

Richard of Armagh: the meaning of "dominion," 60, 61. 

Ruffini Avogado: treaties on the theory of majorities in the Middle Ages, 11, note 1. 

Saliceto, Bartholomew de— 

Cites Jac. Brotzigrus as holding that Roman people could revoke the authority of the emperor and make laws, 146. 

Saliceto denies this, election of emperor belongs to German princes, deposition to Pope, 146. Roman people could not make "general law," even during vacancy of emperor: this belongs to Pope, 146, 147. 

Seyssel, Claude de: see under Limited Monarchy. 

Siete Partidas: first formally recognized as law, Codices of Alcala de Henares, in 1348, 6. 

Smith, Sir Thomas— 

Contrasts king and tyrant, the latter governs without consent of people, but makes laws at his pleasure, without regard to common consent of the community, 234, 235, 372. 

Some say that this tyrannical power was possessed by the Kings of France, of Louis XI., and by some Italian princes, 372. 


"SorSUMMUM VIRTUTIUM"— 

King of France has right to impose taxation, but is guilty of sin if he does this without cause, 27. Ordinary and extraordinary revenues of the commonwealth, 37, 38. Ordinary revenues originally granted to prince for the defence of the country, justice, &c., 39. They may be refused and prince deposed if he diverts them to other purposes, 38. 

If king neglects his duty or abuses his authority, he should be deposed by the people, not the Pope, 39. 

Beto, I, 256. 

Princes normally do not derive their authority directly from God, but from the people, 255, 356. Authority of king is great, he is not merely "dispensator officiorum," but is the "Repubblica," 229. 

King has power of making laws, "Quod Prinpo3 plaerat," etc., 255, 256. 

King cannot be deposed except for tyranny, 256. 

Discussion of tyrannicide and Council of Constance, 256. 

Prince is "legibus solutus," he is subject to "via directiva" of the laws, not to "via coerciva," 237. 

The term "Souverainé" is used in juristic and legal discussions, and is subject to no law, except of God and nature, and "Jus Gentium," 256. 

"Souverainé" and "Souverain." There must be in every community some supreme power which makes all laws and guarantees the constitution of the laws, not to "via coerciva," 237. 

Souverainé" is "souverain," he is subject to "via directiva" of the laws, not to "via coerciva." 

"Souverainé" and "Souverain." There must be in every community some supreme power which makes all laws and guarantees the constitution of the laws, not to "via coerciva." 

"Souverainé" is "souverain," he is subject to "via directiva" of the laws, not to "via coerciva." 

"Souverainé" and "Souverain." There must be in every community some supreme power which guarantees the constitution of the laws, not to "via coerciva." 

"Souverainé" is "souverain," he is subject to "via directiva" of the laws, not to "via coerciva."
States General, France—

Manifold powers and functions, 262.

The Estates were not called me Federal Assembly in England, 261.

If prince is hereditary there must be a "Great Parliament" to repress seditions and defend the liberty of the people, 261.

This is to appoint a Council, not the ordinary Council of the king—its composition, 261, 262.

Its function to maintain "Laws and good Policy," even against the king, who may make war and peace, 263.

Authority of evil government is not derived from God, 262.

A mixed government the best, 262.

States General, France—

Most frequently in fourteenth century, 6, 96-108.

Manifold powers and functions, 96-108.

The Estates, renunciation of obedience to Benedict XIII., war and peace, 96-98.

Taxation in fourteenth century, 96-108.

Abolition of illegal taxation, 101.

The constitutional crisis, 1335-1388, 105-108.

Taxation in fifteenth century, 109-104.

Compromise condemns all taxation without consent of Estates, 201-203.

Their various functions in fifteenth century, 213, 214.

States General of Tours, 1484, 215, 216.

Customs, his high opinion of their value, 214, 215.

For some says that neither St. Louis nor his ancestors imposed taxes without consent of Three Estates, 201.

Supreme authority in Merovingian and Carolingian times belonged to a combination of the people, which he relates to States General of later times, Hotman, 286.

These assemblies elected and depots the king, and States General had the same powers, Hotman, 368.

"Maitres" remains with the people, and is embodied in Estates, Boucher, 368, 369.

Retained in its own hands the "souverain autorite," Hotman, 373.

Identification "la souverainete" with the "Estats compose de corps de tout le peuple," "Archon et Politic," 376.

They were not wholly forgotten or ignored in early part of sixteenth century, examples, 472.

Their revival after the death of Henry II., 472.

Speech by I'Hospital at opening of Estates of Orleans, 1560, 473.

Estates of Blois, 1588. Address of nobles, 476.

Demand of Estates of Three Estates that they should again take up, 475; after that, every ten years, 475, 476.

Demand by third Estate that Ordinances made by the king on the "remonstrance" of the Three Estates should not be revoked, except in a similar assembly 476.

Estates of Blois, 1588. King swears that he would bind himself to observe the laws he had made, 476.

Clergy and third Estate declare laws made by the king with the Estates to be inviolable, 477.

Third Estate demanded that no edict should be published, and registered by Parliament, till it had been communicated to the "Procureurs-Synodes des Etats dans les provinces," 477.

Third Estate demanded that the decisions hitherto should be published, without going to the king's council, 478.

King declares that he did not intend to make "fundamental laws, except with the advice of the Estates," 479.

Henry IV. in 1589 announced his intention to call together the States General within six months.

Summons issued for meeting in 1590, but refused by the king.

Catholic League called together the Estates in 1593, 479.

Henry called together the "Assembly of notables" in 1596, 476, 478.

Those called were instructed to consult the people on their city or province, 479.

Henry assured the meeting that he had called to hear and follow their advice, 479.

The Estates he called gathering by Henry before issuing the "Edit of Nantes," 1598, but declared that he had examined the "Cahiers" of the Catholics, and had permitted the "Rapport" or report to meet and prepare their statements, 479, 480.

Examples of taxation by Provosts.
are to be rejected by Courts of Law, unless they injure no one, 320.

'Victoria contra Tyrannos'—Laws made by wise men and magistrates to restrain kings, 328, 339.

The many are wiser than the one, 339.

Kings receive the law from the people, 339.

Only among barbarians is king absolute, 339.

Legislation in Empire, England, Spain, Hungary—by representative bodies—it was formerly the same in France, 340, 484.

Kings the Vicars of God "institutes" them, but people "constitute" them, 367.

Even hereditary monarchs are only held to be kings when they have been invested by those who represent the "Majoras" of the people, 367.

The two "fodera," God, king, and people, and king and people, 388, 389.

God is the averger of the first, the people of the second, 388, 389.

Such a contract between king and people exists in almost all countries, Empire, France, England, Spain, Burgundy, &c., 390.

It is related to mutual oaths at coronation, 390.

There are officers of the kingdom whose function it is to maintain this contract, 419.

The Three Estates (of France) met every year formerly, 493.

Their authority in war and peace, and taxation, they could even change the succession and depose the king if he was a tyrant, 493.

Taxes could formerly only be imposed by the authority of the Three Estates in France. Cites law of Philip of Valois, 494.

Wenceslas, Emperor: deposition by the electors, 182, 183.

Wesselius of Groningen—Contract between people and ruler, 180.

Kings not to be obeyed in evil things, and may lawfully "in regno turbati," 181.

Discusses meaning of St Paul in Romans xiii. 1. This refers only to righteous rulers, it is lawful to resist others, 181, 182.


Conceived of them in terms of feudal law, 394.

If Philip violated these obligations, the Netherlands no longer obliged to render him obedience, 387, 395, 396.

Nobles have the right of the Electors in Spuria to control evil kings, 385.

Wycliffe, John—"Givile dominium," created by "Ritus Gentium," and coercive authority was accepted by the custom and consent of the people as approved by reason, 51.

Civil law and political authority instituted by men on account of sin, but derive their authority from God, 51, 53.

Discusses the best form of government, in view of man's sinful nature: monarchy is probably the best, 52, 53.

Christian man should obey the tyrant, "quasi bona fortune minus valencia," 52.


Authority of the ruler founded on the election of the community, in England and in other kingdoms, 53.

King is the Vicar of God, whether just or unjust, cites Rom. xiii. and 1 Pet. ii., 54.

Resistance even to perverse ruler is a great sin, unless his commands are against God, 54.

King who violates the laws sins against God, 55.

But his obedience to law is voluntary, 66.

Zabarella (The Cardinal)—Discusses authority of custom, commenting on Codes of Gregory IX. (Decretals i. 4, 11), 151.

Political authority is normally derived from the community, cites Aristotle, but probably this is a reminiscence of Marsilius, 163.

Discussion of the question whether Roman people, when they transferred their authority to the prince, still retained it, 166.

Mentions that he had seen a frozen tablet in Lateran dealing with the powers given to the Senate and the Roman people, 165, 166.

This makes it clear that Roman people had retained the power of making laws, 166.

However this might be, all power came to be in the hands of the prince, 166.

Agrees with Lepold of Beverhyn that the emperor in electing the emperor acted as a "Collegium" representing the "universitas populi Romanus," 166.

Government a Divine institution even among infidels, cites Innocent IV., 166.

The electors can for just cause depose the emperor, at least when he has not yet been crowned by Pope, 167.

This is Zabarella's own judgment, but he submits it to the judgment of more competent persons, 167.

Zasius—Emperor has "Potestas immensa," he is "logibus solutus," and can make law "bona fortunae," 319.

Prince is bound by his "contracts" even with private persons—relates this to feudal law, 319.

Prince's actions must conform to reason and equity, cites the stories of Trajan, and Agrippa, and the rescript of Anastasius that no heed was to be paid by administrators to rescripts contrary to general law and public utility, 320.

Discusses the meaning of "logibus solutus." This does not mean that the prince could annul a man's legal rights by law, decree, or statute. Reference to case "in Consistorio Princeps," 320.

This probably is the case discussed in Zasius' "Consilia," ii. 10, 321.

Two principles laid down in this. Emperor cannot override the judgment of the Court, and he is bound by his contract, 321.

There had been much discussion of such phrases as "ex plenitudine potestatis" and "ex certa scientia," 321.

Zasius is quite clear that by the use of such phrases the emperor could not annul "Res Judicata," or a man's lawful rights, 321, 322.

Such phrases had become a matter of convention, and they had no great force, 322.

In this case the emperor was bound by his own constitution in the Diet of Worms, 1495. This had received the force of a contract, for the emperor had sworn to observe it, 323.

The authority of the emperor does not extend to injustice, though he is "lege mere positiva solutus," 323, 324.

The "ius" claimed by a man which belongs to the "ius naturale vel gentium" cannot be taken away by the emperor, except perhaps for obvious public utility, 323, 324.

The Court, therefore, should order its original judgment to be carried out, 323, 324.
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